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THE 

COCHIN TRIBES AND CASTES. 
-:o:-

INTRODUCTION . 

. owi~g to ill-health my erudite friend, Professor A. H. Keane, 
was unable to write the introduction to the second voluml! 

of Mr. L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer's monograph," The Cochin 
Tribes and Castes", and at a somewhat late date I was requested 
to do so. Those who have studied the earlier Volume of this 
enthusiastic and energetic ethnologist will cordially welcome the 
continuation of his ethnographic researches. The first volume 
gives a descriptive account of the hill and jungle tribes and 
other low castes of the State in the ascending order of social 
status. These backward jungle folk have a peculiar interest 
for ethnologists as they appear to retain mariy of the customs 
and beliefs which we may well suppose characterised mankind 
in very ancient times; they are ethnological survivals which 
bear the same relation to anthropology as that borne to zoology 
by those generalised or persistent types dating from geological 
antiquity in various groups of animals that rejoice the heart of 
the zoologist. 

The present volume deals with other groups, higher in 
social grade but not of less interest or importance for the 
student, for the State of Cochin is fortunate in possessing an 
assemblage of tribes and castes which is without parallel else
where in an area of equal size. 

The Nayars have been frequently alluded to by ethnolo
gists and sociologists on account of their peculiar social customs. 
They were formerly the swordsmen and military caste a£ the 
\\'est C'oast of India; Pliny (Nat. Hisf. vi. 21) refers to them as 
l\arcre. Their origin is still problematical, but it is generally 
held thnt they nre a Dravidian people who have been modified 
by mixture with the Nambuthiris, indeed judging from photo
graphs it is not nlwnys possible to determine to which of these 
two peoples a given individual belongs. They may have been· 
among the first invaders of l\lalabar and consequently assumed 
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a dominant position. Mr. Thurston (Castes and Tribes of 
Southern India. vol. v. p. 284) refers to successive waves of 
different castes and tribes from the Canarese and Tamil coun
tries; these settled down, "adopted the customs and manners, 
and assumed the caste names of the more respectable of the 
community that surrounded them. This process of assimilation 
is going on even yet. Chetties of Coimbatore ... Gallas ... 
from the north have similarly, in course of time, assumed 
Nayar customs and manners, and arc now styled Nayars. 
Again the Rajas and Chieftains of the country sometimes raised 
individuals or classes who had rendered them meritorious 
service to the rank of Nayars. These men were therefore 
styled Nayars, hut formed a separate sub-division with little or 
no communion with the rest of the Nayar class, until at least, 
after the lapse of generations, when their origin was forgotten. 
Nayar may thus at present be considered to be a term almost 
as wide and general as Sudra" (H. A. Stuart. Madras Cemus 
Report, 1891). Mr. M. Sankara Menon (Census of India, 1901, 
vol. xx. Cochin, Pt. I. p. 151) also believes in the mixed ori;;!:c~ 
of the Nayars and suggests that there may be a Kolarian ele
ment in the population. 'When the observations on the 
physical anthropology of the inhabitants of the State are 
published we shall probably be in a better position to discuss 
the problem. 

The Nayars are divide-:! up into so many groups and sub
groups that it is not easy to define exactly what these are; on 
p.97we read that "Among the high caste Nayars, the recogni
tion of caste by occupation is not possible. They were at 
one tirr.e a military caste ... Among the lower classes of Nayars, 
there were sub-castes (potters, weavers, copper-smiths, etc.) •.. 
but the men of these sub-castes have abandoned their tradi
tional occupations and consider it a disgrace to be known by 
their original occupation. " It seems an undue extension of 
the term to describe them all as members of one caste, on the 
other hand there does not appear to' have been sufficient soli
darity among them to warrant their being termed a tribe as 
N. Subramaniya Iyer, follcm'ing Bhattacharya, has done 
(Census of l11dia, 1901, vol. xxvi. Travancore, p. 321). 
M. Sankara Menon however says {1 • .:. p. vi): "A number of 
farawads (matriarchal family groups) related together has all the 
!eatt1res of a regular clan •.. Two or more clans having the 
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same social status are grouped into a jathi or caste of later 
times, which has in its turn all the characteristics of a tribe ..• 
Thus, the Nayar community is ev~n to this day divided into 
tribes, which are again sub-divided into clans and families." 
The Nayars may therefore be best described as simply a 
people. 

There arc two forms of marriage among the Nayars : the 
taliketftt kalyanam obligatory only on females, and the sam
band/tam. The former or tali-tying ceremony is compulsory 
on every girl before she attains maturity, though there is a 
tendency towards laxity in this respect now-a-days. The 
ceremony takes place every ten or twelve years, when all the 
girls down to the baby in the cradle must undergo it if they 
have not already done so. It is a formal affair, celebrated with 
complicated rit~s and much festivity. There may be a bride
groom or tdli-ticr for each girl, or he may be married to all the 
girls. He may be of any age, but in the northern parts of the 
State and elsewhere a boy or boys are customary. On the 
fourth or fifth day the wedding dress is torn to signify the dis
solution of marriage, the tdli may be rcmov~d then or later. 
In poor famili~s the mother tics the tdli in the nearest temple. 
If the tdli-tier, of whatever rank he may be, wishes to take the 
girl as his wife he is at liberty to do so with the consent of her 
parents, in which c~se he has to celebrate the sambandltam by 
giving her presents of cloth. It is also understood that till the 
severing of the cloth on the fourth or fifth day he has the right 
to cohabit with her. Every conceivable designation has been 
applied to the f<ili-tying ceremony from a " formal marriage " 
to "a ridiculous farce ". N. S. lyer (Cmsus of India, 19010 

Tra\'ancore pt. 1. p. J28) quotes Sir T. Muttuswami lyer who 
de~cribt"s it as a religious ceremony" to gi\'e the girl a marriage• 
able status ••. A ceremony which creates the tie of marriage 
only to be dissolved at its close sugg~sts an intt!ntion rather to 
give the girl the merits of a religious ceremony than to generate 
~he relation of husband and wife."' 

The second or real marriage, smnb,wdh.rm, good or aus
picious union (also known as gw1:1 dosluw1, good and C\'il), is 
invariably accompanied by gifts of a cloth and money and is 
a quiet affair with the minimum amount of ceremony. The 
proper spouse for a young man is the daughter of his maternal 
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uncle (cross-cousin marriage). "The union is generally effecte. 
with mutual consent, but is terminable at the will of eithe 
party" (Ill S. Menon l. c. p.160). 

There cannot be intermarriage between descendants of an: 
female ancestor. A man may not marry the sister of hi 
deceased wife. Among the high class people marriage i 

· hypergamous, but endogamous for the low castes. 
The Nayars are not only a matrilineal people, but the: 

afford one of the most striking examples of that rare socia 
condition, the matriarchate. '"le are probably safe in regard 
ing this as a very ancient institution among the original Nagas 
and in their case it was associated with another rare custom 
polyandry. 

Polyandry seems usually to be related in Central Asia wit! 
poverty and unfavourable conditions of existence, but this can· 
not be a determining factor in Cochin. Various circumstance! 
here appear to contribute to this custom. In the first p'lac< 
there is the rigid organisation of the tarawad which, at a!: 
events in former days, relegated the husband or consort to th< 
position of a negligible outsider. Mr. Anantha Krishna Iye1 
says that according to the orthodox view "the sam band ham 01 
pudmnuri ceremony is not a marriage in the legal or sacramental 
sense of the term ... The Nambuthiris do not look upon it as 
a marriage ... The union may terminate at any time from 
wantonness, caprice or any other .reason, and if the couple 
joined together by pudamuri were satisfied with one night of 
hymeneal bliss, there is no legal impediment to prevent sepa· 
rating without any formality on the following morning" (p. 
JS). "Further the person that begot a child in a maruma· 
kkathayam [i. e. matrilineal] female was originally regarded 
as a casual visitor and the sexual relation depended for its 
continuance·on mutual consent ... "As a matter of fact" all or 
nearly all of the Nayars Lnow] cling to one wife for life, and 
with them sambcmdham is the reiU marriage, de facto and de 
jure. This is the real state of affairs in the States of Cochi.n 
and Travancore as well as in.British l\falabar .. p. 36). 

Although the custom appears to have died out except per· 
haps in a few out-of-the-way places, there is no doubt that 
true palyandry occurred among theN ayars. Hamilton says that 
thew Jmen e~ccept thnse of high ra'1k may marry up to twelve 
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husbands at one time if they please, "the husbands agree very 
well, for they cohabit with her in their turns, according to their 
priority of marriage, ten days, more or less, according as they 
can fix a term among themselves" (" A new account of the 
East Indies", in Pinkerton, Call. of Voy. and Travels VIII. 
1811, p. 374). The husbands were not necessarily brothers 
though they probably usually were. They in their turn do not 
seem to have been limited in the number of terminable marri· 
ages which they could make. Dr. Rivers has pointed out 
similarities between the marriage institutions of the Nayars and 
Todas (Tire Todas, 1906, p. 699). Evidently in olden days 
there was a system of more or less temporary marriage which 
was at the same time polyandric and polygynic, in other words 
it was a true polygamy, and this was the recognised method of 
increasing the membership of a faratt•ad. Mr. Anantha Krishna 
Iyer points out (pp. 36, 38) that the old state of affairs has 
passed away and the people are virtually monogamists, though 
there is still considerable diversity of opinion and practice. 

The perpetuation of the inconspicuous position of a hus· 
band was probably strengthened by the military organisation 
of the Nayars. It is not desirable from a military point of view 
that warriors should be cumbered with the cares of a wife and 
family. This was acted upon by Zulu chiefs and by the Masai, 
though the latter recognised the frailty of the flesh by allowing 
young ~:iris to live in the warriors' kraals. Polyandry among 
the Nayars was also fostered by the power of a chieftain of 
selling to a man the rights of a husband over another man's 
wife (p. 59), and especially by the teaching and practice of the 
Brahmans (p. -10). The Nambuthiri dominance threw on the 
subject classes a large number of wifeless males without any 
pro11erty of their own, but the Nayar social system was "ad· 
mirably suited to their peculiar circumstances and urgent needs" 
(~!. S. Menon, I. c. p. x), and they had every reason to conserve 
it as there is no restriction to the number of N ayar women with 
whom a man may be associated. 

:\I. Sankara ~Ienon believes that, judging from what still 
nhtains anwng the non-.\ryunsof :\lalabar, Cochin and Travan· 
core, the people of Kerala, as the whole district was called, were 
organised in tribes each led by a chief who took possession of 
illnds by clearing waste grotmd, or by expelling or enslaving_ 
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the owners, the land being afterwards distributed among clans 
or smaller groups which co-operated in the work of clearing or 
of conquest ; the tribes without landed estates obtained 
subsistence by different kinds of services to the rest: '!'he 
government was in all probability in the hands of the karana~ 
vans, or head men of families, there being no evidence of any 
monarchical constitution. 

There is hardly any doubt, Mr. Menon thinks, that at least 
in the first half of the fourth century B. C. Aryans invaded 
Kerala. These were the Nambuthiris (Nambutiris or Nambu
diris), who by temperament and training were quite a different 
kind of people from what their peace-loving:, unobtrusive des
cendants have long since become. As Parasunl.ma, their 
accredited leader, was the bitterest enemy of the Kshatriyas 
it is improbable that members of the warrior caste accompanied 
him, therefore the Nambuthiris must have been fighting men 
and doubtless brought followers in their train. The Aryans 
were first repelled by the Nagas or serpent people, who were 
probably the ancestors of the Nayars, but later they overcame 
them, and it is an interesting example of the irony of fate that 
there is a serpent grove in almost every compound or garden 
occupied by high caste Malayali Hindus, and snakes are fed 
and nursed in the house of the "Pcimbumt!kat N ambudri '' 
(M. S. Menon, l. c. p. 25). Finally came the time of social 
assimilation and national consolidation, but the abiding pre
dominance of the Nambuthiris in the community was probably 
due as much to the occupation by force of arms as to their 
superior religion and civilisation. After the conquest they 
were settled by their leader in villages occupied by the indigen
ous 3cgrarian peoples, who were subsequently classified as 
Sudras. To induce an idea o~ nationality the new-comers were 
prevailed upon by Parasurama, among other things, t<'l wear 
their tuft of hair in front instead of at the back of the head a.s 
in other parts of India. He also. attempted with but partial. 
success to assimilate to the Aryan system the many customs 
and practices which prevailed among the conquered. · 

In order to maintain" tfie continuous purity of blood an~ 
>iability of their families and to prevent their becoming· 
weakened by the multiplication of impoverished branches, the 
rule is enfNced that und<!r ordinary circumstances only the 
eldest son of the Nambuthiris is allowed to marry and he must 
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--- ---- --------- ------
marry one within the caste but outside his own family or 
qotra. Marriage is prohibited within six degrees when the 
common ancestor is a male and within six or four degrees when 
the ancestor is a female; conjugal relationship between first 
cousins is seldom practised, but when it is allowed a man 
marries the daughter of his maternal uncle after taking a cere
monial bath to indicate that all relationship with his cousin 
has ceased. Very often the absence of a son to the eldest 
brother and the necessity of providing the girls with husbands 
lend a j~nior member to marry into the same caste as the elder 
brother's wife, usually her sister. As a rule, however, the junior 
members enter into samha11dhat11 with young women of other 
cnstes below them up to the high caste N ayars. When a girl 
of vedic parentage, owing to poverty or other causes, is allowed 
to be married to a young man of the non-vedic class she loses 
her status. Polygyny is often indulged in partly to ensure 
havint-: a son and partly to dispose of the superfluous number 
of girls. "Two or three girls are married to one man to avoid 
the payment of heavy sums which are required to get suitable 
bridegrooms" (p. 210). Polyandry and widow-marriage are 
absolutely unknown among them. 

The relation between the Nambuthiris and the Nayars is a 
very interesting one and each community has been affected 
by the other. 

Another interesting community is that of the Mappillas who 
are described in the Cetrsus Report of 1871 as hybrid Moham
medans whose numbers are constantly increased by the 
conversion of the slave castes of 1\falabnr, which conversion 
l'if r. Logan says "has had a marked effect in freeing the slave 
caste in Malabar from their former burthens. By conversion a 
Chentman obtains a disti net rise in the social scale, and, if he 
is in consequence bullied or beaten, the whole Mohammedan 
community comes to his aid," They too have adopted many 
Hindu customs, for instance a tali is tied round the neck of a 
bride hy her sister, and though inheritance is patrilineal in the 
Cochin State in North Malabar the Mappillas, like the local 
Xamhuthiris, hn'-e adopted the matrilineal law of inheritance. 
"Curiously enough," 1\fr. Anantha Krishna lyer informs us, 
•' even umong those whose inheritance is patrilineal the wife 
sddom li,·es with her husband in his own home, but on the 
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contrary the husband visits her· as m a marumakkatluiya11t 
family." 

It is impossible to do justice in an Introduction to the 
mass of valuable information which Mr. Anantha Krishna Iyer 
has presented to his fellow-students, so I will content myself 
with a reference to the Black Jews. 

One of the most interesting features of the ethnology of 
Cochin is the community of Black Jews, concerning whom 
there has been much controversy. There is no doubt that Jews 
came in early times as settlers, possibly according to some from 
Yemen, and that they intermarried with the natives. Dr. Red· 
cliffe N. Salaman has recently shewn in a suggestive paper on 
"Heredity and the Jew" (Journal of Ge11efics, Vol. i. 1911, p· 
273) that contrary to current opinion those physical characters 
which though difficult to describe are generally recognised as 
"Jewish" are (in Mendelian terminology) recessive when. Jews 
mate with European Gentiles, whereas Gentile physical cha· 
racters are dominant. Indeed so far as his observations go the 
Jew-Gentile hybrids conform to Mendel's law, and they "streng
then the view that complex as the origin of the Jew may be, 
close inbreeding for at least two thousand years has resulted 
in certain stable or homozygous combinations of factors which 
react in accordance with the laws of Mendel and which may 
explain the occurrence of the peculiar facial expression recog
nised as Jewish (l. c. p. 290). With regard to the Cochin Black 
Jews he says: "The Beni-Israel of India have been settled in 
India at any rate since 1400 of the present era, but tradition
ally from pre-exilic times. They are essentially a black people 
quite unlike the European Jew. They have always been look
ed down on by their white brethren in India and they have 
lived as the natives amongst \vhom they dwell, and with whom 
there is little doubt they have freely mixed. In the description 
of them given by Fisch berg, he agrees that they are no.n-J ewish 
looking and dark skinned; he remarks, however, that ever~· 
now and again a practically ordinary white skinned individual 
with Jewish features occurs amongst them. If, as is probable, 
the Jewish facial features are recessive to the native, then it is 
only what one should expect to find that the great majority of 
this isolated community are native-looking and that an occa
sional recessive should crop out from the mating of two 
hybrids" (1. c. p. 286). It is certain that race mixture has taken . 
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place, and in the Jewish Encyclopredia article a very good 
account is given of how the Black community has been aug· 
mented by the addition of freed slaves belonging to the White 
Jews, and the conditions of admission are of interest• The 
absence of Levites amongst the Black Jews is almost certain 
proof that there can be but very little Jewish blood present. 
The tradition of Levite and Kohen exists in fuil strength to-day 
ail over Europe, and there is every reason to believe that it is 
absolutely well-founded and that no man calls himself Levite 
qr Kohen, who cannot in reality make good the claim. No 
Levite or Kohen according to Jewish law, may marry a stranger, 
a proselyte or the daughter of a proselyte, or a divorcee, 
the sect may therefore be regarded as of strictly Jewish des
cent. Its absence from the Black Jews is highly suggestive. 
The community of Black Jews is thus an interesting example 
of the persistence of social and religious customs long after 
they have ceased to have any racial significance. 

It does not appear from the account of Mr. .\nantha 
Krishna lyer that the Black Jews have any peculiar customs 
or ceremonies which are not characteristically Jewish, but 
M. Sankara Menon (Census of India, 1901, XX Cochin pt. J. 
p. 6 7), says : "The Jews of ail sections have adopted a few 
customs peculiar to Hindus. Before going to the Synagogue for 
marriage a Tali is tied round the bride's neck by some near 
female relati\·e of the bridegroom generally his sister". The 
tube, or mezuzah on the doorpost can be seen in London, and 
together with the kissing of the finger is an old orthodox 
custom still common among the Polish Jews. 

The desire for sons, with which the custom of the Levirate 
among the Jews is associated, is not confined to Hindus or 
J cws. It is not clear whether the Black Jews themselves 
admit that this desire "is an outcome of the idea that the spirit 
of the dead would be made happy by homage received at the 
hands of the male descendants". Letourneau (The Ewlutiotr 
of.U<lTriage, p. 265) says: "For the Hebrews, a much more 
practical people than the Hindoos, the levirate had only an 
earthly object that of keeping up the name or family of the 
deceased and all that belonged to it." The idea is tersely ex
pressed in Rut/1 iv. 5, "to raise up the name of the dead upon 
his inheritance.'' Whatever may be the significance of the 
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!evirate ill110J1g other peoples, its occurrence among the Jews was 
q~t du.e to the idea of property in the widow but to t~e qesire 
jo establish the q!Jceased brother's name and property and was 
poly. nece1;sary if the deceased was childless. ~f t},e 'statement 
that the. Jews (presum>:fhly the Black Jews) may be married be
fore they ''come of age'' implies that they may be married befor., 
·puberty, then we must regard this as a borrowing from Hinc 
duistn as .th_ere is .no evidenc~ that such a thing occurs in any 
other Jewish community. The breaking of the glass is univer
sal aJ: Jewish weddings and serves as a reminder in the midst 
of joy of the destruction of Jerusalem. Mr. Anant},a Krishna 
Iyer has made a slip in speaking of the l(.ethubaft as a 
commandm.ent, it is merely a plain contract enjoining the 
husband to maintain the wife and mortgagi!)g all his property 
as security for the return of her dowry should she be l~ft a 
\vidow. It is essentially a document for the protection of the 
wife. Another variation from accepted usage occurs in regard 
to divorce and is quite contrary to the Talmudic and medireval 
Jewish practice. If the Black Jews look upon the Great 
Day of Atonement as commemorating a national calamity they 
are in error as it was observed before any such occurred. 

It is true that the Cochin Jews either Black or White have 
produced very little literature, but we can scarcely call 
individuals uneducated if they study Hebrew and can read 
and write the language though few may be able to read and 
write Malayalam. 

If the Cochin Jews may not eat any species of fish they 
have gone far beyond the Mosaic food taboos, as "whatsoever 
hath fins and scales in the waters, in t·he seas, and in the 
rivers, them shall ye eat" (Leviticus xi, 9). 

The accompanying illustrations also point to the forego' 
ing conclusions: the Black Jews present few, if any, traces 
of Jewish blood, whereas in the·· photograph of White Jews 
these are readily discernible. 

. 'students of Ethnoiogy will warmly congratulate Mn 
A,n.antha Krishna -I yeron the coinplc;>tion of his investigationS-Oil 
the customs and beliefs of the 'peoples of the State of Cocllin; 
and they also would like to mark their appreciation of· the 
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liberality cof the enlightened Raja and Government of the State 
for entrusting the work to such able hands and for the excellent 
manner in which it has hret> published. 

Christ's College, Cambridge. l ALFRED C. HADDON. 
Ja11uary 25th, 1912. f 



<;:HAPTER I •. 

-:o:-

THE SUDRAS OF COCHIN. 

-:o:--

A. THE HIGH CASTE SUDRAS (NAYARS), 

THE NAYARS are an interesting caste of -people,_ forming : 

Introduction, 
considerable portion of the. population of tb 
Cochin State; they constitute the third anc 

last of the honoured castes under the ·name. of the pure " Sud 
_1'as of Malayala ". They were mostly J;lobles who. engage• 
neither in handicraft, nor in commerce, n()r in any. othe 
'occupation but that of arms, which they always carried; ani 
no one could be called a Nayar who was not of noble lineage 
They were in fact the mag!)ates of the rulers of Kerala, anc 
.exercised as much authority over their inferiors as their ruleri 
did over them. They formed in ancient times a warlike race wit! 
military leaders and clvil administrators of all kinds. Very mud 
influenced as they are by modem civilisation, their: custom! 
:widely differ from those of other people, in marriage, family 
and social organizations, as also in maternal filiation. The5f 
!=ustoms, which are primitive, are being tenaciously retained ·by 
them; and they are even now, as they bave always been, a 
unique people whose customs may appear peculiar~\•. strange to 
foreigners. 

The word Nayar, which is· the. honourific plural of 
Nayan, is derived from Nayaka, which means a leader of the 
people; and the name, which in the widest sense at .present 
includes a large number of sub-castes quite distinct from one 
another, may have been given by a class of Brahmans called the 
Nambuthiris 1 to the Nayars proper, who formed a .military 
class in ancient times. Some consider .it to . be. more . COI'I'ec11 
to derive Nayars from Nagas (snakes or snake-worshipping 
Nagas or Scythians) from the worship of the Naga$ o!;,snakes 
which has been the <;h!iracterfstic. cult of. the communitv. . ' . -· . . . .. 

I. See account or tbe Nambutbino. 
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According to Kerala Mahatmyam, the Nayars are said to 
be the descendants of the union of the junior 

·o,;g;n andt•ad;t;on of be f h N b h' · f 'l' · h h ..,. ...... mem rs o .t e am ut 1r1 am1 1es w1t t e 
Devagandarva and Rakshasa women brought 

in by Parasurama from extra-terrestrial regions. The Kera
latfr«tti regards them as the descendants of the Sudras who 
accompanied the Brahman immigrants from outside Kel'ala. 

Some consider that the Nayars came from Tibet where 
polyandry prevails, whiJe others· -consider them to be a 
very early division of the Xewars of Nepal. The mere exis
tenfe of polyandry in Tibet is not sufficient to suggest a racial 
identity, nor is the form of polyandry prevailing amongst the 

:Nayitrs the same· as that found· amo~gst the Tibetans; ' b1rt 
-the mar~~al relations, mode of inheritance and other customs, 
,as welfas the style of architecture of Nepal, closely connect 
.them·with the Nayars, and: go to show a common origin. • 

I~~c the serpent worship of the Nayars, and also theirmatri
·archal customs,. others have found traces of a Scythian· origin. 
It is said that the Dravidian languages retain a more intimate 
connection with the Scythian or Turanean tongues. Philology 
also comes in to support this view.. It is said that Tamil and 
its cognate tongues were founded· upon the ancient A"Sura or 
Dravidian speech, and this is-strongly confirmed by the fact 
that the language of the Brahuis, a tribe on· the borders of Sind, 
:has been found to he closely allied to them.. "The Brahuis' 
language", says Dr. Caldwell, "enables us t-o trace the DraYi
dian race to. the sout-hern confines of Central Asia, and that 
this country was. the home of the Nagas to which race appa
rently belonged the founders of the Drayidian kingdoms. " It 
may therefore be safely concluded that the Dra;·idians of-South 
India were of the same stock as the Nagas of the North, and 
oo these tribes of Naga colonists belonged the ·original serpent 
worshipping N ayars." " The. name Dravidian Races,'" says 
Friedrich Ratz~. " fits only the Tamils,, Telugus, ancf c'anarese 
of Southern India,. remoter kindred of the dark aboriginal 
population to whom Aryan pqpulation brought the religion of 
Brahma, a; high civil. order and of course the opportunity · ?f 
extensive intermixture. The ~lection of the·term is connected 
~-~---=~=-~~--~~~--------~~------------~~ The EvolUtion of Marriage, LetourneaU, page 8o . 

., 'lheSun·ud·tbe.SOTpent, C. F. Oldham, pagetsa. 
3· The sun and tllf SOI'fODt,. Chapter VII; pqes-162-160. 
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with 'tts use in the sacred writings o1 the old indians, wh~re 'if 
it; applied to the old Kshatriyas on ·the east coast of tl\e Tieccan 
who had fallen to the rank of Sudras. As a ·rule, ·however, ·an 
are called Dravidians who are not Aryan or Semitic and SpeaK 
agglutinative languages like Tamil. They are distinguished by 
their dark colour, Mongolian features, and smooth hair. '!The' 
nucleus of the Tamil race was indeed, "·says·Grant, "devoted to' 
the·l'lomad life, fhe fundamental institution of Turanean -ex is-' 
t~nce, 'but the hypothesis of their close ·connection with ·the: 
population of Tibet has ·not attained the rank of scientific 
certainty. " 1 

The passage, quoted above, supports the general consensus 
of opinion, that the !llalayalam language is an offshoot of 
Tamil, nnd thnt the Nayars are the immi.:rants from the Tamil 
country. 

·It has always been a matter of controversy whether 1\fa· 
layalam is the mother, sister, or daughter of Tamil. The 
popular opinion seem.s to be, that it is the archaic form of 
Tamil before it became a written 'language, an<l this corres· 
ponds with the information derived from the Greek writers 
that the country was known by the name .of Limurike, Ta· 
milike or Tamil country. • 

Relying mainly 'on literary evidence, 1\Ir, Kanakasabha 
Pillay has attributed a Mongolian origin to the whole Dravi. 
dian race of Tamils, among whom he includes the N ayars, but 
anthropometric results point otherwise. 3 

As has been seen, many distinguished authorities are un• 
animously .agreed that the N ayars belong to the Dravidian 
race with no doubt a considerable admixture of Aryan blood, 
but the date of their arrival in !llah1bar cannot be accurately 
determined. 

It is assumed by some writers that the Aryans .were .con•· 
qucrors who reduce<! As11ras (Dravidians) .to slavery. ~What· 

ever might have heen the fate of the aboriginel;, the Asnras 
":ere not subdued by the Aryans, and never became their serfs 
or d~pcndnnts, but were converted gradually to Aryan .usages 
hy 11 regular fusion. Bishop Caldwell supports this view and 
says, that the subjugation of the Dravidians by the Aryans is 

1, Race: a of Mankind, Vol. Jll.,.pap350, 
•· Malabar Law. &Ad Custom, Introduction, pap 1. 

3• Tbo Tamilo, oicbteen bund"'d )oean ago. 
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not . borne out either by any Sanskrit·authority _or.- Dravidian' 
traditions; 1 but certain legends refer to conflicts between them:_ 
and the Hindu coloni~s of later times, and these are ·said t0 
have been le_d by Parasurama, and the Nagas from Patala who!J!. 
they found in possession of the 'country. • The latter were, 
not _ forc!"d to divide the spoil with the Kshatriyas or warriors, 
~ho else•vhere count~rbalanced the power of the Brahmans, and 
obliged them to keep up a continual struggle in which victory. 
alteynated with defeat. These internecine dissensions gave the. 
htdigenous element a chance to recover itself by degrees, and 
finally gave birth to a military aristocracy called the Nayars. • 

. The Nayars of ancient times formed the chief militia in 

·'the· military charac
ter of-\.ba Nayars. 

Cochin, Malabar and Travancore, and their. 
valour and other fighting qualities evoked the· 
admiration of foreigners, and inspired even 

the restless Portuguese poet Cameons, who described th.em in 
the_foll9wing ·apt lines :-

?oliar th~ labouring clans were named ; 
By the proud Nayar~ the nobl~ rank is claimed; 

The toils of culture and of art they-scorn; 
The shiQing faulehion brandished in the right; 

Their left arm Wields the target in the fight. 

· · ··oJie.-of'the e·atJiest'actdilnts·of'the Nayars is found in the 
w~itin~s of tiu;ti"te Barbosa,' who described them as . men of 
noble descent, who had to be armed as knights by the king or 
lord with whom they: lived, and who could not call themselves 
Nayats until they had been so equipped as to bear arms. They 
,\-_ere generally sent to school at the age_ of seven 'to learn au· 
manner of ·athletic feats and to enable them to use their 
weapons; • Their ·sinews arrd ·joints were so· stretched ·and· 
anointed with the oyle sesa1111ts by skillful fellows called' 
" Panicars,''who "'ere captain& in war, 'that they beca~e very 
llght . and 'nimble'; and could "wind and twine their bodies ... _ 
as if they had no bones. They cast themselves back\\:ards 
and -forwaTds, high and low, to the astonishment of the be-· 
holders, and the ~elight in their weapon was so great that they 

. . . _. - --· 'i 

1 .. ·, Grain~ar ofthe Dravidian Language·s, Introduction, page .•P'!· 
a. Th~ Sun and the·Serpent, page 107. 
3· Primitive Folk, page l07 ... 

4• A de,sc~iptiof! ~f.t.he Co~sts .~of E.-st Africa :.Artd ·Malabar by 
Duarte "Ba-rbosa,·~age ·ns-ug . . 

. ... ..! ' - .. - ... • • ••• • •• -. • - •• - ~ ' 
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persuaded themselves, that no nation could handle it with 
such skill and ·dexterity. 1 Such trained young men became 
the guards of some king or lord, ;md so faithful and obedient 
were they, that they. had no hesitation to die for him when 
required. They were the greatest and worst enemies of the 
Portuguese, and did a great deal of mischief to them by sea. 
Some of them had a naked rapier or cutlass in their right hand 
and a great target in their left, made of light wood, some again 
were armed with bows and venomous arrows upon their 
shoulde.rs; and while moving about, they made a great noise 
by knocking the hilt of the rapier against the target in order that 
they might be heard. Others carried long pikes, some pecus 
with the match readily lighted, and had the best locks that could 
be found in all Europe. They knew how to use them, and the 
Portuguese had no advantage over them. Wherever they 
went, they carried the'ir arms both by day and night." 

"They went into battle almost naked, threw javelin with 
equal address backward and forward, and drew the bow with' 
such skill that their second shaft often split the first. Their 
extraordinary agility made them the terror of every combat in 
forest or jungle. On the smallest provocation they prepared· 
themselves for U..ath, and having done so, one would hold his 
ground against a hundred. Those attached to the person of 
the prince made it ·a point of honour not to survive him." •. 

"The military dress of the Nayaris a pair of short drawers 
and his peculiar weapon is an instrument· 

Thoi• "' 11'""• ,,,..., ' h h' b b d bl d h k d llnd modo or ftgh.tin.. Wit a t In ut very roa a e oo e to• 
wards the edge like a bill-hook or gardener's 

knife, and about the length of a Roman sword. The hooked 
instrument, the inseparable companion of the Nayar whenever. 
he quits his dwelling on business. pleasure or for war, has no 
scabbard, and is usually grasped by the right hand as an 
ornamental appendage during the time of peace and used 
for destruction in war. When the Nayar employs his 'musquet' 
ot his bow, the weapon already described is fixed in an 
instant by means of a eatch in the waist belt, with the flat 
part of the blade diagonally across ·his back; and it can be' 
----------------.,.-~--,--• 

1. Johnstone in bia relation• of the most famouS kincdom in. 
the world, z6n. -

a. VoJ"'geo_ or Linachotel\ -to the Eaatlndiea, 
3'· -G..-ol Rtiot nach Oot'lndi~n,_ . 
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disengaged as quickly whenever he drops 1iis ' musquet ~ 
in the wood or slings it across :his sho.uldeFs for the purpose 
of rushing to close encounter with this terrible instmmeni." 1 

Cavalry was unknown; there was only infantry. The sol
diers wore a silk .cloth wound .round the head and carried 
swords, shields, lances and bows. The king had an umbrella 
formed of the leaves-of a tree and fixed on to the end ofa cane: 
for protection from the sun. There was no standard. ·\V:hen 
they were in battle, and one army was at a distance .from the 
other, two ranges of a cross-bow, -the king would ask the Brah
mans to go to the camp -of the enemy and tell the knights to 
let one hundred of his men fight with the same number on his 
side, when both the .parties would go to the central space to do 
so. The fighting continued even for three days, when blows 
were given on the head and at the legs. After the death of 
some men on either side, the surYivors were .directed to return 
to their camps. 'If any more fighting was desired, the same 
course was adopted. Sometimes the king rode on an elephant, 
and sometimes th.e Nayars carried him. The .pay of a soldier. 
was four carlini a month, anil in time of W<tr half a ducat. 

"The Nayaxs whom the king ·received in his se~e were 
never dismissed, however old they might be. They received. 
their pay and rations, and the king granted favours :to whoso· 
ever had served him well . .If, however, they were left unpaid for 
some years, some four er five hundred of the aggrieved would 
rise up and go .in a body to the palace, and send word to the 
king that they would go away dismissed, because he did not 
give them food. The king weuld then beg them to have _patience, 
pay them at once -either the whole amo;mt due to them or a 
part of it with a promise to pay the balance at an early date. 
The king generally ~atisfied them, considering it a disgrace. 
that they should go _away to se~¥e under another ruler. .Even 
in times of war they were not at liberty to t~>Uch any'j>easant; 
or eat and drink with ·him in his house without pt:nal-. 
ty. The king was ·bound .to .su.pport the mother and family 
of any soldier who died in war, He also treated, at his own 
expense, any soldier who was. wounded in battle. • 

J, Abbe Dubois .P.eopl" of -lCtdia. 
•· A Desoription of the Co.:.S.ts Df EaSI Africa And MalabJ.r, page 

13o-131, Duarte Barbosa. 
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Th~Nayars 

Thus did the. Nayars as a warlike race play a very 
important part in· the history of Kmua during the middle ages. 
Their weapons and modes of fighting thereafter underwent 
many changes. under the influence of the Portuguese and the 
Putch,. who introduced western arms and tactics into· the then 
existing_ art. of war,. when also the Nayars proved' equal to tl\e 
filCcasion. Labour~anais, who distinguished himself in the stor• 
ming of the little town of Mahe, bore the brunt of many a 
Nayar onslaught, and had therefore opportunities of forming a 
just estimate of their work. Major Munro, who was instrumen• 
tal in the storming of that little town in 1761, met the Nayar 
troops in the field, and thus described. their mode of fighting: 
" One may as well look for the needle in a bottle of hay as any 
of them in the day-time, they lurking behind the sand-banks 
and bushes, except when we are marching towards the fort, 
when they appear like bees out in the month of June besides 
which they point theilo guns well and fire them also." Dr. 
Buclianan, who under the orders of Lord Wellesley journeyed 
through M ysore, Malabar and Canara, spoke of them in the 
same strain. When Hyder Ali invaded Malabar, they com• 
mitted terrible havoc on· the Mysoreans. "The Nayars are 
the military class of Malabar," writes Col. 'Vill<es, who was 
struck with their pluck and agility. "They are perhaps not 
exceeded by any nation on earth in their high spirit of inde
pendence, but like all· persons stimulated by that spirit with• 
aut the direction of discipline, their efforts are uncertain, 
capricious and desultory." The last event in which they showed 
their military valour was in the rebellion· of the Pychee Raja o£ 
Kurumbranad.. With the fall of the Portuguese and the Dutch, 
and the conquest and annexation of Malabar by the English East 
India Company, the Nayars have almost lost their warlike 
characteristics, through successive generations of peace and 
have now become attached to the land .. Even writing. in 1855,. 
Captain Drury contrasts the Nayar's· effeminate disposition 
with the martial valour of his forefathers. He does not bear. 
transplantation. He now prefers a quiet swing in tlie verandah 
or ·a lounge under a tree, chewing betel. Unlike his ancestor.,. 
lie is becoming more and more domesticated. The Nayarc 
population has greatly increased and a. large majority of them~ 
are not very affluent;. and. among these physical deterioratioro 
ie noticeable-. 
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The Nayars, like other Malayali i:r"ind~s, are not lover~ 
of towns, but generallY, live in detached 

' Habitations. 
houses, with large compounds and ·good 

gardens. The strict· customs of caste purity and impurity in 
former. times made them desert places where they were l.ia
ble to be polluted by the members of very low castes. They 
generally select the site of a house either on the margin of 
a fertile valley or ravine with bright green fields of rice in 
front. The entrance to their compounds, which are often 'some
what raised off the ground by laterite or mud walls, is at s9me 
little distance from the main house, and consists of a , door'in 
the centre of a strong gate-way, which is the first that 'attracts 
One's attention as the dwelling is approached. The gate is quaint
ly constructed, and the surroundings are exceptionally neat and 
tidy. It is also essential that a stair or a ladder should lead 
up to it from the bank of a green level paddy flat, remin
ding one of the days when security of life and property 
depended upon one's own ability to laugh a seige to scG>rn; 
when ·aNayar house was his castle, and when at the gate-waY 
were posted ·retainers to keep watch and ward against enemies. 
Seats for them to rest on, right and left, both outside and 
inside, a solid quain.tly carved door and lintel, a room above 
approached by a ladder from inside, with windows, or open· 
ings whence shots were discharged on lawless intruders, and fi. 
nallya thatched roof, complete the charactersticsof a gate house~ 
Permission to build such a gate house was a rare privilege and 
had to be obtained from the rulers, but with a change in the old 
order of things, this restriction has, like many others of the kind, 
c;eased to exist. The plan and other details of the structure of 
a N ayar house are determined in strict conformity. with the· 
principles of the ancient Hindu science of architecture based on 
astrology .. 1 A compound or garden is first selected and measured 
0ut into a square plot . a-nd is then divided into four parts by 
imagina,ry lines running lengthwise and breadthwise through 
the centre or middle .of it. Either tit~ ni:irth-ea~t or south,west 
portion is chosen' for the site of a house, the former being pre
f.erred to the !after. l'he south-east 'corner is g~nerally set' 
apart as· the' fainily burial:grou.nd. · There are: again. special 
spots selected for the· weli, tank, cow-shed, serpent grove and 
the' family deity .. "The 'seiE!ction of the. site for the house is 

,. ehan4rika. 
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partly guided by the influence of the monsoon. In regard to 
the serp~nt grove or religious shrine, a square plot just in 
the middle of the south-west portion is considered the most 
ausp1c1ous. A typical Nayar house is quadrangular, with an 
open space (mittam) in the centre; the western portion of it is 
the granary, while the rest of it is partitioned into rooms. The 
northern portion comprises the store-room and the kitchen at 
the western and the eastern extremities, with the dining room 
in the middle, while the western and eastern portions are kept 
as open halls for gatherings on important occasions. The 
house so constructed must face the rising sun-the east--and 
yet rather inconsistently it is called the patinjattupura or the 
western roof or building. The reason of this is that the patill· 
jafttt muri-the central chamber or the honoured guest chamber 
in the house, sanctuary of the ancestors of its occupants-must 
be so placed as to admit of entrance through its doorway 
the stm's earliest rays. Behind one or more of the rooms above 
mentioned is a chaippu forming a kind of enclosed verandah 
room. Another type most commonly met with consists of a 
portico serving as a reception-hall, the other portions of the 
building corresponding in details, more or less, with the quad
rangular edifice just described. The rigid adherence to the 
science of architecture is confined not only to the Nayars and 
other high caste-men, hut also to the generality of the Native 
Christians and Mah.;medans who, before construction, always 
consult some expert in the choice of a proper site and the 
formation of a ground plan of the house. Misfortunes or even 
calamities are often attributed to the violation of these prin· 
ciples, and very often a newly built house is either altered to 
remedy the defects or even pulled down. There are again 
houses, where the two types are combined. The huts of the 
poor classes consist generally of one Ol' two small, dark and 
ill-ventilatt:d rooms with a kitchen at one end, and a veran· 
dah either in front or on all sid.:s of the main building. 
\Vith the increase of population, and with the demand for 
more houses, the old notions and sastraic injunctions are be· 
itig overlooked as a matter of necessity, and the old fashioned 
houses ure displaced by those erect.:d on sound sanitary 
principles. The wood·work of the buildings is solid and 
substantial, and is in some cases beautifully carved. The walls 
are generally of laterite, brick or mud, and roofs which till 

' 
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recently were thatched are now being tiled with tiles of 
European pattern manufactured either locally or in Mangalore. 
In these days of comparative peace and security of life and 
property from marauders and free-booters, the necessity for 
massive structures has ceased to exist, and, coupled with this, 
the improved notions of architecture, derived from an easy 
intercourse with more civilised centres, the rapid progress of 
education, and with it a better knowledge of, and regard for. 
sanitation and hygiene, have wrought remarkable changes in 
the construction of buildings, so that a better class of houses, 
well built, airy, and commodious, is displacing the old ones 
with their small, dark-and ill-ventilated rooms. 

As part of the surroundings of the dwellings in the same 
compound, there are frequently seen a cattle shed, an excavated 
tank for bathing purposes, often full of fish and water lilies, a 
well so arranged as to admit of water being drawn directly from 
it to_ the kitchen, an nut-house (matam) for the Brahman 
travellers or visitors, and, lastly, a small edifice for the family 
deity. The gardens surrounding the houses are adorned with 
mango and jack trees, immense bananas, groves of cocoanut 
and areca palms and various kinds of flowers. Thus, in most 
places, their houses, which are occupied by fine types of 
humanity, (well made men and shapely women), are situated 
beneath the grateful shade of magnificent avenues of trees. 

Four hundred years ago, a Portuguese traveller, writing 
on the subject, remarks upon the Nayar houses as being scru
pulously clean and neat. \Vithout any exaggeration it may 
be said that they are proverbially so, and the women are either 
naturally endowed with a taste, or are trained from early child
hood, to keep the houses and everything therein neat and clean. 
Those of the richer and middle classes are in these days fur
nished with articles of European manufacture, and all their 
domestic utensils, for daily use, are made either of bell-metal, 
copper or brass, all well cleaned and washed early every morning. 

The furniture of the poorer classes is very simple; a 1\letal 
pot with a spout, a few metal plates' and saucers, a few metal 
pans of different sizes, a spitoon of brass, a few mats, a knife; 
a cot or two, a betel box, and· a ·few wooden bins for grains, are 
nearly all the requirements of a household in this respect. 

The house itself is called by several names according to 
the occupant's caste, that 6£ an ordinary Nayar being·a veed11 

:_j 
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or blra'!lallam, while the man in authotity dwells in an idam, 
and the Raja in a koviklkam or kottaratn. A separate name 
for each .tarawad or family is peculiar to this coast. 

There are some superstitious beliefs entertained by the N a
yars as well as other high caste-men, in the selection of the site 
for a house and compound, the quality of the soil, the site of the 
tank, well, cow·shed, and the edifice for the family deity; and 
as an account of these will be of some ethnographic interest, 
it is given below:-

The best site should abound with milky trees full of 
fruits and flowers; its boundary should be of a quadrangular 
1orm, ievel and smooth with a sloping declivity towards the 
east, producing- a hard sound with a stream running from 
left to right, of an agreeable odour, fertile, and of an uniform 
colour, containing a great quantity of soil, producing water 
when dug to the heig-ht of a man's arm raised above his head, 
and situated in a reg-ion of moderate temperature. The 
g-round possessed of qualities directly opposite to those men· 
tioned above is the worst, and that which has a mixed nature 
is of the middling quality. 1 

The site to he avoided is described in a special manner as 
follows:-That which has the form of a circle, or a semicircle, 
or containing three, five or six ang-les, or resembling- a trident 
or shaped like the hack of a fish, the hack of an elephant, 
or a turtle, or the face of a cow, etc., situated opposite to any 
of the intermediate quarters abounding with human skulls, 
stones or worms, ant·hills, bones, slimy earth, decayed wood, 
coals, dilapidated wells, suhterraneous pits, frag-ments of tiles, 
limestones, ashes, husks of corns and exposed to the wafted 
effluvia of curds, oil, honey, dead.bodies, and fishes; such a 
spot should be avoided on every account. 

In regard to colour and taste, ground with smell like that 
of ghee and with sweet taste is good for Brahmans; that with 
the colour and smell of blood and with an astringent taste, for 
Kshatriyas; that with yellow colour, smell of boiled rice and 
bitter taste, for Vaisyas; and that with dark colour, smell of 
toddy and taste of cow-dung, for Sudras. 

There is also a test for the selection of a site by lighting 
n lnmp in a hole. A hole measuring one cubit in depth, 

I. Ramra&'l enay on the architecture or t:he Hjndua, London, pp. 1$-IJ· 
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having been well plastered with mud, a saucer of unbaked 
earth filled with ghec and four lighted wicks is placed therein, 
for testing the quality of the soil. If the wicks burn brightly 
in all four directions, the ground is fit for all the castes 
;ncluding Brahmans and other caste-men. If the wicks do 
not burn, it will not suit any of the four castes. 

If the house is constructed by a person in the month of 
Medam (April-May) he gets disease; in 

Auspicious times lor 
·tho construction of hou- Edavam {1\rlay-J une) he gets money and .... 

jewel: in l\Iithunam (june-July) there will 
be death ; in Ashad or Karkadakam (july-August) he gets 
servants and jewels, but no beasts; in Chingam (August
September) friendship; in Kanni (September-October) loss of 
friends; in Thulam (October-November) death of his wife; in 
Vrischigam (November-December) money and crops; in Dhanu 
(December-January) he will become a devotee; in Makaram 
(january-February) there will be fear from enemies and 
thieves, but the builder will know of profits froni many direc
tions; in Kumbham (February-March), danger of fires;· in 
Meenam (March-April) gold and sons. 

The following asterisms are auspicious for commencing a 
building :-Aswini, Rohini, Mulam, the three Uttaras, Mriga
sirslia, Swathi, Hasta, Anuradha. All days of the week, except 
Sunday and Tuesday, are auspicious. A house should be com
menced at auspicious moments known as muhurtas : Sveda, 
Mitra, Mahendra, Gandharva, Rohini and also Raja Savitra. 
The erection of the pillars should be performed at auspicious 
lagnas, moments when the sun and the moon are favourable; 
other moments should be avoided. 

Building operations should not be commenced in the 

Inauspicious times. 
rainy season nor at the end of the third part 
of the dark fortnight, and. in the first and 

second part of the bright fortnight. Of the phases of the 
moon, the fourth, ninth, and fourteenth should be avoided·. 
Tuesday is also to be omitted; for working on that day brings 
injury or bad luck. Days marked \yith dangers natural ot any 
other, arising out of the earth, sky, or heavenly bodies and 
other calamities, such as the death of a friend, and those made 
ominous by the influence ~f · some planets are considered 
inauspicious. A well informed person should do his work 
'fhen the moon and the stars are favourable. 
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The construction of a house on the lett or back of a Vishnu 
temple, on the right of a Siva or Durga temple, or by the right 
side of a Sa.~tha temple, will cause calamities to the occupants; 
but that on the opposite side will bring prosperity. 

Houses should not be constructed near temples, paddy fiats, 
hermitages, the sea, hills, or cow-shed; if constructed near tern: 
pies, they should be lower in height than the religious edifices. 

Houses, constructed on a dry-land <Paramba) with an ele
vation to the north-west, will last for eighteen years; and if on 
an elevation towards the east, south and south-east, a hundred 
years; if, however, they are built on a ground with an elevation 
t<l the north-east, they will last for a thousand, if to the west. 
twelve years, and to the north, eight years. Houses built on 
grounds sloping to the north with atlti (Ficus racemosa) near 
them, those sloping to the east with arayal (Ficus religiosa) 
growing thereon, those with an inclination to the west, with 
PenH (Ficus Indica) growing thereon, and grounds with it hi 
(Ficus Venos:t) are fit for the occupation of the members of 
the four castes. 

The following trees, namely, ela1111i (Mimusops Elangi) 
or perdl (Ficus Indica) growing on the eastern side of a house, 
athi (Ficus racemosa) or puli (Tamarindus Indica) on the 
southern side, a,rayal (Ficus religiosa), pala (Echites scholaris) 
or milk plant on the west, ndga tree (Trichosanthes an
guion) and itlri (Fici)S Venosa) on the north, will bring pros
perity to the occupants. Jack and mango trees cocoanut 
and areea palms may grow on all sides of a house. Araydl 
(Ficus religiosa) growing on the eastern side of a house 
will cause it to take fire, while perdl on the western side will 
give cause for fear from enemies. Athi on the northern side 
of the house will bring on abdominal complaints to the occu
pants. ArdJ•al growing near a house must be cut off, unless 
the distance between the house and the tree be twice the 
height of the latter. A cow-shed may be erected either to the 
east or the west of the main building; and a similar one to the 
south of it for bullocks and buffaloes. There are certain cere
ll)Onies performed both at the commencement of construction 
and at its various stages, as well as before the occupation of a 
house, a d"tailecl description of which will be found in the 
account of the Brahmans. ' 
I .. Chandrlka: 
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Caste assigns to each individual his profession or calling 
and when once the system is handed dowr 

Internal struattu•e of f f h f •h• ...... rom at er to son, and rom generation tc 
generation, it is found impossible for all) 

person or his descendants to change for any other the conditior 
of life which the law assigns to him. The most far·sightec 

, and prudent men in ancient times prohablv found such an 
i~stitution to be the only means for maintai-ning a system oi 
civilisation amongst a people endowed with the peculiar charac· 
teristics of the Hindus. 

The important principle which guided all ancient legis
lators was, that no man in the commonwealth should he left 
without work. At the same time, they knew that the people 
were indolent by nature. They were further aware of the fact 
that, unless every individual was duly provided with some work, 
for which he might be best fited, the social fabric must neces
sarily fall to pieces. The law-givers therefore established 
durable and inviolable rules for the different castes constituting 
the Hindu race, the violation of which brings divine· dis
pleasure, and meets with severe punishment both in this world 
and in the world to come. 

It is some such guiding principle that is 
division of the Nayars into mrious sub-castes. 
Brahmans seem to have been instrumental in 

involved in the 
In Kerala the 

the formation 
of castes to some extent ; for, it is found that some castes have 
to do sen·ices in temples to Brahmans. Distinct professional 
groups in the tribal organisations may have existed there be
fore the advent gf these people, who probably found it easy to 
make a ready adjustment of the social groups, and thought it 
advisable to assign to them well defined occupations. There
fore, the original institution of the caste system does not merit 
any serious condemnation. 

Some are of opinion that it is not quite correct to say 
that the N ayars are a caste, and that it would be better to call 
them a tribe, as Bhattacharya has done in his ' Castes and 
Sects •. I am however inclined to think that the name is. not 
quite appropriate, and that thev do form a caste of people, 
known as Malayali Sudras. · · 

In regard to subdivisibl15, there is no uniformity. So 
numerous and varied are they in Cochin, Malabar, and Travan· 
core, that titles of distinction that· have been conferred upon 
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certain families from time to time are being looked upon as sub
castes. Jati11imayam, a Malayalam work of some authority, 
which gives 'an account of Malayali castes, limits the num.ber 
of subdivisions to eighteen, fourteen of which belong to the 
high caste Sudras, the remaining four being of low caste 
Sudras. In the last Census Report of the Cochin State, the 
same number is kept up with slight modifications, to which 
I am not inclined to agree. It is not possible at this stage 
to state the exact number of subdivisions, and the folJowing 
are those that have come under my personal investigation 
in the State :-, ' 

1. Kiriyattil Nayars.-They form the highest of ail the 
Nayar subdivisions in the Cochin State as welJ as south 
Malabar. The word kiriyattil or kiriyam is said to be 
derived from the Sanskrit, graham, which means a house. 
The derivation is doubtful. The members of this subdivision 
are believed to have been the descendants of the early Brahmans 
in their union with the Deva, Gandharva and Rakshasa women 
brought into Kerala by Parasurama, and their duty has been 
primarily to serve them. The members of the aristocratic class, 
who stilJ bear the titles of Panikkar, Kurup, Kaimal, Kartha, 
Menon, and Menokki belong to this class; in this class arc in
cluded the old uddtit•dzhis, and desat•dzhis-rulers of mids and 
d"sams-the military leaders, Pattola 1\Ienons and other stlrcinis 
or titled persons. Being superior to the members of other 
subdivisions, the lliriyattil Nayars can cook for ali others. 
The Nayars of this class are, according to current tradition, 
connected with the sixty-four families of VeJlalas, whom Dr. 
Oppert has tried to identify with the PalJavas. 

2. lllaff1t Nayars.-They are known in Cochin and 
South 1\Ialabar also as Sudra Nayars. They are par excelJence 
the attendants and retainers of the Nambuthiris. In many 
parts of the State and in Malabar, they have, by close 
contact with the Nambuthiris, fashioned many of their personal 
habits after the truly Brahmanical style, and are, on that ac
count, classed among the high class Nayars. \'ery seldom does 
a 'Nambuthiri woman go outside without being accompanied 
by a maid-sen·ant or dasi belonging to this class, and every 
woman of this class is her constant attendant and is .indis
pensable for her various ceremonies. They are, I understand, 
'found, wry· largdy in Tra\'ancore also, where they· form 
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the highest class. There are many who profess to belong to 
certain Nambuthiri illams, such as the Azhavancheri and other 
illams. They are obliged to be strict vegetarians owing to their 
service in the Nambuthiri families. 

3. Sv.'arupattil Nayars.-The members of this class ren
der services to the Kshatriyas. There are, it is said, three 
minor subdivisions, namely, Pindiyanmar, Patinalut'i'ttukar and 
Chitayans. The members of the first class serve as menials 
in the houses of Kshatriyas; those of the second have to supply 
them with everything necessary for the performance of all kinds 
of ceremonies; and those of the third serve them during pol
lution. They appear to correspond to the Chamavar and 
Sndras. Swarupattil Nayars or Swarupakkar (from swarttpam, 
princely house) are so called because of their service in prin
cely houses or Kshatriya families. They are next in rank to 
lllakkars. 

4. Agattu and Purattu Clzarna Nayars.-The Chama 
Nayars or Charnavar who are mostly immigrants from Malabar 
include the two subdivisions, Agattu Charnavar and Purattu 
Chamavar, " inside and outside retainers." respectively. There 
are two explanations of the terms. According to one, the 
Purattu Charnavar are the armed retainers of the various 
chieftains, while the Agattu Chamavar are the personal and 
domestic servants. According to the other explanation, the 
distinction refers to their position at yagams (sacrifices) at 
which it is said that various duties inside the yagasala or 
sacrificial panda! are to be performed by the Agattu Chama 
Nayars, while the Purattu Chama Nayars remain on guard out
side. In point of social precedence, the Purattu Chamavar are 
ranked superior to the Agattu Chamavar, probably because the 
latter do not belong to any of the fighting clans. A woman of 
the former may mate with a man of the latter, but not 'Vice 
'Versa. Only the men of the two 'subdivisions may eat together, 
but the women may mate with men of their own clan or of any 
other or with a Nambuthiri. The. men of this class form sam
bandhams in South Malabar with the Kiriyattil women. The 
caste-men affix the title of Nayar after their names. There ar'e 
many of this class found in the State. 

5. i'rle/UJkki and Pattola Jllenon.-Men of these castes 
serve as accountants· in temples and in aristocratic families, 
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The above two subdivisions are mere titles and the members 
belonging to them are not numerous in the State. 

6. Mar:lr.-The members of this subdivision act as 
drummers and musicians in temples and also render important 
services to Brahmans and Kshatriyas in their ceremonies. 

7. p,idamangalam Nayar.•.-The members of this clan 
arc engaged in escorting processions in temples. Some also 
act as sweepers in them. There are not, I am informed, very 
many in the State belonging to this subdivision. 

8. Pal/icfl,iu Nayars.-These are palanquin-bearers of 
the Brahmans and Kshatri1·as. 

· 9. VattekJd Nayar,,,::_They are the pressers of oil for 
use in temples. It has been remarked by some that the 
Vattektld Nayars are not always admitted to be true Nayars 
and that in some places they are called Vaniyans (oil 
mongers.) The subdivision is endogantous. There are two 

minor subdivisions, the memln:rs of which neither intcrdine 
nor intermarr)·· 

10. Chemjmlwtti Nayars.-These are the workers in 
copper for temples and Brahman houses. 'l'he following tradi
tion regarding them is interesting:-

" Chempukottis or Chemp6ttis (copper tappers) are cop
per-workers whose traditional business is the roofing of the 
,'fikrh•il or inner shrine of the temple with that metal. They 
arc said to have origin.ally formed p:trt of the K<TIIIIII<ilan or 
artisan community. \Vhen the great temple of 'l'aliparamba 
was completed, it was purified on a scale of uuprecedented 
gratHlcur, no les> than thousand Brahmans being employed. 
\\'hat w.ts their dismay when the ceremony was well forward, 
to sec a Chempukotti corning from the srikut'il, where he 
luul heen putting the finishing touches to the roof! '!'his 
appt•ared to involve a re-cmnmencement of the whole tedious 
and costly ritual; and the Brahmans gave v~nt to their feelings 
of despair, when a vision from Heaven re-assured them. And 
thereafter Chcmp6ttics have been raised in the social scale, 
and are not re~:arded as a polluting caste." 1 

.I 1. Otat111 .Vay<lrs.-They are the tile and thatch ma
Ket·s for temples and Brahman houses. 

12. Rd<1cheri .\'<l)'<lrs.-'l'hcy are the makers and seller& 
ot dairl' produce . 

. -- -------------- ------
I. Malabar District Gazetteer, page uo. 

D 
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13. Anduran Nayars.-These Nayars are the manufac· 
turers of earthenware for use in temples. 

14. Attikurusi Nayars.-They are the priests who offi
ciate at funeral ceremonies for all sub-castes above them. 

In respect of the fourteen subdivisions of the high caste 
Sudrtis, it must be said that the non-military classes, namely, 
the Otattu Nayars, Chempukotti, Anduran, Pallichan and 
Vattekad N ayars, have to be treated as an intermediate class of 
Sudr•i,,, because there is neither interdining nor intermarriage 
between the members of these subdivisions and those treated 
~s high caste Sudrtis; but they are classed among the high 
caste Sudr<is on account of their services in temples, which 
give them the privilege to enter them and bathe in public tanks. 

Under the head of low caste Sudras are included four 
sub-castes, namely Tharakans, Velakkathalavans, Veluthedans, 
and Chaliyans, who pollute other N ayars by touch, and who are 
on that account called low caste Sudras. Pollution by 
touch appears to be the basis for the above classification,. and 
on this principle, the three castes except the Tharakans are trea
ted as low caste Sudras; for, their touch pollutes all castes above 
them. The Tharakans had been a trading class, but they 
have now taken to other professions. They are a Tamil class 
and are the least i\Ialayali to be brought on. a level with the 
high caste Sudnis, though in their customs they are almost 
like the latter. A similar process of assimilation has been and 
is still going on among some of the Tamil castes of the 
Chittur Taluk as well as elsewhere, by which the mem hers 
of such castes are developing themselves into N ayars. :.: 

The ·N ayars affix to their names one of the following titles, 

Titleu. 
the origin and significance of which are 
given below:-

1. .l\.artha.-The word means a 'doer', and appears to 
have been used as a title by sor11e of the old Madura kings. 
The rulers of Cochin are said to have confirmed this title 
on some influential Nayar families,, and made them petty,yhief
tains subject to their paramountcy: All the Karthas belong to 
the Ill am division of the N ayar caste. Among the old families 
in tlte Cochin State still possessing this title are Cheninellur 
l\artha near Ernakulam, K6da~seri Kartha near Chalakudi, 
and Kuzhupilli Kartha. 
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2. J(aimal (from llai, hand, meaning power).-The Kai. 
mals were, according to tradition, the fighting masters of Cochin 
and Malabar. At one time, they were in charge of the royal trea• 
sury, which hy respected custom could not be visited by the 
Rajas themseh•es, except in the presence of the Kaimals. 
"Neither could they", says Barbosa, "take anything out of it 
without a great necessity, and by the council of this person 
and certain others." They were also the chieftains or rulers 
of certain localities, owing a kind of allegiance to the ruler of 
the State. Many of the Kaimal families are still in 
existence, such as the Koratti Kaimal, Cherukayil Kaimal and 
others. 

J. ]{urup.-This is also a title attached to the names of 
many Nayar families and is also assumed by other castes. 
Some of them were military instructors (Kalari Kurups) in 
the old royal families of Cochin and in North Malabar. 1 

4. Paniilkar.-The word comes fromj>ani, meaning work. 
The l'anikkars originally kept kalaries (fencing or gymnastic 
schools with a sort of private chapel attached to it) in Cochin, 
~lalabar and Tra,·ancorc. They are spoken of by the Portuguese 
writers as the strength of the country. They are no longer in 
charge of J.·a/aris but are now engaged in other occupations. 
Some are experts in sword play. 

5. Nayar.-The l'athinayirathil (10,000) and Muppa· 
thinayirathil (30,000) Nayars who constitute the forty thou· 
sand belonged to the Kiriyam and Charna castes. The title 
was generally conferred in Malabar by kings or feudal chiefs, 
hut in the State it was mostly assumed by the Sudras who 
had not received other titles. 

6. Menotr.-The word is a contraction of tru!l, above, 
and at•an, he, and means a superior person. The title was 
given to many Nayar families or individuals by the rulers 
of Cochin. As soon as a person received this title, he was 
presented with an o/a (palmyra leaO and an iron style for 
writing thereon. This is symbolical of the profession of 
1111 accountant. Even now, in Cochinand British Malabar, each 
,,,,.,,Ill or revenue village has a writer or an accountant who 
is called n Menon. The title of .llerr6kki means one who 
looks O\'cr or superintends, and is found only in Briti~h 

1. Ethnographic appendices, page 131. 
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·Malabar, where it is a creation of the Zamorin. 
7. Astin.-The word means a teacher. He is also a 

'head-man (/{,rrayinnu!l A san}, who has certain social functions 
in connection with the marriage and other ceremonies. 

8. Achan.-The word means father. It is the title of 
the Palghat Rajas, the ministers of the Calicut and Cochin 
J{ajas (Man gat Achan and Paliyat Achan), and also of several 
other old N ayar chiefs. 

9. Manndtiyar.-This is the title of certain aristocratic 
families in the Chittur Taluk near Palghat. The word IS 

derived from man, earth, and nitiyat•ar, earners. 
Among the high caste Sudras marriage is hypergamous, 

while the low caste Sudras are endogamous. 
Mnrringo prohibitions. 

This is the general rule, though exceptions 
may sometimes he found. A N ayar is allowed to cohabit with 
a woman lower in the social scale than himself, but his 
women kind are prohibited from exercising the same liberty. 
This is called the Anu/6mam and Prathi/Omam. Dr. Gunder! 
derives Anulomam' from Anu with 16mam --r6mam --the hair, 
going with the hair or grain. So Prathi/6mam means going 
against the hair or grain. According to this usage, a Nayar 
woman, consorting with a man of the higher caste, follows 
the hair, purifies the blood, raises the progeny in social 
e5timation. By cohabitation with a man of lower subdivi
sion, clan or caste, she is guilty of Prathi16mam; and if the 
difference of caste were admittedly great, she would be turned 
out of her family to prevent the whole family being 
boycotted. 1 

The rule of Anu/6mam and Prathilcimam is everywhere 
observed with great strictness. 
Embrlms, P6ttis and Tamil 

In many cases, Nambuthiris, 
Brahmans, Kshatriyas and 

1. Allianct>s betW('(•n the JX'Oplt• of North Malabar and south Malabar fK'l'm to be extremely 
rare. It is partly bl.'caust• oftht• principle of Prathilomam and pt"rhaps partly 
that thl' Nayar womt•n cannot cross th(' Korapuzha which marks th<' boundnry 
bl•tW('{>n the two. Nor can tht• worri.cn of tht~ l'Xtremc north of North Malabar 
cross thP riwr b~.:twft•n it and South Canara. Tht• n•ason is said to be that th•· 
Kolatht>ri Raja so commanded ow in~; to th•· ft•ar that was ent<'rtained about 
thl'ir bt•ing captul"l'd and takt•n as wtvl's by thl' Arabs. Similarly, till about 
fifty y••ars agoth(' Nayar women from North Travancon'and Cochin W('l'f' prohi
bitl'd from goingboyond Quilon southWard. Th('st•customs Rrt' bt•ing oWrlookt•d 
by th<' <'ducated m<'mb<'rs of the community and it may almost bl' said that 
thll_custom has b"gun to die out. 

Furth >r, in th<' c!dn>m<' south of South Malabar o. high cast(' brid<' mates with a loW 
cask bridt•~troom on tht• Prathilomam all"l'ady explaim•d. The husband cannot 
touch her without pollution,•wbt•n shf' is t•ngagt·d in taking meals. In the 
cast• of Nambuthiris, th<' samt• custom is in force and they cannot be seen, 
while t•ngagt•d in n•ligious ct•rt-monil's or taking meals. With the spn·~d of 
education, official status, wealth, poWer, o.nd inftuf.'m:.c. many of these tam<'
honoun·d customs are fut disappeari!lK· 
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Amhalavasis form alliances with Nayar women, but the 
latter and their children cannot touch their husbands and 
fathers without polluting them. The children of this union 
belong to the mother's family. In the clan system, 
descent was at first reckoned in the female line; consequently, 
uterine tics alone constituted kinship. The father was not re
garded as related even to his children, and not considered as a 
member of the family. In this system all the children bear the 
clan name, and the clan name becomes the test of blood rela
tionship. But the moment the descent is recognised through 
the male, the clan system breaks down. Among the N ayars 
the kinship is still reckoned through the female line. 

Marriage is endogamous among the low caste Sudri1s. 
The following restrictions are however in force among all classes 
of Sudrlts. There cannot be intermarriages between the des
cendants of any female ancestor. It is strictly prohibited even 
in the case of two persons belonging to the same tarat•tfcf or 
family whose relationship cannot be traced to its origin, but 
is only traditional. A man cannot marry the sister of his 
deceased wife. The custom is more changing. A man 
cannot marry from the family of his deceased wife, but is 
now limited to the tlldvazlli to which his wife belonged. 
Even this is now being overlooked. 

-o--.. 



CHAPTER II. 
-:o:-

THE SUDRAS OF COCHIN. 
--:o:--

A, THE HIGH CAS1'E SUDRAS (NAYARS) 

(Continued), 

According to Nayar ideas the most desirable bride f01 
a young man is the daughter of his maternal uncle. 

There are two forms of marriage in vogue among the 

Mo.M'_iage customs. 
Nayars, namely, the Tluilikettu kalycfnam 
(tali tying ceremony), and the Sambandlumz 

(the customary nuptial union of man and. woman) , the first of 
which is performed for every girl before puberty, and the se
cond, the real adult marriage, is celebrated after she comes 
of age. The tali tying for every girl is compulsory be· 
fore she arrives at maturity, ' and the omission ·or neglect of it 
will place her and her family under a ban; for, it is considered 
a religious impurity for a girl to attain puberty before the 
performance of this ceremony. There is however a tendency 
for these restrictions to be overlooked now-a-days. 

In every tarat•cfd or famiiy, the ceremony is performed 
once in ten or twelve years, and all the girls down to the baby 
in the cradle, who have not already undergone this ceremony, 
are married in this fashion for the sake of economy. 'When, 
in a family, the tali tying ceremony has to be performed 
for a girl or a number of girls, the ktrranavan or senior 
member thereof, at a meeting of the friends and relatives of 
the family, sends for the local astrologer, who after examining 
the horoscope or horoscopes of the giri or girls determines the 
auspicious hour for it as well as for certain subsidiary rites 

J, As a rule, the tali tying ceremony is peM'ormed before the girl attains puberty. but some. 
timo.a it is performed o.ftcrwardl. In the i8tter cmse, the girl is prohibited frOm 
entering temploa during the period intervening between the at~inmont of puberty 
"'"d the tali tyinr ceremony, • 
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which precede or follow it. I Information is then given to the 
relatives, and friends of the family regarding the perfor· 
mance of the ceremony on a certain date, when invitations are 
sent around to those that should attend the wedding. The 
ceremony then opens with a fixing of the post • for the erection 
of a panda!, which is tastefully decorated and in which the 
ceremony is performed. The male members of the village are 
invited and treated to a feast followed by the distribution of 
hetcl leaf, arecanuts and tobacco for chewing. " In the Cochin 
State, every time the ceremony is performed in a privileged 
family, orin one wishing to obtain privileges, a member thereof 
visits H·i~ Highness the Raja with presents (thirumrtlk•lzhcha), 
and requests his permission for the celebration. Similar 
presents are also made to the Kambuthiri je11mies by their 
tenants and others attached to the Ulam.<. It is interesting 
to note that certain privileges, such as sitting on grass mats, 
having a procession with an elephant, beating of drums, firing 
of pop-guns, worshipping of the Sun on a platform especially 
constructed, have often to be obtained from the ruler of the 
State. • Then follows the A.•lltamallgalyam Vekkal (pro
cession to the marriage panda! to place the eight auspicious 
things, namely rice, paddy, tender leaves of cocoanut trees, an 
arrow, a looking glass, a well washed cloth, lighted fire, and a 
small wooden box called cheppu) which is a formal beginning 
nf the ceremony, oc if necessary, earlier still, and for which 
a Br•lhma11i is invited. On the night previous to the cere
mony, the girl neatly dressed and adorned in her best 
is taken by her caste-women to a reserved spot in the 
house (Pati,,.lttu lruttal, seating on the western sidt'), 
wht•rc some ceremonies arc gone through, and the Bnik
mani or Pushpi11i entertains the party with her songs, 
chiclly Pur•i11k. Soon after, the girl and the female members 
of the family, dressed in gay attire and decked with costly 
ornaments, come nut in procession to the panda! where the 

1. The YillaRe aatrolo~r Ia entitled to be formally invited. H•· makes certain predic· 
tiona at the aarht of the meaaen1er about the ft!aulta of the marriare. When 
ha arrivaa at the l'•te of the houae, he Ia formally received, and he make• cer
tain other predic:tlona from the movement of the flame of a lamp aa to the 
reault, happr, or otherwiae, of the marria,e. ln the latter c:aae, he aui'Ke•u. 
aome remed e-a. 

t. For thia alao an auaplc:loua hour Ia ftxed. by the aat1'01o~r. 
3· A few important members ait tol(ether and prepare a kmd ofliat for the purchaN 

or provlaiona for the teaat and other expenaea. 
4• -such privllel(e• are permanently enjoyed by certain ariatocratic familioa. Some 

obtain thom .oo marrlap occaaiona. 
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same formality is again gone through. The girl has to sit 
with her face veiled. After going round the panda!, three, five 
or seven times, a cutting of the jasmine placed in a brass 
vessel is carried by the Elayad or family priest, who, mounted 
on an elephant with it, and accompanied by a grand procession 
with the beating of drums, a display of fire-works, and 
the joyous shouts of men and women, goes to the nearest 
Bhagavathi or other temple, where the plant and the tdli 
(marriage badge) placed in a vessel are consecrated by the per
formance of a puja by the temple priest. The party then 
return home with it. The night previous to the ceremony is 
marked by a feast called AtMzham. Next day, the girl who 
is again properly dressed and well adorned, is led to the 
reserved spot or the central chamber in which are placed a 
lighted brass lamp and a vessel full of rice. A short time be
fore the auspicious hour, she goes round the panda) or shed 
three times, and is led on by the Br<ihmani to the worship of 
the Sun (Adithyane Tltozheekal). In some cases this is done on 
the bare ground, and in others in a shed provided with a ceilii1g 
of plank previously erected for the occasion. After this the 
girl is seated in front of the shed and somewhat on its western 
side. The bridegroom or the t<ili tier, who may be a Thiru
mulpud in the. case of several girls, is invited and lodged in a 
house near the bride's family, where he and his friends •ire 
treated to a feast called Ayal or Ayini Oonu. A short 
time before the auspicious hour, the bridegroom, armed with a 
EWord and neatly dressed, starts in procession with his party to 
the bride's house, where, at the gate, he is received by a few 
male members with ashtamangalyam in their hands and seated 
conspicuously in the panda!. In some cases, there is a grand 
procession from the bride's house to meet the bridegroom's 
party, A male member of the family, ~ither tlie maternal uncle 
or the brother of the bride, washes. his feet, and brings the girl, 
who is already gaily dressed and bedecked with ornaments, 
into the panda!, round which she goes three times. She is then 
seated on his left side,' and the girl's .father makes presents 'of 
cloths (manthrakodi) in which bride and bridegroom dress 
themselves, and after the usual distribution of gifts to 
Brahmans and the Elavad, the latter hands over the tdli . . 
n1ade by the village goldsmith, at the. lucky moment mentioned 
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by the Kaniyan or local astrologer, to the bridegroom who 
with the sword on his lap ties it round the neck of the girlo 
She is then • required to hold an arrow and a looking glass. 
When several girls have to undergo the ceremony, a single 
Thirumulpad performs it or as many Thirumulpads as there·. 
are girls. The Thirumulpad gets one to eight rupees for 
each girl. As soon as the t•ili tying is over, certain for
malities indicative of the wife's duties (giving the bridegroom 
betel to chew, giving him a vessel of water to wash his~ 

feet and some fruits to eat, etc.), are gone through, and· 
after this, the tdli tier is allowed to depart receiving his 
fee' for the service rendered by him. The account given 
above is that of the ceremony performed in the aristocra
tic families of the State. Among the Nayars in the northern 
parts of the State as well as in other places, the Kaniyan or the 
village astrologer examines the horoscope or horoscopes of the· 
girl or girls and those of the boys of the families of their enan
J!ans, selects the boy or boys fit to tie the tdli and determines the.· 
auspicious hour, when information is also given to the kdra· 
11ava11 of the boy's families regarding the proposal and a formal 
request to them to allow the boys to serve as bridegrooms. 
In the e\·ent of their willingness, preparation for the cere
mony begins at once. The rites and the order in which they 
are performed differ in different places, and in different sub· 
divisions of the same Gaste, but the general characteristics are 
the same throughout. In well-to-do families there is a tdli 
tier for each girl, while in others, a young man is invited to 
tic the conjugal collar for one girl, and for others, the mother 
does it. The beating of drums, firing of pop-guns, the proces, 
sion with elephant, and the worship of the Sun by the ~;irl .on· 
a raised platform are all dispensed with. The other formalities 
except the Rr•flunc111i's song in some places are the same as· 
those described above. Added to the jollity of the occasion 
are the vociferous and joyous shouting of the parties of men 
arranged for the purpose, as also a peculiar sound produced by 
the women asscm bled there. 

. The married couple are taken inside the house, and the 
ceremony is practically over. The Karayinmel A.<all, the head· 
man of the village, plays an important part in the ceremony, 
In n conspicuous part of the panda) he is pr.ovided with a· seat· 
on n cot, on which are spread, a grass mat, a black blanket and 
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a white cloth, one over the other. His permission is solicited 
for the performance of the ceremony, and, with his consent, 
the tali is tied. He is paid four, eight, sixteen, thirty-two or 
sixty-four puthans (one puthan is equal to ten pies), according to 
the means of the family. He also gets some curry stuffs, betel 
leaves, arecanuts and tobacco. There is also at the time a 
grand distribution of pan supari, scented sandal paste, jasmine 
flowers to the women of the village and to the wives of the 
relatives assembled there. Then follows the feast to the 
guests assembled there, for which certain formalities are obser
ved, with regard to the seats arranged for them ; any violation 
of the social etiquette will result in the guests abruptly leaving 
the dining hall without partaking of any food. The women of 
the family and their relatives are first served. The women of 
the sub-caste as well as those of the village return home after 
chewing betel. The men of the same sub-castes and others are 
next served, then others lower in status to them, and lastly 
come in for their share the village barber and washerman. 
Provision is sometimes made to feed the members of the 
very low castes. In the meanwhile, what is known as Pakarcha 
(cooked rice, curries, sweets, etc., for the feasts) is sent to the 
families of relations. It must be said that the various 
preparations of the feast are boiled rice, vegetable curries, 
pdytTsam (rice boiled in milk) and butter milk, and the 
grandness of the feast is judged by the quantity of rice 
prepared for consumption, and other preparations are in propor
tion to it. The first day's ceremony and the feast thus come 
to an end. The ceremony however lasts for the next three 
days, but there is nothing of importance on the second and the 
third days, except some dancing and music by maidens inside 
the panda/. In some places, on the third day, the caste-men of 
tne village are treated to a luncheon of rice and milk pudding 
and to varieties of amusements, such as the 1\athak<Tli and 
other performances. 

On the fourth day, the caste-men are again invited. The 
married couple bathe in the neighbouring tank or river holding 
each other's hand, and are taken in procession to worship the 
deity in the village temple amidst tl:ie beating of tom-toms· and 
merry shouts, after which the party return home. The bride-. 
groom and the bride are taken to the kitchen, which they are 
prohibited from entering during the first three days, and there 
they dine together. After this, they proceed to the panda! where 
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the wedding dress is torn and given to the Cltitllayat£ which 
signifies the dissolution of marriage. In some places this takes 
place on t~e morning of the fifth day, and instead of this cere• 
money the tali tier is given a fee of eight annas and is dismissed 
with some presents, and in others the cloth is severed into two 
parts and each part given to the bridegroom and the bride 
separately in the presence of enangatts and other friends. 
Throughout South Malabar, the severing of the cloth on -the 
fourth day is indispensable and is part of the ceremony, while, 
in this State, it is said that the custom is not now in vogue. 
The marriage badge is not removed soon after the divorce, hut 
is worn. by the girl till the twenty-eighth day. Some remove 
it on the fourth or the fifth day, while others wear it for a week. 

In poor families, where this ceremony cannot be performed 
on a large scale, the girls are taken to the nearest temple, 
and the t1ili is tied by the mother with neither feasting nor 
merriment. In some cases very poor people take their 
girls before the deity in the Trikkukkarappa" temple and tie 
the t•lli, and very often do such people perform the ceremony 
on the Onam day in front of the clay image (Mahdde't•ar) 
placed in their court-yard. 

_Where the Thirumulpad is the t<ili tier, he goes through the 
ceremony for a number of girls, and on receipt of the fee 
for his service to each girl, he departs in peace. If the tali 
tier, whether a Kshatriya or a young man of the enangtt, 
wishes to take her as his wife, he is at liberty to do so 
with the consent of her parents; and in that case he has to 
celebrate the samba11dllam by giving her presents of cloth. 

In South Malabar and the Cochin State, the general 
belief among the Nayars is, that the bridegroom has a right to 
marry her if he wills, and the severing of the cloth shows 
the dissolution of the marriage tie, which gives her the liberty 
to choose anybody else as her husband. It is also understood 
that, with the tying of the t<ili, the virginity ceases, and he who 
brings or takes her to that stage has a right to cohabit with 
her, which he relinquishes on the fourth day of the Tu/ikettu 
kal)'dllam. Further, the woman observes a sort of pollution 
for fifteen days for the death of the man who tied the 
l<rli, which proves that he is her husband. In some parts she 
merely bathes, and even this has been of late given up. 

The following is given to be the explanation of the cere• 
monial :-There is very little difference between the Talikettu 
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kalyanam of the Nayars and the marriage ceremony among 
• other Hindus. All available evidence unmistakably points to 
· the conclusion that the former is, in intention, if not in effect, 
·the actual marriage ceremony of the Hindus. The ceremonials 
in the two cases differ very little; there is, however, 
one exception, namely, that in the case of Brahmans and 
others, vedic mantrams are recited, while the Nayars are 
compelled to substitute Brahmani pattu (song), which 
should be uttered in the Rig vidic sv:aram. Ever since the 

·institution of this system of marriage in Kerala, these songs 
have been in existence, and they invoke the blessings of nu· 
merous children for the pair. It must also be noted 
that, among all Brahmans, the wedding ceremony is divided 

·into two parts, namely, the first in which the cere
. monials form the chief feature, known as betrothal, and 
the second, popularly known as consummation or the 

·real marriage. In the case of Nayars and other marumak· 
· kathayam Hindus, the ltlli tying ceremony for a girl, which is 
performed before the first sign of menstruation, refers to the 
betrothal, and the sambandham to the real marriage. There 
is this important difference that, while the Brahmans perfbrm 
the ceremony after the selection of a husband and postpone 
the union of the couple to a future date, the marumakkathayam 
people perform the ceremony first and select the husband on the 
second occasion, i. e., when the girl is fit to be united to her 
,husband. Hence the bridegroom in the first ceremony acts the 
part of a vicarious husband. But when the husband is ready at 
·hand, it is not unusual for the girl to be actually married on 
the occasion of ttlli tying. The reason for this departure may 
.have been due to the scarcity of suitable young men in the old 
troublous times and the consequent difficulty of securing a 
proper husband for every girl before puberty and the danger of 
~iris being out-casted in default of it. Hence it is that the 
.early legislators have devised this convenient plan to allow every 
.girl to be married in a sense with the necessary religious cere· 
monv, and enable her to remain unmarried for life without 
being subject to · excommunicat'ion from caste. This vi~w is 
supported by the fact, that the Nayars were, till towards the 
close of the eighteenth century, a fighting race and that there 
was a great loss ~f lives in the wars with n-eighbouring princi· 
palities and tribes. As in other matters the letter of the law has' 
~een closely followed, without a corresponding adherence to 
!ts spirit. 



,\ :-.1.\Y:\1< <iii<L RETt:R~l~<i HOME IN PROCESSION AFTER 11.-\TH 
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The Brahmanical explanation, though palpably inadequate, 
is, that marriage is a sort of sacrement of which every maiden 
must partake in, order that she may cleanse her .own being 
from the taint of original sin, accomplish the salvation of her 
father and her ancestors, and bring forth a son to carry on the 
dome>tic worship (Sacra privata) of her husband's fa~iiy. 
The Brahmans who observed this either imposed this pri~ciple 
on the Nayars, or the Nayars borrowed it from them' in the 
belief that it would lead to social distinction. · · · · · · 

Looking on this form of marriage in use; they are not 
regarded as constituting a religious ceremony or a samskara 
or sacrel)lent in the Hindu or European sense of the word. 
"There is no officiating priest in attendance, there is no formu
la to be repeated, there is no vedic, Jmranic or religious· chant 
or exhortation, and there is no formal benediction.. The essen
tial elements of a Brahmanical marriage, viz., taking the bride 
by the hand or Ptlnigrallanam, the walking of seve~ steps 
or Saptapati, and the lulmam or sacrifice to the fire, are not to 
be found· among its details. Therefore the marriage customs 
among, marumakkathdyam Hindus have no connection with 
their religious observances such as exists under ordinary Hindu 
law thotlgh several of the details bear a resemblance· to a 
portion of the marriage ritual of the Nambutiris." 1 

The Thir«ndukuli is a celebration when a girl reaches 
the age of maturity. When a girl cqmes of 

... ~d!:.~\Y,.austo~• (Thi. age, she is lodged in a separate room· ·where 
a lamp is lit and.a brass pot with a bunch 

of cocoanut flowers is kept. She. has to keep· with her 
a circular plate of brass with a 'handle, called vdlkatrnu.fi, 
literally a looking glass with a handle. · The event is pro
claimed by a 1\urat•a. (shouts of joy hy women). The women 
of the neighbouring families, and those of friends and relations 
vi~it her; and some of them make presents of cloths. On 
the third day, the villagers, friends and relatives are treated 
to a luncheon of rice and milk pudding. Early in the morning 
of the fourth day, the Mannans or Velans (washermen) appear. 
The girl is anointed with oil, and the tender leaves of the cocoa· 
nut palm are tied round the head and loins. In the company of 
m1Lidens she leaves the room and the Velans entertain the 
party, who soon move on in procession to a neighbouring tank 
where she wears the cloth washed by a washerman, Then 
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she bathes with her friends. The same party return home 
in procession, when the Brcfhmani entertains the party with 
her music. In the afternoon, the girl is seated in a panda! 
put up in front of the house, where the V elans continue the 
songs, which are Pura11ic, and the assembled guests who are 
chiefly the women of the village as also those of their friends and 
relatives present the washerman, each with a piece of cloth. They 
are entertained at a sumptuous feast held that day; after which 
the assembled party break up, taking leave of the host. In 
some places, the girl is taken to a separate house on the 
fourth day for the bath ; whence she returns to her house in 
procession together with the beating of drum and joyous shouts. 
In the northern parts of the State, the Velan's songs are at 
night, and the performance of the ceremony is compulsory 
on the fourth day, In the southern Taluks it is often put off to a 
convenient day, before the completion of which, the girl is 
prohibited from entering into the kitchen or going to the temple 
for worship. 

The second or real marriage is the Samballilham (the 
customary union of man and woman), which 

Sambandham. is the principal word denoting the conjugal 
relations among the N ayars. It is said that there are seven 
forms of this marriage prevailing in Malabar, of which only 
two or three are in vogue in the State. The customs con
nected with each of the latter differ in different places : 
nevertheless the main features are the same all over. The best 
form of Sambandham among the Nayars is that between the 
daughter of a maternal uncle and his nephew ; but, as a rule 
they enjoy very much greater freedom of choice than other 
classes of people. The parents or friends of the bride or bride
groom make the proposal, and the wishes of the kUranavaiiS of 
the two families are invariably consulted after the examination 
and agreement of their horoscopes. If the parties agree,. an 
auspicious day is fixed in consultation with the astrologer. A 
few of the caste· men of the village and the friends of the bride
groom meet together in his house, and they all go in a sort of 
procession to the bride's house where they are properly wei- · · 
corned and seated in a conspicuous part of the house. A 
portion of the Rfu11ayanam or other sacred book, referring t~ 
marriage and the happy conjugal life attending it, is then read 
by the Asan or village si:hoo~ master. Some music is also 
provided for the entertainment of- the assembled guests who 
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are treated to a sumptuous dinner, and at the auspicious hour the 
bridegroom and his party proceed to a conspicuous part of the 
house, where a seat is specially provided for him. On either side 
of the seat and a little in front of it, are placed two lighted lamps. 
There the bridegroom and the bride make obeisance to the 
kdra11ava11s and other elderly men present there, distribute 
presents of money to the Brahmans who pronounce their bene
diction upon the conjugal pair. The bridegroom or ·his 
kdra11av•11s in the northern parts of the State give her the 
wedding dress in which she is dressed. The bride is then 
ushered in, either by her mother or by an elderly member of 
the family when cloths are given to the bride by the bride
groom. ·In some places the bridegroom and his party chew 
hetelleaf and nut, while they chat with the women. After a 
while, the party begins to break up, one by one, wishing the 
couple all happiness, and the women, departing one by one, 
leaving the couple alone, one of them closing the door from 
outside. About daybreak, next morning, the bridegroom de
parts from the house, leaving under the pillow a sum of money 
according to his means. The samba11dham is now com
plete. The woman resides in her family, and her husband 
visits her there. A few days after this, the bridegroom's mother 
or some senior woman of his family sends some cloths including 
P•ivtt 1111111d11s (superior cloths) and tlt6rtha mrmd11s (towels) 
and also some gingelly oil for her use during the next six 
months. Every six months, she does the same, and on the 
festivals of 011am, l'islr11 and Thir11v•itlrira she is given a little 
money, arccanut, betel, tobacco and banana. Before long 
the women of the bridegroom's family express their wish to 
sec her, and have her brought to their family by a few women 
of the former. She stays there for a few days and is sent 
back to her own house with presents of ornaments and clothes 
from senior women of the house. After this she is at liberty to 
visit her husband's house on any day, auspicious or inauspicious. 

In the Chittur and Talapilly Taluks of the State as also 
in the Palghat Taluk of South 1\lalabar, this form of marriage 
is called Kitfcrkkclra or l.:itfakka kaly<i11am (the bed chamber 
ceremony). As part of this ceremony, a declaration is made 
b)· one of the bridegroom's party to the senior female of the 
bride's house in the presence of the assembled guests in the 
following terms:- " Let this youth visit this damsel for 
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six months " and a reply is given in the terms "Be jt so". 
Thus, the p~rmission of the senior lady o~ ~he brid~'s family 
is asked and given to the bridegroom to v1s1t the bnde for a 
period of six months. .. 

The young men of some a~istocratic families who wish to 
perform sambandl.am have the brides brought to them on an 
auspicious day without any formal ceremony, and hence
forth look upon them as their wives: 

The union is generally effected with the mutual consent, 
·but is tenninable at the will of either party. Practically, a 
marriage thus effected is, in· the majority of instances, found as 
happy and enduring· as others more formal and ceremonial. 

· The following is the account given by the late Mr. Chandu 
Menon of the ceremonies constituting the marriage among the 
Nayars of Malabar.·. It is quoted here, because it is a typical 
description which covers all forms of the union :-

"Sambandham is the principal Malayalam word as viv<tham 
is in Sanskrit~ . W'hatever may be the sambandhams ·of the 
marumakkathiiyam Nayars, there can be no doubt that· the· 
idea which the word conveys to a Malayali is the samll. as the 
word viviihatn. The generic term, sdmbandham, which, in sc>uth 
Malabar between. Calicut and Nedunganad, and in ·Pont{ani, 
Cochin, and parts of Travancore, is the old name to denote mar
riage includes- . 

1. Guna dosham as used in South and North Malabar. 
2. Ptuiamuri or its Sanskrit synonym for Vastradanam 

used in South 1\falabar, 
' 3. Uzhamporukkitka; .and Vid<iram Kairuga of North 

~falaba( •.. 
· . :4·.. The KidakMra kalyf£nam of Palghat and parts of · 

Nedungam1d. . .. 
, · .. Ptuiamuri, Vastradanam, Uzlwmporuk!.·uka, Vidaram 

J(iaruga .are local expressions hardly understood beyond the 
localities in which they are used, but there would hardly 
be· a M.ilayali who would not really understand what is meant 
by:·sititlb'imdh<im thudunguka (to begin sambandham). The 
meaning· of this phrase which means." to marry" is understood 
thr0l4ghout the Keralam in the same \vay, and there cannot be , 
any ambiguity about it. · 

. It is. thus found, that satllbrzndham is the principal word 
denoting marriage among the marumakkath6.yam Nayars. It 
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will also be found on a close and careful examination of facts, 
that the principal features of this sambandham ceremony all 
over Keralam, are, in the main, the same. As there are 
different local names denoting marriage, so there may be found 
local variations in the performance of the ceremony. But the 
general features are more or less the same. For instance, the 
examination, prior to the betrothal, of the horoscopes of the 
bride and bridegroom to ascertain whether the stars agree 
astrologically, the appointment of an auspicious day for the 
celebration of the ceremony, the usual hours at which the 
ceremony takes place, the presentation of the ddnam (gifts) 
to the Brahmans, the sumptuous banquet, the meeting of the 
bride and bridegroom, are the features which will invariably 
be found in all well conducted sambandlumrs in all parts of 
Keralam alike. But here I would beg to state, that I should 
not be understood as saying that each and every one of the 
formalities above referred to are gone through at all sam· 
handltams among respectable Nayars, and I would further say, 
that they ought to be gone through at every sambandham, if 
the parties wish to marry according to the custom of the 
country. I would now briefly refer to the local variations 
to be found in the ceremony of samba11dham, with the 
particular incident attached to certain forms of samban· 
dltam in South Malabar. I shall describe the Pudamuri or 
Vasfraddnam as celebrated in North Malabar, and show how 
the other forms of sambandham are related to it. I consider the 
Pudan111ri form the most solemn and the most fashionable in 
North Malabar. The preliminary ceremony in every Pudamuri is 
the examination of the horoscopes of the bride and bridegroom 
by an astrologer. This takes place in the house of the bride 
in the presence of the relations of the bride and the bride· 
groom, The astrologer, after examination, writes down the 
results of his calculation on a piece of palmyra leaf with his 
opinion as to the fitness or otherwise of the match, and hands it 
over to the bridegroom's rela?lons. If the horoscopes agree, a 
day is then and there fixed for the celebration of the marriage. 
This date is also written down on two pieces of cadjan, one of 
which is handed over to the bride's k<iratra'Van and the other 
to the bridegroom's relations. The astrologer and the bride· 
groom's party are then feasted in the bride's house, and the 
former also receives presents in the shape of money or 
cloth, and this preliminary ceremony is invariably performed 

F 
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at all Pudamuris in North Malabar. It. is called Pudamuri 
Kodukkal (giving pieces of cloth for dressing),and it is unknown 
in South Mala bar. 

Some three or four days prior to the date fixed for the 
celebration of the Pttdamuri, the bridegroom visits his karana· 
t•«lls and elders in caste to obtain formal leave to marry. 
The bridegroom on such occasion presents his elders with betel 
and nut, and obtains their formal sanction to the wedding. On 
the day appointed, the bridegroom proceeds after sunset, to 
·the house of the bride, accompanied by a number of his friends. 
He goes in procession, and is received at the gate of the house 
of the bride's party, and is conducted with his friends, to scats 
provided in the tekkini or southern hall of the house. There 
the bridegroom distributes presents (dnnams) or money gifts 
to the Brahmans assembled. After this, the whole party is 
treated to a sumptuous banquet. It is now the time for the 
astrologer to appear and announce the auspicious hour fixed. 
He does it accordingly and receives his dues. The bridegroom 
is then taken by one of his friends to the patinjuttu or princi
pal room of the house. The bridegroom's party has, of course, 
brought with them a quantity of new cloths and betel leaves 
and nuts. The cloths are placed in the western room of 
the house in which all religious and other important house· 
hold ceremonies are usually performed. This room will be 
decorated and turned into a bed room for the occasion. 
There will be placed in the room a number of lighted lamps 
and ashfamangalyam which consists of eight articles symbolical 
of mangalyam or marriage. These are rice, paddy, the tend~r 
leaves of cocoanut trees, an arrow, a looking-glass, a well
washed cloth, lighted fire and a small round wooden box called 
a chepp.. made in a peculiar fashion. They will be found 
placed on the floor of the room aforesaid as· the bridegroom 
enters it. The bridegroom with his best man enters the room 
through the western door accompanied by the bride's aunt or 
some other elderly lady of her family. The bride stands 
facing east with the ashtamangalyam and !its up lamps, and. the 
head and shoulders of the bride and· bridegroom are touched, 
and the bridegroom immediately leaves the room, as he has to · 
perform another duty. At the tekkini or southern hall, he now 
presents his elders and friends with ·Cakes and betel leaves and 
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nuts, which are also given to all the persons assembled at the 
place. After the departure of the guests, the bridegroom re· 
tires to the bed room with the bride. 

This is an unvarnished account of a Pudamuri. Next 
morning veetil kettu or salkaram ceremony follows, and the 
relations of the bridegroom take the bride to the husband's 
house, where the bride's party are treated to a grand feast". 1 

The samba11dham or Pudamuri ceremony is not a mar
riage in the legal or sacramental sense of the 

The orthodox view of t Th • f tl b f h thi• rorm o1 marriage. erm. e VIeWS 0 le mem ers 0 t e 

orthodox community in Malabar, who are the 
expounders of the existing customs, are of great ethnographic 
importance. It is said that the Nambuthiris consort with 
Nayar females by sambandham, and precisely the same cere· 
mony is gone through whether the husband is a Nambuthiri or 
a Nayar. The Nambuthiris do not look upon it as a marriage. 
\Vhere a Brahman is a bridegroom, he cannot eat with his Sudra 
wife, and is therefore unable to join with his wife in the 
wedding feast. There is no comparison of horoscopes. The 
aristocracy of the District of Malabar, the Rajas who are admit· 
tcdly the heads of the Nayar caste, and·the Nambuthiris who are 
the expounders of religion, opine, that chastity is not one of 
the duties prescribed for the Nayar community and slokas 
(verses) are quoted to prove this. This view is not held in the 
Cochin State. 

In the Malabar Marriage Commission, one hundred and 
ninety-seven witnesses admitted the undoubted fact that either 
party to the union may terminate it at any time from 
wantonness, caprice or any other reason, and that if the couple 
joined together by Pudamuri were satisfied with one night 
of hymeneal bliss, there is no legal impediment to prevent their 
separating without any formality on the following morning. 
Ninety-one witnesses alleged some formality to be necessary, 
and that parties should not separate without the approval of 
their kdranat•ans or of their relatives or of their caste people. 
There was also a small minority (twenty-one witnesses) who 
qenied to the women the right of divorce which they accorded 
to man, assigning as their reason, that, under the Hindu Law, 
no woman can be independent. This minority would deprive 

I· Malabar Marrl•s• Commi11ion Report, P•i•• $5·37. 
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marumakkathayam of its one great merit, viz., that in sexual 
matters it places the man and the woman on terms of equality 
giving equal freedom to both. With practical unanimity, the 
witnesses admitted that the man may turn away the woman, 
and that under the marumakkathayam law, he is in no way 
responsible for the maintenance of the children whom he has 
begotten npon her. Further, the person that begot a child in 
a marumakkathayam female was originally regarded as a 
.casual visitor and the sexual relation depended for his con
tinuance on mutual consent; 1 

The views expressed above are those of the landed aristo· 
cracy, and the rulers who were admittedly of the Nayar caste, 
as also those of the somewhat selfish class of the N ambuthiris, 
of Malabar, who, to gratify their selfish ends, quote chapter 
and verse of their own creation in support of the existing 
custom and teachings, which the N ayars of these days will 
never submit to. All or nearly all of them cling to one wife 
for life, and with them sambandham is the real marriage, 
de facto and de jure. This is the real state of affairs in the 
States of Cochin and Travancore as well as in British Malabar. 
The present and growiqg tendency in all cases, in which, 
a man, whether a Nambutlliri or aNayar, consorts with a Nayar 
·woman, is to look upon her as the true wife, and the children 
of such unions are looked upon as theirs and duly provided for, 
so far as their means permit. The statement is to a certain 
extent confirmed by Mr. Logan, who was the Collector 
of Malabar for many years and thus had ample oppor
tunities of knowing a great deal of Malabar and its people. He 
says, "this part of Malabar has, in the hands of unenquiring 
commentators, brought much undeserved obloquy on the mora· 
lity of the people. ~'he fact, at any rate, of recent years, is 
that, although the theory of the law sanctions freedom in these 
relations, ·conjugal fidelity is very general. Nowhere is the 
marriage tie, albeit, informal, more rigidly observed or respected, 
nowhere is it more jealously guarded or its neglect more sava
gely avenged. Their very looseness ·of the law makes the indi
vidual observances closer, for peopie have been watchful over 
the things they are most liable to lose. The absence of a cere-· 
monial has encouraged the popular impression, but a ceremonial, 

1. Malabar Marriage Commi.ssion RepOrt, pages 38 to i1-· 
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like other conventionalities, is an accident, and the Nayar 
women are as chaste and faithful as their neighbours, just as 
they are as modest as their neighbours, although their national 
costume does not include some of the details r~quired by 
conventional notions of modesty." 1 Nevertheless, the existing 
state of things in the community does not quite satisfy the 
sentiments of the educated public. There was a loud 
cry for reform and legislation in British Malabar. 'Ihe 
Madras Government appointed a commission, which, after its 
protracted labours, enacted a permissive law, Act IV of 1896. 
'l'he main provisions of the Bill are, that, when a ~ambatt
dllam has been registered, it shall have the incidence of a legal 
marriage; that is to say, the wife and children shall be entitled 
to maintenance by the husband or father respectively and to 
succeed to half his self-acquired property if he dies intestate, 
while the parties to such a sambandllam cannot register a 
second one during its continuance. The law does not extend 
to this State. The fewness of the number of marriage regis
trations shows how little the N ayars, as a community, have 
availed themselves of it. The principal objections urged against 
it nrc : (I) that it ignores caste and customary restrictions on 
marriage and tiler~ by interferes with caste; (2) that it sanc
tions what according to social usage is deemed to be 
incestuous marriage; (3) that marriage before the Registrar 
is obnoxious to the people, and that no one has any 
scruples about going through the customary form ; (4) that 
the provisions relating to divorce are ill-adapted to the present 
state of society in Malabar, and that revelations of conjugal 
infidelity in public courts are the n<ost repulsive to the people ; 
(5) that the provisions relating to the giving of the whole of 
the self-acquired property to wives and chUdren amount to 
violent interference with the customary law. The following 
extract from Moore's Malabar Law and Customs is well worth 
the perusal~:-

From the date on which the Act in Malabar came into 
force up to 31st March 1910, one hundred sambamihams have 
b.ccn registered. "In his last report of the working of the Act, 
the Rt·gistra~-General states, that the number of notices of 

a. Loran'• Manual of M~labar, Vol. 1, palfe tJI, 
1. M•labar Marri•'e Commi11ion Reporc.. P•JC •· 
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intentions to register samba11dhams was thirty-six in 1896-97, 
twenty-four in 1897-98 and only fourteen in 1898-99. " He 
accounts for the falling off as follows :-

The mass of the people continues to regard the marriage 
law with aversion and suspicion, and even the educated mem
bers of the community who are in favour of the measure, shrink 
from taking advantage of it from fear of offending the elderly 
members of their tarawdds, and all the powerful Nambuthiris 
and other great landlords. The Registrar of Cali cut also points 
out, that the power conferred by the marriage law, to make 
provision for one's own wife and children, has hitherto acted as 
some inducement to persons to register their sambtt,11dhams, 
but as ~ct V of 1898 (Madras) which came into force from 2nd 
September 1898, enables the followers of the marumakkathdyam 
law to attain this object without registering their samball
dl!ams, and "unnecessarily curtailing their liberty of action, and 
risking the chances of divorce proceedings," he thinks it. 
unlikely -that registration under the marriage law would 
increase in future. 

Among the Nayars of ancient times in Cochin, Malabar 

Polyin:lry. 
and Travancore, there was polyandry. In 
the report of the Malabar Marri})'ge Commis

sion, it is said, that there is evidence to show that it still 
lingers in Ponnani and Walluvanad Taluks, especially on 
the Cochin border of the former Taluk.l A part from its 
existence in former times, it may be said that nowhere in 
these States is the custom still found to linger, no admitted 
instance of it has come to my notice in the course of my 
investigations into the customs and manners of the castes in 
the various parts of the State. An account of these cnstoms as 
it existed in ancient times, and the theories that have been 
advanced in respect of it are of some ethnographical impor
tance, and it may not be out of p~ace here. 

The Nayars of ancient times were, in most cases, neither 
regularly married, nor did they care much, when married, 
to support their wives and children ;. but their nephews (sons 
of sisters), who were their legitimate heirs, were properly looked. 
after. Nayar women generally mated with Brahmans or 
Nayars, but never with peopie 'of lower caste under pain of 

I. Malabar Marria~ Commiuion Report, pare sa.-
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death. At ten or twelve years of age of a girl, her mother 
begged some one of their relations to marry her, and they did so 
by tying a mariage badge (tali). Then the bridegroom would 
leave her and go away without any consideration of his new re· 
lationship. She might also remain with him if he wished it. 
Jf she was not inclined to do so, the mother would then go 
about seeking some one to take her daughter to live with him. 
If the girl happened to be pretty, three or four Nayars would 
agree to live with her, and the more lovers she had, the more 
highly was she esteemed. Each man had his appointed time 
from midday to the next day at the same hour, during which 
some signal was placed at the door so that the others might 
not enter. She was at liberty to .dismiss whomsoever she 
disliked. The advantage of this system was, that a man, 
who had not the means to support a wife, might have only a 
share of the cost of the maintenance. Nevertheless, there 
was a difficulty in ascertaining the fathers of children, who. 
generally lived with the mothers by whom they were brought 
up. The fathers, in such cases, were named by the mothers. 
It is said that the kings made this law in order that the 
Nnyars might not abandon their service. According to this 
5ystem, the fathers were not succeeded by their sons but lly 
ne(lhews (sons of sisters). The above is a summarised account 
from 'The Travels on the East coast of Africa and Malabar' 
by Duarte Barbosa, from those of Lodovico Varthema, as 
also from the voyage of Frankoy Pyrard, page 371. 

The orthodox view or rather the traditional account 

0 I I , th 
according to the Keralamahatm,am, t is that 

r~n 0 e CUllom _, 

or •• , ••• ,..,. certain celestial damsels were brought from the 
world of lndra by Parasurama to satisfy the sexual cravings 
of the Kerala Brahmans; and that at Vrishabhadri (Trichur), 
he pronounced his commandment to the Sdmanthan and 
Sudra castes to gratify the desires of the said Brahmans, 
ordering them to put off chastity and the cloth which covered 
their breasts, and declaring that promiscuous intercourse with 
three or four men in common was devoid of the least taint of 
sin. This is certainly a very convenient arrangement for the 
junior members of the Nambuthiri families to be relieved of 
their life-long bachelorhood (Brt!tnhaclraryanr) without any 

1, Malabar Marriage Commiaeion Report, pace 17. 
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responsibility to support their wives and children from their 
family property. Whether it was introduced by the Nambuthiris, 
it is difficult to believe; and it is to be noted, that it was pre· 
vailing to a considerable extent in North Malabar, among whom 
and other low castes their influence was less than in South 
Malabar and the Cochin State. 

The Smriti 1 says, "the Sudras' appointed path to Heaven 
is serving the Brahmans". "The practice of Brahmans, 
Kshatriyas and Vaisyas, having sexual intercourse with the 
servile women is in accordance with the stlstrus. If a Brahman 
wish to have sexual intercourse with a Sudra wife, the Sudra is 
bound to gratify the wish. A Sudra cannot be sure of the true 
parentage of his children". Again, before the Malabar Marriage 
Commission, the Zamorin Maharaja Bahadur, Ettan Thampu· 
ran Avergal, a learned Sanskrit scholar, Kolattur Variar· and 
other respectable witnesses unanimously deposed, that, in Kerala, 
a non-Brahman or marumakkathayam woman need not be 
chaste, and she is not forbidden to consort with more than one 
man. To such teachings of the learned and influential leaders 
of the orthodox community, the Nayars of these days wi!l'no 
longer submit. 

Another important theory connects the practice with the 
military organisation of the Nayar community. Montaigue was 
evidently of opinion, that it was introduced, because the Nayar 
leaders looked upon an army of bachelors as the most 
effective instrument in war. • The subjection of the males of 
a whole race from the earliest youth to the decline of manhood 
must therefore have been the cause of the fugitive connection 
and promiscuous intercourse. 

European writers, such as Baron Ave bury, Meyr, Me. Linan, 
and others, have arrived at the conclusion, that the system of 
inheritance now prevalent among the N ayar~ must have origi· 
nated from a type of polyandry resembling free love. In 
ancient times, the rule was that the wife should remain in 
her own house a,nd be visited by her husband, and that the 
eldest female was at the head of the house, which was after· 
wards transferred to the eldest mal~.· The part of man iti the 
function of generation passed as of secondary importance or as-

a. Malabar Marriage Commission- Repon, page 17. 
1. Essays of Michael Montaigua_ 
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impossible to determine. It was under the influence of the 
tangible fact of maternity, that the notions of race, family and 
inheritance were elaborated and developed. Against this is 
the fact, that the jungle tribes and very low castes have a regu• 
lar system of marriage and a kind of paternal inheritance. 

Sir Henry Mayne maintains that the origin of society in 
patriarchal lines, is that polyandry and kinship through females 
are of temporary duration, liable to be brought about at any 
stage in the progress of society by peculiar circumstances under 
which it may be placed. If this were true, the popular be
lief that Nambuthiris brought it about to accommodate their 
domestic habits is easily proved. 

· Letourneau says that there is no warrant to consider this 
form of conjugal union as having been general, but that it is in 
exc.eptional form brought about by necessity in a good number 
of gross societies. This view to some extent is shared by 
Herbert Spencer who says that polyandry is one form of 
marital relations or arrangements independently originating 
in the earliest societies by successive limitations of pro
miscuity. Lastly, the opinion is unanimous that the 
Nayars and other marumakkatlujyis are Dravidians and 
that polyandry and its accompanying incidents prevailed in 
Southern India among the non·Aryan tribes. There is strong 
reason to think, that the t.ili tying ceremony, the prohibition 
of sexual union outside the caste, and the doctrine of Amt· 
lomam and Pathilomam were orginally introduced . by Nambu
thiri Brahmans as restrictions on promiscuities. Thus, sodifferent 
ure the views of anthropologists on this subject, that it still 
remains an unsettled problem in the ethnology of Kerala. As 
has been already said, the custom of polyandry is dead. The 
women of the upper and middle classes are monogamous, 
and marriage in practice amply satisfies the definition of Lord 
Penzance in Hyde t'. Hyde, namely," the voluntary union of one 
man and one woman to the exclusion of all other ". 

There is nothing which prevents a man from entering into 
conjugal relations with more than one woman 
nt a time : nevertheless, it is seldom practised. 

Poly~amy. 

Indeed, when a man feels happy and contented with his own 
wife, very seldom hns he any inclination to form sambandkam 
with another for the sake of novelty unless forced by the 

G 
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circumstances of his matrimonial life. If however he do so, 
his family and society will not recognise it as such, and no 
\\'oman of any respectability will enter into sw;:h an alliance: 

According to the customary rules of sambandlram, the 
reI at ions hip between husband and 

,.;ni~~~tion of conjug~l wife, ceases at the will and pleasure of 
either party; but in practice, such dissolu· 

tion of marriage is of rare occurrence. The woman generally 
does not leave her husband, while the man may send her away 
whenever he chooses to do so. Marriage can be dissolved 
only with the consent of the karanavans or the other elders 
of the family. There are certain formalities to be observed 
in this connection, which vary in detail in different places, but 
some secret act indicating the intention of repudiation seems 
n~cessary before the divorce. In the event of the husband 
trying to effect a separation from his wife, he sends two or 
three respectable men to give intimation to the ktiranavall of 
the wife's family setting forth his reason for so doing. If the 
,\·ife wishes to terminate the sambandlram, she brings it to the 
notice of the kciranavan, and with his consent tells the hus· 
band in the presence of her relatives the reasons for discarding 
him' In the northern parts of the State, especially in the 
Chittur Taluk, the prevailing custom is to send for the hus· 
band and two of the fellow caste-men and ·to declare the 
reluctance of the woman to continue as wife, in the presence 
of these men. In some cases, instead of the formal declaration · 
of the dissolution of marriage, certain conduct on the part of the 
parties is tantamount to such a declaration, such, for instance, 
as the failure by the husband or his family to send the us~al 
presents to the family of the wife for Onam, Vishu and Thiru· 
v<ithira, the refusal of the wife's people to accept them when 
sent, the failure to pay for wife's sustenance attended with 
deliberate omission to visit her, the deliberate absence for . 
three consecutive nights with t.he consent of the elders 
from her husband's room. As a rule, no dissolution is 
allowed unless the cases· for the same are enquired into and 
discussed by guardians and relations.: Though a woman 
is free to marry and to dissolve the 'union·, yet, as a rule, she . 
never does so. The fear of social disgrace and self interest .' 
stand·in the way of a woman's attempt to separate from her 
husband .. In Cochin as well as in South Malabar, the women · 
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are· allowed greater freedom in the choice as well as in the 
divorce of husbands (s,unbandh.akdrans), and the females in the 
family do not interfere in their freedom so long as it does not 
produce any domestic scandal. The orthodox view is that, as the 
woman is not independent, she seldom thinks of relinquishing 
the husband. Arbitrary divorce is thus discouraged, and adul
tery is a grave social offence. A wife, who is disputatious, 
who steals her husband's property, who favours another than 
her husband, who converses with strangers, who is gluttonous, 
who enters strange houses, should be put away even though 
she may have born ten sons. Litigation between two families 
and disagreement between a husband and wife are also the causes. 
Social stigma follows the adulterer, and the adulteress loses her 
status in society. 

A Nayar woman has to observe certain ceremonies during 

Pulikudi. 
her first pregnancy. First during and after 
the seventh month of pregnancy, she bathes 

and worships the deity in the temple every morning, and eats 
before her morning meal, a small quantity of butter, over which 
holy mantrams have been recited by the temple priest or by 
Nan1huthiris. This·is done gen'erally ·'till delivery. Pulikudi 
(tamarind juice drinking) is an indispensable l:eremony per
formed for every pregnant woman, hy !'lte rich and poor alike, 
on an auspicious day, in the ninth month of pregnancy, 
An auspicious day, nay, even the very hour, is fixed by the 
astrologer. The ceremony opens hy the planting of a twig of 
the ambdzlm tree (Spondias mangifera) on the morning of the 
day of the ceremony in the inner court-yard (nadumittanr) cr 
the northern wing of the house. At the appointed hour 
(muluirtam), the pregnant woman, after having been bathed 
nud ·properly attired, is conducted to the northern block 
of the house (t•atikkini) where she is seated facing east
wards. The Ammdyi or the uncle's wife, whose presence 
on the occasion is essential, goes to the court-vard, and 
plucking a few leaves of the planted twig, squee-zes a few 
drops of its juice into a cup. This she hands over to the 
brother, or uncle, if any, of the pregnant woman. It is neces· 
~ary that the brother should wear a gold ring on his right hand 
ring-finger. Holding a country knife (j>isdnkatti) in his 
left hand, with its point towards the north, he pours the 
nmmrind juice over his knife with his right hand three time~· 
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The juice dribbles down the knife into her mouth, and she drinks 
it. In the absence of a brother, some other near relation offi· 
ciates. After she has swallowed the tamarind juice, she is asked 
to pick one grain out of several packets of different grains 
vlaced before her. The grain in the packet is supposed to 
declare the sex of the child in her womb. The whole ceremo
ny is wound up by a sumptuous feast to all the relatives and 
friends of the family. The ena11gan's wife at the time pours oil 
over the head of the pregnant woman. If the oil flows on the 
left side, it predicts the birth of a female ; if on the right side, a 
male. 

\Vhen a Nayar woman is about to become a mother, she 

Childbirth. 
is placed in a reclining position on a low 
wooden couch ( kattodom), her back suppor

ted by a companion, generally an old woman. The kattodom 
is very like, if not identical with, the couch on which the Nayar 
woman has her oil bath. The surface of it is sloping, the 
higher end being where the head is laid, and it is scooped out 
so as to suit the curvatures of the body lying flat. Lying on 
her hack, the thighs are stretched wide apart. Very often 
she holds in each hand a rope suspended from the ceiling by 
way of support. The cliil~ is received by a woman of the 
barber caste, who generally officiates as midwife, and in some 
places this duty is performed by a woman of the V elan caste. 
Pollution is observed for fifteen days, and on every day, the 
mother wears cloths, washed and presented her by Vanwithi (a 
woman of the washerman caste). On the fifteenth day is the 
purificatory ceremony. As in the case of death pollution, a 
man of the Athikurussi clan sprinkles on the woman a liquid 
mixture of oil, and the five products of the cow (j>anchagavyam) 
with gingelly seeds. Then the woman dips herself in a tank 
or river or sits on the ground near the bank, and a maid servant 
pours on her head the water from a vessel as many as 
twenty-one times. This practice is not universal, though it 
certainly obtains in the State and in some parts of South 
Malabar and Travancore. 

It may be noticed that, before the mother proceeds to 
purify herself, the new born baby has also to undergo some 
rite of purification. The baby is vlaced on the bare floor, and 
its father or uncle sprinkles a few drops of cold water on it 
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and takes it in his hands. The belief is, that the temperament 
of the child is determined by that of the person who thus 
sprinkles tpe water. All the members of the tarau,ld observes 
pollution for fifteen days immediately after the delivery, during 
which period they are prohibited from entering temples and 
hoi y places. 

The twenty-seventh day after the childbirth or the first 
recurring day of the star under which it was 

ti:~-:-' birth·d~~oy oolebra· born, is an important day, on which the 
kdranavan of the family gives to the child 

a, spoonful or two of milk mixed with sugar and slices of plant').in 
fruits reduced to a kind of pulp. Then he names the child 
calling it in the ear by name, three times. In some places the nam
ing ceremony takes place in the sixth month on the Clu)rlinu. 
day, i. e., on the day of feeding. This is followed by a feast 
to all friends and relations, the expenses of which are met 
by the kflranavan of the tarawrld. The child is not fed on 
rice for some time after birth, the practice being to give it the 
flour of dried plantain boiled with jaggery. There is a particular 
variety of plantain known as kunnan used for this purpose. 
Well-to-do pRrents in these days give Mellin's food. 
The staple food, which is rice, is given to the child for the 
first time, generally during the sixth month, and is, of course, 
attended with some ceremony. Necessarily, the astrologer 
fixes the day, and at the auspicious hour, the child is bathed and 
adorned (which is the duty of the father), is brought and laid 
on a plank. A plantain leaf is spread in front of it, and a bright 
brass lamp is placed near. On the leaf are served a small 
quantity of cooked rice, generally a portion of the rice offered 
to some temple divinity, some tamarind, salt, chillies and sugar. 
Then the kriranat•an or the father ceremoniously sits down 
facing the child. First he puts into the mouth of the child, a 
mixture of tamarind, chillies and salt, then some rice, and lastly 
a little sugar. Thenceforward, the ordinary food of the 
child is rice. The ceremony is, in some cases, preferably per
formed in some famous temple, that at Guruvayur being a 
fllvourite one for this purpose. A few annas is given to the 
priest, who gives a small quantity of the food offered to the 
deity, with which the child is f..:d. 
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The names of N ayars present great varieties and those 
most commonly met with are the following~-. · 
(a) Andi Menon Velayudhan Narayani 

Kandar Menon (c) Names of females: Dakshayani 
Kannan Menon Kunjikavu Karthyayani 
Ittirayarachan Chirutha Meenakshi 
Korappan Iebon Gowri 
Koman Menon Kotha · Bhargavi 
Kumara Menon N r Janak~ 
Thenchu Menon o:nge 1 Parvatbi 
Konthu Nayar Cheeru Sreedevi 
Eacharan N ayar Cheeronna 

(e) Pet names of males: (b) Raman !chi 
· Krishnan Jttiri Appu 

Govindan Mukami Appukuttan 
Kuttan 

Gopalan Oonni Maya Balan 
Achyuthan 
Sankaran (d) Kalyani (f) Pet names of females: 
Narayattan Laksbmi Nani (NarayaniJ 
Madhavan Madhavi Mathu (Madhavi) 
Sreedh3.ran Rugmani Kunju ( Kunjukntti) 
Raghavan Seetha Eacberi (EaswariJ 
Neelacandhan Subhadra Parulcuttl. 

The names of males given under (a) are those which appear 
to be caste names, probably given by the Nambuthiris, who are 
gene~ally fond of these contracted and disguised appellations. 
The Nambuthiris say, that the Sudras were so ordained by Ma
nu as not to be called by fair names. They were the iandlords 
and priests, and the Nayars had to do servile wo~k for them. 
They thoug}!t that they ought to keep the Sudras in cemplete 
ignorance, and could not endure to hear them talking distinct
ly in their prese~ce. On one occasion, it is said that when a 
·sudra servant uttered the words" Surya Rasmi (sun's rays)," 
his master was so displeased, that he closed his ears, for he could 
not bear to hear a servile fellO\v using so elegant a phrase from 
Sanskrit. On another occasion, when a·Brahman overheard a 
sudra uttering the words ahimsa paramo dHarma (the highest 
of all duties is not to injure anybody), he said -to himself,"what 
a pity it is, that a Sudra should be able to quote a vedic ex
pression!". Their influence in these and ·other matters began 
gradually to diminish after the time of the great Malayalam 
peot, Thunjathu Ramanujan. The names of the caste-men 
given under (b) are chiefly the various designations of Krishna, 
Rama and Siva, all of whom are worsHipped with equal rever· 
ence. Some think that the Nayars are 'chiefly the worshippers of 
Vishnu, but the fact that, when at Benares, Rameswaram and 
bther places, they perform the.ceremonies of offering of rice-balls 
in honour of their deceased arlcestors, calling their ancestors' 
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Sit•agothra/ltlr (worshippers or followers of Siva); would seem to 
indicate that they reverence Siva more than Vishnu. 

"No people" says Elie Reclus, "have more fully appre" 
A N•v•• ta"w"' •.• ciated the maternal family, nor developed it 

marumokkatho)'llm faml· 
••· · more logically than the Nayars, despite the 
accumulated obstacles thrown in its way by a race admirably 
intelligent and moreover victorious." 1 The tarau•trd or maru
makllathayam family consists in theory of all persons who 
can trace their descent in the female line from a single ances
tress. In its simplest form it is one which consists of mother 
and her children, living together with their maternal uncle, that 
is the mother's brother, as kdranava/1 or the senior male mem
ber {)f the family. In its complex form it consists of a mother 
and all her children, both male and f·~male, all her grand child
ren by her daughters, all her brothers and sisters and the 
destendants on the sisters' side,-in short, all the relatives of 
the woman on the female side, however distant their relation• 
ship, living together in the same block of buildings, dining to• 
get her in the same hall and enjoying all the property in common·, 
No descendant through the male line can be a member of such 
a family. There are at present instances of families containing 
a hundred or more members who live in one or more buildings 
situated in a large compound and who are the descendants of 
one woman separated perhaps by generations of descent, and 
yet able to trace their common descent from one ancestress. 

In such a family. the woman senior to others in age was 
originally mistress or head of the family, and she reigned or 
governed. Her eldest daughter was ·prime minister in the 
family, and through her all orders were transmitted to her little 
world. The son recognised the priority of the mother before 
whom he did not even venture to seat himself, unless she 
had given him permission. The brother obeyed the elder 
sister, nnd respected the younger ones. In fact, the affection 
between brother and- sister was a feeling that endured, 
while conjugal lo\'e was but a passing sentiment. The 
wives of brothers and sons held but a secondary position 
in the family. The · Nayars loved their families more than 
aRything else in the world, and made it the end of their 
existence. Like ·all Hindus they held reprehensible the man who 

. 1. Primilive folk, page 159. 
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deliberately refused to be a father and deprived himself of the 
sweet cares involved by the rearing of the children, they were 
indignant with a girl who refused to be a mother, and those who 
had not reproduced their species were considered to be subject to 
terrible punishments in the next world. The old order of things 
has given place to the new. Many of the old time-honoured 
customs have already disappeared or begun to disappear. The 
senior woman is no longer the head of the family, and she has 
given place to the eldest malememberwhoisknown as kdranava11. 
In a joint family which contains a large or fairly a large num
ber of females and males, the former with their children occupy 
the main building or buildings and the latter live apart in 
another edifice close to and separated from them. Each of 
the married women has a room or two; and here her husband 
visits her. The old women and others occupy the common 
portion of the house. The boys under age live with their 
mother under whose care they always are, and the father as a 
casual visitor does not generally concern himself with the 
rearing of children. These, after coming of age, join the 
the adult members, and if they can afford it, live in houses 'of 
their own with their wives and children. Where the domestic 
environments are favourable and the influence of the kara
na~•an (as the father in a patriarchal family) and other senior 
member prevails, the junior members seldom go wrong. In 
some cases where such influences do not exist, their conduct 
is not always satisfactory. The habits of the members are 
generally regular, and the usual time of rising throughout the 
year is early dawn. After rising, the males either go to 
their daily routine, or wait for their morning light meal which 
they partake after bathing and after worshipping the deity 
in the local temple. The women attend to their children, 
look to the domestic minor work, bathe and prepare the break
fast. Great attention is paid to their personal cleanliness~ 

As water is near at hand, men, . women, and children take 
a great pleasure in bathing, which, besides being conducive 
to cleanliness, is also considered purificatory and curative. 
Their substantial dinner is, as a ruli:, a little before midday, 
and the rest of the day is occupied by the women and 
others either in the perusal. ~f religious books or :in the 
playing of some indoor game, while visits in the afternoon 
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are also indulged in. In these days of modern civiliza· 
tion, when schools for boys and girls have increased in 
the State, many take admntage of the instruction imparted 
in them, sn that when the latter become adults, they profit
ably spend their leisure hours in reading religious and othar 
books. Towards the evening they go to the temple for wor
shipping and go round it several times, which, though hygienic 
in its origin, is considered of religious importance. They return 
home, and their supper is generally before eight o'clock; after 
this they retire to their rooms, each married woman occupying 
her separate room or set of rooms. They lie on mats or beds 
~pread on the floor or on the latter placed on cots with which 
the rooins are neatly furnished. Such in brief is the family 
life and organisation of well-to-do families of the Nayars. In 
poor families in which the members subsist by hard work, 
the daily routine of life considerably differs from those describ
ed above. 

Mention has already been made of the kdrauat•an, who is the 
manager of all affairs in the Nayar family. He is legally respon
~ihle for the proper management of the joint property, for the 
edu<'ation of the junior members and for everything conducive 
to the general welfare and happiness of every member of the 
family. It must be remembered that the family property is joint 
property and that no member can claim that any portion of it 
belongs to him or to her, nor can any individual member 
claim a separate possession or enjoyment of any portion. The 
ground-work of the system is, that the family property is held 
in trust for the support of the females and. their descendants 
in the female line. The property is impartible and the 
family is indissoluble except with the consent of all its 
members. \Vhen, in course of time, the family becomes too 
unwieldy to be governed and managed by one man, the 
circumstances and natural forces bring about a division of the 
family into various distinct sections or families. These sepa
rate families keep up the original traditions of their common 
descent, but have no legal right to the property of one another. 
The members of the family and their descendants in the female 
line, thus separated by partition from the main stock, form a 
tdt•aslli (ta=mother, t•aslli line, i. e., mother's line): They 
live in a separate building and own that portion of the joint pro
rerty which is theirs in the partition; and which is managed 
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by the woman's brother or some other senior member as 
k.irana~·a11. 

There arc some \\;ho love and admire the system, and 
they depict the tara.<·ad as a group of males and females bound 
bJeti-:cr by the sacred tie of common de5cent from one ancestors' 
grand-mother. "The females have only to follow the natural 
instinct to be fruitful and to multiply, while the males, free 
from all care for their own progeny, are expected to labour 
like the honey bee for the common good of the tarau•dd-

. hive, and pour their earnings into the lap of the venerable 
kdrana~·a11, who, in the exercise of absolute discretion, ad
m"nisters the income for the benefit of all. Protected by 
f1e impartibility of the estate, refreshed by the acquisitions 
of the junior members, and under the beneficent sway of 
t:1e senior male, the tara<~cid would rise high and endure 
thrcugh generations. " 1 The advantages of such a complete 
joint family system are three-fold: firstly, the genial society it 
a 'ford5, the closest association of young and old, and the 
a"nindant opportunity for recreation and instruction; secon.dly, 
{I the process of prm!uction many ofthe advantages of concerted 
la">m rare secured, as is obvious, without carelessness, dishonesty 
o · misdirected production and consumption ; and thjrdly, there 
is the remarkable sa,·ing in the process of consumption. The 
freedom and independence of Nayar women, their influence in 
th' family and the absence of conventional restrictions, such 
a; child marriage, enforced widowhood and the other customs 
which exercise so baneful an influence upon Hindu society 
elsewhere arc other admntages that add to the excellence of the 
Nayar system of life. 

The system above described, may have worked smoothly 
enough in former days; hut in these days of civilization, with 
the growing wants of the members, coupled with the indifference 
and selfishness of the kara11avan and the other members, 
the joint family tends to disintegration. At a certain point 
the mere increase of the members renders it intolerable for 
them all to live together under one roof, and when that stage 
is reached, the tara«•<rd splits up into tat·azhis, each contain
ing a mother, her brothers and her children. 

It is to the woman that t~ fortune of the family belongs, 
and yet she is not the mistress qf the house but only one 

1. Malabar Marriace Commission Report1 page 44. 
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of many joint members dependent on the karanat·an. The 
females and the junior members pass their lives in utter 
discontent and misery, if the karanava11 happens to be unsym· 
pathetic and tyrannical. The father is not the legal guardian 
of his children, for whose training and education the karana· 
van is responsible. In families, where there are many boys and 
girls, the chances arc that he educates none of them, on the plea 
that he cannot afford to ed11cate them all, nor can he make any 
invidious distinction. The family, in certain cases, becomes the 
seat of envy, hntred and dissensions, and not a day passes 
without smi1e dispute or other among the members. It is said 
that with the advancement of civilization the s\·stem becomes . ' ' . 
more and more unworkable; it offends against every principle of 
economy, healthy life and natural affection. By freeing a man from 
the obligation of maintainin;i- his wife and children, it sanctions 
the reckless propagation of sp~cies, destroys the motive power for 
prudence and foresight, forces up the population to the very point 
where it must be kept down by actual want of means of subsis· 
tence. It "huddles together" as a family a numb~r of distant 
relatives not necessarily drawn to each other by any bond of 
natural affection. It makes home life impossible, for Jhe father 
is a casual visitor, and mother and children are but units in a 
heterogeneous flock, dependent on a practically irresponsible 
guardian, who from a metli accident of his being the eldest of 
the flock is expected to he able to regard every member with 
an impartial eye, and at the same time preserve the interests of 
his wife and children.l These causes are at work and tend to 
divide the families into several branches in the direction of 
f•it•azlris by partition. Fortunately, in the Cochin State, such 
evils as those above described are of rare occurrence, for parti· 
tion is effected as early as the symptoms of disunion and 
ill-feeling among the members are ,·isible. 
------------------··- ---~ 

J, Malabar Marriage Comndssion Report, page 48. 
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CHAPTER Ill. 

THE SUDRAS OF COCHIN. 

A, 'l'HE HIGH CASTE SUDRAS (NAYARS) 

(Continued). 

The Nayars follow the marumakkathayam law of succes· 
lnhoritance. sion, i. e. , the law which regulates succession 

through the female line. The senior male member called the 
karana~·an is entitled to the full possession of the property, and 
is absolute in its management. The junior members, on the 
other hand, have a claim to residence and maintenance in the 
family house. They cannot call for an account except as an 
incident to a prayer for the removal of the manager for gcoss 
misconduct, nor claim any specific share of the income, nor 
even require that the maintenance provided for them should be 
in proportion to the income of the tarawad. An absolute 
discretion in this direction is vested in the manager who is the 
legal guardian of every member of the family. I He is not 
accountable to any member in the tara·wad in respect of its 
income, nor can a suit be maintained for an account of the 
tarawad property in 'the absence of fraud on his part. He is 
under no obligation to support any member of his tarim•c.id by 
his own labour or from his self-acquisitions. Thi! ·only rest-. 
raint on him in the management is, that he cannot alienate 
the lands of the family except with the consent of all the other 
members and without proper necessity.• If a family has so far 
increased in the number of its members ·.that they cannot 
conveniently live under the satpe roof any longer, it divides 
itself with the consent of the senior member into t.lva.zhis 
to each of which is assigned a portion of the pro • 
perty for maintenance, and such· tavazhis may reside in 
separate houses or farm-houses belonging to the family and 
appropriating from the lands newly assigned to them an 
income sufficient to maintain: themselves. In the partition of 

1. Vide Mayne's Hindu LaW, sec. 268, · 
a. I. L, R. II, Mad, 328, 
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a Nayar tarau•cid, all the members are equally entitled to a 
share. The self-acquisitions of each member of a tarawtid 
are at his absolute disposal during his life-time, but this right 
lapses to the tarau•dd on his death.' In families where the 
kciramt~·a11s look after the welfare of each individual member 
and the savings of the junior members go to increase the wealth 
of the family, there is peace and prosperity. Such families 
are rarely found in these days. Times are changed, as also 
the conditions of the community, and the old and large 
families arc disappearing through mismanagement. In the 
majority of cases, when the senior member takes up the man
agement, he is too old and unfit to govern a score of men and 
•women younger than himself and bound to him by no natural 
tic of affection. He often becomes a mere puppet in the hands of 
an unscrupulous but stronger member "-hile the other members 
of the farau•ad suffer from the injustice consequent under such 
circumstances. In some cases he misappropriates the family 
property and alienates it in favour of his wife and children, 
and the gross acts of spoliation carried on by ktirqnavan have 
reduced some of the respectable families in Malabar and else· 
where to poverty and misery. It is also said, that the junior 
members are disobedient and do not work for the common 
good and this state of things is also common everywhere. 
Another cause for the downfall of the ancient family system is 
the growing disinclination among its junior members to work 
for the common good of the tcrra~t•cid and their dislike to the 
rule of the k<ira11awm. 2 

The Nayars who follow this 11UWIIIIIakkatluiyam law of 
inheritance include nearly all the aristocracy of the country, 
but the notion that every taratt•ad has an estate sufficient to 
feed an indefinite number of souls is unfounded and erroneous. 
Most of the f;m1ilies are poor, and the karcnuwans are mere 
tenant farmers cultivating a f.,w acres of land on a precarious 
tenure, and a law which requires such a man, from the produce 
of his farm, to feed and provide for all the descendants of his 
female relatives from the time of their birth to their death, 
whether they work or not, is one of those laws which continue 
to exist in name but are actually disregarded in -practice. • 

In ancient times the rulers of Cochin held supreme sway 
T•lbat ••r•••••· in the territories which belonged to them. 

\ton•. Th I ere were no regu ar councils, nor assemblies; 
1. 11, Mad. H, C, R. t&o. 
a and 3· Malabar Marriage Commission Report, pages 49·5•, 
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and the Rajas were mostly guided by their own will and plea
sure unless it ran counter to the customs of the country. Many 
of them had learned Brahmans to instruct them in the funda
mental and long established laws of the country. 

Certain checks upon their arbitrary power existed in the 
form of general assemblies of the nation, but these were seldom 
held. These were of two kinds: those assembled under the 
orders of the Raja, and those assembled by the spontaneous 
will of the people. In the former case, messengers, who by 
right of birth and descent were entitled to that office, were 
despatched in all directions to summon the people. \Vhen 
assembled, they sat in a circle in the open air, while a number 
of Nayars kept guard over them. The propositions were then 
discussed, and the measures proposed were rejected or adopted 
by the unanimous silence or clamour of those present, but in 
affairs of minor importance not affecting the welfare of the 
whole community, the chiefs of the nation were summoned, 
and they decided the questions laid before them. 

The assemblies summoned by the '!viii of the nation were 
conducted in much the same manner, but with more impetuo~ 

sity. They were held only in cases of emergency, when the Raja 
was guilty ;;f extreme tyranny or of gro~~ violation of the law. 
Then all the landed proprietors were bidden to attend, and if 
any one dared to refuse to obey the summons, the assembly 
sentenced his houses, gardens or estates to be devastated. If 
he persisted in his disobedience, he would be deprived of 
his privileges and votes, and might even be sentenced to 
banishment. As the object of such assemblies was to thwart 
the will of the ruler, he on his side did all he could to obstruct 
their holding such assemblies. The Raja had no right nor 
power to prevent them by force of arms, hut he sent Pandara 
Patti (servants of the rulers) to provoke them with all manner 
of annoyances and to pelt them with stones, sand, and dirt. 
The Nayars on guard did their best ~o keep off the assailants 
with their shields, and, if any one of them, provoked beyond 
endurance, were to strike or hurt one of the youths, it would 
be regarded as treason, and, as such, t~e assembly would be 
liable to a heavy fine and would be deprived of its inviolabi
lity. The Raja might then disperse them by force of arm~; 
but if he failed to subdue therri, they would all desert thetr 
allegiance. Allies and neighbours did· their best to intercede 
between the parties and to secure fGr everyone his proper 
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rights. Thus did these lnittams (assemblies) exercise a whole
some influence, and act as a powerful check upon the rulers 
and ministers of the middle ages.' -They also dealt with wider 
questions of castes and other matters affecting the welfare of 
the people. In former times there were also minor councils 
of Pramdnis or leaders of the people in every De.•am exercising 
similar social functions. A survival of this system even now 
exists in every village, and their deliberations and decisions 
upon social matters and caste disputes have great weight. In 
important matters such as the outcasting of a member of the 
caste, etc., His Highness the Raja who has always been tre 
social as well as the political head of the State would deliberate 
\tpon them with .the help of the Brahman ~·aidi/;s, and his deci
sions become final. The individual who is placed under a ban 
is prohibited from entering any temple, bathing in the public 
t~nks, and is, in short, ostracised. 

The Rajas were in former times the fountain of all justice, 
Admtniatr:nion or but were assisted by J(aryakkars or ministers 

J••ll••· and Brahmans in administering it. All caste 
disputes and offences were left to the caste assemblies to deal 
with, while civil disputes were either left to the arbitration of 
the caste assemblies or of three or four prominent men. There 
was ,;o written code, hut the ·punishments assigned by custom 
fitted the crimes, and they varied with the status of the caste 
nnd of the person. The nobles enjoyed the privilege of freedom 
from confinement. The Brahmans and women were never 
put to death ; the former were punished for grave offences by 
loss of caste and banishment, and the latter by being sold as 
slaves. The punishment of death was reserved for such heinous 
offences us sacrilege, the wilful murder of a Brahman or a 
cow. The following is a summary of the account given by 
Duarte Barbosa, pp. 116-117, regarding the methods of dealing 
\lith criminals and the nature of the punishments inflicted on 
them in furmer times:-\Vhen any member of a low caste com
mitted robbery about which a complaint had heea made to the 
king or the governor, orders were issued for his appreherision,and 
if he was caught and he confessed his guilt, he was generally 
impaled. His head was severed, and the body being placed 
on its hack, the arms and legs were fastened with ropes to four 
posts, while the multitude to show their contempt spat upon it. 
If, however, the malefactor was a Moor, he was beheaded. The 

1, Leuen from Malabar by J, c. Visscher, paces 76-71. 
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stolen property went to the ruler of the State. If the stolen pro· 
. perty was discovered after the escape of the thief, it was returned 
to the owner after a certain number of days, and a fourth part 
was appropriated by the State. If, however, a thief refused to 
confess his guilt, he was confined for a period of eight days 
during which every method of torture known to the keepers of 
the prisons was tried to extort his confession. If he continued 
in reiterating his innocence, it was left to the accuser to elect 
whether he should be let off or forced to undergo trial by ordeal. 
In the latter case, on an auspicious day, the accused would be 
allowed to bathe and recite his daily prayers, after which he was 
conductec\ to the idol in the temple. Before the idol he swore 
that he had not committed the theft nor did he know the guilty 
person, and plunged his two fingers up to the middle joint into 
a caldron of boiling oil. If he was burnt, he was accounted 
.guilty of the crime; if unhurt, he was liberated. Another form 
of proving the guilt or innocence of a prisoner who would not 
confess his crime, was to make him thrust his hand into a 
mantle in which a sacred and poisonous snake had been wrap· 
ped · and force him to lift it out. If he was bitten, he was 
guilty. A third form was the wading through a tank fuli of 
alligators before a pagoda at Palli port, fifteen miles north of 
Cochin, and if he survived he was considered innocent."' Con
cerning the procedure against the debtors, a curious custom 
seems to have prevailed, which is thus described by Varthema:-

" Let us suppose the case that some one has to pay me 
twenty-five ducats, and the debtor promises me to pay them 
many times and does not pay them. I, not being willing to 
wait any longer, nor to give him any indulgence, shall take a 
green branch in my hand, shall go softly behind the debtor, and 
with the said branch shall draw a circle on the ground surround
ing him ; and if I can enclose him in a circle, shall say to him 
these words three times: 'I command you by the head of the 
Brahmans and the king that you do not depart hence, until 
you have paid me and satisfied me as much as I ought to have 
from thee,' and he will satisfy me or trulv he will die without 
any other guard, and should he quit the 'said circle, the king 
will put him to death. " 

" It has been already said, thtlt the nobles enjoyed ex
emption and privileges, and that they could not be taken and· 
put in irons ; but if a noble were to rob or kill any one or a 
cow or to sleep with a woman of lo\v caste or of the Brahmans 

I· L~tters from Malabar b:y J. C. Vissoher, pages 68-tig; 
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or if he ate and drank in the house of a low caste-man or spoke 
ill of the king, and if any one of these were established in his 
own words, the king would call three or four honorable gentle
men and have him put to death. After he was dead, they laid 
him on his 'back, to place the king·s warrant on his breast. 
If he was left dead in the country, the dead was so exposed as 
a prey to vultures and dogs. If he was put to death in the 
city, the dead body was allowed to he removed either as a 
mark of favour, or on payment of fine, by the citizens with 
the king's permission. If, on the other hand, he commits any 
other offence, he would be dealt with in the same way as any 
criminal already described. " 

Cruel as the administration of justice might appear to be 
in' ancient times, many early writers hear testimony to the fact 
that private property was as secure in the fourteenth century as 
it is to-day, and that security and justice were firmly established 
in the land. Varthema was impressed with the honesty of the 
inhabitants ; and the favourable testimony of the previous 
writers was confirmed by Pyrard-De-Laval, a Frenchman, who 
remarked that justice was well administered and awarded 
gratuitously. These systems have been completely forgotten 
and given place to the institution of regular courts, where 
justice is administered in accordance with the principles of 
British jurisprudence. 

From the earliest times, even perhaps before the Aryan 
Feudnthun In th• in11nigration, there appears to have been a com• 

Co•h•n 81""· plete military organisation among the Sudras 
of l\lalabar. The country was divided into NJds, or princi· 
pnlities, and the smallest territorial unit in it was a Dt!sam (or 
village) presided over by a Dr!s<Tt•dzhi (ruler of a Dr!smu). Each 
of the Dr!s<Tms and Ndds was designated by the allotted quota 
of N ayars it was required to put into the field. The names of 
these divisions, even after the long lapse of time, have not been 
forgotten. The authority of the chiefs of these military divi· 
sions, large and small, was hereditary in their respective families 
and they had appropriate titles of distinction. They were not 
always in attendance on the Raja's person. If not required on 
particular State duties or religious services, they were called 
out for offensive or dcfcnsh·c warfare. 

A chief was not considered a N,idu~·,izlri ( ruler of a 
ll'<r<f) 1 who had nut ut lc<1st tl hundred soldiers tltt<~chcd to him, 
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and one with less than that n.umber was called a Desavazhi. 
There.were in those days no taxes levied from the people, and 
the chief from the Rajas down to the Desa~·azhi possessed 
demesne lands for their support which were cultivated either 
by themselves or leased to kudiyans or tenants ; but the follow
ing were the chief sources of income, based upon feudal rights 
and privileges. The rulers levied custom duties upon exports 
and imports, taxes upon houses of fishermen, tradesmen and 
professional men. Criminal fines went to fill their coffers, and 
succession duties were levied upon the estates of deceased per
sons, especially those who held offices of State or rights over 
land. Outcast women were made a two-fold source of profit. 
Lewd adulterous women were made over to the chiefs with 
a premium for the trouble of looking after them, and the chiefs 
used in turn to sell the women to foreign merchants as slaves 
or wives to Chettis. The estates of persons who died without 
heirs were escheated, nor could an heir be adopted without the 
Raja's consent, for which a fee was generally levied. Protection 
fees from strangers and merchants were levied under various 
names and customary presents were the ruler's dues on occa
sions of feast or funeral. W reeks were his perquisites, and 
various animals his monopoly. Concerning the former, Marco 
Polo wrote about the kingdom of Eli, "And you must know 
that if any ship enter~ the estuary and anchors when she 
has been bound for some other port, they seize her and 
plunder the cargo. They say that you are bound some
where else, and it is God that sent you hither to us, so we 
have a right to all your goods, and think it no sin to act 
thus. This naughty custom prevails all over the Provinces 
of India, to wit, that if a ship be driven by a stress of 
weather into some other port than that to which it is bound, it 
is sure to be plundered. But if a ship came bound originally 
to the place, they received it with all honour and gave it 
protection."' The custom of the taking of ships and cargoes 
lasted down to recent times, until the English factory at Telii
cherry entered into agreements with three of the country
powers for the exemption of Englis.h vessels from such sei.zures. 

Among the animals that became the property of the Raja 
were cows with three or five dugs, cattle that has killed a matr 
or other animals, cattle with a. white spot near the corner of 
-,,-Yulie&Marco Polo, page 374. 
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the eye, buffaloes with white tips to their tails, wild elephants 
caught in traps and wild hogs that had fallen into wells, 

Even in social matters, these chieftains had supreme 
powers. In the settlement of marriages in any part of the 
country, the Nayars had to obtain the chieftain's sanction 
who held sway over the particular locality. The custom is even 
now in vogue though in a visibly weakened form. In the 
celebration of a Kettu kalyanam or sambandltam in any part 
of the country, the parties concerned visited the chieftain and 
bought his consent with presents. For without such consent 
no settlement and celebration thereafter could be arranged. His 
consent had to be procured even for the holding of festivals. 

' The chieftain's powers were so great that, if a wife living 
with her husband proved an object of attraction to another, 
adequate presents to the chieftain. would buy him a formal writ, 
giving him the rights of a husband over that woman. Thus 
e\·en so late as only a generation or two ago, the chieftain's 
power was exercised in the encouragement of polyandry. 

When a tali-tying ceremony had to he performed for a 
girl of any decent family in a locality, she was taken to the 
local chieftain with a nuzzar or tirumulkazhcha and other 
things prepared for the festival that was to follow. In return 
the girl was given a golden bracelet which she was authorised 
to wear in his presence. No girl who had not received such a 
one could wear it. 

In certain parts of the State people were afraid to erect 
buildings of more than one storey, lest they should incur the 
inexorable wrath of the chieftain ; nor were they allowed to tile 
thatched houses. Departures from these customs were allowed 
only with the consent of the chieftain, embodied in a writ 
issued by him. In rural parts even to this day such restric
tions arc not totally inoperative. In the State His High· 
ness the Raja gives his sanction in regard to some social 
matters even to this day and Nambutiri landlords exercise a 
similar authority among the tenants cccupying their lands. 
Certain kinds of conveyances such as palanquins and dholies 
were reserved only for chieftains while the Pallichans were the 
only people who were employed to carry them. Various titles 1 

l, V1de pageat8-tO, 
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were conferred upon the people. These were, in brief, the 
rights and privileges 1 of the feudal chieftains of old. 

The question regarding the existence in ancient times of a 
Vtllagt> organisa- village organisation in the Cochin State, as 

tion and village life. in Malabar, is somewhat unsettled. Some are 
of opinion that the village communities of the east coast 
have no counterpart in the west, and that there were no 
regular villages; while others state that the organisation of 
the country for agrarian, civil, social, and administrative 
.purposes was the ordinary type closely allied to the Tamil 
nationalities. the cradle of its races, languages, and institutions: 
and that it rested on the village system in its truest and 
simplest form. The earliest social organisation was appa
rently based upon the family group into which the various 
tribes or caf.tes divided themselves, each with its more or less 
well defined territorial limits. The Brahmans were grouped in 
grcimams and the Nayars in tharcis or chiris. The old terri
torial unit was a disam presided over by Disavcizhi or jemlli· 
dar, and a number of disams constituted a ,,;a ruled over by 
a N cidut•azhi or local chieftain who was subject to the Raja. 
1'he rights and privileges of the Disavcizhi were: (1) the direc
tion of the religious ceremonies of the village pagodas, (2) the 
management of the village pagoda lands and servants, (3) the 
control of marriages and other ceremonies in the village, and 
(4} the superintendence of all offences of the desam or village. 
He had besides the civil direction of the religious and military 
affairs of the villages. The same head-man was a Disat•cizlli or 
j enm i according as he exercised all or only the first two func
tions in the village. The Nridut••izhi was the military chief of 
his ,;,a who was bound to attend the Raja and to march 
wherever he was directed with all the fighting men of his terri
tory under the control of Disat•frzhis of their respective vil
lages. In time of peace he collected the ordinary and extra 
revenue, ahd was helped by one o~ two accountants. Thus an 
old typical village was one which consisted of the houses of 
the military class of Nayars and of those of other low castes, 
the members of which, like the medieval guilds, were bch!nd 
together by the ties of common interests, rendering to one 
another reciprocal services for a share of the village produce, 
and for the protection which 'they enjoyed. The village in 

z, Malo.bar and Its Folk, pagea J08.i2)'. 
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fact contained all the rudiments of the State. There was the 
head-man with his assistants whose duties have been already 
mentioned. There were also the hereditary village servants 
(clteria je11:11akkar.•), the village Panchayets or krittams, and 
the /(avalai system of police, and the village watchmen (ktlt•al
klrftrs) with their grain fees, and sacred institutions, with their 
usual privileges. And finally there were independent Nayar 
chieftains with their private properties and usual sources of 
income and taxation. 

The village life is simple, delightful, and charming, but 
it is gradually passing away under the influence of western 
civilization. It is therefore of some ethnographical interest 
t~ pres~rve an account of it at its period of transition. 

The village education may first he taken for treatment. 
The old village school_ or pial school masters were called 
Bzlwttachan.• or Asftns, some of whom were maintained by 
the leading families on small monthly allowances and meals, 
while others owned schools and lived upon the income derived 
from the pupils· thereof. The education of youths com
menced at a very early period, for which an auspicious day, 
nay, nn auspicious hour, generally the Vijaya Desami or 
Vitfy,lrambham (beginning of the alphabet) day, the last day 
of Desara in the month of Kamri or '1'/mldm (September· 
November) was chosen, when the local Asft11 or any fairly 
educated man was invited to give the boy his first lesson. In 
a conspicuous part.of the building a hell-metal vessel was 
placed. On this was spread a thin layer of rice, and on each 
side of the vessel was placed a bag of rice and paddy, while a 
lighted bmp was also placed beside it. In front of these 
sat the infant scholar three or five years of age. The Asa11 
or the teacher wrote on the boy's tongue with a gold coin 
(fanam) the divine invocation Hari Sree Ga11a Pata Ye 
Namah (Salutation be to Vishnu, Saraswati and Ganapati), 
The initiation was completed by the teacher holding the boy's 
ring finger and tracing the letters of the alphabet in the rice in 
the vessel. The ceremony would then come to an end with 
n feast to the inmates of the house as well as to friends 
and relations. After this, he was placed under a teacher who 
taught him along with others to write the letters of the alpha
bet on sand, This would go _on for a month or two _until the 
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youngster got a mastery of the letters. Then he was taugh 
to read and write short sentences on cadjan leaves (0/a Ezltu 
tal). He was made to commit to memory short verses, an• 
lessons in arithmetic were added to his curriculum. Thus th 
youngster acquired a fair knowledge of reading, writing, an< 
arithmetic, in about two years, and was thereafter recommend 
ed to an advanced course of studies, which consisted of a stud: 
of Sanskrit, the perusal of the Puriinas, and also arithmeti• 
sufficient to enable him to calculate the position of planets anc 
help him in the casting of horoscopes. Girls also were taugh 
reading, writing, arithmetic, and singing, and were encourage< 
in the reading of the Purcinas. Such in brief was the cours• 
of instruction imparted in these small institutions. 

The schools were flimsy sheds with little or no furniture 
while the boys sat on small mats or on the floor, which wa: 
covered with sand for purposes of writing. The teacher had : 
raised seat from which he supervised and listened to the loU< 
recitations of the lessons set on the previous evenings. Th• 
boys went to him, one by one, repeated their lesson, and receive< 
another written by him on the palm leaf, which was to be learn 
during the day. The school hours were generally from seven t< 
ten in the morning and again from two to five in the afternoon 
During the latter hours, the budding scholars were instructec 
in the reading of the Ramayana and other Purancis; and beforE 
the end of the lessons for the day, the boys were made to repeal 
with one voice, some mathematical formula. At home, thE 
boys revised their work and recited the names of Gods an( 
short verses as prayers to them. They had no work for aboul 
12 days in the month, besides the usual Hindu holidays 
Twice during .the month, when the fortnightly holidays com· 
menced, i. e., on Du'lidesi (the 12th day after the full or ne" 
moon), the teacher was remunerated by each boy with the pay· 
men! of an anna or two, and even this was so~etimes evaded 
by the opportune absenting of some pupils. He also received 
presents of cloth with a rupee or two from some of the richez 
families to which a few of his pupils belonged. Boys were 
subjected to a rigorous course of discipline ; caning was freely 
resorted to as a mode of correction, and the teacher was often 
regarded with terror rather than 'Yith respect and admiration. 
Their only books were manuscripts .on cad jan leaves; their 
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only training was the training of the memory, and the learned 
pedagogue never bestowed a thought on cultivating the thinking 
powers or the originality of his pupils. But this type of 
school and school-master is fast disappearing under the modern 
regime of elementary schools. 

Next in importance to the school-master is the Kaniyan, 
an indispensable factor in the affairs anrl ceremonies of the 
village. 1 

Then come the artisan classes whose services are neces
sary in the construction of houses, and the making of im ple
ments of agriculture. They were paid for their work either in 
kind or in coin. 

The other men of importance in the village economic life 
were the physician, the village washerman, and the village bar
ber. The village physician was a man of parts ; for, not only 
did he tend the sick and the ailing, but also cast out devils 
from persons possessed, and with the aid of well prepared 
charms guarded them from the effects of the evil eye. The 
village washermen were of the Veluthedan and the Mannan 
caste. The services of the former were always requisitioned 
when people wished to become free from pollution, an act the 
omission of which leads to outcasting. 

The village barber is another indispensable factor in the 
village ceremony and is employed for the shaving before all 
ceremonies. His privileges cannot be encroached upon by his 
own caste-men from other villages. 

The village organisation above described is preserved to a 
certain extent even now and most probably the Kaniyan's pro
fession will survive all other relics of Hindu institutions, as his 
services are considered to be of essential importance in matters 
of every day life. 

The ordinary games pursued by the young men of the 
village are the foot-ball matches, Attakalam, 

VillaJe paltimea. 
J(ayydmkali, and /{aikottikkali (a favourite 

circular dance of the women), U zlli11jtll and others, while cards 
and chess are common enough on festive occasions. Cock
fighting is an interesting pastime among the lower classes. 

The most important of the village pastimes are the dra
matic performances, a description of which is given in the 
following pages. The drama in Malabar sprang into being in 

1, Vida m;y ocoount of tho Kaniyana, Vol. I, Cbap. XI, pageo 100·93· 
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the early ages, and Krislmattam and Rrimanattam are among 
the earliest productions in the Malayalam literature. The origin 
of the former is interesting. A pious devotee, Vilvamangalattu 
Swamiyar, by name, resided in the temple of Guruvayur in the 
Chaughat Taluk, which belonged to the Zamorin of Calicut. 
One of the Zamorins, while on a pilgrimage to the temple, 
asked the pious Swamiyar to show him the person of the God 
Krishna. On his wish being gratified, he was so much attract
ed by the handsome countenance of the divine ' Child Gcd ' 
that the Raja attempted to detain him by catching him by the 
head. But, alas, he vanished, leaving in the hands of the Raja 
a single peacock's feather which had adorned the crown on 
his head. The Raja who was a great scholar determined to 
write a drama which would contain the life of Krishna-from 
his incarnation to his departure to heaven-and J(risluuttfam 
was the outcome of that resolve. This play, which is seldom 
acted outside Calicut, takes eight days for its performance 
beginning as a rule, each night, at 10 p. m. and lasting until 
3 a.m. 

The cost of a night's performance is 64 fanams (eighteen 
rupees, four annas, and seven pies). Once it is said that when 
the actors went to Tripunathura, the residence of His Highness 
the Raja of Cochin, who, had a night's performance in his 
palace, K.Tmsavadham (death of Kamsa, an Asura king, who 
was the maternal uncle of Krishna) was tfle play selected for 
the night; and to try the strength of the actor Krishna, a tusk
er who was brought to the stage was caught hold of by the 
tusks and killed. The play was never thereafter sent either to 
Cochin or Travancore. 

The other play which is equal in importance to the one 
just described is the Rcimimattam, and was composed by the 
Kottarakkara Tamjmran, a distant relative of the then ruling 
sovereign of Travancore. Once this prince asked the Zamorin 
of Calicut to send his actors for a few nights' performance in his 
own palace ; but his request was r~fused on the plea that the 
prince as well as the southerners generally, were not able to 
appreciate so important and erudite a. drama. This led to the 
composition of a play by the prince himself. 

Plays, as a general rule, ~re not very popular at present, 
perhaps with the exception of the one kind which is now being 
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played. 'fhcrc arc also other kinds of plays, which are called 
Attakkatlzas (plays in which the incidents are represented by 
dancing and gestures) in Travancore, andKutlwka/is in Malabar. 
Many additions to these were made by different scholars in 
different times, and they now numb~r about fifty-six, most of 
which are now being acted. Many or all of them possess a 
high order of literary excellence, and are, year after year, pre· 
scribed as vernacular tP.xt hooks for University Examinations. 

Personal adornment of the actors.-In the beginning the 
actors had no regular dress as at present, nor was there any 
curtain dividing the audience from the stage. The only the· 
atrical property known in those days were figures clumsily 
dtawn upon the bark of the areca palm and attached to the 
bodies of the actors, while the orchestra consisted only of the 
maddalam, a kind of drum. But innovations were soon intro· 
duced, and the first of these were those introduced by the Tink 
or Bettattunad Raja. 

It may not be out of place here to give a short sketch of a 
day's performance as it is to-day. A travelling company, 
\\·hich usually consists of twelve actors, four singers, and four 
musicians who form an "orchestra with drums (maddalam 
and clteuda), gongs (chengalam) and cymbals (elatluilam)", is 
invited and lodged in a house near which they are to give the 
performance. In the morning they are given gingelly oil for 
an oil-bath, and are then served with rice, kanji, and pappa. 
dam. This forms their breakfast. After it, they retire to 
sleep till about four o'clock in the afternoon. At five o'clock 
they are treated to a sumptuous dinner, and half an hour later 
begins, by beat of drums and other musical instruments of the 
company, a formal announcement to the villagers in the neigh• 
bourhood that a play is to be performed that night. 

The stage is nothing more than a crude wooden structure 
slightly raised from the ground. The drop curtain consists 
usually of pieces of cloth sewn together and the figure of a 
god or an animal drawn thereon. The auditorium consists of 
mats strewn on the floor for the audience to sit on, while two 
b!lll-metal lamps, containing cocoanut-oil and wicks of rolled 
cotton cloth, are the only means of lighting the theatre. Some
times to add to the solemnity of the occasion conch shells are 
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intermittently blown. Such are the crude theatrical properties 
which the actor has to face. 

At about eight o'clock begins the Thodayam purapad, con· 
sisting of songs which are meant to initiate the audience into 
the mysteries of the plot. But this takes place behind the 
drop curtain, which has not yet been drawn up. Next comes 
the Vandanaslokam-a song in propitiation of some particular 
god-and then begins the play. The actors perform only by 
means of dumb-show, and the music is provided by the singers 
who, though invisible, are close at hand. All changes of 
thought, feelings, and emotions are conveyed by means of 
gestures of which there are said to be sixty-four different 
kinds, and in the commingling of these, lies the skill of the 
actor. Inhuman and unchivalrous acts, such as chopping off 
the noses and breasts of women, are usually enacted behind 
the scenes; though, in certain cases, these are made realistic by 
the characters to be victimised wearing false noses and breasts. 
It· is not until the dawn of day that the play ends. The 
cost of a night's performance is only about fifteen rupees, while 
the cost of all the stock in. trade is often less than 400 rupees. 

A special innovation in this direction was made by the 
Valia Kovil Tampuran of Travancore and others who trans· 
lated a few of the most important Sanskrit dramas. They intro· 
duced a real improvement in the construction of the stage and 
scenery, as also in the mode of dress, the style of music, and 
the method of acting, all of which were changes for the better. 
Dramatic companies were organised in many places where the 
plays were acted. They Wf're at first very popular, but most 
of them disappeared as they did not play; but yet poets and 
versifiers -still continue their work of producing plays for the 
stage. 

Mohiniydttam.-This is an institution, very much like 
the nautch of the East Coast. A leader (N'ettut•an) obtains 
the service ·of two or three young girls of low birth and trains 
them for the performance. He takes the girls from house 
to house, gets a paltry allowance for each day's performance, 
and thus makes a living. The perf6rmance is usually ac'ted 
at night, when the girls, dressed in the gaudy attire, are led by 
the N ettuvan in an amorous dance. This is an abominable 
institution, and the women who are thus rented out are looked 
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upon with contempt. It must be noted that they live sepa· 
rately, having little or nothing in common with the other class
es, and that the institution is dying a silent and natural death. 

Songs.- There have been very many songs current among 
the Nayars even from a very remote period; and they are 
chiefly composed and sung in honour of deities, and are mostly 
prayers addressed to them. A translation of these is not here 
attempted, for they lose much of their beauty, but the follow
ing, however, are the most important of them :-

Biladrakali Pcittu :-These are songs which are sung 
in honour of Kali, and are supposed to have been composed 
by the Sudras of Palghat long before the Malayalam era. Cer
tilin dramatic songs also appear to have been composed about 
the same time, and refer to the deities on the hills as well as 
to the kings of the period. They are sung in towns and 
villages, between Anamala and Trichur in the east, and the 
\Valayar forests on the other side. The ancient name of these 
localities was Cheranad, and it was the first place to be occu· 
pied by people, when Kerala was a marshy tract. As evidence 
of this, remains of houses are still to be seen at the foot of the 
hills. In a place of such historic importance were composed 
and sung these songs, which are so full of the ideas of the 
Vedanta and Yoga philosophies, and which give a clue to the 
nature of the people who once lived there. There is also an
other variety of songs referring to Ddrikavadham, (murder 
of the demon Darik(ln), and they are sung by a class of men 
called the Kurippans. There are also other old songs such as 
the Sdsta P<ittu (songs in honour of Sasta). 

Ganapati pdttu (songs in honour of Ganapati) and serpent 
songs :-Among the old songs, those referring to agricul
ture, and composed during the third century of the Malayalam 
era, occupy a prominent place, and the ag.-iculturists of the 
riorthern parts of the State even to-day follow the precepts laid 
down in these songs. But excepting, the song commemorat
ing the deeds of lllcppayil Kunji Othcnan, the Robinhood of 
North Malabar, there are no songs which sing of the deeds of 
brave men. 

The chieffesfit•als.-(1). Onam :-This is an important 
national festival, which falls in the second half of August 
or the first half of Septem her, and is celebrated in com me· 
moration of Mahabali, an Asura king, whose reign is believed 
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to have been a period of uninterrupted peace, plenty, and pros· 
perity. Growing jealous and apprehensive of the glory and 
greatness of this great king, the Devas entreated Vishnu to 
quell the pride of this earthly potentate; and Vishnu, . there
upon, appeared as V amana (dwarf, his fifth incarnation) to 
request him for a plot of three feet of earth. The prayer was 
readily granted by the sovereign, who found to his cost that he 
could not satisfy him ; for, · large as his kingdom was, it was 
found to be very small when measured by the V amana, who 
eventually placed his foot upon his head and pushed him down 
to the regions below. Grieved at the loss of their dear king, 
his subjects prayed to Vishnu to allow him to re-visit the earth 
once a year, and this is popularly believed to happon on the 
Tiruv6nam day. 

The festival is celebrated in honour of his re-appearance, 
and with it the return of happy days. It is practically confin
ed to four days which are observed as holidays throughout 
Kerala, and people of all ranks from the prince to the peasant 
acknowledge them as such. Ten days before Tiruv6nam,, 
signs of the approaching festival-are .. visible in every Nayar 
house, which, by its neatness and. cleanliness all around, puts 
on a gay .appearance. A portion of the front yard of the house, 
opposite to the store-room, is selected, and there a temporary 
stall of mud is put up for the royal visitor to sit ripon. Flowers 
are strewn over it and on the night previous to the auspicious 
day, pyramid-shaped images of the.king made of wood or clay, 
called Trikll<ikarappan, are placed upon it amid the deafen
ing cheers of the members of the family who assemble at the 
gate to greet him. Pujas are daily made both in the m~rning 
and evening before the inmates take their meals, and this con• 
tinues up to the closing of the festival. In respectable familits 
the festival opens with the presents of cloths py the karana
t•ans to the junior members of the family as well as to other 
dose relations, servants, and others.· This is also the occasion 
when tenants make gifts of curry-stuffs, chiefly banana, for the 
celebration of the festival, and they are often rewarded with 
cloths and also fed. A feast is held ~n a large scale, all the 
four days, while the essential element in it is the consumption of 
bananas or nentranpazham. The f;uits are cut into two or three 
pieces, boiled in water, and are eaten .alone or with pappadmn. 
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Another peculiar feature of this festival is that all the male 
and female members of the family sit apart at meals. By 
mid·day the principal meal is over, and each goes dressed in 
fine attire now, seeks the amusement most congenial to him. 
Field·games, such as hand·ball or rounders, personal combats, 
games of chess, dice, and cards, dancing by females, and music 
parties constitute the leading forms of enjoyment from morn· 
ing until evening. 

Hand·ballmatches.-A small stick is planted at a fixed 
spot, and the young men divide themselves into two rival par~ 
tics. A member of one party stands at the post, while the 
others stand away from it. The ball which is usually made of 
coir rope is thrown by a member of one of the opposing party, 
and on its being struck by the man at the post, the others 
attempt to catch it before the bounce or stop its onward career. 
If the ball hits the post, or if any member of the opposing 
party catches the hall before it has touched the ground, that 
player's turn is over. Another man takes his place and so on, 
until all the members of one party have had their turn. Then 
the riYal section begins to play cxact1y in the same manner and 
under the same rules as before, 

Combats are of two kinds, narnely, those between singl~ 

adversaries, and those held in batches. In the first, the people 
of one locality divide themselves into two parties. "'hen the 
match is opened, the leader of one group brings forward a train
ed pugilist who goes into the intervening open space, between 
the two groups, challenging any one from the opposite camp 
to meet him in fair fight. A little "hile after, some one from 
the other party takes up the challenge, and then the combtlt 
begins. The victor is rewarded with presents of cloths and 
money by the rich and generous members of the community 
assembled there. The same process is continued till the close 
of the day. In Palghat the Onam games are of a rougher 
character; the tenants of certain landlords turn out each under 
their own leader and engage in sham fights in which there is 
much rough play. 

There is also another amusement, in which a peculiar 

bow, formed of a strong and slightly elastic wood with a split 

bamboo finely polished fpr the string, is used. By.means of a 
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stick, .it is possible to produce a kind of musical tone, for 
which a party is organised to play on it. This entertainment 
is much admired, and interests the people very much. 

(2). Tiruvdtira :-This is another important national festi
val, which falls on the Tiruvdtira day in Dhanu (December
] anuary). This concerns the N ayar women, and is said to 
commemorate the death of Kama Deva, the cupid of Indian 
mythology, by the burning fire of the third eye of the God 
Siva. Before day-break the festive day, the young women 
of the Nayar families hasten to the nearest tank or river for 
bathing, and during the bath, they amuse themselves with 
Tiruvatira pattu, songs accompanied by regular splash
ing of water, supposed to be symbolical of beating of the 
breast, on account of their grief for Kama's death. At day
break, they return home, and, gaily dressed and adorned, they 
go to the nearest temple for worship. After a slight break
fast; they proceed to enjoy the Uzhinjal (a swinging apparatus 

' . 
made of bamboo and attached to a horizontal branch of a tree). 
Immense pleasure is taken in this game. The family dinner 
is at noon, when bananas, sliced and fried in cocoanut-oil, 
seasoned with salt, are freely distributed among the friends and 
relatives assembled there. Ripe plantains, and the sweet pre
paration of arrow-root flour purified and seasoned with jaggery 
or sugar and cocoanuts, also form one of the chie'f items of the 
feast. · 

(3). Vishu :-Next in importance to the two great national 
festivals just described, comes Vishu on the first of Medam 
(March-April), which is the astronomical new year's day; and 
a man's prosperity during the year is believed to depend on his 
seeing some good and lucky thing on the Vishtt morning. It 
is the custom to prepare on the night previous, what is known 
a5 Kani. A bell-metal vessel (urult) is taken, and in it are 
arranged a grantha or cad jan manuscript, a gold ornament, a 
new washed cloth, some flowers of ·the konna tree (Cassia fis· 
tula), some coins in a silver cup, a cocoanut cut into two, a 
cucumber, some mangoes, and a jack-fruit. On either side .of 
the vessel, are also placed two lamps burning, while there is a 
plank of wood or some other seat placed in front of it. These 
are placed in the chief room ins~e the house, and in the morn· 
ing, the mempers of the . family, one by one, are taken to the 
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Kani with their eyes shut, and, when they are near it, are 
directed to open them and look at it. It is taken from house 
to house for the benefit of the poor. The karanavan of the 
family gives small presents of money to the children, servants, 
and tenants. It is also the time honoured custom of the State 
that on this day the chief officials shall pay their respects to His 
Highness the Raja at his residence at Tripunattura, and receive 
presents of varying amounts. In former times, it was cus
tomary for all the subjects of the ruling princes to pay their 
respects to their royal masters with some new year's gifts. 
This custom has disappeared, and in its place small presents 
are made by tenants and dependents to their landlords which 
generally consist of cocoanut, plantains, and other curry-stuffs 
-intended probably as a contribution to the celebration. The 
day is marked by a grand feast for the members of the house· 
hold as well as for the tenants and other dependents. To the 
Pulayans (the family workmen) are given paddy or rice, oil, 
etc. , on the previous day to enable them to have their own 
celebrations. 

(4). The Dasara or Ayutha Puja, called also as Saraswati 
Pu;a, falls in Kanni (September-October) at the autumnal 
equinox. It is a festival observed in honour of the Goddess 
Sarasu•ati, and every man worships on the ·last day the imple· 
ments of his craft and keeps the day a holiday. It is a nine 
day's festival and is called Na~·aratri. 

(5). Sit•aratri, which falls in Kumbham (February-March), 
is also an important festival which is observed in common with 
the members of other higher castes. 

Important local festivals.-Of the festivals connected with 
the temples of the State, the most important is the cock-festi
val (Bharani) at the Cranganore Kali temple, an account of 
which is given in my notes on the Valans.l 

In addition to the Utsawms (festivals) held once a year in 
all important temples in the State, there are other popular festi· 
\'als such as the Prirams at Arattupuzha and Trichur, and the 
J(ongapada at Chittur. A short account of the latter is gi~en 
in the following pages. 

The name signifies 'war with Kongan'. The festival falls 
ThoKonlapador... on the Monday succeeding the \Vednesday 

11••1•1 ch"'"'· which immediately follows the new moon in 
the month of Kumbham (February-!lfarch) every year. It will 

.1, V1d• Vol. I, palle 138. 
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come off, therefore, either in the latter part of Kumbham or in 
the former part of the next following month of Meenam 
according as the new moon in Kumbham occurs earlier or 
later. The festival is said to be celebrated in commemora
tion of the victory obtained by the local deity, Bhadrakali, 
widely known by the local designation of Chittur Bhagavati, 
in a battle fought with. the Kongans, the people of what 
was known in ancient days as the 'Kongu Desam' compris
ing the localities included in the present British District 
~f Coimbatore, and lying to the north and east of the 
Chittur Taluk. The final engagement was fought in the 
eastern out-skirts of the present town of Chittur, and in it 
the Kongu chief called in the old songs by the simple 
name of ' Kongan ' was slain by the Goddess with her own 
hand. The place of engagement is now marked by a small 
extent of rocky surface, on which is cut the figure of the Bhaga
vati's sword with which Kongan's head was cut off. The rock 
also shows two holes nearly a fo~t in depth, and six inches 
in diameter. These holes are pointed out by old people 
as having been made by the hoofs of the fore-legs of the_ 
Kongan's mount, which is described as a magnificent buff
bull, when the animal jumped on to the rock in the excitement 
caused by the fall of its master from its back slain by the God
dess. The buff-bull was also slain on the spot .. The whole of 
the Kongu army was completely routed, and all stampeded to 
their country in utter confusion. In the course of the battle a 
few men on the side of the Bhagavati were also killed or 
wounded, among whom were four important persons belonging 
to four ancient families in Chittur, who appear to have been 
the leaders of the local militia. The dead bodies of these four 
and the wounded were taken from the field of battle and carried 
to the town and handed over to the respective families, the 
procession being led by the Goddess, who afterwards command
ed the people to· celebrate the victory every year, and after 
entering the temple disappeared into her image within. Tra
dition speaks thus of the origin. of the war. The wealth of the 
'Kongu Desom' chiefly consisted-of c\J.illies, turmeric, corian
der, cumin seed," mustard, areca nut,. etc. These commodities 
used to be exported for sale, in return for paddy, from Kongu 
Desom to Chittur, Palghat, and other places in large quantities 
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laden on the backs of mules, asses, bullocks and buffaloes, 
\Vhen once a large caravansary of Kongu laden with such com• 
modities was passing through Chittur, the people of the four 
desams o£, Chittur, viz., Chittur, Nallepilli, Tattamangalam, 
and Pattancheri, robbed the Kongans of all their animals and 
goods. The chief of Kongu, on receiving the information, 
naturally felt indignant, and despatched an ultimatum to the 
Pram{mallkars of Chittur, demanding the surrender of the ani· 
mals and the articles, failing which, it was said, he would 
overrun the four desams, destroy the houses, and kill all peo· 
pie even including women and children. On receiving the 
ultimatum, the people went to the temple of the Goddess, and 
there read the document before the image of the Goddess. It was 
so read by a member of the Chittedath house, in whose custody, 
it is said, the original document, written in a copper plate, is 
still preserved. The reading of the ultimatum, transcribed in 
a piece of cadjan, before the Bhagavati, is one of the essential 
functions performed on the night of the Kongapada festival 
every year, and it is always done by a member of the Chitte· 
dath family, who dresses himself up in the fashion of a Kongan 
and acts the part of the Kongu chief. When the document 
was read and the people prayed to their Goddess in one voice 
for protection, the Goddess commanded from within the tern· 
pie that her 'children' need not fear and that when the Kongan 
took steps to enforce his ultimatum, she would protect them. 
On receiving no reply to the ultimatum, the Kongan mobilized 
his men and crossed the Walayar river, the northern boundary 
of the Chittur Taluk. The information about the crossing of the 
boundary was first carried to the Chitturians by the lzhuvans 
of the vicinity, who were up the palmyra trees early in the 
morning for the purpose of tapping for toddy, and they in a 
body climbed down the trees, and without removing their 
breast protecting leather straps, tapping knives, mallets and 
ladders, ran to the four desams all in excitement. In view 
of the abo,·e fact, the advance portion of the day procession 
of the Kongapada festival is even to this day made up of 
a number of persons, mostly of the Chetti caste, belonging to 
the four desams, dressed up in the full toddy-tapping kit of 
the lzhumns. They do so every year in pursuance of religi· 
ous vows made by them for the attainment of particular 
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objects, such as recovery from iilness; succes's in litigation; 
birth of children, etc . 

. When the information of the crossing of the Walayar by· 
the chief of Kongu was communicated to the people of the 
four desams by the Izhuvans, they repaired to the tem
ple in excitement and consternation, when Lo l the temple 
'gates opened of themselves and a beautiful female form dressed 
in full battle armour, brandishing a shining sword and shed
ding a resplendent divine light, suddenly emerged out of the 
.image within and inarched off direct to meet the advancing 
army of the Kongan, followed by all the brave men among the 
people. The battle was fought with the result already men
tioned. This battle is enacted on the night of the Konga
pada festival as one of its essential functions, accompanied by 
'the heating of numerous Pariah drums, blowing of horns, 
racing of horses, torch-light processions, besides, of course, 
the usual mischief-making among the youngsters, hut the 
·elders ·generally control them and stop excesses. In the 
'course of the sham fight, some act as the wounded, some 
even as the dead and fall down on the field of action. These 
·dead and wounded are immediately taken up and carried 
by the youngsters to their supposed respective houses in 
the town accompanied with torch-lights, heating of drums, 
beating of breasts, and crying and weeping, No outsider 
is allowed to take part in this sacred function. If an out
sider, being possessed with any sudden fit of enthusiasm, 
attempts to take part in this function, 'woe be to him.' This 
battle function takes place at about 10 o'clock in the night and 
lasts for two or three hours. At the end of it, the night 
procession of the festival begins from the battle-field and 
moves through the Nayar quarters to the temple, where it 
reaches just before day-break, when there is a display of fire. 
works. After day-break, the chief of the place or Nad1it•azhi 
represented by the Chambath house, accompanied by the 
people, go to the Goddess' tempi~ to offer prayers of love and 
gratitude to the Bhagavati. The festival is wound up by .a 
performance on the following night called 'Devendra pall II' 
in which all the "one hundred Nayars" 1 of Chittur· are 

t. The Nayar community ofChittur is collectively called by the name. 
ofuChittur Nooru Nayar." It shows thatthe original village organisation 
of Chittur consisted of one hundre~ Nayar houses or families. Although 
there is a considerable increase in the·number of Nayar houses at present, 
'he appellation •Nooru Nayar' i~ still used~ 
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supposed to take part under the supervision and guidance of 
the Srikandath Panikkar, whose family is the military in-· 
structor and leader of the people of Chittur. The _P.anikkar's 
duty is to train the youths of the 100 houses in the military 
arts. The performance referred to is, more or less, an exhi
bition of the bodily prowess of the youths trained by the 
Panikkar, and at the end of it he receives presents from 
the N•ldttv•lzhi and one hundred fanoms-one fanom for 
each house-from his pupils. The amount of one hundred 
fanoms is still paid to him every year, and is defrayed out 
of the collection made for the Kongapada festival for which 
the Panikkar's family is exempted from the payment of 
all subscriptions. The training of the youths of the place 
is begun a few weeks before the Kongapada festival in the 
lcalari (military gymnasium) of the Srikandath Panikkar, and 
the l'anikkar takes a prominent part in all the functions con· 
nccted with the festival from beginning to end. 

Once in a few years and commencing on an auspicious 
The .... ,. .. 1, 11;. day after Visfw, this ceremony is performed 

valofChlttur. on a grand scale, in which the Nayars of 
the town (one male member from almost every house) orga
nised themselves into parties, one party for singing songs in 
praise of the Goddess Bhagavati, another for dancing before her, 
and the third for playing on musical instruments. These men 
have, during this period, to bathe early in the morning, cook 
their own food and remain under a vow to be ever in devotion 
to the deity. Preliminary to the celebration of the actual 
festival, which sometimes run for a number of days, the men 
arc given 41 days' training in the several courses of dancing 
in the Porayattu family house, one of the four Pramciuakkal's 
<leading members) of the place, and the final performance 
tak"s place in the Pokkumarath house. 

In t ht> court-yard of the latter house a large panda! sup
ported on 64 posts, is put, up and in its middle is drawn a 
floral diagram <Padmam) over which a lighted brass lamp, and 
in front of it a stool, are placed with a metal pot of water sur
mounted by a full pod of cocoanut flowers and a washed cloth 
arranged in the form of a beautiful crown. The Goddess, who 
is SU(iposed to be located therein by means of holy 11W11fre1ms, 
is propitiated e\·cry night between 9 and 12 P. M., with offer
ings and pujcls, to the accompaniment of drumming, singing, 
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and dancing. This nightly routine of jmjas, offerings, dancing, 
etc., is thus continued for the prescribed number of days. 

On the morning following the last day, the votaries purify 
themselves by a bath and fetch branches of pala trees, and a 
dancing procession is organised, which wends its way through 
the Nayar streets, accompanied by the Goddess manifest
ed through her Velichapad, to the temple of the Goddess, and 
from there disperse to their respective houses before evening 
after singing songs of praise and thanks-giving in honour of 
the Goddess. A pit, 15 feet long, 5 feet broad and 3 fe~t deep, 
is then made and filled with ten to fifteen cart-loads of fuel 
which is burned ~and reduced to glowing red hot charcoal. 
Here also is performed a P•ija. At about 4 A.M., the Velicha
pad through whom the Goddess manifests herself, the priests, 
the votaries, and lastly the caste-men, all walk over the fire 
several times. 

The day dawns and the senior member of the Porayattu 
family sitting on the stool consecrated to Bhagavati, and 
covering his head with the silk cloth of the deity, propitiates 
her with offerings of fruits, cocoanuts, and fowls. The whple 
ceremony is thus brought to an end. The object of this pro
pitiation is to protect people from the attacks of cholera, 
small-pox, and other epidemics. 

Before closing this part of the subject, it may be noted that 
Ag•icultu.ol core- the agricultural year begins with the Vishu (first 

monioo. of Medam, about the middle of April) at which 
the hot weather is supposed to terminate. In families where 
the members pursue agriculture as a profession, they send for 
the local Kaniyan (astrologer), who estimates by astronomical 
calculations the agricultural prospects and the probable quan· 
tity of rain during the ensuing year. He is also asked to 
choose an auspicious day for ploughing, and on that day the 
master of the house goes to the seed-store with his Pulayan 
slaves and- takes out a small quantity of each variety of seed, 
which he puts in a cup made of· the leaves of the kanniram 
(nux vomica); he then places the cups in a basket near a lamp 
in the yard and places a small heaP. of rice around or neqr it. 
A new ploughshare fastened to a plough, and a pair of oxen 
are also brought, and these are painted with rice water. They· 
are then taken in procession to the field, on reaching which the 
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Pulayan head-man raises a mound of earth on which are thrown 
a little manure and a handful of seed. He then yokes the 
cattle to the plough and turns a square plot of ground, taking 
care to have furrows made in it, and the plough dropped on 
the right.. Ganapati is then propitiated with offerings, and 
the master throws the seed in the furrow, when the Pulaya 
head-man invokes the blessings of the gods and the de
ceased ancestors on the seeds that have been sown broad· 
cast, on the cattle that are let loose, and also on the members 
of the family, and prays them for a good crop, much sunshine, 
and a good harvest. A cocoanut is then cut on the plough· 
share, and if the hind portion is larger than the front one, it 
predicts an excellent harvest. If the nut is cut into two equal 
portions, the harvest will be moderate; if the cut passes through 
the eyes of the nut or if no water is left in the cut portions, 
misfortune is foreboded. The portions of the cocoanut are then 
picked up with the milk inside them and a leaf of the tulsi 
plant (Ocymum sanctum) is dropped into each; if the leaf 
turns to the right, a prosperous harvest is assured; if to the 
left, the contrary. The ceremonial concludes with loud shouts 
and invocations to the gods of husbandry; and the unused 
seeds are distributed among the workmen. 

Nira :-The bringing in of the first fruits (lvira) is ccle· 
brated at the end of Karkadagam (August), previous to which 
the doors and windows of the houses are cleansed with the leaves 
of a tree called paragam (Ficus hispida) and decorated with 
rice flour, while the walls are white-washed, and the yard 
smeared with cow-dung. On the gates of the houses are 
placed various kinds of flowers together with their leaves and 
branches, t'iz :-at hi (Ficus racemosa), it hi (Ficus venosa ), 
aray<il (Ficus rcligiosa), peral (Ficus Indica), illi (young 
bamboo leaves), 11elli (Phyllanthus Emblica), jack (artocarpus 
integrifolia), and mango (manganefera indica). On the morn· 
ing of the ceremonial day, the priest of the temple comes out 
preceded by a :l.larar blowing a conch-shell, when a bunch of 
the ears of paddy already placed by the Pulayans outside the 
outer wall of the temple is taken by him to the temple with the 
same Mnrar blowing the conch. Every house-holder then 
&ends out to the fields a man duly purified by a bath and 
smeared with ashes to gather some rice. As he brings it to 
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the gate of the houses, he ·is met by a woman with a lighted: 
lamp and some leaves on which is placed the rice. This is 
carried into the yard in procession, while those assembled cry 
out, • Fi11, fil1, increase, fi11 the house, fil1 the basket, fi11 the 
stomach of the children'. Three times is it carried on a plan
tain leaf placed on a wooden plank while the lighted lamp is 
placed on the right. Ganapati is then propitiated with offer
ings, and stalks of paddy with ears of grain in them are stuck 
with cow-dung to the various parts of the house, to the agri
cultural implements, and even to trees. A sumptuous break
last brings the ceremony to a close. 

Puthari :-The next ceremony is the formal cooking and 
eating of the new rice (Puthari). It sometimes takes place on 
the Nira day, but genera11y it is an independent festival. An 
auspicious day is chosen as soon as the first crop is harvested 
and threshed-a day which must be before the Onam. The 
rice is cooked and eaten with a special curry made of tagara 
(Cassia tora) peas, the fruit of putltari chunda (Swertia 
Cherata), brinjals (Solanum Melongena) and green pumpkin. 

Ucharal :-At the end of Makaram (january-February), 
when the second crop has been harvested, the year's agricultural 
operations are supposed to be over, and Mother Earth, Blui1ni 

Devi, is considered to rest during the hot weather until the 
.first shower begins. At the beginning of this period the Mala
yali observes a festival in honour of the Goddess' menstruation, 
which, like the Roman Febmria, is .supposed to take place at 

·this time. On the last three days during this festival, a11 gra
. naries are closed, paddy is not sold, and no implement of 
agriculture is touched, while even the rice to be eaten during 
these three days is pounded before-hand. On the first day 

. before sunset the granaries are closed, some thorns and shrubs 

. of broom are fixed to the door and cow-dung and ashes are 
spread in front of it. The next t_wo days are holidays for all; 
the house must not be swept, nor the floors smeared with cow

. dung, and the garden even may not be swept or watered. On 
. the fourth day the granaries are opened, and a basket£,;! of 
leaves is taken to the field anp burnt with a little manure 

·. pcrh11ps to indicate that the ~u!tivator remains in possession: 
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'Ucltaral is the date on which all agricultural leases should 
expire, and demand for surrender of property should not be 
made at any other time, but the courts, by a liberal interpreta· 
tion, have extended the term up to the day of Vislm. Special 
Ucltaral festivals are held at Cherpulasseri in the Walluvanad 
Taluk and near Shoranur, at which straw models of cattle are 
taken in procession to the temples of Bhagavati. 

--:o:-



CHAPTER IV. 

THE SUDRAS OF COCHIN. 

A. THE HIGH CASTE SUDRAS (NAYARS 

(Continued). 

The high caste Nayars profess Hinduism and follow most 

Religion. 
of the religious practices of the Brahmans 
whose influence in matters religious as well 

as social is supreme all over the Sti\te. They worship the 
superior deities of the Hindu pantheon (Siva, Vishnu, and their 
consorts, as also Ganapati) in ambalams or kshetrams (temples) 
of which there are in the State many that have long been in exist· 
ence. Everywhere in the State, the caste-men and women with 
their children may be seen going to worship the deities in their 
local temples both morning and evening after their baths in the 
public tanks. It is only after this worship that they take their 
meals, and seldom do they depart from this rule. They also 
adore the minor deities, namely, Subramanian, Ayyappan, 
Sastha or Vettakkorumakan, Bhagavati, as well as Kali, the 
goddess of small-pox, and malignant demons, such as, Kutti· 
cha.ttan, Mundian, Gulikan, Gantakaranan. But these deities 
or demons are located in k<tvus, mere unpretentious structures 
with the characteristic tiled roofs and ornamental gables. 
These deities are represented by carved or uncarved pieces of 
stone placed on elevated seats beneath the al (Ficus religiosa), 
the pala (Echites scholaris), or the lifmniram (strychnos), and 
the priest is usually a non-Vedic Namburi, an Elayad, a Musad, 
or one of the Sudra castes. The deities· such as Subramanian 
and others above mentioned, are · the sons of Siva, and require 
no animal sacrifices,. but the host of demons require to be pro· 
pitiated with offerings of goats, or fowls, while their wishes are 
often interpreted by oracles, who are known as velichapads. 

The Cochin State, as well as Malabar and Travancore, is 
the land of magic, sorcery,' iind witchcraft, and as well as 
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belief in animism, and all these are largely mixed up with the 
religion of the Nayars. Animism refers to the belief that man 
passes through life surrounded by a ghastly company of 
powers, elements, and tendencies, impersonal in character, mere 
shapeless f>hantoms of which no image can be made and no 
idea can be formed. Most of these have departments or spheres 
of influence of their own-one presides over cholera, another over 
small-pox, yet another over cattle disease, some dwell in rocks, 
others haunt trees, and others again haunt rivers, whirlpools 
and waterfalls. All of them require to be diligently propitiat
ed by reason of the ills and calamities which they bring about, 
and the essence of these practices is magic. 

Evidence of a wide-spread belief in the worship of ances
tors is to be seen in the kistavens (tltoppi kallzis)-the rock 
caves containing the sepulchral urns found in the jungles and 
other parts of the State-in the ceremonies performed and the 
offerings made for the spirits of the dead. They are worship
ped even now in special k(,,,,;,,, sometimes even in small 
out-houses or special rooms in the house on new moon days 
or Sankrdntis, and there are also periodical commemorations 
on the anniversaries of the ancestor's death. Dead ancestors 
nre also represented by stones or small images of gold or silver 
kept in the middle room of the Nayar houses, and offerings of 
food and drink are made to them on new moon and Sankrdnti 
nights. Animistic again is the worship of Kali or Bhagavati 
who presides over small-pox, cholera, and the thousand mala
dies that flesh is heit to, the worship of animals and plants 
and lastly the belief in exorcism and witchcraft in which 
Brahmans also share. 

Serpent shrines (Ntlgatt{m kdvzls or NagakOttas) are to be 
found in the comJ>ounds of everv Na,·ar house Serpent wonhip. ~ J J 

in the Cochin State, and their worship occupies 
n prominent place in the religious life of the Nayars and 
other castes. The following mythical origin is ascribed to the 
adoration of serpents in the Keral6lpathi. 

The first Ary•an colonists settled by Parasurama found Kerala 
nbsolutely uninhabitable, and finding it impossible to improve 
their condition, returned to their old country. After their 
departure, the N agas (or serpent gods) of the lower world or 
PcitJJ,I/a took possession of the partly reclaimed land and settled 

M 
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thereon. The early colonists, on a second venture, finding. 
the land occupied, commenced a war against the Nagas, but 
Parasurama acting as arbitrator, decided in favour of the 
early colonists, and ordered that they should set apart a corner 
of every compound as an abode of the serpent gods. He fur· 
ther ordained that these allotted places were to remain virgin· 
ground, untouched by the blade of the knife or the prong of 
the.fork, while the under-wood and the creepers were to b.e 
allowed to grow in wild profusion, and to such the name 
kttvu (grove) was given. In it are generally planted several 
stone idols of serpents placed on a stone-basement called 
chitrak1idam, the whole being held sacred and reserved by a 
low wall round it to prevent cattle or children straying into 
that space. The propitiation of serpents is deemed essential 
to the prosperity and well-being of every house-holder, and 
periodical offerings are made to them, while the neglect of 
these is considered to cause leprosy, sterility, or ophthalmia, 
among the members of the family. These serpents are there· 
fore regarded as tutelary deities of the family, and the gods 
along with the shrines are conveyed with the property and 
frequently specified in deeds of transfer. · 

The high priest of the serpent cult is the Piunbu Mekkat 
Nambuthiri, who lives in a house full of cobras which are said 
to be harmless to his family. Whenever an image of a serpent 
from a grove has to be removed from one place. to another, he 
is sent for on the belief that he alone can do it after due pro
pitiation and offerings, and any tree that is cut down for this 
removal must be sent to the local temple to be used as fuel. 
The serpent grove should not be polluted by a member of the 
low caste, or by a woman during her menses; and when it is 
so polluted or otherwise spoiled, a member of the family of 
the Nambuthiri priest has to be informed. He gazes into a 
vessel filled with oil, points out the evil and suggests the remedy. 
The ninth asterism in every month is specially selected for 
snake worship in Nayar families, when offerings of milk and 
water are made to them. It is said that the approach of a 
woman during her menses will cau~e serpents to vacate the 
grove because of the impurity, and Pnlluvans are required to 
sing songs and perform certain ceremonies to cause them to 
re-enter the shrines. I mages 0f .these serpents are sometimes 
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made even of gold or silver and consecrated for worship in 
Brahman houses. They are also presented to Brahmans by 
those on whose date of birth an eclipse falls, and this is done 
to mitigate the wrath of Rahu. 

Cases of snake bite are of frequent occurrence in the 
northern parts of the State where snakes abound; and nowhere 
else is the Hindu treatment so skillfully practised as to effect 
a radical cure by medicines and incantations. When informa· 
tion regarding snake bite is conveyed to a physician, or a bitten 
man is taken to him, the latter can, by the chirping of a lizard 
or other tokens, make out the nature of the case and also 
whether it is curable or not. It is said that physicians should 
not go to a patient's house, and the following story is given in 
c~planation :-

Once when the emperor Parikshit was ordained to be 
bitten by the great serpent Takshaka, the latter set out in the 
disguise of a Brahman. On his way he met another Brahman, 
who, on enquiry, turned out to be a physician on his way to 
cure the king. With a view to test his ability, Takshaka bit 
a tree which was at once reduced to ashes, but the physician 
removed the poison, and the tree regained its former state. 
Takshaka, admiring his ability, loaded him with immense 
wealth and dissuaded him from going to the king. He also 
made him promise that he should never volunteer his services 
in such matters unless patients were taken to him. In some 
families the profession is hereditary, the most prominent among 
them beingt he families of Kokklua Nambuthiri and Maliyakal 
Karta. 

In every village are to be found guardian deities that pro· 

Tulolary delti••· teet the villagers from the malevolence of 
demons which are supposed to occupy an in• 

termediate place between gods and men. The temples of the 
Nayars in which are enshrined these village deities or Gramm. 
rf.!t•atas are far less imposing than those of the Brahmans and 
are callad k•lt•lls. The deiti~s commonly represented are the 
consort of Siva or some manifestation of that female divinity, 
and Ayyappan or Sasta; and these are supposed to keep in sub· 
jection the demons and spirits which are ever prone to do harm to 
the pL'Ople of the village. Thus, though the demons are objects 
of worship, the propitiation of the guardian deities and the festi· 
vals held in their honour are considered to be sufficient to curb 
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the malignant propensities of those spirits. The most popular 
of the festivals is the Mandalam, which begins on the first of 
Vrischigam (middle of November) and lasts for forty-one days. 
In addition to the daily ptljas to the image of Bhagavati by 
Brahman priests, special rites and ceremonies (K<ilamezlmthum 
Pdttum) are also performed by a particular class of Sudras to 
the figure of the goddess made on the floor by means of 
coloured powders, while the devotees sing songs in her praise 
to the accompaniment of lute-like musical instruments. A 
man in a fantastic dress with ·an array of jingling bells round 
his loins, heavy sounding bell-metal anklets on each foot and a 
s~ythe-shaped sword in his hand impersonates the goddess and 
dances to the sound of tom-toms ro{,nd the figure of the god
dess Bhadrakali on· the floor. The Velichapdd, as he is called, 
becomes highly excited and in his frenzy sometimes even cuts 
his forehead and causes it to bleed, He speaks, or rather the 
deity speaks through him, in broken yet commanding tones 
wholly unlike his own and makes oracular responses to the 
enquiries addressed to him. 

On a night in the latter part of the month of Dhanu (early 
in' January), a golden image ofthe goddess is placed on the baGk 
of a big decorated elephant, and, amidst the beating of drums, 
the firing of pop-guns and crackers, is taken out in procession. 
The dephant with the goddess is supported on each side by 
elephants whose numbers vary. according to the means of the 
villagers. The V elichaptid is indispensable and i's accompanied 
by a group of well-dressed women and girls, each carrying in 
her hand a plate (tdlam) full of rice and a light placed on the 
top of it. The festival ends with a display of fire-works, and 
the ceremony closes with the sacrifice of goats or fowls. On 
th't same principle but on different lines are celebrated various 
propitiatory and sacrificial festivals in honour of the other 
aforesaid deities. Generally, after the harvests, the Velicha
p!t,~s are taken out in procession to the Hindu houses in each 
village to receive offerings of a measure of 11addy and small 
coins. 

Stlsta or Ayyappan.-Accordi~g to Keral6lpathi, Parasu
rama with the object of protecting the newly created country 
(Kerala) is said to have established many tern pies and dedic!lt· 
cd them to this deity. The most i~portant of these is at 
Sa\>arimala in the Chenganm~r _ Taluk of Travancore, which 
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attracts a very large number of pilgrims during the !llat~dala 
ptlja . from Malabar, Cochin and Travancore. This deity is 
peculiar to these parts, where he has the largest number of 
worshippers.' 

The worship of the tutelary deities above described is to a 

Demon worship, 
very great extent the outcome of a belief in, 
and a constant fear of, the influence of demons 

and evil spirits on mankind, a belief which has existed from a 
very remote period. The worship of demons is confined to the 
lower orders and has no connection with the higher forms of 
Hinduism, and yet this belief in demons is so wide-spread that 
not even the Brahmans are free from it. In every part of the 
State, in Malabar and in Travancore, magicians and sorcerers, 
from the highest Nambuthiri to the lowest Parayan, find em
ployment in exorcising their baneful influences. Among the 
Panans, !llannans and Parayans, magic, sorcery, and witchcraft 
are a hereditary profession, and among the Nambuthiripads of 
Kallur, KMtumatam, and Chennamangalam are to be found 
special family deities by whose aid they are supposed to avert 
the actions of demons and spirits. It is curious to note that 
there arc exorcists even among Christians and Mussalmans; and 
another interesting fact in connection with this is that the high 
caste Hindus exercise their magic influence by propitiating, by 
the aid of their sacred mantram.•, the more refined and sublime 
manifestations of God, while the low caste-men propitiate Kali 
in her more hideous aspects. The ordinary people make a 
distinction between Blultas on the one hand, and Pretas 
and Pi.-.khas on the 'other. The former are regarded as the 
messenger of Siva and his consort Sakti, while the latter are 
the souls of the departed who have died a violent and unnatur
al death by suicide, murder, or by drowning, and they are 
believed to be demons who wander about inflicting injury upon 
mankind in various ways. At noon and at midnight are the 
chief hours when they attempt to seize or possess those who 
walk in lonely places or take shelter under tamarind trees or 
on the sides of tanks. At night the demons are believed to 
c;tll loudly in order to allure people out of their homes into 
distant jungles and there to kill them; hence, as a rule, at 
n~ght a call is not responded to until it is repeated a fourth 

1. Vide Relicion ofthe lzhuvano,,Vol, I, page 313, 
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time. At the period of puberty and after child-birth women 
are especially liable to the attacks of these aerial beings. 
Charms and incantations, offerings and sacrifices, are the most 
requisite to counteract the evils that demons do, and iron 
rings, iron staffs, and leather shoes, are some of the specifics 
that help to keep the demons at a distance. 

They make their abode chiefly in the palmyra and pala 
trees, but some of them occupy even dwelling houses. Others 
take the shape of human beings, while yet others possess 
human beings. 

Their name is legion, and they exist by the offerings of 
their votaries and their tormented victims. Against the machi
nations of these demons, the sorcerers and exorcists bring to 
bear the influence of their special guardian deities who in turn 
must be propitiated with offerings before they can be called 
upon to use their beneficial strength. In the case of the evil 
spirit of him who has died an unnatural death, a Brahman 
magician purifies the spirit by means of certain ceremonies 
called Tilah6ma (an offering of sesamum seeds to agni or fire). 
A Chendus Nambuthiri presides at such ceremonies and trans
fers the spirit to an image of gold, silver, or wood which ·is 
afterwards placed in a Vishnu temple or enshrined in a small 
building put up for that purpose, there to rest in peace. 

In the State, temples are dedicated to various demons, 
the chief among them being the A vanangattil Chat tan in 
Triprayar. The temples dedicated to the small-pox demon 
correspond to the Pey J{ovils or devil. temples of the Tamil 
Districts. In these temples are to be found the instruments 
and symbols of demon worship, the dancing sticks or wands, 
the priests' garments, tridents, etc,, whilst in others there is 
nothing save the images of demons. There is also an officiat
ing priest, who is the devil driver and the devil dancer, and 
who at times even becomes a Velichapad inspired to communi
cate to the votaries, who consult him in times of illness .and 
calamity, the wishes and intention~ of that particular demon. 

To a Hindu all organic life is sacred, and his creed is 
Wonb;p ofanimala not to injure any living thing, while among 

••• planto. the animals worshipped by him the cow occu• 
pies the first place. The cow is J(dmadhbut, the giver of all 
things, and hence whenever a t;O'.V is approached, it is touched 
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with the hand which is, in token of veneration, then raised to 
the head. Milk, curd, ghee, urine and dung are mixed toge
ther and used for purificatory ceremonies; and the images of 
gods are anointed with this holy mixture called panchaga'V· 
yam. Small doses of it are even taken internally, and it is 
considered an antidote against poison, besides being prescribed 
as a prdyaschif or expiation for offences against caste, whereas 
the sprinkling of water mixed with dung removes sin or pollu
tion from all persons, places, or things, and purifies them. 
The bull, the vehicle of Siva, is also held sacred, and a statue 
of it in granite is either pla~ed in front of the image of Siva 
or in a separate shrine, and is worshipped as a God. The 
lizard associated with Siva, the monkey with Hanuman, the 
Garuda (the brahmany kite) with Vishnu, and the peacock of 
Subramania are a few of the other animals of Hindu veneration. 

Of the birds of ill omen, one species of owl called pulllt 
is much dreaded because of the belief that it causes an illness 
to children which results in emaciation. At the sound of its 
screeching, children are taken into a room to avoid its injuri
ous gaze. Various are the propitiatory ceremonies performed 
by specialists to secure its good-will and to prevent its do· 
ing harm to babies ; and amulets are worn by children as a 
preventive against its evil influences. Its hideous screeches 
are always associated with death. 

Among trees, some are worshipped while others are used 
for P•ijas or sacrifices. Among the former may be mentioned 
the pipal (Ficus religiosa), a tree which is held in veneration 
by the Hindus. Persons afflicted with maladies or whose pla
nets are unfavourable, go round a pipal tree, seven, twelve, 
forty-one, or one hundred and eight times, muttering prayers 
and burning camphor and other incense at its foot or perchance 
engage Brahmans to do so, in the belief, that it will cure 
disease or counteract evil influences. The vilva (JEgle mar
melos), whose leaf of triple form is supposed to represent the 
three eyes of Siva, and symbolise his triple function of produc
tion, destruction, and re-production, and the fulsi (Ocymum 
sanctum), which is sacred to Vishnu, are also worshipped. In 
fmnt of every house, generally on the eastern side, or in the 
central yard of a quadrangular structure, is a stone or mud 
altar, on which tulsi or the 'Vil,•a is planted and watered every 
day, and is worshipped by the inmates of the bouse. From 
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the tulsi are also made rosaries, which, in addition to being 
an aid to prayers, are also used as ornaments for the neck. 
Among the trees used for pzljas or sacrifices are the sandal· 
wood, the pldsu. (Butea frondosa), the rudrftksham (Elreo· 
carpus lanceolatus), the darbha (Poa cynosuroides), the karuka 
(Agrostis linearis), the fhumba (Leucas Indica), chembaruffi 
(shoeflower, Hibiscus Rosa sinensis), erikku (Calotropis gigan· 
tea), thechi (Chrysanthemum), and the several species of lotus 
and jessamine; and of these one and all are extensively used 
for medicinal purposes. 

The belief in demons and the habit of attributing all that 
Folk-tal••· cannot be easily accounted for to supernatural 

powers, have built up an edifice of folk-tales 
that would prove of great interest to students of folk-lore, some 
of which are given below:-

The eclipse is ascribed to the devouring of the sun or 
moon by the huge serpent Rahu, and while it lasts, a kind of 
pollution is observed by the people, for during the period of 
eclipse, food and drink are supposed to acquire poisonous pro· 
perties. 

People who hear stories of Ramayana, while lying on 
their beds, will become blades of grass in their next birth. 

Will-o' ·the-wisps are accounted for, as lights emitted by a 
kind of precious stone (mdnikka kallu) from the mouths of 
serpents, which, owing to their long life, are believed to have 
acquired the art of flying. Popular belief is that some serpents 
have been blowing for ages upon gold, embedded in the strata 
of the earth, and converting it into precious stones of the 
nature above mentioned. They keep them in their mouths, 
and acquire the power of flying in the air, with the stones 
shining brilliantly when they open their mouths. 

When the crow and the fowl were first ~reated, they were 
asked which they preferred, personal beauty or long life. The 
fowl preferred the former, and the crow the latter. Hence it 
is that the crow is said to possess a long lease of life. 

The crow is supposed to possess only one eye, though ap' 
parently it has two. One eye-ball is said to move first in one 
socket, then into the other as necessity requires. The story is · 
eonnected with a strange myth. 
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During the exile of Rama, Lakshmana and Sita, they 
lived' chiefly by hunting. One day, when Sita was drying some 
pieces of flesh, a crow accidentally pecked at one of Sita's ruddy 
toes, taking it for one of the blood red pieces of meat. She 
thereupon told her husband about it, who shot an arrow at the 
crow and blinded it in one eye, and thenceforth its descendants 
have been blind in one eye. 

When the great Rama was constructing the dam across 
the sea, for his large army to cross over to Lanka (Ceylon) 
to wage war with the Aszmr, Ravana, and to recover his 
wife Sita, a small squirrel was found working hard without 
food. This attracted the notice of the great Rama who took 
pity on him and gently rubbed him on the back with three 
fingers as a sign of affection, and the impressions thus left be
came the black and white lines, which the whole species 
possessed thereafter. 

Ari-prdvlt or the common house-dove has a story told of 
it. These birds, male and female, are always found in pairs 
together. Once, it is said, they were quarrelling about a game, 
and the 'luarrel ended in the desertion by the male bird of his 
mate, who recognizing the mistake called for him, and her 
cries arc said to be ever calling out for her mate. 

Rain, Thunder and Lightning:-In the aerial regions are 
huge monsters of extraordinary strength (/{cilameghattaumar) 
who are supposed to possess two horns with the aid of which 
all the water from the earth is drawn up during the summer, 
to be spat out in the rainy season at Indra's (Rain God's) 
bidding. Lightning i& caused by the friction of the horns, while 
engaged in the task of spitting out water. Another version of 
the story as to the origin of lightning is, that it is caused by the 
brandishing of lndra's sword, while engaged in ordering the 
monsters to supply the earth with water. 

It is said that a new lobe grows on to the liver of a tiger 
every year it lives, and therefore by an examination of that 
organ, the age of the animal can be accurately determined. 

Evil spirits are believed to have the power at times of 
changing men into tigers, such being distinguished by having 
no tails. 

The claws and even the te~th of the tiger are used as 
charms against witchcraft and the evil-eye. They may fre• 
quently he seen set in silver, and worn round the necks of 

N 
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children. Tiger's whiskers have also the same efficacy against 
demoniacal influence. The flesh is eaten as medicine, while 
the skin boiled in gingelly oil and strained into the ear, re
moves deafness. 

There is a common belief that, should the nest of a brah
many kite be found, and one of the young ones be attached to 
it by a string, the squall breaks away, generally leaving a por
tion of the line attached to the nest as it becomes strong. The 
nest which is formed of sticks should then be thrown into a 
running stream, when, if any of the sticks that compose it float 
against the current, they will, on being applied to any fetters, 
·cause them immediately to fly il1to a thousand fragments. 

The owl which is an emblem of wisdom in Europe, and 
the goose that of stupidity, completely change their respective 
places in the east, the former becoming a symbol of stupidity, 
the latter that of wisdom. 

The hooting of the owl heard at night, has, in all parts 
of the world and in all ages, been considered ominous of 
evil, and is consequently much dreaded. In Cochin, it is 
generally believed, that the hooting of an owl betokens an im
pending calamity or even tlte death of an individual near whpse 
abode its loathsome cry is heard; and so, dwellers in the 
neighbouring houses at once turn out and drive it away. 

Jack-o' -lantern:-These are called Kollykatta Pisachus 
(ghosts which emit fire from their mouths), and make their 
appearance on the side of tanks, rivers, and· marshy places 
during rainy or foggy nights. They fly away or disappear at 
the sight of men and are much dreaded by the people. 

Preeminent among the trees in the town of Cochin, and 
towering above all others along the sea-shore and sides of the 
back-water are the cocoanut palms (cocos Rucifera linn), every 
portion of which, from the lea vcs to the roots, may be turned 
to some useful purpose. 

There is a tradition that the Raja of Benares, who was a stre
nuous worshipper of one supreme God, and r~jected the custom 
of making offerings to inferior divinities, became, in course of time, 
almost equal to the Gods, and created many of the grains now 
in common use. As his powers increased, so did his ambition, 
and he meditated creating another species of human beings "very 
superior to anything then existing in the world. But after he 
had co~pleted its heacl, tht; ~emi-gods became alarmed and 
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prevailed on him to cease his work. The head was therefore 
transformed into a cocoanut which was henceforth to be one 
of the most useful of all trees in the vegetable kingdom, and 
was dedicated to Ganesa, the patron of science and learning. 

The Nayars generally burn their dead bodies, while those 

Funeral cu1tom1. 
of children under two or three years of age 
as well as those of persons who have died of 

small·pox or cholera are buried. When a Nayar is at the point 
of death, the members of the house· hold and friends who may 
be present, one by one, pour into his mouth a few drops of 
Ganges or other holy water or kanji water, from a tiny cup 
made of a leaf or two of the t11lsi plant. While doing this, 
they hold in the hand a piece of gold or a gold ring and the 
water is .supposed to touch the gold, before it enters the mouth 
of the dying person. Sometimes, a fanam or gold piece is 
placed in the mouth, and the lips are closed. 

As soon as death has taken place, the corpse is removed 
from the cot or bed and carried to the vadakkiui, a room at 
the northern end of the house, where it is placed on long plan· 
tain leaves spread out on the floor, and while it is there, a lamp 
is kept burning both day and night. One member of the 
family holds the head in his lap, while another the feet in the 
same way, and here it is that the neighbours come to have a 
last look at the dead. All the while, the names of gods or 
sacred texts are loudly recited in the hope that the soul may 
quit the world with recollections of God which would serve as a 
passport to Heaven, Immediately death occurs, the members 
of the house and the relatives assembled there burst out into 
loud lamentations, announcing the sad event to the caste-men 
of the village who attend at once. When preparations for the 
funeral have been made, the dead body is carried to the uad~t· 
mit tam or central yard of the house, or if there is no central 
yard, to the front yard where it is again laid on plantain leaves. 
It is then washed, anointed and neatly clothed, and the usual 
marks of sandal-wood paste and ashes, as in life, are made. 
The senior member of the deceased's family along with others 
including the sons;in-law, daughters-in-law, and all the rela· 
tives, place new cotton cloths over the dead, and these are 
used for tying up the corpse before being taken to the crema· 
tion ground. Before removal, another ceremony called Para 
Nirakkt~ka (filling up para, a measure thrice the size of a gallon) 
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is performed. All the members of the family take part in this 
ceremony under the direction of the priest who belongs to the 
Athikurussi class. The ceremony consists in filling up three 
para measures with paddy and one edangali of raw rice, and 
placing them near the corpse together with a burning lamp of 
local manufacture. 

A mango tree is cut, and as much fuel as is necessary for 
the burning of the dead is collected and placed at the south
eastern corner of the compound which is always set apart for 
the burning or burial of the dead. A small pit about the size 
of the dead body is dug. Across this are placed three long 
·stumps of the plantain tree, one at each end and one in the 
middle, and .on these the foundation of the pyre is laid. The 
dead body which is placed on a bam boo bier is carried to the 
cremation ground and placed on the pyre with its head to the 
south, then fuel is laid over it, together with a little camphor, 
sandal-wood and ghee, if the family can afford the expense. Be
fore the body is placed on the pyre, the anandarat•an, the mem
ber of the family immediately junior to the deceased, tears from 
the new cloths laid on the corpse, a piece sufficient to go round 
his own loins. He wears it round his waist and holds in .his 
hand or tucks into his cloth at the waist, a piece of iron, 
generally a long key. It must be noted here, that all those 
members of the family who are older than the deceased may not 
take any part whatsoever in the funeral ceremony or in any 
subsequent ceremony after the cremation or· burial, but all 
adult males junior to the deceased should be present when the 
pyre is lighted. The deceased's younger brother, or in his 
absence, his nephew (sister's son), sets fire to the pyre 
beginning at the head of the corpse ; but if a son is left by the 
deceased, he sets fire to the pyre beginning at the feet. In the 
case of a woman, the son has to set fire to the pyre, or in his 
absence, one junior in age to her has the right to do so. It is a 
matter of great importance that the whole py_re should hurn at 
once, and .great care towards that end is taken. \Yhile the 
corpse is being consumed, all the members of the family go and 
bathe in a tank (there is always one in the compound of a 
Nayar house). The eldest man who has the piece of cloth and 
the key carries a pot of water, and ·all return to the place of 
cremation. \Vhen the body is almost consumed by fire, the · 
senior member carries the pot qf water thrice round it, letting 
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the water leak out by making holes in the pot as he walks 
round. On completing the third round he dashes the pot on 
the ground close to the spot where the head of the dead had 
been placed. This circling round (Kumbhapradakshimzm) is 
said to symbolize that the deceased has had his ablution in the 
water of the Ganges. Then the chief mourner and others 
bathe in a tank or river, perform an ablution of water (Udaka· 
kriya) to a piece of karuka grass stuck up to represent the 
spirit of the dead. A small image of the deceased is then made 
out of raw rice, and to this image a few grains of rice and gin· 
gelly seed are offered. When this has been done, the relatives 
and the neighbours who have been there depart, taking care to 
bathe themselves before entering their houses. 

The ceremony next in importance is the Seshakriya (mak· 
ing offerings to the deceased's spirit) which begins on the 
second day after death and continues for seven days, the parti· 
culars of which are as follows :~All the male members of the 
family, junior to the deceased, bathe and return home. The 
eldest of them who has the torn cloth and the piece of iron, 
together with the others, assemble in the central court·yard of 
the house, where there has been prepared by their en~mgan 
Chithayan, some boiled rice, a few gingelly seeds, a few leaves 
of the clrerula, some curd, and a small measure of paddy, rice, 
and tnrmeric. All these are placed in the north-east corner 
with a lamp locally made. A piece of palmyra leaf, about a 
foot or so in length and the width of a finger is taken, one end 
after being knotted, is placed in the ground, and the· long end 
is left sticking up. This leaf represents the deceased, and the 
rice and other things are offered to it. The following is the 
belief concerning the use of the palmyra leaf :-There are in 
the human body ten humours, Vtlyus, Pnlnan, Apdnatr, Sa· 
mduan, Udtinan, Vyt!nan, Nagan, Kurman, J(rikalan, Deva
Jathall nnd Dlranaujayan. There are Desat•ayus or ten airs. 
'Vhen cremation was performed for the first time, all excepting 
the last were consumed in the fire, while the last flew up and 
settled on a palmyra leaf. This was discovered by some Brah· 
man sages, who by means of mantrams forced it into the 
palmyra leaf. So it is thonght that by making offerings to this 
.leaf for seven days, the spirit of the deceased will be pacified. 

The place where the leaf is to be fixed is first cleaned care· 
fully, and the len£ is then placed in the centre of the prepared 
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surface. The men, when they return from their baths, bring 
with diem some harialli grass (karukapullu); and making an 
obeisance with the right knee on the ground, they spread 
some grass near the strip of palmyra leaf, and rings made of 
the leaf are also worn by all those present. The eldest of the 
anandaravans or nephew then makes offerings of water, 
-turmeric and leaves of the cherttla, as well as balls of boiled rice 
with a few gingelly grains and curds poured over it. As boys 
are forbidden to make the offerings, should the nephew chance 
to be a boy, it is considered sufficient for him to touch one of 
the elders who, under those circumstances, makes the offerings. 

·The whole is then covered with a plantain leaf, a lighted wick is 
waved near it, and some milk is poured under the leaf. This is 
left undisturbed for some seconds, after which the leaf is tapped 
gently with the back of the fingers of the right hand; it is then 
removed and torn in two at its mid-rib, one piece being placed 
on either side of the pindams. And now the ceremony is over 
for the day. The agnates rise and remove their wet clothing, 
sometimes even bathe again. The torn cloth is tied round a 
pillar near the basket covering the leaf, and the leaf is uncover
ed every day for seven days at the same hour for the perform
ance of the ceremony. At the end of each day's ceremony' the 
offerings of rice balls left are unguarded for a short time to allow 
the crows to feed on them ; after which they are removed by the 
female members of the tarawad, who are junior to the deceased, 
and the eldest of them carries the offerings to the side of a tank 
and throws them into the water. It is believed that if the 
crows take them, the spirit is pleased. Should the crows leave 
any remains, they must be thrown into the water, as dogs must 
not eat the offerings. 

During the seven days the house of the deceased and all 
.its inmates are considered to be under pollution, and the mem
bers of that tarau•tid may not go to any other house nor can 
members of other tarawads visit them without polluting them
selves ; but this pollution can be removed by bathing. During 
this period, however, as a rule, .the karanavalf of the family 
receives visits of condolence from relatives and friends to 
\-·hom he is at home on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays. 

Here it must be said, that in sqme cases, the visitors bring 
with them small presents in money or in kind to help the kara,. 
navan with the expenditure· ~o _which the funeral.rites put him. 
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On the third day after the death, all those who are related to 
the tarau•cid by matrimonial alliances combine and give a feast 
to the inmates of the house and to the neighbours. This is 
called the Patni kanji. On the seventh day a return feast is 
given by the mem hers of the tarawcid, to all relations and 
neighbours. Between the seventh and the fourteenth day after 
death, no ceremonies are performed, but the members of the 
family are under pollution, and then on the fourteenth day comes 
the Sanclzayauam. It is the disposal of the calcined remains, 
the ashes of the deceased. The male members of the tarawad 
go to the place of cremation, and picking up the unburnt bones 
of the deceased, place them in an earthern pot which is sun
dried-not burnt in the usual way-and cover up the mouth of 
the pot with a piece of cloth. The eldest carries it and, followed 
by the rest, proceeds to the nearest river (it must be a running 
stream) into whkh it is thrown. In some places the bones 
arc collected on the seventh and preserved in a pot which, 
when convenient, is carried to Benares, Rameswaram, Gaya, or 
to Thirunelly in Wynad and there deposited as above described. 
Such a disposal is called Ashtagaya-Sradlzam, and puts an end 
to the need of all earthly ceremonies-nor is there any need to 
continue the annual ceremony for that person. The belief is 
that the collection and careful disposal of the ashes of the dead 
gives peace to the departed spirit, which will not thereafter 
injure the living members of the taraw<id. 

On the fifteenth day is the purificatory ceremony at which 
a man of the Attilwrissi clan officiates as priest. In the morn· 
ing the members of the family wear cloths washed by a V t!la11 
(washermau) and assemble together for purification by the Na
yar priest who throws on them, both before and after bathing, 
paddy, rice, gingclly seeds,.and. the holy mixture (milk, oil, etc.), 
The Elayad or the Brahman priest performs the Put~ydlzam or 
purilication of the house, well, etc., and on the sixteenth day he 
takes the place of the priest. On the evening of the fifteenth day 
and the morning of the sixteenth, the priests and the villagers are 
sumptuously fed, and presents of cloth are made to the latter 
nnd money to the former. In the Chittur Taluk, the priestly 
functions are sometimes performed by the Elayad, and Deek&lla 
(leaving the body unshaved for forty-one days or a year) is ob• 
s~rvcd b)• the nephew and the son of the deceased. The one 
who is \mdcr this mark of mouruing makes offerings of rice ball~ 
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and gingelly seeds every morning after his bath to the departed 
spirit, and he must abstain from women, meat, alcoholic drinks, 
and from chewing betel and tobacco. When the Deeksha is 
observed, the ashes of the dead are not deposited as described 
above until the last day of Deeksha, the forty-first or the S65th 
day after death. \Vhen Deeksha is observed for a year, the 
ceremony called bali is performed every day. The last day of 
Deekslza is one of festivity, and after bali, the man under Deeksha 
is shaved. Then at the end of every year, the annual Sradha 
or the commemorative rite is performed for the deceased. 
Rice ball offerings are made and given to the crows, when 
clapping of hands announces to these birds that the rice is 
being thrown for them, and should they come and eat it, it is 
considered that the spirit of the deceased is pleased with the 
offering and is not likely to be troublesome. But, on the other 
hand, should they not come and eat it, it is evident that the 
spirit is displeased and the tarawcid had better be on the look 
out. In the case of those who have committed suicide or met 
death by violent means, the spirits are always particularly 
vicious and troublesome to the tarawt,d, invariably rendering 
miserable some unfortunate member of it. Unless the spirits 
are pacified, they will ruin the family, so a Brahman priest is 
invited to satisfy them by means of TilaMmam, a rite in 
which sacrificial fire is raised, · and ghee and gingelly seeds 
are among the offerings. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE SUDRAS OF COCHIN. 

A, THE HIGH CASTE SUDRAS (NAYARSt 

(Co11tinued). 

Among the high caste N ayars, the recognition of caste by 

Ocoupltlon. 
occupation is not possible. They were at one 
time a military caste, and as a relic of it, the 

small force of infantry maintained by the State is still known 
by the name of the ancient military caste of Kerala. Aristo
cratic military leaders of the feudal ages, who then derived 
their incomes chiefly from landed property, in these times of 
uninterrupted peace and tranquillity, are but shadows of their 
former state. Some of them are almost penniless, and while a 
few families maintain their ancient position, most of them have 
lost prestige and· influence. Among the lower classes of 
Nayars, there are sub-castes who by occupation were potters, 
weavers, oil-mongers, and copper-smiths; but the men of these 
sub-castes have abandoned their traditional occupations, and 
even consider it a disgrace to be known by their original occu
pation. This is partly due to the acquisition of wealth by 
a number of the caste-men, and partly to their attempts 
to rise in the social scale by engaging themselves in other 
walks of life. There are again some classes (IIIakk•irs or 
Suclras) of Nayars who rendered personal services to the 
Nambuthiris or to their own community, and the tendency has 
heen to discontinue the services and take to other more res
pectable calling. 

The Nayars numbered 1,11,837 at the last Census, and of 
these, 28,786 are agriculturists. These include tenant farmers, 
agricultural labourers, growers of special products and those 
connected with agricultural training and forests. Very few 
take to manufacture and trade. The sentiments generated by 
the old feudalism, a rigid conservatism of caste and their resi· 

· dence in rural areas account for it to a great extent. 
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The Nayars are the second in the list of the castes as 
regards learning, and only five per cent. of the population be· 
long -to the learned professions, but they are found in all 
departments of public service. The community is now avail
ing itself largely of the benefits of modern education, and the 
members are fast becoming conspicuous in every walk of life. 
In every department of the State, in all the learned profes
sions, they form a respectable majority, and the only people 
who successfully compete with them are the Brahman immi
grants from the other coast. Though there are extensive land
holders and substa~tial farmers among them, a very large 
majority of the caste-men are really very poor, being .either 
petty farmers, agricultural labourers or day labourers, earning 
wages at the rate of four to five annas a day. Even women of 
the poorer classes do agricultural work. Domestic servants in 
Hindu families are almost wholly Nayars, but none of them 
·are artisans, weavers or potters. 

The Nayars seldom eat before their bath or before worship

Food. ping in the temple close at hand. Their meals 
are generally three in number, namely, breakfast 

which is taken early in the morning, a midday meal between 
eleven and twelve, and anaM!er between seven and eight in the 
evening, but this meal is generally taken by children between 
five and six. The breakfast usually consists of kanji or rice 
gruel with some pickles and pappadam (round wafers made of 
the meal of the kidney-bean). Coffee· is becoming popular 
among the Nayars, and this beverage is now often taken ·for 
breakfast in well-to-do families. They do not recognize any 
danger in the use of it, and individuals of all ages indulge in it, 
so much so that it is even given to young infants. The mid
day meal, which is usually served between eleven and twelve 
o'clock, consists of boiled rice together with a few vegetable 
curries; and butter-milk mixed with rice is the last course. 

Their supper which usually consists of similar preparation 
is taken between seven and eight at night. The women take 
their food after the male members of the family. Only a mi
nority of Nayars are strict vegetarians, though there is no 
prohibition against their eating meat, fish or fowl. 

In large aristm~ratic families, Brahman cooks are engaged 
to prepare the meals, but the serving ·is in some cases done by 
the members. In iiihet families, on the contrary, the cooks-of 
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the caste or the grown-up women- cook and serve the food to 
the inmates who_ sit in the dining hall with their own dishes 
or whh plantain leaves placed before them. In ordinary and 
poor families the cooking and serving are done by women alone. 

In grand festivities in which food is served to a large 
number of the caste-men, the preparations are similar to those 
served at Brahman feasts, a full account of which will be given 
when I deal with them. 

The Nayars rank below the Ambalavasis and above the 
•••l•l•ta•••· polluting castes. Even among themselves 

there are various grades of social precedence, 
and the members of higher sub-castes do not freely mingle with 
those of the lower. Men of the higher sub-castes may some· 
times eat with those of the lower, but their women never take 
t!1eir meals with those lower to them in the social scale. It is 
curious to note that in grand feasts and on ceremonial occa
sions, good many formalities have to be observed in the 
allocation of seats in the dining hall for guests according to 
their social status, and any violation of the caste rules or eti
quette will end in their abruptly leaving the hall. The touch 
of the Nayar pollutes the Brahmans, and they themselves in 
turn are polluted by the touch of the low ca;te Sudras. The 
consumption of meat does not entail loss of caste, though 
many abstain from eating it. They may take or drink water 
from the wells belonging either to their own caste or the three 
castes above them. Elayathus are their priests, but sometimes 
their caste-men also officiate as such, and Nambuthiris gi~e 
Ptllinydham (holy water) to the Nayars under pollution. Be
ing in close contact with the Brahmans, they learn to conduct 
themselves as the Brahmans do, and their morning and evening 
baths and their worship in temples are as punctual as those of 
the priestly class. 

Clothing is of considerable hygienic importance in the life 

o ...... of a nation, and hygiene plays a considerable 
part in the dress of a Nayar. A piece of cloth, 

two to two-and-a-half yards long and one-and-a-half yards 
broad, is worn round the loins. It must touch the ground or 
very nearly so, and this method of wearing the cloth gives a 
simplicity and dignity most suitable to their classic features. 
A small upper garment is also worn while at home A Nayat 
always carries an umbrella while walking in the sun, but there; 
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is no covering for the head. This forms the costume of a 
large majority of them. On special occasions or when he goes 
to public places, he has the same loin cloth, while a richer 
cloth (pavu mundu), somewhat longer and broader, is worn over 
the upper part of the body. As has already been said, Nayars 
are to be found in all grades of public service, and these as well 
as others ·wear a kind of a neat loin cloth, with a shirt and 
coat together with a turban to cover the head, while others 
more fashionable appear in European costume with turbans 
instead of hats; others again wear hats as well, but their num
ber is few. Among the poorer classes, the· loin cloth is not 
larger than a yard-and-a-half or two by three-fourth of a 
yard. 

The men shave their faces and bodies clean, leaving an 
oval patch of hair on the top of the head, while some grow it 
over a large surface of the head. In both cases, care is taken 
to keep the tufts sufficiently long, smooth and oily, and this 
adds considerably to their neat and handsome appearance; but 
it is becoming the fashion to crop the hair and to dress it iri 
the fashion of the Europeans. 

The Nayar women wear an inner garment round the loi~s 
and this is covered by an outer garment which is usually two· 
and-a-half yards in length and one-and-a-half yards in breadth. 
Sometimes, instead of two cloths, one cloth sufficiently long for 
the purpose is worn. The dress is white, and sufficiently de· 
cent to cover the lower part of the body, and a small upper cloth 
serves as a covering above the waist. The Nayar women ofthe pre· 
sent day wear petticoats and cover the upper part of their body 
with a piece of cloth. It is curious to notice that this form of 
dress does not find favour (in the rural parts) with the Nambu" 
thiris who are either their landlords or to whom they owe some 
kind of allegiance or subordination. The absence of any cover· 
ing for the bosom in ordinary female dress has drawn much 
ridicule on the N ayars, and this custom has been much mis· 
understood by foreigners. So far from indicating immodesty, 
it is looked upon by the people themselves in ~xactly the oppo· 
site light, for among them prostitntes only cover the breasts. 
"A custom has in it nothing indecent when it is universal," as 
one of the travellers philosophically remarks (Dall). It is, in 
fact, a mark of disrespect to one's o\vn elders and betters" for 
either a male or fem~le of the Nayar caste, and of all castes 
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below it, to cover the upper part of the body, and traces of the 
same custom can still be found among other Dravidian tribes, 
5ome ·of them being people who are anything but uncivilized. 
The prohibition applies both to males and females. Men more· 
over cannot wear caps, turbans or shoes, and must divest 
them5elves of these luxuries, when they meet their elders, even 
though the meeting takes place in the middle of the road. 
Until 1865, it was forbidden by law for women of the Ch6vans 
and of those of the lower castes to wear any clothing above the 
loins. The present generation of Nayar women, except per
haps the servants and the poor, have taken to the use of an 
upper garment and petticoat, in the same way as the Nayar 
males now freely use a second cloth. Young girls wear a piece 
of cloth round the loins, while those of four and five years of 
age wear a 5mall 5trip of cloth, or a piece of the bark of areca 
palm. Generally roung children of both sexes go about naked. 

The subject of hair·dressing and personal adornment is 
more psychological and ethnological than hygienic. The 
N ayar women take special care iti the growth and preservation 
of their hair. They use a kind of medicinal oil to improve 
its growth, and to keep it smooth and shiny. Many a young 
woman's plait of hair reaches the knee or even lower, and this 
adds greatly to her beauty. The hair is parted in the middle 
and tied either tight to the ears or twisted up in front in a sort 
of cone or sometimes tied into a knot behind. 

The Nayar women are fond of jewellery. They are no 

Jewellery. doubt partial to gold, but unlike their Brah
man sisters they wear very few ornaments for 

daily use. The oldest ornament of the Nayar lady is the naga
patanr or serpent's ho~d, so called from the shape of the pendant. 
The ear•ornament is the tluJda, which is a double convex disc, 
the front surface of which is either plain or set with rubies, for 
the wearing of which the ear·lobes are sufficiently dilated. This 
dilating process begins at a very early age, and the ear-lobes, in 
the case of a majority of the women, become so far distended 
as to make it possible to wear thodas of more than an inch 
in diameter. The tendency at present is to wear small ones 
which do not require much dilation. Then come the orna· 
ments for the nose which are mtlkktttlli and 11afhtt. These do 
not find favour with the young women of these days, and what 
is. called the nose-screw set with a ruby has taken their place. 
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There are various ornaments for the neck, of which the one 
called addiyal is the commonest.· ·Other ornaments for the 
neck are the so-called yanlhram, poothdli, avil mdla and 
pulinakham. The latter is worn by children, and ptdikka
m6thiram is the ornament which is worn by maidens. Gold 
and silver belts are worn round the loins. Grown-up women 
l!o not wear anklets, while the younger ones use kapjm and 
golusu. Rings of all kinds are worn on the fingers. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE SUDRAS OF COCHIN. 

B. THE LOW CASTE SUDRAS,• 

. Next in social status to the high caste Nayars, come the 

Introduction. 
low caste Sudras, who are also included in 
the time·honoured divisio.n of the Malayali 

Sudras. The term 'low caste Sudras'. includes the three. minor 
castes or sub-castes, namely, Velakkatlralavan, Velutlredan and 
Clraliyan; the two similar castes, Kadupattan and TlraYakan, are 
omitted in the list of the purely Malayali castes of the State. 
Again, in the last Imperial Census Report, the Velakkathala~·an 
and V cluthedan alone are class"d as low caste Sudras, while the 
other two are Tamil castes which are becoming Malayaliaised. 
Instances of a similar process of assimilation which has been 
and is still going on among some of the Tamil castes in the 
Chittur Taluk of the State have come under my notice in the 
course of my jnYestigations there. It is also curious to note 
that no place or status is as~igned to the Kadupattans in any 
of the old Malayalam works dealing with castes, owing perhaps 
to the fact of their not having been brought to Kerala by Para· 
surama for some special occupation. They were classed 
among the low caste 'sudras of Malabar, and only a corrcs· 
ponding status is given to them in the State. They are a large 
community striving to rise higher in the social scale, and I 
therefore propose to treat them as first among the low caste 
Sudrns. 

THE KADUPA'f'l'ANS. 

They nre a community peculiar to this coast and popularly 
supposed to be the descendants of degraded Pattar Brahmans. 
The origia1 of the caste is somewhat obscure, but thid_ol_lo\ving 
story, as to their origin, is told by a few educated-membC£s of 
the caste. ·· 
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The word 'Kadupattan' is another form of 'Kadur Bhattan' 
or Kadur Brahmans, i. e., the Brahmans of the Kadur village 
in the Chola kingdom. The tradition is that they were the 
Brahmans of the said village who favoured the introduction of 
Buddhism, and were on that account banished from the country. 
They went to Kerala and sought the protection of the then 
Zamorin of Calicut, who allowed them to settle in his territory, 
from which they gradually spread themselves to the other Taluks 
of South Malabar, and to the northern Taluks of the Cochin 
State. They were not admitted into the Brahman society of 
Malabar, but were distinguished from other caste-men by the 
special name of Kadur Bhattans or Kadupattans. It is also 
said that, after their settlement in Kerala, they met the great 
religious reformer and philosopher, Sri Sankara Chariar, who, 
out of pity for them, directed them to teach the Sudras and 
other low caste-men, and blessed the members. of some of their 
families with instructions on Sakti worship, whose desce.ndants 
even now profess to be experts in its performance and claim it 
as an inheritance from their forefathers. The date of their 
arrival in Kerala is commemorated by the astrological formula, 
!' Kaduka tllyaktlla sthiya," which means that their settlement 
in the new country was after 16,70,342 days from the com
mencement of Kaliyuga, i.e., in the ·year 625 of the Malayalam 
era. Thus, they have been in the land of their adoption for 
the last 450 years. 1 

Dr. Gundert considers the word to be a compound of 'Kadu' 
·.and 'Pattan', a Pattar Bntbman degraded on account of eating 
fish. In the Sirkar accounts they are called 'Choulam ', i. e., 

· those who belonged to Chola country. Pattanam Pizluzthavar, 
· or those who have lost their status, is another name by which 
they are known to other caste-men. 

Ezhuthachan (teacher) is a title originally given to the 
Thei,.hieftitl••· educated members of their caste by the senior 

lady of the Zamorin's family and other chief
tains who authorised them to teach the low caste people. This 
points to their having been largely employed as village school
masters for a time. Even now this title is conferred on them 

. r. The account appears to have beell cooked up to prove their Brahmd.ni
a· c;al pretensions, lf they had come to Kerala some 450 years ago, they could 

not have met Sri Sankara Chariar yho lived more than r,ooo years ago, 
There is also another account that, about 2,000 years ago, they were expel•' 
led from the Cbola country before the· said religious reformer was born. 
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by the rulers and chieftains on payment of some tltirmulkazllcha · 
(nuzzer). Panikkar is another title possessed by some. The : 
caste-men below them address the male mem hers as Pattarappan," · 
and their women as Pattathiar or Pattathiar Amma. 

There are two main sub-divisions in this caste: (1) Kara-
•·•·•t•totono or purathukar (those inhabiting the sea-coast), anl 

.,,. •• ,... (2) Muppathirandukar (members of the thirty-
two families· occupying the interior). There is no inter-marri-~· 
age between the members of the two sub-divisions, but no 
objection is taken to members of one party taking meals along 
with others in the same house. There is also another minor 
division called Ponathies, the members of which are the des
cendants of the people who were originally out-casted for some 
violation of caste rules. . J 

The Kadupattans are found in all parts of the northern 
Taluks of the State. The houses of the 
wealthy are similar to those of the N ayars ; 

but the caste-men .are generally poor, and therefore live in 
small thatched houses, made of mud walls and bamboo frame·.': 
work with a room or two, a kitchen at one end and a verandah ' 
in front. They were, in former times, forbidden to build sub· 
stantial houses, to have gates, or use gold ornaments, but all 
such restrictions have now disappeared. 

Among relations, a young man may marry the daughter of · 
Mo•ri•r• P••htbt. his maternal uncle or paternal aunt. All other .. 

•·•••· . matrimonial alliances among relatives are strict- · 
ly prohibited. 

Among the Kadupattans, the girls are generally married 
both before and after puberty ; but in cases Marrtaaocuatoma. 
where ·suitable husbands are not procurable, 

what is called Veettu kett;, is performed before maturity. It 
is only a tali-tying by the mother. In no case is a girl allowed 
to remain without a tali or marriage badge until she becomes 
of age. Should such a case occur, the fact that the girl has 
attained puberty is concealed; but such instances are very rare. 

When a girl attains puberty, she is put into a separate 
room during the three da\,'S of pollution, when 

PuM,N.y CUitoml. 
she is fed with very nourishing meals, and 

directed to lie in a blanket during the night. The fourth day 
is one of festivity to friends and relations. The husband has 
to provide her with two pieces of cloth. The relatives who · 
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attend the feast bring fruits, bread and sweetmeats. On the 
morning of the fourth day, the girl is led out in procession to 
the tank for a bath, when her enangatz prepares a bO{li or sacri· 
!ice (pieces of the green bark of a plantain tree arranged in 
a triangular form with small torches stuck into it). As the girl 
wearing the mcittzt (half washed cloth supplied by the washer· 
woman) sinks under water to · be freed from pollution, the 
enangan passes the bali above water, believing that any 
demon, she may be possessed of, will then leave her. After 
her bath, she is neatly dressed and bedecked with ornaments. 
She then returns home in procession, after which her girl 
friends and the caste women who accompanied her are served 
with a kind of bread (theratividu). This is followed by a feast 
.tci the guests who have been invited. 

In general, the marriageable age for girls is between 
.......... custom• ten and twelve, and that for boys between 

'""'""'""
11

• sixteen and twenty-one. But this is often 
exceeded. After the examination of the horoscopes of the 
young man and the girl whom it is proposed he should marry, 
the parents of the latter are consulted in the event of an 
agreement between the horoscopes. If they approve of the 
match, a special day is selected, when certain formalities lead
ing to the negotiation and settlement for the wedding are gone 
through. This is called Paranmin or Achtira Kalyciturm. ·On 
the day selected, the bridegroom's party, with the enangan, 
goes to the bride's house where the caste-men of the village, 
together with her enangan, are assembled. A puja to Gana· 
pati is then performed, after which the bride's father makes a 
solemn promise in the presence of the assembled guests to give 
his daughter in marriage to the said young man. Then the 
parties assembled are treated to a feast, and a present of a pair 
of cloths is also made to the bride. Among the members of 
the thirty-two families, the worship of Ganapati as well as 
the present to the bride is dispensed with. A formal declara· 
tion is made when the parties are assembled for dinner; and 
invitations are sent out by both parties to their friends and 
relations to attend the wedding on a fixed day. 

On the morning of the day fixed for the celebration of the 
wedding, the bridegroom, neatly dressed, and well bedecked 
after a bath, sets out with his own party and the enangan for 
11 h9use Jlear tqat 9f the bride's. H~re they are received ·with 
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due ceremony by the bride's party, and after the partaking of 
food (Ayal Oonu) together, they proceed to the house of the 
bride, where, at the gate, a woman welcomes the bridegroom 
with alighted lamp and a vessel full of guruthi (water mixed 
with chunam and turmeric powder). The latter is waved round 
his face to remove the potency of the evil-eye and then thrown 
on the ground at his right hand. As the party enters the 
house, loud acclamations of " ha, ha, " are made by the persons 
assembled. As the auspicious hour approaches, the bride's 
enangan performs the Ganapati prlja and officiates as the 
priest. The bride and the bridegroom offer daksflina (gifts) 
to the Brahmans present. The bridegroom sits on a plank 
facing the east, while the bride with a garland in her hand goes 
thrice round him, and putting the garland round his neck, sits 
on his left. Then the left hand of the bridegroom and the 
right hand of the bride are joined together by the enangan 
amidst the loud acclamations of the by-standers. I Offerings 
of dakshina, etc., to the Brahmans are then made by the bride 
and the bridegroom. 

Among the thirty families, p,;,;graha11am is in vogue, 
but the garlanding performed by the other sect at the auspici· 
ous hour is dispensed with. As the bridegroom enters the gate 
of the bride's house, an attempt is made to throw the garland 
round his neck, which is, however, evaded. Before Pani• 
grahanatn, eleven fanams (or Rs. 3-2·0) is paid by the bride
groom's enanga11 as the price of the bride. After Pdnigra• 
hanam, which is the essential portion of the ceremony, the 
relatives on both sides, one by one, take a handful of rice and, 
touching the loins and shoulders of the bridal pair, throw it 
on their heads as a blessing and also pay a few annas or even 
a rupee as their means allow of it to defray the expenses of 
the feast. After this, the conjugal pair are conducted to a 
room specially decorated ; but the bridegroom is not allowed 
to remain there long. Then follows the feast at which the 
guests assembled are sumptuously fed. On the second day 
the bride's party go to the bridegroom's house along with him, 
where the same formalities are gone through, and others 
assembled there are treated to feasts for two days. Just 
at the moment of their starting, the bride's father and her 
~-~----~-·--

· 1. The reformed party among them insist upon the tali-tying by the · 
bridecroom at the_time, 
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_e11a11gan go thrice round tire 9ecorated panda!, and the former 
makes a solemn ·announcement, in the presence of those as· 
"sembled in the court-yard, that his daughter has been given in 
marriage to the said young man, and that he gives as a dowry. 
' pne hundred fanams (or Rs. 28-9-0) worth of gold ornaments, 
·one hundred palams weight of vessels, a milch cow and calf, 
and that he expects kind and loving treatment and support for 
his daughter from his son-in-law. The married couple return 
to the bride's house on the fourth day, where they stay a week 
or two, during which their nuptials take place without any 
ceremony. 1 

Immediately after, the bridegroom returns home along 
with the bride, and thereafter they live as husband and wife; 
Neither polygamy nor polyandry prevails among them; but 
·widows re-marry. A woman, after the death of her husband, 
lives in his house under pollution for twelve days. If she is 
young and inclined to re-marry, she severs her connection with 
the family of her husband in the presence of her caste people. 
and returns to her home. By her subsequent marriage, she 
forfeits all claims to maintenance by the husband's family. 
Should she· have had children by the deceased husband, they 
are maintained out of his family funds, and generally looked 
:{iter by the members of that family; but the relation bet· 
ween the mother and the children, though living separato~ly, 

lasts for ever. The right of a widow for maintenance from the· 
1amily funds of her deceased husband, after her formal separa· 
tion, is a· question tl)at has yet to be- decided in . a court of 
law. Now, as a general rule, the woman is. supported by her 
father or brother. Grown-up women and others unwilling to 
marry after their husbands' death prefer to pass the rest .. of 
their life in their families. Among the Kadupattans, divorce. 
is ·easy enough, and it may arise on any of the causes set forth. 
hi my account of the high caste Nayars. 

In ·some. cases, even ill-feeling between the parents of the 
two parties may cause a separation between a loving marrieif 
couple. The chance of getting a more handsome wife or the 
chance "Of the woman securing a better husba~d may also serve 

1, Those ~ho cannot afford to give any dowry to their daughters give· 
her a kinnam (a bell-metal dish for taking food) and a kindi (a bell .. metal · 
vessel for drinking water}, The ornaments are : Tlloda (ear ornament),· 
Mookku.thi (nose ornament)i .Pooltt' man.i or Chittu mtmi, a kind of neck-
lace, aod anklets of silver. · · 
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as a. cause for divorce.· If the husband wishes to divorce l!is 
wife, he together with a few of his caste-men and the enangan 
goes to her paternal house and informs her parents. of his in• 
tention. A list of the expenditure since the time of the 
marri~ge incurred by both sides is made, and the party who 
had incurred the greater expense being indemnified, the divorce 
is complete. As a general rule, the husband relinquishes the 
eleven fanams paid for the bride. 

Should a woman before marriagfl become pregnant, and 
the fact become publicly known, the custom was. that bet 
paramour was compelled to marry her, but many now are of 
opinion that she should be outcasted. 

Customs connected with pregnancy, child-birth and othe~ 
post-natal ceremonies are the same as those prevailing among 
the Nayars. 

Among the Kadupattans, inheritance is in the male liner 

11\hrltanc.:. 
but there is a sub-caste (Ponathies) some
what lower in status to the main cotnmunity, 

among whom both forms of inheritance are in vogue. The 
daughters may succeed to the property of their father in "the 
absence of a son, but it can take place only after the death of 
their mother. Compulsory partition is also allowed. 

In every desam or village, there are some leading families, 

Caate ••••mbly. 
the senior members or MranafJaiiiJ of .which· 
form the head-men of the caste. Aniong the: 

thirty-two families, the members are divided for the purpose 
of local jurisdiction in social matters, into four sub-divisions 
called muppathiramloos (thirty-twos) generally held at Manja
para, K6ttai, Pallanchathanur and Kootallur. There are 
several villages under the assembly in each of these divisions. 
There are three assemblies, one higher than the other, namely, 
(1) village councils, (2) nutj>j>atllirandoos (consisting of the repre
sentatives of the various villages), and (3) four mnppathiramJooS: 
(representatives of the whole community). They deal with. 
all matters affecting the welfare of the whole community;. 
b.ut formerly, all offences, both of a civil and criminal 
nature, were brought for their arbitration and decision. The 
offences now brought to the notice are cases of adultery, a 
Kndupattan taking meals in any of the houses of the prohibit
ed caste-men, performing marriage or other ceremonies when 
""der pollution, marriage within the prohibited degrees :at~ 
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relationship and violations 'of caste rules. When any such 
offence is committed by a member of the caste and it is 
brought to the notice of the head-man of the village, he con
venes a meeting of the elders of that village. They summon 
the offender before them and enquire into the matter. If the 
offence is proved, and the offender confesses, he is punished 
with a small fine. If he does not confess and the offence is 
proved, he is outcasted, and the matter is reported to the 
assemblies of the other divisions. In such a case, he is forbid
den from any intercourse with his caste-men, he has no 
enangan (the member of the caste without whose help he 
cannot perform any ceremony), he cannot get his son or 
daughter married, and the village barber and washerman will 
QO longer render their services to him. The culprit thus is 
ostracised from the rest of the community. If the offender 
then changes his mind so as to submit to the decision of his 
caste-men, he applies to the caste-men of the village to convene 
a meeting for the trial, and deposits the necessary amount of 
money to defray the expenses thereof. The leading members 
of his village as well as those of the neighbouring ones are 
invited, and when they assemble, he makes a formal request to 
them to take up his case. They fully enquire into the matter 
and pronounce their judgment. He is either fined or out· 
casted. In the former case, he deposits the necessary fine. on 
a plank in front of them, which is equally divided among them 
or set apart for some charitable purpose ; in the latter case, he 
severs his connection with his caste-men in all social functions. 
He becomes a member of the Ponathi sub-division. 

The Kadupattans belong to the caste of Sudras, and their 
worship is the same as that of the Nayars 
(vide Religion of the Nayars). Very seldom 

do Brahmans act as priests for them. Among the; members of 
the thirty-two families, the priest is called the Kurukkal, who 
gives tij>adesam (advice) as to the method of worshipping the 
deities and for purification of the body known as kalasam. 
For ceremonial purposes, the services of the enangan are indis· 
pen sable. 

·When a Kadupattan dies, the caste-men of the village are 
. - -'·· informed, and tliey assemble in the house of 

FWieral euatoma. 
the dead, while one of them acts as enangan 

and brings-a pot of water to-wash the dead body. The male· 
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members of the family bathe themselves and carry the corpse: 
out into the court-yard where it is laid on a plantain leaf and 
covered. At the time of removal, the wife removes the tali 
(marri,.ge badge) which signifies that conjugal life is at an end. 
The dead body is then washed and dressed, and all the women 
related to him walk round the dead body as a mark of respect, 
and, in passing, each throws on it a piece of cloth, and these 
are the perquisites of the barber who discharges some priestly 
functions during the funeral days. The body is then removed 
to the south-eastern part of the compound and placed upon 
the funeral pile, when the eldest son applies fire to the pile 
and all those assembled wait until the body is burned and 
reduced to ashes. The assembly then disperses, but each in· 
dividual must bathe before returning home. The. members of 
the family of the deceased return home after their bath and 
are served with meals from a neighbouring house, for there can 
be ,no cooking in the house of the dead. From the next day 
to the seventh, the usual pinda bali (rice-ball offering) is offer
ed up to the spirit of the departed ; and on the morning of 
the seventh day is performed the sanclutyanam or the cere• 
many of collecting the bones. The junior members of the family 
as well as the chief mourner are shaved, ancl purifying them
selves by a bath and wearing P;_!llattu (a washed cloth brought 
by the washerman), they go to _the spot where the body was 
burn.t. They collect the bones, some of which are kept apart 
to be deposited in Benares, Gaya, Rameswaram, or Peroor, 
while the others are placed in a pot of unbaked clay, which is 
then carried home by the son who is usually the chief mourner 
and is placed on a mortar in front of the house. The inmates. 
of the house make an obeisance before it and touch the burial·, 
urn as a mark of respect. After this, it is buried by the side of 
a river or a tank. When the pot is removed for burial, each 
woman of the family except the eldest gives the barber and the 
washerman a few measures of paddy, while the eldest gives the 
same quantity of rice to each of them. There is also a feast for 
those assembled in the house. Pollution is observed for ten 
days, and on the evening of the tenth, offerings are made to. the 
spirit of the departed which are thrown into a tank or river. 
The members qf the family close their pollution by bath with 
111Jttrt, when water is sprinkled on their bodies as they dip into 
the water. Clritlra1an cleans the house and compo1,1nd. All!on& , 
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the Karapurattukar, there is' a separate family, the members of 
which discharge the functions assigned to them, and they are, 
on this account, held in a low estimation. But among the · 
other sect, it is the barber who performs this work. The 
members are free from pollution on the eleventh day, and on 
the twelfth, a ceremony corresponding to sradha is performed. 
In well-to-do families, the eldest son who is the chief mourner 
bathes early in the morning and offers the sacrificial offerings 
to the spirit of the departed either for forty-one days or for a 
whole year, at the end of which, he performs the first anniver· 
sary ceremony, for which a member of the caste is invited, 
sumptuously fed, and dismissed with a gift of a few annas, a 
fan, a stick and an umbrella. 

The dead bodies of middle-aged as well as of old 
persons are burned, while those who have died of small-pox, 
cholera or any other infectious disease as also those of children, 
are buried. In the latter case, the seventh day ceremony is : 
dispensed with. There is no common cremation ground, but 
they use the south-eastern corner of their own compounds:·· 
The pollution is, in all the cases, only for ten days, and all the 
subsequent anniversaries are performed on the day of the same 
asterism. The EDii or the chief mourner fasts for the night 
previous, and the enangan is invited on the morning of the 
anniversary day. He bathes early, prepares the rice-balls, 
and sitting on·a plank, his feet are washed. Some puja is also 
performed, and offerings are . made in the belief that he repre· 
sents the spirit of the deceased. He is then treated to a feast, 
after which the performer eats the remains of the food. He is 
also furnished with rice-cakes (ada) for his supper that day. 
On the new moon nights in Karkadakam, Thulam and Maka-' 
ram, a similar P•ifa is performed. 

For those who die in pregnancy or child-birth, they have 
the same sort of ceremonies, in addition to which a • porter's 
rest ' with an inscription to commemorate the name of the 
dead is placed on the road-side underneath a shady tree as a 
mark of charity. 

The primary occupation of the caste-men ·is teaching, and 

Occupation. 
there are many village school masters of this 
kind in rural parts. There are also others 

who are astrologers, physicia11s, magicians, etc. In formet 
tiwes, when salt was manufactured . in the State, they were 
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largely engaged ia the selling oi that commodity; but, at 
present, they are agriculturists, either landlords, substantial 
farm<.-rs or agricultural labourers, and they form about 2'3 per 
ct.'llt..of the Hindu potJUlation and 1'6 per oont. of the total 
population of the State. The poor among them work as ordi· 
nary day labourers earning four or five annas a day, and some 
eveo act as domestic servants. 

As has been already said, they belong to the class of low 
Boclalot••••· caste Sudras. They pollute the high caste 

Nayars by t01id1, and are allowed to enter 
cmly th" out<."t' enclosure of temples as far as the bali kaUu 
(saccmciwl stone). However, to·day they are agitating fQr, and 
bringing forward, their claims to be treated as high caste 
Nara.rs. They eat the food of the Brahmans, Ambalavasis and 
N ayars, but abstain from taking food from the rest of the low 
caste Sudras, and are also polluted by the touch of other low 
caste Sudras. In respect cl the tuft of hair, dress, ornament, 
language and matters of lesser importance, they closely resem· 
ble the Nayars, but there are traces to show that they were 
a J>tuatl.!si (foreign) caste. 

Conscious of the low estimation in which they are held 
t.<lhyapaka ••m•· by the high"caste·men, the Kadupattans have, 

Jam. of late years, organised an association called 
Adlty.ipaka Strmajam to introduce certain reforms, social. and 
religious, for the advancement of their community. Several 
meetings have bet!ll l1eld during the last three years, both in 
fhe State and in the adjacent British territories. The following 
ure some of the reforms carried out by them :-

(1) 21'larriage custom.,:-The ceremony of the formal 
settlement (AchJra kalyJnam or betrothal) made before the 
wedding is to be abalished, and in its p1ace is to be substituted 
formal promise of the bride's father to the father of the bride
groom. The tali-tying, which is ·generally -performed by the 
mother and is meaningless, must be done away with, and the 
f<ili which is the marriage badge must be tied by the husband 
ut the time of the marriage as in the case Q{ Brahmans. The 
bridq;room's dress on the wedding day should be simple and 
neat. Polygaa11y cau be allowed with the consent of the Sam<l
jll>fll only under dire necessity. Widow marriage is allowed, 
and the formalities connected with it are the same as those of 
.first marriage. Dhorce, .however, is greatly .discouraged. 
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I 
(2) Funeral customs:-The observance of the Deeksha 

may be for twelve or forty·one days or even a year, according 
to the wish and convenience of the chief mourner. The caste 
priest should have a proper training for the performance of 
all ceremonies, and the services of the Cheetiyan on the eleventh 
day for purincation from pollution should be dispensed with, 
and replaced by those of Brahmans. Pollution from death 
is for ten days, and the purification on the ele:venth day 
should be by taking pumzyaham (holy water) after sacrificial 
offerings have been made to the departed spirit, and after 
bathing in a tank or river. Then should follow the AthUzham 
on the night of the eleventh day, and the feast to the caste· 
men on the twelfth day. 

(3) The caste-men and women are prohibited from taking 
the food of any other caste-men except that of the Brahmans. 

( -!) The education of women, so as to fit them for proper 
house-management, the nursing and up-bringing of children, is 
receiving the earnest attention of the caste-men. 

(5) The title of Ezhuthachan should be obtained chiefly 
by merit and not by the payment of money (thirumulkdzhcha) 
to some chieftain or Nambuthiri landlord. 

(6) Those of the caste-men who have been in jail for any 
crime, when set free after their period of confinement, may be 
re-admitted into the caste only after due prayaschitham. · 

(7) The necessity of inter-dining and inter-marriage bet• 
ween the members of the two main sub-divisions is urged on 
the principle tlmt union is strength. 

(8) Branch associations are being organised in every 
locality where there is a large number of Kadupattans. 

The holy-thread (Plt111il) should be worn by the priest and 
the bridegroom, and all ceremonies -previous to this should be 
celebrated before tali-tying. 

The Kadupattans in the State, during the last Census, 

Conclusion. numbered 13,063; of these, 6,477 were males, 
and 6,586 females. They are a backward com· 

munity, but are doing their best for their social elevation. 

THE VELAKKATHALAVANS. 
They are the professional ·village barbers, and shave 

N ayars and all castes above them. Their customs with regard 
to marriages, inheritance, and religion, are similar to those of 
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the Nayars; their birth and death pollutions last for ten days. 
The Nambuthiris give them pu,,yaham or holy water for puri· 
fication. The e11a11ga11 ties the tftli for a girl, and he or some· 
body else may unite himself in samba11dlumi to her either 
before or after she comes of age, but the tali-tying ceremony 
must be performed before she reaches puberty, or she will loSe 
her caste. In the last Census they numbered 2,761; of these, 
1,309 were males, and 1,452 females. A few families of these 
people are to be found in every village, and their services ate 
employed for all ceremonious and other occasions. They are 
allowed to enter the outer enclosure of tern pies as far a.<; the 
bali kal/11 (sacrificial stone). They too, like the Kadupattans, 
are a backward community, but unlike them are at present 
making no efforts to rise in the social scale. 

THE VELUTHEDANS. 
They are the village washermen whose degradation, like 

that of the Velakkathalavans, is chiefly due to the occupation 
they follow. Though their touch pollutes the castes above them, 
the Nambuthiris wear clothes washed by them without being 
in any way polluted, and the clothes washed by them are used 
even for dressing the idols in the temples. It has been s·o 
ordained by the great Sri Sankarachariar. In matters, religious 
and social, they follow customs precisely similar to those of 
the Nayars. A sub-caste 'Pothuveh' among them performs 
purificatory ceremonies, 1 while, for other purposes, the ena11· 
gan is their priest. In the last Census they numbered 3,152; 
of these, 1,536 were males, and 1,616 females. 

THE CHALIYANS. 
They are a caste of weavers found in Irinjalakuda, Cran

ganore, Aripalam, a.:nd other places in the Cochin State. 
Though they are said to have been a Tamil caste in former 
times, they are now completely 1\falayaliaised. 'they appear to 
be immigrants from the Tamil districts, and keep the original 
hnhit of living in streets. 

The Ch~liyans are a class of weavers found chiefly in the 
district of TanJ"ore, and their original home Traditional orirln, 
appears to have been the Andhara country, 

from whence a section of these people were invited by the 

1. They are also tbe cute barbers, and ara looked upon as somewhat 
lower than the rest of the caste. In matters of tali-tyinr, the caste is 
endogamous · 
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Chola king, Raja Raja I, after the union of the eastern Chalukya 
and the Chela dynasties. The early Chaliyans, who immi
grated into Malabar and Cochin in ancient times, may very 
likely have been a section of the Chaliyans above referred to. 

With regard to their immigration into Cochin, the fol· 
lowing tradition is told by a member of the caste. In 
order to procure cotton thread spun by some Chaliyan 
maidens which he required for the Ralasam or purificatory 
ceremony in the Tiruvanchikulam temple, the great Cheraman 
Perumal had a few families of Chaliyans brought from Kanjee· 
puram, and allowed them to reside in Cranganore. He also 
rewarded them with lands, tax free, for the services rendered 
to him. A similar story is also told about their coming to 
Malabar. It is said, that one of the Zamorins, who wished to 
introduce the worship of Ganapati to which the Chaliyans were 
much devoted, entrusted his minister, Mangha.t Acchan, with 
the entertainment of the new arrivals. These people- were 
supposed to belong to a high caste, and the Zamorin's minister, 
who was nettled with their fastidiousness and constant com· 
plaints, managed to degrade them in a body by the trick of 
secretly mixing fish with their food.1 They do not, like their 
brethren (Salians) of the east coast, wear P•imil, but their caste 
priests, while performing certain jnljas, wear it over their right 
shoulder instead of over the left like the Brahmans. 

The Chaliyans are divided into two sects or factions, viz., 
the right hand sect, and the left hand sect. The former are 
said to be superior to the latter in social status, and consider 
themselves polluted when touched by the members of the left 
hand section. There is neither inter-marriage nor inter-dining 
between the members of the two sections. They must have 
settled in Malabar some time after the occurrence of the dis· 
pute which gave rise to the "two parties, about the eleventh 
century. . 

The Chaliyans owe a kinct of allegiance to the Chief of 
Cranganore and furnish cloths of. their own weaving for the 
funeral ceremonies of the members of his family. They also 
supply them with cotton thread for their prlmll. 

The customs connected with the matrimonial alliance of 
the Chaliyans are like those of the N ayars. Marriage cuflt.oma. _ 
The girls of the Chaliyans have two forms of 

x, Malabar Gazetteea page 122. 
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marriage. The tali-tying ceremony for girls is performed 
. before they come of age. There should be a. separate tali·tier 
for every girl, and he should he one of her nzang11. It is a. cere
. mony which lasts for four days, and the formalities connected 
with it are the same as those among the Nayars ; but, on the 
morning of the fourth day, the married couple bathe, and 
worship the deity in the local temple, after which they return 
home, when the bride serves food to the tali-tier. This signi
fies that she, as wife, has begun to discharge her duties of 
cooking and serving the food to tho husband; but thE; marital 
relations arc only ephemeral ; for, after his meals he is dismis· 
sed with presents. If the tali-tier wishes to marry her, he 
may do so, if the girl's parents have no objection. He has, in 
that case, to supply her with cloths. For the adult marriage 
or sambcmdham, the customs slightly vary. On the auspi• 
cious day fixed for the ceremony, the parents of the bridegroom, 
his uncle and relatives, go to the bride's house where they are 
properly welcomed. At the auspicious hour, the girl is pre
sented with the wedding dress which they have brought, and 
the party assembled are sumptuously entertained, after which 

. they depart from the bride's house. On a similar auspicious 
day, the bridegroom and his enangan visit the bride and stay 
there for a few days, during which nuptials are celebra
ted. After this he rtlturns home with his wife, who either 
stays there with her husband or returns to her house after a 
week or two. Here she is visited by her husband as often as 
he likes, going in the evening and returning in the next morn
ing. There is neither polygamy nor polyandry prevailing 
among them, but widows may marry. The customs connected 
with pregnancy, child-birth and the post-natal ceremonies for 
children are the same as those in vogue among the N ayars. 

Among the Chaliyans, inheritance is in the male line. 

lnhta-ihnc•. 
They have their caste assemblies, and the 
elderly members composing them meet when

ever necessary to deliberate upon caste disputes, nnd their 
decisions are final. 

They adore Ganapati who is their tutelary deity. Bhaga

Retl1ton. 
vati is also specially worshipped by the caste· 
men. In Tra\·ancorc and British 1\lalabar, they 

have temples of their own, in which the caste-men themseh·es 
officiate as priests. In the Cochin State, they have no temples; 
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for they are very poor. They are also much addicted to devil 
dancing, and the ceremonies in connection with it are perform• 
ed by some of their members, who act as Veliclwpads, 
V ettakkorumakan and Gulikan are their minor gods. 

The dead bodies are generally burned, and the funeral 

Funeral custom&. 
ceremonies are performed by the sons and 
nephews, either separately or conjointly. The 

pollution is for fifteen days, and on the morning of the six· 
teenth, the purificatory ceremonies are all performed by the 
Cheethiyan, who is a member of the somewhat degraded section 
of the caste. The caste-men are treated to a feast on the night, 
both on the fifteenth and the sixteenth day. Other customs 
are the same as those among the Nayars. 

The primary occupation of the Chaliyans is weaving. 

Oc:cupn.tion, 
There are also a few traders and cultivators 
among them. Their is no organised industry 

on a large scale. The clothes they weave are small coarse ones 
for the use of the poor people. 

The following account of the Chaliyans is taken from the 
'Travels of Duarte Barbosa' :-

''There is another set of gentiles still lower, whom the)' call Chaliynns, who 
n.ro weavers, and hn.vo no other business except to weave cloths of cotton, and 
some of silk, which are of little value, and are used by the common people. And 
theRe also have a sect and form of idolatry apart. Their lineage does not mix 
with any others j only the Na.yn.rs may have mistresses amongst tho women of 
their people so that they do not enter their houses without bathing and changing 
their clothes whene\'"er they ha.ve visited them. Many of these are sons of Nayars, 
a.nd so they a1·e ,·ery fine men in their figtues, and they bco.r arms like the 
Naya.l"8 and go to wars and fight Yery well. In marrin.ges they haYe the law of 
the Nnya.rs, and their sons do not inherit. Their wiYes have the power of doing 
what they please with themselves, with the Naynrs, or with other wem·ers, and 
they cannot mix with nny other lineage under pain of death." 

THE TARAKANS. 
The Tarakans were originall)· a Tamil caste of people who 

have, within living memory, developed into Nayars in whose 
midst they at present live, still retaining some of the old ·CUS· 
toms. They are found chiefly in the Chittur Taluk of the 
State, and in the adjacent British parts of the Palghat Taluk.' 
They are closely allied to thE! Muttans of Palghat and Wallu· 
vanad Talulis, but they· would consider it a disgrace to 
acknowledge any affinity with them, The word 'Tarakan' liter· 
ally means a 'broker'. Dr. Gundert says, that they were 
originally warehouse-keepers at Palghat. It is said that a 
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M uttan may, in course of time, become a Tarakan and then 
a Nayar. 

The following account is given by Dr. Buchanan regarding 
the origin of the caste:-"They are chiefly of the kind called 
Taragamar, who are a sort of brokers, or rather warehouse
keepers. 1'hcy have store-houses, in which merchants coming 
from the cast or west deposit their goods until they can dispose 
of them to those coming from the opposite quarter. The princi
pals in general remain to make in person their sales and pur
chases ; btit some of them, that are rich, employ the Taragamar 
of this place to sell their goods. The merchants that frequent 
this mart arc those of Colicodu (Calicut), Tiruvana-Angadi, 
Paniani-Vacul (Ponnany), Parupanad, Tanur (Tannore), 1\Iana
puran, Valatire, Manjeri, Puten-Angadi, Sbavacadu (Chowghat), 
and Cochi (Cochin) on the west; and Coimbatore, Dindigul, 
Durapuram, Salem, Sati-Mangala, Palani (Pulni), \Vadumalay
Cottai, Trichinapoly, Tanjore, Madura, Tinnevelly, Madras, 
and Scringapatam from the east." 

" '!'he broker is not answerable for fire or theft ; nor is be 
even b~und to pay any loss that may happen from the badness 
of his store-houses. The commission is l of a fanam (14 
pies) on every Tolam of weighable goods, whether they 
be stored seven days or. one year which is at the rate of 7 A d. 
a cwt. Cloth merchants always sell their own goods. On 
each load, they pay as warehouse rent half a fanam. The 
brokers say, that during the reign of Tippu they had a more 
exlt!nsive trade than at present. Even after Malabar fell into 
the hands of the English the trade with Coimbatore was not 
interrupted. These assertions appear to me highly improbable; 
but I am not able to ascertain the truth; for the reports of the 
custom-house, which Mr. Warden was so good as to send me 
through the commissioners, haYe not reached my hands."' 

There is no sub-division in the caste. A Tarakan girl is 
nHtrried either bdore or after she comes of age. The bridc
gropm who is a member of the caste is not the tali-tier, though 
he is the husband of the girl. On an auspicious day chosen 
for the wedding ceremony, he goes with hi~ party to the bride's 
house, neat!,)· dressed in a soman and t•aishti like a Tamil 
Sudra bridegroom, with a knife stuck in the girdle, a silver 
thread over his left shoulder, a turban over his head, and 
1. A Journey through Mysore, C&llaralllld Malabar, Vol1 1I,pa~I3S~-36ot 
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there they are properly welcomed. The auspicious hour for 
tali·tying is announced by the village astrologer, when an 
elderly member o.f the caste goes inside the house and ties 
the tdfi round the neck of the girl, who is dressed and adorn
ed in her best, and seated in a conspicuous part of the house. 
The bride's uncle takes her to the pandal in front of the bouse, 
and seats her by the side of the bridegroom close to a pole 
(Brim.hankal), when at the auspicious hour announced by the 
astrologer the left hand of the bride and the bridegroom are 
placed one over the other by the officiating caste priest or his 
wife. I'he close contact of the left hands (l'gm.igrgJ.~ZJUtm) 
is the binding portiom of the ceremonr. 'The marriage is form· 
ally over, though the festivities last for four days. On the 
morning of the fifth day the married couple bathe, and neatly 
dressed, adore the local deity. Then after a feast, as during 
t-he previous four days, the bridegroom and his party return 
home with the bride, and live thereafter as husband and wife. 
The consummation takes place on the night of either the first 
or the third day. Neither polygamy nor polyandry prevails 
among them. Their widows never marry. The inheritance is 
through the male line. 

They have their caste assemblies, which consist of the 
elderly members who meet om all important occasions concern
ing the well"bevng of the caste ; .and their functio11s are 
precisely similar to those described in the account of the allied 
castes. 

[n religion they are like other low ·caste Sudras. They 
adore Bhagavati or Kali in particular. The dead bodies of 
the Tarakans are ·either burned or buried. The son is the chief 
mourner who performs the ~cmeral ceremonies. The l'ollntion 
iasts for teA days and on the marring of the eleventh day, after 
the usual rice-'ba:.IJ 0fferings, all the agnates wearing the m«ttu 
(cloth ·brought hy tl!e waSherman) bathe and become free from 
-pollution. The priest, •Cl!Dvattmn,·y;bo is a member of their 
ov;.A caste, assists ait their funeral ceremonies and purifies the~ 
at the end of -pollution. His .functions nrc like those of the 
Attikurussi Naya,rs. He is· also the priest in the iBhaga vati 
:temJ~Ies. The TarcakaRs are either cultivators or traders and 
many do -o0oly wsrk. As .~egard~ tbeir social status, they 
are classed among•thelow -caste Sudras, though they are ·UnwiU

.ing to he treated a:; such. They ·eat the iood li>f the Ki:ciyattil 
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Nayars, but abstain from takY,g the meals prepared by the 
members of the other sub-divisions among the Nayars. J hey 
numbered 783 at the last Census, 368 being males and 415 
females. 

'l'he members of the five castes which form the low 
C••••••lon. caste Sudras are comparatively poorer than 

those of the other sub-divisions among the 
Nayars, and live mainly by their traditional occupations. 
Velakkathalavans and Veluthedans are degraded on account of 
t~eir work, while the Kadupattans, Chaliyans, and Tarakans, 
who are not entitled to similar treatment, are treated a.s low 
caste Sudras, because their status has not been defined in old 
works dealing with Malayali castes which have long been in 
existence. They all belong to a backward community. 



CHAPTER VII. 

THE AMBALAVASIS. 

THE term ' Ambalavasi' is a generic caste name, which in
cludes the various divisions or sub-castes whose occupation is 
temple service in some form or other. In the Keralamaluitmi. 
am they are known as Ksht!travasins; 1 and they rank below 
the Brahmans and Kshatriyas, but are above the Sudras. Most 
of the sub-castes have grown out of the sexual relations be~
ween the members of the higher and lower classes, and are 
on that account called Pratil6majds 2 and Amtlomaj<is. 3 They 
may broadly be divided into two communities, 'l.'iz., those 
who wear the Ptlntil or sacred thread, and those who do not. To 
the former belong the M uttatu, Adikal, Chakkiyar, Pushpaka 
Nambiyar and Thiyyati Nambiyar, and to the latter, Chakki
yar Nambiyar, Variyar, Pisharoti, Puthuval, and Marar. The 
customs and manners of each of these sub-castes are cate
gorically treated in the following pages. 

THE NAMBIDIS. 

The Nambidis form one of the divisions of the Antaralars 4 

and hold an intermediate position between Brahmans and 
Kshatriyas on the one hand and the Sudras ~Nayars) on the 
other. Regarding the origin of these people, the following 
tradition is current. One of tbe Perumals of Kerala (Chola 
Perumal or the second of the Perumals) became so trouble
some to the Brahmans that they resolved upon his remoW~l. 
The Perumal was attacked, and in th'e struggle that followed 
was killed hy them. 'Vhen the Brahmans who were engaged 
in the murder returned to the pla:ce where their caste-men had 

z. Dwellers in temples, i. e., servants in temples. 

2. Issue of a female of a higher caste With the male of a lower one. 

3· _Tssue of a male of a higher caste with a female of a lower one. 

4· Castes between tqc Kshatriyas and the Sudraa, 
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met, they were gladly welcomed and told. to sit in their midst, 
but the thought of their having committed so heinous a crime 
so far overpowered them, that they felt themselves disquali· 
tied for scats along with the caste-men. They volunteered to 
sit apart on the threshold of the council room and said," Ncim 
Patimel" (we on the threshold). This incidentally accounts 
for the origin of their name, Nampati or Nambidi. 

There are two main divisions among them, the members 
of one wear the Ptin.Ul, while those of the other are without 
.it. Of.the Ptimil wearing members, again, there are two classes, 
t•iz ., Aiyinikoor Nambidi.• and Mattudesathu Nambidis. The 
latter pollute the former by touch and are not allowed to dine 
with them. Those that do not wear the sacred thread are 
said to he Nayars who possess the title of Nambidi. 1 

Of the Ptimil wearing Nambidis, the Aiyit~ikoor Nambi
dis or the members of the five families are historically and 
socially the most important ; and the eldest male member 
possesses the special title of Kakkti.t Kciranavapad, enjoying 
special privileges at the hands of the rulers of Cochin, as the 
members of the family once held responsible posts in the mi
litia of the State. 

The most important person believed to have been engaged 
in the murder was the J(akkJt Nambuthiri, a member of the 
/(akk<it family, near Kunnamkulam. As a reward for the 
patriotic action, Chavnkad (the territory extending along the 
sea-board from Veliengod to the furthest limit of the Taluk) 
was bestowed upon him. His descendants were at first inde
pendent princes of Chavakad, but were too weak to resist the 
ngg'ressions of their powerful neighbours, the Cochin Raja 
(whose capital then was at Perumpatappu, six miles south of 
Ponnani, where an old temple and the site of an old palace 
are still to be seen) and the Zamorin, who, bit by bit, de· 
prived them of their territories. Finally, in 1791, the Nambidi 
was reduced to the humiliating position of his own revenue 
collector, and an allowance of Rs. 20,000 per annum being 
.estimated at one-fifth of the revenue is paid to him from the 
Zamorin's Malikhima. 2 

The Nam bidis have, since then, been regarded as having 
lost their status ns Brahmans, and are now classed among the 
intermediate castes with a few more privileges than those 

1. Kerala Avakasa Kramam, ·page :al>. 
a. Malabar Gazetteer, pap 449. 
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' ·enjoyed by members of the allied castes. The males wear the 
sacred thread and recite the Griyatri ten times. Their marriage 

·customs also are like those cf the Brahmans, and the bride
, groom w)lo is also the tali-tier is a member of the same caste. 
·Their women consort with the Nainbuthiris by sambandham 
·alliance, while the males. generally consort with the N ayar wo
. men. Inheritance among them is in the female line.' 

At public feasts they are not allowed to sit with the 
Nambuthiris, though the latter act as priests at their marriage 

'ceremonies, Srddha, and purification at the end of birth and 
death·. pollutions, which, like those of Brahmans, last for ten 
days; nevertheless, even the Ambalavasis do not take their meals. 
Their wom.en are called Man6lpads. The Nambidis numbered 
478 at the last Census. 

THE ADIKALS. 

The word 'Adikals' means slaves or servants. They are said 
to have been originally Brahmans, and their degradation is ascri
bed to their having officiated as priests in Bhadrakali temples, 
to their having adored the goddess with the offerings of flesh 
-and liquor, and also to their having partaken of the same.' 
. They practise certain forms of exorcism, and worship some 
evil spirits-further facts which are said to accbunt for their 

. degradation. Even in temples where they officiate as priests 
they ha'\'e to make room for Nambuthiris or Em brans on some 
occasions. The following is another story which throws some 
light on their qrigin. Wishing to test the fidelity of the 
Brahmans to the established rules of the caste, the great 

· religious reformer Sankarachariar went to a liquor shop and 
'drank some liquor. The Brahmans who aGCOmpanied him 
. drank the same liquor without comprehending that such res
trictions were not binding on the ·great reformer. · The sage 

. t)len went into a foundry and drank a cup of the molten metal; 
when a similar cup of the melted liquid was offered to them, 
they thankfully declined the offer as .being Adikals ur humble 
servants, accepting the degradation which such conduct 
brought upon them." - 'Jhey too,. wear the sacred thread and 
repeat the GriJatri ten times. Birth _and death pollutions last 

1. Kerala Avakasa Kramam, pages 32 and 33. 
a, Keral~ Visesha Mab.atmia:n, ~"ge46. 
3• Travancore Manual, page 335. 
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·for eleven days. They have their own priests. Their women 
are called Adiyammamar and wear the same ornaments (tali

. kuttam) as the N ambuthiri women, but they are not goslta. 
·They numbered :25 at the last Census. They follow inheritance 
in the female line. Pit{mrnmar and Patt6la Musatlt also 

·perform priestly service in the same temples; but the three 
castes neither iuterdine nor intermarry. 

THEMUTTATUS. 

With regard to the origin and status of this sub-caste, 
there is some difficulty. They are generally classed among 
the Ambalavasis ; and the caste name itself suggests that 
they are the ·eldest (of the Ambalavasis) as the llayatus 

. are the ·youngest or the most degraded of · the Brahmans. 1 

There is a popular Malayalam saying which supports this 
. statement. In the opinion of the most learned of the Vaidi
kans of the State, they are a class of inferior Brahmans, 
who are supposed to have suffered social degradation for 
having tattooed their bodies with figures representing the 
weapons of ·the God Siva and for eating the nivedyam (rice 
offered to him). They are said to be descended from the union 

. of a Sivadwija Brahman with a pnre Brahman girl; which is 

. a Prathiloma union to some extent or one violating· the rule of 
hypergamy. It is also said, that they are identical with the 
Nambinns or Sivadwijas of the east coast; and this puts an 
end to all nbjections that might make one hesitate to place 
them amongst the Ambalavasis.' Their m~rital relations, du· 
ties in temples, their dependence on Nambuthiris for priestly 
functions and caste government, · entitle them to be placed 
under the same division of the Ambalavasis. The members of 
this caste seem to have undergone some slight elevation, and 
thPy now observe the customs of the Brahmans in air respects. 

1. Cocbin Census Report. page 145. 

The following are the titles bestowed upon them by the rulers in 
ancient times: (a) Nambi, a trustworthy person: (b) Nanthavanathil Nambi 
~~ven by one of the Zamorina-a title corresponding to minister);(c) Kovil 
N ambi, for having defended a temple from being plundered by one of the 
part in in a war between the Zamorin and the Valluvanad Raja); (d) Velutha 
Nambiyar, Karutha Nambiyar ofThiruvanchikulnmj (e) Vattapallisthanikar 
of Suchendra; (t) Valia Muttatu of Tripunithura, (Vide judgment ofTra
vancore High Court, Appeal Suit No. 428 of 1:051, reversing that of the 
Zillah Court in u. S. No. 327 of 1:051:. The suit was filed by the famous 
and teamed Pac:bi Muttatu against Gopala Varma.n Tirumulpad· for defa
mation in respect of certain observl\tions reprdinc the origio of the caste.) 

a. Kerala Avakaaa Kramani 1 pace. 31: and 32, 
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The caste is now endogamous. The girls of the M uttatu 
are married both before and .after puberty, and .Marriare customs. 
the formalities connected with the marriage 

are precisely those observed for Brahman girls. The eldest son 
marries for the sake of a son to offer oblations to the spirits of 
the departed, while the junior members of the family enter into 
sambandham with Nayar women. It is an expensive matter to 
obtain a bridegroom among them as among the Nambuthiris, 
and girls remain long without marriage. Polygamy is in vogue 
among them, and it is resorted to chiefly for the sake of the 
marriage of sisters or daughters. The customs connected with 
pregnancy, child-birth, and the post-natal ceremonies are the 
same as those prevailing among the N ambuthiris. 

Inheritance is in the male line, and it is a violation of the 

Inheritance. 
law laid down by Parasurama.' The eldest 
male member manages the affairs of the family. 

In all matters connected with caste disputes, the Nambl)thiri 
V aidiks are consulted, and their decisions are final. 

They are only Sivites in religion. In temples, they take 

Religion. 
the idol (utsavavigraham) in a tadambu (a 
sort of wooden shield with a small shelf in the 

centre in which the idol or vigraham is placed) in procession, 
sweep and wash the steps immediately in front of the shrine, 
and in fact they supply all articles used as offerings to the deity 
in temples, where they do all quasi-priestly functions, and for 
their services they get the lion's share of the offerings. They 
are on this accouut called Agaputhuvals (inside Puthuvals). 

These are similar to those of the Brahmans. The son is 
the chief mourner, and a non-vedic Nambu-

Funerat c•romonies. 
thiri officiates as the priest .for the performance 

of these .ceremonies. The pollution for death as for birth lasts 
for ten days, and the services of. the priest are employed for the 
purificatory ceremony which is performed at the end of that 
time. His services are also necessary for the purificatorv cere
mony of a girl who bathes on the fourth day after h'.;r first 
menses. 

As already said, their social status is one of dispute, and 

Social status. 
in spite of the opinion of the Vaidiks that they 
are a class of i.nferior Brahmans, they are 

looked upon as only Ambalavasis. Yet, the highest class of 
z. Kerala Avakasa Kramam, page 84. 
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Nambuthiris can cook and take their meals in the houses of 
those people who are said to pollute them by touch and whose 
water they cannot use when given by them, for fear of pollu
tion. In the matter of giving theertltam (sanctified water) and 
pras•ldalll (leaving of offerings), a difference is made in some 
temples; the priest puts them in a vessel placed there for that 
purpose but does not give them in their hands as in the case of 
Brahmans. Again, when they take their meals in the ~~eilam
balam (the quadrangle of the temple), they have themselves to 
remove the leaves on which they have eaten, and this shows 
that they are in no way superior to the Ambalavasis, most of 
whom take the food cooked by them, while they eat the food 
only of the Brahmans, with whom there is no interdining. 
The caste-men lhe chiefly by their traditional occupations, 
and there are some who are physicians and Pandits. A few of 
them have, of late, begun to read English in schools, and some 
hold minor Government appointments. Their houses are call
ed illoms, and their women .Uanayammas or 'lllotammas. 

Mention must here be made of the lllti.•ads, who are a class 
of people closely allied to the Muttatu. They arc of two class
es, namely, 1\arugcr .Urisads and Kat'il .lltisads, both of whom 
wear prittril. The former are so called because of karuga, a 
kind of grass used in the ceremonies, and the latter are a class 
of Ambalavasis identical with a class called Piddratts, who 
perform prija in Bhndrakali temples, and incident of which is 
the shedding of blood and the use of intoxicating liquor. There 
are some who do not wear Ptitrtil nor perform prija, but attend 
to miscellaneous matters, kar.ltakam (temple service). 

In matters of dress and ornaments, the Muttatu women 
are like those of the Ooril Parisltas, a sub-division of the Nam
buthiris. 

THE ILAYATUS. 
The members of this sub-caste were originally Nambuthi· 

ris \\ ho suffered social degradation for having officiated as 
pr.iests at the funeral ceremonies of the Nayars whose family 
priests they have always been. They are divided into two 
minor divisions, called Onnam Parisha and Rendam Parisha 
(the first and second parisltas or parties), and between these 
two divisions there is neither interdining nor intermarriage; 
IW\'Crthcless the.mal,·s of the two parties make no objection to 
dining with one unother. Further, the membcfli of the fiflit 
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Parisha do not allow tho.se of the second to take part in their. 
ceremonies.' Formerly, they . used to eat the food cooked by 
themselves in the out-houses of the Nayars during the perform:, 
ance of Srcidha ceremonies, but this they have now ·declined 
to do except in well-to-do families. All customs relating to' 
upatzayanam, marriage, funeral, and other ceremonies, as well 
as the laws of inheritance' are precisely similar to those of the· 
Brahmans. They are not entitled to study the Vedas, but can 
recite the Gayatri •. They are their own priests. The Nambu
thiris do not take their meals in the houses of these people, nor 
do Kshatriyas and Nambuthiris. ·take water from their wells, 
which shows that the latter consider themselves liable to be 
polluted by their touch. In public feasts, after the Brahmans 
have been fed, they are allowed to sit together to take thei~ 
meals, along with the Ambalavasis, but at a distance from 
them, with something between them which may prevent their 
being seen by the latter .. They now live chiefly by their tradi: 
tiona! occupations. Though · Ilayatus are somewhat more 
Brahmanical than the M uttatus, yet a vast majority of th~ 
Ambalavasis do not eat the food of these people. There are some 
temples where they are priests. Their houses are called illoms, 
the women are called Elayorammas, and though they dress and 
use personal ornaments of the same description as their __ Nambu
thiri sisters, they, unlike the latter, are not gosha. A few years 
ago, the women of the sub-caste, like Nambuthiri sisters, used 
mara kudas (umbrellas to hide their faces) while going to tem
ples for worship. The Nambuthiris resented at this and stop: 
ped it. This gave rise to a suit in one of the criminal courts. 
Some wealthy men among them are called Nambiyatis. 

THE CHAKKIYARS •. 
The word 'Chakkiyar' is said to be a corrupt form of Skighya 

V akkuk<ir (those gifted with excellence in words) or Slaghya 
J{ttlakkar(men of respectability). They are the sons born to Nam
buthiri women, found guilty- oi adultery after the date at which 
such adultery is said to' have begun. The children of othe~ 
Xambuthiris by their wives born after their ~snr.ect1cn with 
the adulteress are also classed as such. The boys who have 

1. Ilayatus of the first division re~der priestly service to all Sudras 
above the Pallicbans, while those of the second only to Pallicbans. 

1. Kerala Avakasa Kramam, pages 29 and 30 .. ~hugolapuranam, 
Chapter 48. 
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already been invested with the jJulllll when their mother is de
clared an adulteress become Chakkiyars, while those who 
have not yet been so invested become Chakkiyar Nambiyars, the 
l'lmipltdan of Amarakosa. The girls join the latter caste and 
are known as Nangiyars. There is also another tradition with 
regard to the origin of these people. It is said that they were 
originally paradesis who belonged to the Siida1 caste--a caste 
the members of which were the offspring of Kshatriyas and 
Brahman women-and that a family of this caste migrated to 
Kerala in very ancient times.' When this family was about to 
be extinct, the offspring of an adulterous Brahman woman born 
during her criminal intimacy with other caste-men, but before 
detection, was adopted into the family and recognised as a 
separate caste. The Chakkiyars study the lfiluisds and Purd
l!as, and expound them by means of oral lectures known as 
Clidkkiyar-ktitfu, which is a permanent institution in most of 
the temples of Kerala. 

The Chakkiyars perform all the post-natal ceremonies for 
their boys and girls at different ages. They have to perform 
the Upanaya11am ceremony for boys and are allowed to recite 
the Gayatri ten times. The tali-tying ceremony for girls is 
performed before they are twelve years of age, and the tali-tier 
who was once an Arya Pattar is now generally one ·of their 
own caste or a Thirumulpad, who may enter into samba11dham 
with the girl after she comes of age. Save these, a Brahman 
alone can enter into matrimonial alliance with her. The males, 
on the other hand, can enter into wedlock with a girl of their 
own caste or of the Nambiyar. Their women are called Illo· 
tam mas, and inheritance is in the female line. They are their 
own priests, but for purifications from birth and death pollutions 
which last fE>r eleven days,' the Nambuthiris act as their priests. 
They live chiefly by their traditional occupation known as Cltttk· 
kiyar-ktiftu. It is a kind of performance which consists of reci
tations of puranic stories and their explanations in a dramatic 
style for the edification of the audience composed of Brahmans, 

---------
1:. The members of this mixed C•l-Ste used to keep horses n.nd drive 

cars in days of yore. Only a particular family of this c"ste however be
came famous for ita knowledge of the Purunas and other sacred writings. 
Agni Purana. 

I· Cochin Census Report, page 148; and Travancore Manual, Vol· II, 
P•lt• 33•· 

3· There is a a tory that Cheraman Perumal had a wife of the Chakki
yar caate, and it was not approved of by the prominent men. This led to· 
their aeparation, and their descendants observe ten days' pollution. Those 
of tbo otbero observe tbe poU111ion for eleven days. 
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Kshatriyas, Ambalavasis, and Sudras. It has a religious 
significance and hence never takes place outside the temples. 
It is invariably one of the items in some of the festivals in 
important temples and is sometimes performed at the instance 
of some individuals in fulfilment· of vows made by them. It 
lasts nearly three hours between 2 and 5 P. M. 

. The Chakkiyar, generally a middle-aged man, is well ver
sed in Sanskrit and Malayalam, and his theme or discourse js 
generally one of the scenes of the Ramayana or the Mahabharata, 
such as the birth of Rama, his marriage with Sita, Hanuman's 
visit to Sita, the burning of Lanka (Ceylon), the marriage of 
Pimchali, Subhadra, and Rugmani, Rajasuya Yagam, or Krish
na's mission from the Pimdavas to Dury6dhana for the partition 
of the kingdom. Special works, Duthavakyam, Kountheya
shtakam and others, have also been composed by writers like 
Meppattur Narayana Bhattathiripad. Numerous upakathas 
or episodes are brought in by way of illustration, and a clever 
man well knows how to humour and hold the attention of the 
audience. "His dramatic delivery, the marvellous flow of 
words, and the telling humour of his utterances are such as to 
keep the hearers spell-bound. The performance takes place in 
a special building ( k(tffambalam) outside the quadrangular 
edifice of the temple. In the centre of the kllttambalam is a 
dais on which is placed a three-legged stool, on which the 
the Chakkiyar sits like the Suda of old, while delivering his 
performance at Naimisaranyam before the Rishis. In front of 
him a bell-metal lamp (nilavilakku) is kept burning, the idea 
being that the Chakkiyar's discourse is in the presence of the 
God Agni. When the kllttu lasts for a number of days, the 
dais is generally decorated with a plantain tree having a bunch 
of plantains (kulavdzha) and festoons made of green cocoanut 
leaves (kurutfola). His dress is in a very antiquated fashion 
with his crimson cloth turban,' having its golden rim and 
silk embossments in the centre. On his right, sounding the 
cymbal, sits the Nangiyar, a woman of beauty, neat and simple 
in her white dress and fine knot o(hair falling over the brow, 
-an indispensable presence at the performance".' Behind him 
is the drummer (~ambiyar) ,\·ith his copper metal drum called 
mizha~·~~ sounded at short intervals tn produce a dull, deep sound. 
It is a queer old instrument which· has undergone no change 
since its first introduction by Parasurama. Sometimes, either 

1. Travancore Manual, page 333, 
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when an opportunity offers itself or when he feels confident in 
the tolerance of the officials present, the Chakkiyar, with mild 
sarcasm, expatiates on the conduct of men in authority. He is 
an amiable critic and has a charming manner of dealing with 
the weak points in the character of men. He is equally clever 
in detecting their good qualities and praising them. In ancient 
times this was probably the method adopted, a method more 
effective than the newspaper press of these days, on account of 
the critics being more qualified, and the occasions more select. 
The Chakkiyar is a contented man, and is satisfied with the 
small remuneration of two rupees given him for his perform
ances. Three families, the Ammannr,t the Kuttancherri in 
Nellivayi of the Talapilly Taluk, and the Pothi,' monopolise the 
privilege of holding these performances in all the important 
temples of the State. There is also a fourth family in Kurum
branad of North Malabar, a member of which comes in when 
invited by any of the above three. Each Chakkiyar has a speci
ally selected Nambiyar family at each station, and this was 
settled by a judgment of Trichur Munsiff's Court in 0. S. No. 
149 of 1058, which was confirmed on appeal. It is remark· 
able that in the Puruslrtlrtam section of the J(zidiycittam 
performance, Chakkiyars humour the audience with pithy verses 
accurately descrihing all the tern ple servants, not without exclud
ing himself also. His origin and the ceremonies, the concealment 
of the pzinzll (sacred thread) when approaching the august 
person of the sovereign, are plainly alluded to in these verses, 
which highly deserve to be published on account of their vivid 
descriptions. All the Chakkiyars do not know them, and those 
who have studied them would not furnish me with a copy of 
the verses. These are so rapidly recited that it is impossible 
for any clever man either to repent or take notes of them after
wards. 

The performances are of four kinds, namely, the ordinary 
one first described, Kudiyattam, Mattavilasam and Parakkum 
Kuttu, ·and they are described below. 

1\zidiyrittam :-It is a performance in which there are two 
or more Chakkiynrs whose costumes vary according to the 
characters in the puranic story whom they represent. The 

t, Origin11ly in British Matabnr, but now in Irinjalaku.da and Muzhi· 
kulam. 

1 , Orichoally In Vellarapllly, but now in Kottayam and Kitansur. 
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N angiyar recites verses, and the Chakkiyar conveys theiE eX· 
planations in a dramatic style by means of dancing and gesti· 
culations. The Vidushakan (clown) orally explains the mean· 
ings of the verses and very clearly humours the audience. One 
of the CMkkiyars opens with an introduction to Sri Vasudeva 
( he who plays with Maya). By way of preface, he describes 
the six qualities, which a good speaker ought to possess during 
h.is performance, namely, (1) Madhuryam (pleasant delivery), 
(2) Aksltaravyakti (clearness of syllables), (3) Pada-vyakti (clear· 
ness of words), (4) Laghutvam {brevity in expounding), (5) Swa
ram (sweet sounds) and (6) Stltirata (constancy). He first bows 
to the pot drum (mizhat•tt), then to the audience and afterwards 
dances a queer dance for about a quarter of an hour humorously 
designated Ku kka kal, or crow legs, from the resemblance to the 
craw's fantastic movements. His face is painted in green or 
red colours. 

Mattavildsam :-It is a kind of performance in which a 
Nangiyar plays important part, and is generally acted in fulfil
ment of a vow taken by a woman for the blessing of a son. 

Parakkum Kzifftt (flying performance) :-This is described 
by Dr. Gundert as an exhibition of the figure of Garuda 
(brahminy kite) high in the air. A Cherakkal Raja was fam
ous· for this show in 17 38. One of the rulers of Cochin had 
it performed at Kurikad in the last century. The famous poet 
Kalakattu Kunjan Nambiyar is said to have taken part in it. 
It is an expensive performance and only rulers can afford to 
have it act~d. 

f{zittzis or performances are held in special buildings with, 
in the outer walls of temples, and among the audience only 
Brahmans are privileged to sit down, while the Sudras have 
to stand. All the time no one could either speak, offer any 
remarks or criticisms in the hall, lest the performance should 
cease ; and this will, without any oral announcement, be made 
known to the audience by the removal. of the head-gear (muti) 
by the Chakkiyar. An ordinary Cha]{kiyar sometimes takes 
much time for dressing, because of his inability to fascinate his 
audience by his discourse, whet1ce the proverb "Afa. CM.kkiyar 
aniyil pradh<mam (a dandy spends teo much time for his 
toilette.)" 

Padallam :-The name is generally applied to a kind of 
discourse by either the Ambalavasis or the members of other 
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superior castes. The equipment of the performer 1s much 
simpler. 

THE NAMBIYARS •. 
There are four classes of the .f>unul-wearing people to 

whom the term " N ambiyar " is applied, and they are-
1. Pushpakan or Pushpakan Nambiyar. 
2. Thiyyati Nambiyar. 
3. Chakkiyar Nambiyar. 
4. Chengazhi Nambiyar. 
There is also a class of Nayar Nambiyars, so called because 

of their having been at one time the chiefs of territories. 
1. Pushpakan or Pushpakan Nambiyar :-Regarding the 

origin of this sub-caste, the following traditions are extant. A 
Brahman had connection with his wife during the menstrual 
period, for which they were both put out of caste. Another 
story is that a Brahman who suspected his pregnant wife of 
criminal intimacy with another man had her out-casted. She 
gave birth to a female and died, but the latter was reared by 
Parasurama and in due course was married. She and her 
descendants were known as Pushpakans! 

Their marriage customs are similar to those of the Brahmans, 
but their women (both those who are married and those who 
are widows) may enter into sambandham either with the 
Nambuthiris or with their own caste-men. But their women, 
who are called Pushpinis or Brahman is, may, either during the 
life-time or after the death of their husbands, enter into sam
balldham with a Nambuthiri or even one ,.,f their caste-men, 
At the tali-tying ceremony of all castes from and above the 
high caste Nayars, these women are invited to sing songs 
chiefly puranic de.'lling with the marriage celebrations of Sita, 
Parvati, or Lakshmi. In Bhagavati temples they are employed 
to sing Ddrika Vadlram, and Sumba and Nisumba Vadlram, 
i: e., songs relating to the death of the demons, namely, Darikan, 
Sumban, and Nisumban. 

As among the Variyars, the Pushpakans follow both the 
matriarchal and patriarchal systems of inheritance. The birth 
and death pollutions last for eleYen days. Their traditional occu
pation consists of sweeping the inner precincts of the temples, 
cleaning the utensils (talikazlrakarn) or collecting flowers and 

I. Bhul'ala Puranam. chao. 4.7. 
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making garlands (malakazhakam). Jn this respect they are 
similar to the Damakara~ of the east coast temples. 

Among the Pushpakans the males are styled Nambiyars, 
but the titled individuals are known as Nambissans or Mooses 
iA some places, while in others Pushpakans or U nnis. The 
names 'Nambiyars' and 'Mooses' are confusive and vague, espe; 
cially as the former is applied to six and the latter to seven of 
the sub-castes below the Brahmans. Further, the word 'Moos' 
is applied to the personal attendants of N ambuthiris, to the 
teachers in the art of warfare, and in former times was applied 
to some of the aristocratic families as well as to warriors of the 
Taliyatiris. 

2. Thiyyattu Unni or Thiyyati Nambiyar :-In Bhaga
vati temples, the Thiyyattu U nnis paint the image of the 
goddess in lively colours, while praising · her in song a.nd pro
pitiating her with offerings, and particularly are their services 
requisitioned when small-pox prevails in any locality. They 
are considered to mitigate the wrath of the small-pox demon 
by certain ceremonies, and during that period ·the occupants 
vacate the houses, leaving the Thiyyattu U nni in sole charge. 
In the temples also they perform similar ceremonies for the 
welfare of the inhabitants of the stricken village. Probably, 
their degradation arises from work of this nature.' 

In the State they are better known as Thiyyati Nambi
yars, drawers of the image of Ayyappan, painting him in lively 
colours in temples dedicated to him, singing songs in his 
praise and performing all manner of propi.tiating worship. 
They are wearers of the J>umil, and, as among Nambuthiris, 
only the eldest son marries, while the junior members contract 
sambandham with Nayar women. Their girls undergo the 
tali-tying ceremony, and the bridegroom who ties the tali 
is a member of their own caste, and .the consummation of the 
marriage does not take place until the night of the fourth day. 
If he wishes to have her as a wife, he takes her to his own 
house, and the children born of this. union inherit the father's 
property. If, on the other hand, she i.s not taken as a wife, she 
resides with her own family, and consorts with a Brahman or 
a Kshatriya ; the children of such union follow the inheritance 
iA the female line. Among the Thiyyattu Unnis, the birth and 

I Cochin_Census Report. 1901; Vol'. I. oa~eus. -
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death pollutions last for eleven days. Their own caste-men act as 
priests, while Brahmans officiate for the purificatory ceremonies. 
The number of this sub-caste is very limited, and only seven 
were returned at the last Census. 

They follow their traditional occupation which is known 
as Tlliyycitt<r~n (fire-dancing or fire-walking) but which sel
dom takes place at the present time. It is only a kind of 
j>•lja performed in temples dedicated to Ayyappan gener
ally during 1llandalam (forty days from the 15th November 
to the 25th December), but also on certain auspicious 
days at the request of the votaries who defray expenses 
thereof. A small quadrangular edifice is made and covered 
with cloths or decorated with tht green leaves ,of the 
the cocoanut palm. Beneath this is drawn the figure of 
the sylvan deity either on foot or mounted on a tiger, painted 
in a heterogeneous mixture of black, red, yellow, green, 
and white. At the corners of the edifice stand clean bell-metal 
lamps with cotton wicks soaked in cocoanut oil. At the head 
of the painting is a small stool on which reposes the image 
of Ayyappan. When the priest (Sdnthikkcfran) finishes the 
performance of the p•lj,r, the Nambiyar begins his songs 
accompanying hims~lf by rh)'thmic beats on his drum. At 
the end of his songs, he stands up and worships Ganapati, 
llrahma, \"ishnu, Siva, and Saraswati and last but not least 
Ayrappan in a f,,,fric form with the movement of his fingers 
and hands. He then takes a piece of cloth dipped in oil, and, 
with one end ablaze, goes round the edifice several times. This 
is calbl Thiri ozhildw/ (going round with the burning wick). 
The lust item of the J>•lja is the appearance of the Velic/rapdd 
(omdt') on the spot, and he may be either himself or one of 
the Nayar caste. He works himself up to a state of frenzy 
nnd mows up and down destroying the edifice with a sword 
!tnd wiping out the 1minted figure with his feet. At length, as 
one in~pired, he speaks to the votaries proclaiming the deity's 
satisfaction or otherwise of the performance. He then goes 
'"' to break the cocoanuts sometimes numbering as many 
liS 12,000. 

Though the P'Y•' is termed fire-walking or fire-dancing,, 
this is but si•ldom p('rformed. In cases where it is so intended, 
n ct~rt·l<xtd or two of wood is burnt and the red hot ashes are 
strewn on the ground. !\car to this, the priest of the temple 
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performs a pttja on a floral diagram (padmam) drawn on the 
ground. The part of Velichapdd is played by the Nambiyar 
himself who, in the course of his inspired and unconscious 
movements, treads down the red hot ashes. This perform
ance of the Nambiyars is totally dissimilar to the fire-walking 
in vogue among some of the Tamil castes both in the Chittur 
'faluk of the State and elsewhere. Among the latter, a pit is 
dug about 20 feet in length, 12 feet in breadth, 4 feet in depth. 
In this, several cart-loads of fuel are burned and reduced to 
glowing red hot ashes, over which the priest along with those 
under a vow walks up and down several times and escapes 
unhurt. 

3. Chakkiyar Nambiyar or Nambiyar proper :-They too, 
like the Chakkiyars, are the offspring of unholy connec
tions, but wear no sacred thread. Their women who are called 
Nangiyars enter into sambandham with their caste-men, 
Chakkiyars, Thirumulpads, and Nambuthiris. The males 
take their wives either from their own caste or from the Sudras. 
The Nambiyars may sit with the Chakkiyars at meals, but a 
Nangiyar may not sit with an lll6tamma, for the women, as in 
other castes, are zealously orthodox. They follow the inherit
ance in the female line. They numbered seventy-two at the 
last Census. The great Malayalam poet, Kalakkattu Kunjan 
Nambiyar, was a member of this sub-caste. 

In the Kudiyattam performance, the Chakkiyar and the 
N angiyar together appear on the stage. The N angiyar also 
has her periodical performance called Nangiyar-kuttu. It is 
held for twelve days in Chingam (August-September) in 
Trichur, for twelve days in · Medam (April-May) in Pazha
yannur and for seven days in Kumbham (February-March) in 
Tiruvilvamala. 

If an Agnihotri Nambuthiri ·dies in the neighbou'rhood, 
the local Nangiyar has to go to the cremation ground to pe,r.
form what is called Chudala-kuttu. 

" 

The Nangiyar's wedding ornament is pollattdli; and the · 
other ornaments for the ·neck are ·enthram and kuzhal. 

4. Chmgazhi Nambiyar :-The original habitat of this 
class of Nambiyars is in a village specially known as Chengazhi
kode, in the Talapilly Taluk. They have no temple service. 
The priests who officiate at their ceremonies are a class of non
Vedic N ambuthlris. 
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There are two families near Nelluvayi, the members of 
which are said to be the descendants of two old petty chiefs, 
and the sites of their hill·forts are still to be seen. Mullakkal 
Bhagavati is their patron deity. 

The avarice and greed of these Nambiyars are proverbial. 
Some are cultivators. 

The following story is ascribed to their origin. It is said 
that a Nambuthiri had three sons. One day, a merchant, with 
a 'view to test their honesty, entrusted them with a certain 
quantity of gold, and went to them after ten days to get it 
back, when one of them asked him why he came so late as to 
receive the copper they were entrusted with, while the other 
wished him to take back the piece of silver he had given them 
for safe keeping. The third son called him a thief. Their 
father who overheard this told him to take back what he had 
given. Fully aware of the dishonesty of his sons, the father 
called out the son who mentioned copper, and made him a 
Chengazhi Nambiyar, that is, a Nambiyar of Chengazhikode (a 
tract of country so called in central Talapilly). The son who 
spoke of silver was made Vellamthuruthu Nambiyar, while the 
third son became Pilapetta Nambiyar. Thus, the three Brahman 
youths for their dishonesty became the progenitors of the three 
classes of the Nambiyars.1 

THE VARIYARS. 
The Variyars, an important community in the State, 

arc more numerous than the members of other sub·castes 
of the Ambalavasis and are to be found in all parts of 
the State. Regarding their origin, there are as many as 
five different accounts, and the most accepted theory is that 
they are the descendants of a Brahman married to a Sudra 
wife. The term ' Variyar' is said to be a corrupt form of 
'parnsava.' • meaning the son of a Brahman duly wedded to a 
Sudra woman. According to another tradition, the word is 
d~ri\·cd from 'varijam,' one who has sprung from water. It is 
said that Parasurama, who induced Brahmans to colonise 
Kcrala, directed the Sudras to do menial service for them. 
The former complained that the latter were unfit for temple 
service, because they were meat·eaters. Parasurama, thereupon, 
created out of water a new caste of people for temple service. 

1. Mackenaie Manuscripts, 18th May 181g. 
I Mabubharata, Anuaaaanika Parva. Cbu.p 48, verses. 
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The statement here is somewhat figurative, and all that is meant 
by it is that they came out of water after a plunge bath, 
as an elaborate purificatory ceremony of a section of the 
Nayars for the temple service. A third derivation of the 
word ' Variyar' is from 'varuka,' which means to sweep. 
Of this again, two accounts are given; according to one, 
the Variyars are the sweepers of the inner court-yard of the 
temple; according to the other, a certain Sudra woman who 
was doing menial service in a temple was ordered by a 
Brahman employed there to sweep a bone ·probably drop
ped by a bird in its flight.' She did so, but was, for this, 
out-casted by her own people. The Brahmans, however, 
allowed her to continue the service in the temple, and even 
made no objection to herself and her descendants consorting 
with Brahmans. Thus, there arose the sub-caste of Variyars. 
'l'he fifth and the last account as given in the Blulgola-Jmraham 
is, that a certain old Brahman married a young girl. "Wishing 
for a child, she began her devotions to the local deity, one 
portion of which was the preparation of a flower-garland every 
day for the village God. In due course, the prayer of the girl 
was granted, and she conceived. The old husband suspecting 
her of infidelity discard,ed her, and her flower-garland was no 
longer acceptable. Sh~ was however resolute in her devotion 
and placed her garland on the steps leading to the shrine, 
mentally offering it for the wearing of the God. 1'he garland, 
however, was seen on the person of the God's image, day after 
day, and this miracle attracted the notice of the villagers, 
who readily believed that her conception was the result of the 
God's blessing. She was not, however, re~'!dmitted into her 
community, '!nd '! sep'!rate cast_e was thus started, known as 
Variyar with the occupation of making garlands, and render
ing services of a similar nature in temples. Her children 
were supported by Azhuvancheri Thampunikkal, who accom· 
modated them in his patijmra or gate-house. She and her. 
descendants were henceforth known as Patijmra V ariyar, and 
one of this caste acts as the· trusted attendant of this famous 
royal priest. 1'here are,· it is said, eight subdivisions among 
the Variyars, but they do not appear to exist in the State; they 
are known only by their generic name. 

I. Travaneore Manua11 pl\.ges 338-339; Kerala Visesha Mahatmyaml 
page 53· 
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The Variyars resemble the Pisharotis in many respects. 
They are Sivites as the others are Vaishna· 

Ku.ncert and au•tomt. 
vites; and the names of the former are those 

of Siva, while the latter go by Vaishnavite appellations. They 
have no Upanayanam and do not therefore wear the sacred 
thread. There is a ceremony called Sivadeeksha at the age 
of sixteen or earlier which alone qualifies them to be a grihasta. 
The young Variyar dresses himself in the orthodox Brahmanical 
fa.shion and is decked with Sivite marks of vibhtlti (holy ashes) 
and rudrcfksha when he goes like a Brahmachari for alms 
(bltikslta), and walks seven steps in the northern direction as 
a Kshatriya on a pilgrimage to Benares. 

A Variyar can marry a woman of his own caste (J{udivek· 
kuka) or form a .•ambandluzm with her or with a Nayar girl. A 
Variyar girl may marry either before or after puberty. The 
bridegroom who is also the tali-tier is a young man of her caste 
eruz11gu. The ceremonies connected with it are somewhat 
similar to those of the Brahmans at the same time as the tali· 
tying. Along with the tali-tying, lajah6man, pcinigraharwm, 
and saptapati have also to be performed. No vedic mantrams 
are uttered, but their translations in Sanskrit are given to be 
recited. In a room specially decorated, the girl remains for 
four days, holding in her hand a bell-metal mirror given her by 
her mother. The other formalities during the next three days 
are similar to those of the Pisharotis. The consummation takes 
place on the night of the fourth day. after the performance of 
N<indimuklta and a Jnija to Ganapati. There is only a pre· 
tence of cohabitation, and the married couple have soon to come 
out, bathe, and drink punyaltam (sanctified water) which is 
considered to relieve them of the impurities arising from their 
supposed cohabitation. Then they dine together. The bride
groom can keep her as a wife, or the young woman may 
consort with a Brahman, Kshatriya, or one of her own caste· 
men. No ceremony is performed for a woman about to become 
a 'mother. She may have bltajanam (adoration of a deity) in 
the local temple and take paucltagat•yarn with some medi· 
cinal preparation for the safe delivery and health of the 
child. Soon after delivery the mother and the baby are bathed. 
The former bathes also on the fourth, seventh, tenth, and 
twelfth day, after which she is free from pollution, by taking 
consecratec.l water from the Brahman priest. The ceremooy 
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of naming and feeding the. child, and tonsure is similar to that 
in vogue among other high caste-men. 

When a V ariyar girl comes of age, the event is· announced 
to the caste-men of the neighbourhood by a 

Pubo..ty •••••m•. kind of loud shouts (vdikurava). An enanga 
young WGlman rubs her body with gingelly oil, bathes her and 
then seats her in a separate room, on a dark coloured blanket 
(karimpatam), surrounded by a line of paddy to indicate that 
the space within is impure or polluted. In· her hand is given 
a bell-metal mirror (val kann•lti) without which she cannot 
stir out for any purpose. In the same room are kept a measure 
of paddy and rice and a lighted bell-metal lamp (m1e.Lru11!.,.). 
She is dressed in a double cloth (enapud.;va). Presents of betel 
leaves, nuts, cocoanuts and clothes are received from friends 
and relatives. 

On the third day there is a luncheon of milk pudding (pal 
kanji, rice boiled in milk) to the friends and relatives who ·are 
invited. The walls of the vatakkini (northern hall) are paint· 
ed with pictures of the ornaments of the girl. A lighted lamp 
and ashtamangallyam are also placed there in a metal plate. 

The girl is purified by a bath on the morning of the 
fourth day. With a song to Ganapati, the girl is assisted 
while bathing, by a Chithiyan girl who places in her hand and 
other parts of the body, some rice, turmeric powder and oil. 
A bark of a plantain tree shaped in the form of a triangle, with 
lighted torches stuck into the sides, is waved round her body, 
as she plunges into the water. This is done either to avert the 
potency of evil-eye, or to set her free from demoniacal influences 
if any. After the bath, the girl, dressed and- decked out in her 
best and accompanied by a procession of young girls who are 
mostly her friends and relatives," returns home, with the ma
trons holding hanging lamps (thukku-vilakku) and the vessel 
containing ashtamangallyam in front of her. There is then a 
grand feast to the friends and relatives of the family who are 
invited. . . 

After a similar plunge-bath on the morning of the fifth 
day, the girl is again purified by a dose of sanctified water
(j>unyaham) given by a Nambuthiri Brahman. She can then 
~pingle with the rest of her family. 
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The Variyars generally follow inheritance in the female. 
line. There is also a combined system of inheritance. Where 
a Variyar forms a sambandham with a woman of his own 
caste, the children follow the mother, and the inheritance is in 
the female line. If, however, after sambandham, the woman 
resides with the husband in his house, and there she has child
ren, these children inherit their father's property. If a 
woman, taken to her husband's house, has children, then 
becomes a widow, and marries another, the children by the 
second husband also inherit the property of the first husband's 
family. If, in a family, the brother marries and brings his 
wife to Jive with him while his married sister is not taken away 
by her husband but left in her own family and there visited by 
him, the children of the brother and sister inherit the property 
in equal shares; the children of the man cannot claim any 
property belonging to the maternal line, and the woman's child
ren can claim no property from their father or his family. 
The custom is much in vogue in Travancore; but in this State 
only one instance has come under my notice in the course 
of my investigations. 

The Variyars are Sivites in religion. Their dead bodies 
are burned with the fire obtained from a hcimam (sacred fire) 
performed on the cr~mation ground in the southern part of 
their compounds. The chief mourner is the nephew and in 
some cases the son also acts that part. The pollutiPn is for 
twelve days, and on the thirteenth day, the agnates bathe early 
in the morning, take punyf<ham, and thus become free from 
pollution. Then he makes the rice-ball offerings to the spirit 
of the departed, and performs the srddl1a both for their parents 
and their uncles. Offerings are also made to the deceased 
whom they believe to be the servants of Siva and a member of 
the gcitra of Kailasa. In the Keralotpatlli, the Variyars are 
referred to as liailasa-t•dsU. or dwellers in ,lfoul!l Kailas. 

l\lembers of this caste follow the occupation of temple 
servants. Some are rich land-owners occupying high social 
position, while others are skilled in astrology, and like the 
Pishurotis, are learned in Sanskrit. Many receive advanced 
western education and enter the lists of the learned profes
sions. The majority, however, of the Variyars are compara
tively poor and live a hand-to-mouth existence; nevertheless, 
their daily needs are insured to them for life by their service 
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(,kazhakam) in temples-a service which is of two kinds, nzala
kazltakam (garland making), and talikazltakam {sweeping). 
In most cases, the temple priest (an Em bran or a Nambuthiri) is 
the husband of one of the girls in the family, and the proverb 
that 'the Embran priest provides the lamp for the Variyar's 
supper' is indicative of the latter's dependence on the former; 
but, on the whole, this caste is perhaps the most progressive 
among the Ambalavasis. 

The·house of a Variyar is styled variyam, and the women 
are called Varisars. This caste at the last Census numbered 
2,209. 

THE PISHAROTIS. 
The origin of this sub-caste is somewhat interesting. A 

Brahman, wishing to become a sanyftsi or ascetic, removed the 
P•imll from his person. But probably alarmed at the austerity 
cif an ascetic's life, he changed his mind before the irrevocable 
step had been taken, and elected to return to the life -of a 
grihasta (house-holder) by marrying a Variyar woman. He 
was called a Pis/tara-as one who on the threshold of renounc
ing the worldly pleasures had elected to return to its pitfalls, 
its passions and its strifes-and he and his descendants were 
henceforth known as Pisharotis. According to another tradi
tion, they are said to have been temple servants during the 
Budhistic period, and their puzzling position among the Mala
bar caste8, half monk and half layman, does not justify the 
fanciful origin given above.' 

No Upa~taya~tam ceremony (the ceremony of investi-
Mannan and •••· ture Of the holy thread) is performed for the 

«m•. Pisharoti youngsters, as their original ancestor 
had relinquished it. In place of it, however, they are initiated 
into a Vaislmavite mantram called Ashtaksh•tra. A consecrated 
pot of water is poured over the lad's head (kalasam o:hikkuka) 
as a preparatory sacrament. Then, dressed in the thattu form 
(orthodox religious costume in Malabar which the high· class 
of Nambuthiris and Kshatriyas wear on ceremonial occasions), 
he makes a pretence of going on a pilgrimage to Benares, which. 
corresponds to the terminatio'n of Brahmacharya stage. It is only 
after this ceremony that he can marry. A Pisharoti may enter 
into conjugal relations with a womal'l of his own caste or aN ayar 

1. Travancore Census Report, page 264. Kerala Avakasa Kramarn 
Travap~ore Manual, page 337· 
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woman. 'l'he Pisharoti girls are married either before or after 
puberty. The tali-tying ceremony is performed by a young 
man of the same caste. Panigrahanam or taking of the bride's 
hand in that of the bridegroom is the binding portion of the 
ceremony, and the h6mam (offering to the sacred fire) is also 
made by the bridegroom. An essential part of the ceremony 
is the planting of a jasmine shoot in a room, specially deco
rated for the purpose, in which the bride remains for four 
days holding in her hand a mirror (val kam1ftti) given her by 
her mother. In the mornings and evenings, the bride and 
bridegroom are placed side by side, while Pisharasyars wave 
about their faces a metal plate filled with rice and two halves 
of a cocoanut containing oil and lighted cotton wicks. The 
consummation takes place on the night of the fourth day, as 
among the Nambuthiris. It is left to the choice of the tali
tier to keep the woman as his wife, and, if he elects to do so, 
must provide her with clothes and other necessaries of life ex
cept food. If he does not choose to do so, she is at liberty to 
consort with a Brahman or a Kshatriya. 

In general, they observe the matriarchal system of inheri
tance. Invariably they take to themselves names of Vishnu or 
Lakshmi in one of their many manifestations, and no Pisharoti 
will ever serve in a Sivite temple. To a certain extent they are 
serpent worshippers, for on Ayillyum day in the month of 
Kanni (September-O~tober) Brahmans make offerings (sarpa 
bali) to snakes in Pisharoti compounds, as in other Sudra com
pounds as ordained by Parasurama. 

The funeral customs of the Pisharotis are very similar to 
those of sanydsis. A pit is dug and partly filled with salt, sand 
and ashes ; in it the dead body is placed in a sitting posture 
and a hymn is sung which means 'may water go with water, air 
with air' ; 'may this Paucllabll!ita sarira (body made up of 
the five elements) resolve itself into its component parts in 
nature.' 

As in the case of a sa11yasi, who is a J ee~·an muktlla or 
one liberated from bondage of the flesh in the living body, so 
a l'isharoti is believed to have no ·subtle body and hence to 
require no offerings after death. A few offerings are however 
made, but they are more ns a prayerful memory than for the 
soul of the departed. Pollution is observed for twelve days. 
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On the eleventh day, a ceremony corresponding to the Elro· 
dista Sradha of the Brahmans is performed. A knotted piece 
of kusa grass· representing the departed soul is taken to a 
temple near at hand, where a lighted lamp symbolical of Vish· 
nu is worshipped, and prayers are offered up by the Brahmans, 
for the absorption of the departed soul in Vishnu's divine sub· 
stance. This ceremony is repeated at the end of every year. There 
is also a commemorative rite every year on the day of aster
ism of death. For these and other ceremonials, the priests 
are their own caste-men. 

The traditional occupation of the caste-men is the pre
paration of flower garlands for Vishnu temples. There are 
some good Sanskrit scholars among them, and they are heredi
tarily employed as ascins or tutors in aristocratic families. 
They are so very conservative that they seldom dine out, and, 
if perchance they do so eat, it is only from the hands of the 
Brahmans, Kshatriyas or Muttatus. Variyars and Pisharotis 
interdine, but they allow no intermarriage, nor do they take 
part in each other's ceremonies. At the last Census they num· 
bered 1190. · 

THE POTHUVALS. 
The word 'Pothuval' means a common person or general 

servant, and is applied to two sections of the caste having 
widely different functions-Mala Potlmvals (garland makers), 
and Chenda Pothtwals (drummers). The caste is believed to 
have sprung from a Brahman's connection with a Sudra wo
man. The caste-men are like the Nayars in many respects, 
and are generally employed in temples as keepers of stores of 
a miscellaneous nature. It is said that, at Irinjalakuda, a 
Pothuval alone can shave the Thachudaya Kaimal on installa
tion. His family has a perpetual hereditary allowance there
for from the pagoda. Their birth and death pollutions last for 
twelve days.' They do not interdine with the Pisharotis and 
Variyars. They numbered 366 at the last Census. 

THE MARARS. 
The Marars are said to be Su.dras and rightly to be .class

ed among the N ayars ; but owing perhaps to their close 
connection with the temple services and the absence of inter~· 
dining and inter-marriage with the Nayars, they are classed 

1. Cochin Census Report, xgot, page 149. The caste-men in some 
places curiously obserYe pollution for 13, IS, and 18 days respectively. 
( Kerala Viscsba Mahatmyam, page 54)· · 
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as a sub-caste of the Ambalavasis. They are generally drum· 
mers, musicians, and store-keepers m temples. Like the 
Thiyyati l\ambiyars, some among them draw the figure of 
the Goddes• in Bhagavati temples and sing songs in her praise; 
these are known as Kurups. Their customs in connection 
with the tali-tying ceremony, sambandltam, inheritance, and 
pollution, arc precisely similar to those of the l\ayars; but the 
tali-tying is generally performed by Thirumulpads in the 
southern ancl hy their caste-men (enangans) in the northern 
Taluks of the State. The Brahmans, Kshatriyas, or they them• 
selves form sambandlrams with the Jllarar women. Their 
own caste-men act as priests for funeral and other ceremonies. 
'!,.he period of pollution observed by the caste-men is fifteen 
days, and this as well as the undeniable facts that a Nambu· 
thiri can neither cook his meals nor eat in a Marar's house, 
that their women are called Ammas and not l\larasiyars, that 
they have no jwnyillwm at the hands of the Kambuthiris, and 
the custom of nose-boring among females, etc., all seem to show 
that they belong to the Sudras, rather than to the Ambalavasis. 
'l'hcrc are two minor subdivisions among the l\Iarars, the 
members of one of which, having temple service, profess supc· 
riority to those of the other, and are the Ambalavasis. 'l'he 
fornlL'r arc called Chenda Puthut·cils in some places, while the 
latter render the services of the ClreetayciiiS in the houses of 
the l\ambuthiris and in those of their Atiyals who are the 
1\ayars of the Sudra division. 

There is, about the famous temple at Vaikam, in North 
Travancore, a tradition, that, once upon a time, there survived 
only a female member in a l\Iarar's family for the drum-beating 
service. The manager thereof wished to deprive her of her 
daily perquisite (boiled rice), because no woman could by cus
tom perform this service. The usual Utsat•am (feast) was then 
E<Oing on, nnd she could not perform the Marar's work. She 
was deeply aggriewd at this, but had a vision to bathe and do 
her duties in the temple, as before, though against the orders 
of the mamtgcr, who also had a similar vision to allow her to 
do her usual work. Accordingly, she discharged her duties 
~:tti~factorily, during- Sri Blwftl bali (offerings to the Bllltfcls 
or clcmentab), when they were all visible in n body with gaping 
mouths to cat up the sacriticinl offerings which were thrown on 
the lluor by the high priest (t.mfri) who was much threatened 

u 
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by them. :\Ieanwhile, Bhadrakali l\Iattapally 1\ambuthiri, 
a tantri of a village near Angamali, was then passing along the 
back-water. He was aware of the incident in the temple and 
promised to appease the wrath of the elementals, if he were 
given a share in the rites of the temple. There was no alter
native, the old tantri had to yield. All were set right. Hence
forth, there have been two tan tries, and the Marar's family after
wards prospered and still continues the service in the temple. 

It is said that a 'l'amil tribe called ' li-Iaranmar' founded 
the Pandiyan kingdom, and 'Maran' was a title of their kings. 

One section of the Marars at Trichur allege that they 
were brought to Kerala by Parasurama and were given special 
honours and privileges. A few members of these families es
cort the flower garlands from the flower garden Pullitlrdmam 
to the temple. Until recently, the Devaswam used to give a 
small quantity of paddy for the tali-tying ceremony of every 
girl in these families, and a measure of cocoanut oil during the 
Si<·aratlrri festival. 

THE SAlllANTHAi\S. 
The word 'Samanthan' is a generic name for a group of 

castes which form the aristocracy of -\lalabar, formerly ruling 
over varying extents of territories. 'With regard to the origin 
of this caste, it is said that they are the descendants of the 
Kshatriyas, who, divesting themselves of the primil (holy thread), 
fled from the wrath of Parasurama, and lived in jungles without 
the performance of sa ndfry,i -t·a nda na m and other prayers; whence 
they were known as Silmanthans or those without manfr,rms, 

This story, says :\lr. H. A. Stuart, is supported neither by philo
logy nor by anything else. There is also a tradition that the great 
Cheraman Perumal had married a woman of the Samanthan 
~aste; and had se\·eral sons and daughters. His daughters by 
the legitimate wife were allowed to enter into wedlock with 
the Brahmans, while those of the Samantha ":ife formed matri
monial alliances with the then ~ulers of territories, and the 
first son by the Samantha woman and his nephews became the 
Zamorins of Calicut.' 

There is some reason to suppOse that the Samanth~ns 
are really 1\ayars, and that their claim to the higher rank is of 
recent date ; that such recrui_tll}ents are going on is indicated 
by the difference_ between the num?er ofpersons returned .as 

J, Kcrala Avakasa K~anaan, pnrag1a .. "bs JJ--s6. 
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. . ., ' 
Snmanthans in the :\fnlnbnr Censuses of 1901 and 1891 (4351 f 
1225 respectively), a difference which is far above the-normal: 
increase of population.' They are generally said to be higher· 
fn the social scale, and yet their customs closely resimble: 
those of the Nayars.' _ 

There are several minor divisions among the Samantbans, 
'"'·""'' ,.,.,,,., namely, (a) Nambiyar, Unithiri, Adiy6di, an: 

orthoooo<e. belonging to North Malabar, and- (b) Nedun-
gadi, Vellodi, Eradi, Thirumulpad, belonging to South Malabar. 
In the last Census of the Cochin State, only one l'nithiri and' 
fifty Adiy6dis were found as living in the State. 

The marriage customs of the Samanthans arc similar to 
those in vogue among the Kshatrivas as al--

cuatom• 11nd mnn. 
"'"- read~· described. The bridegroom; who tie 
the td/1 round the necks of the Samantha girls are generally 
Kshatriyas; but Thirumulpads generally act as such for the 
WPddings of girls of poor families; while the members of the
Cranganur Chief's family act as bridegrooms in the kch•ilakams 
of Calicut. 

Their women form sambandham alliance with Vedic 
Namhnthiri Brahmans or Kshatriyas, while the males generally 
form sambandham with Nayar women. No Scemantham ot 
Pum.•a••anam ceremonies are performed for women who are 
about to become mothers; hut they perform the Pulikudi 
ceremony of the N ayars. All ceremonies among the Samanthans 
are performed withmlt mantram.• and are similar to those of 
the Brahmans and Kshatriyas who observe Boudluiyana S1itras. 
Namhuthiris act as priests for all ceremonies performed from 
hirth to death of the Samanthan (male and female). Their 
birth and death pollutions last for cle\'en days. They have, 
as a rule, fifteen days' pollution. 

\\'ith regard to their social status, there is some dispute; 
some claim to be a little above the Nayars, while others among 
the caste-men claim to be ranked below the Kshatriyas on the 
following grounds :-(a) they are forbidden to eat meat; (b) the 
Brahman priests who officiate at the purificatory ceremonies in 
th,cir houses, which are purilled by the sanctified water, need 
not subsequently bathe; (c) they perform the funeral oblations 
on the dru·bha grass, like the Brahmans and the Kshatriyas; 

r. M1llnbnr Ouettecr, pngf: 113 .. 
a. Madrna Census Report, J8~1. 
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(d) as soon as the Samanthans are freed from pollution by 
jnmyaham (sanctified water), they can enter the temples; (e) 
they are privileged to eat with the Adltyan N ambuthiris in the 
same room, though not in the same row; (f) high class N am· 
buthiri Brahmans need not bathe when they receive gifts from 
them in hands; (g) Pzijas to deities are performed in their houses; 
(hl high class Brahmans need not bathe after entering their 
houses, and they eat the food prepared by the Brahmans for 
the Sradlt~ ceremonies in their houses; (i) the caste-men bathe 
at the touch of the Sudras, and these customs are in vogue 
among the members of the aristocratic families in Malabar. 
However, it is said that Samanthans and Ambalavasis do 
not interdine, but at public feasts they may sit together; nor 
will Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Nambidis and most of the Ambala
vasis take water from them.' The chief occupation of the 
caste-men in Malabar is the personal attendance on the mem
bers of the Zamorin and his relations. 

Houses ·of this caste arc called madam.•, hut those of 
the ·aristocrac~· are known as k6t'ihrkam.•. Some Samanthans 
ha,·e the caste titles of l\arthat•u and Haimal. The differei1ce 
between the various classes of Samanthan is almost due to 
their relative wealth and influence.' 

Their women wear the special ornaments, t·iz .. cherutluili, 
entram, and kuzhal. 

From the foregoing account of the customs and manners 
of the Antharalars, it is seen that they come 
under two distinct communities, in which the 

wearing of the p1lmil or the sacred thread marks the difference 
between them. The members of the thread-wearing subdivi
~ion were originally Brahmans, but were degraded perhaps for 
some fault of their ancestors. It is equally possible that their 
degradation may have been due to the special avocations pursued 
by them. The Brahmanic customs and manners which they 
profess to obsetve are less rigid than in the case of Brahmans, 
yet they cannot deviate from them. The ceremonial forms of the 
Brahman marriage are in vogue among them, but the bride· 
groom or the tali-tier is seldom tlia husband of the girl i and 
hence the sambandham form of marital relations, preferably with· 
Brahmans, and less so with. the Kshatrivas, is also allowed. . . ' 

Con>llusion. 

:tl Cochin Census Report, page ISS. 
2t Malabar Ga2etteer~ page 150, , 
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This alternative form of conjugal relationship is to some extent 
owing to the difficulty of securing suitable husbands within their 
own sub-castes, for the men with their small openings prefer 
sambandham union so as to be free from the responsibility of 
supporting the children ; and this dual form of marital relation
ship has given rise to a dual form of inheritance. 

It is curious to note that, while the population in almost 
every caste of the State has increased during the ten years 
from 1891 to 1901, there is q marked diminution among the 
:-lamhidis, Adikals, and Pushpakans. The explanation of this 
may be gathered from the facts that some of their women are 
married <1t a comparatively advanced age, and others prefer to 
rc~ain widows after the death of their husbands. 

The members of the other subdivisions, who do not wear 
the p.;,,;/, were probahly recruited from the Sudras for temple 
service. and are below in status to those mentioned above. Of 
late years, they have been observing the customs and manners 
of those above them, and are showing considerable signs of ele· 
vation in all respects. The social status of each of the sub
divisions in the two communities cannot be accurately defined. 
In the course of my investigations, I found that the members 
of each subdivision asserted their superiority to those of the 
others. Each suhdivision is in fact an endogamous s~ct. The 
Anthanilars form in fact a hybrid caste, and ethnologically, the 
thread-wearing members of the first community are more Aryan 
than the members of the second. 

The following Sanskrit and Malayalam works are consulted 
in the preparation of my notes on the Antharalajatis :-

(I; Keralamahatmyam, (2J Keralaviseshamahatmyam, (3) 
Keral61pathi by Dr. Gunder!, (4) Keral6lpathi republished from 
Vin6damalika, (5) Articles in Rasika Ranjini, ·Mangalodayam, 
Keralapathrika and l\Ian6rama, (6) Occasional notes in the 
~ladras Dailies and (7) Keralavilasam by the present Eralpad 
Rnja. It may not be out of place here to make a few remarks on 
the most popular work called also Bhug61a Puranam which deals 
with the Malayali castes of Kerala. This Sanskrit work of 104 
chapters is in poetry in the Amtshtup metre, and is said to 
hn,·e been narrated by the sage Garga to Yudhishtira. Though the 
~Ialnyalis consider it as a sacred work, it is but a poor pro
duction belie\·ed, at most, to be not more than two hundred 
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years old. The style is slipshod and contains many anachro
nisms. A Malayalam translation has recently been published in 
Travancore. Mr. Fawcett has roughly handled this work- in the 
Madras Museum Bulletin on the Nambuthiris. There is also 
another work of the same name in the Palghat Taluk, dealing 
with pagodas, and four alone of the numerous castes. There is 
yet another work (not printed) attributed to the famous 
Vilwamangalathu Swamiyar. The last two are pseudonymous 
publications. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

THE KSHATRIYAS. 

Tlcc caste of lllalayali Kshatriyas in Cochin comprises 
only a few families, some of which are subdivided into smaller 
branches ·and are closely related to one another. Among them 
arc included the members of the family of His Highness the 
!{aja, the members of the family of the Chief of Cranganur 
aud others called Thambans and Thirumulpads. The principal 
Thamhan families are related to the ruling families, and are 
superior in social status to those of the Thirumulpads. The 
princes of the first two families possess the title of Thamburan 
and the princesses that of Thamburattis. The women of the 
Thirumulpads are known as Nambashtathiris. These are mere 
distinct names borne by the members of the caste. 

The caste may be described according to the Sastras, as a 
Sankara or hybrid caste originating from the sexual connection 
of the Brahmans with Kshatriya women. Hence it is also 
];nuwn by another name' Murdhavasikthaka.' 

The S•istra.• deny' gulrcl !descent from the Vedic Rishis) 
to I he 1\shatriyas who are, it is ordained, to adopt that of their 
fturuhils (family priests). According to this doctrine, all the 
Kshatriyas belong to the same gutra (Vis«·cimitra gutra) and 
therefore regular or Scistraic inter-marriage is prohibited 
among them. The Rajas of Kottayam are followers of Bhrigu
Vi,,'1('cllllilrcr gutra. There is in Travancore one Kshatriya 
family, which follows the Bluirgat•a gulrtt, t•iz., the family of the 
titular Raja of Pantalmn, and yet S•istraic or regular inter· 
marriage between this and any other Kshatriya family of 
Vi.•«•cwrilra gutra is nut allowed ; nor is there any tradition 
about its prevalence at any time. 

· The Kshatriya girls are marric·d both before and alter 

IJUbert\,', There are two forms of marriage 
Marrl•u;t c:u•toma. 

in \'ogue among them as among the 1\ayars, 
one of "hich is the formal or ccr~moninl form, and is generally 
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called the trW-tying ceremony CTdliketfu [(alyanam, or 
Trittali Churthu or lleli in royal families), and the other, 
which is the real form of conjugal relationship, is known as 
sambandham (a union terminable at the will of either party). 
The ceremony for the former, as among the Brahmans, is per
formed in accordance with the Grihya Stitras, when a girl is 
between ten and thirteen years of age, and this is immediately 
followed by the nuptials(llivahase'sha). The bridegroom for 

. this is chosen only from two classes of Brahmans, ~·iz., the 
Nambuthiris and the Arya Pattars; but in the royal family of 
Cochin, and in others related to it, only the former is allowed. 
'fhe bridegroom receives a fee c~·aradakshina) for his services 
and is allowed to depart after four days, during which various 
ceremonies are performed and formalities gone through. The 
same Brahman can act as a pseudo-bridegroom for other girls 
in the same family or in other families, but can tie the tali for 
only one girl at a time. 

In this connection it must be said that marriage is per· 
formed according to the charana of the tribe, and no regar.d is 
pairl to the gotra, stltra (precept), or charana of the bridegroom 
elect, nor are their horoscopes consulted prior to the ceremony. 
The marriage is concluded on the fourth day, but Oupasa11a 
(Worship of domestic firel and llais«•ade't•u (worship of certain 
gods) arc to be continued until the formal nuptials are 0\·er, 
which may be on the same (fourth) night or afterwards. 

The tali-tying is not the real marriage, i. e., the begin
ning of the girl'strue conjugal relationship. It is, at the most, 
a licensing ceremony, that is to say, it gives her a title or cer
tificate of fitness to contract conjugal partnership. It is there
fore a ceremony that must necessarily be gone through before 
her real marriage or sambandham with a partner chosen from 
one of the fonr classes of Brahmans, nmnely, Nambuthiris, 
Arya Pattars, Pattars or east coast Brahmans, or the Brahmans 
of Canara or from her own caste ·people not related by pula or 
pollution. In the Kshatriya houses of noble ancestry, none 
but the Nambuthiri Brahmans an; allowed to contract.·''""' 
band ham marriage with the ladies. · 

The real marriage or sflmbandham is attended with fell' 

Sa1nbandham. 
or no formalitit;s worth mentioning, and what
ever formalities there are, are not absolutely 

essential. Far from being a public ceremony at which all 
the members of the household, irrespccti\'e of sex, attend, it 
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is a union formed secretly in the calm silence of the night in the 
maiden's bed-chamber. The only witnesses to the marriage 
arc the senior female members of the family, together with 
their real husbands, and perhaps a few intimate friends to 
certify to the marriage and to congratulate them. Though the 
opinion of the head of the house ( ll<iranat•an) and other 
leading members is ascertained and their approval obtained 
before it is settled, none of these or any other male member of 
1 he house witnesses it, nor do they take open notice of it. 
Thus, the sambandham arrangements are a woman's affair 
carefully watched and controlled by the nialc members, who 
arc responsible for the proper ma11agement of the tarau•ad 
•farniln aitd the guarding of its prestige and traditions and who 
treat these .•ambandham arrangements as open family secrets. 
Yet the husbands of the women and the wi,·es and children of 
the male members arc accorded preferential treatment in the 
house. 

'l'he samb,wdlwm union is, as has been said abO\·e, attend· 
ed with no religious ceremonies and with no legal formalities. 
Hence, it is free from those two liabilities, and is terminable at 
the will of either party. Adultery on the part of the women 
generally results in divorce, but is an offence that cati be 
atoned for or condoned. Divorce and union with another 
suitable partner, and reconciliation and re-union with the same 
arc not unwmmon. One woman having 1\m real husbands at a 
time, recognised hy the family, is \'ery rare indeed; and it i:: 

L''lually rare to find a man with more than one wife at a time. 
These arc, of course, wstiges of polyandry and polygamy, 
and the general Jno\·cmcnt C\'L'f)'Wherc is towards Jnaking SHill· 

baiiClham more bimling 011 the parties contracting and towards 
attaching to it all the rights and liabilities of a true marriage. 

Thus, the woman has two forms of marriage, namely, one 
formal ot· ceremonial, i. e., the tali-tying, and the other real; 
ami, us a general rule, has two husbands likewise, one nominal 
or conventional and the other real: but this docs nut neccs
~arily alway~ follow, for the same man may be chosen for 
both the marriages. 'lhc sacred book only recognises the 
nominal as her lmsband, thou:;h the couple. as a rule, dv nut 
really cohabit together even once after the ceremony is over; 
and conjugal liddity not being so strictly enforced, as in the 
c<lsc of the Brahman ca<te, she is allowed to consort with 

X 
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others who are not inferior to her in caste. Thus, on the 
death of her nominal hushand, she and her sons (born, of 
course, of her union with real husbands) have to observe 
pollution, offer funeral oblations and cakes, and perform Srudhas 
on anniversary days as to a legal husband and father. 

The males too, like the girls, may be said to have two marri
ages-formal and real-with this important difference, namely, 
that unlike the tali-tying in girls, no such preliminary marriage 
is obligatory in the case of males and that it occurs only if he 
·is invited or chosen as a bridegroom (mana~·dlan) to perform 
the f<ilillettu (or the formal marriage ceremony) in a N ayar 
and Samantha house. He can tie the fcili or marriage badge 
round the necks of more than one girl on each occasion; and 
1hc ceremonv in itself is not the vedic one prescribed in the 
Grihya S1ifms. Their real marriage is sambandlwm or free 
union on Anuloma principle, that is, with their caste-women 
(not related by pula) or women of certain inferior castes not 
below Nayars, namely, Nambidis, Samanthans, .-\mbalav:bis, 
or Nayars. This is performed neither generally nor necessarily, 
but more often independently and secretly without the know
ledge of his tara1"ad members. 

There is no hard and fast line defining the extent to which 
a woman derives support from her husband or the extent to 
which a member of the other sex is bound to contribute to
wards the expenses of his wife and children. This matter is 
more or less governed by considerations of tradition and cir
cumstances in the house of the woman. 

Before passing on to the subject of inheritance, a word or 
two may be said about the social intercourse between the male 
and female sections of the Kshatriya houses of common ances
try connected by pula relationship. This is more or less 
restricted by certain rules, the object of which appears to be to 
prevent incest. Love affairs are, as a whole, a. topic which they 
always an-!id in conversation. Interviews between a grown~up 
male member of a household and a female member junior to 
him (e. g., younger sister, cousin, or niece) are less frequent 
and free than those between him and one of his senior ladv 
relatives. However, on festive occ~~ions, both sexes gath;r 
and take their meals together in a common mess-room. 

In the matter of inheritance, the method of reckoning 

Inheritance. 
kinship is an 'ilnportant factor. If it is reckon
ed through the female line, the descent is 

matrilineal. Thi• condition preYail~ in the Kshatriya families, 
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each of which is, therefore, a matriarchate group of persons, of 
whom the eldest m,.Ie member, called the karanat•an, manages 
the household according to the customary law of marumakka· 
flt<lyam. 1 The typical household may be conceived as consisting 
of a k•iranavan, his mother, brothers and sisters, sons and 
<laughters horn to the latter, and children horn to their 
daughters, and so on. 

If, as the family increases, it becomes unwieldy and difficult 
to manage, then, with the consent of all parties, divisions 
take place into several collateral branches, each of which esta
blishes itself as a separate matriarchate household. This 
dh·i~ion affects only the property and not the relation of the 
puhr. that is to say, it docs not affect birth and death pollutions 
which is the sure sign of a common ancestn·. The conven
tional as w<•ll as the real husbands of the women of the above 
described household may he each a follower of the Hindu law; 
yet she and her children born of the union with the latter 
haw no claim to the property nor a recognised place in the 
family of either. 

Of these, there are two classes, namely, (1) those that are 
Dnmllatic c 0 r c ~ Sastraic including the samsluiras or sacra

m•,1••· nwnts, which are tlic post-natal and other 
ceremonies, and (2) others that have nothing but local 
usages or customs and family traditions to regulate them. 
TIH' former arc performed according to the As~c•alayana 
sehool of Grihya S1itl\rs, and it is therefore enough to note 
nnl~· their special features when performed in the Kshatriya 
houses. The latter, though not peculiar to this caste, seem to 
desen·e a more detailed reference, as these may probably throw 
more li~-:ht on the earlier state, not only of the Kshatriyas but 
al~n of other castes of Malabar. 

The ceremonies of Pumsat•atw (male production) and 
Ante.notol ..... Seemautlra (hair parting) are performed in the 

monl••· third and fourth months respecth·ely during 
the period of pregnancy. 

On the twelfth day after the birth of a child (for the birth 
'P•••·••••• ..... pollution lasts fore!e,·en days). theJ•Ithakarma 

monooo. (birth ceremony) is performed, and a secret 
name is gi,·en to the baby. 

r. Right of aiater'a aona to inherit aa contrasted with ?llaH·at1myam, 
right of aona to inherit. 
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Next comes the Ndmakarana or name-giving ceremony. 

The names of males end in the suffix 'Varma' and those of 
females end in 'Devi'. The names in common use among the 
male members of the caste are, Rama Varma, Ravi Varma, 
Kerala Varma, and Goda Varma; while those among the fe
males are Aruba Dl:vi, Ambika Devi, Ambalika Devi. and 
Subhadra Devi. 

There arc also pet names or names used in conversing
among themselves or for every day purposes. The names of 
the males that arc in vogue are Kochunni, Kunjunni, Kochanu
jan, Kunjikidavu, Kunjan, Komar, and those of the females, 
Kavu, Ikkavu, Kunjipilla, Manku, lkku, and Kunji. It must 
he mentioned here that in ceremonies performed for women, 
Nandeemulllza is not attended with the recitation of any 
specific formula, hut only with that common to all 'gifts', 
namely, " Om T•1t Sat ". 

Next come generally together on the same day, in the 
sixth month or afterwards, the ceremonies of first taking the 
child. out through a door of the house, Nislzkramana, and the 
first rice meal, Anw1 prasCIIzfl. 

For the third year are ordained the two ceremonies, (I) 

perforation of the ears (J(arnaw!dlta), and (2) initiation in 
reading and writing (Vidydramblza), but the latter generally 
takes place in the fifth year and the former stili later-in the 
ninth year. 'Ihe eus are pierced with the thorn of a tree 
called in ;\[alayalam vaiyfllzkatlzat•u or t•alankathuku (Hacourtia 
Suj>ida). The girls have their ear-lobes much more distended 
than boys, and to distend lobes and to maintain them distended 
and also perhaps for use as ear-ornaments, they wear, besides 
other things~ circular wooden discs. Of these, one variety, 
discoid in form, with two sides slightly com·ex, seems to be 
similar in shape to the Masai ear-rings of $lone, described 
and illustrated in "Man. February 1905." 

Tonsure of the head ( C:lzoula) is performed in the fifth or 
a little later in the case of girls, but in the case of boys it takes 
place along with, but always before, Cpanayanam (the cer.~
mony of investiture with the holy· ·thread), called on that 
account "Salza Clzoula ••. This is performed in the sixteenth 
year including the period of concevtion. Gdyatri, which cannot 
be recited by the Kshatriyas for mort; than ten times on each 
occasion, and other vedic hymns nec,essary for the perform
ance of daily oblatio115 are taught, and not the Vedas as a 
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whole. The !~amhita portion of the Rig Veda only is to be 
recited by the ordained teacher in the hearing of the initiated 
youths of the royal family of Cochin during their period of 
studentship. The rights or observances of Upukarnw, Vrfltas 
(austerities) and G&dana are entirely omitted. 

Th~ period of Brahmacharya fstudentshipl is not a long 
one but is made as short as possible, and its concluding cere· 
mony ' Samch•arthana' is performed on any auspicious day 
after the fourth day from the elate of FP«II"J'''II«m. Its note
worthy feature is that the youth at its conclusion kneels down 
(Abhit•cidya) before the officiating family priests and before each 
male and female member of the house senior to himself, in 
the order of precedence; and from the kdrallat'alt he receives 
a sword, the occupation of the caste being military service. 
But now no special occupation is reserved for this caste, the 
members of which therefore seek livelihood in Go,·ernment 
service, law, medicine, farming, etc. 

Cremation is the ordinary process by which the corpse is 

F'unoral c:u11t0ms. 
disposed of, while infants that die before the 
date prescribed for the name-giving ccremonv 

arc buried 1 Rluim i·dd11am ). A concise but different form of cr~
mation (I:k•ircha-samskdr·a) is ordained for boys and girls who 
die before attaining the ages of seven and eleven respectively. 
If the dead body cannot be procured or safely approached, 
touched or handled, as in the case of death by contagious dis
cases, an effigy is made with the leaves of the Butea fro/1-
dn,qa, and this figure is burned on the pyre with the ritual of 
cremation. If a pregnant woman dies after 180 days, counted 
from the fifth day after the last menstruation, a more elaborate 
form of cremation ceremony is performed, in the ·course of 
which, the dead hndy is operated upon to remove the fretus, to 
sec whether it is ali\'e or dead, and in the latter case it is re
placed in the womb and burned along with the mother. 

'rhe above mentioned and other funeral ceremonies are 
performed alike in the Brahman and Kshatriya houses of the 
A.'lwalclyamr school. It is only their special features "hen per
formed in the case of the latter that are to be noted here. 
In 'Kshatrim houses, certain ceremonies, such as El!6dishta . ' 
Saj>i11di, (j>iud,r or rice-ball offering>, to unite the deceased 
ancestors) and 1\"clmf~emuklra, are not performed in the elaborate 
mannPI' as in Brahman households, but in an abridged 
form for which gifts arc made to the Brahmans, for they are 
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denied to the Kshatriyas. No sacrifices, nor even Stalee· 
p,rlra and Agrriyana, are performed in their houses. As a varia· 
tion due to the reckoning of kinship and descent in the female 
line may be mentioned the order of priority or precedence in 
the offering of cakes and oblations (Srddhas) on the same day, 
which is as follows:- Mother, motheis brothers, brothers, 
mother's sisters, sister's children, mother's mother, sisters, 
mother's conventional husband, and the Brahman that acts as 
conventional father, that is, the Acharya who performed the 
ceremony of investiture of the holy thread. Another authority 
gives the order as follows :- Mother, brothers, sisters (among 
whom precedence is given according to seniority by age), 
mother's brothers, mother's sisters, mother's mother, sister's 
children, mother's conventional husband, and the Acharya. Ac
cording to another wording, there is some change in the order 
given ahove. 

In the case of violent deaths. such as, murder, suicide, 
deaths from the bites of poisonous animals (snakes, mad dogs) 
or caused b~· fangs, tusks or beaks (with certain exceptions) 
the funeral ceremony is of an entirely different character. It 
is called Narayana bali (sacrifice addressed to Narayana), and 
is said to be an expiation ceremony (Pruyaschitham), prescribed 
in the Boudhayana Grihya Szitra for the absolution of bliss of 
the souls that arc thus, on a sudden and without previous notice, 
ousted from their physical dwelling. 

To the above-mentioned number of scriptural ceremonies 
may be added two more, namely, the sacrifice on the birthday 
for prolongation of life (Ayushyahoma) and Puthmi or what 
virtually corresponds to Agruyan.r in the Brahman houses, 
when the rice of the new harvest is cooked, consecrated with 
hymns recited while touching it and eaten for the first time 
at an anspicious hour. The scriptural ceremonies, with slight 
variations, in detail, are common to the castes that wear the 
sacred thread, while the rites and practices of domestic cere
monies classed as (2) in page 155 are widely observed also in 
Nayar houses and perhaps in those of castes still lower. Yet 
mention must be made of one or more of this class whidi 'no 
student of anthropology should fail to notice. 

One is, what in the vernaCt\lar is called Anfhi-uzhiyuka. It 
is undoubtedly a ceremony of exorcism for expelling evil spirits 
and for the protection of new-born children from them. It is 
performed in the following manner. · The mother sits with the 
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baby, in a room, anc an exorciser, generally an elderly woman 
of the caste, waves round the body of the baby lightt:d cotton 
wicks placed on the leaf of the Mimusops elengi, in which the 
demons and spirits are supposed to dwell. Two vessels, one 
after the other, are also taken, one of which contains a red 
liquid prepared hy mixing lime, saffron powder and water, 
and the other a black mixture made of charcoal in water. The 
baby is made to touch each vessel, when the vessels with the 
lighted wicks are waved round as before. The mother presses 
milk out of her brt:ast into each vessel, and the respective leaves 
and wicks are put into it. The bowls are then removed 
outside the house and the contents poured out. This ceremony 
is ,performed at twilight every day till the first birthday is over. 
This is supposed to remove the potency of the evil-eye. On 
Tuesdays and Fridays-days specially sacred to the patron dei
ties (good and evil 5pirits) of magic and exorcism-it is per· 
formed in a more elaborate manner. Three morsels of cooked 
rice, two of \1 hich arc coloured red and black respectively, with 
the same materials as are used in colouring the two liquids, 
mHI a few more wicks and leaves art: added to the articles to 
he waved round the child. From this it would appear that by 
this process an artificial baby is made, the morsels represent
ing- the solid tissues, tht: two liquids, the red and black, the 
,-arieties of blood in the body of the child. The infant being 
nourished on its mother's milk, this also is added to give finish 
to the artificial production. The genesis of this practice is 
traced hack to the ho!Tible episode recorded in the Puranas, of 
the demon Puthana's mission to poison and murder Krishna 
during his infancy, and his miraculous self-rescue by killing 
her while suckling the breasts offered to him. 

The above is a simple form of ceremony of exorcism ad· 
npted fm· daily practice. Professional magicians are however 
called in to perform more elaborate ones to check the inroads 
of the demons or to counteract their evil influences and to 
cxpd them altogether. 

l\o messenger goes alone and unarmed; two must be 
despatched, armed with iron wcnpons to fetch the barber wo
man who acts as midwife at a delivery. Such a woman met 
on'the way should be rejected-a precaution taken because of 
n tragic occurrence which once happened according to tradition. 
It is said that a person who appeared professing to be a barber 
woman, nn<l who was uslwred into the apartnwnt of tldivel)-, 
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proved to be a female demon who ate up both the mother and 
the infant. An iron weapon or even a piece of metal is consi
dered to be a safe-guard against demoniacal attack and is always 
carried by women during menses and by both the sexes during 
the pollution period after the death of any near relation-a 
practice engendered by the belief that the period of pollution is 
favourable to possession by demons. The demons are said to be 
afraid of, and scrupulously avoid, light, and light is therefore 
considered a safe-guard against their evil influences. A lamp 
is kept always burning both day and night in the chamber of 
confinement. This, combined with its mesmeric effects, will 
perhaps account for the illumination so necessary in the cere
monies of exorcism. These practices arc common to all Hindu 
castes in Kerala. \Vith the same object a cadjan grandlw
a treatise forming or containing the particular portion of .Jltir
kandcya Puranam, called Dcd illahnfmyam, or extracts of the 
more important portions therefrom-is always kept under the 
pillows of the baby. 

Thus, it will be seen that the earliest and the most 
indispensable elements of civilization-iron and fire-ate 
considered as the natural safe-guards against demoniacal 
attacks to which persons are more liable during the period of 
pollution and childhood ; and with the advance of civilisation 
these demons and evil spirits seem to vanish. It may be that 
some of the stories about evil spirits are based· upon the me
mory of outrages and acts of violence perpetrated iu early 
times by aboriginal people of the lowest type. On the stage 
where the mythical stories are acted, the female demons such as 
Pzithana, Simhika and Szlrpanakha are represented in black 
dress with feather crowns, while the paintings and artificial 
tattoo niarks on the face are very similar to the figures seen in 
the illustrations of American Indians, etc. , in books on anthro
pology and allieJ sciences. 

The Kshatriyas, as other high caste-men, are very parti
cular in observing the birthday ceremonies. Every mother 
considers it her sacred duty to serve her sons and daughters 
with meals on their birthdays. She ~tands behind her SOf\ or 
daughter \l·ho is seated before a burning lamp with other aus
picious articles placed near it; and after the meals have been 
served first for the elephant God and afterwards for her child, 
the mother, praying for the long life, welfare and happiness of 
her child, pesscs round and round tlujcc over its head, a goblet 
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with a spout containing pure water together with certain herbs, 
raw rice, and grain. All these ingredients, except the first, are 
thrown upon the child's head at the conclusion of the cere
mony, which, in the local vernacular, is called Vayar-ozhiyuka· 
Both the child and the mother must, on that day, subject 
themselves before the meal to the ceremonious toilette referred 
to below. 

The essential articles of toilette are sandal-wood paste, a 
black fluid preparation called chand (eye salve) and a bouquet 
of flowers (desa pushpam). Some of these are omitted on cer
tain occasions, while other articles are added to the list on 
others ; e. g., turmeric, the juice of the plant called mul1kootti in 
Malayalam, and even the whole plant itself. The creeper called 
t·ayara (meadow-grass) is also used for the birthday toilette. 

The ceremony, called Kottumchiri, consists of clapping the 
hands and laughing while dancing around a bowl full of the 
same red liquid with the burning wicks on the side of it, as in 
the ceremony of Antlti-uzhiyuka (exorcism), and at the end of 
the dance it is turned upside down, thus putting out all the 
lights. This is a thanks·giving service-an offering made in 
fulfilment of a vow-to the goddess by whose favour a lost 
thing is recovered. Only children take part in this. 

In this connection, mention should be made of the purifi
catory ceremonies. A girl after her first menses, a woman after 
her delivery, and the agnates of a deceased member in a family, 
are freed from pulluti_on by a plunge bath, wearing a garment 
(mcillu) washed by a Vdan, coupled with the priest's sprinkling 
a little water sanctified by the recital of holy mantrams (j>tmya· 
/ram), Mere plunge-bath is enough for ordinary purification, 
and this is scriptural in the case of thread-wearing males, 
There is, however, an exception. The Kshatriyas are polluted 
by the touch of the 1\ayars, but the services of their adiycm 
domestic 1\ayar servants are a matter of necessity in several of 
the domestic ceremonies. A maid servant has to do duties in 
the purificatory baths after the menses and delivery. It is she 
who has to watch by the bed of, and to wait on, the lady and 
her baby during the first kn or clt:\'cn days after confinement, 
during which her touch is said not to pollute the Cunner. 
When the attached house servants are disabled by pollution 
from doing their duties, the servants of the family priests are 
generally called in to perform them, 
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The ceremonies and observances described respectively 

Religion. 
under the two classes, with few exceptions, are 
not addressed to any particular god. Those 

performed for the worship of tutelary deities at home, for the 
deities in temples, and in the serpent grove, pilgrimage to holy 
places, worship of sacred animals, plants, streams, and the seas, 
etc., with fastings on Ekddesi (the eleventh day after full or 
new moon), Sravana Du·ddesi, Pmd6slzmn, Ashtami-rohini (a 
holiday in August-September to commemorate the birth of 
Sri Krishna), Na~·a-nlthri (Desara}, and festivals such as Onam, 
Fislzu, Thirut·dthircr, and Nira (all peculiar to Malabar) and 
various rites of magic and exorcism together constitute the 
medley of religious. observances of these people. Their reli
gion may, therefore, be described as Hinduism largely mixed 
up with animism. An early bath followed by an elaborate 
and ceremonious toilette on every day during the months of 
Karkadakam (July-August) and Thulam COctober-Novemoer), 
on the day of Thirm·athira festival in the month of Dhanu 
tDecember-Januaryl, and the morning sacrifices offered by the 
maidens to the Elephant God (Ganesa) in the months of Thu
lam and Meenam tlllarch-April) on days respectively presided 
over by Tlziruv&wm (the twenty-second asterism, Aquila) and 
p1iram, (the eleventh asterism of the lump of Leo), must also 
b~e added to those mentioned above. If the first. menstruation 
takes place before the scriptural marriage, as is sometimes the 
case, a similar sacrifice is offered to the same deity every day 
during the intervening period. The sacrifice may, therefore, 
pe regarded as a prayer for the removal of all obstacles to 
the marriage. The rites and observances of the ll!adhva sect 
have found their way into the royal family of Cochin. 
· There are two modes of dressing, t•iz., (1) the older, with 

n,,.811 and orna. one garment l"t''lsfran~ or puda-t'a) exhibiting 
ine""· foldings and a knot-like proje.~tion in front 
and adopted on ceremonial occasions, and (2) the modern, with 
two pieces, one as an under-garment (which for females is seven 
o~ eight cubits long} and the other around it. The males wear a 
longitudinal strip of cloth stitched on a cotton tape tied round 
th_e waist, and an outer garment (muti<Ju) which is an ordinary 
lJm cloth. The females co~er their breasts with a small piece 
of cloth when they go out. . 

lllalabar ladies have a pechllar way of dressing their hair; 
the coil of the ~·ounger ladies rises like a tapering column on 
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the head, while that of their elders is almost circular in forrn 
lying on the left side 0\'Cr the forehead. No decoration is 
u<ed for the hair, save /lowers ; nor do the Kshatriya ladies wear 
nose-rings. They wear car-rings, the one in common use 
being th6da made of gold and in shape similar to the circular 
wooden blocks which the girls use for distending their ear 
lobes. The old and anti<JUated ear-rings, which it has super· 
sedecl and which are worn only on ceremonial occasions, are 
the two forms of k•itltila, 1/lnlli-Htthila consisting of golden 
bcacls, and fttillu-luithila. shaped like a horse-shoe in outline 
and consisting of two halves nailed together, while the outside 
presents a view of closely set golden knobs of different sizes 
systematically arranged. One of these two ear-rings, a waist 
ornament (aranhdn) and anklets are the ornaments worn during 
the tali-tying ceremony and the puberty or first menstruation 
ceremony but not afterwards. In brief, what has been said 
about dress is also true with regard to ornaments; there is one 
set of ornaments for ceremonies, and another for use or show. 

The caste is exclusively vegetarian, and meat and intoxi
cating drinks are strictly forbidden and 
scrupulously avoided on pain of loss of caste. 

They drink milk boiled by Sudras (l\ayars) who may also 
supply butter-milk, ghee, and pnppadam (thin cakes made of 
kidney beans) for feasts. In their houses, and even on occa
sions of public feasts, the Brahmans are served with meals 
prepared by these Kshatriyas. The two classes can sit in the 
same row and take their meals together at the same time, but 
not from the same plantain leaf or plate. But the lads, lasses, 
and ladies of the l\ambuthiris are not served with meals pre
pared by Kshatriyas,' who, however, can supply them with food 
prepared without water. 

Of these, only one need be described here. It is called 
Sangha-lwli or Sa .. tra-llali, a comic J>erform-O•m··•· 
ance hy a theatrical company of Brahmans 

and Kshatriyas. The date of its origin is unknown ; but 
tradition ascribes the representation of the Brahmanical army 
nnd organisation of eighteen such companies in Rerala in 
ancient times of Parasurama and one more afterwards to Koda
ss<'ri 1\artha, whose descendants still Ih·e in Chalakudi. The 
following is its traditional origin. " In its import it seems to 
tombine the propitiation of Siva and Parvati in the manner 
indicated by a tradition at Trikkarayur with exorcism and 
skill in swordsmanship. It is of course generally believed that in 
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ancient days the Brahmans themselves ruled Kerala. \\'hen they 
found it necessary to have a separate king, one Attakat Nam
buthiri was deputed with a few other Brahmans to go and obtain 
a ruler from the adjoining Cllera territory. The only pass in 
these days that connected Malabar with Coimbatore was what 
is to-day known as Nerumangalam. \Vhen the Nambuthiris 
were returning through this pass with the ruler they have secu
red from the Chera King, a strange light was observed on the 
adjacent hills. Two young Brahmans of the Chengamamlt 
village, one proceeding towards the hill to investigate the source, 
found to their amazement that it was none other than Sri 
Bhagavati, the consort of Siva, who enjoined them to go to 
Kodungallur, the capital of the Perumals, t·ia Trikkarayur. 
Seeing that the sight of Bhagavati foretold prosperity, the 
king called that range of hills Nerumangalam, or "true bliss", 
and made an endowment of all the surrounding land to the 
Brahman village of Chengamanat whose members had the good 
fortune to see the Goddess vis-a-vis. \Vhcn they entered the 
temple of Trikkarayur, an unseen voice was heard to exclaim 
"Chera Perumal" which meant that, in that town, where Para· 
surama was believed to be dwelling, no Perumal (king) should 
ever enter-a traditional injunction still represented by die 
Malabar Kshatriyas. At thi• place the sixth Perumal who, 
according to tradition, had a pronounced predilection for the 
Bouddha religion (lslamism or Buddhism, we cannot say), 
called a meeting of the Brahmans and told them that reli
gious discussion should be held between them and the 
Bouddhas, in view to decide their relati,·e superiority. The 
presiding deity of the local Saiva shrine was then propi
tiated by the 'Brahmans to enable them to come out victorious 
from that trial. A Gangama saint appeared before them and 
taught them a hyl)ln called Ntilupadam (four feet or parts of a 
s16ka) which the J:<ambuthiris say is extracted from the Sama
~·eda. The saint further advised them to take out a lamp from 
within the temple which tradition ascribes 'to have existed 
from the time of Mandhata, a dist!lnt progenitor of Sri Rama 
to a room built on the western ghat of the temple tank and 
pray to Siva in terms of the hymn. While this was continued fer 
forty-one days, six Brahmans, with Ma:yura Bhatta at their head, 
arrived from the East Coast to the succour of the Nambuthiris. 
\Vith the help of these Brah~ans, the Nambuthiris kept up a 
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protracted discussion with the Bouddhas. \Vishing to bring it 
to a close, the Perumal thought of applying a practical test. 
He enclosed a snake within a pot and asked the disputants to 
declare its contents. The Bouddhas came first with the correct 
statement, while the Brahmans followed by saying that it is a 
lotus flower. The Perumal was, of course, pleased with the 
Bouddhas, but when the pot was opened, it turned out to be 
different from what was put in. It was a lotus flower. .The 
Bouddhas then felt defeated, and ever afterwards the sacred 
hymn called Na!upadam has been sung by the Nambuthiris in 
view to secure a variety of objects, every one of which they 
expect to attain by this means. It is also said that, when the 
Brahmans were propitiating Siva at Trikkarayur as already 
stated, diverse spirits and angels were found amusing Pan·ati 
with their quips and cranks. A voice from heaven was then 
heard to say that such frolics must form thereafter part of the 
worship of Sh•a." 1 

It is a socio-religious performance in the royal families, 
nnd those of lora! chiefs of the higher castes in Malabar, Cochin 
nnd Tra\·anrOI'e, which patronise one or more of these com
panies; and each of these again has, in one or more temples, 
its patron deities whose aid they invoke during the perform
ance. Each company has its office-bearers, a V cillyavrithi and 
a PariHlta, The former who is the real manager of the com
pany is n Nambuthiri of the vedic class, and the latter is his 
nssi~tant and is in charge of the dress and other articles for the 
performance.2 

This company of. actors whose number varies according to 
the chances of remuneration receive formal invitation for their 
performance in the families of those above mentioned, on such 
occasions as marriage, the first anniversary of the death of a 
deceased father, mother, or the head of the family, the feeding 
ceremony (Cltorooml) of a child, and the ceremony of investiture 
of the holy thread (Cpanayanam). 

The programme of the performance is as follows. The first 
of them is llanamiriklwka. The party attends the ceremony 
during the day. There is a formal announcement by the beat
ing of the drum (li.eli-kottu) at the feast .. In the evening, 

1. Travancore Census Report, pages 315-316. 
, 1. This was formerly a pure, political, and military function. The 

duty of the Nam~uthiri is to give advice according to Sastras, and it is the 
duty of the Kskatriyas to act up to it, 
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generally after 4 o' clock, the party sitting round a .copper cal
dron sing merry songs and accompanying themselves by beating 
on the caldmn with their hands. In the midst of th:s, one of 
them rises, takes a spoon (a cocoanut shell provided with a 
bamboo handle) and mimics tbe part of a llelichaj>ad. After 
this they bathe and return for another performance which is 
called N•iluj>•idam. This is a dance by four men around a burn
ing lamp during the recitation of some formula which is said 
to convey some high ideals and eternal principles of religion. 
They are next treated to a sumptuous supper, during which 
each in turn recites verses known as kari-slokams, which 
describe in detail how the curries of the feast are cooked and 
sen·ed. The singer calls for any preparation he likes, though 
he is not meant to be served. A long leaf, with all the pre
parations, is placed in front of the burning lamp in honour 
of Ganapati, who is believed to remove all obstacles. After 
supper, they organise a torch light procession, singing boat
songs, and return to the lwlam, or hall in the house, and soon 
after, the whole party, with the sacred thread hanging \·erti
cally round their necks (uj>a~·iti), sit around the burning lamp 
(near which are placed a vessel of rice, cocoanuts, plantains 
and flowers) to sing songs in praise of Siva, the Lord of Trik
karayur, and perform a comic or humorous performance in 
which mimicry plays an important part. Then they all stand 
up and dance singing songs, keeping time with their feet as 
they move along. 

The exorcising, by the waving of a lighted torch before the 
face of the host, of any evil spirits that may have attached 
them~elves, is then gone through, and one of the performances 
ends with a prayer to Bhagavati to shower on him every 
prosperity. 

At its finis and together with the guests invited to the 
ceremony, the host offers salutations with the fee for the 
performance. There is, after this, another performance called 
Panakali, for which two vessels, one bigger. than the other, 
filled with padd~· and rice, and a cocoanut are placed in front 
of a burning lamp near which a -few of them sing songs in 
honour of Ganapati. Then follo\\·s the performance by certain 
actors of feats with swords and shields which prolong till day
break if more presents are expected. ·The performance is dull 
and uninteresting, and few people, whose real home is not 
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Malabar, will be able to appreciate and enjoy the play. A 
great Brahman Pundit, in the employ of the Zamorin of the 
day, when asked about the merits of the pcrformance, is re· 
ported to have said, "It is a mental aberration ,,f the people of 
Malabar." 

Nevertheless, this old institution is r.till very popular in 
Cochin, Malabar and Travancore, and is not likely to disappear 
in the reforming age of modern India. 

In temples the Kshatriyas can approach for worship up to 
the very threshold of the shrine in which the 
deity is placed. The entry is however for

bidden in certain temples which tradition attributes, in some 
cases, to the consecration ceremony having been performed by 
Parasurama, the enemy of the Kshatriyas. The touch of the 
Kshatriya· defiles the Brahman, who is thereby debarred from 
taking part in any special and optional ceremonies, but not 
from taking meals or performing the ordinary and special 
oblations during the morning, midday, and evening services 
( ... mdhy<l-t'alldallam). There arc, however, some strictly ortho
dox Brahmans, very few in number, who will neither perform 
uny ceremony nor cat nor drink while polluted by the touch 
of a Kshatriya. There is one Kshatriya house at Chalal<ttdi, 
called Thirupad, now branched off into several, which calls for 
special notice. It is a Kshatriya house, but degraded, its fall 
being attributed by tradition to its having accepted, in days of 
yore, the services of a Tclugu Brahman (instead of a Malayali 
or Kambuthiri Brahman) as the priest to conduct the domestic 
ceremonies. These are now performed under the supervision 
of :\ambuthiris, whose· spiritual supremacy is now acknowled· 
ged in full. 

From what has been said above, it will be seen that the 

Conc1u1ion. Kshatl'iya community is an intermediate caste 
between the Brahmans (!\'ambuthiris) and the 

Sudras (l\ayars) and has affinities to both; to· the fonner, in 
matters of ablution cercmoni~;s, and of food and drink, and 
tu the latter in those of matrimonial rdationship and in· 

. hcritance, the constitution and propagation of the family. It 
is an historical fact that when two people or races come into 
close contact with each other and live side by side as members 
of~ body politic, each in course of time adapts itself and assi· 
milatcs something of the manners and customs of the other, 
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Thus, the Nambuthiri class (Aryans) has become Dravidianised 
and Dravidian Nayar population has become Aryanised though 
in a lesser degree. The intermediate caste therefore must be the 
Aryans more Dravidianised or the Dravidians more Aryanised, 
i. e., the Aryans degraded or the Dravidians more elevated, more 
probably the latter, or it may be a mistake to suppose that racial 
unity or uniformity exists among the members of a caste, as 
it is now constituted, and an expert observer may, therefore, 
detect several racial types among them. Dr.] ohn Beddoe says 
that the Kshatriyas of Cochin are evidently Aryans. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE BRAHMANS. 

The caste that occupies the highest position in th' order 

Jnt.,.;,duction, 
of social precedence is that of the Brah
mans.' They are called Dtt'ijtis (twice born), 

Bluicf.!t•an.• (lords of the earth) and are also addressed by other 

s!milar .complimentary names. They are generally classed 

under ten main divisions which are included in two equal 

groups. These groups arc called · Pauchagazu(1rs' and Pau

rhacfrtlt'id•is,' the former being the Brahmans living north. and 

the latter south, of the Vindhya Range. The Brahmans of the 

latt'cr group claim superiority over those of the former owin;: 

to their better religious observances and complete abstinence 

from animal food. 

I, •Brahmans' is a contraction of •Brahmana', which means one who 
has realised the 'Brahmam-Para-Brahmam', that something of which the 
universe is a manUeatation according to Hindu philosophy. (Travanco:·e 
Manual, page 247). 

Brahmans are saJd to have sprung from the face of Bmhmam or l"i,.af· 
all'tfi'IIJlfllll of God. The term •Bruhmans' originally dtnotetl devout wor
ahlppers and contemplutlve sages or poets who composed hymns in praise 
or the gods, But when the ceremonial worship became highly developed 
and complicated, and the sacred functions became quite distinct from 
other functions, the epithet grudually came to be employed fer a minister 
of religion and eventuaJiy cume to signify one particular class of priests 
with apecial functions. Then the hierarchy of the Brahmans were com
pletely organised: and that possibly took place towards the close of the 
vedic period, (A Peep into the Vedic Age, pages 102-103, by Ramachandra 
Gosha). 

:a. Panchagaudas are the Saraswathu, Kanyakubja, Q,ndara, Utkala 
and Mhhila Brahmans, (Hindu Castes and Sects, by Jogcndra N~:~.th 

Bhattacharya). 
J. Panchadro.vidas are the Maharo.&htra, Telugu, Canarese, Tamil 

an4 Malayalam Brahmans. 
z; 
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THE NA~IBUTHIRIS. 
,\mong the Dnivida Brahmans are classed the Nambuthi

ris, known also as Kerala or l\!alayala Brahmans, who are 
even now, as they have always l:een, a dominant and priestly 
class of people in Malabar, Cochin, and Travancore. They are 
the vedic Brahmans of the purest Aryan type leading a high 
spiritual life in their homes and maintaining an ideal of a high 
order of religious seclusion or rather keeping aloof from 'the 
busy world's ignoble strife'. They are also the aristocracy of 
the land, marked most conspicuously by two characteristics, 
simplicity and exclusiveness. In ancient times they devoted 
themselves to the practice of religious austerities and seldom 
cared to engage in schemes of aggrandizement or worldly am
hition. This manner of life did not last long: for they became 
the confidential advisers of kings, and all judicial authority, 
vested in royalty, was entrusted to them. Thus, in course of 
time, they became the expounders of law-both human and 
divine-and for this they were liberally rewarded by the rulers, 
while ev~ry religious ceremony impliccHeeding them and giv
ing them handsome presents. 

The word' Nambuthiri ·is derived from ;wmbuka (to trust!, 
and thiri (an honorific suffix meaning sacred, as in Allllitiri, So· 
matiri, and Samutiri). The name, accordi!1g to this derivation, 
indicates the position thev held as the confidential advi-sers 
and trusted friends of the Rajas and chiefs. There is another 
derivation of the word from nam (knowledge), and puriklla 
(to impartl, and this alludes to the great vedic learning which 
they, as a class, possess, and which alone in their opinion con
stitutes true knowledge.' According to Sir \Villiam Hunter, they 
are Brahmaniscd fishermen.' This statement is nothing more 
than an outrageous insult to the whole community, and the 
customs above referred to, which will be described later on, do 
not in the least suggest or jnstify such a remark. The re
sults of the anthropometric measurements of Mr. Fawcett lead 
him to believe that the Nambuthiris are the truest Aryans in 
Southern lndia. 

According to the two popular works, Kerala 1\lahatmyam 
and Kcralblpathi, the Nambuthiris were 

Tl'4dhions of origin. 
the descendants of the Brahmans who were 

------:--------:---c 
1. Travancore Manual, Yol. II, page 248, 

a. Sir William H!.lnter's Orissa. Longman's Manu:t1, Pa,ge '74.-,, 
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brought to Kerala from all parts of India by the renowned 
sage and warrior, Sri Parasurama, who settled them in sixty· 
four gramams (Villages) into which the country was divided 
for their sake. Their original habitation was Ahikslu!tram, 
whence they arc said to have migrated to Aryapuram in 
the plains south of KuruksMtra, and here it was that they 
were invited to colonise the newly reclaimed territory. They 
were also made lords of the lands with high privileges and 
honours: and to make them stay permanently here, certain 
innovations in their customs and manners are said to have been 
introduced by l'arasurama. These earliest colonists were after· 
wards joined b~· others from the banks of the Narhada, the 
1\rishna and the Cauvery.' 

\\'ith regard to the date of their advent and settlement in 
Kcrala, there is no a•1thentic information. The orthodox tradi· 
ti(>ll as gi,·en in the popular works, 1\l:rala lllaluitmyam and 
1\erall>lpathi, would fix it in the Trc!ta- }'uga or the second 
great Hindu cycle. There is an astrological formula-'Chitta
Chalanam'-according to which I ,3-16 years have passed since 
the fall of Panniyur gtamam : this suggests that there were 
Brahmans in Malabar before that period. The Periplus and 
the writings of Ptolemy and other early writers testify to 
the existence of Brahman settlements on the Malabar coast 
as earl)· as the first century'': and this very nearly coincides 
with the period mark<'cl b)· the astrological formula above given. 
Hr•cent rC'searclws point to an earlier date than was at one 
time supposed. The Hiragaldi and Pallava grants prove that 
the Brahmans had settled in South India in the fourth or 
fifth century A. D.,' and in the Sahyddri l\hcimfam, one 
~layi•ra \'annan of the 1\adamha dynasty is said to have in· 
troduced Brahman colonists from the north and granted them 
sixty-Lour villages below the ghats, and the date of this is 
supposed to he at the close of the fifth century.' Their post 
------------ ·~- ----·----. 

1. There are. it is said, many points of similarity between the Nam
buthiria and the Telugu Brahmans, viz., in house-namt, cast of counten
ance, frank and outspoken nature, proficient vedic study, situation of 
houses in gardens, construction of houses, dress of women, absence of 
musical taste. (Travancore Census Report. 18g1, page 654). 

2. Travancore Census Report, page 2g6. 

3· Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part II, page 319, and Epigraphic& 
Indica 1, 8. 

4· Epigraphic& Indica, VJII- 31 
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-------
puberty, marriage customs, and the absence of any allusion in 
the Mithakshara to the Sarvaswadanam marriage of these 
people sl10w. to some extent, that they must have been separat
ed from tlw main body of the Ar~·m1s or Aryo-Dravidians, 
lll'fore this form of adoption became obsolete, i.e., long before 
the fourth or the fifth centun·.' So conflicting are the state
.nwnts of antiquarians that it may fairly he assumed, in the 
absence of still better and more reliable evidence, that the 
Brahman; were already in Kerala or Parasurama-Kshethram' 
long bdnrc the fourth or the fifth century. 

It is said that the Namhuthiris who settled in Kcrala 
in sixty-four villages were divided into hvo sects, naJneh·, 
(ll Vai~hnavites or the Panniyur grtimakllft.r or the inhabitants 
of I'anniy(tr village" and 121 the Chovour gramakkar (villagers 
of C:hovaram or Sivapnram, Siva's village), who readily accept
ed the Chola, Chcra and Panclyan kings who followed the 
Sivitc teachings from Chalukyas. They formed a regular oli
garchy with four Talis or administrative bodies having their 
head-quarters at Cranganur. This institution, it is said, did 
not work well; the people were oppressed by the protectors 
who sought to make the most of their opportunities 
during their short term of office. The Brahmans thereupon 
assembled at Tirunavai and decided to select a king, and 
their choice fell upon Kiya-Perumal of Kiyapura or the courttry 
on the other side of the ghats. He was brought to Kerala and 
installed as the first of the Perumals in the year of the Kali
Yuga, 'Blwmanblwp6yam prtipya', which corresponds to 216 
A. D. It was also resolved that he should rule for 12 years, 
but he only governed the kingdom for eight years and four 
months. 

There are six subdivisions among the Nambuthiris arranged 
Subdivisicnl of in the order of socinl precedence. They are

the caste. 

1. Malabar Quarterly Review. March 1902, Indian Law Report. Madras 
XI, I8o. · 

2. Parasurama Kshethram is one of the many names given to Malabar 
in the past. and has its origin in the well-known legend that Malabar or 
Keralam was reclaimed from the sea by its patron saint, the Brahman 
warrior Parasurama. This legend is related in most 'oftbe Puranas and is 
the starting point of all traditional acco~nts of the early history of the 
country. It lS also called J<arma--Bhumt or the country where salvatio:t 
depends upon good actions. 

· 3· Panniyur-ur or village, and panni or boar. Those who came 
under the patronage of the Vaishnavites of the Chalukya dynasty with the 
boar as their royal em'Jlem, 
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I. 1'hamjmrdkkals.-This term is a corruption of the 
Sanskrit name 'samnif' or sovereign, which seems to have some 
reference to temporal and sec.ular authority. In former times 
there )\'Cre two illustrious families of Tltambnrakkal.•, 1\alpan
clterry andAzhm•,;t"·Tterry, the latter of which alone now remains. 
As spiritualstrmrtils (sm·erei~:nsl, they are entitled to: (l) Rl1<r· 
Jrasanam, the chief seat in an assembly; (2) Bral11nasaumijyam, 
or lordship over Brahmans ; (3) Bralwurt•archas, or authority in 
vedic lore; and (4) Sart•amdnyam, univeral respect. The spiri
tual influence of the members of this family must have been and 
is still very great in Malabar. Though hi~:her than the other 
divisions of the Nambuthiris, they form with the Adhyan.• an 
endogamous sect. There is a popular tradition respecting the 
acquisition of this title. A Nambuthiri was on his wa~· home 
after a Hiranyagarbltam ceremony with a gold cow, a present 
from the ruling soven•i~:n of Travancore. He was taunted h~· 
a l'ulayaA who said that his caste-men were the claimants of 
dead cows, and not the illustrious Brahmans; hut that, if he 
should have it (the !(Old cow), he should give life to it and 
make it walk home. The pious Brahman muttered some 
manlram.• and sprinkled some water on it when it became a)i,·e. 
The Pulayan saw it and said that he was indeed the great 
T I: a mlm rti l1lca 1. 

II. Adhyans.-They form eight families, and there is not 
a correct tradition to the effect that they are descended from 
the eight sons of the renowned Brahman sage who lived on 
the banks of the Krishna. This does not appear to be true 
as they belong to different golras. They live a retired life 
and spend their time in studying the Vedas and practising acts 
of piety, charity, and henevolence, receiving no gifts or dcfnam.•. 
Tll<'y do not perform yagams nor become a Vcfnaprasllra 
(dwelling in a forest) or Sany•isi; the accumulated spirituality 
of their ancestors was so great that it is considered to be last
in~: enou~h even for their latest descendants. To two families 
in l\lalabar l'arasurama gave the hi!(h privile!(<> of lanlram or the 
status of the ruling priests in most of the important temples. 
Tlw Ad/ryan.• are g-enerally addressed h~· the title of ':'l:ambu
thiripad' which is attached to their family nanws. Their wo
men are distinguished from other :'l:amhuthiri women hy their 
mode of dressing, their caste marks, etc. They are privileged 
to wear sil\·er bangles, while others can wear only pewter or 
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bell-metal bangles. The eight families above referred to are 
membered by the mnemonic J(alamemakulu, Chemba muri 
t•ella, and they are-1 

l. Kalangandhathur Graha'm (Olappa Mana, Varikka· 
seri Mana, Ottur Mana); 

2. l\!ezhathol Graham (Koodallur, Kodanad, Kudalat· 
tupuram Mana) ; 

3. Mathur Graham (Puvulli Mana, Mathur Mana); 
4. Kulukkallur (Oruvulaseri Mana, Porayannur Mana, 

Mappad Mana); 
5. Chemmangat Graham ; 
6. Pazhur Graham (Paduthol lllana, Killimangalathu 

Mana, Pallipurathu Mana); 
7. Murundothil Graham (Ekadesi Thekkedattu Mana, 

Ekadesi \' adakkedattu l\1 ana) ; 
8. \'ellangallur Graham (Akkarakuruchi Mana, Ela· 

kuruchi l\!ana, \'azhapilli Mana). 
There are several classes of Adhyans of which the mem

bers of the eight families are the most important. 
III. Visishta Nambuthiris.-These are of two classes, 

,.;z., Agnih6thri.• and Bhattathiris, and of the former there are 
three divisions, ,.,>z., Allllithiris, those who have performed the 
ceremony of Agniyadhana (worship of fire), Somathiris, those 
who ·performed the Sdma sacrifice, which married men alone 
are entitled to perform and at which the Nayar is an ind:s
pensable factor, and the Bhattathiris, the Brahmans who 
study and explain the sciences and sacred lore of ancient 
times, namely, Tharka (logic), Vedantha (religious philosophy 
or theosophy), Mimamsa, Vyakarana (grammar), Bharata and 
Prabhitkara. 'l'he last were, in fact, the religious tea-ohers of 
Malabar, and always had a large number of disciples about 
them. Among the last subdivisions are included the Vadydns 
or the heads of the vedic schools at Trichur in Cochin and Ti
runa\'ai in British Malabar, the Vaidil.ans 2 or the expounders 
of caste rules, and the Smltrfhans' or 'socio moral tribunals of 
Brahmanical Malabar' who investigate into sexual offences and 
preside at Smdrtha Vichdram.•. 

-------
I. All these have undergone partition. The names ofthe branches 

into which they were divided are given within brackets. 
2. The six Vaidikans:-Thaikkat, Kaplingat, Pandal, Perumpatappu, 

Kaimukku and Cherumukku. 
3· Smarthans are Pattachomayar, Muttamana, Bhattatiri; Naduvatbu 

Puthuvs.r, Iruvachi Puthuvar, Vellakkattu .Bhattatiri, and Meppalli l'fam
buthiri. 
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IV. Samanyas.-Thcy are the ordinary Nambuthiris who 
study the Vedas, perform religious services in temples and 
practise mantlrra '!!adams (magic). Of these, some are ftmtris 
in temples. 

V. jdtimafrd.• or jatimatrannwr.-These include-
(!) A•hta Vaidyan.•.' or the eight families of physicians 

who were directed by Parasurama to devote themselves solely 
to the study and practice of medicine and surgery. They are 
also called N ambi and M usu. 

(2) Yatralmlikllrir or Sdstlrra Nambuthiris.'-These are 
the Brahmans who are supposed to have accepted the profes
sion of arms from Parasurama and who may on that account 
he said to he partly Brahman and partly Kshatriya. 

(.1) Grcimani Nambutlriri.,, i. e., those who undertake 
the duties of protecting the wcimams or Brahman villages 
under the orders of their founder, and actually received lands or 
territory from him. They were also called Brahmani Adhyans, 
atid were at one time the virtual rulers of their possessions. 

(~) Brahmans, who, by poverty, chronic disease, laziness 
or other causes, gave up the vedic study. 

The first three classes of the Brahmans above mentioned 
were obliged to give up their vedic study because of the special 
duties imposed upon them by Paras•Jrama, but the first study 
or mutalmura, reading the Vedas or hearing them recited once, 
was gone through. The members of those subdivisions, 
though looked upon by the rest of the community as some
what inferior to them, arc, nevertheless, allowed to bathe 111 

the same ghat, take meals in their company and to assist in 
cooking them. 

VI. Scipagrastlws (receivers of the course).-These are 
the Nambuthiris wl)o are believed to have questioned the 
divine nature of Parasurama. They are therefore prohibited 
from having any caste honours, from studying the Vedas, 
from associating with the rest of the Nambuthiris and the 
partaking of the ni<•c!dyam rice in temples. 

1. 'l'hc l'i~o~:ht ph~·tticitm fumilie.s m·e, Pulumn.ntol, Kuttauchcri, Aluttu•·, 
Tuiklmttu. Ell't.attu, Vellur, Cbirnttmnnn and Knrnutole. 

:1. lt iM traditionally all(>gcrl tb,~t ~>omc porticn of tltc Brahmans did at one! 
timo arm thenutPI\"ctt. Tho mcmbcrH who did Mo tlrc H ~id to have been 36,000 and 
tho~· nn• kuuwu tlS Aylllllmpnni~t or Wc:l)IOII-ho:u·t_•n>, 'l'lw hcadtt of this class ;lro 
Nt~mhiyntiriK P~Lillt)IJintcd out u.s the chit!( of tlumt. •rtl('rc am tJrobt~bly Numc 
fonwl.ation~'< for the tmditioth hut the tn·olt•M~oiuu of nl'lll.S WIP.I'i not a congenial em· 

pln)'llll'llt fut· It Urahllh\11 undca· the old t't•gimc. Lug,m's l\lttDUal of Mu hb:lr, 
lli.tlo;l'.s l:H-1<!~. 
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Pcij>ishtanmar.-The :\ambuthiris of thi,; class had 
h\· their conduct disqualili~o:d themseh<'~ for n~spcr.t or e(pml 
rights ii!ld pri\"ilegt~~ with the otht.~r Brahmans. 'To this snh
divisinn belong the Oorillaparislza-Jfoo . .,.wrd.'), ,,·ho accepted 
the gift of land from Parasur:.una, the Panniyur villngcrs who 
scandalised the feelings of other BrahJ!tans hy offering an in
sult to their idol Vcmilwmrrrthi, and the ~ambuthiris who 
murdered the sovereign to please their caste-men, and those 
who countenanced the murder of Bhcttaritya l'erumal. 

The subdivisions above given are partly based on the 
vedic, philosophic and other studies, religious merits (coupled 
\dth the functions assigned to some Brahmans proficient in 
them_), and partly on the \Yorldly occupations enjoined on others 
for the well-being of the whole community. There was, origin
all~·, 11o difference in respect of honour paid to Brahmans 
employed in certain kinds of functions and those employed in 
others; for all were found to ht: equally useful and neccssa ry 
to the commonwealth. But in course of time the power and 
inHUl.!llU: of the educated cla::-s heg-an to increase. while that of 
the rest of thl·- comnnmity ~Tadually th~cli!H:d; they became 
the priestly clas~ and as their intluence became supreme in all 
m;~ttt'r!-i. ten1poral and spiritual. the.\· looked down tfi)'On the 
UJlt·dncatcd mas::. as very nwch their inferior. The whole com· 
lll!lllity of the .\';unhutlliris 1nay thus broadly be divided into 
Otlwl/a·rar iH:dicl alld Otllilhitlun:ur (non-vcdicL The former 
are pri\"ilt:gctl to recite and expouncl the Vedas, and perform 
the sixteen ceremonials (ShOdasa Kriyri.,o.,·), whlle the latter can 
neither study tlle V!.!Llas nor superintend the performance of 
the above ccn:~monie:-~. The Jiltimatras and Sapagrasthas 
lwlnng to the latter rlass. San: that, there is no intcr·dining 
hvtwccn the "·omen of these divisions: in all other respects 
tlw ob:-;ernmces of the two class~::; are ~imilar. 

The ~ambuthiris are fond of mnemonics and hy· a well~ 

devised one, the privileges in regard to the performance of 
religious rites and other matters of a purely social nature scrYc 
'" the basis for the subdivision of the :\ ambuthiris in the 
ordt·r of social pn.:cctkncl~~ as recognised among themselves. 
Fur t lJ is purpo:-;;« ·. t.lll: 11riY .i 1.( ·g('s llll.! y tw grouped u ndcr t wu 
maiu di"isiu11s ghcn in th\..! folluwing mucmunic formula:-

]. f:'cltt \the leaf of a cadjan gra~tdfla or hook): the 
right of :-;t"Hdying <II H.\ k~aching the \' cdas or S;i:::;lras, 
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2. Adu (sheep): the right of performing holy sncrifices. 
J. Picha (mendicancy symbolic of family priests:l: tile 

right of offlciating as famil~- priests. 
4. Bhikshtl (rcceiying alms): th~ right of becoming a 

Smzyasi. 
5. Otlw (Vedas): the right of stuJ,·illg the Vetlas. 
6. Stintlli (officiating as temple prie:-;ts): the right of 

performing prie::;tly functions in temples. 
7. Aduklu-rla (kitchen\: the right of cooking for all 

classes of Brahmans.. 
R. A rangu (stage): the right of taking part in the per~ 

formance of Scfstrangam Namhuthiris. 
9. l(ada't'lf. (bathing place or ghll.tl: the right of 

hathing in the same bathing place with other 
Brahmans~ or the right of touching after hathiug. 
without therch~- disqualifying the person touched 
for performing religious scrYices. 

10. Panthi (row of eaters): the right of messing in tlJ<> 
same row with other Brahmans. 

Those who enjoy privilege ~o. 1 are entitled to all the 
rc1naining priYilcges. Those \\'ho enjoy ~o. 2 ha,~e all the 
privileges from ~o. 2 downwards, but not No. 1, those 
having ~o. J have similarlv all the privileges from :\o. 3 
downwards, hut Dot ~os. 1 and 2, and so on. 1 

The Nambuthiri:::., as has been already said, \n:re originally 

Habitation. 
settled in gnTmam~ or Yillagcs of which there 
were thirty-two, most uf which have now disnp· 

pearcd .. The chief among those which are. still in existence are:-
1. Sukapuram or SiYapuram, 

probably identiml with Cho\"amm. 
2. Perumanam. 
3. lrinjalakuda. 
4. Panniynr. 
5. Trissimperur tTrichnr). 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Karikkad. 
Pcrinchellnr. 
V£ngamid. 
Alattur. 

Edakkacl. 

Oi these, only two villageo, l'anniyur and Chovaram, are 

mentioned in the Syrian deed of 7H A. D. (or more probably 
1320), because by that time the several gramarns became 
organised into two factions known as the Panniyurktlr and the 
Cbovaramktir, so that it may be hcli~1wl that there \1 ew only 

I. Cochin Census Report, 1gox, Vol. I. pages 146-147. 
2.\ 
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two organised villages of t~e Brahmans in Malabar at the 
time, both vedic and non-vedic- The other grdmams as well 
as others now extinct, either probably branched off from the 
two organised villages or settled in the country subsequently. 

The religious seclusion of the Nambuthiris has always 
been the chief motive in the choice of their habitations which 
are situated either on the slopes of hills or on the banks of 
rivers abounding in natural beauty. Their il/ams or mands 
(houses) are in the midst of extensive compounds forming 
spacious gardens in which are grown mango, jack, tamarind 
and other trees. The t'ika ·and tulasi are also grown therein. 
These compounds contain sarpalld~·us or serpent groves in tl1e 
centre of which is the image of the cobra in granite, and so•ne
times its Jiying representative haunts the house as if in recog
·nition of the memorial. In the same compound or close by, 
may l:;e seen a tank or two for bathing, two or three wells for 
gardening and domestic use, and a temple for worship. These, 
in fact, form the inseparable accompaniments. \Vherever 
there is a temple close by, the Nambuthiri may prefer to bathe 
in the tank attached to it; but his favourite bathing ghat is 
always the tank near the house and owned by him. Often it 
is provided with a shed which may be used as a protection 
against sun and rain. It is here that after their early bath 
they perform their japams (meditations), vedic recitations, and 
nama.•l,rirams (prostrations) towards the Sun, and at times it 
is even used as a place of rest. 

A Nambutbiri house generally faces the cast, and at a dis
tance from it is the gate-house, provided with a room and an 
open space on either side ; here the servants remain and keep 
watch during the night. It has, in some cases, an upper 
storey mainly intended to lodge strangers and visitors. Bet
ween the gate-house and the main building there is a wide 
open space called mittam, with a raised foot-path either paved 
with bricks or hardened with mud. 

The house itself is quadrangular or square in form with a 
court-yard in the centre surrounded by rooms on all sides. On 
the east or west of the court-yard is a room for the bachelor 
members, to which strangers are abo admitted. The rest of 
the rooms are for the zenana. R,ight on the opposite side and 
beyond the central court-yard is the arapura, made entirely of 
massive wood-work where the valuables of the house are kept. 
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The two rooms on each side of this are the store-room and the 
bed-room. The kitchen, which is as a rule spacious, is on the 
northern side, and close to it is the well from which water 
is drawn for cooking and washing. In some illams, attached to 
the kitchen is a large dining-hall for strangers and visitors. 
Several other rooms are set apart for vedic studies, the 
worship of the family deities and for the performance of 
ceremonies. Many of the houses consist of one or two storeys 
which are partitioned into rooms and halls. 

Most of the houses are palatial structures built of laterite, 
cemented with mud or mortar. The door-ways and windows 
are sometimes well carved, and these edifices which were at 
one time thatched are now tiled. The furniture of a Nambu
thiri house is both very simple and scanty, and small wooden 
planks either oblong or made in the form of a tortoise (kurma
sana) are used for devotional purposes, and at other times, 
especially when taking meals, are used in the place of chairs; 
bitt skins of the tiger and spotted deer more often take the 
place of these. In the rich families are to be found swinging 
cots hung from the ceiling by iron or other metal chains, ·while 
a few spare beds and mats may also be found for the use of 
strangers and visitors. 

A little detached from the main houses of the aristocrats 
arc also seen one or two small buildings neatly furnished for 
the residence of the junior members of the family. '[hey are 
comfortable enough and well furnished to suit modern tastes; 
and, as a rule, a portion of the building is used as an office or 
room for the transaction of the ordinary routine of business. 

Thus, the Nambuthiris have all that they want in the 
localities where they live, often surrounded by their tenants 
and servants, who, peaceful and contented on account of their 
lord's kindly nature, genial manners, and considerate treat
ment, bow down to them not simply as landlords but more as 
their lil'ge-lords and benefactors, nay, even as the very gods on 
earth to whom they pay their customary dues year after year 
willingly and gratefully. 

There are some ceremonies 1 to be performed by the 
head-men of the carpenters and stone-masons at the time of 
laying the foundation of a house, when the work is in progress 

· J. The Cochin 1'ribes o.nd Castes, Vol I, pagee a81-28J1 
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and also when· it iscomplet~d; but the most important of these 
is performed by the Brahmans, and is called V a stu-Y agam. It 
is considered to be a vedic rite, for without it no house, temple, 
or tank is fit for divine use. The word vast, .. means the site 
for a dwelling or the dwelling itself. V ast6sjmthi is one of 
the names of J ndra in the Vedas, but one. of the later 
conceptions, however, of the vedic religion was that .of a sepa· 
rate V cistospathi or house-protector, who was regarded as 
presiding over the foundation of a house, and to him are 
addressed hymns in that connection.' 

This vedic conception of the V ftstcspathi was developed 
in later days into a belief in the existence of a V astunara or 
Vcistupurusha with a genealogy of his own. Varaha Mahira 
says that he is some being who defied both worlds, on 
account of which he was su~dued by the host of gods and 
hurled down. The several parts of the body were subjected 
to the several gods by \Yhom it was first attacked. It is this 
being of immortal substance who was destined by the Creator 
to be the spirit of dwelling-houses. 

Matsya Purima gives a Elifferent account. Simhika, wife. 
of Kasyapa, gave birth to two sons, Rahu and V astu. The 
elder had his neck severed by Hari, while the younger was cast 
down by the gods. There is also a fuller but partiaiJy 
different account given in another part of the same work to 
the effect that, when Siva destroyed the demon AndaJla, 
a drop of perspiration fell on the ground from Siva's forehead 
which ~ssumed the form of an immense and terrific being who 
greedily devoured all the blood of the demons who had been 
killed in the battle. Still insatiate, he practised ·austerities an·d 
obtained from the same deity as a boon the power of devour
ing the whole world. Then the gods and the anti-gods all 
combined to bind him down, and each of them entered into 
that part of his body which wr.s. attacked by him. Becoming 
thus the dwe.lling of all the gods, he was called V astu, and aey 
he was overpowered he enquired how he was to subsist, where
upon the gods dlotted to him the ba/is offered within vasftt 
or dwelling by the house-holder as \Veil as the offerings made 
in the V<ist6pasam(ma Yajna. This satisfied him and from 
that time the V atsu- Yajna has b!'en ordained for the same. · 

1. Rig Ved~~ VII, p.agess4-S5; Muir's Sanskrit Texts. Vol. ~.t page 2J:3; 
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The daily offerings to the Vastu spirit are mentioned in the 
Aswalayana Gr.ihya Sutra. 

The ceremony, as performed in these days, opens with 
the performance of Grihya Y ajna or sacrifices offered to the 
planets which according to Matsya Purana are a necessary 
preliminary for the efficacy of all optional (ktimya) religious 
rites. Another preliminary rite consists of the performance of 
Vridlti-Sradhant or Ntindeemuklta which has to be performed 
on every occasion of prosperity. The specific ceremonies 
begin with the division of the ground-plan of the house into 
eighty-one squares by drawing ten lines from east to west and 
ten others from north to south. In some cases, the aggregate 
of squares is called V asfumandala. The large square is 
supposed to correspond to the body of Vastunara, and its com
ponent sq\tares are taken to represent particular limbs and 
organs which, in accordance with the mythical story already 
noticed, are believed to be the seats of particular divinities 
whb are \vorshipped therein.' 

The Tt&mam (sacred fire) which has next to be performed 
in this connection is the connecting link between the rituals 
of the Vedas and the Puninas (Matsya Parana). Visltnu
dltarmottara directs Vastupath; mantrams to be recited at the 
sacrifice to 'the house-god and at all stages of the ceremony. 
The oblation of milk, rice, and sugar seems to he very much 
favoured.' According to Det'i Pttrtina, the worship of the 
Vastumandala ought to be followed by the consecration of a. 
water vessel in the middle of V astumandala sacred to Brahma 
and the water from the same has to be poured on the ground 
following the lines which make on the smaller squares. Final
ly, a pit, one cubit square and four fingers deep, is made in the 
middle and is plastered with cow-dung and sandle paste. The 
worshipper then meditates on Brahma and, pouring the water 
from the sacred vessel into the pit, throws flowers into it. 
If they float to the right, the omen is goOd; if otherwise, bad 
luck will ruin the family. The pit is then filled up with sacred 

1. If tho- Vaatumandula cannot be prepared, on the authority of tbe 
Po.dmapuranam, the worship of the preaiding deities is to be performed . 
before the aaered S£1.hgra.mam atone. It is conaidered that the Gods, 
Aauro.s, Yakahaa.. ua wellaa tbe fourt~=n worlc:ls ar.: all present at the ple.c:e 
where VlahDII il pr,oent iu the for111. of thot atoM. 

a, M11ta1a. Puraua. 
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grains and pure earth fro111 the fields. On the conclusion of 
the ceremony, the officiating priest is given a present of a 
few·rupees and a pair of cloths .. The worshipper then goes 
through the usual ablution which is enjoined after the perfor
mance of every sacrifice, and feasts the Brahmans. 

The selection of persons for marriage is guided mainly by 
two rules ; firstly, that the,· must be- out-

Marria~e prohi· J 

bit;ons. side the family ; secondly, that they must 
be inside the caste. The first of these rules is only a survival of 
that singular prohibition against marriage between persons of 
the same family or tribe which is to be found in almost every 
p~rt of the world and to which Mr. Me Lenan has given the 
name of 'exogamy'. According to the Hindu sastras, persons 
who· are related as sapindas1 cannot marry. This relationship 

. extends to six degrees where the common ancestor is a 
male; but there is a difference of opinion as to the rule when 
the common ancestor is. a female. Manu" and Apastamba' 
extend the prohibition in the latter case also to six degrees, 
while Gautama', Vishnu', Vasishta", Sankha7

, Narada" and 
Yagnavalkya" limit it to four degrees. 

To this restriction is also added another rule that the 
parties to the marriage should not be of the same gotra or 
pravara, i. e., they must not be of the same family nor invoke 
the same ancestor. Conjugal relationship between first cousins 
is seldom allowed. The members of a vedic family avoid 
matrimonial alliances with those of a non-vedic, but among 
their various sections inter-marriage is generally in vogue ; and 
marriage among the various subdivisions of the non-vedic 
community is endogamous. The most important Namhuthiri 
gramams (villages) inhabited by the vedic members are Peru
manam, Irinjalakuda and Venganad. Between the members 
of the first village south of Trichur, and those of the second, 
there is no inter-marriage; and this restriction does not 

1. Beginning from the bride or bridegroom and counting exclusive 
of both six or four degrees upward according as the relationship with the 
common ancestor is reached within the aforesaid degrees on both sides, 
the persons so related are known as Snpindu.s. 

2. Chap. ITI,~Verse 5· 6, Chap. VIII.· 
3 .. Chap. II, Verses 5, II~ 7• Chap, IV, Verse I• 

4, Chap. IV, Verses 2-5. B. · Narada, Chap• XII, Verse 7· 
s. Chap. XXIV, Verses g-xo. g. Yagnavalkya, Chap, I, page 52-53. 
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concern those of the first· said village north of Trichur. It 
is also said that Xambuthiris of South :\Ialabar seldom marry 
girls of the families of the same status from 1\orth :\Ialabar, 
while no objection is held against girls being gi\·en in marriage 
to thd~ castc·men in Xorth Malabar. Among the Nambuthiris 
m; a class, only the eldest son is allowed to marry, and this 
custom has long been in force to keep the family property 
intact and to prevent its disintegration by partition which 
the marriage of the younger sons might necessitate. · It is only 
nnclcr exceptional circumstances that the second or other 
junior members enter into wedlock with women of the same 
caste. V cry often the absence of a son to the eldest married 
hruther and the necessity of providing the girls with husbands 
lead a junior member to enter into conjugal relationship with 
a girl of the same caste. In the latter case he marries the sister 
of the ruan who marries the sister of the former \\'ith a view 
to a\'oid the payment of heavy dowries. .As a rule, however, 
the·junior· members enter into sambandham with the young 
women of other castes below them up to the high caste N'ayars· 
A kind of mixed marriage sometimes takes place among them 
in some parts of the State. A girl of vedic parentage is• 
owing to poverty or other causes, allowed to be married to a 
young man of the non-vedic class. The girl, by this union, is 
supposed to lose her status; for, after she has co~1menced to 
live with her husband in his own house, she is forbidden to· 
mingle freely with the members of her own family, or take 
part in the ceremonies performed there. In cases where a 
young man cannot get a suitable wife, he may marry the 
daughter of his nmt~rnul uncle, after he has taken a cereruonial 
hath, which signifies that all relationship with her has ceased, 
ancl that she, like any other, is eligible to enter into conjugal 
rclationsbip with him: In the selection of a bride or bride
groom, the caste-men pay special attention to the following:
That the girl is free from bodily and mental defects, that she 
hclongs to a respectable family, that she inherits the virtues of 
ten generations, is younger in age, and is a bride. that has not 
hccn promised to any one else, and that the bridegroom is en· 
dowed with all accomplishments, is of the same caste, and social 
standing-, is well read in the Vedas, is youthful, intelligent, and 
ugrcc..:ubh:. 
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Nambuthiri girls are married both before and after they 
reach the age of puberty. They have no 

Marriage customs. voice in the choice of their husbands; whom 

their parents or elder brothers choose for them. When a girl is 
to be married, her father, or her brother in his absence, selects a 
suitable young man whose horoscope he obtains and submits 
to a learned astrologer. In the event of a proper agreement 
between his horoscope and that of the girl and a favourable 
decision being given by the astrologer, the bridegroom's father 
is approached. If he approves of the match, he is invited to 
talk the matter over in the presence of friends and relations 
of both sides, when the bridegroom's price is also ascertained. 
Sometimes many days, even months, pass before the fathers 
agree as to the sum of money, which should be paid by the 
bride's father to the bridegroom. The sum varies from 1,000 
to 2,000 rupees in ordinary well-to-do families and from 4,000 
to 5,000 rupees among the Adyans of the aristocratic families. 
University degrees and other similar qualifications, which com
mand a high price in the matrimonial market among the east 
coast or Paradesi Brahmans, count for nothing in the case 
of the Nambuthiri bachelors. Property is the only considera· 
tion, and every detail bearing on status and respectability of the 
family increases the price, the bride's father will have to pay. 

From the date on which the settlement is made, the girl 
is regarded as betrothed, which is only a kind of contract 
entered into by the bride's and the bridegroom's fathers in the 
presence of some respectable members of the community, 
and seldom revoked. On this point, Manu says, "Neither 
ancients nor moderns who were good men have ever given a 
damsel in marriage after she had been promised to another 
man." 1 But Narada and Yagnavalkya admit the right of 
a father to annul the betrothal to one suitor, if a better 
match presents itself; and either party to the contract is 
allowed to withdraw from it where certain specific defects 
are discovered. But the former says that a man who wishes 
to withdraw from his contract without proper cause may be 
compelled to marry the girl even against his will. But it is 
now settled by legal decisions that contract ·to marry will not 
be specifically enforced, that t~e.only remedy is an action for 

'· Manu, Chapter IX, page gg. 
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damages, and that all expenses resulting from the. abortive 
contract would be recoverable by such an action. The word 
betrothal' means a promise to marry, and it is often celebrated 

with much ceremony. 
The auspicious c!ay for the wedding being fixed, the cere• 

mony begins by a few persons leaving the bride's illam to 
invite the bridegroom and his party. Before leaving his own 
illam or house, the bridegroom, after being shaved, adorns 
himself in his best, and with his friends and relations partakes 
of a feast, calicd Ayalutw 1, the expenses of which are defrayed 
by the bride's father. He makes the customary obeisance 
(abhit••ldaya)' to his elders (father, uncles, mother, aunts, tea· 
cher, family priest), and receives a cake and a garland from 
his mother who puts on his head some fried grains of paddy,· 
as a token of blessing. Before starting, he makes a speech to 
those around him, goes round a cow, a bullock, a few of the 
sacred trees, and worships the tutelary deity; and on leaving the 
hottse with his party, a.~ on all occasions, he must be careful 
to put his right foot first. He is also made to recite some 
verses of an auspicious nature called mangala stiktams and 
suwstl!i sJi!1tams. Should he at starting meet an owl, a dog, 
or a cat, he should pass on their left; should he, however, see 
n fox, a monkey, a kite or a mungoosc, he must recite certain 
manfram.• and make n few gifts to the Brahmans on reaching 
his destination•. \Vith him go a number of Nayars, his adiyars 
(those who count him as their liege lord), and of these, some 
brandish swords, the emblem of the Adyan Nnmhuthiri of 
Malabar. 'Ihedrpu and kurat'(l (shouts of men and women) are 
among the characteristic features in the procession. At the gate 
of the bride's il/am a number of Nayar ladies dressed as the 

r, Ayalunu-The bridegroom, facing the east, sits on a plank in front I of 
a large plantain leaf on which are served rice and curries. A lighted lamp 
and the eight auspicious articles (Aahtamangatyam) are placed in a con
spicuous place near him. An offering to Ganapatbi is also made. when his 
mother eays :-" Eat well and mayst thou be bleued with conjugal 
happiness." 

g, Abhivadaya--The following statement is made when the bride· 
groom-elect prostrates before his elders:-"Nilakanta Sarma (his name) 
aham asmi bhou: I, Nilakanta Sarma, prostrate before thee." To thia the 
following reply is made:-" Swaatbi.ayuahman-bhava-aowmya .. Nilakanta 
Sarma: Oh mild Nilakanta, mayst thou live long." He makes the 
CUKtomary obeisance {abbivadaya) to his elders (father, uncle~, mother, 
aunta, teacher and family priest). 

3· Mababharata, Anusaaanika Parva, hap. CL, v~rte·t~ Os-61, page ~25. 

2B 
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Nambuthiri women of the f,amily (for, the latter cannot ap· 
pear on account of their being f!oshas) welcome and receive 
him with ashtamangalyam and lighted lamps. 
. The bridegr9om elect enters. the court-yard outside the 

qouse, and after washing his feet and reciting rnangala s1lktams 
takes his seat in theputatfalam or entran<;:e hall on a plank facing 
east ; then the bride's father dressed in tattoo form, sitting in 
front of him and clasping him by the right hand, invites him to 
wed his daughter ( Kulichu Vel(kuka, bathe and marry)- an 
invitation which he formally accepts by saying " amim-yes". 
After his bath, he returns clad in the tattoo form ; and washing 
his feet and putting on a ring of darbha or kusa grass (Era. 
grostis cynosuroides), resumes his seat in the usual eastward 
P,osition. He first performs a puja to Ganapathi and Grama· 
devatha (village deity) by pladng a few iumas near a lighted 
lamp (••elakhattu panam vekkuka). He then invites four Brah· 
mans, and gives each of them a few annas with betel leaves and 
a_recanuts. This ceremony, which is called Asrama••ichcheda 
Rrayaschittam, is performed in expiation of any sins which may 
have been committed during his bachelorhood. 

The ceremony of Nandeemuhha is next performed in 
propitiatipn of the minor deities or a class of gods called 
Vis"•edevas concerned in Sradh and the departed manes (pitris), 
when similar gifts are made to four Nambuthiris who are 
regarded as representing them. Bringing the Canapathi pitja 
t.o an end, he removes the kusa ring and washes his hands. 

The next ceremony is the pmmyaham (consecration of 
water}, for ,~·hich again four Nambuthiris are invited and 
seated 01: ph;n ks in front of the bridegroom elect. They are 
given flowers, sandal paste, etc., and a bell-metal vessel conta· 
ining water is placed in their midst and propitiated. Weating 
the kusa ring and touching the vessel with the kusa grass, they 
recite vedic hymns which are . believed to · sanctify the water. 
This sanctified water is to be sprinkled on him with a view to 
niake fit to perform the wedding ceremonies. He takes off the 
darbhn ring, washes his feet, puts on the caste marks and again 
replaces the ring. • 

The bridegroom then enters the nadumitiam with a Nam· 
b\]thiri carrying a lamp before him, and takes his seat on a low 
,\·ooden ~tool Cpeedham); when a Nayar woman waves round his 
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body from behind, a vessel of water with sugar dissoh·ed in it. 
The bride's father makes obeisance to him (abhit·adaya), and 
is saluted in the same way. .He gives the bridegroom a vessel 
of water with which he performs his aclwmana (sipping of 
water with the aid of palm), and receives from him four double 
lengths of cloths to be given to the bride, who, taking two of 
them for her own wearing, returns the other two for him 
to put on. 

The bridegroom, clad in the new garments, putting on the 
caste marks and kusa ring, is then conducted to the wedding 
apartment to prepare the homam (sacred fire) .for which he sits 
on a plank facing the east, and smears with ccw'-dung a part ~f 
thc. tloor having the dimension of an arrow, i. e., about two 
feet square. He washes his hand and wears the darbha rit1g. 
With a piece of jack-wood (sakalam) he draws six lines, one 
turned to the north through the west (of the spot on which fire 
is to be placed), two lines turned to the east at the two different 
~nds (of the line mentioned first), three lines in the middle of 
those two. It is then ignited by the fire brought from the 
bride's illm11, when a gift of a few annas is made to a Brahman, 
and the flame is fed by a few pieces of pi<isu or clramafa (Butea 
frondosa,. With the recital of the prayers to the. twelve vedic 
dciticsAgni (firt), Pllt•amtina (air),Agni,Prajapathi, Agni Vayu, 
Surya, Pmjapathi, Arya11ra11, Varuna,Pusha, Prajapathi, Agni
s·wislrtakrit) more pieces of J>ldsu are offered. His hands are, as 
usual, washed, and the kusa ring put on. The ground round 
the lire is purified with cow-dung and blades of grass are 
placed round the fire .to the' east, to the south, to the west, to 
the north (ending eat\1 :time in the north). Then follows 
slightly the sprinl<ling o( water round the fire. Ajya (ghee) in a 
vessel is then purinJd by two kusa blades with the measure of 
a span and unbroken tops. The fire thus prepared is the 
A upcrscma Ag11i, which is believed to witness the marriage 
rite, and must be ke?t till the parties to the marriage breathe 
their last; and their funeral pyre is kindled from it. It is done 
hy keeping a lamp lighted at the fire perpetually alight or by 
heating a J>ldsu and putting it away carefully. 

Three pieces of Phrsu called paridlri, and eighteen pieces 
called c:cfhmmll, tied together by a string of a cfarblra grass, are 
placed on the uorthern side of the altar on two pieces of 
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jack-wood. Round the alt!_\r are also placed four blades of da rbha 
grass, a small bell-metal vessel,. an earthen pot full of water. 
a pair of grind-stones (ammi and ·ammikuzlza), a small win
nowing pan containing parched paddy (malar) and a copper 
vessel of ghee with a sacrificed ladle made of pldsu. With a 
formal ceremony involving the recital of holy mantrams, the 
sacred fire is preserved. 

At this time the bride, who is completely veiled, is con
ducted to the l:izhakkini, with a Nayar woTHan carrying the 
6yirattiri (a lamp with a thousand wicks). She waves this 
light round her face and retires, when the bride, facing the west, 
stands on the north-east side of the fire. The bridegroom, 

·washing his hands, putting on the lwsa ring and wearing the 
·garland, resumes his seat in front of the fire. Here she is 
brought face to face with the bridegroom whom she honours 
by throwing flowers at his feet and presenting a garland, and 
they are required to gaze at each other in turns during the 
recital of vedic hymns, the translation of which is as follows:
" Be thou, mild eyed and friendly to me, do good to me and 
rny kindred. Let thy heart be gentle and radiant. Bear 
living sons and worship .the godo. Be of good repute. To 
rny men and cattle bring thou happiness." This is called 
.lluklzadarsrmam (face beholding or Avnyavasouirupauam). 

Meanwhile, in another apartment (mdakkini); the bride's 
father after washing his feet and putting on the kusa' ring 
performs a puja to Ganapathi and other rites more or less 
similar to those performed by the bridegroom. The bride 
dressed and veiled in the cloths presented to her by her hus
band and with a vftlkannadi (bell-metal mirror) is conducted 
to the ~·adahkini where she is sprinkled with the Eanctified 
water byher father and a few other Nambuthiris. With an 
offering to Siva and his consort Parvathi, the tali is then 
brought in a small vessel containing the sanctified water and 
placed by the side of the family deity to which daily worship is 
paid. After another fmja to Ganapathi, the father ties the tali 
round her neck. Her mother gives hera tulasi (Ocymum sanctum) 
garland. This is followed by another important ceremonial 
-the handing over of the bride to .the bridegroom. This is 
called .Udakaptin·ti Ka~tyakada!tam-,-the gift of .the maiden: 
with' water, the most meritorious· of a:n gifts. The bride 
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and her father stand facing the west, with the bridegroom 
facing them, and all the three stretch out their right hands, 
the bride's hand being between the hands of the other two· 
The Nambuthiri priest pours some water into the ·right hand of 
the· bride's father, and this goes into the •bride's hand and 
thence into the bridegroom's. This is done three times, .and 
the bride's father then recites the vedic mattframs "Salw
dltarmam Charta (mayst thou tread the path of duty)" which is 
also utter~rl thrice, and gives to the bride ~he dowry whicJt 
she in turn hands over to the bridegroom. The bride, then 
passing between him and the fire, sits on an ammana palaka 
(a low wooden scat made of cltamata and shaped like a tortoise) 
on the east of the altar, and the bridegroom seated on a si
milar palaka on her left, burning the edhmam except. one 
piece of p/tl •• u and the darbha grass with which the ·bundle 
is tied, makes an oblation of ghee dglutram. 

The bridegroom then rising from his seat, turns to the right 
and faces the bride, who with the mirror in her left hand stretches 
her right palm upwards with the fingers closed. This he .clasps 
and takes his seat again. Thi~ clasping of the hand is p,;,;. 
grahanrtm, wl\ich is accompanied by the recital of certain 
mantram.• and the blessings ofthe Brahmans assembled there.' 
The bride's brother or somebody else, dad in the tattoo form, 
takes the mirror from her hand and places it on the plank 
close by, so that she may see her own' reflection in it. Then 
he leads her three times round the fire and the water-pot so 
that their right sides are turned towards the fire. While doing 
so, he murmurs certain vedic hymns, which may be translated 
thus: "This am I, that art thou ; this I, that thou; the Heaven I, 
Earth thou; the. Sam an I, Rik thou; come,let us here ma~ry. Let 
us beget offspring, be loving, bright with genial mind, may we 
live a hundred autumns." Each time after he has so led her 
round, ·he makes her tread on the ston.e with the words, 
"Tread on this stone; like a stone be firm; overcome the ene
mies; tread the foes down." Then a little ghee is poured into her 
joined hands, and two handfuls of fried paddy from the wil)now
ing pan added to it then, is three times, little by little, brushed 

t. Ir her thumb ia seized, male children may be bom to him: if 
her other ftnge'ra, female children only;i£ the band on the aide together 
with tho thumb. botb male and ·female children. 
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into the fire. This is called Lfrjahomam, at the conclusion ol 
which the bridal pair go rouna it, passing outside the kumbhalli 
(water-pot) but not the grind-stone and pan. The substance 
of the hymns recited at the time is: "May Aryaman, Pushan, 
Agni, Varuna; to whom the girl has sacrificed with parched 
paddy, relieve her from other occupations and help her to unite 
with her husband to enjoy the happy conjugal life." There is 
also another important part of the ceremony called Asmd
roltanam, which symbolises immutability. The bride and the 
bridegroom stand west of the grind-stones, and her right foot is 
lifted thereon by the bridegroom; then taking her feet one by 
one, he places them on the stones, and then grasps her feet 
and the stones with both hands. Lajaltomam Pradakshi
tzatn (going round the fire) and Asm<lrohanam are each repeated 
thrice. This is followed by another important rite called 
Saptapa,ti or seven paces, for which the bridegroom holding the 
bride by the hand leads her seven steps (one for force, two for 
strength, three for wealth, four for well-being, five for offspring, 
six for sons, seven for friends) and then advises her to be de
voted to him, and bear him many sons who may live long. 
The following is the translation of the hymns recited for the 
Saptapati :-"Now we have taken seven steps together, be 
thou my companion. Let us be companions. Let me have 
thy companionship. May I never part from thee. Let us be 
united. Let us always take counsel together with glad hearts 
and mutual love. May we grow in strength and prosperity 
together. Now are we one in minds, deeds, and desires". ·Then 
the bridegroom unlooses the two braided tresses of hair, one 
of each side of the top of the bride's head, repeating the vedic 
text : " I loose thee from the fetters of V aruna -i.·ith which the 
very auspicious Savitri has bound thee." 1 They then pass 
between the grind-stones and the fire, and . seat themselves 
on the west of the earthen pot facing the east, the bride behind 
the bridegroom. Then their heads are brought into close 
juxtaposition, and the bridegroom sprinkles himself and the 
bride with water from the pot! 

They then return to the seats west of the altar and face 
north, ostensibly to look at the pole-star (Druvan), the star 

1. Rig Veda X. as, •4· 
- .:. : Aswalayana Gribya Sutra, C~ap, I, Kandika 7-g, 
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Arundlzati, and the seven Rishis1 (Ursa Major). which the 
bridegroom is supposed to point out to the bride, while he 
teaches her a short nzantram invoking the blessing of a long 
life on her husband. 

The bridegroom then makes two other oblations (S·wishta
krit ltomam and Dltarmi homam), pouring ghee on the sacred 
lire, on which he places the paridhis, the remaining edhmams, 
da rbha grass and the rest of the ghee. The bridegroom re
moves the kusa ring, puts on marks of holy ashes (bhasnwm) 
and terminates the p•lja to Ganapathi. 

These in brief are the various items of the religious por
tions of the wedding ceremonial, according to Asw<tlayana 
~rihya Sutra, at the bride's house, of which Saptapati forms 
the binding portion, but among Nambuthms, Udakapttl"'.'am 
and Panigrahanam are also the most important. It must be 
noted that the Mangalya Stilram or the tying of the tali 
(marriage badge) is nowhere among the Brahmans looked upon 
a!; a marriage rite, though the popular belief is otherwise. 
Among the Nambuthiris, the father ties the tali round the 
girl's neck, while among other classes of Brahma:1s, Kshatri
yas, Vaisyas and even among most of the Sudras, the bride
groom docs it at the auspicious hour. 

After the first day's ceremony in the bride's house, the 
bridegroom and his party take the bride together with the sa
crificial fire to his own illam, (if it is close by), for which the 
ceremony-Auptisanam J(dclwkal, or the preparation of 
the sacrificial fire-must have been performed as the last, in 
the bride's i/lam (house), and the particulars of which are 
given here. A piece of chama/a, six inches in length, is held 
in the right hand, and twelve similar bits of kusa -grass in 
the left hand; and the former is heated in the Aupasana 
Ag11i with the recital of a vedic hymn which signifies:
" May the sacred all-knowing fire get into the chama/a twig 
and gi\'c us happiness". The two along with the wooden 
ladle (srii~'<Wt) are tied and neatly packed in the spathe of an 
areca palm to be used in his il/am. After their arrival here 
the clzamata is ignited, and the darb/us grass and ghee are 
offered. This is called Auj>asa11am ldukal, for which the sacred 

1. Kasyapa, Atri, Bhnr,,dwajn., Viawamitra, Gauthama, Jamadapi, 
Vnaiaht"• 
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altar is ·prepared in much the· same manner as· before. Then 
a similar Mmam called raiUiam or. second lromllm is also 
prepared in 'the following manner. Having given its place to 
the nuptial fire, and having spread to the west of it, a hull's 
hide with the neck to the east and with the hair outside, the 
bridegroom makes oblations, while the bride sits on that hide 
and takes hold of him, with the four verses, " May Prajapathi 
create offspring to us" (Rig Veda X, 85-43 seq.). Verse by verse 
and with the verse "May all the gods unite" (Rig Veda X, 85-47), 
he partakes of curds and gives thereof to her or he besmears 
their two ·hearts with the rest of the Ajya (gheei of which she 
has sacrificed. 

The bridal pair then spend a few moments closeted to· 
gether in the same room, she lying down on a skin spread over 
a piece of new cloth on the floor, and he sitting by her side 
on an · ammana palaka. This is called Diksh.n·erikkukal. 
After sunset also is performed the Aupasana lzomam, the offer
in,gs of cltamata, and Vis·wadiva homam, i. e., offerings of 
boiled rice. The latter may be performed then or postponed 
tQ the next afternoon, if they cannot, for want of time, be 
p~rformed on the wedding day. The performance of these cere
monial offerings has to be continued throughout their life-time. 
The first three days on which these lt6mams are performed 
a~;e the days of mourning (deekslza) during which the dress 
is not changed. Aswalayana says :-" From that time thev 
should eat no saline food, they should be chaste, wear no orn;. 
ments, sleep on the ground three nights or twelve nights or 
even one year. The underlying idea of this enforced Brahma
clraryam is that abstinence in the immediate vicinity of the 
exciting cause brings merit to the parties. The longer the 
temptation is resisted, the greater the reward in the character 
of the offspring. " 

On the fourth day the conjugal pair have an oil-bath, 
and the deelzsJza is considered to be at an end. The Vaiswa· 
deva ceremony is next performed. ~ After performing the 
usual Aupr!.sanam in the evening, the formalities for the Sekam 
(nuptials} are begun. The God Ganapathi is then adored. 
The bride is conducted to the bridal chamber at the auspici· 
ous hour, when, at the bidding of a Nayar woma~, who standing 
at the door says, " akattu esJzunt~ellinum , (l\fayst thou go 
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inside)" ; the bridegroom visits her with two jasmine garlands, 
one of which is put on the lamp in the south-east corner of 
the room and other round the bride's neck. He then rubs 
the upper part of the body with an ointment known as c!Wntu; 
and she herself smears the lower part. They then come out, 
bathe, dress themselves neatly and take a dose of the sanctified 
water. After a few other ceremonies, they eat from the same 
leaf. Actual cohabitation begins that night. They generally 
require an auspicious hour for the nuptials on the fourth ·night, 
and if that night is not auspicious, some other night is 
chosen. The nuptial couch for the bridal pair is but a grass 
mat or a coarse country blanket covered with a white sheet 
with a little ridge of rice and paddy signifying plenty. The 
final ceremony is the h6mam called Sth<rlipdkam, which is 
performed on the day after the full-moon day and after the 
second h6mam. If the full-moon is at the full ndzhika before 
sunset or earlier, it may be celebrated on the full-moon itself. 

· Among the Nambuthiris who follow B6dhdyana grihya 
sritra the bridegroom wears the kankanam (a string round the 
wrist of his right hand) and carries a bamboo with sixteen 
points symbolical of their married state. The bridegroom and 
the bride are said to catch fish about the size of minnows called 
in Malayalam mamrathukatmi (eyes looking upwards), in a pot 
fo water with a piece of cloth as net. They then anoint each 
other with oil and the bride combs the bridegroom's hair, and 
in the evening the bridegroom adorns the bride with flowers 
and makes her look into a mirror. On the sixth or the tenth 
day, a few Brahmans are treated to a feast to please the deities. 
The couple then go to an udumbara tree under which some 
rice, curd and ghee are placed in some ktrsa grass, and an 
offering is made of flowers and sandal-wood. The kanka11am 
is removed, and the bamboo staff, the arrow and the mirror 
used during the ceremonies are given to the priest (V ddltydn) 
and the wedding is practically over. 

Among the Nambuthiris who follow the J(ausltitaka 
grihya s•itras, the following custom is in vogue. On reaching 
the house of the bridegroom, after the termination of the first 
day's ceremonies at the bride's illam, they resume the cere• 
monies before the sacred fire, that has been brought along with 
them ; at one stage on the lap of the young wife is placed the 

son of a woman who has born only male children, and some 
aC 
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fruits are given to him. Then says the husband, " Ye fruits, 
that bear seeds, by your blessings may my wife bear likewise". 
Turning to her, he continues, "In the house of ours mayst 
thou be happy with children, study to fulfil the duties of the 
mistress of the house. Unite thy body with mine. Honour 
guests and tend the sacred fires with all care. 'When thou 
hast grown old after long years of happiness, thou shalt teach 
thy sons and grandsons the duties of worship and sacrifice. " 

Besides the form of marriage above described, there is an
other called Sarsu•addnam which may be celebrated under one 
of the three conditions. When a Nambuthiri breathes his last 
leaving his wife and a daughter behind him, the former may 
invite a Brahman to perform the funeral rite of her husband, 
after which she may make a gift of all her property along with 
the daughter duly married to him. If a Nambuthiri leaves 
only a daughter and distant Sapindas, one of the latter may be 
asked to perform the funeral ceremonies for which he may 
claim a share of the property of the deceased; and in such a 
case the rest of the property is given as a gift to the suitable 
Brahman, the gift being also given in marriage to the same 
man. In the absence of any distant relative to give away the 
girl, a clos.e neighbour performs ~he functions of a father (by 
giving her in marriage to a suitable young man). J'he result 
of such a union is that, if a son is born, he inherits the pro
perty, and is, for all practical purposes, the son of his dece~sed 
father-in-law. If there is no male issue or on the death of 
such an issue, the property of the wife's family does not 
belong to the husband, but reverts to the family of the father
in-law. 

The marriage custom above described· appears .to .be 
the survival of a custom in vogue among the Brahmans in 
ancient times, according to which, a father, \\·ho, having no 
male issue, gave his daughter to a young man, and appropriat
ed to himself the son born of such a marriage, either by agree· 
ment or by a mere act of intention on his part without any 
consent asked for or obtained. 1 Hence it was that a man was 
warned not to marry a girl without brothers, lest her fa.ther 
should take her first son as his own.• Vasi.shta quotes a. text 
of the Vedas as showing that "the girl who has no brother, 

I Mayne's Hindu Law, page 77• 
a Ga.utama XXVIII. ~~h ao, Manu 111, 11. 
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comes back to the males of her own family, to her father, and 
the rest. l{eturning she becomes their son.'' 1 In her case, 
therefore, the father seems to have retained his dominion over 
her to the extent of being able to appropriate her son if she 
wished it. The same result, o£ course, is followed . where the 
marr~:.gc took place with an express agreement that this 
dominion should be reserved.~ 

Marriage amo11g tlte Thazlzaldlat Ammomans :-There is 
in the northernmost part of North Malabar, an old village called 
Payyanur inhabited by a clas!; of Nambuthiris known as 
A m1tWmatt.~; (maternal uncles) among whom inheritance is matri
lineal. There were once sixteen flourishing families, all of 
which arc now extinct with the exception of four, namely, 
(l) The Tluizltakkdt Mana, (2) The Peramangalath Mana, 
(J} Tlte /(mma Jfaugalath ,Hana, (4) The 1\umzatlt Mana. 
The mcmhers of the first two families are sapindds and are 
not, on that account, clit;ible for marriage, but thty and those 
of the other two may inter-marry. The families, though 
matrilineal have the !'ame form of marriage as that prescribed 
for other Nambuthiris, with slight variations. There are not 
males enough to marry their young women, and at the same 
time, Nambuthiris of other villages consider it a degradation 
to enter into matrimonial alliances with them ; for after mar· 
ringc, they arc not allowed to mingle with the members of their 
own families. Consequently, when a girl in one of the above 
families has to he married, a poor vedic Nambuthiri of another 
\'illagc is adopted into another of these surviving families, 
and is then induced to marry the girl by a tempting offer of 
money and other comforts. The marriage customs are in ac
cordance with the Bcidluiyaua grihya sutras, but after the per
formance of Pcilligrahanam and Ldjahomam, the bridegroom 
makes a pretence of taking the bride to his own house for the 
performance of the remaining conjugal ceremonies. A member 
of the bride's family then requests him to go back to her house 
nnd stay there and promises that he, with the bride and the 
children of that union, will be supported during their life-time 
out of the family funds. The remaining ceremonies are gone 
through during the next three days, after which the husband 
resides in the family of his wife during her lifetime. A woman 
by this union cannot, either by divorce of, or after the death of 
--~ -- --- . --

1 Va1l1hte, XVII, 12. 
a Baudhay&Da II, u, 
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the rest. l{cturning she becomes their son."1 In her case, 
therefore, the father seems to have retained his dominion over 
her to the extent of being able to appropriate her son if she 
wished it. The same result, of course, is followed where the 
marriage took place with an express agreement that this 
dominion should be reserved.' 

Marriage am011g the Tltazluzkkat Ammomans :-There is 
in the northernmost part of North Malabar, an old village called 
Payyanur inhabited by a class of Nambuthiris known as 
Ammomans (maternal uncles) among whom inheritance is matri
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which are now extinct with the exception of four, namely, 
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111atrilincal have the same form of marriage as that prescribed 
for other Nambuthiris, with slight variations. There are not 
males enough to marry their young women, and at the same 
time, Nambuthiris of other villages consider it a degradation 
to enter into matrimonial alliances with them ; for after mar
riage, they are not allowed to mingle with the members of their 
own families. Consequently, when a girl in one of the above 
families has to be married, a poor vedic Nambuthiri of another 
village is adopted into another of these surviving families, 
and is then induced to marry the girl by a tempting offer of 
money and other comforts. The marriage customs are in ac
cordance with the Bodhayana griltya sutras, but after the per
formance of Pcinigraltanam and Lajaltomam, the bridegroom 
makes a pretence of taking the bride to his own house for the 
performance of the remaining conjugal ceremonies. A member 
of the bride's family then requests him to go back to her house 
and stay there and promises that he, with the bride and the 
children of that union, will be supported during their life-time 
out of the family funds. The remaining ceremonies are gone 
through during the next three days, after which the husband 
resides in the family of his wife during her lifetime. A woman 
by this union cannot, either by divorce of, or after the death of 
-,-v .. lahta, XVu, 11. 

1 Baudha)'aaa ll, u. 
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her husband, mate with another. The customs are mostly 
Brahmanical though the inheritance is in the female line. The 
origin of this custom is ascribed to Parasuramn, who, for the 
sake of the Sudras, induc~d the Brahmans to follow the in· 
heritance in the matrilineal line, and all refused to do so except 
those of the Payyanur village, and the only families of this kind 
now existing are the wealthy Tlrazhakkcit llla11a and a few 
othl'lrS of the said village. 

The vedic mantrams recited at the various stages of the 

poat puberty mar~ 
rla&'• among the 
Nambuthiris and the 
cauaea that lead to 
marriage bdore 
puberty. 

wedding ceremony, other portions of the \'edic 
texts 1 early Grihya and Dharma Sutras 2 of 
Simkhayana A=•a/ayana, Jaimi11i, Bauddha· 
ya11a, and others, as also the Smrithis, of 
Jla1111, Nirrada, and puranas 3 bc:ar unmistak· 

able evidence to the fact that Brahman girls were married 
after puberty during the vedic age. Instances are found 
of young women who enjoyed the right to exercise the choice 
of husbands for themselves. Marriage then was as optional 
with the female as with the male sex, and there are instances 
of young women who remained with their parents unmarried, 
either rendering filial service or doing penance and speculating 
on the absolute ·•. But towards the end of what Mr. Dutt 
calls the Epic age, the practice of marrying girls before puberty 
began to make its appearance. Gobila, Vasishta, Gautama and 
others ad\·ocated the marriage of girls either before puberty or 
within the first three years thereafter, which was subsequently 
modified into three ritus ; • if left unmarried beyond that time 
they might themselves arrange a marriage with a suitable 
young man. The whole question, however, is one of conjecture. 

It is said that apparently since Ushastis and Chakrayana's 
time, an influential sect had grown up who approved of early 
marriage. ']'he view that the girls should be married before 
puberty developed partly from the fear of their defilement, and 

1. Marriage afiel' puborty, by V. S. Srinivau Sai'!tri, pp. 24-27 
:1. Do. Do. pp. 118-37 
3, Do. Do. PP· 36-37, 71, 70-74· 
4· Do. Do. pp, :14-25 
S· Ritua. (a) Vedavyasa Ch. n, verss 7• IC owing to neglect of her guardian, 

maiden attain$ puberty he incurs the sin of embryo murder at oach ritu 
and becomes a patita (fallon from purity), 

(b) Yama Chap. 3, verses 18-22. If, a 1irl l"emaining.unmo..rried in her 
father'• house attains puberty, he incUR the sin of embryo mu['der, 
ahe ia a Sudra. · 

(c) Vide Samhitaa ofSankara, Chap, 15. Anlliras verse t26-128. 
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partly because of the belief that the neglect of parents to pro
vide husbands for their daughters who were fit to conceive and 
who, being eligible for marriage, was tantamount to an embryo 
murder at each ritu. Considerations such as these, began to 
assert themselves, and were laid hold of by the later Smrithi 
writers, who began to lay down elaborate rules regarding matri
monial alliances before puberty, and the idea of the embryo 
murder, already referred to, was much exaggerated. The 
custom of post nubile marriage was not yet condemned whole
sale, but gradually owing to the altered conditions in the 
later periods, the view that marriage should take place before 
puberty became generally held. Yama, Panisara, Samvartha 
and other writers prohibited the custom of post nubile marriage, 
showering curses upon the delinquent parents for their negli
gence and proclaiming all of them to be out-castes. They also 
mentioned the rewards that went to parents who ga,·e their 
daughters in marriage before they reached puberty, and 
emphasised the gifts of them before puberty as producing great 
merits, the principal motive being not their conjugal happiness, 
hut the father's spiritual gain. The religious idea of the time, 
such as the importance of purity of birth, and the chastity of 
the mother, grand-mother and the great grand-mother, whose 
names a Brahman has to pronounce on the sradha day favour
ed this change. Thus, the gradual lowering of the position 
of women from the standard of the vedic times, and the 
distrust of their virtue induced by the example of prematri
monial license set by the Dravidian races, must haYe had its 
effect. These facts arc not obscurely hinted at in the literature 
of the subject, and girls were, as at present, married before 
puberty in order to avoid the possibility of causing scandal 
later on.1 \Vhen once the custom of infant marriage had been 
started under pressure of social necessity by the families of the 
highest groups, a fas~ion was set which was blindly followed 
by other groups. 

The custom of post nubile marriage is at present found 
to be in vogue among the Kanyakubja Brahmans of the United 
Provinces of Agra and Oudh, the Kulin Brahmans of Bengal, 
and the Nambuthiris of Malabar, Cochin and Travancore. It 
is perhaps a relic of the custom which once prevailed among 
their ancestors of Northern India. This practice was at one 
time discontinued even by Nambuthiris, but it is said, 

1. Marriare after puberty, 75-89, 
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revived lw Me/att6l Agnihotri, who set an example by his 
marriage .with a girl after she had reached the age of puberty. 
Since then that custom has been in vogue. It is often said 
that the marriage of girls after pubert)' among Nambuthiris is 
due to a superfluity of girls consequent on the marriage of only 
the eldest ~on in their families, and that the influence of 
hyperg-amy which gives rise to a vigorous competition for bride· 
grooms in the upper groups, the disappearance of the old 
custom of bride price, the appearance of the increased bride· 
groom's price' as in all cla~ses of Brahmans everywhere, and the 
inability on the part of poor parents on account of their scanty 
means to get their daughters married in time, are the more 
probable causes why the limit of the marriageable age is beyond 
the age of puberty. But these facts do not concern the X am· 
buthiris alone. 

" To keep the family property impartible and to avoid 
having a large number of members in their families, the N am· 
·buthiris, Bhudet·an.• (Earth Gods) set up a rule that the eldest 
son alone should marry in their own caste, \vhile the junior 
members should solace themselves by forming fugitive con· 
nections with the Sudra women. The ingenious arrangement 
exempts the younger brothers from the responsibility of sup· 
porting the children of their fugitive alliance, for these are 
looked after by the karallat•ans:(senior males) of the women's 
families. The consequence is that, while a large number of 
the Nambuthiri juniors satisfy themselves with their alliances 
with Sudra women, an equally large number of Nambuthiri 
women, must live and die unmarried, vigilantly guarded in the 
privacy of their houses." 

" Owing to the prevalence of the latter custom, N ambu· 
thiri women enter into conjugal relationship at a very advanced 
age, or die in a state of celibacy, but so tenacious are they of 
observances that the corpse undergoes all the ceremonies of 
a marriage.' Many N ambuthiri women never get a chance of 

I, In the year 997 M. E., the rulers of Trnvancore and' Cochin,in 
consultation with the then British Resi"dent, simultaneously issued a pro
clamation, by which the bridegroom's price (Varadakshina) for marriage 
among the Nambuthiris, was hmited to 350 fanams. It does not appear 
to have been- enforced at any time, and is still one of the unrepealed 
regulations of the State. 

2. This is totally denied by the Nambuthiris during my investi
gations in the Sta.te. 
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marriage, but many of them unlike their Brahman sisters of the 
·East Coast remain unmarried, and there are many who die a.<; 

virgins at an advanced age. Xumerous daughters are consi
dc:rcd a misfortune as their dowry and other marriage expenses 
impoverish any but the wealthiest Nambuthiris. The custom 
which forbids the junior members from marrying in their own 
caste but encourages them in their fleeting alliances with the 
women of other castes, and which dooms most of the female 
members of their own caste to a life-long and enforced celibacy, 
is one which justice will not hesitate to condemn." 

"If the reform movement, already set on foot by the edu
cated Xayars in Malabar and Travancore, .should have the 
effect of driving the Nambuthiri bachelors to enter into wed
lock with the women of their own caste, there will be no 
difficulty in getting their superfluous women married in time. 
In that case, the aristocratic families, in which the Nayar 
women consort with the Nambuthiris, will have to form their 
sambaudlzcrm alliances in their own caste.l" In the Cochin 
State there is no such movement, and the communities are sa·. 
tisficd ,;·ith the existing state of affairs. 

\\'hen a .:\ambuthiri woman is about to become a mother, 
Pre11nancr rites. three ceremonies are perf,,r·mcd for her_ at dif .. 

ferent stages of her prl.'gnancy. 'l'he first of 
these is the ClaJ·bhUdiZ<illam rite, and is abo called Clwtlwrti 
/;arma. In ancient times, the bridegroom could approach the 
hritle only on the fourth night after the completion of the 
marria~;c ceremony)! During the previous day, the young 
married woman was made to look towards the sun or be in 
some way exposed to its rays. In the evening she was required 
to hat he, and her husband, performing the necessary ablutions, 
went through other prescribed forms of ceremonies. JJefore 
be approached his wife he had to recite certain prayers (vedic 
hymns), the translation of one of them is as follows:- " Let 
all·pervat!in~C: Vishnu prepare her womb; let the Creator shape 
its forms, let Prujapathi be the impregnator; let the Creator 
give the embryo". This ceremony secures, the unborn child 
from dangers; but it is not alwa\'s done because it is not 
~onsidcred importall~·4 _.. • 

J. Mulabar Mar!iage Commission report, pages 13-14. 
::a •. Tbepreettnt mtervBl of two, th~e orfouryea.ra in some cnses, no 

annct1on of the Sutrn. wr1tera o.nd law-givers, 
3· Rig Veda X. 186. 
4. Religious Thought and life in India by Monier Williams, page 354, 
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The important rite (Garbhadhimam) is followed after an 
interval of three months by what is called Ptemsavanam (male 
production). It is performed during the third month of gesta
tion before the period of quickening. According to Aswalayana, 
the wife is to keep a solemn fast, and after the performance of 
the usual sacrificial rite, a puja to Ganapathi, and gifts to 
Brahmans, she is fed by her husband with two beans and a 
grain of barley mixed in three handfuls of curds, and made to 
pray three times for the birth of a male offspring. Some juice 
of karuga grass is also poured into her right nostril. A son to 
a pious Hindu is the first and the last of all necessary things. 
It is through him that he pays his own father the debt he owes 
him for his own life, and secures similar payment for the gift 
of life bestowed by himself. He sacrifices a mess of cooked food 
sacred to Prajapathi, and touches his wife's heart, repeating 
the verse 'what is hidden, 0 thou, whose hair is well pared 
in thy heart, in Prajapathi that I know ; such is my belief. 
May I fall into distress ?1 Another supplementary rite for the 
prevention of miscarriage is also customary in some localities. 
It is performed by sprinkling the juice of a stock of fresh 
darbha grass in the wife's right nostril with the repetition 
of certain ma11trams. The ceremony is called Anvalobhana. 

The last of the pregnancy rites is the Seema11tham or parting 
of the hair which is generally performed in the fourth, sixth, 
or eighth month of pregnancy. In the fortnight of the in
creasing moon i. e., when the moon, stands in conjunction with 
a nakshatra that has the name of masculine gender. 

(After a puja to Ganapathi and the peformance of N undi
mukha, the husband gives its place to the aupasana fire; and 
having spread to the west of it a hull's hide with the neck to the 
east, with the hair outside, he makes oblations, while his wife 
sits on that hide and taking hold of him repeats two verses,' 
I. the significance of which is 'prajapathi generates these off
spring, Let Dhatar with favouring mind bestow them, harmo
nious, like-minded, of like origin. Let the L9rd of Prosperity 
put prosperity in me. He then three times parts her hair up
wards (beginning from the front with a branch containing an 
even number of unripe fruits and with a porcupine's quill that 

1, Aswalayana Grihya Sutra, page So, Sacred books of the East. 
Vol, XXIX, 
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has three white spots, and with three bunches of kusa grass 
with the words, Bhu, Bhuva, Svar Om') • 

. Certain medical substances, supposed to have a purifying 
efficacy, are also given, and a particular regimen is prescribed 
for the remaining period of gestation. The promotion of cheer· 
fulness in the mind of the mother is thought essential, and so, 
musical performances are sometimes given. These rites are 
performed at a woman's first pregnancy with a view to puri
fying her whole person and protecting the well-being of her 
unborn child. The underlying idea is that the body of the 
mother should be protected from evil influences at the 
most critical period of gestat,ion, and that the period for the 
performance of them is in the third, fourth, sixth, or the eighth 
month. 

The delivery of a Nambuthiri woman takes place on the 

Cell very r'it('l, bare floor. The urn bilical cord is cut by a 
barber woman who is a mid wife. Soon after 

delivery, the mother is taken to a tank and dipped in cold 
water, and she is tended and nursed by a Sudra woman for ten 
days. It is curious to note that the Sudra woman's touch 
or the taking of meals in her presence entails no pollu
tion during the period of confinement. At other times this 
deviation from caste rules is highly reprehensible, and entails 
loss of caste. Each Nambuthiri family may have one or more 
Pariyappad families(familics attached to them), depending up· 
on and doing service to them, and the woman of such families 
are the personal attcnda'nts of the N ambuthiri woman. Garlic, 
pepper, and other bazaar stuffs, and sometimes medicinal 
herbs and plants dried and bruised are prepared in the 
form of a mixture, which is administered to h~r as medicine 
during this period. Her daily diet consists of nothing more 
than rice and ragi boiled together. In the event of any 
serious illness, a Vydia11 or physician is invited to treat her, who 
sits outside the room and gets all the necessary information 
through her maid servant. In this respect. she is helpless. 
'the physician can never see her. or test in person the efficacy 
of his treatment. 

Pollution lasts for ten days, and on the ele\'Cnth day, the 
mother and babe bathe and become purified after a purificatory 
ceremony. The sanctified water is sprinkled on her as well as 
the child and the mother also drinks a stnall dose of it. The , z D 
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whole house and the close surroundings are purified with the 
same water, and the washerwoman supplies her with the newly 
washed cloths in which she is dressed. Only after forty days 
she is allowed to take part in all the ceremonies, and she ap
proaches her husband only after ninety days. No gifts (d<lnams) 
are usual at the punyaham time. 

Jatakarmam :- \Vithin ninety naligas (thirty-six hours) 
Post Na<al cm- after the birth of a child, its father has a look 

moni". at its face, and he then bathes after which 
placing the child on his lap, he makes gifts to the Brahmans in 
propitiation of Pitris and Vais«·adevas as well as in cele
bration of the happy event. He then mixes a small quantity 
of ghee and honey together, and dissolving a little gold in it, 
and stirring it with a golden rod to symbolise good fortune, 
pours it down the throat of the child from a gold vessel. The 
act is accompanied with the recital of a few m'mtrams. The 
translation of which is as follows :-0! long-lived one, mayst 
thou live a hundred years in this world protected by the gods. 
Both the ears of the infant were then touched with the golden 
rod, and another man tram repeated. "May Savitri, may Sara
swathi, may the Aswins grant thee wisdom. Lastly, the 
shoulders are rubbed and these words uttered :-"Become firm 
as a rock, sharp as an axe, pure as gold, thou art the Veda 
called a son, live thou a hundred years. May lndra bestow on 
thee his best treasures." (Rig Veda II. 21, 6, III, 36-10.) 
If it is not done at this time, the ceremony cannot be perform
ed until after the pollution is over. 

N amai,aranam.-This falls on the twelth day after the 
birth of a child, but may also be celebrated on any auspicious 
day at an auspicious hour. After the usual preliminaries are 
gone through, the purificatory ceremony is pP.rformed a second 
time, in the middle of which, the father, placing the child on 
his lap and giving money presents to the Brahmans, whis
pers the name of the child, beginning with a consonant with a 
semi-vowel, with the visarga at its end, in Sanskrit in its right 
ear. This latter act is performed also by the mother in her 
turn. It must be mentioned that the thirteenth-day is not 
considered auspicious. 

Nishkramanam.-During the fourth month after birth, a 
child is carried out in the open air during the fifth part of-an 
auspicious day, and a ceremony is performed and gifts are 
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made to Brahmans. This is called Nislrkramanam. A jack tree, 
arikka Pl~vu, is decorated, and the child is made to place its 
foot upon its root; after this it is taken in-doors. 

· Annaprusanam, or first ricegiving.-When the child is sbc 
months old, the ceremony of feeding with rice for the first time 
takes place. An auspicious day is chosen and after the usual 
preliminaries are gone through, the food is consecrated by 
means of holy texts. The child being laid upon the lap of the 
father, gifts of money are made to the Brahmans, and the child 
is fed with boiled rice, molasses, honey, ghee and water out of 
a silver vessel. During the process mantrams1 are recited, and 
the significance of which is " Lord of food, give us food pain· 
less and strong; bring forward the giver, bestow power on us 
on men and animals". For this ceremony the fifth and seventh 
months are considered inauspicious. 

Chou•! am.-This signifies the shaving of the child for the 
Jlrst time. It is performed both for boys and girls for the first 
time, during the third or the fifth year of their age. Sometimes 
it is postponed to the fifth year in the case of boys, and seventh 
year in the case of !(iris. In the case of boys the whole head 1s 
shaved except the tuft or llUduma. In the case of girls the 
ceremony consists of the removal of one or two hairs with a 
razor, though no objection is made even to sha~ing the head 
with the exception of an oval patch of hair on the top of the 
head. The Maran acts as the barber and is presented with 
paddy, rice, cloth and money. A Sudra servant is also pre· 
sent, and he receives the shaven hair in his cloth, when 
the l\1/mm removes it by the razor. The child is then anoint· 
cd with a little oil and fait (soap) hy a Sudra maid-servant 
of the family who ~athes it subsequently. The man and the 
maid-servants of the Nambuthiri arc the Sudras of the higher 
rank, and are known as Illakluirs without whose aid a Nam· 
bmhiri cannot get on. The ceremony is believed to have a puri
ficatory effect on the whole character of the boy. According to 
Aswalclyana, the child should be placed on the lap of its 
mother, to the west of the sacred fire. The father should take 
up his station to the south of the mother, holding in his hand 
twenty-one stalks of kusa grass, he should sprinkle on the head 
of the child three times a mixture of warm water, repeating the 
words 0 I Vayu come hither and with the formula 'May Aditi 

1. Aewalayana Grihya Sutraa 1. :r:6. 
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cut my hair, may the waters moisten thee for vigour!' He 
should then insert three stalks of kusa grass seven times 
into the child's hair on the right side, saying, '0, divine grass! 
protect him', then he should cut off a portion of the h<tir and 
give it to the mother with the recitation of various texts,' 
leaving one lock (sikha or chuda) on the top of the head or 
sometimes three or five locks according to the custom of the 
family. 

Karnm·edhanz.-This takes place after tonsure during the 
third or the fifth year of the child. Parasara made it one of 
the purificatory ceremonies but Aswalayana and Gobila con
spicuously omit it. The boy is sumptuously fed and made to 
sit with his face towards the east, and a particular mantra, the 
last hymn of the San:a Veda, is recited. It may be thus tran
slated :-'Let us hear what is good with the ears, let us see 
what is good with the eyes.' Then the right ear-lobe is 
pierced. A different mantram is recited, a translation of which 
IS g1ven as follows :-'The bow-string, drawn tight upon the 
how and leading to success in battle, repeatedly approaches 
the ear, as if embracing its friend, and wishing to say some
thing agreeable just as a woman makes a murmuring sound (in 
her husband's ear.)' Then the left ear-lobe is pierced. This 
ceremony is sometimes performed on the day after birth or at 
the close of the first year or with the tonsure. · 

Vidhydrambham :-This is gone through either during the 
third or fifth year of the boy's age, but more commonly in the 
fifth year. The auspicious day generally chosen is the V ijaya 
Dasami or P1ija-eduppu day, i. e., the tenth dai of the Das ra, 
hut other good nzuhurthams are also known. The ceremony 
opens with a P•ija to Ganapathi and money presents to Brah
mans. The father or guardian of the boy initiates him into a. 
knowledge of the letters. He takes the boy on his knees and writ
es the alphabet with a piece of gold (generally a gold ring) on his 
tongue, and whispers the sacred word in his ears. He is 
taught the fifty-one letters of the alphabet, the letters being 

I, "The razor with which Savitri, the knowing one. has shaved 
(the beard) of kings Soma and Varuna, with that, ye Brahmans, shave now 
his (hair.l that he may be blessed with lo~g life, with old age.' 'With what 
Dhatri has shaven the head of Brahaspathi, Agni, lndra, for the sake of 
long life, with that I shave thy head forsake of long-life-of glory and wel
fare-thus a second time. By what he may at night further see the sun and 
see it long, with wha.t I shave thy head}or th~ sake ot long life, of glorY and 
welfare-thus a third time." Aswalnyana Grihya Sutras I, 17. 
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traced in rice by the father holding the ring finger of his son. 
The goddess Saraswati is herself propitiated with offerings 
during the nine previous days of the festiv'!). The letters first 
written are "Hari Sri Gana Patha Ye namah ",an invocation 
to Vishnu, Lakshmi and Ganesha, the belief being that the in
tellectual attainments of a pupil can only be secured by the 
blessings of these gods. 

With the object of obtaining high intellectual merits for 
children, parents give them butter sanctified by mantrams in 
the belief that it will promote their intellectual gifts. The 
high intellectual eminence of Kakkasherry Bhattery, one of the 
most gifted of the Malabar Brahmans, is believed to have been 
attained in this manner. It is said that the Nambuthiris of 
Malabar were much dissatisfied with the best prize for scholar
ship, (a purse of money) being year after year carried away by 
a fpreign. Brahman, one Uddanda Sdstri of Ch6la Dt!sam, on 
account of his undisputed superiority over the best Pandits of 
Malabar in Sanskrit sciences. This was a great mortification 
to the native Brahmans, who then devised a course of 
mantrams for producing in their own community, an intellec
tual giant. One of the most approved of the Nambuthiri 
families was fixed upon for the purpose, and the Brahman and 
his wife were put upon a regular course of diet and devotional 
exercises while thousands of Nambuthiris combined for P•ija 
and japam, and for a year communicated their effect to the 
daily food of the Kakkasherry couple. In due course a male 
child was born and upon it they built their hopes for defeat
ing their foreign rival. The boy to be expected was brought 
up most carefully, :md at the age of twelve, he satisfied their 
expectations. The competition for the Zamorin's prizes came 
as usual, and the famous Uddanda Sdstri was there with his 
disciples. The Nambuthiri brought this young genius to com
pete with him. The proud Sastri was defeated by the young 
disciple and the latter won the prize to the astonishment and 
satisfaction of the whole community. This is an instance to 
prove the efficacy of the mantrams and prayers for the advance
ment of intellectual power. The Kakkasherry lllam cannot 
boast of ever having had another member of this type, but 
there are other gifted Nambuthiri families said to be recipients 
of similar blessings. The Ndreri, otherwise called Kudallur 
lll<nn, ofthe Chowaram village once popularly said to be one of 
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them and every male member of this family, both in time 
gone by, and within living memory , has been, and is eve 
now, a profound scholar in the Rig Veda and Sanskrit Gram 
mar Vydkarana>'l· The members of this illam belong to th 
chief Adhyan . families and possess not only a local but a1 
Indian reputation for learning, their names being well know1 
to the scholars in Benares and Calcutta. 

This is the leading.or taking of a boy to his Guru or spiri 

U panayanam. 
tual preceptor. This is the c~remony in whicl 
a Nambuthiri boy is invested with the holy 

thread. 1 It takes place in his seventh or eighth year, and th< 
performance of thi~ . ceremony makes him twice born i. e. 
a Brahman. Without it he is considered no better than ~ 

Sudra. An auspicious day is cho5en during the Uttarayana~r, 
period, i. e., the six months during which the sun is to thf 
north of the equator. On the morning of the auspicious day, 
the boy is bathed and is neatly dressed, and he puts on for 
the first time a darba ring. The priest and the boy sit 
facing east, and the former performs the usual puja to Gana· 
pathi with offerings, an expiatory ceremony (Prdyschittam), 
and Nimdimullam and makes gifts of a few annas to Brahmans. 
Then they throw off the kusa rings and wash their feet. The 
Pzmyaham ceremony is next performed, and the sanctified 
water is sprinkled on him. Taking a sumptuous meal at the 
hands of his mother as on the birthday, he stands in the central 
court-yard (Nadumittam) facing east, and rewards his teacher 
who blesses him. He soon gets himself shaved, bathes and wears 
a garment that has been not washed. The· ceremony opens 
as usual with the worship of Gapesa at the western side of the 
sacrificial fire. Facing east with his father beside him, the 
boy is invested with the holy-thread to which is attached a 
piece of antelope skin (l(rishndjinam) and a belt of munja grass 
is buckled on him. While the student takes hold qf him, the 
teacher sacrifices and there stations himself to the north of the 
fire with his face turned towards the east. He then fills the two 
hollows of his own and the student's joined hands with water, 
and with the verse "That we choose of Savitri (RigVeda- V. 

I. The thread consists of three· fine threads spun into one. It must 
be white, sixteen feet long, and fastened in a special knot which is called 
Bra11ma-gmnthi. It has to be consecrated by the recitation of the vedic • 
texts which are partly Ogyltri and other hymns from the Black Yaj\lr Veda. 
At the same time holy water is sprinlCled by means of the kusa grass. 
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82-1), he makes with the full hollow of his own hands the water 
flow down on the full hollow of the student's hands. Having 
thus poured the water over his hands he should with his own 
hands seize his (the student's) hand together with the thumb 
with the (formula), 'By the impulse of God Savithri, with the 
arms of the two Aswins, with Pushan's hands I seize thy hand'. 
Then he says," Savithri has seized thy hand a second time. 
Agni is thy teacher a third time." Then he is led to an open 
space where the priest directs him to look at the sun so that 
the pupils of his eyes may be covered with the sun's rays; next 
he goes to the sacrificial altar and offers sacrifices to the fire. 
The meaning of the verses recited at the time is thus translated. 
To Agni I have brought a piece of wood, and thorugh that piece 
of wood, increase thou 0 Agni ; through the Brahman may we 
increase S·tl'aha ! Having put the fuel on the fire, and having 
tou'<hedit,)Je three times wipes off his face w1th the words, "With 
splendour I anoint myself. On me may Agni bestow insight, on me 
offspring, on me splendour. On me may Indra bestow insight, on 
me offspring, on me strength and so also may Surya (sun) bestow 
them on me. \Vhat thy splendour is, Agni, may I thereby become 
resplendent. \Vhat thy vigour is, Agni, may I become vigorous. 
'What thy consuming power is, Agni, may I thereby obtain c,on· 
suming power." 1 With these formulas he should approach the 
fire, bend the knee, embrace the teacher's feet and say to him "Re
cite The Savithri, Sir recite". At his request, initiates him into 
the mysteries of the Sch•itri manframs, by uttering into the right 
ear, the sacred letter (Om) which is known as 'Pranavam' or the 
primeval sound from which the whole man:fested creation is 
believed to have developed, and then recite the gayitri ma11fram 
firstly j>ada by j>acla (syHable), then hemistich by hemistich, and 
finally the whole verse. The boy is then made to recite as far as 
he is able. The Guru then teaches the pupil certain maxims of 
conduct to be pursued and respected by him throughout his 
Brahmacharya stage. The boy has now become a Brahman 
qualified for the study of the Vedas and th.? performance of all 
the duties appe1'taining to the dsrama or stag~ he is about to 
enter. He must not sleep during the day, but must under the 
tuition of his guru. devote his attention to the vedic studies. 
Advice to this effect, though spoken in sanskrit, at the time, is 
also given in lllalnyalamso as to appeal to the understanding of the 

1, Aswalayana Grihya Sutra I, 21. 
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young disciple, a custom unknO\vn to the Brahmans of the East 
Coast. With these words of advice, he is given a dandu or 
stick, and he makes obeisance to his parents and others assem
bled. He next receives a brass vessel bhikshapatram (alms spot) 
for providing himself with food during the Brahmacharya stage. 
He goes to the kitchen of his own house with the brass pot in 
one hand and the stick in the other ; making obeisance in due 
form to his mother, and while standing facing the east, he says 
' Bhavati Bhiksham Dadhatu' (mayst thou be pleased to give 
me alms.) The mother places five or seven handfuls of rice in 
the vessel, and after receiving similar contributions from the 
others assembled there, he goes to his guru or preceptor and 
says 'Bhikshamidam' (this is the collection of my alms): the 
guru then blesses it and says' may it be good'. After the gaya
tri japa, there is a ceremony of Samidhadhanam corresponding 
to the aupasanam of the Grihasta, and this has to be performed 
twice both in the morning and after sunset every day. Ano
ther h6mam called Anupravakaniya sacrifice i. e., the sacrifice 
performed after the study of a part of the Veda, takes place dur
ing night, for which the boy prepares Brahmadima or cooked 
food and the teacher should sacrifice it to the Savitri, a second 
time, to the Rishis, a third time, to Agni a fourth time and 
lastly to the Brahmans who pronounce the end of the -:edic 
study. The cloth that covers the Krisl111ajina and the sacred 
thread is removed, and the consecration of his food is then 
performed for the first time. 

On the fourth day begins the boy's initiation into the vedas 
(Othzt thudangal), and from that time, he leads the life of a 
Brahmachari or celebate student of the vedas, seeing none but 
his teacher or guru, and wearing only the Krishnajinam and 
the JIUkhalam till the performance of the Samavatthallll cere
mony which marks the completion of his studies and his return 
to domestic life (Grihasta.) This form of orthodoxy prevails 
to a great extent unimpaired even to this day in most of the 
high dignified or aristocratic Nambuthiri families. 

Brahmacharya period:-The boy's stud~ntship begins im
mediately after Upanayanam and during the whole period 
of Brahmacharyam he is to be· with the gurtt or spiritual 
father. According to Manu, the period may extend to nine, 
eighteen or thirty-six years, though jn these days, it is much less. 
During this period he is forbidden to use betel, to wear flowers 
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in his hair, or to ornament his bodv or fore-head with sandal. 
He must rise and bathe early, perform his sandhyat•andhanam 
at the three sandhya.• (sunrise, noon, and sunset), as taught 
to him during the Upanayanam ceremony, and offer oblation 
of fuel to the sacred fire (samidddtinam.) He must abstain 
from perfumes, pungents, sensuality, wrath, covetousness, 
dancing, music, gambling, detractions of others, falsehood, 
impurity of all kinds, and must never injure any being. 
Till his Samdmrthanam, or the ceremony of returning home 
after the course of his •tudentship, the Nambuthiri youth has 
to abstain from clothing of all kinds except a small strip of 
cotton cloth. \Vhile a twist of muncha grass is tied round the 
loins, these are renewed as often as is necessary during the 
prescribed period of Brahmacharyam. He must also wear a 
strap of leather {l{rislutajinam) an inch in breadth across his 
shoulder, and hanging down in the same direction as the 
sacred thread; and the study of the Vedas forms the important 
part of the whole course. 

Upanislu!dam :-When the above course is completed and 
at the r~turn of the Uttarayanam period, the rite called 
c.:panislu!dam is performed on any day in the bright lunar fort· 
night when Stdtdltydham comes in conjunction with any of 
the stars from 1\irrtlrikai to Visdkom. The usual preliminaries 
being over, the Brahmachari performs lromam, and at the end 
of it eats what remains of the hat'i.<stt or N h•ediam, The vow 
too is undertaken for the whole year. 

Godanam :-At the close of the Upanishedam vow, the 
same auspicious day is chosen and after the initiatory cere
monies the Brahmachari, having shaved and bathed performs 
lwmam and partakes of the remainder of the sacrificial rice. 
This is continued for twelve days. 

Clwkryam :-After Godancz Vritam, an auspicious day is 
chosen, as during the Uttarityanam period, and wonted preli· 
minarics having been performed, the Brahmachari partakes of 
the remainder of the sacrificial rice. Before sunset that 
day," the at•d11tara dikslra ", which is a part of this ceremony 
and i5 performed, when the Brahmachari, whose eyes are blind· 
folded, goes through his evening service and fasts during the 
night. Next morning, he again goes through the daily service 
and performs the " at•antara clikslra" during which the bandage 
is removed from his eyes. He does not indulge in a bath for 
four days consecutively, but keeps himself free from pollution 

a E 
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in the meantime, and partakes once everyday of the sacrificial 
rice without salt. On the fourth day the rite called "A van tara" 
is performed and the Brahmachari is free to bathe. 

Samavarthauam :-This is a ceremony by which the 
youth's studentship is brought to an end. For this an auspi
cious day is selected when the Brahmachari (the vedic student) 
bathes early before day-break, and goes through his early 
morning routine (sandhia~·andhanam). He next performs 
Ndndimullha and other preliminary ceremonies and prepares 
the sacrificial fire Clz6mam) which is fed with the twigs of Ficus 
Religiosa. After parting with the symbols of his Brahma
charya, namely, the string of grass (mozmchi) round his loins 
and the waist band which he gives to the Acharya (priest) and 
another Brahman. Getting himself shaved, bathing inside the 
house in water on which the rays of the sun have not fallen 
that morning, he dresses and adorns himself in his best with 
his caste marks, and then brings the propitiation of the sacri
ficial fire to an end. He remains inside the house throughout 
the whole day for fear of exposing himself to the sun's rays, 
and performs the evening service at sunset. Next he gets out 
of the house and looks at the moon and stars, after which he 
is said to have passed the stage of Brahmacharyam. 

This is often indulged in by the N ambuthiris, owmg, 

Polyga.my. 
partly to their desire to have a son to perform 
funeral and other ceremonies for the spirits of 

the departed, and partly to dispose of the superfluous number 
of girls. Two or three girls are married to one man to avoid 
the payment of heavy sums which are required to get suitable 
bridegrooms. \Vhen a Nambuthiri has several wives, the first 
wife has no precedence over the of hers, nor are 'the latter con
sidered as a superior class of concubines like the hand-maids 
of the Jewish patriarchs'. They are all of equal status, and 
live amicably in the same house. 

Polyandry and widow marriage are absolutely unknown 
among them. 

The N ambuthiri women are kept in the strictest seclusion. 
Of all virtues, chastity is accounted the high-

Smarthavicharam. 
est, and any' violation of this, in man or 

woman, entails loss of caste, social status, and total separation 
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from the family. Enquiries into cases of conjugal infidelity are 
conducted by the Smdrthan (judge), and hence the name 
•• Smarthdt'ichdram ••, by which the caste trial is known. 
Should a woman of the caste misbehave herself, and the mat· 
ter be known to the members of the family, they do not gener· 
ally keep the secret to themselves, but the senior or some other 
male member thereof divulges it to the prominent members 
among the castemen of the neighbourhood. The latter on 
receiving the information, proceed to the family and make a 
careful enquiry into the truth of the matter. If they are satis· 
lied as to her guilt, they direct the suspected woman to be 
lodged separately for they consider her to be impure. The 
husband or other member of the family then informs the ruler 
of the State, who thereupon, at the request of her husband or 
parents appoints a Panchdyet to conduct the t•icharam (trtal) 
and to issue summons (Tittu) to them. The Panchayet con· 
sists of the Smarthan or president, two or more Mimdmsakars 
or Nambuthiris versed in caste-laws the Agakoyma or local 
head of the community, and the Purakoyma a representative of 
the Raja whose duty it is to stand with a drawn sword during 
the trial and to keep order. The office of the Smarthan is 
hereditary, and if the family to which he belongs becomes ex· 
tinct, the Yogmn or the village union nominates another in its 
place. The Jlimamsaltarsare appointed to help tlte Smarthan; 
the Agakoyma whose office is also hereditary, is appointed to 
preserve order while the Purak6yma is the ruler himself In 
ancient times, the latter w;.s invariably present. The Smarthan 
on the rPreipt of the royal mandate, receives from the girl"s 
rdations a small Daksllina (money gift), and generally proceeds 
to select the Mimdm.sakars. In the State while there are several 
Vaidilwns (caste priests), one of them accompanies a Smarthan 
to the place of llicharana or enquiry, and the Smarthan 
merely conducts the enquiry as the representative of the Vaidi· 
kans, and is authorised and guided by them. 

The proceedings commence with a puja to the local deity 
after which the trial begins with the examination of the ac· 
cused's ddsi or maid-servant who incriminates her. The 
woman remains all the time within the Anjampura ; and the 
Sudra maid-servant stands at the door. All questions are 
addressed to her mistress through her ; for the suspected 
woman must be honoured until the pronouncement of the final 
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verdict. It is curious to note this similarity to the English 
legal maxim that every man is innocent until he is proved 
guilty. The Smarthan makes a pretence of entering this 
flimsy edifice (anjri:mpura), as if ignorant of all that has trans· 
pired. The maid-servant steps out and informs him of the pre· 
sence of her mistress inside; the Smarthan pretending to be 
astonished at this information, asks her why her mistress 
should not be in the main building. \Vith this question, the 
enquiry may be said to have really begun. The next morning 
by 11 o' clock, the Smarthan and his colleagues again go and 
stand beside the out·house, and calling out the maid-servant 
again, begins the regular enquiry. About 5o' clock in the 
evening, the Agakoyona relates the whole day's proceedings to 
the M imdmsalwrs, and takes their opinions as to the nature of 
the questions to be put on the following day, and this kind of 
·enquiry lasts often for months and sometimes even for years. 
It is a very expensive undertaking, for the whole judicatory staff 
has to be maintained by the family, until the woman confesses 
her guilt. In the event of her confession, the woman is brought 
out and minutely cross-examined before all the members of 
the court, with a view to elicit the names of all the men 
who have had a share in her offence or who have taken part 
in her criminal intimacy. In the event of her refusing to do 
so, the trial is prolonged until she confesses. If the wo.:nan 
is found to be innocent of the charges, the judges perform 
Ksh,rma namaskdram, (i.e. prostrations begging her pardon 
for the prosecution). 

In former times various means of pursuasion are said 
to have been used; such as the introduction of rats and 
snakes into the woman's room. After the completion of the 
enquiry, the guardian of the suspected woman presents 
himself before the assembled Brahmans and makes the custo· 
mary obeisance. The Smarthan then recounts the details of 
the enquiry, and communicates the results thereof to the ruler 
of the State, who directs the suspected woman as well as the 
party composing the members of the enquiry to come before 
him. Again, on a particular day, a formal ·assembly is held 
comprising the members already mentioned, together with 
the ruler of the State. The Smarthan then narrates, in order, 
the various incidents connected with the enquiry, but delegates 
to a Brahman who stands outsiae on a stool, the task of 
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naming her paramours. As he mentions each name in stentorian 
tones, a pop-gun is discharged amidst the deafening beating 
of drums. After all the persons are enumerated, the woman 
is declared guilty of adultery. The Pindiyans or servants at 
once deprive her of the cloth covering the upper part of her 
body, and the umbrelln with which she has been concealins 
her face. No longer is the woman a chaste woman (kula· 
stri) : she is thenceforward called a stidhanam (thing). The 
Smarthan then advices her to lead the life of a religious . 
recluse, doing penance and growing tulsi plants, in the hope 
that they may redeem her from her future birth. In the event 
of her willingness to do so, she is maintained at the expense 
of the State; otherwise she is at liberty to depart with whom
soever she pleases. After she has been handed over by the 
Smiirthan to the custody of the Pural<oyma, the guardian of 
the woma,n bathes and performs all the funeral ceremonies for 
he;, who from that moment is counted as dead for all social 
and family purposes. In former times the outcaste Brahman 
women in the Chiral1kal Taluk of North Malabar were handed 
over to a Tiyyan landlord, (Mamrandr), of high rank and pri· 
vi leges; and he either had them as his wives, or sold them 
away when he did not like them. It then remains for her para
mours to vindicate their character on pain of excommunication. 
Two courses are open to them to exculpate themselves either 
by undergoing the ordeal of boiling oil or of weighing ; but 
these have been long ago abolished. 

In the excommunication case of a Brahman woman which 
took place in the State a few years ago, about 65 men (Brahmans 
Ambalavasis, and Sudrasl, were outcasted. Two leading men in 
the British territory who were also implicated in it, agreed to 
undergo the ordeal either of oil or of weighing to prove their 
innocence, and the Smarthan allowed it and gave them a for
mal writ called panrpu. This, however, was considered lw the 
whole community to be an irregular and unwarranted procedure, 
and was therefore declared null and void. The Smltrthan and 
his colleagues were made to perform some prciyaschittam or ex
piatory ceremony which consisted of the recitation of the 
Gayatri mantrams thousand times early morning after the 
usual bath for three years. At the end of three years he was to 
eat food boiled in Panclraga~·yam. He was to make gift 
of a hundred cows Rs. (2-8-0) and feed one hundred Brahmans. 
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The members of his house were ·also to perform a similar 
expiatory ceremony. 

The seducers, who are placed under a ban, are considered 
dead in so far as their membership in the family is concerned, 
and funeral ceremonies are performed for them. 

The husband must perform elaborate purificatory and 
expiatory rites {prtiyaschittam), c~ncluding with a Sudha
bhojanam, or feast to celebrate his re-admission into caste, 
after he has obtained the ruler's permission. The matter does 
not end even here. The children of the woman by her husband 
after the commencement of the sinful act, the children of her 
associates as well as their chaste wives are degraded in caste ; 
and they become Chakkiyars and Nangiyars. 

Even after the woman has soiled herself by her conduct, 
her parents advise her to confess her fault and to suffer the 
social penalty in this world in order to avoid the divine wrath 
in the next. The Smarthan takes up the case with a most 
unbiassed mind, respects the virtue of the woman, and interro
gates her and obtains the answers through her maid-servant 
until the charge is proved. "No harsh word is employed, 
no shocking word ever suggested ; and the whole case is 
worked to a termination, by a series of mild questions which 
never fails to bring out the truth. The sinfulness of reading 
out the charge of adultery to one, who belonged to the 'purest 
of the community and who, in this instance, may perhaps be 
innocent, is avoided by the Brahman judge, and it is read out 
by a young Tamil Brahman." 

'rhe family property of a Nambuthiri .is called Brgl.,na
swum, and every member thereof has an equal 

Jnherit:r.nce. 

claim to it; but practically it is the eldest son 
who succeeds to the property of his father, while the junior 
members are entitled to maintenance. This is in accordance 
with principle laid down in the two verses 106 and 107 of lrlam< 
Smrithi that a man's eldest son relieves him of all debt to the 
manes, and that he is therefore worthy of the whole estate. " As 
a father supports his sons, so the eldest look after the youngest 
when they behave towards him as sons, towards their father." 
This practice and the recognized principle among the Nambu
thiris appear to be in consonance with the directions laid 
down by the law-giver. 

lt is on this ground that the eldest son alone marries, · 
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while his brothers form conjugal relations with the women of 
the castes below them. In the latter case, the children of the 
union belong to the family of the mother, and are supported by 
the karanavan out of her family funds. If the eldest son 
is younger than any of his father's brothers, then the 
latter succeeds to the right of governing the family. If, on 
the other hand, an elder brother dies leaving an unmarried 
daughter behind him, the brother junior to him may take a 
lawful wife to continue the line. If the father dies before the 
son comes of age, and if there is no adult male to manage the 
affairs, then it is the eldest female of the house who succeeds to 
the right. Impartibility is the fundamental principle of the 
system. Among the Ammomans, inheritance is in the female 
line. 

If the senior member of a Nambuthiri family has no legal 

Adoption. 
heirs-neither his own sons, his brothers' 
sons, nor any near relation-he may adopt heirs 

in any one of the methods described below, but in the event 
of his having any heir in the male line, however distant, he is 
not entitled to exercise the right of adoption. In the latter 
case, the nearest and the oldest relative must be made 
to marry and thus preserve the family continuity. But, if 
there is no prospect of his brothers getting any issue, and if 
they should give their consent to the ·act, then he may adopt 
with their consent, that of the distant relatives not being re
quired. If the person wishing to adopt, obtains the consent of 
his brothers, on the ground of the absence of the prospect of 
their having issue, and adopts one of the distant relatives, the 
consent of all other relatives, however distant, is necessary. 
If, under the above conditions, a Nambuthiri adopts a son and 
afterwards begets a son, the adopted son is . entitled to a fifth 
of his property and the real son to four-fifths. This is allowed 
according to the common Hindu Law. If, however, necessary 
formalities, such as the homam, etc., have been gone through, 
the latter forfeits his claim to the property. 

There arc three kinds of adoption now in vogue among the 
Kerala Brahmans. One of these is the Pattukayyal Dethu, that 

.is, adoption in which ten hands or five persons, namely, (the 
parents who give away, the parents who receive and the boy 
given away) are concerned. If the boy to be adopted belongs 
to the same g6tra and stitra as the adoptive family, then there is 
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no limit to the age at which he may be adopted. If he is of a 
different gotra, the adoption should take place before T.:pana· 
yanam. The second form of adoption is the Chanchamatha or 
that in which a dry twig of Ficus Religiosa, nine inches long, 
forms a part. There is no limit to the age of the person to be 

adopted, and the only ceremony performed on such occasions 
is the offering of the twig to the God of Fire in the homakrm· 
dam (sacrificial pit). The person thus adopted has to perform 
the funeral rites of the parent adopting him only and not 
those of their ancestors. 

The third kind of adoption is known as Kudh•echu llla· 
tlllt Dethu, in which an only surviving widow or an old widower 
in a family adopts an heir. This is done by means of one of 
her relatives, and the family priest or V cidhyan who chooses 
a person from among the relatives, informs the ruler of the 
fact, and after getting him married, adopts him and his wife, 
as heirs to the widow or old man. The first two adoptions above 
referred to are made with a view to performing the funeral 
rites, while the third kind is resorted to in the absence of close 
relations; and the person so adopted performs the funeral ob· 
sequies of the old man or woman after death and succeeds to 
his property. 

There is also another kind of adoption 'Kamtiyodu Kudi 
Sarvasu•adcinam' in which the parents having only a female. child 
give her in marriage to a Brahman with all their property for 
her dowry and her son must perform for them the usual funeral 
rite. In fact, her son is treated as their own. 



CHAPTER X. 

THE BRAHMANS. 

THE NAMBUTHIRIS. 

(Continued). 

It is the science which treats of heavenly bodies and 
J•"•h• 9,,,.,m •• their influence over human destiny. Ancient 

HtnduAot•oto.,.tn- Chaldeans, Eg)•ptiansand Zoroastrians appear 
ciudlne Astronomy. 

to have cultivated this science in connection 
with their religious worship; and much of the Hindu Astrology 
must hav'! been the common property of the early Aryans. 
For' the Zodiacal signs are given the same names;. the obser· 
vation, names of planets, the connotations of their characters 
and attrih•1tes are all similar. The Hindus must have ex· 
changed ideas with the neighbouring nations, and many non· 
Hindu astrologers such as Yavanacbarya are mentioned in 
Hindu works on astrology: foreign words such as (Greek) heli, 
l1riyu, jetum«, P«rthoni«, lu!ntrcrm, h6ru, dn!kunum and kourpi 
arc also found in them. 

Astrology including astronomy or J6tish« scistrum is 
divided into three main divisions, namely, (1) SiddhCmta or 
astronomy, which deals with mathematical portion, (2l Pltalita 
or judicial astrology, in which predictions are based upon 
planetary movements, prusmis (the questions) for the clearing 
of doubts and the reme'dies suggested by it, being included in 
this division; and (J) Mululrtha or the fixing of auspicious mo
ments for all ceremonies, etc., with a vie\v to lessen the evils 
and strengthen the benefits. 

Mention is made of eighteen astrological works, of which 
Sury« siddhdnta, named also as S•lry6punishud, is the most 
important. Jy6tisha is one of the six angers (organs) of the 
't!l!das, and to each veda a treatise under the title of Jy6tisha is 
annexed; and this explains the adjustment of the Calendar for 
the purpose of fixing the proper periods for the performance of 
religious duties. It is adapted to the solar and lunar time 
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with the civil year, and was evidently formed in the infancy of 
' astrological knowledge. The religious life of 'the Brahmans was 

one continuous routine of the performance of the ceremonies 
enjoined by the vedas, ·(Sh6dasa kriyas) sixteen sacraments, 
Yagnas or sacrifices, Tharj>anas or oblations of ses.rmu•n 
and water to the manes of the departed, the U j>akarmas, 
for which much care and thought were exercised in choosing 
proper time and seasons; and the spiritual welfare of the com
munity chiefly depended on the proper performance of them, 
during auspicious moments. Sradlzas had to be performed in 
accordance with the rules laid down in this, as otherwise in
jurious results might result from the selection of inauspicious 
times. Apart from these religious ceremonies, all speculations 
in trade, constructions of edifices, etc., depended upon the aus
picious times for their ccmmencement. It is said that the 
military operations of the Panda vas were begun at an auspicious 
time fixed by the astrologer Sahadeva, one of the Pandavas 
well versed in the scien"e. 

Such auspicious occasions depended upon the movements 
and position of the planets, such as conjunctions, oppositions, 
triunes, quadratures, exaltations, etc. The religious cere
monies had to be performed at the two equinoxes and solstices, 
and the time for them could be determined only by a close 
observation of the planets and their movements. Great credit 
is due to the ancients for the advancement of this science 
under adverse circumstances chiefly owing to the absence of 
observatories and appliances which modern astronomers pos
sess, though ·mention is made of some yantrams or apparatus 
in their works. 

The real position of the planets in the Zodiac are of 
importance in connection with the selection of mulz1irfhams 
(auspicious moments), and in judicial astrology the apparent 
position of the planets has to be taken into account, and a cor
rection is therefore applied to the mean positions called 
Bijcibalams. 

The astronomical portion was first developed by correct 
observations and exact mathematical calculations. The anci
ents recognised only st:ven heavenly bodies as of any practical 
value in the process, together wlth the two nodes of the moon. 
They are the Sun! the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, 
Saturn, Rahu, the ascending node, and Kethu, the descending 
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node, and these are called the N avagraltams or nine planets. 
The nodes are also elevated to the rank of planets, although 
they are devoid of any c~rporeal existence. In order to fix the 
relative position of the planets they felt the necessity of a 
meridian in refert!nce to which all reckonings had to be m ~de. 
The town of Lanka, according to Puranic accounts and tradi· 
tions, was the scat of an observatory, and was therdore selected 
as the starting point owing to its situation at the Equator. 
The city wliich is now submerged, was in the days of its glory, 
the capital of a large P.mpire, and is on the same meridian with 
Dhandakaranya U jain and Kurukshetra. What Greenwich is 
to the modern astronomers, Lanka and U jain were to ancient 
astronomers, who were credited with a profound knowledge of 
Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry, both plain and spherical. 
The results of ancient calculations, when tested by modern 
methods, do not appear to differ materially, and the calcula· 
tictns of one astron::>mer were verified and corrected by others. 
Thus all sources of error, as far as human genius, unaided by 
mechanical means, could do, were eliminated. About the sixth 
or seventh century a great astronomer Arya Bhatta, not satis· 
fied with the results and methods in the eminent work already 
referred to, wrote a similar work called Arya siddhallta, and 
the two works are now recognized as authorities on the subject. 

For purposes of calculations, the Zodiac is divided into 
twelve equal parts called Rdsis or signs, each of which is 
again divided into thirty Bhagas or degree~. One degree is 
equal to 60 minutes and one minute to 60 seconds, each of 
which again is divided in sixty parts. Ancient astronomers 
made allowance for the precession of the Equinoxes, and varia· 
tions in latitude and longitude, and correctly ascertained the 
reclinations and right 'ascensions. They were also acquainted 
with the direct and retro-grade movements of the planets, and 
obliquity of the eclipses. Nothing that could be observed had 
escaped their notice, and they were able to note the apparent 
and real position of the planets at any given movement and 
for any given place. They gave correct forecastes of solar and 
lunar eclipses, their commencement, duration and other parti· 
culars. 

The second division of Hindu astrology was clearly an after· 
growth, for there is no distinct mention of this science in the 
,Audas. Though astrology is regarded as a Vedanga, yet it i~ 
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open to doubt whether the' application of the word was com
prehensive enough to include judicial astrology. When astro
nomy had made fair progress among the ancient Hindus, the 
calculations and results thereof were used to foretell events 
relating to the career of me.n. Like other contemporary nations 
the ancient Hindus clearly comprehended the inter-dependence 
of the various planets of t,he solar system and the natural in, 
fluence they shed upon one another for good or for ev.il. For 
instance,, the moon affects the earth vitally, and regulates the 
tides of the oceans. The sun which is the source. of all life 
and energy affects the motion of .the earth. If these distant 
bodies could aftect the earth in mass, they could as well affect 
the living being on it. Concerning this Mr. Suryanarayana 
Row says, "Man is the result of previous forces working under 
definite laws, with local modifications as arc found to be neces, 
sary in each individual case. His physical constitution is 
under the direct influence of the sun, because the seed that 
produces him, the bed in which he is nourished, the food with 
which he is fed, the clothing he wears, the water he drinks, 
and the air he breathes, are the result of the sun's rays working 
in Nature in their own inscrutable ways. His brain cells and 
his nervous system are greatly affected by the time, place, seed. 
food, climate and other conditions of his life ; and his inteilect 
is entirely dependent on the quantity and quality of the brain 
cells derived from those sources. Vision would be worse than 
useless if there had been no light, and so also his other senses 
each of which has been made to work ,under the direct influ· 
ence of a particular planet. All the planets shine by I ight 
borrowed from the sun, and while retaining some of their 
power, they add something of their own and thus influence 
mankind in various ways." 

" As the rain drops are affected by the .nature of the soil 
they fall upon, and are influepced by its properties, so also, the 
planets, though shining by borrowed lights, shed influence pe· 
culiar to their own. The moon exercises great influence over 
us, and affects our minds considerably. Lunatics, idiots, and 
mad men exhibit market! changes on .full-moon and new-moon 
days. Sick people always pass: restless nights before new• 
moon days, and they are serioJlsly ill; every one despairs of 
their life, until they pass the new· moon days. Electricity has 
been declared to be the great physi~al agent, which. perv.aJe\1 
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through the whole universe, and is the cause of the production 
of the strangest phenomena. The intellect of man is nothing 
but a result of the nervous currents which pass through the 
human frame, and which, when largely concentrated, form 
what is called the mind or will-power. Whatever will might 
he, it cannot remain any length of time unaffected by its sur
roundings, and the food and the climate are important factors 
in the determination of our mind or will force. Will is there
fore under the direct influence of the sun's light and heat, and 
might have been called into existence by their combined 
chemical action. The greater the influence of the sun, the 
greater is the nervous energy or will force in man". 

The Sun, shining with his millions and billions of rays, 
affects our bodies, our minds, and our prospects in life. He 
makes man courageous or timid, as he sheds a greater or less 
influence on the person in question. In entering the human 
body, the solar rays are not uniform in their effects. In some 
organs they J'roduce health, while in others, they produce dis
ease. The chemical effects of the refracted solar rays are 
different in different parts, and the minutest surface exposed 
to the solar rays has as much power of refraction as the huge 
sky when we witness the appearance of the rain-bow. Herein 
lies the secret of planetary influences. They fall ori the bodies, 
they affect their colour, they change their constitution, produc
Ing health or disease, and make them pursue a certain path 
which may or may not be to their advantage. All the influ
ences above explained come directly from the sun, aud we are 
entirely subject to them. In fact, we could not have taken 
our present existence, if it had not been for his universal 
influence. 

A course of observations and reasoning, supplemented by 
the faith in reincarnation, led astrologers to the inevitable con· 
elusion, that the planetary positions in the Zodiac at the time 
of birth of each human being indicated the nature of his or 
her career. 

Starting from this hypothesis the elaborate science of 
Pllalabfldga or judicial astrology was constructed, and the lord
ship of the signs of the Zodiac was assigned to the planets 
according to the following scheme. The Sun had the sign of Leo 
for his house, the Moon had Cancer, Mars Aries, and Scorpeo, 
Mercury Gemini and Virgo;. Jupiter Sagittari, Pisces; arid 
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Saturn ruled over Capricord and Aquarius. The deities presid
ing over these planets had their ranks determined for them. 
The sun and the moon were the overlords or kings.· Mercury 
next in rank was the heir apparent. Venus below mercury 
was in charge of the temporal affairs of the solar system. Mars 
graded below Venus, was entrusted with the command of the 
army. Then came the spiritual adviser Jupiter and lastly the 
menial servant Saturn. Planets again are divided into two 
classes according to the character of the influence they exercise 
-the benefics and malefics. vVaxing moon, Venus and Jupiter 
are benefics, while the waning Moon, Sun, Mars and Saturn 
are malefics. 

The position and aspects of the benefics are believed to do 
good to the subject, while the reverse is the case in regard to 
malefics. The Zodiac is further divided into twelve parts for 
purposes of judicial astrology, and these divisions unlike the 
signs are of variable dimensions. The rising sign at the birth 
of a person or a part thereof is the Lagna or the first division 
of the horosc:ope. This is the first house, and all about the 
physical constitution of the individual is determined by the 
examination of the house and its occupants. . The second 
house treats of the family and maternal side, wealth, dependants, 
eyes, and face. The third house is examined to learn about the 
brothers, energy, etc. The fourth house deals with the phnical 
and mental happiness of the person, vehicles, dwellings, mother, 
etc. Predictions about the offspring, results of past Karmas, 
education,etc., are made after the examination of the fifth house. 
The sixth house treats of the enemies, diseases, and debts. The 
seventh deals with marriage and conjugal feliCity or otherwise. 
Death, defeat, sickness and affliction are associated with the 
eighth house, and all deductions concerning the spiritual life of 
the person are made from the nineth house. The tenth house 
treats of the respectability, character of the occupation, influ
ence of the man, in short, all his world! y greatness. The 
eleventh house deals with acquisitions of all kinds, and the 
twelfth, losses of all kinds. Thus, the horoscope of the man 
deals in this manner with allphases of hum'J,n life according as 
these houses and their lords are powerful or otherwise, well 
or ill combined, well or ill aspected. 

Different rules are . giyen (or determining the potency of 
t~~ planets. at vari~us. times.. Aft~r giving. a general aq:ou~t 
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or' the horosc~pe ·in this manner, the astrologer proceeds to 
ascertain the order and duration in which each planet governs 
the life of an individual. Different systems are explained in 
the treatises curren"t, the prevalent method being the 
system called the Nallsh•<trade.•a. According to this scheme, 
the Sun's period is six years, the Moon's ten years, Rahu's 
eighteen years, Jupiter's sixteen years, Saturn's nineteen years, 
Mercury's seventeen years, KLtu's seven years, and last of all 
Venus, twcn.ty years. The maximum duration of a man's life is 
calculated to he one hundred and twenty years. The dasa of 
the same planet does not start the cycle of all the persons. A 
person horn in the asterism of A swat hi begins his career under 
the influence of 1\t!tu. Another born in the asterism of Bharani 
has the dasa of Venus at birth. When the first dasa and the 
period are settled, the above order of dasas and their respective 
periods follow in regular succession. By the examination of 
these dasas the character of a man's career in particular periods 
of his life is known. Another branch of judicial astrology 
i~ called Pra.•nam. Here the astrologer is consulted in refer
ence to some particular matter, such as the health of a person, 
theft, remedy for demoniacal attacks, a contemplated enter
prise or a projected journey, and his d·~cision is called for. He 
does not consult the horoscope of the querrant, but a Zodiacal 
diagram is drawn with all the planets in their respective posi
tions at the time in question. From the Rdsichakram not of 
the person, hut of the moment in consultation, the question is 
answered. This then is a brief sketch of astrology as practised 
by the Hindus. 

Thus from time immemorial astrology was in high favour 
with the Brahmans, a_nd in the commentaries of Bhattolpala 
on Brihat ,/Jtalm, it is said that the Brahmans alone could 
learn astrology and practise it as an art. Owing to its being a 
V .!danga, mem hers of other castes were not allowed to learn 
and practise so sacred a science. 

The Nambuthiris in Malabar had in former times paid 
unusual attention to the study of this sacred and interesting 
subject of A•tronomy, including astrology, and have compiled 
the following most authoritative works on the subjects:-(1) Des
l!dhyayi is an important and elaborate commentary on the first 
ten chapters of Var.iha Mahira's Hora sasfta by Thalakkalathur 
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Bhattathiri.1 (II) Kelallur N'eelakanda Chomathiri (Somayaji, 
one who has ·performed the Soma sacrifice), has written the 
following works :-

(1) Arya Blzattiya Bhaslzya--a commentary onAryaBhatta. 
(2) Tantra Sanrgraha-a treatise on computation. 
(3) The Gralzana Nimaya-a work dealing with the 

determination of eclipses. 
Ill. Pudumana Chomathiri has written a work on the 

Mdnasa Ganitlza or mental calculation. 
IV. Mazhamangalathu ·Nambuthiri has compiled a very 

important work called Kaladipika, or lamp of times. There 
are besides manv minor works, text books on Mzthzlrtlzas, (divi
sions of time), Prasna (astrological enquiry), ] dthaka (horos
cope) and Ganitlta (calculations). 
· Thalakalathur Bhattathiri became an outcaste by an acci
dent. He rendered into Malayalam many of the Sanskrit 
works above referred to for the use of low caste Hindus. 

From this it would appear that Brahmans' domestic life 
is closely connected with the rules of astrology, and no action, 
calculated to bring in a good result, is commenced without 
consulting its dictates. ' 

Gargi says that a king without a competent court astro
loger is like a man without manhood, and that the village or 
town which does not contain a good astrologer should not be 
inhabited by sensible men. At present there are very few 
among the Nambuthiris, who are good astrologers, but there 
are many among the Kshatriyas, Ambalavasis, Sudras, Izhuvans 
and Kaniyans. There is not a single village which does not 
contain at least one astrologer. Thus, an astrologer is an 
indispensab)e factor in the family and social organization of 
the Hindus in Malabar, Cochin and Travancore.2 

For the performance of the following important cere
monies the auspicious days are selected as given below :

Marriage Ceremonies (vivaham;-(a) Auspicious times:

(1). Lunar Months; Karthika (November-December), 
Margasira (December-January), Magha (january-February), 
Phalguna (March-April), Vaisakha (April-May). 

I, Vide pages I8~-z88, Cochin Trites and Castes, Vol. I. 
2. Vide Kaniyana, Chapter Xl, pages 188 .. 2o8, Cochin Tribes an4 

Cas1es, Vo). 1. 
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(2), Days of asterism :-Moolam, Aswathi, Anoradha, 
Mrigasirsha, Rohini, Hasta, Magha, Oothra, Oottanishada, 
Oottarabhadra. 

(b) Inauspicious times :-The last five days of a month 
(Riktathithies), Shasti, Ashtami, Vyathipatha, Vydruthi. The 
seventh house from the marriage Lagna should be without 
planets. Venus must not be in the sixth house and Mars should 
he avoided in the eighth house. 

Nislu!katn or Nuptials :-(a} Auspicious times-(1) Sra
vana, Rohini, Hasta, Anoradha, Swati, Raivati, Moola, Oottara, 
Oottarashada, Oottarabhadra, Sathabhisha. 

2. The Rasis; Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, 
Libra, Aquarius, Pisces, Sagitarius. 

(I>) Inauspicious days :-The fourth, sixth, eighth, thir
tPenth, fourteenth and fifteenth of a lunar month; Sunday, 
Tuesday, and Saturday. 

Pregnancy Ceremony :-(a) Auspicious days; Monday, 
W~dnesday, Thursday, Friday. 

The first, second, third, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, 
tenth, eleventh ; thirteenth day after full or new moon, Aste
risms Pushya and Sravana and all the Lagnas (signs of the 
Zodiac) with the exception of Mithuna. 

Simanthcmayana :-Auspicious times: (1) The first, se· 
cond, third, fifth, seventh, tenth, eleventh and thirteenth day 
after full or new moon. 

(2) Asterisms :-R6hini, Pushya, Hasta, Punarvasu, 
Uttara, Uttarashada, Sravana, Revati, Mrigasirsha and all 
Lagnas with the exception of Leo and Scorpeo. 

Namakama: (Naming ceremony) Auspicious times:-Days 
of asterisms, viz., Anorltdha, Punarvasu, Oottarashada, Oottara
bhadra, Satha-Bhisha, · Swati, Dhanishta, Sravana, Rohini, 
Aswini, Mrigasirsha, Remthi, Hasta, Pushyami, in fixed signs, 
when the eighth house is clean and without a planet on Friday, 
\Vednesday, Thursday, Monday or Tuesday. 

Am1aprd.•ana (giving rice to the child for the first time) : 
The days of asterism Punarvasu, Mrigasirsha, Dhanishta, 
Pushyami, Hasta, Swati, Aswini, Anoradha, Sravana, Sata· 
bhisha, Oottara, Oottarashada, Oottarabhadra, Chaitra. 

All the lunar days except the fourth, sixth, eighth, ninth, 
twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth are good. The 

aO 
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tenth house from the Lagna (the 'feeding sign) should be 
without -any planet. 

Vidhyaramblzam (Commencement of education) :-Auspi· 
cious days: Monday, \Vednesday, Thursday, and Friday. 

The days of asterisms: Aswini, Punarvasu, Hastani, 
Chittira, Swati, Anoradha, Jaista, Revati, Sravana. 

Lunar days :-First, 5econd, third, fourth, fifth, seventh, 
tenth, eleventh, twelfth and the thirteenth day. The eighth 
house from the Lagna should be clean without a planet. 

upanayanam : (Investiture of holy thread( :-Auspicious 
times: Monday, \Vednesday, Thursday, and Friday. 

Days of Asterisms:-Aswini, Rohini, Mrigasirsha, Punar

vasu, Swati, Anoradha, Oottarashada, Sravana, Dhanishta, 
·Pushyami, Revati. 

The signs :-Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Virgo, 
Libra and Pisces. 

Planets in the eighth house should be scrupulously avoid
ed with the sun and Mars in the twelfth house and malefics 
and in kendras. This important ceremony should be always 
done before noon. 

An Illustrative Horoscope.-The following diagram is the 
horoscope of a man who was born on the 25th November 1862 
A. D. which corresponds to the 12th of the Solar month 
Scorpeo at about 45-50 ghatikas after sunrise. The combi
nations of the planets at the time of birth are thus located. 

: birth 

Rahu I 

Mer- I Ketu 
cury 

-~ Moori 

~~~ 
Navamsa · I Mars 

I~~~~ Venus 

At the time of birth the constellation Srm•ana ruled with 
a balance of the major period of moon for ten months and 
eighteen· days. The position of the moon and jupiter has to 
be noticed : the former occupies his own N avamsa and the 
latter is in Kumbham. The comb.ination of the moon,with 
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Jupiter produces what is called Kt!sari yoga. He rises to a high 
position by industry, intelligence and devotion to his work. 

The position of Mars and Saturn in the fifth house from 
birth (Lagna) and Chandra (moon) respectively, gives rise to 
the loss of many children. 

Venus (Sukra) is between two malefics Mars (Kujan) and 
Ketu and that of the debilitated Navamsa and this position 
predicts the loss of his first wife and the marriage of a 
second one~ The position of Venus in the Navamsa should 
also be noticed. The constellation of Sravana makes him 
rich, learned and famous. Ravi or sun in scorpio makes him 
adventurous reckless and cruel. Kujan (Mars) in Sagattari 
makes him a minister to a king or chief and fearless. 

Ravi (sun) in the fourth house from Lagna <birth), and 
moon in the sixth predict his success in life and intelligence. 
Kujan <Mars in the fifth house foretells the possession of a 
fL'W children. Budhan <Mercury) in the third house makes 
him cruel and Jupiter in the sixth witty and humourous. 
Sukra (Venus) in the fourth and Manna in the tenth house, 
prognosticate popularity, learning, magistracy, pilgrimage to 
the Ganges and other holy waters. Rahu in the ninth and 
Ketu in the third, predict the possession of a few children, ad· 
venture, popularity and wealth. 

'Ihus for every child at birth, the time is noted to ascer· 
tain the positions of planets, and horoscopes are cast by the 
local astrologers for a small remuneration. 

i\lantrams are, strictly speaking, divindy inspired vedic 
M•Jrl• or Mantra. texts, and are generally used as prayers or in· 

••••m. vocations to deities with definite meanings 
and applications att"ched to words, which, if properly uttered 
and repeated according to certain rules of phonetics, cannot 
fail to produce the expected results. They are supposed to 
possess in themselves n:ystic powers capable of producing 
every conceivable good to oneself or evil to one's enemies. 

It has been said that the Brahmans have to study the 
VJdas and practise religious and oth~r rites ordained by the 
Srutis and Grihy<r Sutrd.• ; and a proper performance of them 
with the recital of the vedic texts or maul rams which are only 
prayers addressed to certain deities, is calculated to bring 
benefits to the performer and his family, while his indifference 
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or negligence tends to thei~ ruin. Besides the deities men
tioned a hove, there are others of an intermediate class presiding 
over multifarious maladies, and others again, known as demons, 
spirits, mischievous imps and fiends which are ever inclined 
to do harm to mankind, and should therefore be propitiated 
wrth meditations (japams), homam (incantation),· tharpanam 
and food to Brahmans which are supposed to compel them to 
obey the commands of the exorciser. In ancient times Kerala 
was believed to have been full of these elementals, and tradi
tion refers to Parasurama as having, for the protection of the 
people, imparted the mysteries of magic or mantra~·adam 
to the members of two old Nambuthiri families, Kallur and 
Kattumadam. The former <J.re versed in Sanmantrams to be 
used for good purposes, while the latter are learned in Dur
mantrams-evil mantrams or black art to be used for evil 
purposes. The mem hers of these families still practise magic 
as ordained by the great Brahman \Varrior. 

Only Brahmans are allowed to study and practise the 
magic of the higher order though professional magicians 
abound in all castes. Such persons are in constant demand 
in Hindu families. For, every malady or distress which cannot 
be rightly diagnosed, is attributed to some one of these super
natural agencies, probably a spirit of the departed male or 
female, hovering about the house or village and having posses· 
sed the patient. The nature of the malady and the particular 
spirit afflicting the patient is divined by the astrologer, and the 
magician is invited to exorcise him. 

The deities to be propitiated are of two classes, the 
Samnurthis or benevolent deities who are capable of doing 
good, and Durmurthis or malevolent ones who are ever inclined 
to do harm. To the former belong Vigneswara, Subramania, 
Aujanloya, Narasimha and Bhagavati; and to the latter, Kutti
chathan, the spirit of the departed, Prethas and other mis
chievous imps. Each deity has to be invoked by a special 
mantram which to he effective has to he repeated a number of 
times, generally 1,00,000, and the magician acquires the neces
sary powers of success in his art. 

The best known popular works dealing with the subject 
are (1) Prapanchasaram, (:.1) Pray6gasaram, ( 3 ) Sarada
tilakam, (-I) Mantrasaram, (5) Yantrasaram and (6) Balikalpam. 
The professional magicians are net learned in these works 

I 
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but they obtain their knowledge or training in the subject from 
aGutu or preceptor or by transmission from a long line of ance;;
tors by a strict observance of the ceremonials with implicit 
faith in their efficacy coupled with the advice aIr e ad y 
referred to. 

Mantrams have always to be repeated afttr proper under
standing, and their significance is of so much importance 
as the magical force and sound. Every mcmtram appeals to a 
deity or devata and is connected with a Rishi. The proper reci
tation of it depends upon a certain rule of metre cha/Ulas. 
Their efficacy is greatly enhanced when used on auspicious 
days, at particular times and seasons. They should be repeat
ed in the month of Chaitra for valour, in Vaisakha for jewels, 
in Magha for intelligence, on Sundays for wealth, on Mondays 
for tranquility, on Tuesdays for long life. All intercalary 
months should be avoided. By the aid of mantrams even 
Gods can be brought under control. 

Mantrams are divided into four classes :-(1) :Mantra· 
sara or the essence of magic includes all man trams with their 
efficacy for good or evil, and the method of learning or reciting 
them with the aid of the Guru (preceptor). Ma11frams are 
combinations of the five initial letters of the five sacred ele
ments which produce sounds, but not words. These arc 
believed to vibrate on the other, and act on latent forces which 
arc there. (2) Yantrasara includes all cabalistic figures, and 
the method of drawing and using them, and objects to be 
attained by them. They are drawn on thin plates of gold, 
silver, copper or lead. The efficacy of the figures, when drawn 
on gold, will, it is said, last for a century, while those drawn 
on the less precious metals will be effective only for six months 
or a year. Leaden plates are made use of when the mantrams 
have to be buried underground. These figures should possess 
the symbols of life, eyes, tongue, the eight cardinal points of 
the compass, and the five elements. 

Prayogasara includes attraction or summoning by en
chantment, driving out evil spirits, Oochafm!am (exorcism), 
Stambauam (stupefaction), Vcrsiam:(tempting or bringing a 
deity or evil spirits under control), mohanam (enticement as 
for love), (mJrauam destruction) and Vidt•esha11am (separation 
of friends.) The mcrutrams are effective only when the 
indh·idual who resorts to them is pure in mind and body. 
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This can be attained by thd recital of Agapagayathri (216, ex
halations and inhalations) in twenty-four hours. 

In this connection, Bijas are the mystical letters or 
the syllables invented for the sake of brevity to denote their 
root (Mula) or the essential part of such mantras or the name 
of the deity to whom it may be addressed or some part of the 
body over which that deity presides. For example, Am is 
said to denote Siva, U Vishnu, Hrim the Sun, Lam the earth, 
Nam the mind, Dham the tongue, and the Goddess Bhuva
neswari, Nam both the Goddess Annapurna, Gum (Guru) and 
the nose and palm and the ear, etc. 

These have to be divided among the deities Gam!sa, 
Bramha, Vishnu, Rudra, Jivathma, Paramathma, and the Guru, 
in the proportion of 600, 6,000, 6,000, 6,000, 1,000, 1,000, 
1,000. A man can become learned in mantrams by the regular 
performance of the recognised ceremonial, by learning them 
from a Guru, by proper recital of them, burning the sacred fire 
(Homams) and giving food to Brahmans and Tltarpanam 
(oblations of water) to deities, beli (sacrifice). 

Tantrasara or the science of symbolical acts with or 
without words :-1. For a yantram to be efficacious the follow
ing method is recommended. As examples of yantrams the 
following may be cited. In a room specially selected for the 
purpose, the Yantram connected with the deity is drawn. on 
the floor; in the centre of which is placed a clean bell-metal 
lamp which is lighted. Sixteen kinds of pujas are performed 
for the deity who is supposed to dwell in the lamp. Close to 
this is also placed a gold leaf three inches square, and on this 
is inscribed the diagram with the mystic letters. After neces
sary pujas for a number of days during which the deity is be
lieved to reside in it, the gold leaf rolled and preserved in a 
small metallic cylinder may be worn round the neck or the 
loin by tying it to a piece of thread. A man or woman under a 
demoniacal attack may be made to sit by the side of the lamp, 
when the exorciser by his japam (meditation) or incantation 
drives out the devil. This is then followed by an invocation of 
the goddess to quit the lamp. . 

12. There are various methods of neutralising the effect 
of mantrams used by another magician or mantravadi for the 
destruction or humiliation of others. The difficulty is to find 
out the exact mantra which is. employed for one injury;, and 
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having selected the proper one, every such man/ram is render
ed powerless by uttering it with one's face,. bending over a 
vessel full of milk and then swallowing the milk after inscrib
ing the Yantram on the leaf of a banyan tree and throwing it 
into a river. The following are some of the very important 
yantrams which are used by magicians (mantrat•adies.) 

1. Yantrams-Ganapathy Yantram. This should be 
drawn on a gold leaf, and Ganapathy, the presiding deity, pro
pitiat.,d. It is then enclosed in a metal cylinder and tied round 
the neck of a female or the loin of a man by means of a thread. 
It will cure dis.,ases, conquer enemies, or entice any one. If 
the sacred fire is kept up while the formula is repeated, and 
dry cocoanut, plantain fruits, money, goee, parched rice and 
sweet bread put into the fire; the performer w:ll be blessed 
with wealth and prosperity. 

2. Bhadrakali Yantram :-The figure is drawn Otl the 
1\ocir with· flour of rice, turmeric, charcoal powder, and leaves of 
the castor oil plant, and if puja as mentioned above is done 
at night to the deity, it will lead to the acquisition of knowledge, 
strength, freedom from diFease, and impending calamities, 
wealth and prosperity. If the puja is celehrated by a Mantra
mdi for 12 days with his face turned towards the south, it will 
produce the death of an enemy. 

3. The utterances of a certain man tram and recital of 
Purushasoollflram (a vedic hymn), before 11 A. M., and the 
distribution of milk among children will produce increase of 
children, wealth, cows and prosperity. If butter is taken by 
barren women, with the recital of this manfram, they will be 
blessed with children. 

4. Sudarsana yautram, when drawn on a metal sheet, and 
enclosed in a cylinder worn round the neck or on the arm, will 
relieve those who are ill or possessed of devils. For driving out 
dc,·ils an oblation to Agni must be offered, while the mantram 
" On nama Suhasrahun pul "is uttered. If the Sudarsana yan
tram is drawn on butter spread on a plantain leaf, puja perform
ed, and the butter given to a barren woman, there will be 
no danger to herself or future issue. 

5. Sarabha yantram will cure men from epilepsy or inter
imttent fe,·er, while Subramania yantram <!rawn and regularly 
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worshipped will expel devils !from both those attacked by them, 
and from houses. 

b. Hanuman yantram when worn will protect those who 
are out on dark nights, and produce bodily strength and wisdom. 
If drawn on a gold leaf, enclosed in a casket, and puja performed 
to it every Saturday, it will bring prosperity and help pregnent 
women during their confinement. 

7. Suthaka dohosham yantram.-Children under one 
year of age are supposed to be affected, if they are seen by a 
woman on the fourth day of menstruation with wet clothes and 
empty stomach after bathing. She may not ever see her own 
baby or husband till she has changed her clothes and taken food. 
To avert the evil a waist band, made of the bark of arka plant 
calotropis gigantia), is worn. 

8. Pakshi yantram.-If drawn on a sheet of lead, and kept 
in several places round a house, will keep snakes away. 

9. Moolatrigona yantram if drawn on the floor and a knife 
placed on it will drive out devils, from those attacked thereby. 

10. Vatuga Bhirava yantram cures disease in those who 
are under eighteen years of age, and drives out all kinds of evil 
spirits. If ashes are smeared on the face, and the mantram 
uttered sixteen times, it will be very effective. 

11. Varati yantram is very useful to any one who wishes 
to kill an enemy. He should sit in a retired spot at night; with 
his face tarned towards the south, and repeat the manfram a 
thousand times for twenty days. 

12. Prathingiri yantram is drawn on a sheet of lead and 
buried at a spot over which a person, whose death is desired 
will come to pass. It is then placed on the floor on which the 
sacred fire is kindled. The mantram should be repeated eight 
hundred times for seven nights. 

13. Cahmundi and Raktha Chamundi yantrams are used 
for causing the death of enemies. The mantram should be 
written 011 a sheet of lead and puja performed, with the sacri
fice of toddy and mutton. 

14. To produce an ulcer which will cause the death of 
an enemy in ninety days, a mantram is written on a piece of 
cad jan (palm leaf) enclosed in an egg with a small quantity of 
earth on which he has urinated and buried in an ant-hill. A 
fowl is also killed and its blood and some toddy are poured 
over the egg. To cure fever,. the f~rmula is written with. the 
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finger in water contained in a basin and the appropriate words 
repeated while the water is being drunk. 

15. A charm called the Aswaruda yantram enables a per· 
son wearing it to cover long distances on horseback; and he 
can make the most refractory horse amenable by tying it round 
its neck. 

Sakti is worshipped in various manifestations in the form 
of Goddesses and a ;pecial yantram is made in the worship of 
each of them: The ordinary yantram is one which is sometimes 
placed in the centre of a lotus diagram; and the Bijaksharas 
belonging to the Goddess are inscribed a certain number of 
times on each petal. 

The Sri chakra or holy circle is described in a diagram of 
the kind, and is then worshipped. It is supposed to represent 
the orb of the earth, nine triangles being drawn within the 
circle to denote the nine continents. In the centre is the 
drawing of the mouth, which is believed to typify the female 
energy Sakti presiding over the circle. According to some 
authorities even the orthodox Sankara Acharya must have 
been ~ Sakti worshipper. He is known to have placed repre
sentation of it in each of the four monasteries founded by him. 



CHAPTER XI. 

THE BRAHMANS. 

THE NAMBUTHIRIS. 

(Continued;. 

Nambuthiris are the true vedic Brahmans, and are non

Religion. 
sectarian in religion. Their religion may be des
cribed as being bound up in the bundle of their 

every day experience. 1\Iore than in any other sect of the 
Brahmans, religion is their constant companion ; and every inci
dent, every circumstance, and every operation in their illams 
(houses) is subject to the most minute religious canons. An 
idea of them can be gathered from the daily religious routine 
of an orthodox N am buthiri. 

An orthodox Nambuthiri must rise from his bed before 
sunrise, i. e., before half past four and six o'clock to begin his 
'diurnal course of ceremonial observances', his first important 
act being to answer the calls of nature, and then to clean his 
teeth for both of which elaborate rules have been laid down, 
and anv violation of them will lead to the forfeiture of the 
whole .:nerit of the day's religious acts. 1 He ought prop~rly 
to clean his teeth with a leaf or two of a mango tree. All 
Bralzmacluiris (vedic students), widows, and those under a vow 
must use only these for cleaning their teeth, but married men 
(Grilzastas) may, for this purpose, resort to rice-bran burned 
and reduced to charcoal. It must be noted, in this connec
tion, that while the twigs o( the sacred fig tree <~·ata), of the 
thorny plant Baval (babul), and the nimba or the Nim are 
recommended for Brahmans in general, the Nambuthiri is 
ordained to use the mango leaf abundantly found in his own 
garden. :Married men are forbidden to clean their teeth on 
Ek<idesi <eleventh day after full or new moon), Sankrantis (first 
days of the month), Sradlza days, P<tn•ana days, and on 
Sundays, when they have to rinse their mouths twelve times. 

The next important religious act of the day is bathing 
(snaua) which should be done in some sacred stream, but in 

1. Sankara Smriti, Chap. IV, verses .1~42. 
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the absence of a river, he may bathe in a tank in his own com· 
pound. He should wash his dress and then his feet three 
times with and without a handful of earth. He should next 
perform dchama11a (sipping water), and then plunge in water 
three times, and again perform the achamana. This sipping 
of water is a requisite introduction of all rites ; without which 
says the Samba Punina, all acts of religion are in vain. All 
persons remove the water by rubbing the head first with a 
towel, but a 01 ihasta should rub the back of the body first, a 
Brahmachari may begin with any part of the body. A smitaka 
(one fit to marry), a Sa11yasi, an Agnih6tri, a Dikshitan (one 
that has performed a Y agam or sacrifice) must begin to rub 
first the ears, eyes, heart, throat, respectively, and dip the 
wet cloth in water before rubbing the other parts of the body. 
The tuft of hair on the head (.<illha ba11dham) must he tied 
either before or after covering exposure with a strip of cloth. 
Here again it must he noted that while other classes of Brah· 
mans have .their plunge hath in water with a loin cloth and 
another piece of cloth for rubbing, the Nambuthiri has his bath 
without any loin dress, hut with only an under-cloth (kauj>ilranr) 
While the former dresses himself in the orthodox fashion, the 
latter is either completely nude or has his korna11am (a strip 
of cloth to cover exposure). There are four kinds of bath pre· 
vailing among the Brahmans, in general, namely, (1) Brahmam 
(sprinkling of water on the body with the recital of mantrams), 
(2) Vaydt•yam (rubbing the body with earth), (3) Agnt!yam 
(rubbing the body with holy ashes), and (4) Vdrtmam (plunge 
bath). The last only is sanctioned in Kerala by Parasurama.' If a 
Nambuthiri is ill and cannot bathe to become pure to perform a 
ceremony, the bathing can be done only by proxy. If another 
Nambuthiri bathes sevea times after touching him each time, 
the latter becomes as pure as if he himself has bathed. 

The pious Nambuthiri completes all the preliminary acts 
and purifications above described, and proceeds to the regular 
morning service called (Pratha Sa11dhya), performed at the 
junction of day and night. This varies according to the parti· 
cular branch of the vedas to which the Nambuthiri belongs 
and also according to the immemorial traditions and customs 
of his family. There is, however, no excuse for the omission of it, 
however much it may differ in detail. The first and usual act 

1. Sankara Smrithi Chap.:lv, verses 1-4:1, 
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preliminary to all Hindu religious rites, is achamanam (sip
ping water), three mouthfuls being taken in for internal ablu
tion with no such recital of the names of Achuta, Anantha 
and Govinda, as is prevailing among the other classes of 
Brahmans. The water is taken up in the hollow palm of the 
right hand or poured into the palm from a spoon, and is sup· 
posed to cleanse body and soul in its downward course. This 
is done three times at the commencement of the morning 
Sandhya. 

Then the next division of the ceremonial is called iiJar
jana (sprinkling). It is a kind of self baptism performed by 
the worshipper himself by sprinkling water on the head, while 
the three first verses of the Rig Veda, Chap. x. 9, are recited. 
It may thus be translated:-

" 0! Ye Apas (waters), All pervading divine currents, 
since you are the source of pleasure, help us therefore by 
giving us energy so that we may feel the mighty sound." 

" That essence of yours which is most auspicious, give us 
a share of that here. Like loving mothers pour on us your 
blessing. 0! \Vaters, we approach you for all our sins to 
be destroyed, give us strength to cope with sin.1 

Then follows a second perforn1ance of Marjana (sprink
ling), and a repetition of all the nine verses of the Rig Veda, of 
which the first three verses had been previously recited. 

All the ceremonials up to this point are supposed to pre
cede the actual appearance of the sun above the horizon. The 
worshipper now prepares to render homage to the rising lumi· 
nary by what is called Arghya-dluina, for which the worshipper 
should stand towards the east, recite the G.iyitri mantrams, 
offer water or throw it into the air from the two open hands 
hollowed and joined together with the sacred thread ( Y agn6-
pavita) put round the two thumbs. Grfyitri is invoked in 
these words "Thou art light, thou art seed ; thou art immortal 
life, thou art called effulgent, beloved by the gods, defamed 
by none, thou art the holiest of sacrifices." 

After this he offers water in the same manner to the 
Divas, to the Rishis (sages) and to the Pitris. This is the 
Tarpana ceremony which is a triple act which consists in the 
offerings cif water for refreshment to the gods, sages and 
fathers. It is divided into three parts; in the first part Di~·a 

x. The Daily Practice oft he Hindus by Srisa Chandra Vasu. page 85 
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Tarpana ' refreshing of the gods,' the sacred thread is worn 
over the left shoulder and under the right arm, the worshipper 
being then called Upaviti. Water is taken up in the right 
hand and poured out over the straightened fingers. In the 
second part of the TarJana service called Rishi-tarpana, the 
sacred thread is worn round the neck like a necklace, the 
worshipper being then called Niviti. The water is then offer
ed so as to flow over the palm between the root of the thumb 
and fore-finger, the finger being bent inwards. The worshipper 
now changes the position of his sacred thread, and placing it 
over the right shoulder and under the left arm (being then 
called Prdchfna dti makes offerings of water to the Ach<ilyas 
or inspired religious teachers. This is called Achurya Tarpana 
and is regarded as supplementary to the Rishi Tarpana.) 

The third division of the Tarpana ceremony is called 
Pitre- Tarpana-refreshing of the father or progenitors. The 
thread is worn over the right shoulder as in the Acharya 
Ta)'pana,' but the water is poured out over the side fingers of 
the palm opposite to the root of the thumb. The words 
muttered are, " Let the fathers be refreshed, let this water 
containing fila (sisamum) be intended for all who live in the 
seven worlds as far as the abode of Brahma, the seventh world, 
though they exceed many millions of families. Let the water 
be consecrated by my sacred thread, be accepted by those 
members of our family who have died without sons."1 This 
Tarpana ceremony is performed sometimes before the Sandhya 
Vandhana or morning prayer. 

Next comes the regular Gayitri Japa or the recital of the 
Gayitri mantra 1008 times. This is sometimes reduced to 108 
times till the rising of the Sun, Pranavam-AUM. is first 
recited 101 times and then Vytihritis, after which the recital 
of the gayitri follows::.._ 

The second act in the meditation is called Pr,(nayamam 
(exercise or regulation of breath). This includes three distinct 
operations, t'iz., " (1) Rt!chaka, which consists in first pressing 
in the right nostril with the thumb and expelling the breath 
through the left and t•ice t•ersa, (2) Priraka, which consists in 
first pressing in the right nostril with the fore-finger, and draw
ing in the breath through the right, (3) Kumbhaka, which 

1. Religious Thought and Life in India by Monier Williams, Page 
400-10, 
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consists in first pressing both liostrils with the finger and thumb 
and holding in the breath for as long an interval as possible. 
These preliminary acts which ought to be concluded before the 
rising of the sun are thought to be useful in fixing the mind, 
concentrating the thoughts, and bringing the worshipper into 
an attitude of attention. He is now in a position to begin the 
recitation of his prayers. They must be introduced by the 
solemn utterance of the monosyllable 'OM ', called (prana
vam), the sound being prolated to the length of three vowels. 
The most sacred of all Hindu utterances made up of the three 
letters AUM, and symbolical of the three manifestations of 
the one Supreme Being in the gods; Brahma, Vishnu and 
Siva is constantly repeated during the Sandhya service. Manu 
describes it as a monosyllable, imperishable and eternal as the 
Being himself.' 

These along with Ashttil1sharam and PanchU11slwram are 
called Chatlwsantilmm, and no Nambuthiri in Kerala wears the 
holy ashes hdore offerings of water to the Pitris (departed 
spirits). 

A Brahmana beginning and ending a recital of the Veda 
or of any holy strain must always pronounce to himself the 
syllable " OM "; for, unless the syllable " OM" precede, 
his learning will slip away from him; and unless it follow, 
nothing will be long retained. The syllable is prefixed to the 
names of tile worlds, which denote that the seven worlds are 
manifestations of the power signified by that syllable. " As 
the leaf of the Plasu, says· Yagnavalkya, is suppoted by a 
single pedicle, so is this universe upheld by the syllable "AUM" 
a symbol of the supreme Bramham. All rights ordained in the 
veda, oblations to fire, and solemn sacrifices pass away ; but 
that which passeth not away, says Manu, is declared to be the 
syllable " AOM " thence called Akshara, since it is a symbol 
of God, the Lord of created beings. 

The next division of the service is epasthrina or Mitroupa
stht1na because the worshipper abandons his sitting posture, 
stands erect with his face towards the rising sun and invokes 
that luminary under the name of Mitra. The prayer he now 
repeats is Rig Veda, Chapter III, ~erse 59. The translation 
of the first verse is herein given. At the end, the worshipper 

1. Manava Dharma Sastra Chap. II, vers~ 74-94. 
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invokes the personified dawns in the following verse : " Hail ! 
Brilliant dawns, daughters of Heaven ; I invoke you, bearing 
the oblations as a sign of my devotion ; May we ·be honoured 
and the divine earth effect that for us ". The service is now 
brought to a close. 

The midday and the evening Sandhya services which are 
like the morning Sandhya except that of the L'jJ"stlwna prayers 
may not be described in detail here. 

Then ct'lmes the ceremony of Bhasmadharana or applica· 
tion of holy ashes. This is done by rubbing the ashes taken 
from the domestic sacred hearth on the head and other parts 
of the body with the repetition of a prayer to Siva from Tait
triya Aranyil1a, Chapter X, 43 ; " I offer homage to Siva; May 
he preserve from me in every birth ; Homage to the source 
of all birth ", At this time every pious Hindu marks his 
head with the sacred mark of his own, peculiar to his faith 
or religio1.1s views. The three horizontal lines on the forehead 
of~ Brahman mark him to be a Sivite. The Nambuthiris 
have the horizontal marks together with the circular or verti
cal ones, and this shows that he is a non-sectarian in religion. 

Prepcrration of Holy Ashes :-The holy ashes is prepared 
by taking the cow's excrement and making it into small balls 
and then drying it in the sun. These are then collected and 
burned and mixed with water to remove the impurities. The 
water is then drawn off and the pure mass is then taken and 
dried; there are four kinds of ashes, viz., (1) that obtained from 
a Kapila cow is 8lruti, (2) that from a black cow is Blrasit.rm, 
(.l) that from a red cow is Blwsmam, and (4) that from a white 
one is Kshciram. 'Nearing of the first brings wealth and gra· 
tilication of one's desire ; that ofthe second brings beauty ; 
that of the third, destruction of all sins ; and that of the 
fourth, removal of all calamities. The ashes should not be 
given or received in hand, but must be placed on a piece of 
plantain leaf with a vessel of water.' 

The next act of the religious service of a Bramlzacllari 
(vedic student) is the Samidddhdnatn (worship of fire). A 
married man must perform his Aupasana ceremony every 
morning and e\·ening with reverential adoration. He feeds 
the sacred fire with pieces of consecrated wood generally taken 
from the pldsu tree and the offerings of rice and ghee. The 

2. Sa.nkara Smrithi. Chap. V 1 
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I 
oblation thus casting into the flame is supposed to ascend 
to the Sun, says Manu, it falls again in rain, from rain come! 
food, and from food all animals subsist. It is important tc 
keep the smouldering embers of the sacred element perpetuall) 
burning. If through any accident the flame is extinguished, 
the whole household falls into confusion, everything goes wrong 
until an expiatory ceremony (Prdyaschitham), consisting· of a 
solemn fast observed by both husband and wife, is performed and 
the fire is rekindled. And this daily service is not all. Every 
fourteenth day is to a very pious and orthodox Hindu a 
holiday; it is set apart for special religious observances. 
Then every four months another ceremony called Chathurm· 
dsya sacrifice is performed at the beginning of three seasons . 
. Probably this is solemnised like a harvest thanks-giving in fruc
titude for the foods of the earth gathered in at the end of the 
three seasons of summer, autumn and winter. It is conducted 
with so much solemnity as the fortnightly rite and in much 
the same manner. Finally, every rich house-holder endeavours 
once a year to institute what is called Soma sacrifice (Soma 
Ytlgam). After the Aupasana ceremony, hymns of the Veda 
to which he belongs are recited for an hour or two. The 
other ceremony which is necessary for the completion of the 
morningSandhya is Brahma-yajna (Su•adhyayam). Some recite 
vedic hymns and prostrate towards the Sun. 

Then commences the religious service called the Scili
gramapujc~ which is generally performed by every pious N am
buthiri. In this, therefore, homage is paid to Brahma, Vishnu 
and Siva, through images or worship of the five stones or sym
bol3 which are believed to be permeated by the essence of the 
five chief deities. The five stones are, (1) the black stone re
presenting Vishnu, (2) the white stone representing Siva's es· 
sence, (3) the red stone representing Ganesa, (4J the small 
piece of a metallic ore representing the wife of Siva, and ( 5) 
the piece of crystal representing the Sun. The first two stones 
Saligrama and Bhcinalinga are regarded as far more sacred than 
manufactured idols, for such idols must be consecrated whereas 
these stones are occupied by Vishnu and Siva without any 
consecration whatever. This also is an elaborate ceremony. 

There is, however, another ·important ceremony which 
ought to precede the midday meal, called the Vaist<'adet'a or 
offering to all the gods (Viswa devas). This is completed with 
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the performance of another rite called Balihara11a which is 
only the concluding act of the former ceremony. In fact, the 
two ceremonies are complementary to each other, and are 
regarded as one ceremony. The gods referred to in this cere· 
mony are vedic, and it is therefore from its antiquity very 
interesting. The idea involved in this service seems to be 
that before a Brahman begins to eat, he ought to consecrate his 
food hy making offerings of &mall portions to all the gods, to 
the manes, tfJ the spirits, and to the guests through whose 
favour he is himself fed, and more especially to fire, who is the 
bearer of the offering to Heaven. In fact, the whole cere· 
monial resolves itself into a form of homage of the gods who 
give them food and prosperity, and to the god Fire who helps 
the preparation of the food for eating. There is also a notion 
that in preparing the food by cooking, animals may have been 
accidently destroyed, for which expiation should be made 
before the dinner is consumed. It should be observed that 
this ceremony is not like the Sa11dhya incumbent on every 
individual separately; it may be performed vicariously like 
Di!t-a-puja through one member of the family acting for the 
other~. After the performance of these ceremonies the process 
of dining, which is regarded as a religious rite, must be con· 
ducted according to prescribed forms. (Vide food). 

The fire which witnessed the union of the young couple 
and which is brought to their home, is placed on the floor of 
the house consecrated as a sanctuary for its reception and 
perpetual maintenance. It can never be blown upon with 
the mouth. Nothing impure is thrown into it, nor is it 
ever used for warming the feet. According to a verse in the 
Rig Veda, the Supreme Being developes the whole order of 
the existing deities through the operation of heat. Ac· 
cording to another verse it is believed that all gods are 
com1>rehended in fire. He surrounds them as the circumference 
of a wheel does the spokes. In fact, it is the embodiment 
not only of heat but of all Nature. It has the three forms, in 
the air as the Sun in Heavens. And yet the three forms are 
often understood in the one form of fire. Hence fire is not 
only a symbol of the presence of the Supreme Being among 
men, but is an emblem of His creative fostering and disinte· 
grating energies, a type of His three eternal attributes 'Life, 
Light and Joy.' 

a I 
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Like Fire the Sun is also worshipped in the Gtlyatri prayer, 
though inaccessible and sometimes invisible. In ancient times 
the householder was contented with what was called Grihyagni 
ot house-hold fire and was sufficient for all household purposes. 
But those who were more pious and wished to engage in vedic 
rites (Srauta l1anna) took care to construct more elaborate 
hom a sa/a (room for sacrifices on the ground floor) where fire 
was kindled in three receptacles, fire in each having a different 
name (Ahat·a uiya, Garhapatya and Dalishina). \Vhen the fire 
is thus lighted, it was regarded as a sign of God, present in the 
house as a guest who lived in the family, the divine mediator 
who bore the flavour of daily offerings to Heaven. 

After meals the pious N am buthiJ;i takes some rest either 
by taking a short nap or by com:ersing with some caste-men of 
his. After an hour or two he engages himself by teaching vedas 
to some youngsters or read Puranas for his own enlighten
ment and also for that of others in his 0\m family. He is then 
engaged in the affairs of the family for an hour or two and 
again at six or even earlier he performs his evening Sandhya, 
goes to the temple to worship the deity, and either performs 
some japam or recites the names of Vishnu or Siva. He then 
takes his supper and goes to bed. · 

The women of the family or the wife of the l\ambuthiri 
also bathe early enough, adore the deities in their own temple 
and make ready everything necessary for the pzijas to he perform
ed by the house-holder. They attend to the workin the kitchen, 
and meanwhile worship Ganapathi, Bhagavathi and Siva 
with due offerings. In the afternoon a few hours are spent in 
the perusal of the Puninas and other sacred books. In the 
evening also they worship the deities as before and after the 
supper of males, they partake of the remaining meals and at 
last retire to bed. 

The daily religious observances of the orthodox Nambuthiris 
thus far described represent the earliest religion of the Brah
mans in ancient times, and are continued even to this day. 
The chief gods were the Fire-goc\ (the earth-born Agni) the 
Rain-god (the air-born Indra), and the Sun-god (the sky-born 
Surya, or Savitri), one for each of three worlds earth, air and 
sky (Bhur, Bhzn·ah, Svar). All other \:edic deities appear to he 
either modifications of or associated with one or other of the 
member of the vedic trinity above mentioned. The Fire-god 

0 0 
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(Agm) has various· attributes. He was the god on the earth 
and therefore more accessible than other deities. He was also 
a "domestic god, the father of the sacrifice, the mediator bet
ween men and gods, the bearer of hymns and prepares from every 
family altar upwards towards Heaven". He has been an object 
of veneration among all nations. Even the Sun-god is con
sidered to be a form of Heavenly fire and is foremost in 
adoration among all pagan nations. 

Ritualistic Brahmanism :-The religion of Brahmans be· 
came more and more ritualistic and anthropomorphic. Sacrifice 
to the gods became more and more complicated. In its purest 
form it meant some simple gift as an expression of gratitude 
or a simple thank offering for blessing received and after· 
w.ards as an act of propitiation for purely private or selfish ends. 
The second great aim was to nourish the gods with the essence 
of offered food, and to strengthen them for their daily duty of 
maintain;ng the continuity of the Universe. The third im
portant aim was that of making these oblations of food the 
means of obtaining boons from these invigorated and gratified 
deities for the accomplishment of some great object, such as 
the birth of a son, some supreme human powers and even 
exaltation to Heaven. The attainment of these desires or 
purposes gave rise to elaborate and complicated sacrificial 
rites, such as Awwamc!d!ta,JyotishltJma,Agnishtoma, Apt6ryamct 
for which an organisation uf regularly constituted hierarchy 
was formed, and to have them carefully performed, the servi. 
ccs of the sixteen classes of priests were found necessary for 
the correct recital of innumerable vedic hymns and texts. 
These priests were adequately rewarded for their whole course 
of prayers, praise, ritual and oblations. The sacrifice or Y ajna 
as it was called was a chain, every link of which required to be 
complete and perfect in all its parts. The bdicf is that the 
sacrificer could effect anything in this world or the other, even 
rise to the levd of the highest deities. It is the maintainer of 
the energies of the Universe, and the great source of all benefits. 
It could bless him with a whole line of sons and grand-sons. 
It is also believed that Gods themselves attained their celestial 
position by performing sacrifices; by sacrifices says the Taiteria 
13rahmana, the ,;ads obtained Heaven. 

· In course of time, people became tired of offerings and 
the ceremonies connected with thcin, and thoughtful men 
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finding no interest in these external rites took refuge in specu· 

lative enquiries and metaphysical investigations, and the chief 
result of them was the 'excogitation of the Upanishads' or 
hidden spiritual doctrine of the Veda. 

It is said that the Upanishads are the Bible of the phase 
of Brahmanism, and that many treatises were added to the 
mantra and Br<.!hmana portion cif the Veda, while the aphorisms 
or the three philosophical S):stems were their branches namely, 
Nyaya with Veisheshika, Sankya with Mimamsa were founded 
on these writings. There are scholars among the Nambuthiris 

.who are proficient in the knowledge of these subjects. 

Popular or puranic religion :-Besides the various forms 

0f vedic worship and the ceremonies connected therewith, the 
Nambuthiris have temples for worship either in their own 
compounds or in the vicinity of them. There arc also grand 
temples in their important centres and these sacred insti· 
tutions unlike those of the East Coast in archetecture, are 
dedicated to the superior deities Vishnu and Siva, their consorts 
and their incarnations in various forms and also to Ganapathi. 

A typical temple consists of the Sri-k6t"il or the principal 
shrine containing the Sh•a-Lingant or the image of Vishnu or 
some incarnations of his (Sri Rama, Sri Krishna, etc.). It is gener
ally either a rectangular or circular building with a pyramidal or 
conical roof which is either tiled or covered witlt copper plates. 
The sides consist of a peculiar kind of dense lattice work of wood 
or mortar standing in a low laterite wall. In some big temples 
like Trichur and Perumanam, there are more than one of these 
sacred shrines dedicated to different deities. In front of the 
Sri-kovil is the 11wllhamandapam in which the Brahmans 
perform their 1Vamaskcirams (prostrations) andjapams (medi· 
tations). The Sri-kovil, Mulmmandapam and shrines of 
minor deities are enclosed in a quadrangular edifice ll<ilam
balam), which consists of low verandahs with t,iled or thatched 
mofs; portions of which may be shrines of minor deities. In 
some temples a portion of this is converted into a room which 
may serve as a kitchen for performing the offerings (nividyams) 
to the deities ; and close to this is al~o a well. All these w~th· 
in the quadrangular edifice constitute-what is called clwtlalll· 
bala1n, surrounding which there is another quadrangular edifice 
with an elaborate wood-work on .\Yhich are lh:cd small iron or 
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brass hollow vessels shaped like· leaves of the pi pal tree, to 
serve as lamps for illuminations on occasions of grand festivals. 
In front of the entrance of this no1lambalam is a Deepasth
ambam (lamp-post), and close to this is also a Dv:aja stham
bam (a wooden post on which a flag is suspended during 
Utsat•am 6r festival in a temple. Around the Nalambalam and 
at a small distance from it,· is the outer wall in the court-yard 
of which are Agrasala., (halls in which Brahmans are fed) 
and other buildings, while at the entrances are Gopurams or 
two storied structures, the general appearance ot which says 
Ferguson, in his History of Archetecture, is distinctly Chinese 
or Mongolian though there does not seem to be sufficient rea· 
sons to attribute this to the direct Chinese .influence. At 
a,short distance from the outer wall, there is also an As<<'«·'" 
tham or Pipal tree with a granite or laterite platform round it. 
Only Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Ambalavasis and high caste 
Sudras can enter the 11dlambalam to worship the deities; 
while the Tamil and low caste Malayali Sudras are forbidden 
to enter it, but can come as far as Bali-kal/11 (sacrificial stone) 
outside the quadrangular edifice. The members of the pollu
ting castes outside the wall can stand near the pi pal tree outside 
the walls for purposes of worship. 

Deitie.• in temples :-As has been already said, Vishnu, 
Siva and Sakti under various names or shapes, divide the 
homage of the Hindu religion and these gods and goddesses 
are represented by images which are either self grown or 
made by man. In the Padma Purana it is said, that the 
abode of Hari is celebtated by two kinds, namely, the establi
shed and the self-revealed. The image of Hari made by stone, 
earth, wood, metal or the like, and consecrated according to 
the rites laid down in the Veda.,, Smritis, and Tanfras, is called 
the established. Where the Vishnu has placed himself on 
earth in stone or wood for the benefit of mankind, that 
is called the self-revealed. Vishnu in the above passage is 
typical of all deities. (Skandapurana, t:ttarakanda). EYen 111 

these days the miraculous discovery of divine images 1s 
not unknown to the faithful, and a common preliminary to 
such finds, is that a vision appears in a dream to one of the 
dc•\'out worshippers who communicates the same to his rcla· 
tions and neighbours, when a procession is formed to the spot, 

Tho Hindu Law G! Endowments by Pandit Pronnath Saraswati, page 81. 
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where the image is discovered to the delight of the faithful 
and to the advantage of the favoured dreamer, who becomes 
the custodian of the image, which may afterwards be establish
ed and consecrated in a temple. But Hindu sages have 
always treated this form of worship as an inferior one, fit only 
for those who are unable to grasp the abstract idea of the Sup
reme Being. This statement will be clear from the following 
passages: " I am in the fire for those who sacrifice, in the 
heart of those who recite prayers; in images for those of small 
understanding; for those of true knowledge, I am everywhere." 

Stone images are one of the most common types now 
. prevalent; and stone is now employed for the construction of 
Sivalingam. Special directions are given for the selections of 
stones for the construction of images. Stones saturated with 
acid saline or efflorescent substances, those thrown upon the 
banks of rivers and those found in barren soil and in 
ant-hills, and warmed by solar rays or burnt by forest fire are 
to be avoided; stones which are smooth, of uniform colour, ly
ing under ground, untouched by solar rays, immersed in water, 
arc approved. Stones are cl;>.ssified as infant, young, adult, 
and old according to their scale of hardness. The very s<;>ft 
varieties of stones are rejected, while the medium ones 
arc recommended. The stone thus selected is to be brought 
and placed in the working shed which is to be erected to the 
north of the temple, where it has to be worshipped, before 
being taken in by the sculptor. 

For the construction of the image of Sivalingam, accord
ing to Brihut Samhita, the stone is set out in the length of 
the circumference of the round part, and the whole phallus is 
divided into three portions of which the part of the base 
must be quadrangular, that in the middle octangular and the 
rest round. The quadrangular portion is covered in a pit, and 
the middle member into the cavity of the pedestal, which is 
visible upwards to its cavity in all directions over an extent 
equal to its height. The greatest care has to be taken in the 
construction· of these images intended for worship. Accord
ing to the authority above referred to, an image possessing the 
required characteristics, besotws prosperity by its very presen~e. 
According to another authority the author of an image of 
Vishnu possessing all the neces~ary qualities is blessed with 
long life, while dire conscquenc~s_are to be apprehended from 
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the existence of any defer! in the image intended for dedica· 
tion. The gods do not accept the offerings of the men \\·ho 
worship divine image defective in the prescribed characteristics. 
According to Yaraha Mahira, an image with disproportionate 
limbs bodes peril to the monarch; one with under-sized 
limbs infirn1ity to the maker; one with a thin belly, danger of 
famine; and one that is lean, loss of wealth. \\'hen it shows a 
wound, the death of the maker from the sword may be predict
ed hy being bent to the left. It destroys his wife by being 
bent to the right. It causes blindness by having its eyes 
turned upwards, and anxiety by the eyes being downcast. The 
same sentiments are found more fully developed in the Mat
syapurana also. 

. Siva. Lingams are also made from sun-stones, moon
stones, load-stones, diamond, emerald, talc and other kinds 
of minerals bright as lightning, and self-illuminating at night· 
Each of them is effective for certain special purposes. The 
pearl gives fortune. The moon-stone conquers death. 
The sun-stone gives power; diamonds, emeralds, and crystals 
fulfil every kind of desire. Images are also made of gold, 
silver and of baser metals. Of the pure metals, gold, is men
tioned in the Aswalayana Grihya Parsishta. "The image of 
the gods should never he made deficient or:having an excess 
of limbs. An image with a hideous face causes the death of 
the owner. A corpulant image destroys the artist, and an 
emaciated one destroys wealth. One thin in the middle causes 
famine, and one without flesh causes loss of wealth. One 
with a crooked nose causes sorrow and one with a compact 
body causes fear. A flat nosed one causes trouble and afflic
tion, and one with no eyes destroys the eyes. One with a 
defective face and one with sparing hands and feet, causes 
grief. One deficient in limbs and one with short thighs cause 
terror and madness in men. One with a weary face or one with
out a waist destroys the king. If the image be without hands 
or feet, then a great plague is caused; and one without knees 
or thighs causes the good of the enemy. One without breast 
destroys childern and friends" •1 

The cousecmtiou cere1110II)>: -·As to the parties competent 
to celebrate the installation, the De-r.•i Puraua directs that the 

1. The Hindu Law of Endowments by _Pandit Prannath Saraswati, 
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gold image should be installed with due regard to the caste or 
order .of the worshipper. According to Brihat Samhita 
Sambhu is the god of the Brahman. The Devipuranam · al
lows all the four castes to worship Vishnu. Linga Archana 
Tantra enjoins the worship of the emblem of Siva upon all the 
four castes threatening extreme penalties for non-compliance. 
The ceremonies connected with the construction, ablutions, 
vivification, homam, and the setting up of images, are very 
elaborate, and is therefore omitted for want of space. By the 
last process of vivification the image from the previous status, 
as an inanimate object, acquires the status of a sacred entity 
or ideal personality possessing superhuman powers. 

The worship of the gods is one of the daily duties of the 
Brahmans. Enjoined by Parasara and Manu, 276-describes 
the following as part of the duties of the Brahmachari. 
" Day by day, having bathed and purified, let him offer fresh 
water to the gods, the sages and manes ; Let him show respect 
to the images of the deities ; and bring wood for the oblation 
o the fir-e." A house-holder or a Grihasfa is also required 

by Manu in Chapter IV, Verse 56, to adore the gods at the 
beginning of the day. \Vhen an idol has thus been consecrated 
by appropriate ceremonies, the deity of which the idol is ·the 
visible image, resides in it. 

The daily routine of pujas performed in a temple :
The puja in a temple may be said to begin at 4 P. M. daily 
when the doors of the Sri-km•il are opened at that hour. 
The senior priest after bath enters the temple with his assis
tants, opens the doors of the Sri-kot'il wherein the god resides 
to the booming of the conch shell of the Maran. The old 
flowers (nirmalyam) dress, jewels with which the god or 
godde;s was decorated is removed, and the image is then wash
ed (abhislufkam) and bathed with water with the recital of the 
vedic hymns. After this the deity is well rubbed, and then 
dressed in newly washed clothes and decorated with flowers 
and jewels, and a Pushj><tnjeli or an offering 'of flowers is then 
made. This is followed by the o!fering of food or nivedi11m, 
which is generally malar (parched rice). This closes the 
puja of the morning or Usha P•ija. 

At 7 o'clock begins another ji{tja and nit•edium, \\·hen 
the Nirmtilyam flowers (Prasadam), water (Thirtham), are. 
g;ven by the priest to the pe?p!e that have assem,bled there at . 
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the time. In some temples, the image of the deity is then 
taken out by a Mrlthatltu around the Nalambalam in proces
sion with music and tom tom, when the priest makes offerings 
to the minor deities and demons (Bhutas), and after its 
return to the Srikovil another offering of nivedium is made. 

About'JO A.M., commences the Panthiradi or forenoon 
jJrija, and the same items as mentioned above are gone through 
and offerings of cooked rice, Payasam, etc., are made. At the 
conclusion of this puja the offerings are partly distributed 
among the servants of the temple. In some temples as Thiru
vanchikulam, there is also another prija at noon (Ucha Prija)o 
when similar formalities are gone through. Then there is no 
puja tiJJ the close of the day, and the priest and others have 
SoQle rest. 

The evening P·•lja begins at 6 P. M., or even earlier, when 
the Deeparadlrana (waving of lightsl forms one of the impor· 
tant occasions for worship. The image is then neatly decorated 
with jewels, sandal paste, flowers, silks and cloths, and the inner 
shrine is brilliantly lighted. At this time the temple is very 
much crowded and very few who could afford would be 
absent there then. On important occasions men, women, 
and children crowd in at the time in large numbers. Deepard
dlrana is accompanied with the playing of flutes, drums and 
the ringing of bells when the devotees sing s/6kams (verses) in 
praise of the deity. Prastldams are then distributed to the 
worshippers. Then the last prija for the night is the Ardlrajrima 
Puj<l, the course of worship is almost the same as that described 
above. The nit•edium alone is different, and consists of sugar
ed cakes, cooked rice, sweet and beaten rice, honey, fruits, green 
cocoanuts, and betel leaves. The daily round o£ prtja then 
terminates with this at about 9 or 10 p, M.; and all the priests 
and servants leave the shrine, and the senior priest, being escort
ed by a sermnt with a kodit•ilakkrt or a portable metal lamp, 
which is another emblem of his dignity and status. It must be 
mentioned, in this connection, that the chief priest, Mel-St'mthi
krirall (senior priest) alone is privileged to touch the image 
to which Prijas are offered. The 1\izlrsftntltikftrall (hrs assistant) 
can only assist him in his work. This is a great privilege 
to them in the temples of this coast, as no worshipper, however 
higli his position may be, can touch the image, anoint it or 
place flowers over it. During L'tsat•ams (festivals) and other 

a it 
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special ceremonial occasions the Tantri Nambuthiripad per
forms the Sri-Bhuta Beli, which is an important item during 
these ceremonies. It is believed that any mistake, however 
small, in the performance of this rite, whether committed by 
the Tantri or the Maran who beats his drum in measure to 
the quick Tan/ram-passes of the Nambuthiri will seriously 
injure the Tantri, the drummer and the Blwtams, whom the 
P•ijas are intended to propitiate. 

Besides the priests and their a5sistants already mentioned, 
every temple has its own staff of servants and servant-maids, 
such as the light carriers, the musicians, the 1\larims, whose 
business it is to sing and sound the conch-shell, flute, the 
takil or the drum, and the P•ini, another drum that gives a 
shrill note. The sweepers, the cooks, the vessel-cleaners, 
water-drawers and the accountants, the guards, the heredi
tary singers, the garland makers, etc. "Thus a high caste 
Hindu temple on this coast is a centre of attraction to the old 
and the young by its perfect system of worship, by the piety 
and peace it breathes, its remarkable neatness, its marvellous 
punctuality ar.d the regularity in the performance of the daily 
P•ijas and the active benefits which it dispenses, and rrore 
than all, the devotion, the reverence and the order which it 
inculcates on the thousands of votaries that visit it. ''1 

Besides the orderly routine of the daily P•ljas in temples, 
there are some festivals (Utsat•ams) attached to each in certain 
months of the year. In this connection, it will he interesting 
to give the origin of some of the most important temples of 
the State, with the festivals celebrated in each. 

(1) Vadakkunnathan temple.-This temple is by far the 
most important of the religious institutions in the State. It is 
called Vrishabadri in ancient writings, and a full description of 
the origin and sanctity of this temple is found in Kerala Nci
hatmyam and Ndrasimha Puri:mam. The temple is said to have 
been built and consecrated by the great Par<\surama after the 
reclamation of Kerala from the sea, and its situation is on an 
elevated ground in the Trichur town, which is almost the cen
tre of Kerala. It was for a long time under the management 
of Yogcidripad Sanycisis, installed from time to time, and after 
the death ofthe last incumbent in 930 1\f. E., and after a p~riod 
of hostilities with the Zamorin, the undisputed right of His· 

I, The Travancore State Man.uaJ_,. Vol. II, Chap. Vlll, page 77• 
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Highness the Raja of Cochin to manage the affairs of the 
temple was established in 938 M. E. In the year 9-15 l\I. E., 
a great Kalasam was performed to purify the temple. Since 
then, it has been under the management of the Government. 
It is one of the richest temples in the State. Festivals con
n~cted wit~ it are the P1iram in the month of llfedom, and 
the Sivarathri which falls in Kumbham. 

(2) Perumanam temple.-This temple is a very import
ant one, both in nntic1uity and sanctity. It is said to be in ex
istence with the origin of Kerala and the advent of Parasurama. 
Of the 64 gramams into which the kingdom was divided by 
Parasurama, the temple was built and consecrated for the 
benefit of the Perumanam l'ogalduirs who managed it through 
three C:r•lllers as their special agents. In 969 l\1. E the 
Yogallkdr.• surrendered their rights of management to the then 
governing Raja of Cochin. The temple was brought under 
Government control in 1028 M. E. It is said that an Utsa~·am 
for28 days used to be conducted in this temple about 1300 years 
ago, but was since discontinued, and that the present festival 
called Puram, celebrated in 1\Ieenom, took its place.· This 
temple is an equally important one as the Trichur temple. 

(3) Thiru·wilvamala temple.-This temple is another 
equally important one both in sanctity and as a place of pil
grnnage. It is built on the summit of a small hill about two 
miles to thH south of the Lakadi Railway Station. It is said to 
have been consecrated by Parasurama, as an act of penance: 
It was brought under Sirkar management in 99-1 l\I. E. and 
prior to that elate it wa~ under six U rallars, called Parasuda
:Y<l1.'ar.•, clearly signifying that they were Uflpointed by Parasu
rama. 'l'he most important annual festival in the temple is 
the Krishna Ektidc:si in the month of Kumbham, which attracts 
a large crowd from various parts: 

(4) Thirumnchilwl<lm Temple.-This temple is one of 
the very ancient temples in South India. It is said to be what 
Chitambaram in eastern districts, and it is even sometimes 
called /{izh·Chitllambtmlm (lower Chithambaram). This 
second temple is generally believed to have been built and 
dedicated by Chcraman Perumal from whom the ownership and 
management of the temple passed to the Raja of Cochin who 
harl(Jecl it u\'cr to the Sirkar in 993 M. E. Ther·· were no sepa
rat..: L'ral/,rrs or munngcrs till 99.3 M. E. The mana;;cment 
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seems to have been vested in the Veluth,; Nambiyar, belong
ing to the present Moothathu family, under His Highness' 
Thftturam. Sivarathri is the important festival in this temple. 
The daily routine of j>ujas here is somewhat peculiar and 
different from that in other temples of the State. 

(5) Trippunithura temple.-This temple is one of great 
antiquity and one of the most important of sacred institutions 
close to the residence of His Highness the Raja and the mem· 
hers of the Royal family. The image of Balakrishna is said to 
have been installed by Arjuna on the fifty-first day after the 
commencement of Ka1iyuga, and the date is remembered by the 
mnemonic "Padmam." The Utsavmn in the temple falls in 
the month of Vrischigam (November). 

Ganapathi and Ganapathi Homam.-Ganesa or Vignes· 
wara is the most popular god worshipped by the Nambuthiris 
and all other classes of Brahmans especially by the Sivites. 
V igneswara means remover of obstacles, and his blessings 
are invoked for success in the performance of religious 
acts, and in fact, before the commencement of any under· 
taking. He is considered to be the embodiment of wisdom and 
shrewdness, patience and self reliance, and in fact every quality 
that lead to success in life. Every Indian book opens with 
Ganesayanamah (salutation to Ganapathi). In every Nam· 
buthiri house Ganapatbi is propitiated and this propitiation 
Ganapathi Homam) was introduced by Parasurama. 

For Ganapathi Homam a pit 4 feet by 2 feet (lzumalumdam) 
is made in the central part of the room. Fire is lit in the pit 
with dried jack-wood and cocoanut husks, and the offerings 
consist of rice, fried rice (malar), cocoanuts, plantains, plan· 
tain fruits, sugar-cane, sugar, honey, ghee and sweetmeats 
which are put in the fire with the recital of holy mantrams. 
The smoke arising therefrom fills the house with a healthy 
sweet smell all around. In every Sivite temple, there is a 
small shrine dedicated to Ganapathi. 

Utsavam in a typical temp/e.-Every temple has its 
Utsavam or festival once in a year and lasts either for five days 
in some or seven in others. It begins with the J{odiyettam or 
the hoisting of the flag. Every day both in the morning at 8 
and 4 o'clock in the evening, the images of the gods or goddesses 
with all the attractive paraphernafia are taken in procession 
round the clwttambalam on elephants with a grand display ~f 
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drum-beating, and other musical instruments at the close of 
which the Brahmans are treated to a feast of kanji, pappatlam, 
pieces of cocoanut, with sugar and a sour vegetable curry. 
There is the same kind of gr,.nd procession with the images 
mounted on elephants which lasts for two or three hours; the 
in term! between 8 and 4 o'clock being taken up by a variety of 
amusements: There is also a grand feast to the Brahmans 
assembled there then. A similar procession at 1 P. M., with 
bright illuminations round the temple attracts a large number 
of spectators. Various kinds of dramatic performances pecu· 
liar to Mala bar are acted during night. Thus the festival is 
continued for seven days. On the night of the last day 
there is a grand display or fire-works. On the night previous 
to the last, the deity is taken to a neighbouring place, where 
the- god is supposed to hunt. This procession is called Pal/i
t-ella which with the A rat is supposed, to cause pollution which is 
removed by a bath for purification on the last day. The Arat 
is an imposing ceremony on the last day which attracts a large 
number of people. The procession with the image on a well 
decorated elephant advances to the bathing ghat which may be 
either a tank, river or sea near which the temple is situated, 
and there the elephant is bathed and the image is purified by a 
bath with the recital of holy mantrams. The people in the 
procession also bathe and become purified by the sanctified 
water. Th<! elephant with th<! image on him returns in pro
cession to the temple and !hi! image is made to resume its 
usual scat and the flag is then hoisted down. The festival is 
then brought to a close. 

ll,rdat•allur Var,im.-The three vedas (Tri-Vidya) Rig, 
Yajus and Sama Veda are current among the Nambuthiris, and 
the first two have a large number of followers among them. 
The Sarna Vedis in the State are confined to about 24 families, 
and belong to the school of the Jaiminas while the J(ousitaki 
nnd Aswalllynna sections of the Nambuthiris have one and the 
same Samhif<1 te)(t of the Rig Veda though with different Brah· 
manns and Sutrns. For the advanced studies of the Rig Veda, 
there exist two advanced rival colleges or Jlutts, one at Trichur 
and the other at Thirunavai in South Malabar, each managed 
hr its own hereditary '1-'<idlly•ill or managing teacher. These 
un~il!nt vedic itistitutions were richly endowed and patronized 
by the R~ja of Cuchin allllthc Zamurin of Calicut, the ruler~ 
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of the two rival kingdoms of ancient Malabar. All the Rig 
Vedic Nambuthiris of Malabar, Cochin and Travancore be
long to either the one or the other of these institutions. Every 
year pupils from the rival institutions meet at the temple of 
Kadavallur during the Jlandalam (forty-one days) to compete 
" vVhole-heartedly" for the verdict of proficiency. The sylla
bus consists of the texts of the Rig Veda in the four forms ol 
the Pada-pcifha, Krama-patha, Jada-pcitha and Ratha-Pcitha. 
The last which is the most complicated and a difficult mode 
of recitation, is based on· the J{rama-patha method. It may 
he described thus : " If one anta or half verse consists of four 
words, a, b, c, d, these must be grouped in the following 
order. ab, ba, ab, be, cba, ab, be, cd, dcba ; and ab, be, cd, 
and d. The symbolic representation, and teaching of ,the 
Padaputha and the more elaborate methods of recitation based 
on it seem to be peculiar to, if not a special invention of 
the Nambuthiris of Malabar. All the verses that are analysed 
in the Pad a text, and these only are much mechanically repro
duced with exactness, being communicated and taught by means 
of a series of finger and palm signs, are symbols resembling those 
of the deaf, dumb alphabets".1 This course is also taught in the 
two vedic colleges above mentioned. In this connection, it will 
be interesting to give an account of how the comparative 
vedic recitation for proficiency takes place in the temple of 
Kadavallur. The vedic recitation takes place in temple. for 
forty-one days, sixteen of which are assigned to . the competi
tion for proficiency. In this Ekudesi and V uvu-eleventh day 
after the full-moon and the new-moon,-are eliminated on the 
30th day of Thulam, the competitors after worshipping the 
deity Dekshinamurthy at the Chovaram village, reach the afore
said temple in the e·vening. From that day until it is over, the 
Trichur Yogalikdr, i. e., the disciples of the Trichur college 
and the 1'hirunavai Yogakktir (di.ciples of the Thirunavai coL 
lege are lodged in the Moothathu houses, Aclw llloothatlllt and 
Pcrkshiyil Moothatlw respectively. It is there that the Yogak
llcirs are sumptuously fed during the day. In the temple the two 
parties occupy two separate halls during pra):ers, and do not 
freely mingle with one another during these days of competition. 

The vedic students rise early morning at 4 A. M. every 
day, bathe and go to the temple at 6 o'clock., and perform 

a:. The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,July_~gto1 page 63o,_ 
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Nama.•luframs to the deity (Sri-Ramal in the temple with the 
recital of the vedic hymns. This continues till about 10 o'clock 
or 11 o'clock, when they go to their respective lodging, perform 
their noon·day prayers, and dine in the houses where they 
stay. At about 3 o'clock the competitors place a small sum of 
money in the presence of the few senior members, who are 
privileged to sit on a grass mat on the floor, when they bow 
before them. Immediately after, the Moothathu or Aka·Pothu
t•al takes the money with the permission of the Sabhakkar
elderly members-and under their directions, illuminates the 
Sri-kot•il, decorates the)mage Sri-Rama and makes offerings of 
sweet hrend to the deity, which are afterwards distributed 
among the Brahmans assembled in the temple. The competi
to~s bathe and return to the temple to worship the deity, with 
the hope of success in their aspiration for vedic proficiency. At 
4 !'. M., the vedic students rubbing their bodies with gingelly 
oil, bathe in the tank close by, cleaning themselves with 
country soap. They all return to the temple to worship the 
deity as before. It is interesting to note the earnestness and 
the sincerity with which the young students worship the diety, 
performing Nama.•karam.• (prostrations) with the recital of the 
vedic texts. No Sudras are allowed to enter the Nalambalam 
during these periods, and even Tamil Brahmans are sparingly 
allowed to be in their midst. Brahman women also are for
hidden to enter the Nalambalam during these periods. After 
the usual evening service in the temple, the man who performs 
the Varam places a sum of money necessary for the expenses 
of the feast. Moothatlms Jlfanakulam, Punnathur, Ainikkur 
Nampitis and Chakkiyars are all allowed to celebrate the festi
val in the temple at their own expenses. 

The young vedic student from one of the parties worships 
the deity in the temple, takes his seat in the 1\oothambalam. 
A few senior members proficient in the vedic study from each 
party sit by his side; a portion of the text for recitation iss~Iected 
by the members of the rival party. The judges watch him 
very closely, and a detection of any error in it, will lead to his 
failurl', and a correct recitation will end in their applause. 
After this commences the second Varam, for which a student 
from the other party takes his seat as before in the midst of the 
sen'iormemhers who act as judges. A portion is selectedforhim 
to recite. 'l'he bvstandcrs are anxious to see whether he recites 
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correctly or commits an error. The third one is called l{oolfll 
V dram .for which a few members from each party recite con· 
jointly. After this, pujas are performed to the deity and this 
is followed by Sri-t•eli, when the deity is taken round the 
Nalambalam in procession to the accompaniment of the sound of 
musical instruments. Lastly, the members of each party sit 
in order in the special seats allowed to them, where thay are 
treated to a feast and during this time two young disciples 
commence to recite a special portion on the Ratlta method. 
Even if they commit an error they are coached up until they 
finish. During the first four and the last four days vedic texts 
·are recited on the Ratlta style, while in the intervening 
eight days the recitations are on the Jata style. The Pujas 
are performed and offerings to the deity made with the 
greatest care during these days, lest any defect in them might 
in their opinion lead to the divine displeasure. There are no 
such institutions for those who follow Y ajur veda and Sama 
veda, but. the recital takes place in some of their temples 
during certain months of the year. The Yajur veda current 
among the Nambuthiris is that of the Taittirya school of the 
so called 'Black recension of this veda '. Its Apasthamba sl!b· 
division is said to have existed in Malabar until very recently, 
but is now extinct. All the Y ajur vedic N am buthiris belong to 
the Baudhayana school, while the remaining few represent the 
B!tdhulaka section. The latter appears to be the followers of 
Vddlwna Sutra mentioned by Mahadeva in the ·introduction to 
his commentary on the Kalpa Sutra of Satyasadha Hiranya
kesin. The only different one existing between these two 
schools--Baudhayanas and Badhulakas-is to be found in 
their vedic ritual and ceremonies, not in their vedic texts, both 
the Samhita and the Brahmana being the same for both. 

The custom and manners observed by the Nambuthiris are 

S 
. 

8 
k h . strictly those laid down in the Sankara Smrithi 

n an arac: anar. 
and Sankarachariyar is rep~tted to be the 

author of this important treatise. To the Hindu population 
of these parts, his life and personality is of special interest and 
value, and a brief account of him here is necessary. 

Sri Sankarachariar was a Nam,buthiri Brahman of the 
Kaipilly Illom (a Nambuthiri house} in Kaladi, a place six 
miles off from the Angamitli Railway station on the Cochin
Shoranur line. This house has.Jong since vanished, but the 
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spot whereon it stood was enclosed hy a wall, and is now 
marked by a banyan tree. His parents, Si,·aguru and Sri· 
devi, who were both devout worshippers of Siva, were for a 
long time childless, and after years of prayers and penance, 
they were blessed with one whom they named· Sankara after 
their favoudte deity. The date of his birth is even now a 
matter of controversy, some ulacing it as early as the third 
century, while others to 785 A. D. 825 and A. D. respectively, 
but the orthodox traditionists put it at years before the 
Christian Era. Sankara was five years of age when his father 
died, but before his death he performed for his illustrious 
son the ceremony of Upanayanam (investiture of holy thread). 
According to another tradition, current among the people 
of Kerala, he lost his father during his third year, after 
which b~th the mother and the son were under the pro· 
tection of their relatives, one of whom performed for him the 
ceremony above referred to, in his fifth year. The latter ver
sion is not accepted by the Sringeri Mutt. The boy grew to 
a prodigy in his eighth year and was well-versed in the study 
of the Vedas and Saslras; but against the wishes of his mother 
he resolved to become a Sanyasi. There is a popular tradi
tion in se~p;>:>rt of this. One dar the mother and son went to 
bathe in the river close by, which was then in flood; and as 
he was having his plunge, he felt that a crocodile was dragging 
him by the foot. He then cried aloud to his mother that he 
was about to die, and wished to have the satisfaction of dying 
as a Sanyasi, because he might then depart in peace. His 
mother could not then. hesit~te, and told him that he was a 
~anydni. Luckily he had a narrow escape from the calamity. 
H~nccforth he was an ascetic though he was not ordained to 
be one. 

Sankara took leave of his mother, promising to be by her 
side during her last days. He became a disciple of Govinda
swamy', whom he always styled Got'inda Bhagcn·at Pddar and 
from whom he learned Vedanta Stitras, J{arma · Stilras, and 
other works of philosophy, and soon mastering them he prepared 
his admirable commentaries on the chief Upanishads, Gita and 
Vcddni<T Stilras. In his sixteenth year he was ordained an 

1. According to a recent astrological calculation (I) Saka year 72e, 
i•) Vikrama year 863, (3) 8os A, D. (4) Kali year 3907. 

' :1. According to one account his hermitage was on the bank ofthe 
Narbada, while according to another in the Himalayas. 

•L 
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ascetic under the spiritual tutelage of his illustrious guru, and 
with his blessings went to Kasi (Benares), where he worshipped 
the God Viswanatha and paid his respects to the renowned 
Vyasa, to whom he submitted his commentaries for approvaJ.l 
Thoroughly satisfied with his works Vyasa blessed him, and 
by his advice Sankara travelled throughout India, preaching 
tlcte Vedantic creed and successfully refuting the professors of 
various religious sects. It is said that he spent two years in 
Ben ares, where he met two of his famous disciples (Padmapa
dachariar and Thotakachariar), to whom he taught his com
mentaries, and that along with them he went to Prayag 
(Allahabad) and bathed in Triveni (the confluence of the three 
rivers) in honour of his mother. He met Kumarala Bhatta 
who is said to have ground the Bllllddhas and Jains in oil-mills, 
a11d who was then on the point of death. Kumarala declined 
to argue with Sankara, but referred him to l\Iandanamisra who 
was married to his younger sister Sarada, believed to have 
been an incarnation of Saraswathi, on account of her great 
learning. Sanl.:ara introduced himself to :\fandanamisra, whom 
he defeated in argument in the presence of his wife. The 
latter subsequently challenged him on all the Sutras with a 
view to defeat him. As Sankara still remained invincible, she 
hit upon the expedient of testing him in the sci<!nce of love or 
/{amasirstra. Being unable to meet her in argument, Sankara 
resolved to obtain a short respite to enable himself to study 
the subject. He went to Amritapura, where he animated the 
dead body of Prince Amaru, in whose form he acquired fami
liarity with the sub jed by practice in the gratification of the 
passions; and on his return, was victorious over Sarada. The 
throne of Saraswathi on which he then sat is still shown in 
Kashmir. 

Consecrating llfandanamisra as a Sanydsi (ascetic) under 
the name of Sureswaracharya, he bound Saraswathi with 
spells, and conveyed her to Sringeri where he established a 
throne for her. After this incident Sankara became famous in 
all the Indian States of the time, and this led to future achieve
ments. He establishe:i se\·eral moriastaries or Mutts, the chief 
of which are those of Badrinath in the North, Jagannath in 

I. According to another account, he became a Sanyasi even earl'ier, 
and prepared his commentaries under orders Of Visweswara or Siva whom 
he met at Be nares~ He went from Benares to Badrinath where be prepared 
hem, .. 
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the East, Sringeri in the South, and Dwaraka in the \Vest ; to 
the headship O\-cr each of which he appointed one of his chief 
disciples. These religious establishments have a complete 
organization and a regular provision for self-perpetuation, so 
thnt the spiritual powers of the first head of the community 
were transq1itted by a kind of 'apostolical succession' through 
a line of succeeding heads regularly elected. Having set up a 
Sivalingam at Ii:edarnath, he returned by way of Ay6dhya, 
Gay a and J agannath to Sri Saila. On his way he established 
the four ~I utts at Trichur; two of which (Thekkt!matam and 
Natut'ilmatam) arc even now in existence and are presided over 
by Nambuthiri Sany<isis who have descended in a regular line 
of succession from the original head of the Mutts. After this 
Sankara rcsoh•ed to go to Benares, but changing his mind he 
returned' to his native village, conscious of the approaching 
death of his mother, whom he found in a dying condition. He 
offered up prayers in honour of Siva and Vishnu on her behalf, 
and thereby obtained sah·ation for her. 

There arc traditions which refer to the various difficulties to 
which his relatives and village folk exposed him. They threw 
obstacles in the way of his orthodox ceremonials of cremation, 
and he was so helpless that with the help of some Sudras 
he was forced to make a sacrificial pit, and there consigned 
his mother's mortal remains. For this the Brahmans of the 
Pitzhur village were so cursed that they cannot become Sanyasis 
even to this day, nor receive Sanyasis as guests in their own 
Jllrnn.•. It is said that, in memory of this, ·he ordained 
that Sudras can help ;tt the funerals of Nambuthiris-a custom 
11 hich, holl·c,-cr, is reprobated on the East Coast. Another 
custom which he is said to have introduced is that every dead 
Nambuthiri body should be touched with a knife at various points 
to show that the same procedure was followed by him for his 
motl1cr's cremation. It was at this time that he is believed to 
have composed the Simkara Smrithi, which laid down rules for 
the conduct of the Xambuthiris as well as others. 

Contracting some dangerous disease during his travels 
through Hindustan, he died at the age of thirty-two. ~everal 
places (nadrinath, Conjeevaram, Kedarnath and Sringeri) con
tend for the honour of having been his last resting place. If 
::.l:ulhwa's account of Sankara is reliable, then probably the last 
is his true resting place; further the succession of the Gurus at 
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Sringeri is traced from him directly, and a small temple is 
there shown as the place where he disappeared from life. It 
contains an image of him seated after the manner of Buddhist 
and Jain images. The Sringeri l\1 utt, basing its authority on 
a Sanskrit work Sankara-dig-vijayam, compiled by Vidyaran
yaswami, says, that travelling ~·ia Haridwar, Rudra-padam, 
Gauri-Sankar, Ire went to Kailas alive. There is also a tradition 
in Kerala that he 'shuffled off his mortal coil' from Sri Mula
sthanam in Trichur. 

The fame and influence of the great man are perpetuated 
in his writings. He is the most famous of all commentators, 
,and chief among his \\·arks are the commentaries on the Upa
nishads, Vedanta Sutras, Blzaga~·at Gita, Vishnu Sahasrana-
1/lam and Sozmdm·ya Lalzari. He it was who founded the sect of 
Vedantists who have always held the highest reputation for 
learning, and the cultivation of Sanskrit vedic literature. 
As an t;nsectarian he admitted all other objects of worship, 
believing them to be manifestations of Siva or Mahadeva-the 
Great God. 

The vedantic system advocated by Sankara is pantheistic 
and based on the doctrine of Advaita or non-dualism, which 
means that the Universe is not distinct from the Supreme soul. 
The leading tenet of the sect is the recognition of Brahmam, 
Para Brahmam, as the only really existing Being, the sole cause 
and supreme ruler of the U nit·erse, as distinct from Siva, 
Vishnu and Brahma, or any individual member of the Pantheon. 
'l'o know Him is to know the supreme god. The attainment 
of this complete wisdom results in Mukti, or liberation, and 
reunion tYith the divine essence. But as the mind of man 
cannot elevate itself to the contemplation of the inscrutable 
first cause, he may be contemplated through the prescribed 
rites and exercises. The creed thus tolerates the worship of 
all the Hindu deities. 

It is said thatSankara did not found any Sivite sect pro
perly so called, and that, even before his time, there were 
several Sivite sects embracing \vithin theirfolds a large portion 
of the Hindu population of the country. His primary object was 
to root out Buddhism from the country, and in order to attain 
that end, he countenanced every form of Hinduism including 
the \Yarship of Siva, Vishnu, Sakti a~d Ganesa. He himself 
had great faith in the Vedantic doctrine of one God manifesting 
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himself by the creatio_n of the Universe without the help of 
the Prakrithi or material basis. He did not discard the Gods 
and Goddesses of the Hindu pantheon, and it seems very pro· 
bable that either he or his disciples gave great encouragement to 
Sivite worship in order to render Buddhistic worship obsolete. 
Now here, hqwever, is Sankara mentioned as a destroyer of 
Buddhist temples and images. In all probability, he and his 
disciples took these shrines under their protection, and found 
it much safer to represent the idols worshipped therein as the 
Hindu God Siva, than to throw them away into the streets or 
destroy them. Even now such images are adored as those of 
Siva. There are other instances to show that Sankara en· 
couragcd the worship of the Gods and Goddesses of the Hindu 
pantheon. The presiding deity of Saraswathi, or the Goddess 
of learning at Sringeri, the Vishnavite temple at Bhadrinath 
in the Joshinath Mutt on the Hymalayan slopes, are cases in 
point. 

\Vhateve'r Sankara's faith may ha,-e been, his followers 
are practically Sivites. The Smartha Brahmans who acknow
ledge him as their principal teacher are all professed Sivites. 
Sankara did not admit any nuns into his monastaries, and the 
monks of the various orders are called Dlisanamis from their 
using one or another of ten surnames. The surnames are derived 
from the names of academic titles of ten disciples of Sankara's 
immediate pupils. The first three, Saraswathi, Bharati and 
Puri, are supposed to have been attached to the Sringeri Mutt. 
'l'hirtluis and Sagaras to the Sarada Mutt at Dwaraka, Vanas 
and Aranvas to the Goverdhana Mutt or Puri; Giri, Parvata, . . 
Sagara, to the Joshinath Mutt on the Hymalayas. Monks bear
ing the names ol Aranya, Sagara, and Parvatha, however, are 
not to he met with now-a-days. 

To commemorate the birth place of the Great Sankara 
and the cremation ground of his mother at Kaladi, the present 
Smmiyar of tlw Sringeri 1\lutt built two temples in- February 
1910, in the most scientific manner (Balachakram). In one 
of these is located the image of his first illustrious predecessor, 
and in the other his favourite Goddess (Saraswathi) ,\\·hile around 
her, are sewn other minor Goddesses, namely, Bramhi, Mahes· 
wari, Kaumari, Vaishnavi, Vanili, Indrani, and Chamundi. A few 
ya~ds to the south of these sacred edifices and midway between 
them is the holy banyan tree at the base of which the God 
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Ganapathy is established. Thus on the twelfth day after new 
moon (Dwadesi-Monday) were established Gods and Goddesses, 
nine in number, according to the holy rite5 of vedic ceremonies 
which were most faithfully and earnestly performed. Eight 
days prior to the installation of the images, vedic ceremonies 
began, and the images were consecrated by His Holiness, 
who invited Brahmans and other classes of Hindus from all 
parts of India to witness the ceremony. Thus what was once 
a ruinous village has now become a famous place of pilgrimage. 

These in general differ from those of the Brahmans of the 

Customs and man
ners peculiar to the 
Nambuthiris, 

other coast in many important particulars. 
There are, it is said, sixty-four rules of con
duct (amfcharams), observed by Nambuthiris, 

for which they are even now ridiculed by their fellowmen of 
other parts. There is no reason why they should be objects 
of ridicule for their observance of these customs which are 
the outcome of certain peculiar social environments. Tradi
tion generally attributes their introduction to the great Vedan
tist and reformer Sri Sankara Acharivar about 1100 A. D., 
while a few of them evidently owe their origin to Parasurama 
himself. There are, it is said, four acluirams and sixty 
mulcluirams; and only some of these latter, strictly cailed 
]{eraldchdrams, are peculiar to Malabar. These are giVen 
below in their order :-

1. You must not cleanse your teeth with sticks. 

The substitute employed by the Nambuthiris, in fact, by 
the people in l\Ialabar in general, is the charred husk of paddy. 

2. You must not bathe with clothes on your person. 

This practice is repugnant to the other Brahmans, whose 
codes forbid bathing in a nude state. 

3. You must not rub your body with the clothes worn on 
your person. 

4. You must not bathe before sunrise. 
5. You must not cook your food before you bathe. 
6. Avoid the water kept aside during the night . 

. 7. You must not have any paiticular objects in view while 
you bathe nor make Sanlwlpa preliminary to a bath. 

The other Brahmans must make the Sankalpa, an innlca
tion to the water Goddesses, for the bestowal of the spiritual 
benefit of the bath. 
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8. The remainder of the water taken for one purpose must 
not be used for another purpose. 

9. You must bathe if you touch another person. 
10. You must bathe if you touch polluted wells or tanks. 
11. You must bathe if you happen to approach any of the 

polluting castes. 
12. You must not tread OYer a place that has been cleansed 

with a broom until it has been sprinkled with water. 
This practice of sprinkling water after the sweeping with 

a broom is not required in the East Coast unless the ground 
has been specially polluted or is to be used for the performance 
of a religious rite. 

13. Put on the forehead a particular mark with ashes. Put 
three horizouta:l lines on the forehead with pure, 
burnt cow-dung. 

l·t You must repeat mantras yourself. 
This means that the Nambuthiri shall be his own priest, 

not repeating the mantras at the dictation of a priest. The 
other Brahmans must have an officiating priest even if the 
Karta (doer) knows the mantras himself. 

15. You must avoid cold rice. 
16. You must avoid leavings of the meals of children. 
17. You must not eat anything that has been offered to 

Siva. 
11\. You must not touch the food with the hand, when 

serving it. 
19. You must not make use of the ghee of buffaloes for 

H6mam. 
20. You must not ·use buffaloes' milk or ghee for general 

ceremomcs. 
No such prohibition seems to be observed by the other 

classes of Brahmans though preferance is, of course, given to 
cow's milk or ghee. 

21. Take your meals in such a way as not to necessitate 
taking out any portion of the morsel once put into 
the mouth. 

This a very wholesome habit most religiously observed by 
the Nambuthiris. Even the most ceremonious Brahmans of 
the oth~r coast will be content with putting aside the remnant 
of a. handful in a corner of the leaf on which the food is sen·ed. 
This will not do for the N ambuthiris. 
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22. You must not chew betel while you are polluted. 
23. You must observe the conclusion of the Brahmachari 

period. 
This is the Samavarthanam ceremony already referred to, 

and should be celebrated at the conclusion of the Brahma· 
charyam. 

24. You must give presents to your Gurtt or Preceptor. 
This means that the Brahmachari before formally con

cluding the Brahmacharyasramam should give presents or 
Dakshina to his Guru or Preceptor. 

25. You must not repeat the Vedas on the road. 
26. You must not sell women (receive money for girls 

given in marriage). 
This is an unnecessary prohibition in the case of the 

Nambuthiris as matters now stand. 
27. You must not fast in oder to obtain fulfilment of your 

desires. 
Absolute fasting is ·unknown in .Malabar. 

28. Bathing is all that woman should observe if she touches 
another who is in her menses. A man should change 
his thread and undergo sacred ablution. 'Vomen in 
their menses are not required to keep aloof as with 
the other Brahman women. 

29. Brahmans should not spin cotton. 
30. Brahmans should not wash clothes for themselves. 

On the other coast, no religious Brahman will touch 
clothes washed by washermen without their being first dip· 
ped in water. 

31. Kshatriyas should avoid worshipping the Lingam. 
32. Brahmans should not accept funeral gifts from Sudras. 
33. Perform the anniversary of your father, father's father, 

mother's father, and both grand-mothers. 
34. Anniversary ceremony should be performed at the end 

of the year counting from the day of death. 
36. Dil1sha should be observed till the end .of the year after 

death. · 
37. Sradhas should be performed according to the days of 

asterism of death. 
The anniversary of a person's <;Ieath is regulated not ,by 

the days after full or new moon as on the other coast but by 
the days of asterism of death. 
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38. The funeral ceremony should not be performed until 
after the pollution caused by child-birth has been 
removed. 

39. An adopted son should perform Snidha for his adoptive 
parents as well as his natural parents. 

In other parts of India the adopted son is relieved of the 
obligation to l1is natural parents. 

40. The corpse of man should be burnt in his own com
pound, i. e., not in public cremation grounis as among 
the people of the East Coast. 

This custom is said to have been initiated i:>y Sankara 
Achariyar himself, who, being refused help by the Nambuthiris 
in the cremation of his dead mother, was driven to the extreme 
necessity of burning the corpse in the compound of his own 
hoU6C, 

41. Sanyasis should not look at women. 
42. They should renounce all worldly pleasures. 
43. Snidha should not be performed for deceased Sanyasis. 

Aradhana Sr.idhas arc performed in their honour by the 
Brahmans of the East Coast. 

44. Brahman women must nut look at any men other than 
their own husbands. 

45. They must nut go out unless accompanied by maid
servants. Xayar women always go in front of Nambu· 
thiri female to warn people of their coming and 
l;eep men out of their way. 

46. They should wear only white clothes. 

No Brahman female on the other coast, whose husband is 
alive, will wear white clothes. 

47. The nose should not be pierced. 
Outside Mala bur the noses of Brahman women are 

always bored. 
48. Brahmans should be put out of their caste if they drink 

any liquor. 
4<J. They should forfeit their caste if they have intercourse 

with any Brahman women other than their wives. 
Both these rules, every Brahman is required to strictly 

observe, but the infringements are seldom punished with the 
ost~acism they rightly deserve. 

aM 
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50. The consecration of evil spirits should be avoided, i.e., 
the worship of ancestors should not be performed 
in the tern pies. 

51. Sudras and others should not touch the idol in a temple. 
52. Anything that is offered to one God should not be 

offered to another. 
53. Marriage, etc., should not be performed without the 

sacrificial offering (H6mam). 
54. Brahmans should not give blessings to each other. 
55. Brahmans should not bow down to another. 

Namaskarams or making obeisance to elders and Anugra· 
hams or blessings in return are very common in the East 

·Coast. 
56. 
57. 

Cows should not be killed in sacrifices. 
Do not cause distraction by observing the religious rites 

of Siva by some and those of Vishnu by others. 
Sectarian controversies in regard to Siva and Vishnu are 

strictly prohibited. The people of Kerala are to hold both in 
equal veneration. In fact, the mission of Sankara Achariyar was 
to establish Hinduism on a non·sectarian basis. 

58. Brahmans should wear only one thread (irrespective of 
their civil condition). 

59. 
60. 

The eldest son alone should marry. 
Ceremony in honour of a deceased ancestor should be 

performed with boiled rice. 
61. Kshatriyas and other castemen should perform funeral 

ceremonies to their maternal uncles. 
62. The right of inheritance among Kshatriyas, etc., devol· 

vcs on nephews. 
63. 'Widows should lead the life of Sanycisis (strict celebacy). 
64. Sati should be avoided. 

The law giver of Malabar has made a clear advance upon 
the customs of the original countries, which, at the time of the 
colonization of Kerala, permitted Sati. 

When a Nambuthiri having his wife and children is about 
to die, a few gifts of cows o~ some money as 

Funel'll.l Customs. 
equivalents are made to the Brahmans. \Vhen 

he is at the point of death, his hody is removed with his head 
towards the south to a cushion of Kusa grass on the floor of 
the Thekkini or southern hall, which" is purified with cow-dung. 
Some river sand or earth around a Tlwlasi plant is scattered . 
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on the floor. Some more gifts (Yatradiu111m), i. c., gifts 
to help the spirit of the deceased in the journey to the other 
world, are also made at the time. Verses of the Rig veda are 
whispered into his ears, while divine names are also recited in 
his J?resence. When he is dead, the limbs are straightened, 
and the body is placed on three pieces of the bark of a plan· 
tain tree. The Adiydrs or the servants of the family make 
ready the fuel and other things necessary for the cremation. 

Meanwhile the sons of the deceased bathe, and dressed in 
the tatoo form return home, wash their feet and put on the 
/(usa ring. The eldest son, who is the chief mourner, and his 
younger brothers must take part in the ceremony with the 
recital of holy ma11trams. If any of the brothers happen to be 
a child, another grown up member touching him, must recite 
them. The chief mourner sprinkles some water on the dead 
body, and with a knife touches every joint from head to foot. 
Putting the knif~ aside, he washes his hands and sprinkles 
some more water on it. The body of the deceased is then well 
washed with water mixed with well ground green turmeric 
and another root. It is then dressed in new garments, 
and marks of Gopiclumdaltam and sandal are put on the 
forehead, chest and hands. Some tulsi leaves are also 
thrown over it. The bier is made ready by the Clteetiya11 
(maran), and the dead body is placed on it and carried on the 
shoulders of the sons to the cremation ground which is gener· 
ally in the southern part of the compound, where it is placed near 
the western side of the pyre. The sons then untie their tuft of 
hair, remove the kusa ring and wash their feet. Putting on thP. 
kusa ring again and \mshing their feet they prepare a lt6mam 
with the fire from his Aupasana as directed by the priest, and 
some cigya (ghee) oblations are made with the recital of the text. 
The pyre which is made with the branches of the mango 
tree is also consecrated by the recital of holy ma11trams, and 
the mourners all go round it, repeating mantrams dictated by 
the priest. The dead body is placed on it with the head to· 
wards the south, and the sacred fire already prepared is placed 
on the chest of the deceased in three places. As the fire burns 
brightly, bundles of ~usa grass, sandal wood and ghee, are also 
ndded to the flames. While the dead body is burned and 
r~duced to ashes, the wife of the deceased is asked to bathe, 
and as she is about to plunge in water, she unties her tali 
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(marriage-badge) and gives two of them along with two bangles 
to be thrown- into the fire. She returns home after her bath • 
sits or lies down on the floor, mourning for the loss of her 
husband. 

Vedic texts are recited while the body is burning. Mean
while the chief mourner, carrying a pot of water on his left 
shoulder and accompanied by his brothers, goes three times 
round the pyre, letting water leak out by making holes in the 
pot; and on completing the third round throws it backwards 
into the fire. Having the brothers in front of him, he returns 
(without turning back) to the courtyard where they go round 
the sen·ants and their implements; and then prostrate towards 
th~ east. They then perform Udakal~riya (libation of waterl, 
and return home after bathing, and fast for the night. Next 
morning they hat he, and after their usual Sandhya service they 
sit on planks in front of which there is a lighted lamp, and they 
all get shaved. Touching paddy and a piece of gold, they 
bathe and perform four libations of water, two for the day and 
two for the day previous. 

The chief mourner, who has touched paddy and gold, is also 
required to keep a knife with him till the twelfth day. Every 
day the sons bathe early in the morning, perform the morn
ing service (Sandhya Vandanam) and, dressed in the tatoo 
fashion, individually perform two libations of water, after which 
they again bathe and go home. 

The next item of the ceremony is the Patta-natulwl, or 
planting a palmyra leaf two feet in length. It is left sticking up 
in the south-eastern part of the yard (mittam) within the quad
rangular edifice. The sons first adore it, offering some tulsi 
leaves and sandal paste. After purifying a portion of the floor with 
· cowdung and laying on it three blades of lntsa grass and wor
shipping it with the offering of water and flowers, two pindams 
(rice balls) placed on a plantain leaf with gingelly seeds thrown 
on them are given to the spirit of the departed, which is believed 
to be present there. All of them prostrate before the leaf; a 
portion of it is given to the crows, while the remaining portion 
is thrown into the water. Thus the libations of water and the 
rice ball·,ffering to the departed spirit are continued for all the 
ten days. Sanchayanam, or the collection of the bones, falls'on 
the fourth day, when the sons of th~ deceased and the priest 
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go to the cremation ground, and the eldest son, while the others 
arc touching him, sprinkle a mixture of milk and water and 
collect the bones, which are then put in a pot to be buried 
underneath a tree. A pit is dug and the ashes are collected 
and buried in it. After this they bathe and return home. 

Fifth dny after cremation, Tuesday, Friday and the day 
of asterism 'of the birth of the eldest son are all avoided for 
this purpose. 

On the lOth day, after the performance of Udallallriya 
and offering of rice balls, the palmyra leaf is removed after due 
adoration. All the members of the family wear mattu brought 
by the washerman and after a while change it with a sprink· 
ling of water. The house is swept clean and purified with 
cowdung. The members then bathe and take their meals. 

. On the morning of the eleventh day, after the usual morning 
SPr\·ice and adoration of Ganapathy, the chief mourner makes 
the gift of a cow to a Brahman for the benefit of the departed 
spirit and remunerates the priest and other Brahmans who 
have helped him in the performance of the ceremonies during 
the previous days. A Srcfdlra (elu)dlzishtam) is also performed, 
and for which a Brahman is fed, and dismissed with presents 
of cloth and money. The wife and sons of the deceased offer 
pimfam.• individually and perform Udakakriya by the side of a 
nver. They return home after a bath, and everyone of them 
takes a dose of Punycflrcrm (water sanctified by holy mantrams 
by five Brahmans). Henceforth they become free from poilu· 
tion. From the twelfth day for the whole year the chief mourner 
bathes early every morning, performs his religious routine, feeds 
a Brahman,giving him a few ann as, after which he offers pindams 
to the departed spirit. This is called Nitya Sradham, and 
n similar one at the expiry of every month is also celebrated. 
At the end of the year, i. e., 360 days, Sapi11dakaraua Sradha 
is performed, when also similar formalities are gone through. 
The spirit of the deceased is then supposed to enter the 
world of the Pitri.•. The son during the year under 
rcfcrenn' is in Dik.•lra, and has to lead a life of abstinence 
including such Yery minute observances as sleeping on the 
floor nnd his wife also doing the same along with him. He 
is forbidden to use tobacco, betel and nuts, to get himself 
sh':'ved, or to haYe any kind of luxury during this period. 
The wife of the deceased is also under a similar vow. Even 
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during the ten days after death, there are some restrictions 
which they have to follo11·. The brothers cannot freely touch 
and talk with one another. They should avoid lying on bed, 
oil bath, chewing betel, ghee, milk, salt, two meals a day, 
and sexual intercourse. All the holy mantrams for the daily 
religious ceremonies and those before taking food alone may be 
repeated. 

If a baby dies within the first ten days after its birth, the 
maid servants may bury the dead body. If on the 11th day, 
the dead body is handed over to the earth, i. e., a member of 
the family buries it, and becomes pure by a bath and taking a 
dose of sanctified water. This method of burial is resorted to, 
till a child is two years of age, but this is by some held to be 
objectionable, while the others urge the necessity of burning 
the dead body in a way more or less similar to that already 
described. The chief mourner should perform the libations of 
water and offer pindam to the departed spirit for the ten days, 
and be under a Diksha either for 41 days or for a year. 

If a woman during the menses, pollution or after delivery 
dies, the regular funeral obsequies cannot be performed without 
purifying the dead body, for which several methods are prescri· 
bed. Some are of opinion that the corpse must be well washed 
and bathed in a tank. In the event of the pollution belonging 
to it being over, a mattu, i. e., the washed cloth of the washer
man may be enough. In some cases purification depends upon 
the gravity of the pollution or impurity. In extreme cases, a 
Brahman after bath should dress it in a mafttt and sprinkle 
some water on it. He should then bathe and approach it and 
repeat the same process a number of times, when it becomes 
fit for funeral ceremonies. The Brahman finally becomes pure 
after a bath and taking a dose of the sanctified water already 
described. ~lhere is also another method. A bundle of Kttsa 
grass is well threshed, and in the liquid obtained from it, a little of 
earth from an ant-hiii, cowdung, cow's urine and holy ashes, are 
added and the mi,.iure gently heated. If a few drops of this 
mixture be sprinkled with the recital of holy texts, the corpse 
may be set free from impurities. 'Then the usual funeral cere· 
monies may be commenced. 

In the case of women who die ·during pregnancy, elabo· 
rate rules are laid down for cremation. They are omitted for 
want of space. 
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The funeral ceremonies in vedic times, according to 
Aswalayana Grihya Sutras and Yagnavalkya, appear to have 
been much simpler, but at present the performance of these 
ceremonies is in accordance with Garuda Purana, which is said to 
be a comparatively modern work. The common belief is, that 
when a man is dead, the two messengers of Yama, king of 
justice, wait near at hand, and appear before the released spirit, 
which is said to be of the size of a thumb (Anl!ushtha mcitra). 
They bind the spirit and convey it to Yama's abode, where it 
meets with the recorder of his actions, Chitragupta, whose 
business it is to note down the good and evil deeds of every 
person born in this world with the resulting merit (punya) and 
demerit (pcipa). According to the balance on the side of merit 
or demerit is the judgment pronounced on its future career. 

The disembodied spirit at this stage can neither enjoy 
H~aven nor suffer the pains of Hell, until it is invested with a 
kind of physical body composed of gross though etherial parti· 
des. It is then instantly hurried back to the ground of ere· 
mation (smasdna) and by feeding on the rice·ball offerings 
(pindasl and the libations of water which the sons of the 
deceased offer for ten consecutive days, it acquires a mate. 
rial body of the necessary sensibility. Thus on the tenth day 
it acquires an intermediate body which is sufficiently formed to 
possess the sensation of hunger and thirst, and on the next 
two days it feeds voraciously and gains sufficient strength for 
journey to the future abode which may be Heaven or Hell. 
In the latter case it requires the nourishing food to pass the 
terrible ordeal awaiting it. 

The road by whic;h Yama's two messengers force the spirit 
of a wicked man to descend to the regions of torment is descri· 
bed in the first two chapters of Garuda Purana. The distance to 
Yuma's abode is said to be 86,000 leagues or Y6janas. The 
condemned spirit with the newly acquired body is made to travel 
at the rate of 200 leagues a day, "finds no shady trees, no rest· 
ing place, no food, no water". At one time it is exposed to 
the burning heat equal to that of 'ten Meridian Suns', at ano· 
thcr it is pierced by icy cold winds. At one time its tender 
frame is pierced by thorns, at anothtr it is attacked by lions, 
tigers, savage dogs, venomous serpents and scorpions. The 
spirit of the deceased is thus subject to countless sufferings 
and torments both in its journey to and in Hell for the sins or 
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bad deeds on earth. To secure immunity from future punish
ment and make the passage of the departed spirit peaceful and 
pleasant, the various ceremonies already described are perform
ed; Vedic texts, Taraka mantrams, are whispered in his ears at 
the dying moments, and divine names (Vishnu Saltasranamam) 
are recited in his presence. Y atradanams,-gifts of cows, 
light, shoes, umbrellas, water, etc.,-are made in order that their 
shades may serve him in his journey to Hell. Thus by the 
performance of many elaborate ceremonies, the sufferings and 
torments of the spirits are believed to be not only much miti· 
gated but also is its career in the world of pitris made much 
happier. The spirit of the just, and those who have done 
good deeds on earth are invested with celestial lustre, moved 
by gentle breeze or carried in Heavenly cars to the world of 
Pitris (Pitri Loka), where they are adored as Gods, whose aid 
is sought at the commencement of every auspicious ceremony 
in a Nambuthiri family. 

A Nambuthiri has to perform the Sradha ceremony for his 
father who is dead; for his paternal grand father and grand
mother; for his mother after death, her father, and mother, 
and his paternal uncles. He has to perform the ceremony for 
his brother or brothers that are dead. \\"om en ha ,-c to perform 
the same ceremony for their parents and husbands. On the 
new moon days also the ceremony in a simpler form is 
performed by the senior member of the family. It is done 
either with a gift of a few annas or with feeding a Brahman 
along with money gifts and the recital of holy texts. For 
those who have died unnatural deaths a different course of 
ceremony called Narayana Beli is prescribed along with the 
performance of the annual Snidha; but there is no pollution, 
no Diksha, nor need the libation of water be performed. Thus 
in the Snidha ceremonies, the following relatives (1) Father, 
father's father, and father's mother ; mother, mother's 
father and mother's mother ; father's brothers ; mother's 
brothers, are supposed to partake of the offerings. In fact, 
they form a corporate body bound together by a right of 
participation in the offerings, and these participators are called 
the Sapindas and Samdnodakas.- Practically, however, this 
relationship extends only to three generations on each side, 
and in this way a kind of family chain consisting of seven 
links is formed with the father, grand father, and great 
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grand father, on one side, and to son, grandson and great 
grandson on the other (Manu V. 60). The first three are be· 
lieved to depend on the living pater-families for their well-being, 
and after his death, he also becomes a similar dependent ori 
the three succeeding generations. 

Propitiation and gratification of the manes by Sradha and 
other ceremonies are acts producing reflex benefits to the per
former, and tend to bring on prosperity to himself and to his 
family. . 

Closely connected with the caste system are the rigid 
theories of pollution, which may be classed under 

Pollution. two heads, namely, pollution by approach and that 
by touch. 1\Icntion has already been made in the treatment of 
the low castes in the first volume about the recognised scale of 
distances at which members of each of the polluting castes 
must stand from a man of the higher caste or his house, the 
distance increasing in proportion to the low status of the caste. 
There are also castes low in the social scale mutually conveying 
pollution. Besides the two kinds of pollutions mentioned above, 
there is also what is called ceremonial pollution, which al;o 
may he either the one or the other. A person ceremonially 
polluted conveys pollution to even members of the S'lme caste. 
\\'omen are regarded as ceremonially polluted during their 
monthly periods and after delivery; and they convey this as a 
kind of atmospheric pollution. They have to live in seclusion 
during this period. Their purification, which cannot be said 
to take place until after a certain number of days, has to be 
performed sometimes by members of a specific caste other than 
their own. 

A death or birth in a family entails pollution on all the 
agnates and cognates. In the case of the Namhuthiris and 
other Brahmans this lasts for ten days, and has to be removed 
by a hath and certain prescribed ceremonies. The functions 
of the barber and washerman are also important in this connec
tion. These pollutions sometimes, vary according to the 
closeness of consanguinity. All Sapindas, i. e., those connected 
by the same cake or pindas have ten days' pollution in both the 
cases; hut the male descendants of a father and grandfather 
and gi•·ls before marriage have the same pollution by birth. All 
S&dc~ktms (those to whom mere libations of water are offered) 

'JN 
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of three degrees of consanguinity from the seventh have poilu· 
tion for three days only. If an agnate of the seventh degree of 
consanguinity happen to have a son, another member of the 
agnates of the seventh degree may have only three days' pol
lution, if the latter would tell the child that he would like to 
have only three days' pollution thereafter. The descendants 
of a mother and grandmother (mother's mother and father's rna· 
ther) have only three days' pollution in the case of a birth or 
death among themselves. If they happen to be either Sa pin· 
das or SamanodaTlas, they will have ten days' pollution. In 
the case of women the pollution will be that which affects their 
husband but will not be binding on their children. When the 
members of a famih- are under a death pollution and when 
they are again polluted by birth, the second pollution may be 
removed by purification from the first. 

Even at a remote period the political and social organi-
caste zations of the Nambuthiris were highly developed; 

Government. and it is said that Brahmans were origitlally 
grouped in villages or Gramams, and that the affairs of the 
groups were under the management of the headmen or leaders 
of Grcfmams (Grfrmani). The groups of villages were placed 
under chieftains kno\\·n as Taliyatiris who were generally 
nominated for three years hy special electors from the sixty· 
four villages into which Kerala was divided. There was a 
general theocratic council for the whole country which became 
a political and social institution, subordinate to which there 
were minor assemblies. Grand meetings consisting of the 
Taliyatiris, the elders of the community and the people in 
general, were held at Tirunavai during the Maha makham festival 
and afterwards at 'l'hrikanamathilakam at which all·important 
political and social matters affecting the welfare of the com· 
munity were discussed and settled. The meeting at the latter 
place continued throughout the reigns of the Perumals; but 
after the dissolution of the kingdom of Kerala into various 
independent principalities their political organization gradually 
began to decline. They confined their attention chiefly to 
religious and social matters in the villages in which they had 
settled. 

The principal villages in the State were Perumanam, 
Irinj~lakuda and Chovaram in the· adjacent British territory, 
and these had richly endowed institi1tions for the study of the. 

'* . . 
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Srautha ](armas, (rites according to the Srutis) and for helping, 
by mon~y gifts, those who performed them. These institutions 
were called SabhJmadltams and the study of the subjects had 
long ago ceased to exist, but the income of these institutions 
is utilized in giving a kind of allowance to those who have 
performed Ytigams or sacrifices and other V cdic rites, •ind also 
for the expcu<;es of the temples attached to them. The pro· 
perties which arc mostly landed, arc managed by four indi
viduals appointed by the Hannis, wh0 meet once a year, go over 
the accounts and share among themselves the net proceeds and 
also admit new members who perform similar rites into their 
Y6gam or socidy. It is curious to note that these institutions 
art-. mostly in the P!tlghat Taluk, which is said to have been, in 
ancient times, an important l'iambuthiri centre, though not a 
vestige of their residence is anywhere to be seen now except 
the Iande(! estates of some of the landlords and a few temples 
under their management. There were similar institutions in 
~lalahar ~nd Travancore attached to their viJlages. 

Besides the institutions above referred to there were other 
similar institutions SJ.~frtr Sabhcimadltam at Kumbalam and 
Agathiyur for.the study of Grammar, Mimamsa and Vedanta, 
both of which do not now find favour with the Nambuthiri 
JOUths as only very f~:w attend them. 

The division of the Jl:ambuthiris into eight classes already 
de,;cribed is based, to some extent, on their occu

Occupatlon. 
pat ions. The ]I; ambuthiris were, according to tradi-

tion, brought to Kerala as colonists to people the country; and 
l'arasurama, their patron sage, found separate occupations for 
the various classes into which the community was divided. 
To some Brahman families were assigned the learned profes· 
sions and the privilege of making sacrifices, to others the pro
fession of medicine, sorcery, and magic, to a third astrology 
nnd astronomy, to a fourth the duty of performing pujas in 
temples and so on. \Vhile some had the Government of the 
land, others were armed to protect the country from 'foreign 
incursions and internecine quarrels. There were also others 
who were endowed with special spiritual functions. But these 
exclusive divisions, which were strictly maintained tiii recently, 
arc now beginning to lose recognition. The Grcimaui adhyans 
w~rc held in a somewhat low cstinmtion by other Nambuthiris, 
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because they had exercised territorial sovereignty, and wcrP. 
therefore held not competent to study the Vedas. Among the 
highest class of Vedic N ambuthiris, the Rajas of Chembakasseri 
Ambalapuzha or Porakad, Edapilly and Partir were the chief 
territorial magnates. Really the profession of arms did not dis
qualify any Brahman from the study of the Vedas nor, detract 
them from their sanctimonious character. The Edapilly chief 
was the foremost who accepted arms from Parasurama, and 
was, so late as the Portuguese period, known to be fighting, by 
espousing the cause of the Zamorin and leading his land forces 
in the fight at the ford of Kumbalam. Barbosa tells us that 
'the kings make great use of these Brahmans for many things 
except in deeds of arms.' 

It must be remembered that Parasurama was himself a 
Brahman of the militai1t type, having fought with and destroyed 
the Kshatriya race thrice seven times over. The study of the 
Vedas and practice of the religious austerities were not in Mala
bar incompatible with the profession of arms, and this is 
testifiP.d by t"-e fact that the instructors in arms of both Cochin 
and Travancore Rajas are the Brahmans of the Vedic class, 
and these enjoy to the present day the emoluments and privi
leges attached to that office though all the Rajas have left off 
the study of the use of them. In Cochin, the office is here· 
ditary in the family of Perattupurathu Nambuthiri, who is 
officially styled Perattupurathu Panikkar. In Travancorc, the 
office :s held by Kalamthattil Kurukal. It is said that in 
former times every ' Penimpatta Panikkar' had to vindicate 
his title to the office by having an open fight, sword in hand, 
with a royal tiger, and if he succeeds in killing the animal he 
plmts, in token of victory, a post in the inner court-yard of the 
Illam. It would appear that some of these posts are still to be 
seen standing in the yard. 

There can be no doubt that the N ambuthiris associated 
themselves with the Government of the country even after they 
had ceased to have any direct control under the early theocratic 
system that prevailed in Malabar. They were the ministers 
of the Rajas, their judges, their gel)erals in the field, and above 
all, their spiritual preceptors. It was, 'the king's Brahman and 
high priest', who received Vasco da Gama at the palace gates 
and conducted him to the king's prt;sence at the Portuguese 
j\dmiral's first interview with the Zamorin. \Yc have the 
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assurance of Barbosa that there is no more boast, for he tells us 
that the kings used to en:ploy these Brahmans as messengers and 
ambassadors to go from kingdom to kingdom because they pass 
in safety in all parts without any one molesting them,even though 
the kings may be at war. Till but recently we have had N ambu
thiri-Sarvadhikaryakars (Prime-ministers), Kluyakkars, (Go~er
nors) Judges, and Munsifts in Travancore and Cochin. Fifty 
years ago the highest courts of both these States were presided 
over by Nambuthiri Judges. But at present, in the public 
service, the Nambuthiri is nowhere. The Nambuthiris form 
the landed aristocracy of the country and claim the lands in 
Ja1111ntrm or birth-right, tracing their title to an alleged original 
gift by Parasurama. 

Those who are landlords do not cultivate the lands them· 
selves, but let them out to tenants, mostly N ayars, on various 
tenures. It is seldom that they earn their livelihood, by per
~onal exertion. They are such a favoured class that from the 
king downwards to the lowest peasant everyone would forego 
even his necessity to pander to their luxury. Instead of scorn· 
ing delights and living laborious days as ordained by Sankara 
Smriti they make their utmost endeavour by deed and word fo 
impress on others the idea that all excellences in the world are 
their birth-right and that whatever is low and mean is the 
portion of the lower orders. In fact, it is the Nambuthiris, of 
all Brahmans in India, who strictly follow the injunctions of 
~Ianu, "Nevt!t' St!rve ". 

It is only the poorest of them who will consent to act as 
priests in temples. In some temples the priesthood is heredi
tary in certain families; and the priest, for the time being, has 
to confine himself to certain prescribed limits and lead a 
cclcbutc life. Perhaps it is for his special sacredness, which is 
co-relative with his high position, that the priest of the temple 
Badaryasrnma in North India, and also the priest of Siva temple 
at Tirimttur near 1\Iadras, is always a Nambuthiri. 

The present economic condition is thus well described in 
Travancorc Census Report (1901)-" As the pre-historic heirs to 
the entire land of Kerala, the Nambuthiris live on agriculture. 
13ut efficiency in an adaptation to changing environments 
operates as a severe handicap in the race •, 'I' he difficulties 
incidental to lUI dfcct of land divbion ha,·c contributed to 
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making the N ambuthiris 'a litigious population and the ruinous 
scale of expenditure necessary for the disposal of girls, be it of 
the most plebeian kind, has brought their general prosperity 
to a very low level '. 

Thus the Nambuthiris do not adapt themseh·es to any of 
the requirements of modern days. Having left off their 
old ideals, they have not been entering into any of the pursuits 
which are thrown open to them in these days. As matters now 
stand, the traditional hospitality of the Hindu kings of .Malabar 
which, fortunately for them, has not relaxed, is the only susten
ance and support of the ordinary Nambuthiri l.lrahman. 

Fortunately in the State, there is one aristocratic V cdic 
family the members of which, maintaining the religious life, 
are following trade, and are the proprietors of a tile factory. 
They had at one time invested a few lakhs of rupees in the 
construction of a cotton mill at Calicut and still have many 
shares in that Joint Stock Company. They arc besides traders 
in other articles. One young member of that family is the 
editor of a popular monthly. Their example may well be 
followed by others of the caste who are not wanting in the 
necessary capital. The members of the non-vedic class, on the 
other hand, are more enterprising and some of them are gentle· 
men fanners and traders. Their children are reading in schools. 

The Nambuthiris have been occupying and still occupy, in 
Malabar, Co_chin and 'l'ravancore. the highest posi-

sociai status. 
tion in the order of social precedence; and are 

looked upon by the Nayars and the members of the lower castes 
as the 'holiest of human beings.' Many among them are land
lords, and their tenant, peaceful and contented owing to their 
uncxacting nature, pay their homage and customary dues 
generation after generation. They consider them not merely 
as landlords and benefactors, but even revere them as Gods on 
earth (Blwci<h·ans). "Their persons are 'holy' their movements 
'processions' and their meal 'nectar'". Their. low-born tenants 
and others of the lower castes dar-e not approach them within 
the polluting distance, nor see what passes within their sacred 
precincts. In fact they have long been and are even now very 
submissive and obedient to the members of this priestly chiss. 

It will not be out of place, in this connection, to mention 
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a few instances of the nature of the conversation between one 
Nambuthiri and another and that between a Nambuthiri and a 
Nayar or other low-caste member. In the former case only 
the vernacular is used in the ordinary way; while in the latter, 
the superiority of the Nambuthiri should be shown at every 
turn. Thus a Nayar addressing a Nambuthiri, must speak of 
himself as Atiyau (foot-servant), his rice is called' gritti rice or 
J(a/liui, his rupees, copper coins or Chembu-J(dsu, his house 
as Kuppadu (dung-pit). He must esteem himself very low as he 
proceeds, lest the least sign of insubordination should provoke 
and ruin him. He must speak of the Nambuthiris rice as 
Pazhayari old or raw rice, his coppers as rupees, and his house 
as lllam or Mana. The Nayar must not call his cloth a cloth 
hut 'an old cloth or spider's we h.' The N ambuthiri's cloth, 
on the other hand, is called his daily white cloth or his superior 
cloih (l'a.•tram). The Nayar while referring to his bathing 
must say, that he drenches himself in water (nauayul<a-to he
come wet), hut the Namhuthiri, on a similar occasion is said to 
sport in the water Niratuka). Should he speak of eating or 
drinking, the Nayar must say of himself that he takes food or 
treats himself to the water (karikkicdi) in which the ric:e has been 
wash!'d. Should he refer to the food of the Namhuthiri, he 
must say that he tastes ambrosia (Amritham). A Nayar calls 
his sleeping 'lying flat', while the Nambuthiri, is said to close 
his eyes or resting (went to Pal/ikuruppu) like a Raja. 'l'he 
Nayar must speak of his own death as kuttam Pizhac!ut 
or died of sins, hut of the Namhuthiri as mutinnu ezhunnelli 
(disappeared for ever). When the Nayar is ill, he says that 
his limbs have become.stiff, but a Nambuthiri in a similar state, 
is said to be merely unwell. 'Vhen a Nambuthiri has to be 
sha1·ed by a barber, the expression that his 'hairs are cut,' is 
inmriahly user!. \\'hen he is an~:ry he is said to be dissatisfied. 
A Nayar cleans his teeth, but a Nambuthiri cleans his superior 
pearls. When he laughs, he displays his superior pearls. Such 
is the Euphuistic language used by the Nayars and other low 
caste men in addressing the Nnmbuthiris. 

The N ambuthiris are generally very handsome and their 
comJ>lcxion is of various shades. Their average Appear· 

.onoe. height is !62 centimetres. They are mostly well 
nourished and rotund; and among them lean people :are seldom 
found. 
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Excepting the Muhamadans, the Nambuthirisare perhaps 
the hairiest. The hair on the head is plentiful, glossy and wavy; 
and is allowed to grow in the form of an oval patch from the 
vertex or slightly behind it to a little on the back from the fore· 
head. The tuft of hair or the kudumi is tied into a knot hang· 
ing over the forehead or at one side according to the fancy of 
the wearer and sometimes it is so done as to spread over the 
head. The rest of the head and the face and, in fact, the whole 
body excP.pting the back are periodically shaved. Gingelly oil 
(enna) is used to keep the hair smooth and make it grow long. 
This is the orthodox fashion in Malabar, though exceptions are 
sometimes found. But, when a Nambuthiri's wife is pregnant 

·or when he is the chief mourner in his family, he refrains from 
the barber for a year. This custom of having an oval patch, it 
is said, originated from an ordinance of Parasurama who had 
the tuft of the first colonists changed to the front for a 
national purpose. There is still a saying in Malabar "Purvasiklza 
paradesathu nishidham," meaning 'the tuft of hair on the 
top of the head is forbidden in Paradesa (East Coast)'. The 
Nambuthiris grow their finger nails sometimes, very long. 
After bath, they wear on their forehead the horizontal Sivite 
mar·k 'trip1indram' with bhasmam or ashes, and the ve.rti· 
cal Vaishnavite mark with g6pichandanam. It has been 
remarked of the Nambuthiris' general appearance that there is 
about his good old person and his quaint looking dress and 
jewellery, a sustric (mild and guileless) beauty which the eye 
delights to dwell on. · 

The Nambuthiri lady is generally very fair and handsome. 
Being strictly g6sha, the women shut themselves up inside 
their houses and seldom move about except on extreme 
urgency. They then shelter themselves behind broad round 
cadjan umbrellas specially made for the purpose, which are 
turned against the passers-b:; and from behinc! whose cover 
they cast their sparkling eyes beyond to have a look at the pas
sing stranger. They have long and glossy hair which is parted 
at the crown and drawn tight to. the ears with a knot at the 
hack. After bath, they put on three horizontal lines on their 
foreheads with sandal paste. The Adhyan woman puts these on 
in a crescent-like form. 'l'hey apply also eye-salves V:·hich 
extend as dark lines up to the ear on either side. 
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The Nambuthiris have little or no time for pastimes 

Camca. 
or recreations after their daily religious routine, 
The Yatrakali, which is their great national amuse

ment, is somewhat like a dramatic performance in which even the 
enlightened Nambuthiris take part. It is a socio-religious per
formance which has received no improvement in any of its 
details 

Everything with the Nambuthiri is hoary with age. The 
young men amuse themselves with the foot-ball at certain 
seasons with the Kottiyum Rcilum, C!rilakali, or /{alachikali 
(playing with marbles). The fashionable and the less religious 
people play at chess, cards or dice or the cne known as kattam 
(l{ambit!tciyam). Most of them have a liking for Katltalmli or 
the national dramatic performance. The Thiruvathirakali is the 
favourite pastime of their women. This is a very pretty circular 
dance in which a very large number of Nambuthiri women except 
widows take part. The Ambalavasi and Sudra women also 
sing and dance with them either in the Nalullettu (quadrangular 
edifice) or in the open air in the spacious yards of their houses; 
but quite protected from the public gaze by out houses and 
the walls of the compound. The dance is accompanied 
by songs of different kinds known as Pathinaluvritham, Pmzas 
and Kirthanams, all recitals of the stories of the heroic actions 
of the gods mentioned in the Puranas. This is largely indulged 
in on the Thimvathira and Onam days in the month of Dhanu 
(December-January) and Chingam (August-September). There 
nrc also other games, namely, Parakali, Vattakali, Ammama 
and Uzhinhal or swing in which they at times take part; and 
these are their only exercises they have in addition to their daily 
domestic duties. Music is never cultivated as an art by the 
Nambuthiri women, and what little they know is due to their 
close intimacy with the Nayar women whose accomplishments 
nre of course of a higher order. 

The Nambuthiris are very sparing in their clothing, and 

Dre11. 
do not seem to feel the shame of walking about 
almost naked, n habit which is not countenanced by 

the B:nrithi which they profess to follow. The men wear an 
under garment (koupinam), which is a strip of cloth, passing 
between the thighs, the ends being attached to a string 
round the loins both at the back and at the front. They are 
striGt Stmci.!shis and would not, on any account, go in for 

aO 
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Manchester piecegoods, which are taboos to them. TheJ 
, wear round their loins, stretching a little below the knee, a clotl 
of local manufacture, four or five cubits in length, two and a hal 
or three cubits in breadth, with a coloured border or >ometime: 
laced at the edges. They do not use silk or coloured cloth o 
any kind or plain white cloth without a border. It i: 
considered very fashionable or dignifying to wear it rathe1 

higher than the loins, that is, about the pit of the stomach. A 
second small cloth (th6rthumttndtt) is worn over the shoulder! 
and the chest. At home or in a temple close by, when he is al 
-prayers, he is almost naked, either covered by a small loin cloth 
or only with a lwupinam, which is a repulsive sight to others. 

·In this he is a marked contrast to the Tamil Brahmans of th< 
east coast, who are neatly dressed on these occasions. Their mode 
of dres.sing on religious occasions is peculiar and is known as 
ThattuduH·al, which consists of a long piece of country-made 
c'.oth tieJ round the loin "ith a portion of it passing between 
the thighs and 'tucked in at the front and behind, with a front 
p0rtion arranged into a number of reduplications.' This mode of 
dressing exhibits a front covered by numerous folds hanging 
down from the· waist to the feet, while the buttocks are almost 
exposed. They wear wooden sandals, but are not averse to 
leather ones, though they will not allow the heal of their foot to be 
covered up. On ordinary occasions, they dress like the Nayars. 
There is a tendency among the young men of these days to 
wear coats and caps, when they go out, and to be slightly 
influenced by the vices of modern civilisation .. 

The Nambuthiri woman, who is called Antharjanam or 
Akathamma i. e., one who is inside (strictly g6sha), also dresses 
in a peculiar style. \Vhile the ordinary N ambuthiri woman 
dresses in the style called Nerinjudttllkuka; the Adhyan lady 
dre3ses in the style known as Okkum Koluthum Vechutukkuka. 
A white cloth (for, coloured ones and silk cloths are prohibited), 
about ten cubits in length, is fastened round the loins, a por
tion of it passing between the legs, and reaching well below 
the knee and also covering the breast. As· an adornment a 
gold border is allowed to the cl!Jth. They do not wear the 
Raviklw or half-jacket, which is but a recent introduction. At 
home, inside the house, they do not cover the breast ; but, when 
going out, they cover themselves up· with a long piece of cloth, 
leaving only the head and feet exposed. One end of the cloth is. 
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so held up in the hand, which holds also the' marakuda' or the 
covering umbrella already mentioned, so as to cover the face 
and the body. They are accompanied by a Ddsi or Vishali 
i.e., a Nayar maid servant, who walks in front and calls out 
to the way-farers to move out of the lady's way. The Nambu· 
thiris insist on their women carrying about their persons 
as much clothing as they would persistently deny to Nayar 
women. 

The Nambuthiri wears but few ornaments on his person• 
He has finger-rings made of gold and often set with 

Ornaments. 
precious stones, of which one pattern is considered 

sacred and necessary on religious occasions. This is the 
Pa'!-•ifram, which is of gold and of the thickness of an ordinary 
finger-ring with an ' 8 ' like figure worked on it, with dots on 
each side of it, while the rest is either worked in lines or is 
plain. In lieu of this, sometimes J>at'itrams made of darblza 
~:rass are put on, when performing religious ceremonies. The 
latter is, of course, among the most orthodox. The N am
huthiris bore their cars as other Hindus do, but are prohibited 
from wearing ear-rings- Those, however, who have performed 
Agni-adanam and are Agnihotra., use ear pendants known as 
J{undalams, or less elaborate ones, lmnuklms made of gold. They 
sometimes wear round their necks necklaces of rudraksha, beads 
or Tlwl.•i-manf (Eieocarpus lanceolatus) mounted in gold, the 
middle set with stones and curiously worked. 

The prohibition against the use of valuable ornaments is 
even more strict in the case of Nambuthiri women. The 
Sankara Smrithi says-:-" She could wear on both arms only 
hracelcts made of brass or bell-metal; but silver ones are not 
objectionable, and those of gold are never allowed. She could 
never have nose-rings, nor have her hair plaited, nor ornament 
her forehead with dots of beautiful pattern. The cloth round 
the loins should not be fastened with a girdle. She may wear 
nn ear ornament made of gold' Chittu ", and round her neck a 
string made of cotton thread with a tali hanging from it". In 
practice, these rules, however, are not at present very strictly 
observed. In North Malabar, golden bangles are for the most 
part used, while in South Malabar and the Cochin State, bell~ 

metnl or brass bangles, as many as twenty-one, are worn to 
cover the forearm. The ornaments of the Nambuthiri women 
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are of a kind not worn by the women of any other caste. They 
wear rings on the fingers ; they also use yalk's tail (tail of 
/{rislmamrigam) in place of false hair. A peculiar kind of 
necklace called Cheruthtili is also worn lose over the breast, and 
beneath this the Adhyan women wear garlands of manis or 
gold pieces along with other jewels known as karumalapatta 
and kazlzuthila. Nambuthiri widows are not allowed to wear 
ornaments except the tali, and she is not to shave her head as 
among the east coast Brahmans. 

The routine dietary of the Nambuthiris is simple, and 
consists of boiled rice which is eaten with vegetable 

Food. 
curries and pickles (Uppilittatlw), the last course being 

sour butter-milk and rice. Their favourite curries are Mnla
llrisltyam and upperi. The former is a preparation of sliced 
vegetables boiled in water with salt and seasoned with cocoa
nut-oil and Karuveppila (Bergera konigii) ; while in the latter 
the water in which the vegetable pieces are boiled is "trained and 
the slices themselves are fried in cocoanut oil. Kalan (a veget
able preparation in sour butter-milk seasoned with a mixture 
of cocoanut, chillies, etc.) is a curry mucl,. appreciated by them. 
Chopped vegetables, especially plantains, and pappadams (round 
wafers made of the meal of the kidney bean) fried in the cocoa
nut oil, are also in some families eaten at every meal. /{anjee 
or rice gruel with its accessories forms their favourite mid-day
meal. Tea and coffee are not prescribed in their sastras, and 
yet some indulge in them. The Nambuthiris do not, as a rule, 
drink cold water, but the liquid boiled with dried ginger, cumin, 
and corriander seeds and sometimes with horse-gram forms their 
favourite beverage. They like very sour and sweet things but 
do not like pungent preparations. 

Before partaking of meals a Nambuthiri must bathe and 
de puja to the deity, which consists of an offering of rice to the 
household fire (grilzyagni) and to the crows. His time for 
dinner is generally between 10 and 11 A, M. \Vhen there is no 
stranger, the wife serves meals to her husband; and takes 
charge of the leaf out of which the husband has dined, and 
holds it in her right hand; before rising the husband touches 
it with his left hand to indicate that the wife is eating in con
tinuation and not the.Echil (or the 'remains of the victuals), 
which are considered impure. If there are guests dining with 
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the Nambuthiri, the food is served by a Pattar Brahman or by 
a young member of -the family. It is served on plantain 
leaves which take the place of plates. 

The Nambuthiri ladies do not partake of the food cooked 
by Pattar Brahmans, but the male members of the lllam have 
no objection. Strictly speaking, the Nambuthiris are allowed 
only one ricC; meal a day, their supper being confined to fruits, 
candied cakes of wheat or rice boiled in milk with sugar and 
spices. ]{ozltakkatta, a bolus-like preparation of boiled rice 
with cocoanut scrapings put into it is their delicacy. Ghee and 
dholl are sparingly used. In practice, however, they take rice 
not less than twice a day. A widow is always confined to one 
meal, but this rule is not always observed. 

In large feasts, however, the preparations are totally 
different, more elaborate and grander. Various kinds of 
vegetable-curries, all well prepared, various kinds of sliced vege
tables fried in cocoanut-oil and seasoned with salt, pickles of 
all sorts, Payasams (sweet preparations in which they are ex
perts) are served along with boiled rice, one after another, on 
large plantain leaves on the floor in special halls, in several 
rows, payasam, butter-milk to eat with boiled rice being the 
last of them. The Nambuthiris sit in front of them and the 
consumption lasts sometimes for more than an hour, Prepa
rations for the Otlw Ooffu (vedic feasts) and other festivals are 
attended to with scrupulous care, and defect in the cooking 
of them, or the sight of an insect in any of the vessels contain
ing the curries, is attributed to the divine wrath consequent 
on their failure in the discharge of their duties. The local 
astrologer is then sent for and his suggestions based on 
astrology are accepted. The divine wrath is appeased by addi. 
tiona! offerings on a grander scale. Tamil Brahmans are not 
always allowed to dine with them. Sudras should be far away 
and cannot he seen. Nambuthiris nre generally hospitable, 
nnd feed poor Brahmans and others who go to them, cometimes 
for several days. 

Rules for taking meals :-In the eleventh chapter of the 
Snnknrn Smrithi there are certain rules laid down regarding 
the taking of food by the four orders of the Nambuthiris, ~·iz., 
Rral11nachari, Gralrasthan, Vauaprasthan and Sanyasf. The 
Brahmnchnri or the student who lives in his preceptor's house, 
mny there take the food he likes. To him it is the purest 
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food equal to ambrosia. The Grahastha must, before he takes 
his meals, satisfy the hunger of the Gods, the Pitris (spirits of 
ancestors), guests, pupils, and household divinities. He can 
take only what is left after they are served. 

The Vanaprastha should, as far as he possibly can, live 
on air. He can, at any rate, eat only the fruits and roots that 
grow in the forests ; he should not eat anything that is ground 
in a mortar; he must satisfy himself with having his food 
ground by his teeth, that is, he should not partake of things 
boiled. The Sanyasi can take only one meal a day ; he must 
partake only of what he gets by begging; and water must be 
his only beverage. All follow the rules that are common to 
the Nambuthiris-no one should take unclean meals, and noth. 
ing should be taken within six hours of the occurrence of an 
eclipse of the sun or moon. Food may be taken after bath 
when the eclipse is fully over and the surface of the sun or 
moon is fully visible. If a Nambuthiri comes to know of any un· 
toward thing having happened to a Brahman or a cow, he should 
desist from taking his food till he tries to do all he can to give 
them relief and till he has sympathised with them. He should 
not take meals at the moment when the king or his own rela
tive is in grief, nor at the dead of night, nor at mid-day, nor 
when his previous food has not been well digested, nor at dawn,_ 
or at dusk. No food should be taken with wet clothing or 
when quite naked, or sitting at the window and not on the 
floor, or on a broken plank, or on tiptoe, or lying down, or sit
ting in the lap of another or from a broken vessel or the bare 
floor or holding the food in the bare hand without a leaf or a 
vessel. No salt ought to be served at meals before prayers are 
over. While sitting at meals children should not be abused. No 
one should sit by himself for meals, but an enemy, a wife, or one 
who by caste rules is not allowed to sit in the same line should, 
on any account, he allowed to sit together for meals. Rice 
prepared with gingelly seeds as well as curds should not he 
taken at night, nor milk during day-time. Food ought not to be 
taken before performing h6mam (sacrifice} qr before one's 
parents have . taken theirs. Remains and refuse of victuals 
ought not to he taken, Food should he taken with ghee, it 
should not be taken outside a house or in view of a great 
multitude or in an ur.inhahited house. '!he stomach should a~ 
no time be over-filled. If the food and the acharams are 
pure, the heart will be pure and God bestows grace only on an 
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absolutely pure heart. Otherwise, one will be cast in the 
darkness of hell and will have to be there. 

As has been said, the various classes into which the Nam

Pr~•onl social 
conditton of tho 

Nu.mbutblri•. 

buthiris were divided in ancient times, and the 
functions assigned to them, now exist only in 
name. They have also fallen intellectually 

from their once lofty position. In the Malabar lllarriage Com
mission Report, it is said that, instead of taking the lead in 
every intellectual pursuit as do the Brahmans in other parts, the 
NamLuthiris have so far deteriorated that it would Lc difficult 
to find more than a few who have studied Sanskrit, which 
is the chief vehicle of their sacred texts. Nor are there 
even very few who have studied the literature, Mulayalam, 
their spoken language. The two richly endowed Vedic 
Institutions at Trichur in the State, and at Tirunavai in South 
Malabar; intended for the study of Rig Veda, are not properly 
attended by the Nambuthiri Braltmacltaris of all parts of 
Cochin, Malabar and Travancore. Nor is the discipline in 
them very commendable. 

The old Sanskrit College (Sabltamadltam) ne~r Trichur is 
now almost deserted. Thus they no longer care for the sacred 
learning of their forefathers. Their Smrithi prohibits the 
study of English, which is the language of the Mlt!schas or the 
unclean. They are not advancing, nor have they any inclina· 
tion to advance with the progress of modern times; and they are 
corupletcly out-beaten in the race of progress by their Adyals 
(Sudras), the Nayars. The junior members are forbidden to 
marry in their own community and have no voice in the affairs 
of their families: and therefore the feeling of responsible co
operation on the part of the unmarried males does not 
exist or is fast dying out in their family organizations. Living 
in a land of charity and finding no difficulty for maintenance 
owing to the liberality of the rulers, chieftains and others, they 
find no necessity to rise above the struggle for existence 
which prevails in other castes. They appear to be contented 
with the lot in which they are cast and have no higher 
ambition. In this respect they are a marked contrast to the 
other Brahmans. 

While, during every ten years, the population of every caste 
is steadily increasing in the State, the strength of the Nambu· 
tl~iris is steadily diminishing. This is especially owing to the 
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marriage of a large number of their girls at an advanced age, 
some remaining in celebacy for a long time, and owing also to 
the marriage of the junior members outside their own com
munity. The women are kept in utter ignorance. 

There are some who say that the Nambuthiris are not 
so bad as they are represented to be and that their position is 
loftier than that of any other Brahmans in Southern India. 
It may be seen that they. are the best in the land, and that 
their loftier position is the inheritance of ages, and dates its 
origin from a time when their forefathers were both spiritual 
and temporal rulers of Kerala. But now, there can be no 
doubt that they are going down, and unless they wake up and 
pse to the occasion they will lose their status and be forgot
ten. 

Thus far have the customs and manners of the Nambu
thiris been described. If the rei igion of a peo pie Conclusion. 
serves as the basis of their moral life, then their 

moral life is highly dominated by it. TheN am buthiris are beyond 
doubt a peace-loving people entirely devoted to their religion ; 
untouched by progress, and unspoiled by the vices of modern 
civilization, it will be well, if they, still continue to represent 
the only unalloyed vestiges of ' Vedic Brahmanism.' 



CHAPTER XII. 

THE TAMIL BRAHMANS. 

In the second division of the Dravida Brahmans who have, 
in former times, immigrated and settled in the Cochin State, 
are included the Tamil Br,.hmans. They are also known as 
Paradesis, or foreign Brahmans, as contrasted with the Nambu
thiris who are considered as the Native or original Brahmans 
They numbered at the Census of 1901, 16,017; 8,322 being 
males and 7,695 females.' Their first advent to the Cochin 
State, chiefly from the Chola and Pandiyan Kingdoms, accord
ing to an old tradition, dates back to the period subsequent 
to the fall of the Panniyur temple in South Malabar, and 
during the centuries following it. In fact, immigration and 
settlement ha\'e been and are still going on in small numbers. 
They have no permanent vested interests in the State. In all 
essential points they adhere to the customs of their ancestors, 
though in minor social matters such as dress (of the males), 
observances of pollution by touch and approach, etc., they have 
adopted the ways of the Nambuthiris. Many of them have 
also adopted llfalayalam as their mother tongue, though muti· 
lated Tamil is spoken at home. 

All the Tamil Brahmans fall under one of the three main 

lntel'nal 
ltructure or 
t.ho co•te. 

divisions following one ol the three Vedas, Rig, 
}'ajus, S•iman. and this threefold division is reco
gnixed only for ceremonial purposes. All the 

religious ceremonies are performed according to the Grilzya 
Sulras (ritual books), belonging to their Veda or Sakha. 0£ 
these, there are eight kinds now in vogue. Thus the Brahmans 
claim descent from one or more of the Rishis-Aihri, Bhrigu, 
/iulltsya, Vasishi!Ja, Gaulhama, Jiasytrpa and Angiras; accord
ing some are given the names of the following Rishis-Agasthya, 
Angiras, Athri, Bhrigu, Kasyapa, Vasishta and Gauthama. 

1: Cochin Cenau.a Report 1go1, page 183. 
•I' 
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These are said to have eighteen Ganams, and for each Ganam 
there are a number of Gotras in all numbering about 230.1 

Each Rishi adopted one or other of the three Vedas or 
S,Tfdu:is, and each S<iklza was again sub-divided into one or more 
Grilzya Sutras or schools. Thus we have for the Aswalayana 
for the Rig Veda, Bodhayana, Bharadwaja, Vaighanasa, 
Sathyashada, Apasthamba, for the Black Yajur Vida, Kl.thya
yana for the \Vhite Yajur Vida, Drahyayana for Sama Veda. 

Besides these sub-divisions there are also others which are 
based on the localities in which they have originally settled in 
groups. The Tamil Brahmans are divided into the following 
sections:-I. Smdrtlzas and II. Vaishnat•ds; and the former are 
again divided into (1) Vadaman, (2) Brahacharanam, (3) 
Vadhyaman or Jladhyaman, (4) Ash fa Sahasram and (j) Kania!. 
The members of these divisions are found all over the State. 

(1) Vadaman.-The Vadamans claim to be superior to the 
other classes, but make no objection to dine with all the sections 
except Gurukals in some places. The important sub-divisions 
among the Vadamans are 1/ ada Desatlw V ada mans, ( Vada
man.• from the northern country) and 2. Clzola Desathu 
Vadamans (Vadamans from the Chola kingdom). The former 
are. held by some to be superior to others in status. The members 
of the two sub-divisions are pure Smarthas, who use, as their 
sect mark, either the urdlztm pundram-straight mark by sandal 
paste-or the circular mark, but rarely the cross lines. They 
worship both Siva and Vishnu with equal reverence, and read 
the Puranas about \'ishnu and his incarnations .. Some Vadamans 
use the Vaishnavite names, but follow the Smartha customs in 
every way. There is a proverb-Vadaman J!ootlw Vaishna~·a11 
(T'adama11 ripens into a Vaishnat•<m). The Sri Y,risluun·a11s 
are really Vadama11s recently converted into Vaishnavaism. 

(2) Rralzacharaltam.-The members of this sect are 
more Sivite and orthodox than the Vadamans. They put 
on Vibluitld-sacred ashes and sandal paste-horizontal lines 
as their sect mark. The Yery orthodox among these people 
wear a single R ud r<i ksha bead or necklace of beads, and some 
make Si·valing,rms out of these beads, which they put on the 
head during worship. Very seldom are such persons seen in 
this State. 'l'here are nine sub-divisions in this sect, of which 
the .llanlwdi, and Sathysmangalam, are the most importaet. 

1- Castes and Tribes of Southern India, Vol. I, page 268. 
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(3 Vadhyaman or Madltyaman.-" The members of this 
class are said to be more hardworking, generous, and fair the 
better for their poverty.".' They are also said to be danish. 

(4) A.•hta Sahasram.-The members of this division are 
considered to be inferior to the Brahacharanams and Vadamans; 
but in religion they are more Sivites.' 

(6) J(an!al.• or Kaniydlars.-They form a separate class of 
Smarfha Brahmans. 

There are no Vaishnavites in the State except a few indivi· 
duals who are officials, and they are therefore omitted in this 
account. 

These divisions were based originally upon territorial 
groups, and the members of them might be found to belong to 
the same Vida, Pra~·ara, Sdkha and GOtra, and p~rform the 
domestic ceremonies in accmdance with one of the Griltya 
Siltnrs belonging to each of the Vedas. Thus there is no 
Sdstraic difference in the customs and manners observed by 
those of one sect and those of another. And yet intermarriage 
is forbidden though interdining is allowed. The former is, 
perhaps, owing to the fact of their early settlement in certain 
localities in ~eparate communities keeping aloof from others. 

The Brahmans of all sections are found throughout the 
State, and live in houses situated in compounds 

Habitation•. 
like those of the Nayars and Nambuthiris; but the 

Brahmans in the Chittur Taluk live in streets like those in the 
l'alghat taluk. These streets are occupied purely by Brahmans, 
who never allow the Sudras to live in their midst. Only 
Kammalans are allowed to pass through them, and members of 
the caste below them are never allowed to enter into them. 

lllarriage proltibitioizs.-The same marriage prohibitions 
based on the Gotms and Prat•aras which are in vogue among the 
Nambuthiris are prevailing among the Tamil Brahmans also. 
Each division is endogamous; and though the intermarriage 
between the members of the various sections is advocated by the 
enlightened social reformers, yet very few or no such intermarri· 
ages have hitherto taken place. A Brahman's son is allowed to 
marry his sister's daughter and t'ice versa. 

Brahman girls are married before puberty and in no case 
is post-puberty marriage allowed. The gift 

Man-tar• Cuato.... of a maiden (J(anyika ddnam) to a suitable 

1 apd a. Tribea and. Castes of Southern India, .Vol, I, pages 33.7 and 338 
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husband is made between seven and ten years of age, but now 
this period is exceeded owing to the difficulty of securing suit· 
able husbands for them. The custom formerly was, that when 
a young man has to be married, his parents used to select a 
suitable girl after the necessary examination and agreement of 
horoscopes, but now this custom has quite disappeared. It is 
the anxiety of the girl's parents to get suitable husbands for 
them, and horoscopes of boys in their locality or elsewhere are 
collected and examined by competent astrologers of whom 
there are many everywhere. In the event of proper agreement 
between the horoscope of the girl and that of the boy, and of 
sufficient satisfaction regarding his conduct and the status of 
his family, the girl's parents engage the service of an inter
mediary or middle man to talk the matter over with the 
boy's parents and sound them in regard to the proposed union. 
Very often days and even months pass before any settlement 
is made. The old Vedic or Sastraic ideals for the selection 
of a bride and a bridegroom are very much overlooked, and 
the settlement of the proposal very much depends upon 
the gifts, presents and other prospects which the parents of 
the bridegroom may expect from the other party. Very often 
there is a haggling as to the settlement of the bridegroom's 
price (Varadekshina), which varies with the wealth and status 
of the family and with the University and other qualifications 
of the boy or the young man. A Brahman graduate can, in 
these days, without any inheritance, command a very high 
price, so much as Rs. 2,000 or more, in the matrimonial mar
ket, and a matriculate under such circumstances may get 
between Rs. 750 and Rs. 1,000, while a young man in an in
termediate stage may get an amount varying between these 
limits. Young men of rich and respectable parents get more 
t.han three thousand rupees with presents of silver and copper 
,·essels for their future domestic· use and gold ornaments for 
their wearing. \\'hen the parents of the bride and bridegroom 
consent to the proposed match, an auspicious day is selected, 
when the parents and relations of bridegroom go to the house 
of the former, and talk over formally the conditions on 
which the marriage is to take pla:ce. A portion of the bride· 
gfoom's price is paid in advance by the bride's father at the 
time. The bride is in some cases g,iven a cloth w.orth ten or 
twelve rupees by the bridegroom's father. Those assembled 
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are formally treated to a chewing of betels, nuts and tobacco ; 
but now they are treated to a feast. Henceforward the girl is 
said to be betrothed, ·and the ceremony is called the betrothal 
ceremony. The auspicious day on which the marriage is to 
take place is also fixed by the astrologer at the time. 

From that day preparations for the wedding are also made. 
A panda/ is made and decorated in front of the house and in
vitations are sent round to the relative; and friends on both 
sides by the parents of the contracting couple. The marriage 
rites now in vogue do not differ !rom those in Vedic times in 
all essential particulars. The Brahmans of each section fol
low the Grilrya Sttfras related in their Saklra. The account of 
the wedding and other ceremonies given in the following pages 
is in accordance with the Aj>asthamba Slitras of Black Yajur 
Veda. 

. N i.•dtikathambula :-The marriage ceremony hegins with 
Ni.•cltillafltamlmla (exchange of betel leave<; as a sign of settle
ment) for which a cloth (Puda~•a) to the bride-elect, Pusltftam 
(flower), sandal, ornaments, cocoanuts and plantains in a cop
per or brass tray are taken to the bride's house, where the bride 
is dressed in the new garments and adorned with the ornaments 
they have brought. The bridegroom's father is seated on a 
plank in the midst of an assembly of Brahmans, Vaidi11s and 
others, when, after a bestowal of blessings, the bride's father 
proclaims his intention to give his daughter in marriage to the 
bridegroom, and that he may come for the purpose after the 
completion of the Vratam.• (expiatory ceremonies). The bride
groom and his party return to their residence, and again go 
back to the bride's house for the aforesaid ceremony. 

Vratam.• :-The Brahmans who have been invited assem
ble in the bride's house. The bridegroom sits on the marriage 
dais, and after repeating certain Vedic verses, begins with the 
permission of the assembled the following Vratams :-Praja
pat!tyam, Soumyam, Ag11eyam, and Vais·ll'adet•am. The God 
Gannpathy is first worshipped. Samidtidhriuam (adoration of 
fire by n Brahtttadtftri) is next performed; and ceremonies re
lating to each of these T"ratams are performed and completed 
All these T' ratams should have been performed during the period 
of Bramilacilaryam. It is not now done in time, and so an 
expiatory ceremony, which is intended to make up for the 
on~ission and which consists of some ghee oblations and gifts 
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of money (a few annas) to the Brahmans, is then performed. 
Throughout the Vrafam ceremonies the bridegroom is helped 
by a spiritual father or Guru, who is generally his father and 
in his absence his brother or some near relation. The Gurt, 
then sprinkles water over the bridegroom's body, and directs 
him to perform the Kandarshi Tharpanam (offering of water, 
gingelly and rice, as an oblation to Rishis). The various 
Vratams are gone through rapidly, and oblations of ghee are 
offered to the various Devatas and Pitris. Ten small vessels 
filled with earth, and various seeds are sowed in them and 
moistened with water. A piece of cotton thread dyed with 
turmeric is tied round his wrist. A small silver or copper 
vessel is placed on a leaf to the northeast of the sacred Fire, 
a·nd is made to represent Varuna, and a piece of new cloth is 
tied round the vessel. Sam11varfhanam ceremony (ceremony 
to close the Brahmacharyam or bachelorship) is next perform
ed. The bridegroom then gets himself shaved, bathes and is 
neatly dressed as a married man and adorned in his best. 

Kasiyatra :-Having rewarded the Guru for his tuition,the 
bridegroom goes on a mock pilgrimage toBenares--a tour intend
ed to complete his education. This is a remnant of the Snatha
karma rite at which a Brahmachari or Vedic student leaves 
the Guru's house at the close of his studies, and performs a 
ceremony of oblation to become an initiated householder or 
Snrithaka. Carrying with him an umbrella, a fan and a bundle 
containing some rice, arecanut and cocoanut, he goes east
ward, when his would be father-in-law meets him and brings 
him to the house at which the marriage is to be celebrated. 
The father offers him his daughter's hand; and as an assurance 
of his promise, he is given Tambula (betel leaves and nut). 
The bridegroom then returns to his quarters, and is taken in 
procession to the bride's house in a palanquin or (Otta-kattil) 
single cot. As he alights at the decorated panda!, the bride joins 
him. Both the bride and bridegroom are taken on the shoul· 
ders of their respective maternal uncles, standing face to face 
in a conspicuous part of the Panda!. Here .the bridal pair 
exchange garlands, after which they sit on a swing and are treat
ed to a little vocal and instrumental music. A few married 
women go round them three times carrying water, a light, 
fruits, and betel in a copper or brass t.ray. The pair are th~n 
conducted into the house, and are seated in a conspicuous seat 
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assigned to them. As they enter the house, they are directed 
to put their right foot first. Betel leaves, nuts, plantain 
fruits, and cocoanuts· arc then distributed to those present 
there. 

Marriage Proper:- Viv,lflam or marriage proper now 
begins, and the bridegroom after a Puja toGanapathy pronounces 
the Sankalpa with the intention of taking a proper girl for 
wife in order that he may obtain sons in the interests of 
Dharma or duty. 

Varaprasna :-The bridegroom then sends some of his 
relatives to the bride's father to request him to give his 
daughter to the young man (himself) of the said Gotra, to which 
he answers in the affirmative. At this stage, their Gutras are 
distinctly mentioned, so as to ensure that they are not with· 
in the prohibited degrees. The bride's father declares his 
intentimi of giving his daughter in marriage to the bridegroom
elect, who says that he accepts her. The bridegroom is then 
seated on a heap of paddy when the father sits on the right 
side of the daughter and begins his Sankalpa (mental resolve) 
for Kt~ny,ikt~duna (gift of the maiden) with his wife near 
him (Pt~lhnyast~ha). 

He then mentions the sewral objects he has in view in 
the bestowal of his daughter, and emphasises the attainment of 
Br.tmh<lloka (abode of Bramha, the Creater), to himself, to his 
ancestors, and descendants to the tenth generation by the gift 
of the daughter in marriage to the young man. Both the father 
of the ~-:irl and his wife then wash the feet of the bridegroom, 
adorn him with sandal and flowers and worship him as Vishllrt 
himself. The father then sits upon the heap of paddy with his 
daughter on his lap facing the east, the mother stands facing 
northwards and the bridegroom also stands facing westwards in 
front of the father. The father then o1·, by proxy, his family 
pri<•st recites three times the genealogies of the bride and bride· 
groom to the third generation, makes gift of a St~ligramam 
\\ ith all puja vessels, a cow, a calf, and land along with the 
daughter to the bridegroom, his wife pouring a little water into 
the hands of the bride before she is given into the hands of the 
young man. As he makes a gift of the daughter, the father 
addresses the bridegroom thus:-" I give unto thee who art a 
Vishnu this girl rich in gold and fully adorned with the jewels 
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with the desire of entering Bramhal6ka and for the salvation of 
my forefathers". And looking at the assembly, he says, " I give 
unto this Brahman, who is a vedic student and worthy of a 
maiden (Kanyaka), my daughter for taking part with him in the 
discharge of religious duties and the procreation of offspring".1 

Then reciting a number of Vedic texts for the expiation of the 
sin arising from the gift, the bridegroom accepts the girl and 
returns with her to the seats assigned to them. He performs 
the Vh·alta Sankalpa and then the Nandi Sradlza and Puuya
lzam, after which the sacred fire is kindled. 

Varapzija or illadltuj>arka. -After the prayer above-men
tioned has been recited, the bridegroom sits down on a stool or 
cushion, which is present~d to him. He first recites a text 
of the Yajur Veda, "I step on this for the sake of food and 
other benefits on this variously splendid foot-stool. " The 
bride's father presents to him a cushion made of twenty leaves 
of Twsa grass, holding it up with both hands, and exclaiming 
"The Cushion ! The Cushion ! The Cushion ! " The bride
groom replies, " I accept the cushion" and taking it, places it 
on the ground, under his feet, while he recites the following 
prayer :-" May those plants over which Soma presides, and 
"which are variously dispersed on the earth incessantly, grant 
•' me happiness while this cushion is placed under my feet". 
Another is presented to him which he accepts in the same 
manner, saying, " May those numerous plants over which S6~a 
"presides, and which are salutary a hundred different ways, 
"incessantly grant me happiness while I sit on this cushion.'' 
Instead of these prayers, which are peculiar to the Brahmans 
that use the Sama Veda, the following text is commonly recit
ed:-" I obscure my rivals, as the sun does other luminaries; 
•' I tread Ott tlJ.is, as the type of him who injures me".' 

The bride's father next offers a vessel of water, thrice 
exclaiming, "'Water for ablutions!" . The bridegroom declares 
his acceptance of it, and looks into the vessel, saying, " Gener
" ous water ! I view thee, return in the form of fertilizing rain 
" from him, from whom thou dost proceed;" that is, from the 
Sun, for it is acknowledged, says the commentator, that rain 
proceeds from vapours raised by the heat or' the sun. The 
bridegroom takes up water in the palms of both hands joined 
together, and throws it on his left foot, saying, " I wash my left 

t and 2. Asiatic Researches Vol. II, pages z83-JJ1. 
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''foot, and fix prosperity in this realm": he also throws water 
on his ri;:ht foot, sayin;:, "I wash my right foot, and introduce 
pro,;pcrity into this realm "; and he then throws water on both 
fed, saying, •· I wash first one and then the other," and lastly 
hoth feet, .. that the realm may thrive and intrepidity be gained'', 
The following is the text of the Yajus which is generally used 
instead of the preceding prayers:-" Thou dost afford various 
"clcganc<:, I accept the-e, who dost so ; afford it for the ab· 
"lution of my feet". 

,\n A r!fhya (that is, water, rice, and Dhun·a grass, in a 
conch, or in a vessel shaped like one or rather like a boat), is 
next prc·scntcd to the bridegroom in a similar manner, and 
accepted by him with C<Jual formality. He pours the water on 
his own head, saying, "thou art the splendour of food; through 
"thee may become glorious." This prayer is taken from the 
Yajus, but the followers of that Veda use different texts, accept· 
ing the Arghya with this prayer, "Ye are waters\aj>ah),through 
" you nut~· I obtain all my wishes;" and pouring out the 
" \\:akr with this text, " I dismiss you to the ocean; return to 
"your source, harmless unto me, most excellent water! llut 
" Ill)' he\ cr:~ge is not poured forth". 

A vessel of water is then offered by the bride's father, who 
thrice exclaims, "Take water to he sipped", the bridegroom 
accepts it, saying, "Thou art glorious, grant me glory, or else, 
'• coutlud me to glory, endue me with splendour, render me 
"tlc<tr to all people, make me owner of cattle, and preserve me 
"unhurt in all my limbs", '1 he bride's father nils a vessel with 
ho11cy, curd:;, a11d clarilied butter; he covers it with another 
\'L''>•d, and prc,;cnts it to the bridegroom, exclaiming, three 
linws, "Take I he .l!adlw}>tirka ". The bridegroom accepts it, 
plac<:s it on the grountl, and looks into it, saying, "Thou art 
glorious, mav I become so". He takes the food three times 
sayi•'l:'• "Thou art the sustenance of the glorious; thou art the 
" nourishment of the splendid, thou art the food of the fortu· 
" nate, grant me prosperity". He then gently eats until he is 
satisfictl. 

Although these texts arc taken from the Yajus, yet other 
prayl'rs from the same V cda arc used by the sects which follow 
it. \\'bile looking into the vessd, the bridegroom says, "I view 
''thee with the eye of the sun who draws unto himself what he 
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"contemplates". On accepting the .lladhuftarka, the bride· 
groom says, " I take thee w'ith the assent of the generous sun, 
" with the arms of both sons of Aswini ; with the hands of the 
" cherishing luminary. He mixes it, saying, "may I mix thee 
0 venerable parent and remove whatever might be hurtful in 
''the eating of thee". He takes it three times, saying, " May 
" I eat that sweet, best and nourishing form of honey; and may 
" I thus become excellent, sweet tempered and well nourished 
"by food". After eating until he is satisfied and after sip· 
ping water, he touches his mouth and other parts of the body, 
with his hand, saying, "May there be speech in my mouth 
"breath in my nostrils, sight in my eye·b'llls, hearing in my 
"ears, strength in my arms, firmness in my thighs; may my 
"limbs and members remain unhurt together with my soul". 

These hospitable rites are then concluded by letting loose 
'the cow at the intercession of the guests. A barber who attends 
for that purpose exclaims, "The cow! The cow!'' upon which 
the guest pronounces this text-" Release the cow from the 
"fetters of Varuna." "May she subdue my foe; may she des· 
"troy the enemies of both him (the host) and me. Dismiss 
"the cow, that she may eat grass, and drink water". \Vhen 
the cow has been released the guest thus addresses her :-"I 
'• have earnestly entreated this prudent person (or according to 
"another interpretation of the text, each docile person), say· 
"ing, "kill not the innocent, harmless cow, who is mother· of 
" Rudra, daughter of Vasus, sister of Adityas and the source of 
"ambrosia." In the Yajur Veda the following prayer is added 
to this text:-" May she expiate my sins and his (naming the 
"host), release her that she may graze". It is evident that the 
guests' intercessions imply a practice, now become absolete, of 
slaying a cow for the purpose of hospitality." 

Being thus affanced, the bride and bridegroom then walk 
forth, while he thus addresses her :-"May the regents of space, 
"may the air, the sun, the fire, dispel that anxiety which thou 
" feelest in thy mind, and turn thy heart to me ". 

He proceeds thus, while they look at each other, " Be 
"gentle in thy aspect, and loyal to thy husband, be fortunate 
" in cattle, amiable to thy mind ; and beautifui in thy person ; 
"be mother of valiant sons, be food of delights, be cheerful, 
''and bring prosperity to our bipeds and quadrupeds", At 
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this stage of the ceremony the following prayers are recited:
"Soma gave her to the Sun, the Sun gave her to the regent of 
" Fire, Fire gave her to me; with her he has given me wealth 
"and male offspring. · May she be a most auspicious cause of 
"prosperity, never desert me, etc." 

Then a circular substance made of twisted grass is placed 
on the head of the bride, and the bridegroom repeats the 
following for,mula-"Biessed by the Surya, sit round the Eacred 
" Fire, and look at the dharba ring, my mother-in-law and 
"brother-in-law". A yoke containing two holes at one end is 
also placed over it at right angles to it, the other end of the 
yoke being held in a northerly direction. A gold coin is in
serted in one of the holes and sanctified water is sprinkled over 
her. Then the yoke and the andwa are removed from the 
head, with the recital of the following texts:-" Oh Indra ! 
"cleanse and purify this girl just as you did in the case of 
"A·bala by pouring water through three holes before marrying 
"her. May the gold prove a blessing to you. May the yoke, 
" the hole of the yoke, bring happiness to you. May we be 
"blessed to unite your body with mine. May we become puri
" fied with the Sun and may this water give you health and 
"long life." 

She is dressed in a new cloth which she has to wear 
during next four days of the marriage festivities. The follow
ing prayers are recit.~d in this connection :-" May those 
"generous women who spun and wound the thread, and who 
"wove the warp and weft of this cloth, generously clothe thee 
"to old age : long-lived women ! Put on this raiment. Clothe 
"her, invest her with appeal; prolong her life to old age ; 
" mayst thou live a huf!dred years". 

Mangala Dharana :-The tali or mangalasutra is tied 
round the neck of the bride by the husband who, says," 0 lovely 
girl! I tie this auspicious thread, which I expect to be the 
source of my long life, round thy neck. Mayst thou live a hund
red years". 

A girdle made of mwrja grass twisted is tied round the 
waist of the bride by the bridegroom, and both return to a 
conspicuous sent hand in hand and seat themselves on it. He 
prepares the lrorrram or sacrificial fire and hallows the imple• 
mcnts of sacrifice. 
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The next portion of the wedding ceremony is the Pdni
grahanam (clasp;ng of hand), for which a few preliminary 
gifts are made. 

The bridegroom takes the bride's right hand, reciting the 
following prayers:-" I take thy ha.nd for the sake of good 
"fortune, and thou mayst become old with me, thy husband. 
"May the deities, namely, the divine sun (Aryamdn) and the 
" prolific Being (Scidtl'i) and the God of love, give as a 
"matron unto me that I may be a householder." The next im
portant ceremonial is the Sapthapadi or the bride's taking seven 
steps. It is the most important of all wedding rites, for the 
marriage is complete and irrevocable as soon as she has taken 
the seventh step and not sooner. She is directed to take the 
seven steps in a northerly direction from the fire. The wife 
stands facing the east, and the husband standing before her 
takes hold of her right foot, and makes her take seven steps 
with the recital of the following :-1. "May Vishnu cause thee 
to take one step for the sake of obtaining food. 2. May Vishnu 
cause thee to take two steps for the sake of obtaining strength. 
3. Three steps for the sake of solemn acts of religion. 
4. Four steps for the sake of obtaining happiness. 5. Five 
steps for the sake of cattle. 6. Six steps for the sake of in
crease of wealth. 7. Seven steps for the sake of obtaining 
priests for the sake of performing sacrifices'. (In the Yajur 
Veda the texts are varied, so that the third step is for the 
increase of wealth, and the sixth for obtaining happy seasons). 
The bridegroom then addresses the bride. "Having completed 
"the seven steps, be my companion". ~Ia}· I become thy 
"associate. May none interru1>t thy association with me. 
"May such as are disposed to promote ou·r happiness, confirm 
"thy association with me". The bridegroom then addresses 
the spectators. "This woman is auspicious, approach and 
" view her ; (and having conferred our good wishes) grant a us
"picious fortune on her, depart to your respective abodes." 

"I am the Saman (Veda), thou art the Rig (Veda), I am 
"the sky, thou art the earth: come let us m·arry: let us hold 
"conjugal intercourse; let us procreate offspring, let us obtain 
"sons; may they reach old age': may we, being affectionate, 
"glorious, and well disposed, see during a hundred years, live 
"a hundred years, and hear a hundred years". 
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The bridegroom then offers sixteen oblations of ghee to 
th~ Vedic deities Agni (fire), Soman, Gandharva, lndra, 
Vanma, Rrihaspathy,. etc., for their conjugal happiness. The 
oth<·r portions of the ceremonial are Asmarohanam and [,aja
lwmam.1 The ceremony is brought to an end by another 
Homam named jayciti H6mam, after which the munja girdle 
is untied, and the married couple are blessed by the priest and 
the Brahman Vaidill.~ assembled there then. 

Gralzaprat•esanam :-On the same afternoon, the bride 
and hriclcgroom go in procession in a palanquin to the house or 
temporary residence of the latter, and the married couple seat 
themselves on a hull's hide with the neck towards the east.' 
After a puja to Ganapathy andPat!tiprayana japam i.e., prayers 
to deities to protect them in their way to the husband's 
house, he recites the following texts when she ascends the 
carriage or palanquin:-" 0 \Vife of the Sun! ascend this vehi
" clc rese;,bling the beautiful blossoms of the cotton tree and 
"butca, tinged with various tints and coloured like gold, well 
"constructed, furnished with gold wheels, and the source of 
"ambrosia, (that is, of blessings), bring happiness to thy hus
" hand". Proceeding with th~ bride, he or some other person 
for him, recites the following texts on their coming to a cross 
road; "May robbers, who infest the road, remain ignorant (of 
" the journey); may the married couple reach a place of security 
"and difficult of acces>, by easy roads; and may foes keep aloof". 

Alighting from the carriage, the bridegroom leads the 
hri<le into a house, chanting the hymn called Vamadt!w'rya. Mat
rons welcome the bride, and make her sit down, on a hull's hide 
of the same colour and placed in the same manner as before. 
The bri<legroom then recites the following prayer :-"may 
"kine here produce numerous young; may horses and human 
"beings do so; and may the deity sit here, by whose favour 
"sacrifices are accomplished with gifts of a thousandfold." 
The bridegroom sitting by her side makes oblations to the 
aforesaid deities for the blessings of prosperity, happiness, and 
nff>pring. Then a male child of a woman who had borne many 
living sons is placed on her lap and gi\"en plantain fruits. The 
bride and bridegroom rise up, and are shown the pole-star and 
Arwtdltatlti, reciting the following texts:-" Heaven is stable; 

. -- ···-· 
1, Vide Marriage ceremonies of the Nambuthiris, page 1go. 
a. They are now seated on a grass mat, 
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"the earth is stable; this universe is stable ; these mountains 
•· are stable; may this woman be stable in her husband's 
"family". (Dhruva, the pole-star, also signifies stable, fixed, 
steady, firm). 

Aupasana :-The bridegroom then makes for the firs ttime 
Agneya Stdlipakam, or oblation of rice cooked in the domestic 
fire itself, in order that the fire may become so holy as to 
have it performed every morning and evening with oblations of 
uncooked rice. The first A upasana takes place in that night, 
for which the couple fast during the day. During the first three 
nights they sleep on the same cot; though they cannot ap
proach each other. A twig of the pi pal tree decorated with 
flowers, sandal paste, and covered with cloth or thread repre

. senting Gandharva is placed between them to prevent their 
approaching together. After midnight of the fourth day the 
stick is remm·ed. 

The account above given regarding the Grahapra7.:esanam 
and A upasanam is in accordance with the Grihya Sutras, but in 
practice they are done at the bride's house. After going to 
the house of the bridegroom, the contracting parties are served 
with some milk and a few plantain fniits. After the usual 
blessings, they return in procession to the bride's house. There 
is nothing of importance on the second and third days except 
the performance of Aupasana by the conjugal pair. 

Seshah6mam :-On the night of the fourth day after 
1 P. M., this ceremony is performed, for which six oblations 
with as many prayers are addressed to fire, air, sun, praja
pathy, oceans, rivers, sky and to the twelve months. Four 
drops of ghee are also left on the bride's head. The prayers 
to remove anything injurious in the person of the bride which 
might be injurious to her husband, to her offspring, to cattle, 
to the household, and to honour and glory are then recited. 
The following text is recited while the water is poured on the 
bride's head :-"That blameable portion of thy person which 
"would have been injurious to thy husband, thy offspring, thy 
"cattle, thy household, and thy honour, I render destructive 
"of paramours: May thy body, thus cleared ·from evil, reach 
"old age with me". The bride is then fed with food prepared 
in a caldron, and the following text is recited:-" I unite thy 
"breath with my breath ; thy bones with my bones; thy flesh 
•' with my flesh; and thy skin with my skin". 
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This is followed by the recital of a Garblradima Mantram. 
After the distribution of betel leaves and arecanut to the Brah
mans assembled, the bride and the bridegroom chew betel for the 
first time, after which .they bathe, and neatly dressed they ap
pear before the Vaidi11s assembled, who bless them. 

C01tclusio11 : The marriage ceremonies thus far described 
may be here recapitulated. The bridegroom goes in proces
sion to the house where the bride's father resides, and is there 
welcomed as 'a !(Uest. The bride is given to him by her father 
in the form usual at every solemn donation, and their hands 
are bound together with grass. He clothes the bride with a 
garment, and the skirts of her mantle and his are tied together. 
The bridegroom makes oblations to fire, and the bride drops 
rice on it as an oblation The bridegroom solemnly takes her 
hand in marriage. She treads on a grinding stone. They 
walk round the fire. The bride takes steps seven times, con
duqed by the bridegroom, and he then dismisses the spectators, 
the marriage being now complete and irrevocable. In the 
evening of the same day the bride sits down on a grass mat 
and the bridegroom points out to her the Pole star as an 
emblem of constancy. They then partake of a meal. The 
bridegroom remains four days at the house of the bride's father, 
and on the fifth or any auspicious day he conducts her to his 
own house in solemn procession. She is there welcomed by 
his kindred, and the solemnity ends with oblations to fire. 

The wedding ceremonies thus far described are in accord
nnce with the Apasthamba Grihya Sutras of Black Yajur 
Veda; but the Tamil Brahmans, who follow the Sama Veda, 
perform their domestic ceremonies as prescribed by Dra!ryayana 
Grihya Sutras, which, so far as marriage rites are concerned, 
differ only in some particulars of secondary importance; a few 
of which are given here. 

While the bridegroom is welcomed with formalities ( Vara• 
puja) already mentioned or more properly before his arrival, the 
bride bathes with the recital of the following texts :-"Three 
" vessels of water are severally poured on her head with three 
" different prayers:-" 1. Love ! I know thy name. Thou art 
"called an intoxicating beverage. U uite the bridegroom happi
"ly. For thee was framed the inebriating draught. Fire! thy 
"be:;t organ is here. Through devotion wert thou created", 
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"May this oblation be efficacious". .. 2. Damsel! I anoint 
"this thy generative organ with honey, because it is the second 
"mouth of the Creator. By that thou subduest all males, 
"thou unsubdued by that, thou art lively, and dost hold domi
" nions. :May this oblation be efficacious". 3. " May the 
" primeval ruling sages, who framed the female organ as a tire 
"that consumeth flesh, and thereby framed a procreating juice, 
"grant the prolific power that proceeds from the three horned 
" bulJ and from the sun. May this oblation be efficacious". 
To elucidate the first of these texts the commentator cites the 
following passage:-" The sage Vasishta, the regent of the 
"moon, the ruler of Heaven, the preceptor of the Gods, the 
"great forefather of all beings, however old in the practice of 
"devotion and old by the progress of age was deluded by 
."women. Liquors distilled from sugar, from grain, and from 
" the blossoms of Bassia, are three sorts of intoxicating drinks; 
"the fourth is woman, by whom this world is deluded. One 
"who contemplates a beautiful woman becomes intoxicated, 
"and w does he who squaffs an inebriating beverage. \Voman 
"is called an inebriating draught, because she intoxicates by 
"her .looks". To explain the second text, the same author 
quotes a passage fro!!' the Veda, intimating that Bramha has 
two mouths, one containing all holiness, and the other allotted 
for the production of all beings; " for they are created from 
his mouth". 

But the ritual of the Sarna Vedi priests makes the gift of 
the damsel precede the tying of the knot, and, inconsistently 
enough, directs the mantles to be tied before the bridegroom 
has clothed the bride. After the donation has been accepted 
as above-mentioned, the bride's father should tie a knot in the 
bridegroom's mantle over the presents given with the bride, 
while the affianced pair are looking at each other. The cow is 
then released in the manner before described; a libation of 
water is made; and the bride's father meditates the Gayitri, 
and ties a knot with the skirts of the bride's and bridegroom's 
mantles, after saying, " Ye must be inseparably united in mat· 
"ters of duty, wealth, and love".' The bridegroom afterwards 
clothes the bride with the following ceremonies. 

According to the followers of Samaveda, the bridegroom, 
immediately after the scarf has· been placed on the bride's 

x. A&iatie Researches, Vo_l. II, pages 288- .. JII~ 
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shoulders, conducts her towards the sacrificial fire, saying, 
"Soma (the regent of the Moon) gave her to the sun, the sun 
''gave her to the regent of fire, fire has given her to me, and 
" with her wealth and male offspring." The bride then goes 
to the western side of the fire and recites the following prayer 
while she steps on a mat made of Virana grass and covered 
with silk:-"May our Lord assign me the path by which I may 
" reach the abode of my Lord." She sits down on the edge of 
the mat and the bridegroom offers six oblations of clarified 
butter, reciting the following prayers, while the bride touches 
the shoulder of the bridegroom with her right hand:-I. "May 
"fire come first among the Gods; may it rescue her offspring 
"from the fetters of death; may Varuna (king of waters), grant 

,"that this woman should never bemoan a calamity befalling 
" her children. 2. May the domestic perpetual fire guard her; 
" may it render her progeny long·lived ; may she never be 
" "~dowed ; may she be mother of surviving children; may she 
"experience the joy of having male off-spring. 3. May Heaven 
"protect thy back; may air and the two sons of Aswini protect 
" thy thighs; may the sun protect thy children, while sucking 
"thy breast; and may Brihaspathy protect them until they wear 
"clothes; and afterwards may the assembled Gods protect 
"them. 4. May no lamentation arise at night in thy abode; 
" may crying women enter other houses than thine ; mayst thou 
" never admit sorrow to thy breast ; mayst thou prosper in thy 
"husband's house; blest with his survival and viewing cheerful 
"children. 5. I lift barrenness, the death of children, sins, and 
"every other evil as I would lift a chaplet off thy head; and I 
"consign the fetters (of premature death) to thy foes. 6. May 
"death depart from me, and immortality come; may Yama, the 
" child of the sun, render me fearless. Death! follow a different 
" path from that by which we proceed, and from that which the 
"Gods travel. To thee who seest and who hearest, I call, saying, 
"hurt not our offspring nor our progenitors. And may this 
" oblation be efficacious." I. The bridegroom then presents ob
lations, naming the three worlds separately ~nd conjointly and 
offers either four or five oblations to the fire and to the moon. 
The bride and bridegroom then rise up, and the latter passes 
from the left of the former side to her right, and makes her join 
her hands in a hollow form. 

1. Asiatic Researches, Vol, 11, page 214. 
aR 
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According to the ritual, which conforms to the Samaved, 
the bridegroom sits down near the fire with the bride, an. 
finishes this part of the ceremony of making oblations, whil 
he names the three worlds separately and conjointly. Th 
taking of the bride's hand in marriage is thus completed. !1 
the evening of the same day, as soon as the star appears, th' 
bride sits down on a hull's hide1 which must be of a red colou 
and must be placed with the neck towards the east and the hai 
upwards. The bridegroom sits down near her, makes oblation' 
while he names the three worlds as usual, and then makes sil 
oblations with the following prayers, each time pourinf 
the remainder. of the clarified butter on the bride's head :-1. "I 
"obviate by this full oblation all the ill marks in the lines ol 
"thy hands, in thy eye· lashes, and in the spots (on thy body), 
" 2. I obviate by this full oblation all the ill marks in thy hair 
"and whatever is sinful in thy looking, or in thy crying. 3. 
" I obviate by this full oblation all that may be sinful in thy 
"temper, in thy speaking and in thy laughing. 4. I obviate 
"by this full oblation all the ill marks in thy teeth and on the 
"dark intervals between them, in thy hands and in thy feet. 
" 5. I obviate by this full oblation all the ill marks in thy 
"thighs, on thy privy part, on thy haunches, and on the linea· 
"ments of thy figure. 6. Whatever natural or accidental 
"evil marks were on all thy limbs, I have obviated all such 
"marks by these full oblations of clarified butter. May this 
" oblation be efficacious ". 2 

The following customs are in vogue among the Brahmans 
who marry for the third time. It is believed that a third mar· 
riage is always inauspicious, and the bride will soon become a 
widow. When an individual marries a third wife, the man is 
made to marry the arka plant ( calotropis gigantea) to prevent 
further mishap, and the real marriage becomes the fourth. In 
an orthodox fashion it is generally celebrated on some Sunday 
or Monday when the constellation Hastham becomes visible. 
The bridegroom, accompanied by a priest and another Brahman, 
repairs to a temple or a spot near the arka plant, and decorates it 
with a cloth and a piece of string and is symbolized into the sun. 
The bridegroom then invokes it th~s, "Oh! Master of three Lbkas 

I. A grass mat is now substituted for it. 
2. A<Jiatic Researches Vol, Il,fpage(28~-JU. 
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" or worlds, Oh! the seven horsed, Oh! Ravi, avert the evils of 
"the third marriage." Next the plant is addressed in the fol
lowing words :-" You are the oldest of the plants of this world, 
" Bramha created you to save such of us as have to marry a 
"third time, so please become my wife". The Brahman who 
accompanies the bridegroom becomes his father-in-law for the 
time being, and says to him, " I give you in marriage Aditya's 
"great grand daughter, Ravi's grand daughter, and my daughter 
Ark.inya". .i\11 the ceremonies such as the preparation of 
H6mam, Tali-tying, etc., are performed as, at a regular marriage, 
and after the recitation of a few Vedic hymns, the plant is cut 
down. According to some persons the plant is believed to be 
a willing scape-goat to others' ills. Oil and ghee applied to 
the head of the victim are sometimes transferred to this plant, 
when it withers and saves the man, even as Baber is said to 
have saved his son. " May the arka plant grow luxuriant in 
your house". It is the commonest form of curse. On the 
other hand, the plant is held sacred by those who follow the 
Yajur Veda or ~ama Veda: they use the leaves during the 
Nandi ceremony, which is one of the marriage rites. The 
leaves of the plant are used on the Rathasapthami day (the 7th 
day after the new-moon in the month of Chingam) in propitia
tion of the sun. In the worship of the Rishis and Pitris at the 
C: p,i/wrma ceremony the Brahmans who follow the Sdmaveda 
make use of the flowers and leaves of the plant. The juice 
of this plant is a favourite agent in the hands of the suicides. 

The various ccwmonies performed for the wedding by the 
hridc and bridegroom during the four days and the recital of 
the \'edic hymns connected with them are at the dictates of the 
priest. The real significance of the holy texts and the pur
pose for which they are intended are entirely lost sight of. 
In fact, the formalities are gone through without any compre
hension of the rc.tl purpose of the ceremonies. The worship of 
A1111i (lire}, begun on the wedding day to be continued through
out their life-time, is terminated on the fifth or sixth day, and 
renewed before every domestic ceremony and closed thereafter. 
On the second and third days of the marriage ceremonies 
Jl6m<11ns an: performed in the morning and evening, and the 
.\',tf.i!l" ceremony is also performed in the afternoon. In this 
the couple are seated on planks covered with mats in the midst 
of a large number of women asocmbled within the panda!. I11 
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front of them is a tray in i·hich are placed betel leaves, areca
nuts, fruits, flowers and turmeric paste. The women sing 
songs, and the bride also sings in praise of the bridegroom. 
Taking a little of the turmeric paste made red by the addition of 
chunam, she makes marks by drawing lines over his feet 
(Nalgu ida/). The ceremony closes with the waving of Arathi 
and the distribution of betel leaves to the women assembled. On 
the evening of the third day, a procession is got up at the expense 
of the maternal uncle of the bride, who, mounted on an elephant 
or seated in a palanquin and accompanied by a long line of men 
and women, all neatly dressed and well decked out, goes round 
the street and is made to worship the deity, after which all 
return to the brine's house, when the bridal pair exchange gar
lands and are blessed. At night also, after the usual Aupasana 
ceremony, a girl is dressed up as a boy and another girl weil 
dressed and decked out accompany the bridal pair in a pro
cession got up by the women to go round the street, when 
some mock play and amusements are indulged in. After their 
supper, they are seated on a swing, when songs are sung and 
the guests are entertained with music by professional songsters. 
There is also a similar procession on the fourth day at night. 

Present condition of .Uatrimonial Relations among the 
Brahmans :--As has been said, the marriage ceremonies last for 
four days, 1uring which the bridegroom's party, the relations· and 
friends on both sides are sumptuously fed at 11 A. M., and 8 
P. M., every day. A fashion has also been set up now-a-days 
to treat them to a breakfast at 8 A. M., and to a lunch at 4 
P. M., with coffee or tea with sweetmeats. 

In grand celebrations, the bride's father, in addition 
to the bridegroom's price (which may be two or three thou· 
sand rupees), spends a similar amount, a major portion of 
which is spent in feeding the bridegroom's party, bride's 
relations, friends an1 others who attend the wedding, and 
the balance, in presents of clothes and ornaments to the 
bridegroom, and in providing the bride with vessels of silver 
and copper, according to the demands of the bridegroom's 
party. Among the bride's parents of moderate means, the 
expenses may vary from Rs. 1,500 to Rs. 2,000. Among 
very poor people, the expenditure may amount to Rs. 500. 
Now-a-days there is a tendency for the diminution of 
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expenses connected with feeding as the demands in other 
directions have comparatively increased. Vvhile the expendi
ture on the part of the bride's parents are enormous, the 
bridegroom's parents · try to make considerable profits out of 
the wedding. A portion of the bridegroom's price is set apart 
for the ornaments of the bride and for other items in connec
tion with the ceremony, and the balance is reserved as a 
saving. Very often, when the bride's father is unable to pay 
the bridegro~m's price in ready cash, he pays a portion of it 
and either undertakes to provide his daughter with ornaments 
before she joins her husband, after the nuptials, or gives a 
promissory note for the payment of the balance at a convenient 
opportunity. It is further incumbent on him to provide the 
bridegroom with presents of cloth on all auspicious occasions, 
to spend a few hundreds of rupees in the purchase of vessels 
and presents of clothes for the nuptials, and a similar or smaller 
SUin for the pregnancy rites. The least cause of dissatisfac
tion or misunderstanding subjects the poor little girl to every 
kind of ill-treatment in the house of her father-in-law. 
Threats to re-marry the bridegroom are also conveyed to the 
bride's parents, if they will not make amends for any frivolous 
mistakes of omission or commission on their part. Education, 
instead of nullifying or moderating these injurious effects, 
only encourages them. In fact, the University standard has 
become a powerful engine of oppression at the hands of 
the girl's father. "A Bachelor of Arts", if he is a bachelor, 
even though he may be a homeless pauper living upon his 
friends' bounty, must have a handsome wife, adorned with 
jewelry and ornaments from head to foot and cash payment 
of two thousand rupees or more. The bridegrooms thus 
command a high price in the marriage market, and be
come the object of vigorous competition. The rich get their 
daughters married in time to suitable husbands, while the poor 
nrc driven to reckless borrowings or, as the last alternative, re
sort to any means, if they can avoid the disgrace of allowing 
their daughters to remain unmarried before they come of age. 

Unless the rich and other gentlemen of light and leading 
1 set an example by following the old Sastraic ideals, and put an 
.end to the custom of receiving the bridegroom's price, and 
societies urc Lllso organizcu in ulll3rahmanic centres to condemn 
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it, and thereby to elevate th~ moral tone of the people in th•!se 
matters, worse evils may be anticipated, i. e., only girls whom 
their parents can afford to marry can survive. 

In this connection, it will be interesting to note the ex· 
cellent example which the Rajaput clans have set and which 
deserves to be followed throughout India. "Themselves 
among the purest representatives of the Indo-Aryan type, they 
have revived the best traditions of the Vedic age and have 
established for themselves the ordinance that no girl shall be 
married before she is fourteen years old and that the marriage 
expenses shall in no case exceed a certain proportion of the 
father's yearly income. That, I venture to think, is the aim 
which those who would reform society should, for the present, 
set before themselves. If they succeed in doing for India 
what Colonel Walter did for Rajaputana, they will achieve 
more than any Indian reformer has yet accomplished. To 
bting back the Vedas is no unworthy ideal." 

" The Rajaputana movement is so remarkable in itself and 
contains the germs of such high promise that it calls for fuller 
notice. Nearly twenty years ago, at the suggestion of Colonel 
\Valter, then agent of the Governor-General in Rajaputana, 
all the Sardars of the various States of Rajaputana assembled 
at Ajmer for the purpose of discussing arrangements for regu
lating the expenses incurred on the occasion of marriages, 
deaths, etc., among Rajaputs of all ranks except the ruling 
chiefs. By the unanimous decision of these leaders of Rajaput 
society, a series of observances were prescribed which, revised 
from time to time, have now assumed the form of definite rules 
enforced by the influence of a society known, in grateful 
commemoration of its founder, as the \Valterkrit Rajputra 
Hitakarini Sabha. The chief political officer in Rajaputana is 
the president of the society, and in every State a committee is 
appointed, consisting of a Sardar, an official member of the 
Charan and Rao castes, to make arrangements for carrying out 
the regulations regarding marriages and deaths and other 
instructions embodied in the rules." 

" Under the head of marriage expenses, if tbe marriage is 
that of a Thakur himself or of an eldest son, sister or daughter, 
the limit of expenditure is fixed on the following scale :
When the value of the State is below Rs. 1,000, not more than 
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two·thirds of the annual income may be spent at the marriage; 
for values between Rs. 1,000 and Rs. 10,000 the proportion is 
reduced to half ; for incomes between Rs. 10,000 and 
Rs. 20,000 to one-third ; and for incomes above Rs. 20,000 to 
one· fourth ; In the case of marriages of sons other than the 
eldest, or of nephews and nieces and brother. of the Thakur who 
arc dependent for support upon him, the expenditure may not 
exceed one-tenth of that admissible in the cases stated above. 
The abuses attendant on the extravagant largess which used 
to be distributed among bards and musicians on the occasion 
of marriages have been got rid of by limiting this expenditure 
to a percentage of Rs. 6-12-0 on the annual income of the 
State, and by further restrictions limiting the claim to such 
presents to the residents of the territory in which the marriage 
takes place. Only the father cf the bridegroom is liable to 
make such payments; the father of the bride cannot be 
charged ": 1 

In the case of the bride's parents who are poor a smal) 
sum of money is paid by those of the bridegroom to defray the 
expenses. connected with the wedding. 

\Vhen a Brahman girl comes of age, she is lodged in a 

P b rt C t 
room of her house, and the information of the u e y u• om•. 
joyful incident is sent round to the relatives 

and friends of the family. The open space in the front of the 
house is smeared with cow-dung, and decorated with figures as 
on all auspicious occasions. A few members (males and fe· 
males) of the family, with a few cocoanuts and plantain fruits, 
go to the family of her husband to formally announce the glad 
tidings, when they are sumptuously fed and given a present of 
some money, varying ~ith the status of the family. 

The girl is dressed in a red garment, and a red mark of 
vermillion is put on her forehead. In the room are placed a 
vessel of rice, a vessel of water, and a lighted lamp ; and these 
are waved round the face of the girl, who stands on a grass 
mat, beneath which is placed some paddy with a few annas. 
Her girl friends are allowed to be in company with her during 
the three days of her seclusion; they are all sumptuously fed 
with rice dyed yellow with turmeric (jJongal), ordinary rice 
with curries and sweetmeats at the expense of the girl's aunt, 

J:, People of India by Sir Herbert Risley, pages 188-JSg. 
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parents of her husband, and her maternal uncle. Both in the 
early morning and evening the girls sitting on the verandah 
sing amorous songs and perform now and then a merry circular 
dance, clapping hands with appropriate songs. 

On the forenoon of the fourth day, the girl and her friends 
anointing themselves with gingelly oil, go to a neighbouring tank 
or river, and bathe after cleaning themselves with soap. The girl 
drinks a little of milk, and eats a few slices of plantain fruits; 
and she plunges in water, throwing the vessel containing them 
over head into the water, which is taken by one of the virgins. 
After bath she is neatly dressed and well decked out. Riding 
in a palanquin or in a decent carriage with her friends behind, 
she returns home in procession after worshipping the local 
deity. There is a grand display of drum-beating and other 
musical instruments. Before entering the house the grown up 
women of the family and the neighbourhood, and the girls, 
gather round and perform a circular dance with appropriate 
songs. All enter the house, seat the girl on a grass mat, and a 
few of the elderly women wave round her face the articles 
already mentioned. The female guests assembled there are 
then sumptuously entertained. The girl is purified by anot~er 
bath on the followiPg day; and her friends are rewarded with a 
few annas each, for having been with her during the days of 
seclusion. · 

Nuptials or Garbhadana :-This is generally performed 
on an auspicious day within the first sixteen days after the 
menses. Very often, if the girl is weak, it is postponed to six 
months or a year with the consent of or according to the con
venience of the parties. Sometimes the delay or default of 
the payment of a portion of the bridegroom's price may 
serve as a cause for the postponement. An auspicious day 
Muhftrtham, is selected by an astrologer, and during the fore
noon of that day the ceremony of Rithusdnti is performed. 
A brass or copper pot is filled with water and covered at the 
mouth with mango leaves, on which is placed a cocoanut dyed 
with turmeric, and an image thereon of Vishnu made of gold, 
silver or turmeric; and the various Suktams (Vedic prayers in 
honour of deities, Bramha, Vishnu, Rudra, Sri, Blzu,) are recited 
by Brahman Vaidiks who are invited, at the end of which the 
water thus consecrated is poured on the head of the wife by the 
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husband. Ajya or ghee oblations are offered to the abovemen
tioned Gods or Goddesses. A dose of Panchagavya is also given 
to the wife and husband for their internal purification. If the 
girl has attained her puberty on an inauspicious day, cer
tain expiatory ceremonies are then performed and gifts to 
Brahmans are also made at the time. On the night of the 
Rithusdnti are performed the Nuptials. A few gifts to Brah
man Vaidilul and a distribution of betelleav~s and nuts to them 
and to others are made at the time. The couple neatly 
dressed and adorned in their best are blessed by the Brah · 
mans assembled ; and after a sumptuous supper, they are led 
to the nuptial chamber tastefully decorated, when certain Vedic 
texts are recited. After this the men withdraw from the cham· 
her, leaving the couple alone. The bridal pair bathe early in 
the morning and drink a little of the water sanctified by a few 
Brahmans to become purified. 

· The. guests ate treated to sumptuous meals during that 
day and on the next morning. The conjugal pair are then 
invited to the girl's house where the guests assembled are well 
entertained. 

The girl's parents, if of moderate means, spend about two 
hundred rupees or more for the Nuptials while those who can 
afford it spend twice or thrice the amount in the purchase of 
clothes for the married couple, vessels, bell-metal dish for 
taking food, bell-metal lamps and other articles for the domes· 
tic usc, of a cot, bed, and other necessaries varying with their 
means. 

l'alakcipjm ·-It is a non-Sc'istraic ceremony performed 
during the fifth month of pregnancy, but is sufficiently bind· 
ing on account of long usage. The pregnant woman is pre· 
sen ted with new and bright china bangles· as well as those 
made of silver and gold. !;imilar ones are presented to the 
girls who arc invited. Female friends and relations are treated 
to a feast. 

Ptmtsat'<lll<llll and Seema11tlram:- In all essential particulars 
these do not differ from those performed by the •Nambuthiris. 
But here also the girl's parents have to provide the bridal 
pair with decent dress and the bridegroom's parents with 
sweet-meats of various kinds. 

Cltild-birflr, Ddivery rites :-When the pains of child-birth 
begin for n woman, she is led to a special room, aided by her 

• s 
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mother and others, as also by a midwife. Soon· after delivery 
the mother is given a mixture of Tippali (long pepper) and dried 
ginger fried, powdered and mixed with honey. A decoction of 
the same substances is prepared, and two or three spoonfuls of 
it are given during the next few days, after which a semi-liquid 
mass of medicine consisting of most of the drugs, ginger and 
long pepper is given her both in the morning and evening for 
forty days. There is now a tendency for the women to place 
themselves under the treatment of the practitioners and mid
wives trained in Medical Colleges, when they take the medicines 
and diets prescribed by them. The woman is subjected to a 
very sparing diet, boiled rice and pepper water for the first 
few days, and to a similar simple diet thereafter. The baby is 
fed on the first two days with a little of castor oil, a !itt!@ palm 
sugar dissolved in it being given several times; and for the 
next few days with a little cow's milk and the same oil. After 
a week or two the baby feeds on the mother's milk for about two 
months. The mother bathes on the sixth day if she is not ill. 
The pollution lasts for ten days, and on the morning of the 
eleventh day, the room is cleaned and her garments washed; 
the mother and the baby are bathed, after which some Brah
mans who are invited sanctify, with the recital of holy texts, a 
vessel of water with which the whole house, the mother and the 
baby are sprinkled. She is now only partially pure, and cannot 
enter the kitchen, nor can she, along with her husband, take 
·part in the domestic ceremonies. She is subject to a further 
purification by a bath and sanctified water after forty days. 
The baby feeds mainly on the mother's milk for· a few months 
and along with it on a simple diet (sago rice powdered and 

.boiled in milk) for a year or two. 
All post-natal ceremonies such as jathakarmam, Nama.· 

karanam, Annaprdsanam, Nishkramanam, and Tonsure do not 
materially differ from those described according to the Aswa· 
lay ana Grihya Slitras. These are purificatory rites which are 
prescribed in all Grihya Slitras and in the Code of Manu, for 
the purification of a man's whole nature, body, soul and spirit, 
from the taint transmitted through the womb of an earthly 
matter. In'the generality of cases . the first few Samaskaras 
are not performed at the special periods prescribed for each, 
but are in the cases of males postponed to Upanayana, and 
in the case of females to marriage. 
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Prajaj>athya, t:oumya, Ag~teya a11d Vaiswadeva Vratas: 
-From a Vrdic point of view, these four Vratas, expiatory 
ceremonies, are very important, but are now performed before 
marriage without comprehending the spirit and full significance 
of them. They are in. fact performed after the completion of 
Vedic studies and before Samcivartfrallatn. The Vedic student 
makes oblations of ghee into the fire, and offer libations of 
water mixed with gingelly seeds and rice, both at the beginning 
and at the completion of a portion of the Vedic study, to the 
Rislri whos~ work he has been studying for a year. Similarly, 
when he has studied the other three portions, Agniyam, 
Soumyam and Vaisu•adevam, he makes similar oblations to the 
Ri.•his who are their authors. In ancient times, each Vrafam 
lasted for a year; but it is now begun and completed on the 
forenoon of the auspicious day itself. 

Samcit•arthallatn.-ln these days it is performed on the 
day of marriage or the day previous. 

. A man with one wife is the common rule, though in some 
cases he may have two. The marriage of a second 

Polyg11.111y. 
wife is more often due to the absence of a son by 

the first wife, her illness or perverse temper, and when there 
are two wives to a man, very seldom has he any peace of mind 
on account of their quarrels::>me nature. It is the first 'vife 
that joins the husband in all ceremonies. 

When a woman is found to be going wrong and when it 
Adultery nnd becomes public, she is generally excommunicated 
Divorce. 

by the rest of the community. 
Among Brahmans the sons inherit the property of their 

tnhorltam, father. A typical Brahman family is generally 
::.-:-~/• or~~~ patriarchal, and the father's authority is supreme, 
nlntion. and his brothers junior to him and sons are obe
dient to him. His wife holds a corresponding position among 
the wives of the junior male members and daughters-in-law i.e., 
the wives of sons. The property is joint property and the 
earning members contribute to the general welfare of the joint 
family. The women rise early in the morning, attend to the 
domestic works, cleaning the house, vessels used for domestic 
purposes, etc., and then bathe; and after being neatly dressed. 
attend to the kitchen or other domestic work, prepare the 
dinner for the members of the family, dine after the males and 
children have taken thEir meals, and clean the cooking vessels. 
The males attend to their daily routine while the women take 
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some rest after .dinner or ch.'lt with one another, and again 
after 4 p, M., they cook the food for supper, and the same· 
routine is repeated. After supper they retire to bed. Thus 
most of their time is spent in attending to the family cuisine. 
Being unable to read and write, they do not follow any inteL 
lectual pursuits. Such joint families as described above hardly 
exist m these days. Except in very wealthy families the 
family property tends to disintegration either by partition, 
marriage of daughters or the education of sons. In that last 
case when the sons are able to earn, they shift for themselves 
and settle separately. The parents who have spent all the 
available funds for the good of their sons and daughters look to 
them for support in old age, and sometimes feel themselves 
disappointed. 

The Brahmans in the Chittur Taluk reside in gramams 
(villages) or Agraltarams, which are streets containing a single 
row or parallel rows of houses, with a temple and a tank 
attached to them. 'l'heir settlement in one group was in former 
times intended for mutual help. All affairs connected with the 
tern pie and the village in general, were managed by the elderly 
members who met together and deliberated upon them. Their 
verdict was always final. If any member misbehaved or 
committed any offence, he was made to appear before the 
meeting and justify his conduct. If he was found to be guilty, 
he was fined; and for aggravated cases the matter was placed 
before His Highness the Raja, whose decisions were always final. 
For all cases of adultery and the like, the culprits were placed 
urider a han. These old village organizations are fast disappear· 
ing, and nobody ever cares for them. In other places where they 
do not live together, they are no longer under any such influence. 

The religion of the Tamil Brahmans (Srnarthans) does not 

Religion. 
materially differ from that of the Narnbuthiris, like 
whom they are unsectarians. In their daily reli· 

gious observances or Anhikams their general routine is more or 
less the same ; but the difference consists in the latter following 
the rites as prescribed by the Sruthis and Grihya Sutras, ·while 
the former follow the rules laid down by the Smrithis also 
in addition. Like the Nambuthiris, the early mdrning duties of 
the orthodox Tamil Brahmans are awakening, necessary wash· 
ings and ablutions, sipping water or Acltamanam, cleansing the 
teeth, bathing, Tharpanam, Sandhya Vandanam and Japam 
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(meditation:). \Yhih: hnthing, the former recite no pra~·crs except 
those relating to the sprinkling of ·water, but the latter repeat 
the following clnhorntc ones :- 11 l nrn about to perform 
morning ah1ution in this sacred stream or Gnnge5, SarnS\Yrtthy, 
Yamuna and the Godm·ari~ etc .. in the presence of the Gods 
and Brahmans ,,-ith a vie\\ to the ITmnv<d of the guilt resulting 

from act, speech and thonght, from "hat has hecn touc.hcd 
anJ untouched, kno\\ n and nnknm\ n_, eaten and not eaten. 
drunk and not drunk ... 1 Tltc ne-.:t iinpnrt<lllt act after wiping 
the body with a wet cloth, dre:-:sing- in a silk cloth (madi), 
and putting on the marks o11 tlw forehead, chest, hands, 
characteristic of the sect, is the Sandhya Vandtr11am .. \Yhich is 
a kind of thanks-giving service to Cods~ when night and dawn 
meet in the morning and cn~ning. Here again only the differ

ences are noted. The act begins \Yith the sipping of water 
(Adwmauam) from the hol1ow of the right palm, which is done 
three times \dth the recital of the follmdng names of Vishnu-
A chruthayanamah, A JUTnfhaya namah. Go·'Ci ndayanamah (salu
tation be to Achyutha. ,\nantha and Gc)\·inUnL Jmmedintdy. 

after the sipping. twelrc' parts of the l1ody nrc touched with 
the fingers of the right hand in the following orders:-

1. The t\\O d1ccks \\·ith the tln1mh .. repeating the names 

of Ke:=;:l\·a and X arn~·ana. 
2. The i.\Yo eyes with the ring finger repeating MadhnYa 

and Gm·indJ. 
3. The two sides of the nose with the forefing-er repent .. 

ing Vishnu and ~1adhusUdana . 
.f. The t\\·o ears \Yith the little finger repeating- Tri,·i

krama and vaman<t. 
5. The shouldere with the middle finger repeating 

Sridhara and Rishikba. 
6. The chest and head with all the fingers repeating 

Padrnanahha and Damoclarn, 
This kind of Achamana is called Puranachamana (sipping 

of water according to Purina). 
After Achamana cotucs Prfu1<.lyiuna, or holding in of vital 

breath, which consists in the repetition of the GGyatri h~·mn 
and holding the breath by the three distinct operatione of 
Ptirafta, 1\.umbhal.-cr and R<!cfkrf~a. The suppression of hrcath 
is a preliminary }' dgcr practice and enables the performer to 
fix his mind on the Supreme Being \Vho is meditated on. 

1;-Religious Th0ughi: and Life in ID.dia, page 399, 
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The performer next rep~ats the Sankalpa (determination) 
with the hands brought together, the right palm over the left 
and placed on the right thigh. The efficacy of every religious 
act depends upon Sr:mkalpa (strong determination or mental 
effort). If the mind is not thus concentrated and the act is 
done mechanically, the result is harmful to the performer. The 
meaning of the Sankalpa for the Sandhya service is as fol· 
lows :-" I am worshipping for the removal of all my sins 
that have adhered to me and for the purpose of acquiring the 
favour of Narayana or Supreme Being." Then after the 
sprinkling of water with certain prayers, he takes up water in 
his right palm and drinks it repeating the following :-"May 
the sun and Manyu, the lord of anger, preserve me from the 
sins of pride and passion. 'Vhatever the nightly sins of 
thought, word, deed, wrought by mind, my speech, my hands, 
my feet, wrought through my appetite and sexual organs, may 
the departing night remove them all. In thy immortal night, 
Oh Radiant Sun ! I offer up myself and this-guilt". At the 
evening service, the name is repeated with the word Agni in
stead of sun (Surya). At the midday service the following 
prayers are repeated :-" May the waters purify the earth by 
pouring down rain: May the earth thus purified by water 
purify me. May the water purify the teacher of the Vedas. 
May the Vedas, already pure, purify me; may the water 
expiate all my sins (such as eating forbidden foods or other 
sinful actions, if any, and purify me; then the sins of contact. 
For this purpose I offer myself." Then follows another sprink
ling of water for external purification, which, along with the 
foregoing one, makes him fit to salute the deity in the rising 
luminary by what is called Arghya, which means the act of 
giving a handful of water on the ground or surface of water. 
The object of this offering with the recital of Gci:yatri mantra is 
this:-From Sankalpa onwards the presence of the deity is con
ceived and invoked, and therefore the offering of water is made 
in honour of it. The idea is a little anthropomorphic, and 
shows that it must be a recent introduction. This Arghya 
should always be given facing the Sun. 

After this, the performer sits for the Gdyatri J apa (the 
recital of the Gdyatri mantrams in an undertone), which is the 
most important part of the Eandhya Vandanam service. He 
sits in a peculiar posture (Padmci:sanam), reciting the name of 
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the RisTti who composed the matttra or the metre and repeats the 
Chandas (the name of the Rishi who composed the mantra or 
the metre) of each of the minor mantras of the major mantras, 
'Viz., OM, BHUH, etc. The Sattdlzya Devata is then formally 
invoked by a set of mantras, after which theJapa actually begins, 
when the celebrant considers himself thoroughly imbued with 
the spirit of the De'Vata whom he tries to identify in his heart. 
These Gayatri man trams should be repeated 108 or 28 times. 

This is followed by Pranayama and SankaTpa for Upa
stc'ma, which is of two kinds (1) Gayatri-upastana (<:) 
Surya-upastana. 

The former is a mantra which is intended to send back 
the Samihya Dr!t•ata which was previously invoked for pur
poses of meditation during Japa, while the latter mantra 
should be repeated facing the sun during morning and noon, and 
Varuna during evening respectively. Their translations are 
give,n below :~"The adorable glory of the sun God, who. 
sustains all men (by causing rain), is eternal and most worthy 
of being adored with wonder. The sun, well knowing the 
inclinations of men, directs them to their various pursuits. 
The sun upholds both heaven and earth ; the sun observes 
all creatures and their action without ever winking. To this 
eternal Being we offer oblations mixed with ghee. Oh, Sun ! 
May that man who, through such sacrifice, offers oblations 
to thee, become endowed with wealth and plenty. He who 
is under thy protection is not cut off by untimely death ; 
he is not vanquished by anybody, and sin has no hold on this 
man either from near or from afar". In the evening the 
following prayer to Varuna is offered :-Ewning Upastanam
" Hear 0 Varuna! this prayer of mine. Be gracious unto 
me, this day. I desire for thy protection, and cry to thee. I 
adore thee with prayer, I beg long life of thee. Therefore, 0 
Varuna! without indifference in this matter take my prayer into 
kind consideration and do not cut off my life. Oh, Lord 
Varuna! \Vhntever offence we as men have committed 
against divine beings, whatever work of thine we have neglect
ed through ignorance, do not destroy us all, 0 Lord, for all such 
sins. \\'hatever sins are attributed to· us by our enemies as 
by gamblers at dice, whatever sins we may have committed 
and whatever we may ha\'e done through ignorance, do not 
destroy us, 0 I Lord, for all such sins. Then 0 ! Lord, we 
shall b~comc beloved of thee ", 
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lflidday Upastdnam :-"The sun who is the cause of all 
actions comes on surroundiflg by the light of truth and a halo 
of resplendent beauty, vivifying all the human and divine exist
ence and riding on a very pleasant chariot and looking doll"n 
on the worlds. 'Ve contemplate on that Surya. Besides, 
looking on the divine light which is ever active in expelling 
darkness, we obtain the god among the Gods who is of the form 
of light. The rays bear the Surya (sun) by whose help 
everything in the world is known. The halo of rays of various 
colours equally in splendour, Vartma or Mithras or Agni or 
the eye~ shine for the benefit of the world. The sun who is 
of the natnre of Atman, fills in with his rays, the animal and 
non-sentient kingdoms, the heaven and the earth and the space 

·between them. I devote myself to him for the fulfilment of my 
desire. We see for a hundred years the sun's orb which is bene
ficial to the Gods, which bestows every good, \l'hich is well
known, which is brilliant and clear on rising. By looking at 
it we live for a hnndred years ; we enjoy happiness, with sons 
and others for a hundred years; for a hundred years we remain 
in a place; for a hundred years we hear pleasant words; for a 
hundred years we speak good words, and for a hundred years we 
are unconquerable. 'Ve see the brilliant sun. May he who rises 
from the great ocean, who shines in the midst of the wat<;rs, 
whose rays are of the colour of the blood purify us. 1\Iay 
the Great knower and the giver of all things purify us". 

After this is the final prostration of the Scmdhya Dc!t•afcr, 
and this is followed by the recital of G6tra, Stifra, and the names 
of the person. The place where the Japa is performed is then 
sprinkled with water consecrated by the repetiti0n of 'OM'. 

This in brief is the Sandhya service of the Tamil Brah· 
mans, and varies, as among the Nambuthiris, according to the 
Veda of the performer. 

Pranflvam.-This is the root of the Vedas and Mantras. 
Every Mantra is its manifestation more or less. It is said to 
be the root or the mother of the three Vedas, and every Vedic 
mantra should begin and end with it. It i~ made up of the 
three letters A. U. 111. As to the real significance of these 
letters there are two interpretatioas-Vedic and Agamic. 

According to the former, the Vedas invariably point out 
to OM as a symbol of Parabrahrnam which is the cosmos. A 
represents the first manifestation, n;mely, Vaiswtin.ar,T or Virat 
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the waking condition of the deity or Taijas. U signifies Hiranya
garblta, the deity of the Swapna Avasta (dreamy state). ill 
signifies Pragna or the Su.~ltupthi Avasta the condition of the 
[.ogos or !81f.•ara). According to the latter A signifies Parabra
mha, U means only, imd ill the Jiva or the individual ego1." 

After the morning Sandhya service Bramha Y agna or 
worship of the Supreme Being as prescribed in the Gr.ihya 
Sutras is gone through. The first hymn of the Rig Veda is 
recited in detail, and then follow the first words of the Yajur 
Veda, Sdma Veda, Atharvana Veda and Niruktha. This is 
followed by the Tarpana ceremony. These ceremonies above 
described should be performed by all Brahmans alike; but the 
daily Det•atarcha11a or Devata Puja is performed generally by 
one of the memhers of the family. The Gods worshipped are 
Siva and Vishnu and their consorts Parvati and Lakshmi. 
Homage is paid to Saligramam stones or stone lingams. In 
every Brahman house a special room or a corner is set apart 
for the "'orship of the Gods. 

Panch.iyatnaPzija-Smdrthcis worship five stones, namely, 
1. Sdligrcimam representing Vishnu, 2. Reina lingam (a white 
stone) representing the essence of Siva, 3. a red stone (jasper) 
representing Ganapathy, 4. a bit of metallic ore or a Lingam re
presenting l'arvathi and Siva, and 5. a piece of pebble or crystal 
representing the Sun. The worship is begun by invoking the aid 
of Ganapathy or Vigneswara. Then a vessel filled with water, is 
placed before the stone, and the following prayer recited by the 
worshipper.-" In the mouth of the vessel of water live Vishnu, 
in the lower part Bramha, while the whole company of the 
mothers are congregated in its middle part". He also invokes the 
Ganges, Yamuna or Jamuna, Godavery, Saraswathi and Nar
mada to be present i.n this water. A little of this water is 
poured into a conch·shell and adored with the recital of the 
following prayer:-" Oh Conch-shell! thou wert produced in 
the sea and art held by Vishnu in his hand. Thou art worship· 
ped by all the Gods. Accept this homage." After performing 
similar Pttjas to Atma (soul) and to the seats (pldltam), of the 
deities, the bell is worshipped by the following prayers:-" Oh, 
Belli make the sound for the approach of the Gods and 
departure of the demons. Homage to the bell." 'l'he worship
per claps hands and rings the bell. All fttlasi leaves, flowers, 

1, Ecotenc Hinduism page gg. 
aT 
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and sandal paste used for "'orship on the previous days are 
removed. The sixteen acts of homage (Sh6das6pacharana) are 
next performed in due order, namely, 

1. Avahanam (Invocationof the Gods). 
2. Asanam (seat). 
3. Padyam (water for washing the feet). 
4. Arghyam (oblation of rice and water). 
5. Achamanam water for sipping). 
6. Sminam (bath). 
7. Vastram (clothing of Tulasi leaves). 
8. Upavastram (upper clothing). 
9. Gandham (sandal paste). 

10. Pushpam (flowers). 
11. Dhupam (incense). 
12. Dhipam (light). 
13. N aivedyam (offering of food). 
14. Pradakshinam (circumambulation). 
15. .Mantra pushpam (throwing of flowers). 
16. Namaskaram (salutation biprostration). 

The five stones are bathed or washed with the recital of 
the Purusha Suktha hymns, and then wiped with a piece of 
cloth. The last nine hospitable rites are then performed, and 
the Deva puja is thus brought to a close. The other import
ant . ceremonies are the noon Sandhya and the V ais·wadet•a 
ceremonies, after which.the mal~.members of the family take 
their meals. The orthodox Brahman takes some rest and then 
reads Puranas-Ramayanam and Baratam. He performs the 
evening Sandhya service, and makes . some J apams or recites 
the names of Siva 0r Vishnu. He then goes t.o his supper at 
8·1;". !'4., and af.ter an pour or two retires to bed. 

Tpese .then are the daily religious observances of the 
Tamil Brahmans with slight variations in different directions 
and even among families. The Sandhya service is in fact of 
two types, Vaidika and l'antrika, and as now performed, does 
not represent the oldest form in accordance with Taitteriya 
Brahmana .and , the early Smrithis. The Arghyapradana 
(offering of water to the sun and the meditation on the recita· 
tion of Gayatri) are the old and essential parts· of the ceremony; 
and to them alone the Nambuthiris, as distinguished from the 
other classes-of Brahmans, conform even now. The latter have 
received additions from Puranas and other sources. 
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The worship of the deities in temples by . the Tamil 
Brahmans does not, in any way, differ from that of the Nam
buthiris. 

The daily observances described above are practised by 
very few orthodox Brahmans, while a very large majority are 
absolutely ignorant of them. The modern conditions of life, 
the struggle for existence which necessitates them to enter into 
various occupations for their livelihood and the system of 
modern education, which Brahman children and young men 
receive in school and Colleges, prevent them from obtaining 
any knowledge of religious observances in their early days. 
The Sandhya service which every Brahman has to perform is 
either forgotten or wilfully neglected by many, and their worship 
of the deities in temples is also a matter of indifference. The 
special holy days in honour of the worship of certain deities 
become days of festivities in which the people indulge in eating. 
Tttere is ·thus a tendency for the young men of these days to 
be somewhat irreligious; and a real awakening in this direction 
is very necessary. 

The Tamil Brahmans take part in the worship of Siva, 
Temple, wo,..hlp, Futo, Vishnu, their consorts, and· their mani-

Peaoto and Footivalo, festations in . the temples of the State. 
They very much frequent these sacred edifices dedicated to 
Gods and Goddesses ; and their adoration does not materially 
differ from that of the Nambuthiris already described. 

Brahmans generally have a long list of holidays, and festi
vals qualified by fasts (Upavdsams and Yritams), intended not 
as a ' penetential exercise', but as a means for the accumulation 
of merit. Even old age, infirmity and sickness are not exempt
ed from their non-obse.rvance. In moSt cases, they· have to 
perform special pujas and ceremonies, after which alone meals 
can be taken and that at a late hour. The following is a list of the 
fasts, feasts and festivals in vogue among the ~l'amil· Brahmans. 

Ekadasi.-Every orthodox Brahman fasts on the eleventh 
day after full-moon or new:moon, and on this day ·he gives 
himself up wholly to religious observances such as the recital 
of mantras and perusal of holy texts. He keeps awake 
at night, and on the next morning Du•adesi (twelfth ·day) he 
performs a puja and feeds at least one Brahman before 
breakfast. 
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the struggle for existence which necessitates them to enter into 
various occupations for their livelihood and the system of 
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receive in school and Colleges, prevent them from obtaining 
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New-moon or Amdvasya :-This is a very important day of 
religious ceremony, and every Brahman· performs tharpana or 
libation of water and tilam (gingelly) for the manes of the 
departed ancestors. He takes only a single meal that day. 

Mahitlaya An~<ivasya :-The new-moon day in the month. 
of Bhadrapada is held specially sacred. 

Makara Sanktanthi :-It is held sacred because o£ the 
Sun's northern course (Uttarayana) in the Heavens. On the 
same day, a festival called pongal takes place, when cattle 
are decorated with garlands, and their horns colou"ed, and 
mango leaves hung round their necks. The festival is 
intended for the glorification of agriculture. 

Thye Pzlyam :-This festival which falls on the asterism 
of Pooyam in Makaram (january-February) is sacred to Subrah· 
manya, and special offerings are made in all Sivite temples and 
in those dedicated to Subrahmanya. 

Eclipses:-The Solar and Lunar eclipses are considered 
by the Brahmans to be very sacred. At the beginning of an 
eclipse every Brahman bathes, and those who have no parents, 
perform tharj>ana (libations of water with gingelly seeds), 
after which they spend some time in the recital of Gayatri and 
other mantrams, for they are believed to be very effective, if 
recited during that period. A kind of polluti"on is observed, 
during the period of an eclipse, and a bath at the end is. 
necessary to be free from it. If the Sun or Moon sets before 
the close of it, there is fasting for the whole night or day, and 
the fast is broken only after they are seen next free from it. 
Pregnant women shut themselves in a closed room, for their 
presence outside is believed to cause some deformity or death 
to the child in the womb. No puja is performed in a temple 
to any deity during this unholy period. 

Maha. Sivaratri :-"Great Siva's night ", This takes 
place on the 14th day of the dark half of Magha about the 
middle or end of February. A fast is observed during the 
day, and a vigil kept during night, when Siva is worshipped. 

Sri Rama Navami The Birthday of Ramachandra:
This is observed on the 9th of the light half of Medom · 
(March-April). . . 

Gokulashtami or (Sri J ayanti :-This falls . on the eighth 
day after the full-moon in the month of Sravana, the day on 
which Sri Krishna was born. The 'devotee fasts during the 
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day, and after the performance of puja and perusal of Bhaga
vata Purana, partakes of a light refreshment after midnight. 

Viliayaka t:hathurthi:-This occurs in the monthof Bhad
rapada and is in honour of Vigneswara, the remover of all 
obstacles. A clay image of the deity and one of a mouse 
are made, duly consecrated and worshipped in every house. 

Sra~·a11am or Upallarmam :-This generally falls in the 
month of Sravana for the followers of Rig andYajur Vedas; but 
the followers of Sarna Veda perform it on the asterism of Hastha 
in the month of Bhadrapada. On this auspicious day the 
Brahman removes his sacred thread (punul). The Brahma
~haris get themselves shaved in the morning, and all the 
Brahmans young and old assemble in the village temple by the 
side o£ a tank or river, where after a purificatory bath and 
worship of the Saptarishis, the sacred thread is removed. This 
is followed by a tharpana (libation of water to the Rishis and 
pitris or departed ancestors.) The ceremony is brought to a 
close by presents to the priest and a grand feast in the family. 

Navaratri.-This is a nine days' festival held in the month 
of Kanni, beginning from the day next after M ahalaya Amava
sya. In every house a special room is decorated, and in it are 
placed all kinds of toys and fancy articles; and in the evening, 
the women of the household as~emble in the room, when songs 
are sung in praise of the Goddess Saraswathi. On the 9th day 
Puja and Naivedyatn are offered to religious manuscripts and 
books, which are collected and kept together in a conspicuous 
place, and the Goddess of learning who represents them is then 
worshipped. The Brahman women of the village or of the 
neighbourhood are invited to the house of one another in the 
evening. On the last day, that is, the tenth day, Vijaya Desa
mi, the children are for the first time initiated into the study 
of the alphabet. The artisan classes offer puja to the tools and 
implements used hy them in the exercise of their professions. 

Diftat•ali.-This is an important festival, which falls on 
the 14th day of the dark fort-night in the month of Thulam. 
the day on which Sri Krishna destroyed the cruel demon 
Narakasura who ruled the earth and oppressed the people. 
The chief observance of the festival is an oil bath early in the 
morning, and men, women and children dress themselves in 
new garments and take light refreshments. The children 
delight in the letting of crackers off of \'arious designs. 
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Kartlzikai :-This fails in the month of Vdschikam (No
vember-Decemb~r), and· one important feature of this festival 
is the grand display of lights in every house . 

. Ardradersanam or Thiruvathira festival-This is held 
in Dhanu (December-January) and is sacred to Siva. It is a 
ten days' festival ending with the asterism of Ardra· in all im
portant temples of the East Coast~ 

Besides the feasts, fasts, and ·festivals described above 
. there are certain Vratams (vows) for which certain ceremonies 
.are performed, either by the' women alone or by the women 
along "ith their husbands, as directed'by the Brahman priests. 

The most important of them are given below:
Somavara Vratam :-This is observed by the women 

every Monday. They fast during the ·day, and after their bath 
in the evening adore Siva with offerings. They then take their 
supper. This Vratam, which is observed to enjoy a happy 
conjugal life is brought to an end with a grand celebratic:m at 
the end of two years and four months. 

· Prad6sha Vratam :-,-This is observed on every thirteenth 
day after full or new-moon by the wife and husband conjoiht
ly with a hope of being free from poverty. They bathe early in 
the morning, adore Siva, and fast during the day; and after 
their bath in the evening perform pujas to Siva and his consort 
with the offerings of flowersand Naivedyams (cocoanuts, plan
tain fruits). They then take their supper. This Vratam is 
brought to a close with a grand celebration at the end of a year. 

Varalakshmi. Vratam :-This comes about in the month 
of Sravana. It is observed by women who have their husbands 
living, and its performance is believed to ensure a happy con
jugal life. The women bathe early in the morning, and 
cleaning a copper or. brass vessel, coats it with chunam, draws 
a figure of Lakshmi on it, and decks it with jewels. A tali is 
tied round the neck .of the vessel, and cocoanut coloured yellow 
with powciered turmeric is placed _over it on a bunch of mango 
leaves covering its mouth. Puja is then performed, and offer
ings of sweet meats, cakes and fruits made. . The woman then 
invokes the blessings of the GoddesS' _for the long life and pros
perity of her husband. 

Rishi Panchami Vratam :-The following puranic story is 
mentioned in this connection: ·The divine King Indra killed 
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l'rithrdsura, a giant, and thereby committed the sin of man· 
slaughter. To be free from the sin·, he distributed it among 
the earth, water, trees and women. The monthly course of 
the women is ascribed to this sin; and to purify themselves 
from this, . the women observe this Vratam on the fifth day 
after New-moon in the mobth of SrilVana. · 

When a Brahman is about to die, gifts of twenty-eight 
Puwat things are .made to Brahman Vaidiks. Divine 

cuetome. names such as those of Rama and Krishna are 
recited, and a few chapters of Bhagavat Gita are also read by a 
priest. The body of the dying man is smeared with holy 
ashes (Bhasmam), and a necklace of tulasi beads or Rudrdksham 
is put round his neck. After his death the corpse is laid on 
a cushion made of grass placed on the floor with the head 
towards the south. Vedicprayers (/(arn.amantram) are whis· 
pered' into the ears of the dying man, a~d i:he gift of a cow is 
also made at the time in order that the spirit may easily pass 
out of the dead body. His wife, sons and daughters go out of 
the house to prostrate towards the south, which is believed to 
be presided over by Y ama, and then return inside. The ·chief 
mourner and his brothers bathe and return home, with a 
vessel of water, while one of his daughters, sister, or a daughter
in-law brings a vessel of water' after their bath and wash the 
corpse. It is neatly dressed and caste rnarks are put on the 
forehead, chest and hands ; and tulasi.leaves are thrown over 
and around it by the son. As a Brahman is supposed to have 
his A uf>asanagni (fire)· by his side, ·that fire is lighted. If 
the death happens during night, any day after the fuii-moon and 
before the new-moon a day in Daksltinayanam or during any 
five days after the asterism A t'ittam some expiatory ceremonies 
are performed. If the dead man is one that has nof bathed 
in the Ganges during his life time, a few Brahmans are engag
ed, and they bathe and sprinkle water on the corpse in the belief 
that by so doing, he is bathed in the holy water; Some members, 
especialJy Eapindas of the deceased's, family carry the corpse, 
covered with a winding sheet, on a bamboo bier to the crema• 
tion ground, making offerings to the minor deities on the way, 
The women of the family burst into lamentations, and when 
the·corpse has reached the cremation ground, the chief mourner 
sprinkles some water thereon, and throws a quarter of an anna 
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on it as an equivalent of the purchase of the ground for ere· 
mation. The sacred fire is lighted, and the right palm of th1 
corpse is rubbed with a gold coin. Ghee is dropped into it~ 
nine openings, and rice thrown over it and put into its mouth 
.The son takes a burning brand from the sacred fire, and leave~ 
it on the chest, looking at the sun ; he then carries a pot o: 
water with a hole at the bottom, through which water trickle! 
out over his shoulders, three times round the pyre and at th! 
third round dashes it. Then all his relations squat on the grounc 
facing the east, and taking up some /{usa grass and cutting il 
into small fragments scatter them in the air, after th.e recital oi 
some holy texts. . 

Once more they sprinkle themselves with water and go to< 
tank for a bath. The Brahmans assembled to attend the funera: 
are given some Dakshina (gifts). The chief mourner and his bro· 
thers, if any, get themselves shaved, bathe, and after their.-eturn 
home perform two ceremonies, Nagna Srddha and Paslu'ma 
Stapanam (placing the stone). The disembodied spirit is believed 
to be naked after the burning of the dead body, and therefon 
to provide it with a body, offerings of water, rice, a piece ol 
cloth, a lamp and a few annas are given to a Brahman. Twc 
stones, 01;e on the bank of a river, and the other at home, an 
set up to represent the spirit of the departed. For ten days thE 
chief mourner and his brothers, if any, bathe early morni~g per 
form the Sandhya service, and make. libations of water (Vasoda 
k:ml)bydippingin water apiece of cloth from the winding shee 
and rinsing it over the stone placed on the riverside. 1> 

libation of water mixed with gingelly seeds (Thil6dakam) i: 
also made to it. · These offerings are likewise given to thE 
stone set up in the house, along with the balls of cooked rice 
which are afterwards thrown in water. A kind of Vridhi Srd 
dlurm is also performed, and this consists of an offering of ' 
measure of rice, vegetables and a few annas to three Brahm<tn~ 
on the first day; four on the second day, five on the third anc 
thus increased up to the tenth day. A similar Snidha known a: 

_Nava Sradha is also performed-on the odd days with similru 
offerings. The collection of bones, called Sanchayanam 

·takes place either on the seconq,' fourth, or the sixth. day 
and the bones are collected in an earthen vessel, bu.ried under 

. ground or thr~wn into the water. A figure of the dead mal 
is made of the ashes, and en. its mouth is placed a vesse 
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of water with a hole made on the side, and also a ball of 
cooked rice. On the tenth day the agnates get shaved, 
bathe and make libations of water to the departed spirit. 
The mourners also make the offering as usual. The latter 
along with tbP. agnates return home, and offer libations of water 
and balls of cooked rice, after which a large quantity of cooked 
rice, bread, etc .. (Prabhutlta bali), is offered to the spirit of 
the departed, which is believed to be very hungry then. The 
food is heaped up in a very large plantain leaf, and all near 
relations go round it, weeping and beating their breasts. 
This is mostly done by the women, while the men stand aloof. 
The agnates, taking the stones set up, start in procession with 
the mourners to the tank or river, and throw the offerings and 
stones into the water. The wioow of the deceased is also con· 
ducted to the riversid(', and after her bath, she is presented with 
new garments by the son, brother and relations. The sons get 
shaved. The agnates and the chief mourner all bathe, and the 
latter perform a Homam (Ananda h6mam) in the presence of 
the former. By this ceremony and by taking a dose of sancti
fied water they become pure, and then return home, taking a 
little of this fire. On the eleventh day the members of the family 
bathe, and the sons or the chief mourners perform their usual 
Sandhya service, invite a few Brahmans to prepare the sanctifi· 
ed water with which the whole house, well, cowshed, vessels, etc., 
are sprinkled to become purified. All the members drink a little 
of it and become purified. A bull calf, branded on one side of 
it, is let loose, so as to set the spirit of the departed free from 
the Pretha stage. On the eleventh day, a Srcidha called Eko· 
dclishtam is performed in the fire itself, and then a Brahman 
who is seated to represent the Pretlta of the dead person is fed 
after going through the Srcidlta rites. The balls of cooked rice 
offered at the time are thrown into the water, and the members 
of the family again bathe and drink a little of the sanctified water, 

No At•ciltana (invocation) takes place in this ceremony, 
.nor the oblation of cooked rice into the fire, nor do 
Vaisatcdevas take part in it.1 Ekoddisltta Sradhas are com
pleted by the performance of Sapindakaranam, the reception of 
the Prt!tha into the community of Pitris. If these ceremonies 
shoul.d be properly performed, the subtle parts of the offerings 
made during their performance feed the deceased till he goes 
~~~---=7-~--~---

J, Sankbayana Qrihya Sutras,lV 1 a-s. 
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to Pitriloka (world of the manes). The mantras facilitate his 
passage thereto, and he takes a place among the Pitris. The 
Sapindal<aranam, takes place on the twelfth day, but should, 
according to the Stistras, be performed only a year after death, 
i. e., on the completion of all the Masikas or monthly Sradha$. 
Now a ceremony called Sh6dasam (the sixteen) is performed 
just before it on the twelfth day, and this consists in giving 
presents of money and vessels to the Brahmans. On the 
thirteenth day, the ·house is purified with sanctified water 
when twelve Brahman Vaidiks are invited to perform Graha 
Yajnam (propitiation of the nine planP.ts). After this worship 

.a feast is given to the relatives and friends. During the night 
of the same day, some verses called Charama S!oka in honour 
of the dead man are composed and read by a Sanskrit Pandit. 
Every month for a year after death in a family, Sradha is per
formed as described in the following pages. Those who can 
afford it, go to Benares and Gaya, where they perform a similar 
ceremony, which renders the performance of the rites not 
obligatory thereafter. 

Sradha Ceremonies :-Sradha means an oblation of 
grain, water or other substances, offered with faith. The per
formance of the Sradha by a son is necessary to deliver a fat)ler 
from the Hell called Put', whence 'the son' is called Pttt-tra 
the rescuer from " Put ". Hence it is that every Brahman, in 
fact, every Hindu desires to have a son and not a daughter. 
Sradha is held to be auspicious, and it is performed for the 
benefit of a dead person who has received an intermediate 
body and became a Pitri or ·beatified father. Both in the 
funeral and Sradha ceremonies offerings of the balls of rice 
and libations of water have to be made with the recital of the 
Vedic texts and prayers. In the former the above mentioned 
offerings are for the nourishment of the ghost and the formation 
of the body as a vehicle, whereas in the latter they are offered 
as an act of. homage to the spirit with the body so formed. It 
is also plainly said in Mann II, 1-137, and ~lsewhere that the 
embodied Pit:is require periodical offerings of Pinda and water 
for their continual nourishment and refreshment. Sradha is 
not always connected with funerals. According to the Vishnu 
Purana (III-13) a Grihastha or hsmseholder should worship 
the manes at the marriage of a son or daughter, on enterfng a 

J. Manu, Chapter IX-IJ8. 
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new building, on naming a child and on other similar aus· 
p1c1ous occasions. Nirnaya.Sindhu makes mention of twelve 
different kinds of Sradhas, of which Nithya (daily or constant), 
Naimittika ('special', performed on special occasions), Vridhi 
(for the increase of prosperity), Sapindana and Par1!alla 
Sradhas are the most important. A short account of each of 
them is given below. 

I. Nithya Sradha is one which consists in giving food to 
a Brahman, after offering it to three ancestors by name, with 
the usual preparatory vows and prayers, and with. the formality 
of placing three blades of grass as a seat for each ancestor, but 
using a single prayer only for the invocation of the manes and 
omitting the ceremony of welcoming them with an arghya. It 
is a short method of performing the ceremony. 

'2. Naimittilca Bradha is that which is performed. on 
special occasions as at funerals, and refers to one person (Eko
ddishtam) recently dead. Only one man is feasted at the end 
of the rite. Sradhas performed in holy places during eclipse, on 
the first day of Karkadakam, Thulam, Makaram, and Medam, 
and Mahalaya Srcrdhas come under this division. 

J, Vridhi Sradha :-The obsequies for the increase of 
prosperity, as the term Vridhi Sradha signifie~, are celebrated 
previous to the solemnization of a marriage,. or of any 
of the ceremonies which, according to the notions of the 
Hindus, contribute to the regeneration of a twice-born man, 
that is, of Bnlhmana, Kshatriya or Vaisya. This Sradha is 
likewise performed at the commencement and close of a solemn 
fast. 

4. SaPi11dana Sradha :-This is performed for the bene
fit of the deceased to enable him to join his ancestors or 
St~Pindas, who are connected by the offering of the Pindas. 

A cow is then usually presented to a Brahman, and this gift 
is believed to render the crossing of the river Vaitarani-river of 
death-easy for the departed soul. The gift of a boat, cow, 
.and the beddings, and twenty-eight other articles is also made 
to the I;l.rahman at the time. The arghya water of the 
Pdtha is combined with that of the Pitris, and an elongated 
mass of cooked rice is placed between the two rows and 
divided with blades of grass in three portions which are 
arranged close to the balls of rice. This is ·regarded as 
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uniting the·dead man with his ancestors. Gifts of a few annas 
itre made to each of the Brahmans assembled there then. The 
twd Brahmans representing the V aiswadevas and Pitris are 
given betel leaves and a few rupees each, and the members of the 
family go round and'prostrate before them, when after bestowing 
their blessings on them they depart. The rice ball offerings are 
thrown into the water. After these the house is swept and 
cleaned, and all the members of the family again bathe and 
drink a little of the sanctified water to become purified. 'They 
wear the holy thread as on the previous day. At the last 
obsequies for one recently deceased, which is named the 
Sapindana, the following prayer is recited when the riceball 
-which has been offered to him is piled up with the rest ; "May 
the mansion of those progenitors, who have reached a common 
abode and who have accordant minds, foster him ; may the 
blessed sacrifices sacred to the Gods be his. " The subjoined 
prayer is likewise peculiar to the Sapindana. "By (the inter
cession of) those souls who are mine by affinity, who are 
animated, (shades) who have reached a common abode, who 
have accordant minds, may prosperity be mine in this world 
for a hundred years ". 

After smearing the place with cowdung a square altar. of 
sand is raised on it, one or two fingers high, 

~ Sradha Ceremony. 
and nearly a span in length and breadth. It 

must be triangular at the obsequies of one recently dead. The 
person who performs the ceremony first washes his hands and 
feet, sips water and puts a ring of kusa grass on the ring finger 
of the right hand. He sits down on the cushion of kusa grass, 
or of other .materials placed upon a blade of such grass.. He 
lights a lamp, . reciting a prayer which will be cited ·further 
.on. He places the implements and materials in regular 
order '!nd sprinkles water on himself and rul around, medita
ting on Vishnu, sur· named the Lotus-eyed, and revolving in 
his mind the couplet. "Whether -pure or defiled, etc." He 
now shifts the sacerdotru thread to his right shoulder and 
solemnly declares his intention of performing a Sradha, and the 
m,otive of it. He thrice meditates Gayatri, and pronounces 
the salutation to superior beings, " Sruutation to the Gods, to 
th_e ma,nes of ancestors ~·, 
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. After this preparation, he proceeds to invite and welcome 
the Vaiswadevas, Pitris, Vishnu and the manes. F1rst he 
places two little cushions of kusa grass on one side of the altar 
for the Vaiswadevas, and three in front of it for the Pitris. 
Each cushion should consist of three blades of grass folded up. 
After strewing kusa grass on these cushions, he says, " Shall I 
invoke the Vaiswadevas?" Being told" Do so", he thus in
vokes them'" Vais·uoadevas! hear my invocation, come and sit 
on this holy grass ". After scattering barley on the same spot, 
he meditates this prayer " Vaiswadevas! listen to my invoca
tion. Ye, who reside in this sky and ye who abide near us, 
(on earth) or (far off), in Heaven". "Ye whose tongues are 
fire, and ye, who defend the funeral sacrifice sit on this grass 
and be cheerful ". He then invites the manes of the ancestors 
with similar invocations " 0 Fire! zealously we support thee; 
zet~lously .we feed thee with fuel; eagerly dost thou call our 
willing ancestors. to taste our oblations ". " May our progeni
tors who eat the moon-plant, who are sanctified by holy fire, 
come by paths, which Gods travel. Satisfied with ancestral 
food at this solemn sacrifice may they applaud and guard us". 
He next welcomes the Gods and manes with oblations of water 
in vessels made of leaves, two are presented to the Vai.~·U'a
devas, and three to paternal ancestors and as many to maternal 
ancestors. Kusa grass is put into each vessel and water 
sprinkled on it, while the prayer-" May divine waters be 
auspicious to us, " et<>., is recited. Barley is thrown into the 
vessels intended for the· Vaitruoadevas, and tilci (sisamum) into 
those intended for the manes of ancestors, with these prayers :
"Barley I thou art the separator, separate us from our natural 
enemies and from our malicious foes. 2. Thou art tilil, sacred 
to Soma. " At a Sraciha for the increase of prosperity which 
is performed on many occasions as a preparation for a solemn 
act of religion, barley is thrown into the vessels instead of tila, 
and the last prayer is thus varied. "Thou art barley, sacred, 
to Soma; framed by the divinity thou dost pr.o.iuce celestial 
bliss ; mixed with water mayst thou long satisfy with nourish
ment my several progenitors whose mouths are full of blessings". 
The vessels are successively taken up by the celebrant who 
repeats each time a prayer before recited: 1 "The water in 

1. The Religious Ceremonies of the Hindus and of the Brahmans, 
Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII, pages :aaa-aBs. 
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Heaven, in the atmosphere and on the earth, have been united 
with milk, etc. " 

The kusa grass that lay in the vessel is put into a Brah· 
man's hand, and .that which was under it is held by the person 
who performs the Sradl!a in his own hands, and through it 
he successively pours the water out of each vessel on the 
Brahman's hand. He then piles up the empty vessels in 
three sets, and reverses them, saying, while he oversets the first, 
"Thou art a mansion. for ancestors ". 

The person who performs the Sradl!a next takes up rice 
smeared with clarified butter and makes two oblations to fire, 
reciting these prayers-" May this oblation to fire which conveys. 
the offerings to the manes be efficaciot~s ". The Brahmans are 
then presented with new garments, .sandal paste, flowers, etc. 

The Brahmans should be fed with the residue of the oblation. 
It is a6:cordingly consecrated for that purpose by the following 
prayer :-"The vessel that holds thee is the earth; its lid is sky; 
I offer you this residue of an oblation, similar to ambrosia, in 
the undefiled mouth of a priest ; may this oblation be effica
cious". The performer of the Sradlza then points with his 
thumb towards the food, saying, "Thrice did Vishnu step, 
etc". He adds, "May the demons and giants that sit on this 
consecrated spot be dispersed. " He meditates the Gayatri 
with the names of the worlds, and sweetens the food with honey 
or sugar, saying, " May winds blow sweet", etc. He then 
distributes the food among the Brahmans ; and when they 
have eaten and have acknowledged that they are satisfied, he 
gives them water to rinse their mouths. 

He now proceeds to offer the funeral cakes consisting of 
balls or lumps of cooked rice mixed with clarified butter. He offers 
three to the paternal and more to the maternal ancestors. The 
prayers "Ancestors! rejoice, take your respecti've shares," and 
the form of the oblation has been already mentioned. It is 
only necessary to add in this place that he wipes his hands 
with kusa grass in honour of remoter ancestors, who thus 
became partakers .of the oblations.. · 

In the hext place, he makes s.ix oblations of water from 
the palm of his hands, with salutation to ·the seasons. 
"Salutation· untc;~ you, 0 Fathers! and unto the •saddening 
seasons," etc. By this prayer, the manes of ancestors· a~e 
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doubly saluted; for the Veda declares," The six seasons are the 
progenitors of mankin!l.'' 

A thread is placed on each funeral cake to serve as apparel 
for the manes, and each time the same words are repeated, 
"Fathers! This apparel is offered unto you." Flowers, per
fumes and similar things are added at pleasure, but water must 
be sprinkled-on each cake with the prayer, "\Vaters! Ye are 
the food of our progenitors ". 

The performer of the Sradha, then takes up the cake i!} 
the middle and smells it; or his wife eats it, if they be solicit
ous for male offspring. In this case, the following prayer must 
be recited :-"Grant, 0 Progenitors ! t.)te conception of a male 
child (long lived and healthy, and the like), the lotus and 
garland (or twins that sprung from Aswini); so that, at this 
sea~on th~re may be a person (to fulfil the wishes of the Gods, 
of the manes, and of human beings") 1• He then takes up the 
cakes, successively smells them, and throws them into a vessel 
and gives ~:tway the food to a mendicant priest or to a cow, 
or else casts it into the waters. 

He then dismisses the manes, with presents of betel leaves, 
nuts, and a few annas saying, "Fathers I to whom food 
belongs, guard our food and the other things offered by us, 
venerable and immortal as ye are and conversant with the holy 
truths. Quaff the sweet essence of it, be cheerful, and depart 
contented by the paths which Gods travel". Lastly, he walks 
round the spot and leaves it, saying, "May the benefit of this 
oblation accrue to me repeatedly; may the Gods pf the earth 
and the Goddesses of the sky whose form in the universe visit 
me with present and future happiness. Father and mother, 
revisit me when I again celebrate the obsequies. Soma, king. 
of the manes; visit me for the sake of (conferring) immortality."• 

A Sradha is thus performed with an oblation of three 
funeral cakes only to three male paternal ancestors on 
such occasions; or with as many funeral oblations to three 
maternal ancestors on others. Sometimes separate oblations are 
also presented to their wives of the paternal ancestors. Thus 
nt the monthly Sradltas celebrated on the day of new moon, 

1. The Rel,gioua Ceremonies of the Hindus and of the Brahman•
•· Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII, pageo •3•-•s.) 
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six funeral cakes .are offered to three paternal and as many 
maternal male ancestors with their wives; on most other occa
sions, separate oblations are presented to the female ancestors. 
At the obsequies celebrated in the first half of Aswina, Ol) the day 
entitled lVI.ahalaya, funeral cakes are separately offered to every 
deceased friend and near relation ; thus, immediately after 
offering the oblations to ancestors a cake is presented to a 
deceased wife, then to a son or daughter, to a brother or sister, 
to. an uncle or aunt, to a father-in-law, to a preceptor, and lastly 
to a friend. The same is observed at the obsequies performed 
on the day of an eclipse, or upon a pilgrimage to a holy spot, 
a.nd especially to Gaya. This kind of Sradha is called a 
Parvana Sradha, which is performed at new moon and at other 
periods of the moon's changes. 

Besides the ceremonies described above, there are llther 
customs in vogue among the Tamil Brahmans. There cannot 
be any cooking in the house of the deceased ; and the chief 
m0urner and the nearest relatives are fed during the days of 
pollution with the food cooked in a neighbouring house either at 
the mourners' own expense or at the expense of the husbands of 
the daughters, grand-daughters, or the parents of the daughters
in-law of the deceased. In wealthy families, the funeral 
fe>tivities are very grand and provide for the feeding of a large 
number of Brahmans. 

In the case of the death of an aged member in a Brahman's 
family, a kind of weird dance by the female members, their 
relatives and neighbours is got up at nine o'clock at night 
from the second or third day, and continued till the tenth. 
The women collect together and perform a circular dance, 
singing special funeral songs, and beating on their uncovered 
bosoms; and fina1ly mimic loud lamentations. This is continued 
till the tenth day, when a similar gathering takes place for the 
same purpose, after which they go in procession to the neigh
bouring tank or river, with their tresses of hair dishevelled 
and with their arms on each others shoulders, and return home 
in the same manner after their bath.. The chief mourners and 
their close relatives are treated to a grand feast at the expense 
of the daughter's husband of the decf:ased or the parents of his 
daughter·in·law. · · · 
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The funeral songs above referred to are said to have been 
composed by an old Tamil poet, and they are learned by the 
girls and young women along with the wedding and other 
songs. A woman should at least know one song about her 
grand parents, parents, brothers and sisters, husband, children, 
father and mother-in-law. It is not likely that these lamentations 
really expreps any genuine feelings in the hearts of the 
mourners ; but the custom implies that such feelings are held 
in some estimation. 

On the morning of the eleventh day, the woman whose 
husband is dead has her head completely 

Ton•ure of widow•. 
shaved, and becomes a widow thereafter. 

She remains in seclusion for a year, and wears white cloths 
for the rest of her life. Henceforth her status in society is one 
of degradation, and she cannot take part in any of the domestic 
ceremonies, such as weddings, nuptials and the like. Of all 
kinds of calamities or misfortunes that can happen to a woman, 
widowhood involving the loss of hair is considered to be the 
greatest. 

The rules regarding the conduct of widows are like those 
regulating the conduct of Sanyasis (ascetics). "Eating on metal 
plates, sleeping on the cot, chewing betel leaves (thcimbula), 
use of flowers, perfumes, etc., are all denied to the Y ati and the 
widow alike. To all who are in a Vrata, the purification is like 
the Y at is and so for the widow " 1• Thus the sages have prescrib· 
cd to the faithful widow a number of duties, the keynote of 
which is austerity. 

It is interesting to enquire in this connection whether there 
is any religious sanction for the tonsure of widows. There are 
passages .in the Rig ~"ida which bear testimony to the fact 
that the preservation of hair on the woman's head adds to her 
beauty. 1 Athal'\•a11a Yt!da contains charms to stimulate and 
promote the growth of hair. " In order to strengthen the old 
hair, to beget the new, to render more luxurious that which 
has grown, the all healing plant, Nitani .in one of the remedial 
rites is prescribed in that VIda for the growth of hair'. 
That plant was brought, it is said, by J amadagni from the 
abode of Asita, for promoting the growth of hair of his 
daughter. It has the power to strengthen the roots, lengthen 

1. R. V. 1., 11-1-s, Vl,·ss-•, IX, 67-u. 
a, A, V, Vl,•tl, 
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the ends and expand the middle. Thus from ancient times 
the hair was prized as an aid to beauty. 

1'he authorities for the tonsure of widows are very few. 
In the early Law Books, or Smrithis, of Apasthambha, Gautama, 
Vasishta, and Yagnavalkya, and in the Mahabharata, there is 
no mention of the custom. The widows then dressed the hair 
without the parting line or did not deck the hair. The only 
authorities in which mention is made of shaving, are the Skanda 
Purdna and Vyas.a Smrithi. 

In all probability the custom has .originated from the shav· 
ing of Buddhistic Nuns. 

The Brahmans were, by Sastras, required to teach the 

Occupation. 
Vedas, to look after the training and preserva
tion of the moral, social and religious principles 

of the people, to perform and preside over the religious and 
sacrificial ceremonies, and also to aid rulers in the adrninis· 
tration of justice. These duties were, in after times, discharged 
by some among them known as Vaidiks, while others called 
Loukikas were engaged in other occupations. At present, the 
priestly class of Brahmans and others proficient in the study 
of Sastras have, owing to the absence of sufficient encourage· 
ment, diminished in numbers, while others engage themselv~s 
in all occupations which afford decent income for their 
livelihood. The study of the. Vedas and Sastras is, in point 
pf money earning, less popular among them, and its place is 
being taken up by western education. Brahman children, boys 
!J.nd young men, are being educated in all schools and Colleges, 
and take advantage of the instructions imparted in them; so 
that they form a conspicuous majority in the ranks of the 
literates. As in other districts, they are employed in all depart· 
ments of Government service. Many are merchants, .bankers, 
c~1ltivators, and the.like; 

The Brahmans are strict vegetarians and teetotallers. Rice is 

Food. 
the chief article of food, and other graim such 
as pulse, black, green ,and B.engal gram, and 

dhol are largely used in. their· daily meal. Milk,. ghee, curds 
and butter milk are also used at. every· meal. AU kinds of 
vegetables with the exception ·of onions and potatoes .are freely 
used. Orthodox Brahmans have th,eir dinner between el~ven 
11nd twelve o'clock in the morning and supper lit. ~jgpt ~' M, 

' .~ 
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with a lunch consisting of some bread and· hot water seasoned 
with coriander, cumin and other seeds. Children and very young 
men and women have their break·fast, which consists of rice 
boiled during the previous night and mixed with water. A 
small quantity of this rice with butter milk and pickles is 
consumed at 8 A. M., and 4 P. M. in addition to their regular 
dinner and s·~pper. An innovation has however taken place in 
this direction. Coffee or tea with bread bas taken the place of 
cold rice and butter milk in the morning and evening. 

The Tamil Brahmans form one -division of the represen
Appearance, d,.. •• , tatives in Southern India of the Aryan race, 

•nd ornament•. h JJ h b · • J b and ave a t e c aractenshcs pecu iar to t e 
Arayan type. Partly owing to the influence of fusion and 
interminglings during the long lapse of time with the Dravidian 
po,Pulati0n, some of the characteristics of the latter are found 
among them : and yet they can be distinguished from the rest 
of the community by their fair complexion and other physical 
and mental cbaracters. Sir Herbert Risley considers the Brah
mans of Southern India as belonging to the Aryo-Dravidian 
type. 
The Tamil Brahmans are found in all shades of complexion, 
and are handsome in appearance. They are of the medium 
height. The orthodox Brahmans and others who do not pos. 
sess western culture get their ·bodies clean-shaved at least 
once in every month,' leaving a long tuft of hair on the back of 
the head which is made smooth by gingelly oil. It is now a kind 
of fashion among some young men and a few grown up men 
to have their heads cropped and keep the rest of the body 
unshaved on the pretext of better comfort and convenience. 
Some again shave their faces only. All these innovations are 
repugnant to the orthodox members. In this connection, it 
may he said that tonsure is one of the sixteen sacraments, and 
the preservation of a tuft of hair is necessary for the Brahmans 
on ceremonial occasions : and yet this fact is ignored by those 
who delight in the innovations above referred to. 

The dress of the men of all sections is similar. Orthodox 
Brahmans and others wear somali, a loin-cloth five yards in 
length and about one and a half yards in breadth. They also 
put on l'aislltis three yards in length and with the same 
breadth ·as that of the loin dress. In Malabar, -Cochin,, and 
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Travancore many, except on ceremoniai occasions, wear 
mundus, (small loin dress) like the Nambuthiris and Nayars, 
with small ones thrown over their shoulders. The educated 
young men of these days wear costumes of European pattern. 
Unmarried young men and boys wear only mundus; boys and 

' young men, in schools and Colleges, wear coats and ,caps, and 
the adoption of European costume is but a step higher. The 
hair on the head of a Brahman woman' is parted in the middle 
and tied into a knot behind. It is well smoothened with 
gingelly or cocoanut oil. 

The dress of the married woman is called a Pudava, which 
is a coloured cloth nine yards in length and two and a half 
~ubits in breadth. Three or .four folds of the cloth are held 
together on the left side of the loin, while the rest of it is pass· 
ed between the legs to be tucked up behind rather tightly, and 
the remaining portion, after passing twice or thrice round the 
loin is carried over the right shoulder after covering the breast. 
Young women put on a· petty coat or ·ravikka. A married 
woman wears a cloth of any colour except white, but an ·old 
woman generally wears only red cloths. A widow puts on a 
white cloth. A girl·before marriage wears a Pavada. 

The men wear ear-rings, a waist-band of gold or silv.er 
and rings for the fingers. The women, on the other hand, are 
not sparing in the matter of ornaments, and their desire for 
them is unbounded and often beyond the means of their 
husbands. ·They have ornaments for the head, nose, ears, 
neck, arms, fingers,- waist, feet, and in fact for every part of 
the body. 

The following are the orilainents in common use among 
them:-

jatasingaram.-It is a gold ornament which consists of a 
series of admirably carved· minor ones, almost square in shape, 
attached together by gold wire and hooked so as to look like a 
single ornament. It is attached to the plaited hair by means 
of hooks. 

Nagar.--·It is a· delicately worked gold ornament; shaped 
like a hooded serpent, and generally placed at the back ·of the 
crown. ·.This is now superseded by the Rakkudi. Below this 
are placed· some minor ·ones na~ed Tha~hambu, Koppu 
Jadabelli, worked in imitation of rose and other flowers; ' 
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Rakkudi.-lt is an elaborately carved round-shaped orna· 
ment; kept in position on the crown .of the plaited hair. In 
front of this, on either side, are two small gold ornaments, one 
circular and the other crescent-shaped, but these are now worn 
mostly by children. 

Jimiki.-It is a pendent in the shape of an inverted cup 
made of gold sometimes set with rubies all over and with 
clusters of pearls hanging from the bottom. It is now out 
of· fashion. 

Kammal or Olai.-This is the most common ear ornament, 
and is made of gold or- set with rubies or diamonds. The 
latter is now the fashion. 

Bulakku.-This is an ornament for the nose, and is made 
of gold and set with rubies or diamonds with a .big pearl at
tached to i.ts base. This is worn by girls and women below 

. middle age. 
Nathu.-This is a circular ring set with pearls and rubies, 

worked in fanciful shapes of birds and flowers. It is now out 
of fashion. 

Mzlkutfi. ··This is worn on the right nostril, and a small 
hole is bored through the skin for the purpose. 

J{odi.-A string of gold with the tali or marriage badge 
is worn round the neck by married women. This ~ali is .never 
removed as long as the husband is alive. 

J{dsumala.-This is a garland of gold coins worn round 
the neck. Old Venetian Sequins were very common, but are 
now substituted by five· france French coins. Half sovereigns 
are also rarely used. The number of coins varies from fifty to 
a hundred. This jewel- is a great favourite with women, and 
costs fi~e or six hundred rupees. It is presented to the bride 
at the time of wedding. 

Sarad11 or Addiyal.-This is a close fitting.ornament worn 
round the neck. 

J{drai.-This is a common ornament worn by children and 
young women. It consists of a pretty stiff gold wire witJ:! tea 
or twelve gold beads on each side of the hook, .. 

· Kappu.-Gold Bracelet. 
Pdttil.-Wristlet. It is a thin leaf of gold worn,rDund the 

wrist. At the hook are placed two thin plates .of gold half an. 
inch square, either plain or set wi~h precious s~o11es. 
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Valai of kankana.-Glass bangles. 
Vanki.-'-This· is a curiously worked ornatnent·of gold, 

·worn like a bangle round the upper arm. It is worn on botb 
·the upper· arms. 

Oddiyanam.-This is a silver or gold girdle, an inch or an 
inch and a half in breadth with a hook in front; 

Metti.-This is a plain silver ring worn round the second 
toe of each foot, and produces a jingling sound on walking. 

Kappu.-These are plain silver rings worn on each leg. 
Golussu.-This is another silver ornament of elaborate 

·workmanship worn round each leg. 
There are other old-fashioned silver ornaments-Tha11da, 

Pavasaram, etc.; which are·not now in use. 
Many of these ornaments are worn by grown up girls and 

young women who, after being blessed with a few children, 
become indifferent and limit their desire to the wearing of a 
few of them. Kammal Kodi, and a· few necklets, K4sztmala, 
armlets Kappu and Golussu are generally worn by them. 

From the foregoing account of the customs and manners 
of the Tamil Brahmans, it may be seen that 

The P'••ent ooclal f h ld 'd 1 d 11 d' conditions ol the To.· many 0 t e 0 1 ea 5 are gra Ua y !Sap .. 
mil B•ahmano. • Th ld d' . . h . peanng. e. o tvtstons among t em extst 
more for the sake of marriage prohibitions than for anythihg 
else. The custom of matrimonial relations twenty years ago, 
was to select a suitable bride for a young man according to the 
old Sastraic ideals, and give her ornaments in proportion to 
the means of the bridegroom's parents, which might in some 
cases form a nucleus for her maintenance in the event of her 
husband's premature death; but now this custom has so far 
changed that the husband has to be purchased at a price which 
has been enhanced by western education and culture. Parents 
with a few daughters and sons become poor by the marriage, 
of the former and by the education of the latter; and in the 
majority of cases; there is no chance of replenishing the family 
property by the joint labour of the sons, who generally shift for 
themselves when they are able to ·earn. · 

The daily routine of the Brahman in his family was, in 
former times, a series of religious . observances, and the junior 
members, women and children, were_ in a kind of moral and 
religious atmosphere, irol}l "'hich tliey are now completely' free. 
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The various ceremonies which a Brahman has to perform are 
performed either without comprehending their real significance 
or purpose, or are sometimes overlooked with the exception of 
the ancestor worship (Sradha). The religious and moral edu
cation of boys and young men reading in schools and colleges 
leave very much to be desired according to the old Brahma1;1ic 
ideals. 

In point of occupation, they have adapted themselves to 
the modern environments, and are sufficiently speculative and 
enterprising. They are engaged in all occupations which 
afford them a decent income. Thus, many of the old custO!IlS 
are disappearing by the influence of western education and 
culture. The old Brahmanic ideals, under the same influence, 
will be a golden mean. 



CHAPTER XIII, 

THE EMBRANS 
AND 

THE KONKANI BRAHMANS. 

THE EMBRANS. 
They are a class of Brahmans living in the 32 villages 

north of Perumpuzha, and are strictly speaking the Brahmans 
of Kerala. But they are now regarded as faradesis (foreigners), 
because of their having declined to observe the customs intro· 
duced by Parasurama and afterwards by Sri Sankara. They are 
immigrants from South Canara and have never been domiciled 
here. They numbered 943 in the State at the last Census. 

According to Tulu traditions, Parasurama, after the de· 
T•aditional Odgin parture of the original settlers {Brahmans), 

ofthe Caste. · procured for the reclaimed tract of Kerala, 
ne\V Brahmans by taking th~ .n.ets of some fishermen, and 
making a number of Brahmaiiicaf threads with which" he 
invested the fishermen and made them Brahmans. He then 
retired to the mountains for Tapas (penance), telling them that 
if they were ever in distress and invoked him, he would come to 
their aid. After the lapse of some time, during which they 
were not in distress, they were curious to know if Parasurama 
would remember them, and invoked him as directed. He 
promptly appeared, but punished their mocking him by cursing 
them, and causing them to revert to their old status of Sudras. 
There were no Brahmans again in the land until Tulu Brah· 
mans were brought from Ahikshetra by Mayura Varma of the 
Kadamba dynasty. This account is somewhat similar to that 
given about the Sapagrasthas among the N ambuthiris. 

There are various traditions given about their immigration 
and settlement, but all agree in attributing the introduction of 
the Tulu Brahmans of the present day to Mayura Varma, in 
spite"'of the variations in detail r~garding their immigration and 
~ttlement. One account says that. the Habasikha chief of the 
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Parayas drove out Mayura Varma, but was afterwards in turn 
expelled by Mayura Varma's son or son-in-law Lokaditya, who 
brought Brahmans from Ahikshetra and settled them in the 
thirty-twc villages. Another account makes Mayura Varma 
himself, the invader of the country, which was in the possession· 
of the Parayas and fishermen who expelled Parasurama's Brah· 
mans. A third account mentions the settlement of the 
Brahmans from Gokurnam, which is said to have been a 
Brahman settlement in very early times, and there was proba· 
bly a further influx of Brahmans thither owing to the advance 
of Muhammadan conquests. 

The thirt1•-two villages in which the Brahmans are said 
to have been settled by Mayura Varma are the important centres 
of Tulu Brahmans, who are considered to he the followers of 
Bhattacharya. They lived in several villages or places such as 
Sivalli, Kota, Koteswar and Kandawar, which became their re
cognized headquarters, and from which arose the names of the 
divisions among them. Kota, Koteswar and Kandawar Brah
mans speak the old Canarese language, and the Sivallis, the 
Tulu dialect. 

These Tulu Brahmans who have settled in Malabar in 
comparatively recent years are known as Embrantiris or 
Embnlns. They are found all over the Cochin State except 
in the Chittur Taluk. Some are Sarna Vedis following Aswa
layana Grihya Sutras. They observe the rules and rites 
ordained by their original leader, Bhattacharya. Like other 
Brahmans, they practise infant marriage for girls, and observe 
the sixteen Karmas (ceremonies) and other customs.' 

The Emhrans found in the State are Sivite and Vaishna
l'itc Brahmans from all these sections acting as priests in 
temples, or doing services as assistants under Nambuthiris, 
or cooks in palaces and primte houses. Namhuthiri males and 
females generally intcrdine with them. In some places. how
ever, they are not to enter the kitchens of Nambuthiris, nor 
do Nambuthiri women eat the food cooked by them. Next to 
Nambuthiris, they command a greater respect, probably on 
a€count of their Malayali origin and priestly service in temples. 

J. Castes and Tribea of Southern India, Vol. I, page 376. 
.v 
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THE KONKANI BRAHMANS. 
The Konkani Brahmans come under one of the divisions 

of the Panclza (five) Gaud as, as distinguished from the Pa11cha 
Dravidas. They are an important community mostly found 
in the southern division of the State. In the last Census of the 
State, they numbered 8522, 4580 being males and 3942 females. 

The original habitat of the Konkani Brahmans was the 
Traditional Origin and Punjab, where on the hanks of the five 

History of the Caste. rivers, settled the five tribes or peoples 
. Pa11chajana, who in after times spread thei1 civilization 

throughout India. Of these, some were settlers on the banks 
of the Saraswati, (supposed to be the modern Saraswati near 
Thaneswar), and this river which is the subject of several 
hymns of the Rig Vida, is the most sacred of the ancient 
rivers, "worshipped even in that remote period". It is also 
said, that the ancestor of the tribe on the banks of the Saras
wati, was Saras·wata, son of Dadhicha, and is known in the 
Vedic literature as Saras<mfa or Saras·wan (Rig Veda, VII, 
96). When all other Brahmans lost the knowledge of the 
Vedic literature owing to the great famine that drove them to 
various places in India, they, in order to regain their know
ledge, had perforce to become the pupils of Sciras·wata, and to 
acknowledge him as their spiritual preceptor. It is an admitted 
fact that the current recension of the Taittiriya- Vida is that 
settled hy Saraswata, and differs from that detailed in the 
Grilzya Sutra of Satydshc'!da, while the SaTya Parvam of the 
Mahabharata describes him" as the foremost of the Rishis of 
unrivelled splendour and God-like mien". It is from this 
most celebrated ancient sage that the Konkanas derive their 
name as the Gauda Sdras'<mfa Brahmans. 

As their numbers increased, the Aryans left the banks of 
the sacred Saraswati, moved eastwards and onwards into 
Bengal, and settled in Trihotrapura, (mpdern Tirhut in 
Mithila). The ancient name of this central part of Bengal 
was Gauda; and the immigrants into that part got the name 
of Gauda Saraswata Brahmans, a name hy which one of the 
five divisions is known. 

In common with the other Brahmans of India, the Gauda 
Saraswata Brahmans believed in the traditional origin of the. 
first Vama, from the mouth ~f the Viral Purusha-the univer
sal spirit-as recorded in the Puruslza S1ikta of the Vedas, in 
the ltilzasas and Puranas; 
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The Sahyltdri-Kanda of the Skunda-PurHna contains the 
traditional history of all the Brahmans that have settled on the 
\\'est Coast. The first chapter of Uttam Rahasya of the 
Sahyitdri-Kanda (verses 47-54) gives a short account of th~ 
history of this community. 

To assist him at sacrifices and at Sradhas, and to entertain 
his guests, Parasurama, the sixth incarnation of Vishnu, 
brought from Trihotrapura, ' Brahmans of ten Gotras1

, settled 
them in the districts of Gomanchala, Panchakrosa, and 
Kusasthali. 

In other parts of the work some more Gotras arc men
tioned, and this accounts for the fourteen Gotra.• now extant 
l'mong. the members of the community. Tradition says that 
on the information of the prosperity and affluence of their 
brethren in their new homes, i. e., the land of their trans
plantation four more Gotras of people came from Tirhut and 
settled in Goa. Those who were brought were settled in a 
group of sixty-six villages or hamlets, hence called Sassasti or 
Shat .• hasti. The others who followed the first batch from 
Tirhut settled in the district of Tiswadi, which means thirty 
villages or hamlets. Thus the number of villages occupied 
by the two batches of immigrants amounted to ninety-six, and 
the people were known as Shenvi Brahmans-Shenvi being a 
corruption of Slurmrovi derived from the Sanskrit Shanna~·<Jti 
-meaning ninety-six. The fifth chapter of the Utt<1ra Rahasya 
of the Sahy<lcfri-J{auda gives an account of the settlement on 
the plots of land a'ssigned by l'arasurama to each of the 
sixty-six families that constituted the ten Gotras. There is also 
reason to believe that the names-Shmids and S<ls<lshtikars
wcre at first convertible terms and used indiscriminately ; hut 
at present, the name Sheu~·i is restricted to the Sivite section 
of the community and the other term Sasaslrtikars to the 
\'aishnnva section. 

As Goa was the most important settlement in southern 
Konkan, one of the seven Provinces reclaimed by Parasurama 
from the Sea, the Gauda Saraswata Brahmans who settled in 
Goa were culled Cauda Saraswata Konkani Brahmans. 

The Puranic account of the colonization of Konkana by 
T~• P"'bable porlod the Aryans of Trihotrapura under their len-

or !.heir Settlement In d p I h . d I 
Konkan-Goa. er arasurama p aces t e1r a vent to t 1e 
J, Ten Gotras-Bharadwaja, Kausika. Vatsa, Kaundinya, J<asyapa, 

Vaaiahta, Jamadagni, Viawamitra, Gautama, and Atri. 
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west coast many centuries before the christian era. A 
sober history is not prepared to accept the Puranic chro 
nology, it is desirable to fix the date of their settlement i1 
Goa. The references to Gomanchala, Saurashtra, Konka1 
in the Mahabharata, its supplement Harivamsa and in th• 
Bhagavata, and other Puranas go to show that Konka1 
and Goa were Aryan settlements long before the compositim 
of these works. The affinities of the Konkani Brahmans 
language with Prakrit and Mithili tend to prove that the 
migration must have taken place soon after the breaking ur 
of Sanskrit into countless Prakrita dialects of which only a 
few are preserved in literature. It is therefore highly probabl~ 
that the original immigrants from Trihotrapura left thei1 
northern home shortly after the rise of Buddhism. As Tirhut 
formed the southern district of Mithila which became the 
headquarters of Buddhism, Brahmanism must have sustained 
a terrible check and must have been almost suppressed. 
The great sacrifices must have fallen into disuse ; Vedic 
scholarship which was essentially necessary for the careful 
performance of the sacrifices must have been disregarded ; and 
consequently the means of sustenance for Brahmans must have 
disappeared. This may be supposed to be the probable cause 
of their deserting Trihotrapura and settling in Goa. 

When Goa was conquered by Vijayanagar, these Saraswata 

Emigration and Settle~ 
ment of the Konkanas 

in Cochin. 

Brahmans placed themselves under the 
protection of the rulers of that kingdom. For 
nearly a quarter of a century after the con

quest of Goa by the Portuguese they continued unmolested 
under the Portuguese Governors. During that period they 
took to a lucretive trade in European goods ; but with the 
establishment of the Inquisition at Goa, and the religious 
prosecution set on foot by the Portuguese, the community 
left Goa in voluntary exile. While some submitted to conver
sion, others fled to the north and south; and those that fled to 
the south, settled themselves in Canara and Calicut. Receiving' 
a cold reception at the hands of the Zamorin, they pr~ceeded 
further south and sought the protection of the rulers of Cochin 
and Travancore, where they.flourish even to this day. The 
christian com·erts who followed jn the wake of the. first. batch· 
of exiles settled themselves in th.e important centres of trade 
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in the State as copper-smiths, and they are even now deriving 
a profitable trade in copper wares. The Brahman immigrants 
are called Konkanis, because of their having emigrated from 
Konkan ; and they speak the Konkani dialect of Marathi. 

Marriage is allowed within the pal., of the community. 
The sections of th" community that do not 

Mo.rria'e Prohibition a. 
object to intcrdining have no objection to 

intermarrying. The Vaishnavit.,s, and Sivites among the Gauda 
Saraswata Brahmans freely interdine and intermarry. The 
prohibition of the marriage of the same Gotra and Pravara, as 
wdl ijS of Strpinda.,, is in force among these Brahmans. The 
children of sisters though they belong to different Gotras are 
not allowed to intermarry. The marriage to a paternal aunt's 
daughter or to a maternal uncle's daughter, though not sanc
tioned by the Smritis and though not prevalent among other 
branches of Gauda Saraswata Brahmans, has in imitation of 
the custom of the Dravida Brahmans been introduced, But 
such marriages do not at all ainount to an injunction. The 
marriage to one's sister's daughter, which obtains among 
Desastha and Karn•Haka Brahmans, is not in vogue among the 
Gauda Saraswata Brahmans. 

The community holds that, of the Samskaras (sacraments), 
marriage is the most important, as it at 
once establishes a relation between the past 

and the future, and links the living and the dead, and as the 
object of marriage is to hand down the ancient religion and to 
keep up the uninterrupted offering of the pi11das to the pitris 
at their Srcidlt.r. All the Samskaras are to be performed by a 
Griltastlta or house-holder in the Griltya-fire, the fire which he 
has to maintain fur eYer after his marriage. The Grihastlta 
is to support all other Asramds. In short, the immediate 
object of marriage is to bring up children for the preservation 
of the race and for convenience to all beings. 

llfarriage is Brahma in form; the bridegroom is invited to 
take to wife, the bride, properly adorned and dressed. Though 
·there is no rdcrence to horoscopes in the Vedas, the Grihya 
Sutr.rs, the Ramayana, the l\fahabharata or the Puranas, the 
consultation of horoscopes has become the prime factor in 
marri01gc nllianccs. If the horoscopes agree, the father of the 
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girl to be married negotiates with the father of the boy, and 
when they have come to a definite understanding and settle
ment, the bride's father arranges for the public declaration of 
the intended matrimonial alliance. He invites his friends and 
relations as well those of the bridegroom, the Purohita (priest) 
of the bride's father states on behalf of the latter, the condi
tions of the marriage which the Pur6hita of the bridegroom's 
father accepts on behalf of the latter ; and if the hour and the 
date of the wedding is settled previously, one of the priests 
reads the Pa11changam (almanac) of the day and announces the 
hour fixed for the wedding ceremony. After the offering of 
sweets and flowers, the sprinkling of rosewater, and distribu
tion of pan-supari, the assembly disperses. This is called 
N ischayatdmbula and corresponds to Kanya· Varana. 

It is followed by Vagdana or the betrothal-a ceremony 
forming an essential part of the marriage. It is performed 
either a few days before the wedding or on the day preceding it. 

In accordance with the injunction of Aswalayana that a 
Brahmachari who has performed the Samavartana ceremony 
shall stay in a house where he will be honoured with the offer· 
ing of Madlwparka, the Samavarla11a is celebrated on the day 
preceding the wedding, if the wedding happens to be on the 
fore-noon of the next day; but if the marriage takes place in 
the evening, the ceremony of Samavartanam is finished on the 
same day; after which the bridegroom with his friends and 
relations is invited by the father of the bride to his bouse. If 
the bridegroom is poor, the expenses of the Samch•artanam are 
defrayed by the bride's father, and in this case, the bndegroom 
is for the first time, invited to his house the evening previ<Jus 
to the Sama~·artanam. 

At sunrise or sunset according as the wedding takes place 
during the day or at night, Ghatfkithapana is made in the 
bride's house, an antiquated mode of determining the hour of 
wedding by means of a metal bowl which is left afloat in the 
consecrated water. There is a little hole in the bottom of the 
bowl through which water slowly enters. \\'hen. the bowl is 
filled to a certain point, it sinks and indicates one G hati---,-(Jne 
hour of 24 minutes' duration. The tound is repeated until the 
hour of wedc!ing arrives. 

Then the parents with thek daughters enter the Mandapa, 
the place intended for the celebration of the marriage, and 
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perform the Mandaj>a-Pratishta,1 Ganapathy Puja,' Punyaha· 
'IJacllana,• Matrilta Puja,' and Nandisradlla.' Then the parentii 
go to invite the bridegroom's party and the girl is engaged in 
worshipping Gauri, Hara, and Sac hi in the inner apartment of 
the house. 

On the arrival of the bridegroom, lamps are waved before 
him; he is seated on a reserved seat, honoured as a guest, and 
is oftcred the ,\ladhuj>arka-the highest mark of respect. The 
bridegroom then stands up while a thin piece of cloth is held 
in front of him as a screen, and the bride is carried to the place 
by her maternal uncle, and is made to stand facing the bride
groom. Priests recite the Sul)·a-hymn (X. 85, Rig Veda) 
and certain portions of the Taittirya Bralrntana; on this occa
sion women are al<o expected to sing auspicious songs. The 
priests announce the Gcltra and Prat•ara of the two parties to 
be united in wedlock, the names of the father, grandfather, 
and great grandfather, after which the screen is removed and 
the bridegroom and the bride are enabled to see each other· 
The bridegroom then touches the middle of the forehead of the 
bride w~th the blade of a Darbha grass, and the bride and the 
bridegroom pour rice on each other's head. The bride's father 
touches the feet of his elders, and with their permission con
secrates water for giving away his daughter in marriage, and 
with a stream of this water gives her to the bridegroom and, 
instructing him in his future behaviour, receives from him a 
promise so to act. .The bride's father presents to his son-in
law a small sum of money tied in a piece of cloth together with 
rice and one or two pieces of turmeric as Dakshin.r for accept
ing the gift. This is called Varadckslrina. The bridegroom 
with certain manlrams touches the abdomen of the girl. They 
nrc sprinkled over with the water that remains after the 
Dhclm. The Mangalasara is next tied round the wrist of the 
married couple, who once again scatter rice on each others head· 
The husband takes from his head a flower, dips it in milk and 
ghee and with it makes a mark on the forehead of the bride, who 
in turn, taking n flower from her head, makes a mark on his. 
-------- ----------

1, Jnatallation of the marriage dais. 
· a. Worship of Ganapathy. 

3• Reeitation of the mantrama for sanctifying water. 
4. Puja to mother. 
S· Worship of anceaton. 
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They garland each other, and the husband puts the !.Iangalasutra 
round the bride's neck, adorns her with other jewels and presents 
her with cloths. The bride is made to wear an upper garment 
(uttariya) to one of the corners of which is tied an arecanut, 
and a piece of gold and a corner of this uttariya is tied to a 
corner of the husband's upper garment. This represents the 
union of husband and wife in all religious duties, and matrons 
bless the union by scattering rice on the heads of the married 
couple. The bride and bridegroom then jointly worship Maha
lakshmi, Parvati and Sachi, after which they enter the llfandapa 
perform the hymeneal Homa, and in the presence of the sacred 
fire the bride-groom takes the hand of the bride (Panigrahana) 
and leads her round the fire (Parinayana). He- asks her to 
ascend a mill-stone, so that she may be firm and constant, and 
makes her step on seven small grains of rice. This makes the 
marriage complete-Saptapadi. The priest sprinkles water over 
their heads, while they look in a mirror placed on the floor ; 
and the priest fin i~hes the Hom a, and the ceremony of the 
waving lights is performed by women. Then the married 
couple go into an apartment where they take their meals and 
sleep in it. The nuptial fire is maintained for three nights, 
and Aupasana is observed. On the fourth day, at nightfall, 
the married couple take their bath, put on white clothes, and 
are honoured by the parents of the bride, and they perform a 
Nagabali. Then the bride is taken to the bridegroom's house; 
the married couple are not allowed entrance by the husband's 
sister until they promise that the daughter of their union shall 
be wedded to her son. The bridegroom makes presents of 
clothes or money to his sister and is then allowed to take his 
wife into the house. They worship at the doorsill, enter the 
house, and the young wife is installed as the queen (Samragni) 
of the house, and is called by a new name. After this cere
mony they return to the bride's house, and next day complete 
the marriage by a Mangala-snana (bath a'fter the marriage) 
and Bralnnana-blwjana (feeding of Brahmans). After the 
entertainment the Brahmans invoke blessings on the married 
couple. . .. 

It has been thought necessary ·to enter into all the details 
of the marriage as prevalent among the Gauda Saraswata 
Brahmans, because they are· surrounded in Canara mostly by 
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• 
Yajur· Vedis of the Boudh8yana school, and in Kerala by Yajur· 
Vedis of the Apasthamba school, who believe that the form 
and procedure of marriage obtaining among them are the ortho· 
dox ones and that all other forms must necessarily be unortho· 
dox, and cavil at other forms. The Saptapadi is the most 
essential part of the marriage, indissoluble among the members 
of the community. It is not correct to say that the marriage 
becomes binding on the parties only after .the {)elebration of the 
ceremonies of the fourth day. 

Asvalayanacharya himself admits that diversity of marri· 
age customs exists in towns and villages, and the commentator 
adds that the various customs obtaining in towns, villages and 
.one's own family may be observed, but not combined in marri· 
age. In the course of their peregrinations the Gauda Saraswata 
Brahmans have not been slow to adopt marriage customs from 
their neighbours, the Dravida Brahmans, and this is more 
especially true of the Vaish11ava section who have made the 
marriage ruinously elaborate. Consequently, this ceremony 
among the rich lasts for eight days and among others for five 
days. An attempt has now been made to bring the wedding 
into strict conformity with the precept of Asvalayana and thus 
revive the ancient ideal. Out of considerations for conveni· 
cncc and interest, the Grihapra"''t!sana Homa (oblations to fire 
after entering into the husband's house) which ought to be per· 
formed in the bridegroom's house, that is, her new home and 
which is aptly called Grihaprat•r!saniya luima, is in violation 
of Asvah\yana's inJunction combined with the Lajahomcr. 
The Aupasa~~cr, and the minimum Brahmacharya of three days 
arc observed in the bride's house; and this adds unnecessarily 
to the cost of the wedding. The party of rival, consistent 
with the injunctions of Asvalayana Grihya Sutras 1, 7, 21, 
insist on the starting oft he married couple to the bridegroom's 
house with the nuptial fire on the very night of the wedding 
on performing the Grilrapravr!saniya Homa there, or observing 
the Aupasana and the Bralrmacharya for three days, and con• 
eluding the marriage with a !tlangala·slltilla, Brahmanabhojmra 
and Asil'\•crcla (blessings to the married couple). As this form 
of marriage-the form authorised by the Asvalayanacharya
is obtaining among the members of the community in the 
Bombay Presidency, in Goa, Indore, and Gwalior and i~ 

•Z 
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practised by the Havika and Shivalli Brahmans in Canara; it was 
recommended to the members of this community in· Canara, 
Malabar, Cochin and Travancore, at the grand conference of 
the representatives of the community from all parts of India 
held in December 1908 and more than fifty marriages have 
already been performed in accordance with it. 

As the girl has to be disposed of before she attains puberty 
and proper matches are difficult to make as the selection must 
be within the community, marriage has become ruinously ex
pensive and, in common parlance, synonymous with bankruptcy. 
The bridegroom has to be given a large sum of money, the 
major portion of which is converted into jewels for the bride, 
clothes, a gold ring and utensils for daily worship; jewels and 
clothes and money are to be presented to the bride ; presents 
of clothes are to be made to the relations, and the castemen 
and women are to be sumptuously entertained for four days. 
In Cochin and Travancore much money is squandered on 
nautches, music and fireworks. These items involvin~: the ex
penditure of a large sum of money bring ruin to families and 
make men dread the birth o! a daughter and look upon it as 
a certain misfortune. To mitigate the evil, however, some· of 
the intelligent families have set the example of investing the 
dowry in a Bank or on land in the name of the bride and thus 
obviating extravagant waste of it on idle shows at the marriage. 

All pre and post-natal ceremonies performed by the Kon
kana Brahmans, and the customs connected with polygamy 
adultery and divorce are mostly similar to those in vogue among 
other classes of Brahman, and are avoided for the sake of 
repetition. 

Inheritance is from father to son. In British territory the 
inheritance is regulated according to the Hindu 

Inheritance. 
Law. In Cochin and Travancore, the property 

of all people who die without heirs goes to the Devaswam the 
authorities of which direct certain ceremonie~ to be performed 
on the anniversary of the death of such persons. 

\Vhen it is found difficult to settle points of social or reli-
gious law, Manu,. Yajnavalkya, and Angiras 

Caate Government. have laid down rules for the constitution of 
Parislzads, whose decision is to be accepted as final. The Pari-· 
sha<l may consist of three, four and not more than ten members. 
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In villages where the communitv is not large the temple com• 
mittee is called Dltajana, the ten. With the growth of 

. democratic ideas these terms are now applied to the whole 
assembly of members of the community when they are 
~:athered to discuss any question regarding the caste or temple. 
Transgressions of caste rules, failure to undertake religious 
work connected with the temple and other matters affecting 
the interest of the community are discussed, and if the matters 
are within the competence of the people, they are settled; if 
not, they are referred to the Su•amis. 

In common with other Brahmans the Konkanis hold 

Rellrton. 
the Vedas as the highest scriptural authority. 
Their ritual being based on the Vedas, and their 

religious ceremonies being performed with the recitation of 
Mantras, their religion is in this aspect Vedic. In so far as 
the worship of the deities extolled in the Puranas and the rites 
or ceremonies and vows recommended by the Puranas, find 
favour with them, their religion is Puranic. They belong to 
the Sa-kala Scika of the Rig Veda, and follow the Sutras of 
Asvalayana in the performance of their Srouta and the 
Grihya-karma.,. They have no objection to accept other 
GrihJ•a Slitras if they are in conformity with Asvalayana's 
Slit•·a.,. In addition to the Srouta and the Gri!tya S1itras of 
their Acharya they accept as authority of the Grihyaparishishta, 
the supplement to the Gri!tya Sutras, Kumarilabhatta's 
Grihya-karikas, Sounakya-J>ray6ga and Narayana Bhatia's 
J>rayciga-Ratna. I'rayoga-J>arijata quoted by Narayana Bhatta 
is also looked upon as an authority in certain matters. In the 
course of their Brahmayajna they repeat the first verse of the 
}',ljnat•alkya Smriti which may be taken as the legal code of 
the community. This code is elaborately commented on by 
\'ijnaneswara, Apararka and Sulaplmi. Apararka's c:>m· 
mcntary is accepted in settling questions relating to social and 
religious matters and \'ijnaneswara in strictly legal matters. 
The association of the Sage Yajnavalkya with the court of 
Jnnaka and the residence of the community in Trihotarapura 
make it probable that the Dharmasastra of the community is 
Yajnavalkya Smriti. Though Yajnavalkya Smriti is the Smriti 
Intended for St•adhy<lya, other Smritis are also appealed to as 
authorities. The Vaishnava section of this community accept 
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the compilations made by Sri Madhwacharya and his suc· 
cessors. 

Puranic Religions.-The sixteen Samaskaras sacraments 
and the funeral rites enumerated above are vedic in their nature. 
It is now time to advert to the rites and ceremonies enjoined by 
the Pura11as and practised by the community. For purposes 
of religious observances, this caste follows the lunar year begin
ning with the month of Chaitra. (March-April). 

The following is a list of religious holidays :-

Chaitra. 

1. The first of the bright half is Yugadi the New year's 
day. 

2. Ramanavami-Sri-Rama's birthday. 
3. Full-Moon-Hanuma Jayanti. 

Vaishaka. 

4. Akshaya-Tritiya-Parasurama Jayanti. 
5. Narasimha Jayanti-the fourteenth ofthc bright-blf. 
6. Full-moon-Karma J ayanti. 

jya.~htha. 

7. Fourteenth of the bright·half-Vata-Savitri-Vrata. 

Ashada. 

8. Sukla-Dashami-Chaturmasa begins, 
9. Sukla-Ekadeshi (eleventh day after full-moon). 

10. Sukla-Dwadeshi (twelfth day after full-moon). 
These three days as well as the corresponding three days 

in the bright half of the month of Kartika are looked upon as 
of special sanctity. 

11. Naga-Panchami-on which day Nagas are worship· 
ped. 

U. Upakarma is performed on a day when the moon is 
in the asterism called Srava11a. · This generally takes place 
on the day of the full-moon. If an eclipse of the moon takes 
place on that day the Upakarma is performed on the Panchami 
when the moon is in the asterism called H asta, 

13. Krishnashtami-the birthday of Sri-Krishna. . . 
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Blradrapada. 

14. Gauri-Tritiya-Gauri puja and Vayana dana. 
15. Vinayaka Chaturthi-Ganapathi puja. 
16. Anantha Vrata. 
17. The dark half of this month is Malralaya paksha 

when on certain days Sradha for all Pitris is performed. 
18. Mahalaya-Amdvasi. 

Asln)(zyuja. 

19; The first nine days of this month constitute the 
Navaratri. Many observe fasts and devote themselves to the 
worship of Durga and read Devimahatmya. 

20. Lalita·Panchami. 
2L Mahanavami. 
22. Vidyadesami. 
It is to be noted that on the days of the Navaratris con· 

secrated to the J(uladevatas (family deities), they are specially 
worshipped, and that Brahmans and Sttt•asanis (married 
women) are sumptuously entertained. On these days, the ears 
of the children are bored for the first time. On the Desami, 
boys nrc taught the letters of the alphabet. 

23. The full-moon of Asvayuja is Agrdyanam, the 
Indian harvest feast-when new rice is eaten. 

24. The fourteenth of the dark half is Naraka Chatur· 
deslri or Dipavali. 

Kartika. 

25. Sukla Dashllmi. (The tenth day after new-moon ) 
26. Sukla Ekadeshi (The eleventh day after new-moon.) 
27. Sukla Dwadeshi-Tulasi puja. 
All these three days are very important to the Vaishnavas. 
28. Fu11-Moon-Vyasa puja and Dipotsava. 

Margas!Jira. 

29, Subrnmanya Shashti. 
Magha. 

In most temples of the community in Canara and Mala• 
bar five days' L'tsat•a is held from the third of the bright half 
of this month. 

30. Rathasnptami. 
31. Mahll.sivaratri, 
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On these days rites and ceremonies laid down in the 
Pur ana and systematized in the work called Varataraja are per
formed. All Sumangalis (married women) worship Tulasi dev0 
and Surya Narayana on all Sundays and Fridays in the month 
of Srdt•ana. Particular modes of life, food, worship, etc., are 
prescribed for each of the lunar months in the lflahatmyas of 
the months. Of these months Kartika and 1\H.gha are the 
most popular. The Adhikamcisa or the intercalary month is 
observed by some in the hope of realising the merits promised 
for such observances. 

Astrological ceremonies.-To propitiate the planets whose 
position is astrologically inauspicious or dangerous to life 
various ceremonies are observed ; and presents are given to 
Puroliitas who are engaged to perform h6mams for muttering 
Mantras Uapa), and for reciting Sthotras--eulogiums in venera
tion of the deities presiding over the planetary orbs. 

From the nature of the Kuladevatas or tutelary deit- · 
Spiritual nders or the ies worshipped by the Gauda Saraswata 

Community. Brahmans on their arrival in Goa, it will 
appear that these Brahmans were origi

nally Bhagavatas i. e., making no difference between Vishnu 
and Siva. The community at present consists of two sects, 
Saivites and Vaishnavites. The Saivites are under the spiritual 
jurisdiction, of their Guru whose chief monastry is called 
Kaivalya-Mdta. Unbroken tradition points to the famous 
Gaudapada Vivaranacharya, the guru of the famous Govinda, 
more famous yati, who was the preceptor of Sri Sankaracharya, 
as the reputed founder of this Mdta. The Saivites are mostly 
found in the Bombay Presidency, Savantawadi, Baroda, 
Indore, and Gwalior. All questions, social, religious and 
spiritual, affecting the Saivites are settled by their Guru, whose 
decision in such matters is finat They follow the Advaita 
school of the Vedanta philosophy as expounded by Sri 
Sankaracharya, make no distinction between Vishnu and Siva 
in point of superiority, and ar~ still Bhagavatas. They use 
holy ashes for marking th'" various parts of the body and 
put on a tilaka on the forehead. \Vomen use kunkuma for' 
the tilaka, which is a horizontal st_reak along the forehead. 

The Gauda Saraswata Brahmans in Malabar, Cochin and 
Travancore are generally Vaisi)navites. They follow the Dravida 
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system of Vedanta as expounded by Sri Madhwacharya, look 
upon Vishnu as the highest deity and all other Gods and God· 
desses as Vishnu's servants, carrying out his orders about the 
preservation of the universe, and worship them in that light. 
Sri Madhwacharya founded in the thirteenth centur; A. D. 

the Vaishnava sect, refuted twenty-one creeds and for the 
spread of his creed journeyed towards the north of India. 
When he arrived in Goa, he made proselytes in his form of 
Vaishnava faith a number of Shem·is, who till then were fol
lowers of Siva and disciples of the Kaivalya Mata. These 
proselytes were mostly from the Sasashtikars, that is, those 
who occupied the tract now known as Salsette in Goa. Hence 
the tl'rm Shenvi became restricted to the Saivas, and the 
name Sasashtikars or Konkana Brahmans to the Vaishnavitcs. 
Though converts to 1\Iadhwa faith, they have always moved 
on excellent terms with their Saiva brethren, interdining and 
intermarrying as if no change had taken place in the form of 
their religion. 

The Vaishnavites usc Gopiclralld«lla instead of using 
ashes in marking the body with caste signs, wear Urdlrwa 
P1111dra and stamp them with the four weapons of Vishnu
Sallllha, Clrakra, Gad<r, Padma, and a square stamp called 
Narayana from the fact of its nine squares being filled with the 
letters of Narayana Shatakshara mantra. The Guru brands the 
disciples on the occasion of their visits with silver stamps of 
Sankha and Chakra. There is no objection to the use of 
sandalwood for making caste marks by Gri!Jast!Jas. Women 
mark their forehead with Kunkuma made of turmeric, and 
mark with Gopic!tamlalla the upper arms and the temples with 
Vishnu's arms. Widows use only Gopiclra11da11a and do not 
make a Tilaka of Kullkiiiii<T. 

\\'hilc in Goa, the Gauda l:>araswata Brahmans worshipped 

Ood1. 
their tutelary deities brought from Tirhut. 
With the development of the Puranic reli-
gion, the number of Gods increased and 

some of these were claimed as l(llhui.!~·atas. So, at present, 
there nrc many more J(uhrdt!t•atas than those enumerated in 
the Sahyadri Khanda. Of these two became most popular 
anti have been worshipped us Grama-Devutus; one of these is 
\'ittoba, whose shrine is in Pandarpur and who is most popular 
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in the Bombay Presidency, and the other is Narasimha, whose 
worship they adopted from the Vijayanagar rulers whc 
held sway in Goa. 'When they came to the Malabar coast, 
they brought with them the worship of these Gods. After 
their settlement in Canara, they adopted in addition the 
worship of Sri Venkitaramana of Tirupathi in North Arcot 
District, as that deity was found by them to be the most 
popular of all among the Vaishnavites of the Madras Presidency. 
Thus these Brahmans have come to worship one or more of 
these Gods in their private houses or their public temples; but 
no family in Canara and Malabar has denounced the worship 
of its tutelary deities originally brought from Tirhut. Their 
temples in Canara and Malabar are dedicated to Vittoba, 
Narasimha or Venkitaramana, but in Cochin and Travancore 
they are generally dedicated to Venkitaramana, whose temple is 
called Tirumala Devaswam. The word Tirumala is the Tamil 
equivalent to the Sanskrit Srisaila, the mountain on which 
the famous temple of Venkitaramana is built in Tirupati. 
Tirumala is not derived from the name of Tirumala Raja of 
Vijayanagar, but the Raja was named after the mountain 
Tirumala. The mountain had various names in Sanskrit. and 
many proper names are derived from these synonyms, such as 
Seshagiri, Seshadri, Seshachala, Venkitachala, Venkatagiri, 
Venkatadri, Venkitapati, Venkatesa, etc. Divine service in 
these temples is performed by Vaidiks of the community. 
Brahmans of other communities are on no account engaged to 
perform the puja, etc., in the temple, nor are they admitted 
within the temple. 

In regard to the disposal of the dead, the invariable rule 
Fune,.t customs. is cremation ; but in case of the death of 

infants or of persons dying of small-pox and 
leprosy, their remains are buried. Obsequies are performed in 
accordance with the Sounakya Prayoga. On the eleventh day 
after death, the rich let loose a bull (Vrishotsarga). In con· 
formity with the instructions of. Sri-Krishna recorded in the 
Prita-Kalpa of the Garuda-purana, Sapindikara"a, which ought 
to be performed at the end of the year, is performed on the 
twelfth day. In order to be entitleq to perform this ceremony 
earlier, one has to offer the si)\teen lrlasika-Sradhas on that. 
day. After the Sapilldikara!la, the si11teen !rlasika·Sradhas . - . 
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arc performed as they fall due in the course of the year· at the 
end of which comes the Abd{ka, the first annual Sradha. · 

Parvana Sradha, at which three Brahmans are entertained 
at the P•lrvapankti, is observed among the rich only. On ~c
count of the difficulty of finding out properly qualified persons 
for entertainment at the Pzirvapankti ofSradha, Shri 1\ladhwa
charya has been pleased to sanction the performance of Srirdha 
on Chataka-krama, which prevails largely among all Madhwa 
Brahmans. According to this plan, no Brahmans are at all 
entertained at the Purvapankti, and preparations intended 
for the Sradha are served on two leaves, one of them 
being intended for the Vaiswa-Devas and the other for the 
Pitris :. both are invited to accept the offerings of food, etc., 
and are believed and treated as present. While the Gods and 
the Pitris are engaged in partaking of the feast, the Yajamana 
(performer) under the guidance of the Puroltita prepares three 
Pindas of rice and offers them to the spirit of the person 
whose Sradha he is performing; of father or mother, of 
grandfather or grandmother, of great grandfather or great 
grandmother respectively according as the Pitri is father or 
mother. 

After the conclusion of the Sradha, whether Parvamt or 
Chdt&Ika, the Yajamdna performs the Brahmayajna and 
Tarpr.ma and dines with his Pur6hita, friends and relations. 
This service is called Uttara-Panllli-Brahmana-Bhojana. If 
death takes place at a very distant place, or if the person is 
lost by water or fire; and if consequently the bones are not 
forthcoming, the obsequies are performed according to the 
procedure called Palcisa-Vidlzi. 

As Sr.rpindikarana is performed on the twelfth day after 
death, there is no need for ,lfdrmza-Diksha, which is so very 
common among the Nambuthiris. It is not observed among 
this community. 

The funeral ceremonies constitute the Antyeslzti-the final 
service, in as much as the body consecrated by the forty 
.Samskdras and purified by the rites and ceremonies of a life
time is rendered acceptable to Agni and offered as a Pumcilwt> 
to. that Fire, which was first kindled by the married couple in 
their house. 
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Impurity of child·death and birth lasts for ten days. This 
is the general rule, but in the case of death of children below 
three years, the period varies. 

In Cochin, the Konkanis are mostly traders; but law, 
Occupation. medicine, teaching and other learned professions 

which are pursued by the members of their 
community in other places are beginning to be pursued by 
them in the State also. 

It is a well-known fact that Gaudas and Dravidas do not 
interdine and intermarry. Nor do the Gaudas Soc! at status, 

among themselves enjoy such social equality. 
On their migration to the South, the Gauda Saraswata Brah
mans found their neighbours the Dravida Brahmans differ in 
point of ritual, manners, and customs. Language which, if 
common to two people, at once would establish ties of artificial 
relationship between them, was altogether different and hence 
estranged the two peoples. Instead of assimilating and incor
porating themselves with the Dravida Brahmans, their Gauda 
instincts compelled them to hold aloof and become a distinct 
community, maintaining its social autonomy in spite of dis
advantages and inconveniences. 

Grains and vegetables with the milk of cows and buffaloes 
Food. and its products constitute the primary articles 

of the food of the community. In Canara and 
in the places to the south of it cocoanut oil is largely employed 
in seasoning and frying, while, in the places to the north of 
Canara, ghee takes its place. vVheat, rice, Bengal gram, green 
and black beans, are turned into flour, which is made use of in 
the preparation of sweet meats. The Gauda Saraswata Brah
mans in Cochin and Travancore have attained great excellence 
in the preparation of a large variety of rich and palatable 
curries, while their northern brethren surpass them in the pre· 
paration of sweetmeats and similar eatables. 

It may be here stated that the survival of some primitive 
Aryan practises in the matter of diet may be found to a smal! 
extent among the Gauda Saraswata Brahmans here and there, 
Such practices do not find favour with the large majority of 
the community, whose present :.riews about proper di~t and 
living make them look upon sue h practices as unorthodvx, 
The members of the community, among whom such practices are 
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found, may in justification refer to the Salya parva of the Maha· 
bharata in which the eponymous progenitor of the tribe, the first 
Saraswata, will be found to have been permitted by his mother 
the Goddess Saraswati to eat food which strict orthodoxy in 
these days will consider unhallowed. It may be confidently 
stated, however, that such practices are neither universal nor 
followed on public or ceremonial occasions and that generally 
they are looked down upon. 

The Konkani Brahmans generally wear mu11dus, but on 
solemn religious or festive occasions they use dh6tis and 
shawls and turbans. 

The dress of women consists of a mere saree reaching to 
the ankles, but rarely of a llanchuka or a shawl over it. At the 
'Yedding ceremonies a small shawl is thrown over the shoulders 
of the bride. 

I am indebted to Mr. Seahagiri Prabhu, M. A., Lecturer, Rajamahendry 
College, for the account of the Konkani Brahmans, 



CHAPTER XIV. 

THE NON·INDIGENOUS CASTES. 

AMBATTAN. 

The Ambattans are the Tamil barbers, some of whom 
have become, like the Chaliyans and Tarakans, half-Malayali 
in appearance and have adopted some of the customs of the 
Malabar Sudras. 

Very probably the original occupation of Ambattans was the 
practice of surgery, to which were added later on, 

Origin of the oaste. th f . f "II b h d · . e pro esswns o VI age ar er an musictan. 
This view is supported by the current tradition that the Ambat
tans are the descendants of the offspring of a Vaisya wo.man 
by a Brahman, to whom the medical profession was allotted as 
a means of livelihood. 

There are two classes of Ambattans, namely, the Tamil 
Sub-divisions or Ambattans, and· the Malayali Ambattans. 

the caste. The latter again form two endogamous groups, 
one of which follows the system of the inheritance in the male 
line and the other ( Velakkathalavans) in the female line. 
Those that follow the former system consider themselves 
superior in status to those who follow the matriarchal form of 
i nheritance. There is neither interdining nor intermarriage 
between the members of the two groups. 

The girls of the Tamil and the Malayalam Ambattans, 
. \\ho belong to the patriarchal system of inherit-

Marnage customs. , 
ance, are marneri both before and after puberty. 

The marriage ceremonies are performed in the same manner 
as those of other Tamil Sudras. Various rites are per
formed such as the planting of a p9st (muh1irtakal) decorated 
with mango leaves before the auspicious hour (Mululrtaml, 
worship of Vigneswara, the tonsure of the bride-groom . . 
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pada·puja (washing the feet of the bride-groom) by his brother
in-law on entering the gate of the bride's house, preparation of 
the sacred fire (h6mam) by a Brahman priest, waving of certain 
things (a lighted lamp, a vessel of water, a vessel of rice and 
paddy) round the face of the conjugal pair to counteract the 
potency oi the evil-eye, tali-tying by the bride·groom, daradat
tam (giving away the bride), going round the fire. The pro
ceedings conclude with pot·searching to find out whether the 
married couple will beget a son or a daughter'. Then the 
guests assembled are treated to a feast. The marriage festi
vities last for four days, and on the morning of the fourth day, 
the bridal pair, after bathing and worshipping the local deity 
return to the bride's house in procession, where the guests 
assembled are treated to a grand feast. After this, there is a 
general contribution of a few annns each (poli) from those 
present to meet the expenses of the ceremony. The marriage 
is then over, and on the fifth day the bridegroom returns home 
with the bride and her party, who are sumptuously entertained. 
A man can marry two or more women, but never can a woman 
mate with more than one man. Widow remarriage is however 
in vogue among them. 

The ceremonies connected with pregnancy and child birth 
and all post·natal ceremonies are similar to those which prevail 
among other Tamil Sudras. 

The Ambattans worship the ordinary Hindu divinities, but 

Relirlon. 
they are also animists to some extent, for they 
adore such demoniacal Gods, as Madan, 

Yakshi, Gandarvan, and are worshippers of ancestral spirits. 

The dead bodies of the Ambattans are generally burned, 
hut those who have died as the result of acci. 

Punersl cu.toms. 
dent or contagious diseases, are buried. The 

son is the chief mourner. He must, daily after bathing, make 
rice offerings to the spirits of the departed. The pollution 
lasts for fifteen days, and on the morning of the sixteenth, the 
agnntes hnthc and, after taking a little of the sanctified water 
brought by a Brahman priest, become free from pollution. 
Annual memorial ceremonies (Sradha) are also performed by 
t)lem. 
-- ----:::-:--:-------c· 

•~ Vide marriage customs or tho Kaikolans and Devangas. 
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They faithfully follow their traditional occupation of shav

Occupation. 
ing, and may be seen going early in the morn• 
ing to their employers' houses. Their women 

act as mid-wives. Some are physicians as well, while a few of 
them are musicians also. 

Ambattans, like Velakkathalavans, are one of the most 
important of village servants. They lead a busy life and their 
services are in requisition on all occasions of marriages, feasts 
and funerals. As. has been seen, they combine in themselves 
the three useful avocations of shaver, surgeon, and musician. 

Ambattans numbered 1,101 at the last census, 511 being 
males, and 590 females, but these figures include both the 
Tamil and Malayali Ambattans. 

AND I. 

The Andis are a class of Tamil beggars who profess the 
Sivite faith. They are found in some of the villages of the 
Chi ttur Taluk begging from door to door and beating a small 
gong with a stick. The Andis differ from most other castes in 
that a person of any caste may join _their community. Some 
of them officiate as priests in village temples,. especially when 
large sacrifices of goats, buffaloes, and pigs are made. · 

It is recorded that' South Indian beggars are divided into 
two classes, Panjathimdi and Paramparayandi. The former 
are famine-made beggars, and the latter are beggars from 
generation to generation. The former,. as a ·common saying 
goes, would rob from the person of a child, if an opportunity 
occurs, while the latter would jump into a well and pick up a 
child which has fallen into it by an accident, and make it over 
to its parents. 

Andi is, in fact, almost a generic name. All Andis are 
not beggars however; some are bricklayers, others are culti
vators, and yet others are occupied in temple~. They employ 
Brahman priests at their ceremonies, but all of them eat meat 
and drink alcohol.· The Andis are inferior to Pandarams, but 
the two terms are often ~indiscriininately applied to the same 
class of people. The former, however, draw recruits from all 
classes of Sudras. Andis numbered 331 at the last census, 
115 being males, and 216 females. ·. 

x, C. Hayavandana Rao, Tales of Komati Wit and Wisdom., 
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CHAKKAN. 

The Chakkans are the Tamil oil-pressers and dealers in 
oil found in the Trichur town and the Chittur Taluk of the 
State. They call themselves Vaisyas, and their holy book is 
called Vaisyapuranam. 

The word " Chakkan " means one who works in Chakktt 
or an oil-mill; and they call themselves Vaniyans which signifies 
trade, i. e., trade in oil as well as in its manufacture, which is 
the usual occupation of the caste. 

Marriage between mem hers of the same gotras is never 
allowed ; but a young man can claim the hand 

Marrlarecustom•· h" ) of the daughter of 1s maternal unc e or 
parental aunt. Among the Chakkans, girls are married both 

'before. and after they reach the age of puberty. Their marriage 
ceremonies are similar to those prevailing in other Tamil 
castes. The bride's price was formerly twenty-one rupees, but 
is now thirty-one. The wedding may be celebrated in the 
bride's house or in that of the bride-groom. In the former 
case, all expenses connected with the wedding have to be 
defrayed by the bride-groom, while in the latter case the bride's 
price alone is paid at the time of settlement. The marriage 
ceremony begins with the erection of a panda! at the auspicious 
hour on a day previous to that fixed for the wedding. In a 
conspicuous place therein are placed two earthen vessels, one 
containing water, and the other rice and dholl, and by the side 
of them, arc also seven small ones for various seeds. A short time 
before the auspicious hour for the tali-tying, a Brahman priest 
prepares the sacred fire or lwmam. The bride's mother, dressed 
in one of the cloths presented by the bride-groom, goes to 
n tank or well with a vessel full of water decorated with flowers, 
and with a cocoanut at its mouth, performs what is called Gouri 
prija, and returns home to place herself along with the others in 
the panda!. The other formalities, namely, tying a piece of 
thread round the wrists of the bride and the bride-groom, the 
going of the bride-groom to the temple to adore the deity, his 
return to the bride's house in procession, the waving of a lighted 
lamp and a vessel containing water round the heads of both to 
avoid the potency of the evil-eye, the tali-tying by the bride~ 
groom after offerings to Gouri, the dttrtrd<lttam (giving of water), 
the clasping of the bride's lmnd, the treading on a mortar; the 
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looking at the Pole Star (Ursa major), the going round the fire, 
and the due obeisance by both to the guests assembled, are all 
gone through' as amongst the Brahmans. The first day's cere
monies are then all over, and the castemen assembled are treated 
to a feast. There is nothing of importance on the second and 
third days. On the morning of the fourth day, the bridal pair 
wor5hips the local deity after a bath, and return home. The 
bride-groom's party and others among the castemen are treated 
to a grand feast. On the evening of the same day the conjugal 
pair go in procession round the streets, and after their return 
home, an entertainment is given to the guests, each of whom 
contributes a few annas or even a rupee or two for defraying 
the expenses incurred for the wedding. The guests then 
disperse, and the bride-groom returns to his house with the 
bride, and her parents are all sumptuously entertained. In 
the case of adult marriage, consummation takes place on a 
subsequent auspicious night. 

Among the Chakkans polygamy ~is allowed, but polyandry 
and widow marriage are unknown. All ante and post-natal 
ceremonies are the same as those prevailing in other Tamil 
castes. 

The Chakkans follow inheritance in the male line. They 
Jnh,.;tance. have their caste assemblies to enquire into 

all soCial disputes and settle them. 
They worship Siva and Vishnu with equal reYerence. They 

Religion. 
are animists to some extent, and adore Pechi, 
Mari Amman, Oodarakaruppan, Chudala Kara

ppan, and the spirits of their ancestors. The Pandavites 
are also held in veneration. Among these people fire-walking 
IS m vogue. On the morning previous to the day of ceremony 
a puja is offered to Pcmchali by a Brahman priest, when one of 
the castemen becoming a Velichapad and known among them as 
Veerabhadran points out the spot in front of the temple where 
the fire-walking is to take place; and then ·going in procession 
round the streets returns to the temple. A kind of pit 36 feet 
long, 18 feet broad, two or three feet deep, is dug and filled in 
with six or seven cart-loads of fuel, which are burned and 
reduced to red hot glowing embers. In the evening also are 
'offered similar pzijas to the deity, and the idols which are to b.e 

I 1 Vide ~a_rria~e ceremoni~s C?f .the Brabmans 
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afterwards taken in procession are placed on appropriate seats 
in the quadrangular edifice (ndlambalam) of the temple, amidst 
the congregation of the caste-men, and music, either vocal 
or instrumental, is played. This lasts for two or three hours, 
after whieh there is a procession through the streets with the 
idols placed in two richly decorated cars. Amidst a display 
of fireworks, the playing of musical instruments and the beat· 
ing of drums the procession moves on ; and after returning 
to the temple the two cars are placed in front of the pit in 
which the fuel has now subsided into glowing red-hot embers. 

The cast em en and others, who have been under a vow, 
purify themselves along with their priest by a bath in the 
pearest tank or river and go to the pit. The priest first 
walks on the glowing charcoal, and is at once followed by the 
c.astemen, who are in a state of fervent piety. Formerly they 
used to walk over it three times, but they now do it only once. 

The dead bodies of young men and women are buried, 
while those of the grown-up members are Funtral cu1tom•· 
burned. The son is the chief mourner, and 

the pollution lasts for ten days. On the eleventh day the· 
members of the family are purified by a bath and take a dose 
of sanctified water. Cpu11ydham) given by a Brahman priest,. 
On the anniversary of death, a kind of memorial service (Sradha) 
is performed for the spirit of the departed. 

The Chakkans follow the traditional occupation of the caste, 
Oocupatlon oftho namely, oil-pressing, and Oil Selling. The c..... oils-they deal in are gingelly (sisamum), cocoa

nut, Illuppa (ba.•sia lot~gifolia) and ground-nut (calophyllum 
it~ophyllum). According to the sastras, the crushing of gingelly 
seeds and the sale of gingelly oil are sinful acts, and no one, 
who does not belong to this class, will either press or sell. 

DEVANGA. 
The De\•angas are a caste of weavers speaking Telugu or 

Canarcse, and are found in the Chittur and Talappilli Taluks of 
the State. They are also called Jadmu or Jada (great men). 
Dendra, Devara, Dera, Seniyan, and Sedan. At Coimbatore 
in the Tamil country, they are called Settukitran (economical 
people). 
· The following legend is narrated concerning the origin of 

this caste. Brahma, having created Manu, told him to weave 
3'B 
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clothes ·for Devas and men, whereupon Manu·· did so for· 
some years, and through his piety and virtuous life reached · 
heaven. There being no one left to weave for them, the 
Devas and in en had to wear garments of leaves. Vexed at 
this, they prayed to Brahma that he would rescue them from 
their plight, and he took them to Siva who at once created a 
lustrous spirit and called him Devalan. Struck with the bril
liancy of this spirit, all fled in confusion excepting Parvati, who 
remained with Siva. Siva told her that Devalan was created to 
weave clothes to cover the bodies of Devas and men, whose 

·descendants are in· consequence Devangas (Deva-anga-!imb 
of Gods). Devalan was advised to obtain thread from the 
lotus stalks springing from the navel of Vishnu, and he secured 
if after a severe penance, but on his way back he met a 
Rakshasa, Vajradantan by name, who was doing penance at a 
hermitage disguised as a Sanyasi. Deceived by his appearance, 
Devalan paid homage to him and determined to spend the night 
at the hermitage; but towards the close of the day the Rishi 
and his followers threw off their disguise and appeared in their 
tcue colour as Asuras. Devalan sought the assistance of Vishnu, · 
a:td a Chakra was given to him with which he attempted to 
overthrow the increasing number of Asuras. He then invok
ed the assistance of Chandamiyaki or Chandeswari 1, who came 
riding on a lion and drove off the Asuras. The mighty 
Asuras who met their death w'ere Vajradanta (diamond toothed), 
Chitra-senan (leader of armies), and Jayadrathan (owner of 
a victory-securing car). The blood of these three was coloured 
respectively yellow, red, white, and green, and Devalan dyed 
his threads by dipping them in the blood. 

There are two sub-divisions among the Devangas or 

Sub-divisions. 
Chedans, the members of one of which speak 
Canarese and those of the other Telugu, and 

between them there is neither intermarriage nor interdining. 
Marriage is endogamous, and the Devariga girls of both 

•• . c the sections are married both before and after 
uonrna3e uatcm3. · 

they reach puberty. Further, some among 
them eat flesh and a girl who belongs to a flesh eating family 
must abstain from meat, and may not touch any vessel or food 
in her husband's family till. she has .reached puberty. Before 
settlin~ the marriage of a girl_ the village Goddess Chandeswad 

,I1 Devanga Puranam . •. 
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is consulted and the omens are watched. A lizard chirping on 
the right is a good omen and on the left bad. Sometimes red 
and white flowers, wrapped in green leaves, are thrown in front 
of the idol and the omen is considered good or bad according 
to the flower which a boy or a girl picks up. Very often · tbe 
horoscopes of the young man and the girl are exan1ined, and if 
they are found to agree they are considered eligible for ·marr:
age. The marriage ceremony begins with the planting of a 
bamboo post in the panda! erected in front of the house aft<r 
propitiating the God Ganapathi. A small branch of the pdla 
or milk tree (.llimusops Hexandra) is tied to the bamboo 
post and a small yellow piece of cloth containing pepper and 
grains is rolled and tied round it. The castemen assembled 
there are given betel leaves and arecanuts. This takes place 
on an auspicious day previous to that fixed for the wedding. 

On the morning of the wedding day, a few seats made of 
earth brought from a neighbouring ant-hill are prepared in the 
panda!, and on these are placed two large pots containing rice 
and dholl and eight small ones with grains which sprout after 
being daily moistened with water. A lighted lamp, a vessel 
of paddy, rice, and a pail full of water are also placed there. 
A Brahman priest prepares the Homam (sacred fire.) 

In the early morning the bridegroom gets himself shaved, 
bathes, and dresses himsP.!f like a Brahman bridegroom wita 
a long yellow cloth (selman) and a small one over his shoulders 
nnd wears the /(ankanam. \Vith his party, he goes in proces
sion to the local temple to worship the deity and then arrives 
at the bride's house where, at the gate, his feet are washed 
by her brother. }Ie is then conducted to the seat assigned 
to him. Flat metallic dishes containing cocoanuts,· plantains, 
betel lea\'es, arecanuts, pepper, and other grains, garlic, the 
wedding dress and f<ili are brought by the women of his house 
and placed before him. The bride who is qlso neatly dressed 
nnd decked in her best is conducted to the booth and seated 
by the side of the bridegroom. The sisters of both wave round 
their faces n lighted lamp, a vessel of paddy and rice, and a 
vessel of water to counteract the potency of the evil-eye. The 
bride then stands up and her father pours water in her palm, and 
this is allowed to pass into the palm of the bridegroom's father 
who receives and drinks it. At this time, the bride's father 
says that he parts with his daughter in marriage to the intended .. 
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young man, and the bridegroom's father answers that he 
accepts her as the wife of his son. After this, the priest gives 
the tali to the bridegroom to be tied round the bride's neck, 
and the small fingers of the right hands . of the contracting 
parties are brought in contact with each other. They then go 
round the sacred fire, and seating themselves on a mat, are 
served with some milk and slices of plantain fruits. The con
jugal pair then prostrate themselves before their parents and 
the other elders assembled. there for their blessing. The 
proceedings qmclude . with pot-searching. A pap-bowl and 
ring are put into a pot, and if the bride picks out the bowl, 
it is believed that her first born will be a girl and if the bride
groom gets hold of the ring, it will be a boy. The guests 
who attend the ceremony are treated to a feast. On the 
fifth day a square design is made on the floor with coloured 
rice. Between the contracting couple and the square a row 
of lights is placed. Four pots are set, one at each corner 
of the square, and. eight pots arranged along each side thereof. 
On the square itself two pots representing Siva and U rna are 
placed with a row of small pots near them. A thread is wound 
nine times round the pots representing the God and Goddess 
and tied above to the panda!. After the pots have been worship
ped, the thread is cut and worn with the sacred thread for 
three months. This ceremony is called Naga-.ali. A puja to 
the posts of the panda! is also made with the. offerings of rice 
and dholl . preserved in the pots already mentioned. Widow 
remarriage is freely allowed. A woman committing adultery 
with a member of another caste is severely flogged and 
out casted. 

\Vhen a girl reaches puberty, a twig of Ala.nginm Lamt~rcki 
is placed in the menstrual hut to keep off 

Puberty Customs. 
devils. The pollution lasts for 15 days, and 

on the morning of the sixteenth she becomes free from it by a 
bath in a tank or river. 

The Devangas follow inheritance in the male line. They 

Inheritance. 
have their caste government consisting of the 
head-man, called Chettiyar, and other elderly 

members of the community who sdtle all the disputes and levy 
fines- from those who have transgressed the rules of the caste, 
In rare cases the delinouents are outcasted. . . . 
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The majority of the Devangas are Sivites, and wear the 

Reli&lon. 
Lingam. They do not wash the stone Lingam 
in which the feet of Jangams have been wash

ed. They are particular in always wearing the Lingam, for 
when they are at work, they have to touch all kinds of people. 
They are Lingayats and have special reverence for Basavana, 
the sacred bull, and the burying of the Brahmini bull is re
garded by them as a sacred and meritorious act'. Other castes 
do nut regard it as such, though they often set free sacred cows 
and calves. They have at Kumbhakonam in Tanjore their 
guru, who once in several years sends his agents to reccive a 
small contribution, and when he comes in person, he gives 
UpadJsa (advice). Some have given up the Linga and become 
Vaishnavites. Their chief Goddess is Chandeswari, a form of 
Kali or Durga, who is worshipped at a festival annually by the 
entire community. 

The Jeacl are generally buried in a sitting posture. Before 
the grave is filled in, a string is tied to the Kudi-

Funerat Cu1tom1. 
mi (hair knot) of the corpse, and by its means 

the head is brought near the surface. Over it a Lingam is set 
up and worshipped daily throughout th" death ceremonies. 

The Devangas have been for a long time following the here· 

Occupation. 
ditary occupation of weaving somatrs (a kind of 
cloth with silk or coloured borders, ten cubits in 

length), and Shelai (a piece of cloth 18 cubits in length coloured 
for women). "They use counts up to hundred's and even higher 
when there is a demand for the same. They make fine cloths 
(60 to 100 counts generally) with lace or coloured border and 
24 to 50 inches wide. Their finished product Pa~·u-mundu is 
the fashionable attire of the Malayalis and consequently there 
is a great demand fur it. Their castemen in other villages also 
make similar cloths, but they seldom use counts higher than 
60 for want of a ready sale. Their finished products are sold 
either locally to merchants coming from other parts or they 
themselves take them to well-to-do families in the State. The 
Chedars are comparatively a thriving class of weavers who 
have, of late, .taken to financing their industry. They supply 
the poor weavers with yarn and also make small advances for 
their maintenance whenever required and they recoupe them· 
selves by buying the finished produ~t at a fair valuation 

1. Caatea and Tribes of South-em India, Vol. II, p. 161, 
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previously agreed upon. This is practically a system of small 
factories with men employed on piece wages. The pqorest 
among them are in some cases also employed as journey-men 
we:1vers to work the looms of richer weavers. Hence the 
Chedars, as a class, are able to earn· double the wages of 
Chaliyans and Kaikolans. Almost all the fine cloths with lace 
or coloured border required for local consumption used to be 
imported from Tinnevelly, but for the last 20 or 25 years the 
leading families in Cochin began one by one to buy the pro
duce of ·. Kuttampilli and Chittur and especially the former. 
Thfs preference has given a great impetus to the local in· 
dustry, and it has reached such a pitch that at the present 
moment Tinnevelly cloths have all but disappeared from the 
Cochin market! 

Many of the Devangas are short of stature, light·sl<inned, 

Cor. elusion, 
with sharp cut features, light brown iris, and 
delicate tapering fingers. They numpered at 

'the last Census 2,349, (1,176 males and 1,173 females). 

KAIKOLAN. 

The Kaikolans are a caste of weavers found in. the 
· Chittur and Talapilli Taluks of the State, who are immigrants 
from the Tamil Districts. The word Kaikolan is the Tamil 
equivalent of the Sanskrit Virabahu, a mythological hero from 

· whom both the Kaikolans and a section of the Paraiyans claim 
·.descent. The Kaikolans are also called Smkundar (red men 
armed with dagger) in connection with the following legend, 

· " The people of the ·earth, being harassed by certain demons, 
applied to Siva for help.· Siva Yias enraged against the giants 
and· sent forth six sparks ·of .fire from his eyes. His wife, 

· Parvati, was frightened and retired to her chamber and, in ~o 
:doing, dropped nine beads from her anklets. Siva converted 
· the beads into as many females, to each of whom was born a 
hero ·with full grown moustaches and a dagger. These nine 

· heroes with Subramanya at their head marched in command of 
· a large force and destroyed the demons. The Kaikolans or 
Senkundar· are said to be the descendants of Yirabahu, one cif 

· these heroes.· After killing the dell)ons, the warriors were told by 
Siva that they should become musidans and adopt a profession 

J, Industrial Survey of the State. 
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which would not involve the destruction or injury of · any 
living creature, and weaving being such a profession, they were 
trained in it 1." According to another version, Siva told Parvati 
that the world would be enveloped in darkness if he should 
close his eyes. Impelled by curiosity, Parvati closed her hus
band's eyes with her hands. Being terrified by the darkness, 
she ran to her chamber and on the way thither, nine precious 
stones fell from her anklets and turned into nine fair maidens, 
with whom Siva became enamoured and embraced them. 
Seeing later on that they were pregnant, Parvati uttered a curse 
that they should not bring forth the children formed in their 
wombs. One Padmasura was troubling the people in this world 
and on their praying to Siva to help them, he asked Suhramanya 
to kill the Asura. Parvati requested Siva not to send Subra· 
manya by himself, whereupon he suggested the withdrawal of her 
curse. Accordingly the damsels gave birth to nine heroes, who 
carrying red daggers and headed by Subramanya went in search 
of the Asura and killed him. The word Kaikol is said to refer 
to the Ratna· Vail or precious dagger carried by Subramanya. 
The Kaikolans on the Soora Samharam day during the festival 
of Subramanya dress themselves up to represent the nine 
warriors and join· in the procession. 

The name Kaikolan is further derived from Kai (hand) and 
Kol (shuttle). The Kaikolans consider the different parts of 
the loom to represent various devatas' and Risltia. The thread 
is said to have been originally obtained from the lotus stalk 
rising from Vishnu's navel. Several Devas formed the threads 
which make the warp. Narada became the woof; and Vedamrmi 
the treadle. Brahma transformed himself into the plank 
l,padamaram) and Adi-Sesha, the main rope. 

· The Kaikolans of the Chittur Taluk really form one caste, 
sub-dlvlalono 01 but then! are two sections among them, the 

thto••••· members of one of which are somewhat like the 
Nnyars in appearance, while those of the other are "iike the 
Tamil Sudras. The former who speak corrupt Tamil which 
consists largely of Malayalam words are said to belong to the 
thirty-two families that once immigrated from Conjeevaram, 
while the latter, who speak pure Tamil, have no such tradition 
about their settlement in thi~ Taluk. 

a. Madras Censua Report 18g1, 

•. Deities, 
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Among the members of the Nayar·like section there is no 
Marriage prohlbi• inter· marriage between the members who are 

lion. descended from the same. original families; 
This appears to be similar to the restrictions among the N ayars, 
II_l both sections a young man may.marry the daughter of his 
maternal uncle or parental aunt. 

The girls of th., Kaikolans are married both before and 
after puberty. Marriage customs of both the 

M•rri•ge·Cuatome. 
sub-divisions are mostly similar, as will be 

seen from the following description, where the variations in 
each case are noted. The parents of a young man who 
has arrived at the marriageable age select a suitable girl 
after the due examination and agreement of their horos· 
copes. If the girl's parents make no objection to the proposed 
match, a convenient day is selected, when the parents of 
both together with their relations and friends meet in the 
house of the girl to settle the conditions and select the auspi· 
cious day (muhlirtam) on which the wedding is to take place. 
On the day previous to the wedding, they perform the ceremony 
of Ashtamangalyam, for which the castemen are invited, and in 
their presence, the girl's father makes the solemn promise of 
giving his daughter to the intended young man. There is then a 
liberal distribution of pa11 supari to all those present. This 
custom is in vogue only among the members of the Nayar-like 
section. On the morning of the wedding day a bamboo post, 
which is decorated with the leaves of mango and pi pal trees 
and with Darbha grass, and to which a puja is performed by a 
Brahman priest, i> fixed in the marriage booth at an auspicious 
hour. The Tamil Kaikolans tie round it a piece of yellow cloth 
containing various grains and pulses. A few women of the house 
bring some earth from a neighbouring ant-hill, with a small por· 
tion of which the ground around the post is raised, and with 
what then remains, beds are prepared for two pots to rest on •. 
These po~ which contain water coloured yellow and 8 or 9 small 
vessels of mud with some grains and pulses in each, are placed 
in a conspicuous part of the marriage panda!, and to this a prtia 
is performed by a Brahman priest, who, after this, prepares· the 
sacred fire (116mam). On the morning of the same day the bride· 
groom gets his face shaved for the first time, bathes and, being 
neatly dressed and adorned in his best, goes in procession with 
his parents, relations and frierrds to the temple to worship the 
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deity (Ganapathi) and then arrives at the bride's house. As he 
enters the gate, the bride's brother washes his feet and conducts 
him to a conspicuous seat in the panda!. Metal trays 
containing cocoanuts, plantain fruits, betel leaves, arecanuts 
salt, tamarind, pepper, wedding dress, and the tali or 
marriage badge are carried along with him by the women 
of his house and placed in the panda!. Then the maternal 
uncle conducts the bride, who is neatly and beautifully 
dressed, to the panda! and seats her close to the bride· 
groom. In another part of the panda! rice is boiled in two 
tarthcn vessels by the sisters of the bride and bridegroom. 
This boiled rice is placed on two plantain leaves to be offered 
to the image of Ganapathi, who is worshipped by both of 
them. The above custom is in vogue only among the Tamil 
Kaikolans. A small thread (Ka11ka11am) coloured yellow with 
turmeric is tied round the wrist of each. The sisters of the 
conjugal pair take a lamp, a vessel of water and a vessel of rice 
and paddy, and raising them to the level of their heads, describe 
a specified number of circles with them in order that they may 
counteract the influence of the evil-eye. The bride stands 
facing her father-in-law, and her father then pours water into 
the bride's palm, and she pours it into that of the bridegroom's 
father who drinks it. As the father pours the water, he says 
to the bride~:room 's father that he offers his daughter to the 
selected bridegroom, his son, and the latter answers that he 
accepts her as his son's wife. This done, the marriage badge 
is blessed and handed over by the priest to the bridegroom, 
who ties it round the bride's neck. Their little fingers are 
then brought in contact with each other, and they go round the 
fire with pious reverence. They are then seated on mats and 
gi,·en some milk and slices of plantain fruits. A piece of 
gold and silver and some rice are put into a pot and are 
well stirred, nud the married couple are directed to pick out of 
it; and as the silver or the gold piece is first picked out, so they 
will have a son or a daughter horn to them. The marriage 
ceremony for the first day is over, and the guests are treated 
to a fea~t. There is nothing further of importance except 
on the fourth day, when the married couple are seated apart 
with one end of the bridegroom's cloth touching the bride, and 
yellow water kept in pots is poured on their heads. Those 
t>resent nre also bathed in the water, and the yellow strings 

3C 
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round the wrists of bride and bridegroom are removed. The 
pots and other things in the panda! are removed to the neigh· 
bouring tank or river, where they are deposited. The marriage 
couple bathe and return home, and worship the deity in the 
local temple. The castemen are treated to a grand feast. After 
this the bridegroom and the bride are seated side by side, and 
in front of each is placed a metal dish in which are put a few 
annas, or a rupee or two by the relatives and castemen of each 
according to their means ; and these collections go to the bride 
and the bridegroom to meet the expenses already incurred by 
them. Towards the evening the bridegroom returns home in 
procession along with his bride and her party, where they are 
all treated to a grand supper. Next morning the married 
couple arc invited to the house of the bride, where the bride
groom and his parents are sumptuously entertained. \Vith a 
similar feast in the house of the latter to the bride's party, the 
marriage is brought to a close. The consummation takes place 
on another auspicious night. 

Polygamy is allowed, but polyandry and widow re-marri
age are strictly prohibited. All anti-natal and post-natal rites 
are similar to those in vogue among other Hindu castemen. 

The Kaikolans follow inheritance in the male · line. 

Inheritance. 
They have their caste asswnblies consisting of 
the elder members of the caste, who meet on 

occasions concerning the welfare of the caste. 

They are Sivites in religion and worship Siva, Parvati or 

Religion, 
Kamakshi Amman, Ganapathi and Subra
manya to whom pujas are regularly offered. 

They also propitiate the local Bhagavati once a year, generally 
in the month of June, with offerings of sheep, fowl, etc. They 
are also the worshippers of Sakti and M uni. 

The dead bodies of Kaikolans are burned, but those who 
have died of small-pox, cholera and plague are 

Funeral ceremo:1ies. 
generally buried. The chief mourner is the 

son, and the pollution lasts for ten days. · The agnates bathe 
on the eleventh day and becom~ free from pollution by taking 
a dose of Punyaham (sanctified water). On the 12th day, the 
chief mourner offers the funeral oblations to the spirit of h~ 

departed and also treats the caste~en to a feast. 
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"Like the Dcvangas, the Kaikolans are hereditary cotton 
Wt!avers, who use the country pit looms; not 
one of them employs looms with fly-shuttle 

arrangements. The warp is prepared generally by women and 
children, and in the matter of sizing which requires the service 
of more than one individual, the weavers in the same neigh
bourhood assist each oth.,r. The Kaikolans weave, only coarse 
cloths and do not use counts beyond twenty. Their looms are 
narrow and cloths wider than thirty inches arc seldom turned 
out. The coarse cloths made by them find a ready sale in the 
local markets as they are much in demand among the poor 
classes. The Kaikolans are, with half a dozen exceptions, 
poor, and have no means of purchasing the yarn required for 
their · looms. They get advance from the dealers and 
undertake to sell their finished products to the latter at a pre· 
arranged rate. Their earnings are so slender owing to this and 
to competition that a few days' illness of the working member 
of a family reduces it to starvation. A man, a woman, and a 
boy can, between them, earn only four to six annas a day, 
which is less than the wages of common agricultural labourers. 
Notwithstanding their rooted conservatism, therefore, some of 
tht!m have altogether abandoned the industry and taken to 
agriculture, while more of tht!m are trying to combine it 
with other occupations, such as vending groceries, husking 
paddy, etc." 

The male members of one section are like the N'ayars 
Penonalappear· wearing Mundus and small upper garments. 

••••· Tliey grow an oval patch of hair which is tied 
into u knot on the top of the head. Their women wear an 
ordinary red or white loin cloth which is about six yards in 
length and is folded twice. The hair on the head is parted and 
tied into a knot b.,hind. The Tamil Kaikolans are like the 
Tamil Sudras. The former, like the Chalians and Tarakans, 
are half Nayar-like to sen·e their own ends, while the latter 
still stick to their old habits. 

They numbered at the last Census -1,121, 12,011 males and 
2, II 0 females). 

KAKKALAi\S. 

Tht! Kakkalans arc a vagrant tribe found all over the State 
and are identical with thl• Kakka·kuravans. There are among 
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them two endogamous divisions called Kch:itiyan and Jldni
parayan, and these are known as Meluthon and Chattaparayan 
in the Chittur and Talapilli Taluks of the State. The Kaviti
yans are further divided into Kollam (Quilon) Kavitiyan, 
Malayalam-Kavitiyan, and Pandi-Kavitiyans, the last being old 
immigrants from the Pandiyan country. 

The Kakkalans have a legend concerning their origin to 
the effect that Siva was once going about begging as a Kapala
Dharin and arrived at a Brahman street, from which the inha
bitants drove him away. The offended God reduced the 
village to ashes, and the guilty villagers begged his pardon, but 
were reduced to the position of the Kakkalans, and made to 
earn their livelihood by begging. 

Though, in the presence of other castemEn, the Kakkalans 
speak !iialayalam, they have a peculiar language of their own, 
which is not easily understood by others. 

The Kakkalans of Trichur generally intermarry with those 
in Palghat and other places but not with those 

Marriage= c\:stJms. 
beyond Irinjalakuda. A young mail may marry 

the tlanghter of his maternal uncle or the tlaughter of his 
paternal aunt. 

'When a young man is to be married, his father and rna· 
ternal uncle go in search of a suitable girl and when she is 
selected, they negotiate with her father and maternal uncle. 
If the latter agree, the friends and relations on both sides 
meet together in the house of the girl, when they formally 
talk over the matter and settle the bride's price, which 
varies from 120 to 360 famrms, a fanam being equal to 
four annas and seven pies. The caste men assembled in 
the britlc's house are then entertained at the expense of the 
bridegroom. A day is also fixed for the celebration of the 
marriage, and on that day the bridegroom's party assemble at 
the house of the bride, and his sister dresses,the bride with the 
wedding costumes brought by her, after which the tali is tied 
round the girl's neck at an auspicious hour, generally at sun
rise. The bridegroom's party are t_hen entertained, after which 
either the bridegroom's Enangan or his uncle says that they 
purchase the girl at a cost of so n;any fanams and that . they 
give so much of it then with a promise to give the balance on 
demand thereafter. The girl:s uncle and father hand over 
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the bride on receipt of the sum and consent to receive the 
balance as promised. 

In some cases if ready-money or a portion of it is not 
paid, a document is received instead before the girl is handed 
over. As &oon as this is done, either on the same day or on the 
next, the bride is taken to the house of the bridegroom, where 
the bride's party are sumptuously entertained. The binding 
portion of the ceremony consists in their eating together from· 
the same vessel. In some places the married couple are seated 
side by side, and the elderly women of the family give them 
some milk and slices of plantain fruits which is called llfadhu
ram Kofukkal or giving of sweets. Then the bride and the 
bridegroom go to the house of the former, where they stay for a 
few days. 

In cases where the bride's price or a portion of it is not 
paid as promised, the amount received is returned, and the 
woman is sold to another member of the caste. Any child 
born of the earlier union remains with its father. If this 
he a ,:;irl, half the bride's price goes to the mother at her 
marriagl'. 

In the Talupilli and Chittur Taluks, the first marriage rtmst 
be celebrated on a Sunday, and the festivities last from 
Saturday to !llonday. Subsequent marriages may Le cele. 
brated on a Thursday. On the night of the day before the 
wedding, a brother or other near relation of the bridegroom 
places the Samba11dham alliance by bringing a Fanam (coin) 
worth of material for cf1cwing, and cooked rice to the marriage 
panda! (bout/r), Fruits and other things are flung at him by 
the bride's people. On the following day the bridegroom 
arrives at the panda!, and after raising the tali (marria,:;e badge) 
three times towards Heaven 1tnd invoking a blessing from on· 
high, tics it round the bride's neck. 

\\'hen a girl comes of age, she is lodged in a separate room 
Pub.,.ty-cuotomo. and three or four other girls are kept with her 

during the days of her pollution. The girl is 
purified by a bath either on the seventh or the t!leYenth day, 
when the castemen in the neighbourhood are treated to a feast. 
During the menses the girl is given a little oil mixed with tur
meric and the white of egg, and is fed with rice during these 
tla~·s. If the girl is believed tQ be under demoniacal influence, 
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a Panan is sent for, who, by his exorcism .sets her free from 
such attacks. 

The Kakkalans are conspicuously polygamous, and some 
have as many as six or seven wives who support them· 
selves by their professional engagements (palmistry) and beg
ging for alms. Among them, generally speaking, the women 
support their husbands. A woman, who becomes a widow, is 
at liberty to marry her brother-in-law, who must be her senior 
in age. In the event of her intention to marry another, the 
bride's price must be returned to her deceased husband's family. 

Soon after delivery both the mother and the baby are 

D I. t bathed. The woman is fed with rice-gruel and e 1very eus oms, , . · 
with cocoanut shavmgs and afterwards w1th 

boiled rice. On the fourth day she is given a dose of a mixture 
of sugar and dried ginger, and this is continued for the next 
three days, and afterwards with other similar medicines, 
The expenses connected with it are defrayed by her husband. 

Among the Kakkalans inheritance is from father to son. A 
childless widow is a copartner with the brothers of the deceased. 
They have also the rudiments of caste government. 

They profess the low form of Hinduism. Their chief 

Religion, deity is Bhagavati, whom they worship and 
to whom offerings of sheep, fowls, etc., are 
made in Karkitagom (July-August) and 

Thnlam (October-November). Sometimes their Gods are 
located underneath a tree in their own compound where a 
floor is raised and a shed put up on the auspicious days in the 
year, and where offerings are made. They worship the spirits 
of the departed, and to them offerings are made on certain aus
picious nights. They also worship some demoniacal Gods, 
namely, M undiyan, Chiittan, Kantakaranan and Kappiri . 
. When their dyes become spoiled, when they meet with 
snakes in the forests, or when they go for grass, they worship 
Malian, their sylvan deity, and offerings are made to him with 
the help of a Velan. They worship the rising Sun, to which 
boiled rice is. offered on ::,undays, They have ·no temples of 
their own but stand at some dist"ance from the Hindu temples 
and worship the Gods therein. Though leading a wandering 
life, they try to be at home for the Malabar New Year, on which 
D.ccasion they wear new cloths and hold a feast. They do not 
.observe the national Pnam and-Vislm festivals however, The)' 
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also worship in Christian churches and light a candle in honour 
of the divinity. 

The dead bodies 

Funeral custo,.s. 

functions. 

chief 
days. 

are generally buried. The son is the 
mourner. Pollution lasts for fifteen 
The Enangan performs the priestly 

The Kakkalans make excellent mats from grass (Cynoporus 

Occupation. 
Corymhorus) which they generally obtain 
from the neighbourhood of marshy places in 

the forest, and split it into four, seven, or eight fibres and 
remove the pith. These fibres are then dried in the sun and 
after being well-soaked in water and dried become white. They 
prepare several vegetable dyes in large earthen pots, in which 
they arrange the piles of grass fibres over which they sprinkle 
the dying powder and again pile up the grass and boil the ves· 
scls consecutively for three days, alternately drying and placing 
the bundlt!s of grass fibres in the various vegetable dyes. Red 
dyes are prepared from Chappangam (Cresalpinia sappan) and 
the dry leaves of kasa, both of which are powdered after drying. 
The yellow colour is obtained by dipping the red fibres in water 
in which powdered turmeric has been dissolved. Black dyes 
are prepared either by placing the fibres in mud or in a vessel 
containing a liquid mixture of gall-nut and ferrous sulphate. 
The grass thus dyed is woven into fine mats of various dimen
sions, and patterns in looms similar to the ordinary cottage 
looms, hemp yarn being used as warps and dyed splits as wefts. 
There is no limit to the length, but as the blades of grass 
seldom grow longer than three or four feet, they cannot general
ly be made to exceed a yard in breadth. The industry is still 
primitive and requ!res organization. The mats thus made vary 
in price according to their size and quality, the finer ones 

. costing twenty-five rupees and the coarser ones from one to 
five rupeec. A Kakkalan and his wife working steadily could 
easily make over 20 rupees monthly; but they seldom make 
five. They too lead a vagrant life. The women are said to be 
proficient in palmistry. There is a tradition that a woman of 
the caste predicted to the wives of Dasaratha, regarding the 
birth of Rama, Lakshmana, Bharata, and Satrughna. Some 
Kakkalans tame snakes and monkeys, while others make beds 
nnd pillows for low caste men. Some again do agricultural 
work and earn a few annas a day. Other occupations of women 
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include 1. Kathukuttu or boring the lobes of the ears, 2. llatu· 
"aippu-plastic operation of the ear which the Nayar women 
and others who wear heavy pendants ear ornaments often 
require, 3. Kompu-vaippu or placing the twigs of a plant on 
any swelling of the body and dissipating it by blowing on it, 4. 
Taiyyal (tailoring), 5. Panpatam (snake dance), 6. fortune 
telling. The IG.kkalans are, in short, a lazy, wandering people 
preferring to eke out their livelihood by snake charming and 
fortune telling. 

A man for this is well trained during his boyhood between 

Rope.Dancing. ten and twelve years of age. A mixture of 
gingelly oil, castor oil, and the oil of the 

margosa seed is well prepared, and with this mixture he is 
well shampooed for fourteen days and bathed in hot water. 
After this a strong rope is tied between two poles, on which the 
beginner is made to walk, holding the hands of a person who 
walks on the ground. Then he is made to walk alone. In the 
course of three months or so he becomes clever enough to perform 
various feats and for one performance he gets ten to twelve 
rupees. 

Kakkalans bathe \~hen polluted by Parayans and Nayadis; 
Social Status. and they pollute by touch almost every high 

caste man. They are their own barbers and 
washermen. The women wear iron and silver bangles and 
a Palunkunuila or necklace of variously coloured beads. They 
tatoo their arms. They numbered 682 at the last Census, 323 
males, and 359 females. 

KAVARAS. 

This is a Tulu caste found in the Chittur Taluk of the 
Cochin State. They speak a mutilated form of Tulu. 

The girls are married both before and after puberty. 
Among relations a voung man may marr'' the Ma.rriageCustoms. J - J 

daughter of his maternal uncle. \Vhen a young 
man approaches the marriageable age, his brother or uncle 
selects a suitable girl for him after payment of two fanams to 
the parents of the girl. In the event of the willingness of the 
latter a formal arrangement is made in the presence of a few of 
their castemen, and an auspicious day for the wedding is also 
fixed. A sum of 35 fanams is also paid to the girl's. 
parents for the expenses of the w:edding. On that auspicious 
day the bridegroom goes to the bride's house with two pieces of 
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cloth, three measures of rice, a tali, and two cocoanuts. A 
puja to Ganapathi is then performed, when an elderly member 
gives the tali with the flower to the bridegroom, who ties it 
round the neck of the girl. '!'here is a feast for those who have 
accompanied them to the wedding. The ceremony lasts for 
two more days in the bride's house and for two more days in 
the house of the bridegroom. Twenty days after this the 
nuptials are performed in the bridegroom's house, when a few 
of the castemen are treated to a feast. 

\Vhen a woman is about to become a mother, she is lodged 
in a separate hut for the delivery. One or two of her relatives 
may stay with her and act as mid-wives. Soon after delivery 
she is bathed and the woman is allowed to take no food 0n the 
day of delivery. She is generally fed on rice-gruel or boiled 
rice, and a mixture of pepper, turmeric, garlic, and asafoetida 
well dried anrl powdered and boiled in water to which some 
toddy is also added. A small quantity of this is given her both 
in the morning and in the evening for twenty days. Though 
she bathes every three days, yet she is under pollution for 28 
days and is purified by a bath on the 29th day, when her tem
porary residence is burnt and reduced to ashes. The woman 
and her baby are then out of pollution, and a few of their caste
men are treated to a feast. The naming ceremony takes place 
during the sixth month. 

Kavaras arc strictly monogamous. They have also the 
rudiments of caste go\'ernment which deals with all matters 
connected with the well-being of the caste. 

The inheritance is in the male line. 
They are aniniists to a certain extent and their chief Gods 

R•"•'••· are 1\antakaranan, Ill uni, and the spirits of the 
departed, who are all located in one room and to whom they 
offer sacrifices once a year at least or as often as their means 
allow. They also worship Bhagavati. 

The dead are generally buried. The son is the chief 
Funeral Cu1toms. mourner and performs the ceremony. The 

pollution lasts for 15 days and the agnates are purified by a 
hath on the sixteenth day. 

They make wicker work of all kinds. The men bring 
occupaUon. the bamboo and make every thing ready for 

their women to make wicker-work. 
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They eat the food of the Brahmans and the high class 

Social Status. 
N ayars; but do not eat at the hands of other 
caste men. These people pollute by touch the 

Kakkalans but are polluted by the touch of Panans, Pulayans, 
Cherumans and other low caste men (at a distance). They are 
their own barbers and washermen. They are clothed very 
scantily and the males very seldom shave their heads. 

They numbered 474 at the last Census, :i40 being males, 
and 234 females. 

KUDUMI CHETTI. 

The Kudumi Chetties are the Konkani Sudras, who are 
. also known as Kudumikkar or Goa Chetties. They are the 

domestic servants of the Konkani Brahmans, in whose midst 
they are invariably found; and their settlement in the State is 
creval with that of other immigrants from the Konkana 
districts. They are found mostly in the Southern Taluks. At 
the last Census, they numbered 12,371, 6,500 being males, and 
5,871 females. They speak a somewhat corrupt form of the 
Konkani dialect of Marathi. 

Among the Kudumi Chetties there are four sub-divisions 
sub.d;v~,;ons or (Nari, Gathali, Kshatri and Gauthingri) which 

the caste, ]] h b f are rea y exogamous septs, t e mem ers o 
which "interdine, but do not intermarry. 

The girls of the Kudumi Chetties are married before they 
come of age ; and their weddings, which last 

Marriage customs. 
for seven days, are celebrated either in the 

bride's house or in that of the bridegroom. The bride's price 
is fifteen fanams (Rs. 4-4-6) ; and after marriage, they reside 
with their husbands in their houses. When a girl comes of 
age, she is under seclusion for six days, and on the morning of 
the seventh day she is purified by a bath, when the castemen 
who are invited are treated to a feast. Nuptials are performed 
on any auspicious day in the house of the bridegroom. Poly
gamy is allowed, but polyandry is unknown. Though widow
marriage is not common, widows are kept as concubines 
without entailing any social excommunication. A Kudumi 
Chetti woman after childbirth is in confinement for twenty
eight days, while her husband observes pollution for only seven 
days. Among the Kudumi Chetties inheritance is in the male 
line. They have the rudiments 'of caste government m 
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which the headman and the elderly members take part and 
settle all social disputes. 

They are Vaishnavites and adore Krishna. Bhagavathi 

Rellcion. 

great festivity. 

is also their tutelary deity, and the day on 
which the Bharani asterism falls is one of 

The dead bodies are either burned or buried. The son 
is the chief mourner and the pollution lasts 

Funeral c:u.toml, 
for fifteen days, and on the sixteenth day the 

members of the family and the agnates are purified by a bath 
and the sprinkling of water consecrated by a Brahman priest or 
from the well of a Konkani temple. They have their own 
priests for ceremonial purposes. 

The Kudumi Chetties possess an uncommon capacity 

Occupation, for continued hardwork. They are agricul
tural labourers, boatmen and porters. They 

clean tanks, wells and thatch houses. 
Animal food and drinks are tabooed. Their dress and 

Food, dro .. , ••••- ornaments are peculiar. Garlands of coral 
monlo, .... and red beads called palrmku form their 
nccklets. Half jackets arc not worn, Their favourite amuse
ment is the kolati, for which ten or twelve stand in a circle with 
a stick in hand, a cubit long, and sing in praise of Krishna and 
Bhagavathi, striking the several sticks against one another so 
as to keep time with their joyous music. The Kudumi 
Chcttics form an illiterate community in the State. 

KUMBARAN. 

1\umbarans, otherwise called in Tclugu Kummaravadu, arc 
a Tdugu caste of potters found in small communities in the 
Trichur and M ukundapuram taluks of the State. They arc 
mostly immigrants from the Tamil districts of Trichinopoly 
and Madura. Tht> word is a corrupt form of the Sanskrit word 
Kumba-kara (maker of pots), though in social position, they 
arc considered to be a superior class of Sudras. The story 
conc~:>rning the origin of the potter-classes is that they are 
descended from a Brahman father and a Sudra mother, for the 
sacrificial earthen vessels which are now made by them 
are, according to the Vedas, intended to be made by the priests 
t,hcmselves. 
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The Kumbaran girls are married both before and after 
puberty. Marriage ceremonies, which are Marriage customs. 
similar to those of the Tamil Sudras, are per-

formed in the bridegroom's house. The bride's price is 75 
fanams (Rs. 21-6-101. The bridegroom is the tali-tier and the 
marriage ceremonies last for four days, during which friends and 
relations are entertained. Their caste-headman Pattakkiiran 
officiates as the priest in this and other ceremonies. 

Should a married girl become a widow, she may mate with 
another, but she cannot wear the tali. A man may marry two 
o( three women at a time, but no woman can have more than 
one husband. 

There are four functionaries-I. Pattakaran; 2. Chetti
kkaran, a mem her below him who executes the 

Caste government. f h 
orders o t e officer . above him; J. Thalik-

karan, who has to discharge the duties of a Cheetayan among 
the Nayars, i. e., to sweep and clean the house and the sur
roundings of his castemen after birth and death pollution. 
(His status is said to be a little lower than that of the others 
because of his menial service) ; 4. Y6gakkaran, whose duties 
consist in convening meetings in matters connected with the 
well-being of the caste . 

. For all caste-disputes and the like, the important members 
of the community meet under the orders of the Pattakaran. 
The matter is then discussed, and they come to a conclusion 
either one way or the other. 

Their birth and death pollutions last for 15 days, at the 
end of which they have their house well swept, cleaned and 
sprinkled with water. The polluted members or agnates 
are purified by a hath, and a dose of sanctified water is then 
taken. 

These Telugu potters are generally Vaishna\'ites, but they 

Religion. adore the demon-Gods, namely, l'vlari-Amman 
and Karupparayan, to whom sheep and fowls 

are sacrificed in the first of Thulam, Makaram and Medam. 
They are also ancestor worshippers. \Vit)1 regard to the 
social status the castemen eat the food ofthe Brahmans, Amba
lavasis, and Nayars. 

The potter's apparatus is a simple, circular, horizontal, 
well-balanced, fly-wheel, generally fqur or five feet in dialll$'.tcr, 
which can be made to rotate for two or three minutes by a 
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slight impulse. This the potter loads with clay and then with 
a few easy sweeps .and turns of his hands, he moulds his mate· 
rial into beautiful curves and symmetrical shapes and leaves the 
products of his skill to bake in the Sun. His implements are 
very few and his mode of working very simple. The wheel is a 
clumsily constructed and ddective apparatus and is composed 
of several pliable. pieces of wood or bamboo bent and tied to
gether in the form of a wheel. This is covered over thickly with 
clay mixed with goat's hair or any fibrous substance. The four 
spokes on the centre of which the vessel rests are of wood, and 
the pivot is of hard wood or steel. The support for the wheel 
consists of a rounded mass of clay and goat's hair in which 
is embedded a piece of hard wood or stone, with one or two 
slight depressions for the axle or pivot to move in. The 
wheel is set in motion first by the hand, and then spun rapidly 
·by the aid of a long piece of bamboo, one end of which fits into 
a slight depression on the wheel. :\fany are the defects of 
this apparatus, The potter has to stoop over it. It has a 
tendency to wave or wobble and owing to the imperfect 
axle much time is wasted in spinning it, yet in spite of the 
rudeness and imperfection of the machine, the potters are ex
pert in throwing and some of their small wares are thin and 
delicate. The only articles manufactured in the State under 
the head of pottery are the common earthen vessels for the 
domestic use of the poorer classes. Bricks and tiles are also 
made by them. They have no idea of the art of glazing or col
ouring of pottery. During the rainy season they cannot turn 
out much work, and most of them combine other work with 
their hereditary occ!lpation. 

The potters bake their wares in the following manner:
A. circular slab about 10 feet in diameter is marked out on the 
ground in any convenient open spot- Small pieces of wood and 
dried sticks are spread on the space to a depth of about six 
inches, and a layer of brdtis (dried cow-dung cakes) laid over 
the sticks. The vessels are then carefully piled on the top of 
this platform of fuel to a height of about five feet, and the whole 
is covered over with straw and plastered with clay, leaving a 
few small openings here and there to allow the smoke to escape. 
These urrangel}lents being completed, the fuel at the bottont is 
lighted, and in the course of a few hours, the process of baking 
is completed. In ancient days the potters made sepulchral 
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urns of a large pyramid shape, and which have in recent times 
been excavated in Tinnevelly, Madura, Malabar and elsewhere. 
Dr. G. U. Pope shows that these urns are mentioned in con· 
nection with the burial of heroes and kings as late as the eighth 
century A. D., and renders one of the Tamil songs bearing on 
the subject as follows :-

•' Oh ! potter chief- -what toil hath befallen thee ? 
The descendant of the Chera Kings---
H atb gained the world of Gods. And so 
tTis thine to shape an urn so vast 
That it shall cover the remains of such an one 1 , 

Of late they have been taking more and more to agricul
ture, as the demand for their goods has been on the decrease. 
'With the growing prosperity of the people, copper, bell-metal, 
and enamelled vessels are taking the place of earthen vessels, 
while the making of bricks and tiles has been taken out of their 
hands almost entirely by the new tile factories. Still, the in· 
dustry is not likely to become extinct so long as there are poor 
people and so long as cheap earthen vessels are required on 
occasions of feasts and festivals. But their remuneration at 
tbe best of times is meagre-two to three annas a day on an 
average. 

In the Tamil districts they bathe early and do their work. 
\Vomen assist men in their work. 

ODDEN. 
Oddens, called also Voddens, are a Telugu people who ori

ginally came from Orissa. The word 'Vodde' or 'Odde' is 
said to be a corruption of the Sanskrit Odhra, the name of the 
country now called Orissa. Thej' are found all over the Presi
dency, especially in the Districts of lS' ellore, Coimbatore, 
·Madura, Tinnevelly, Kurnool, and in the Province of Mysore, 
to which they must have come from Orissa in the time of tbe 
1\ayakkans. Very probably the Oddens are the descendants 
of those who are said to have accom?anied Hyder and Tippu as 
pioneers in their invasions of Malabar and Cochin : for, the 
places where they now reside are called Koofcrrams (tents). 
On my enquiry, some say that their ancestors came from the 
districts of Madura and Tinnevellv. 

The following tradition is · a~cribed to the origin of this 
caste. Once when Siva and Parvati were 

OriginofthcCaotc. walking on a sultry day upon the earth', they 

1 Madras Pottery. ]oum. Ind. Arts, VII, 1897• 
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got very hot and thirsty. The drops of perspiration which fell. 
from Siva were changed by him into a man with a pick and 
crow· bar; while those that fell from Parvati turned into a 
woman carrying a basket. The man and the woman quickly 
sank, while with the cooling waters the God and Goddess re
freshed themselves, and in gratitude, promised the labourers 
certain gifts, the nature of which is not now known; but neither 
was satisfied and both grumbled, and this so incensed Siva 
that he cursed them, and vowed that they and their descend
ants should live by the sweat of their brow. 

They generally live in flimsy huts, but some have become 
comparatively rich and live in tolerably well built houses. 

There are eighteen exogamous sects, but they are not able 
to give their names. 

When a girl reaches puberty, she is confined in a special 
hut, in which a piece of iron, margosa lea\'es 

Fuberty cuatom•. l' . h . (Me 1a Azad1rac ta), sticks of strychnos, Nux 
Vomica, and the arka plant (calotropis·Gigantia) are placed to 
ward off evil spirits. For fear of these spirits, she is not al
lowed to eat meat, though eggs are permitted. On the seventh 
day a fowl is killed, waved in front of the girl and thrown 
away. At the end of the period of pollution, the hut is burnt 
down. Sometimes when the girl bathes on the first day, a 
sieve is held over her head and water is poured through it. In 
some places, on the eleventh day, chicken broth mixed with 
arrack (liquor) is administered in order to make the girl's back 
nnd waist strong. The hen from which the broth is made must 
he a black one, and she must have laid eggs for the first time. 
The flesh is placed.in a mortar, pounded to a pulp, and boiled 
with the addition of condiments and finally arrack. The pollu
tion lasts for fifteen days, and there is no feast on the following 
day when the girl bathes to become pure. 

Both infant and adult marriages are in vogue among them. 
At the most elaborate ceremonies, on the bet

Man •1• c:uatoma. 
rothal day, the bride's price, thirty rupees and 

thirty paras of paddy worth fifteen rupees, is paid and a present 
of thr<:e rupees is also made to her mother. Besides these 
payments, the castemen of the village have to receive from the 
bridegroom twelve rupees with which and similar savings 
made during the year they celebrate a feast on the Pongal 
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festival in Makaram (january• February). The wedding gene
rally takes place at seven or· eight o'clock in the evening. 
There is no tali-tying. The linking of the little finger by the 
conjugal pair forms the binding portion of the ceremony. 
Should a young woman be married a second time after the death 
of her husband, the ring fingers of the contracting couple have to 
be linked. An Odden woman after the death of her husband can 
marry as many times as she likes, and each wedding is solem· 
nised by the contact of another finger. After this ceremony 
the bridegroom and his party are treated to a feast. The next 
day the bride is taken to the house of the bridegroom, where 
the bride's party are treated. 

They follow inheritance in the male line. 
They worship with equal reverence Siva and Vishnu in 

Religion. 
their various manifestations and offer pujas to 
them on the auspicious days of Sit·ardtri, 

Navaratri, and Vishu. Hanuman is also one of their favourite 
deities. Min or deities to whom goats and sheep are sacrificed 
are also held in veneration. 

The dead are generally buried. By some the dead body is 
wrapped up in a new cloth and carried by 

Funeral customs. 
four men to the burial ground. On their 

way to the grave the corpse is laid on the ground and rice 
thrown over its eyes. It is then washed and the forehead is 
painted either with the Namam (Vaishnavite sect mark) or 
Vibhtiti (sacred ashes), and Ku11kumam in the case of a female. 
Earth is thrown in the grave before it is filled in by those as
sembled. The son is the chief mourner, who makes offerings 
to the spirits of the departed, and pollution lasts for fifteen 
days. On the last day of the death ceremonies, they repair to 
a tank or well outside the village. An effigy is made with 
mud to which cooked rice, etc., is offered. Some rice is placed 
on an arka leaf as an offering to the crows. If a married 
woman has died, the widower cuts through his waist thread, 
whereas a widow after her husband's death is taken to a 
watery edge and sits in a winnow. Her bangles are broken 
and water is poured over her head three times through the 
winnow. After bathing, she go~s and sits in a room with a 
lamp and may see no one till the following morning. She 
is then taken to one or more temples and made to p~ll the 
tail of a cow three times. 
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The Oddens are an itinerant caste of tank-diggers and earth 

Occupation. workers. They are a strong and hard-work· 
ing class, but also drunken, gluttonous, ani 

vicious. Very little faith can be placed in their most l'<>lemn 
promises. They will take advances from half a dozen employ• 
ers within a week, and work for none of them, if they can 
help it. 

They work in gangs in contract ; and every man except 
the very old and the very young takes a share in the work. 
The women carry the earth in baskets and the men use the 
pick-axe and the spade, while the babies are tied up in cloths 
which are suspended in hammock fashion from the boughs of 
trees. 

In the State they are generally engaged in digging tanks 
and wells, road construction, and in the improvement of waste 

·lands, gardening, and all kinds of work which demands the 
labour of strong men, accustomed to the use of crow-bar, pick· 
axe, and powder. 

The women wear bracelets. Tattooing on the fore-head 
Peroonol adorn- with a central vertical line is universally 

m•••· practised, because, according to them, they 
should wear tattoo marks as a proof of their life on earth when 
they die. 

They numbered 2,066 at the last Census, 1,032 being males 
and 1,034 females. 

OTAN. 

The Otans are a class of potters who were originally Tamil 
Sudras, but are now like the low caste Nayars in appearance. 
They are found mostly in the Thalapilli and Chittur Taluks ·of 
the State. They speak l\Ialayalam interspersed largely with 
Tamil words. 

The girls of the Otans are married both before and after 
puberty. A young man who wishes to marry a 

Marri•re Customs. 1 girl goes with his parents, friends, and re a• 
tions to her house. The girl, neatly dressed in a cloth which he 
has brought, bas the tali (marriage badge) tied round her neck 
by the bridegroom at the auspicious hour, which is generally 
some time in the evening. The guests who are invited are 
then treated to a feast at the expense of the bridegroom. ~ext 
morniQg after a similar feast at the expense of the bride's party, 

3& 
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the bridegroom returns to his own house with the bride and 
.her party who are entertained by him. 

The marriage' customs above described are like those prevail
ing among the caste men in the Trichur and M ukundapuram 
.Taluks. Dwelling in the midst of the Nayar community, they 
.have adopt(!d some of their customs after throwing aside the 
old Tamil m~rriage and other customs. On the other hand, 
:their brethren in the Chittur Taluk still retain the' Tamil 
,customs owing to their close contact with the ·Tamil s·udras, 
. and their marital relations are described below. 

Girls are married both before and after puberty, and the 
·.ceremonies connected with the wedding are performed either 
in the house of the bride or in that of the bridegroom. The 

. general items of the ceremonies are the preliminary negotia
tions and settlement, the planting of posts for the marriage 

. booth at an auspicious hour, the planting of the M uhurta-hl 
• (decorated post), the placing of pots and other small \·essels 
with seedlings, the preparation of the homam (sacred fire) by a 

.' Brahman priest, the clasping of the bride's hand, the treading 
on the mortar, the looking at the Ursa Major, the going 
round the. fi~e, p~ying obcis~nee to the elders. The guests 

. assembled are treated to a feast. There is nothing of import-
ance on the second and third days,· and on 'the mqrning 

.. i:Jf the fourth. day, the. bridegroom and the bride are seated 
together in the panda!, and blessed by those assembled while 
the string round the wrist is also untied. · A doll in the form 
of a child is. then exchanged, saying that it is begotten on her. 
Each ·of them is given to eat a little rice dyed yellow with 
turmeric, and then one end of the cloth, which he wears, is 
. tied to a corner of her dress,_ and some water coloured yellow 
.is poured· over them. A pot .of water with a piece of gold 
and silver is placed in front of the bridal pair, and they are 
directed to pick them out. The piece of gold or silver is said 
to predict the birth of a male or female child. The whole 

. party along with the married couple move to a neighbouring 
river or tank, and after bathing return' ta the' bride's house. 
Neatly dressed a-nd adorned in their best, the bride and the 
bridegroom, along \\·ith ·the castemcu, go in procession to the 
temple to worship the deity and return horne. After. another 
feast, and a donation from those ;i.Ssembled there, th~ ll)arriag~ ~ 

' ceremony 1s brot1gbt to a close. Polygamy is in· vogue among 
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them, but polyandry is unknown. Widow-remarriage is freely 
allowed. . . . , 

A girl who comes of age is lodged separately in a room, 
and she i~ under pollution for fifteen days, and on the sixteenth,_ 
she_ bathes to purify herself, when the castem<m wi)o are_in"ited 
are treated to a feast. 

The Otans follow inheritance in the maie line. The}; 
have the rudiments of a caste assembly, whose d~ties are simi' 
lar to those prevailing in other castes. The caste headr_nan is 
callt>d a Chettiyar, whose permission has to be obtained for 
marriage by the contracting parties with a present of fifty 
put hans (Rs._ 2-9-8). 

A woman, who is in confinement, has to observe pollution 
for ten days; but many enter the kitchen and mingle with the 
rest of the family only after fifty-six days, thoiJgh the. rest of 
the family are free from it after ten days. 

The Otans. profess to be Sivites, but adore Ganapathi. 

Relialon. 
They are animists, and worship the spirits of 
the departed, to whom offerings are made on 

the nights of the first of Karkatakam (July-August), and Thulari) 
(October-November). 

The dead bodies of the Otans are generally h11ried. The 

I C 
son is the chief mourner, and the pollution 

Funera Ultome, , 
lasts for ten days. On the mormng of the 

eleventh, the agnates bathe early, and are purified by the Chef· 
tiyatz, who sprinkles sanctified water over them. The chief 
mourner makes offerings of cooked rice to the departed spirit, 
and entertains the Andis to a feast, and on the twelfth day the 
castemen are entertained. ' 

The Otans fol1ow the traditional occupation of pottery. 
oocupauon, A few are wood cutters, while a few others do 

agricultural work and earn three to four annas a day. 

The males wear a small loin cloth like the low casteSudras. 

Dre••· 
Their women wear a piece of cloth five yards 
long folded twice and a small cloth to cover 

their breasts. They also wear a number of brass bangles on 
each arm, while their ears are much dilated to wear the palmyra 
leaf rings. They are a poor and backward community. 

They numbered at the last Census 3,231, 1,663 being males, 
arid 1,568 females. 
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The Pandarams are, strictly speaking, the Tamil beggars 
who take the highest position among beggars, as they frequent· 
ly follow semi-religious callings in addition to their regula• 
profession of begging. They appear to be a class composed of 
recruits from various Sudra castes (V ellala and Pillai). In the 
Tamil districts, the Pandaram caste is composed of respectable 
people who have settled down as land holders, and Sanyasi~ 
(ascetics) and priests of certain Matams (religious institutions) 
and managers of richly endowed temples, such as those at 
Tiruvadudurai in Tanjore and Mailam in South Arcot. The 
Pandarams are said to have been originally Sozhia Vellalas. 

In the Chittur and Trichur Taluks of the State, they are, 
with a few exceptions, poor, and there are among them several 
sub-divisions based chiefly on the occupations they follow. 
They are-(1) Poo Pandaram, who make garlands in temples; 
"(2) .Kal-Pandaram, who are either lingadharis (Lingayets) or 
polish precious stones ; (3) Mendicant Pandarams, who are 
-recruited from various classes and wear the lingam. The 
-members of all the sub-divisions speak Telugu. There is also a 
Tamil-speaking class in Trichur. 

Girls of the Pandarams are married both before and after 
puberty. When a girl is selected, the parents 

Mar~age Customs. 
of the bride and the bridegroom together with 

their relatives meet together in the house of the former to make 
the necessar;• arrangements for the celebration of the wedding. 
·A pie9e of cloth (jmtava) is presented to the bride on the oc
casion. The guests assembled are treated to a feast, and the 
bridegroom also attends it, and pays the bride's price, which in 
·former days was Rs. 17~. On the next or some other auspicious 
day, after an elaborate ceremonial by fire of the castemen, the 
bride and bridegroom wear the lingam, which then entitles them 
to wed. Among the castemen at Trichur this ceremony is per
formed just before the tali-tying. A day or two previous to this, 
a marriage booth is erected at an auspicious hour. A bamboo 
post decorated with mango and other leave~ and flow~rs is also 
planted an hour or two before the time fixed for the wedding. A 
pot filled with water and a similar one containing rice and dholl, 
as well as eleven small ones with various seeds, are placed in 
a conspicuous part in tl1e panda! oc inside the house. A kind 
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of ancestor-worship also takes place in the house of the bride 
and the bridegroom. On the morning of the day fixed for the 
wedding, the bridegroom along with his party halts at a house 
near that of the bride, whence he is invited to the marriage 
booth, whete he gets his face shaved and then bathes. Dress· 
ing himself like a Brahman bridegroom, he and his party go 
to worship Ganapathy with offerings in the temple dedicated 
to him. After their return home the various formalities relat· 
ing to the wedding ceremony are gone through, and these 
are similar to those among the Tamil Sudras. The guests 
are then treated to a feast. There is nothing of importance 
on the second and third days ; but on the morning of the 
fourth day, the married couple bathe, worship the local deity, 
and return home, and, after a procession in the evening 
they are served with some sweets which forms the binding 
portion. of the ceremony. This is brought to a close by each 
of the guests contributing eight annas or a rupee to meet the 
wedding expenses. On the fifth or sixth day the bride accom
panies the bridegroom to his house. Polygamy is in vogue 
among them, but polyandry is unknown. There is no prohibi· 
tion against widow-remarriage. Inheritance is through the 
male line. 

They are Sivites and worship Siva-lingam also. Gana· 
pathi and Parasakti are also venerated. Ancestor· 

R•11•'••· worship is performed mostly on the days of 
Sankramam in Karkitakam, Thulam and Makaram. The Pan· 
darams are initiated into the Sivite religion by a rite called 
Diksllai, which is divided into five stages, Samaya, Niroana, 
Visesha, Kalasotllana and Acharya-Abllishekam. Some are 
temple servants and supply flowers for the Gods, while others 
sing hymns (V<"t•aram) during the temple service. Opinion is 
divided as to whether they are real Lingayats. Pandarams 
wear the linga in one of the usual modes, and are priests to 
others who are of the Lingayat faith, and are fed by them on 
funeral nnd other ceremonial occasions. These are mostly of 
the begging section. The celebatcs wear orange tawny cloths 
and daub sacred ashes all over their bodies, wear sandals with 
iron spikes, carry in their hands an iron-trisulam and dand<i· 
yudha (emblems of Siva) and allow their hair to become matted. 
When they go about the streets, they sing popular Tamil songs 
and beat against their begging bowl an iron chain tied to it. 
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Married. men ·a.lso.beg, b~t o~ly u~e a beli-~etal gong and-a: 
wooden- mallet_- Most of these- help pilgrims to the more 
famous Siva temples in the MadrasPresidency...:.Palni, Tiru
tani, or Tiruvannamalai. 

The dead are buried in a sitting posture as among other 
Funeral cuotomo. Lingayats. The chief mourner, the son, bathes 

in the early morning, keeps a pot of water 
and a lamp nea~ the place of burial, erects a Samadlzi · wlth a 
lingam over the spot and four bulls at each corner, to which 
pujas and offerings of bread, boiled rice, and plantain fruits 
are made, and these are eaten by the four castemen, Basavans, 
who. carried the corpse to the burial ground, and they purify 
th~ shoulders with a mixture of milk and water. . The pollu
tion lasts for fifteen days, and on the morning of the sixteenth 
the mP.mbers of the family and other agnates are purified by a 
bath, and entertain the castemen in the evening or the night 
of the same day. A puja is performed by the caste priest 
before a lighted lamp and four vessels of water either in the 
house or by the side of a tank or river, and with this water, 
the priest goes to the temple, washes the Basavan, and makes 
offerings to him. The holy water and the offerings are then 
partaken of by the members of the family. This is called 
Moksha-deepam Oight of salvation), by the aid of which· the 
departed spirit enters Kailas (abode of Siva). On the anniver
sary day of the death every year, a kind of memorial service is 
·performed for the spirit of the departed by inviting a few of 
their castemen, washing their feet, and pouring the water thus 
collected over the Samadhi. Siva-lingam is also worshipped. 
The castemen are then treated to a feast. 

As had been said above, one section of the Pandarams 

Occupation. 
polishes precious stones, some again weave 
mats, a few are cultivators, and a large number 

·of them are beggars. In the Trichur town and its neighbour
hood where there is a large number of them, they make 
pappadam (a kind of thin circular bread made of kidney beans) 
and have begun to adopt the customs of the Sud~as ~mong 

·whom they live. 

VEZHAMBAN. 

The Vezhambans, who form a small and poor community 
in the vicinity of the.Chittur towri;~ad been originally· a Tamil 
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caste of Kasuklua·Chcttis, who, afraid of the prosecutions of 
Hyder Ali and Tippu Sultan, fled from their native country 
and settled in the Chittur Taluk. It is said that they uere 
clever in magic and 5orcery, and were, on that account, called 
V czhambans. They arc liow a purely :Malayali caste, and 
have adopted the customs and manners of · the N ayars and 
follow inheritance in the female line, and in point of social 
status profess to be above. the Izhuvans, whose touch pollutes 
them. Some arc cultivators, while others do cooly work. 



CHAPTER XV. 

THE JEWS. 

In the midst of the Native or Hindu population of thE 

Introduction. Cochin State is found a small, but interest· 
ing colony of Jews, consisting of a small 

number of families scattered about in a few localities. In the 
last Census, they numbered but 1,137 and formed one-thirteenth 
of the Jewish population in British India, or one-sixteenth 
of that in British India including the Feudatory States 

With regard to their advent into the Cochin State there 
Ea.rly immigration are no authentic accounts, and whatever re-

and settlement of the d th • h d · · h Jew on the Malabar COf S ey may ave pOSSesse were e1t er 
Coast. lost when their original settlement of Cranga· 
nore was captured by the Portuguese in 1565 or when the 
same people plundered their synagogue in Cochin, and the 
number of those that may have been saved through these 
periods were further reduced during their struggle with the 
Dutch at a later period. Hence in the absence of any genuine 
historical records, writers are obliged to depend upon oral 
traditions and other sources of information claiming to be 
historical, but conflicting with one another. One of these is 
the record of the contact of the Jews with the Dravidians as 
mentioned in the Bible1

• Solomon's fleet manned by Phoeni· 
cian sailors appear to have obtained from the Malabar Coast 
'ivory, apes, peacocks' as well as silver and gold to adorn his 
magnificent court. From this it would seem that the King's 
sailors visited the West Coast of Southern India, and it is not 
improbable that the Jews also might have made similar visits 
to these parts as traders. . 

Another source of information is a document in the hands 
of the Cochin Jews. It is a narrative, written in Hebrew, of 
the events about their first arrival in India and said to have 
been handed down to them f!'om their forefathers. 

a. J(angs XX, a:z, and :a, Chro~iclcs IX. aa. 
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The Rev. Claudius Buchanan, who was much interested 
in these people and their manuscript records, studied them at 
first hand in 1807, and published his account of them in his 
Christian Researches. We are indebted to him for the fol
lowing account. After the destruction of the second temple 
of J erusalam, a colony of Jews consisting of men, women, 
priests and Levites, dreading the conqueror's wrath, left their 
own country, came to the Malabar Coast and settled in a 
place called Cranganore with the permission of the king then 
ruling over that territory. " He allowed them patriarchal 
jurisdiction within the district with certain privileges of nobi
lity, and the Royal grant was engraved, according to the 
custom of those days, on a plate of copper" .1 This took place 
in the year 490 A. D., and the copper plate is still in their 
possession. The descendants of these colonists lived in peace 
for about a thousand years, and the number of headmen who 
governed them was 72. Soon after their settlement other 
Jews came from Judea, and among them was a man of great 
wisdom Rabbi Samuel, a Levite of Jerusalam with his son 
Rabbi Jahuda Levita. They brought with them the silver 
trumpets, made use of at the time of the Jubilee, which were 
saved at the destruction of the second temple, and on these 
were inscribed the ineffable name. Other tribes of Jews who 
had heard of their prosperity joined them, from time to time, 
from Spain and other places. There were also among them 
Bene Isrrel or children of Isra:l, who came from Ashakanaz, 
from Egypt, from Tsoba and other places, besides those who 
had already settled down here. 

In this account there are three periods of time to be 
noted-1. The advent of the Jews into Cochin after the des
truction of the second temple by the Romans in 70 A. D., 
2. The grant of the charter after the date of their advent 
by a long interval of time. 3. The settlement of their fore
fathers at Cranganore for about a thousand years. " These 
data", says Dr. Milne Rae, "seem to be mutually inconsistent 
and cannot be accepted as true".' 

Yet another source of information is the Sasanam or the 
copper plate charter now in their possession. It consists of 
two copper plates with the inscriptions on three sides, and the 

s. Chriatian Researches. 
a, The Syrian Church in India, by Dr. George Milne Rae, p; '3!1> 
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character in which it is written is the Vetfezhttlhtt "which is 
believed to be an adaptation of some foreign (probably Scmiti€) 
character to a Dravidian language'". The charter has been 
t~anslated by several scholars, and no two translations agree in 
their entirety, and hence possess merely an academic interest. 

These translations with the remarks on them will be found 
in the account of these people in the second \' olume of "The 
Tribes and Castes of Southern India, page 463-73," but the 
privileges contained in the charter and enjoyed by them are 
herein given. The principality. of Anjuvannam and all its 
revenues were conferred on Joseph Rabban, the headman of 
the Jewish community, .and to his prosperity, sons and 
daughters. 1'hey are allowed to fire salutes on all solemnities, 
ride on elephants and horses, hold stately processions, make use 
of cries of honour .and of torches in the daytime, different 
musical instruments, besides a big drum, to walk upon roads 
spread with white linen on grand occasions, hold tournaments 
with sticks and sit under a stately curtain, and to wear five 
coloured cloths and long dresses. These privileges are not 
enjoyed by the \\7hite Jews. 

Mr. Logan in his Manual of Malabar writes that the 
Jews have traditions which carry back their arrival on the 
coast to the time of their escape from servitude under· Cyrus 
in the sixth century B. C., and the same fact is referred 
to in the History of India by Sir William Hunter. This emi
nent historian in his Indian Empire, speaks of the Jews settliHg 
in Malabar long before the second century A. D. A Roman 
merchantship, that sailed regularly from Myos Harmaz on the 
Red Sea to Arabia, Ceylon and Malabar, is reported to have 
found a colony in the second century A. D. In regard to the 
Jewish settlement in Malabar, Mr. White observes that the 
Jews themselves say that Mar. Thomas, the Apostle, arrived 
in India. in 52 A. D. In view of the commercial intercourse 
between the Jews and the people on the Malabar Coast Ioog 
before the Christian Era, it seems probable that Christianity 
followed in the wake of Judaism. The above facts just~fy the 
conclusion that the Jews might have settled in Malabar as 
early as the first century A. D. Having determined with(n 

1. ~he Syrian Church by Dr, George Milne Rae, page Il!l-•40, 
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cettain probabilities the date of their advent to Malabar, Dr. 
Milne Rae, relying on the sack of Jerusalam by Nebuchadenez
zar, tht! attack and their dispersal into Arabia by Pompey 
before and Titus after the Christian era, and similar perse
cntions in Persia and Arabia, concludes that they must have 
been immigrants from one of the two latter countries.' 

Then as: regards the date of the grant, authorities again 
The date or the indulge in conjectures without advancing any 

Coppe• Plate r••••· satisfactory evidence in support of thetm After 
laborious research~>S, Dr. Burnell fixed the date to 700 A. D. 
Accepting this date, Dr. Milne Rae argues that the Jews must 
have received the grant a· few generations after the settlement, 
which might have been about the sixth century A. D. In one 
of the translations of the charter obtained by 'the Dutch 
Governor Moens, there is a reference to the year 379 A. D., 
but this date does not appear in the translations of Gunder!, 
Ellis, Burnell and Oppert. Mr. C. 1\f. Whish fixes 231 A. D. 
as the probable date of the grant, and it has been already 
pointed out that they are supposed to have come in contact 
with the Dravidian people as early as the time of Solomon 
about 1000 B. C. 

The history of the Jews from the date of their settlement 
Thel• Sub•equent in Cranganore to the date of their receiving 

Htotocy. the charter is almost a blank. In their adopt
ed country they enjoyed tolemtion which was denied to them 
elsewhere. They soon became prosperous, obtained social 
distinction and were favoured by circumstances that resulted 
in the granting of their charter, which secured for them higher 
privileges and importance. "The Jews", says Dr. Milne Rae, 
"did not obtain their privileges for nothing. It is probable that 
they gave n substnntial qttid pro quo. For the Jewish charter 
was granted nt the time when the western Chalukyan raids 
resulted in the dismemberment of the Pallava kingdom and its 
confederate dynasty of which Kerala was one. Very likely the 
Roynl Treasury needed replenishing, and the rank of the army, 
reinforcements. The Jews probably provided the sinews of 
wur. The Perumnl's necessity was then the Jews' opportunity, 
nnd they made their bargain accordingly".' After this event 

1 and 1. The Syrian Cburcb in India by Dr. George Milne Rae1 
P. 143-44, 14G, 
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to about the middle of the fifteenth century, they were proba~ 
ly prosperous. 

Dissensions arose among themselves, and probably ther 
had beeri a great dispute between the White and the Blac 
Jews. The latter claimed equal privileges with the forme1 
and demanded the right of intermarriage with them. Th 
former refused to listen to any proposals of this nature. 1 

war ensued, in which the vVhite Jews were nearly exterminated 
but with the help of the local chief, the rebels were reduced t< 
obedience. Since then the two races became independen 
communities .1 

In the sixteenth century the Jews fell victims by turn t< 
the oppression of the fanatical Moors and the bigot ted Christians 
In the year 1524, the Muhammadans attacked the Jews anc 
the Christians of Cranganore, the reason alleged being tha1 

the followers of the Prophet had resorted to various tricks fo1 
adulterating the pepper and other wares brought to market, an( 
that some of these people were engaged in the discovery of th1 
tricks for the punishment of the offenders. A large number ol 
the ] ews were killed, and the rest were driven out of the town 
but the Christians were saved by the Nayars, who retaliated 
and in turn expelled the Muhammadans from Cranganore. Th1 
Jews were thus considerably diminished in numbers, and ul:'der· 
went many vicissitudes, and since then they never enjoyed the 
same power. The destruction of Cranganore, the Jews describe 
as the desolation of ] erusalam in miniature. They were firs I 
received into the country with some favour and consideratior 
agreeably to the tenor of the general prophesy concerning the 
Jews, for, no country was to reject them ; but after they had 
obtained wealth and attracted the notice of men, they wen 
driven to the lowest abyss of human sufferings and reproach.' 

After the destruction of Cranganore many of the Jews 
fled to Chennamangalam, where a small colony of them still 
exists. 

There were no Jews in Cochin at the time of the arrival ol 
the Portuguese in 1,500 A.D., but there were some in Cranganore 
in a miserable state of destitution, and these were probably the 
remnant of the old community that had either returned or 
escaped from servitude. They were finally compelled to desert 

1 and 2, Land of the Perumals, p. 345, 347-50, 
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their original settlement by the Portuguese, who enlarged and 
strengthened the fort of Cranganore. About 1565, they seem 
to have obtained refuge in Cochin where they built the Jew 
Town under the walls of the Fort. This town was again pil
laged and set fire to, by the Portuguese, when the inhabitants 
fled to the highlands and returned only after it was taken by 
the Dutch. After this time prosperity again dawned upon 
them. 

In 1685 an immigration of White Jews took place from 
Amsterdam, and subsequently from Palestine, Persia, Bagdad, 
Egypt, England, Poland, Germany, especially from Frankfort, 
and Spain, and out of the first batch, four merchants, namely, 
Moses Feriera de Silva, Isaac Irgus, Isaac Moorkat, Abraham 
Yost of Sepharadim arrived at Cochin from Amsterdam. The 
Spanish and Portuguese Jews are called Sepharadim to distin
guish from the Azhkanazim, the German and Polish Jews. 
The); visited the Cochin Jews and agreed to live with them. 
They wrote to Amsterdam about what they saw and heard of 
the Jews of Malabar, and desired to let them have all the books 
they required. The congregation of Amsterdam sent the books 
of Moses, of the Prophets, of the Laws and other books, which 
proved a great blessing to the Cochin congregation. Hence
forth they formed a mutual alliance and frequently corresponded 
with each other, receiving all such books as they wanted, and 
at the same time, sending back all that was desired of them. 
Thus the customs of the Cochin Jews became those of 
Scpharadim (Spanish Jews ).1 

The J cws of Cochin arc strictly divisible into the White 
Subdlvlllon omone or J erusalam Jews, and the Black Jews, and 
th~ Jowa. an-intermediate class, !11yukkhasim or Drown 
Jews. The White and the Brown Jews are believed to have 
their blood unmixed, but at present, the latter as well as 
the Black Jews are merged physically into one community 
known as Black Jews. The so called Black Jews are consi
dered to be the descendants of the five hundred slaves said to 
huve been purchased by the first Jewish settlers and of other 
n;~tives of Malabar who became converts to the Jewish faith; 
but this statement is not supported by any authority. The 
Black Jews are not connected with the White Jews by inter· 
mnrringc, nor have they any of the Cochin or Levite families 

; 1, Land of the Pcrumals, page 3391 
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among them. They have none of the Levitical ceremonies 
in their Synagogues. They form a separate community in 
Cochiil. Still they have the Mosaical Laws (Torah), and their 
customs and usages are similar to those of the White Jews 
with a few exceptions and differences in their prayers and 
songs. They were a large community at one time, but owing 
to intestine feuds with their White brethren which led to 
the war already referred to, they were nearly exterminated. 
There were also em migrations since the downfall of the Dutch, 
who treated them well, and their number became very much 
reduced. 

The Jews are now found in that part of Cochin called the 

Habitations. 
Jew Town, at Ernakulam the eastern side of 
the Cochin backwater, at Chennamangalam, 

at Mala, and at Parur, the last being in Travancore territory. 
The Jew Town is a part of Mattancheri and consists of anarmw 
street with "quaint houses of solid build on each side", many 
of which are of Dutch origin and style. In this street, live 
side by side the families of the White and Black Jews. Most 
of the houses have thick laterite walls, with large windows 
provided with seats and double shutters of glass and· wood, 
and have upper storeys with tiled roofs. In the houses of the 
rich the members occupy the second storey, which. is parti· 
tioned into· a hall and a nnmber of rooms, one of which is used 
as the dining room, while the others are drawing rooms and 
dormitories. These rooms are neatly furnished with chairs, 
tables, sofas, and other articles of furniture, while the walls 
are decorated with fine pictures and photographs of the mem• 
hers of the family. The floor moms are their store rooms, and 
kitchens of not too clean an aspect. Their houses have no 
compounds nor gardens. In the door posts of every room, 
the Jews, according to· the Mosaic Law, insert small tubes of. 
tin or bamboo, in which they place portions of Deutemnomy, 
aild the name of Jehovah is written upon very thin leather or 
vellum. \:Vhen they leave their houses or simply go from 
room to room, they kiss· the tube or, touching it with their 
fingures, kiss them. 1'he Black Jews in Ernakulam, Mala, 
and Chennamangalam· are genera)ly poor, and their houses are 
therefore very small. On· the verandah in front, they have 
their shops, and the rooms inside are occupied for. domestic 
purposes ; thus the Jews Jiye .ncar·!\ backwater or canal · fol 
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the convenience of their trade. The Jews originally preferred 
to live in a separate part of the town, where they could follow 
their precepts in their own way, and be beside the synagogue 
to pray three times a day. Abraham might well say that 
their residence was more a privilege than a disability. 

Among the sons of Israel cousins of all degrees, both on 
the father's and the mother's side, intermarry. M •rrll&'e prohlbl· 

tiona. Prohibitions of marriage between kindred are 
based upon the fear of complicate relationship, concentration 
of affection within too narrow a circle, inducement to keep the 
property in the family, violation of God's law as they outrage 
natural modesty, incest and the injurious results to the offspring. 

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the result 
of the many frequent consanguinous marriages among the Jews 
of Europe and elsewhere has been an extraordinarily large 
number of physical and mental defectives among them. Thus 
most writers on the pathology of the Jews say that the excess
ive proportion of deaf, mute, blind, insane, idiotic, imbicile 
at:d diabetic persons among them, is the result of bret>ding in
and-in, which has been going on for centuries among the Jews 
of Europe", 1 

All statistical evidence in England, France, Prussia, Hun· 
gary and Russia, shows that the frequency of marriage of near 
kin among them is rather very great. Anthropologists are in 
doubt whether this in-breeding is the sole cause of the mala
dies already enumerated among the Jews. There is, at present 
a concensus of opinion that consanguinous marriages, con· 
tractcd among individuals, are not at all detrimental to the 
offspring. lf the' parents are perfectly healthy and exempt 
from all commencing degeneracy, they can give birth to child 
ren at least as healthy as themselves ; but if the degeneracy 
has alrealy tainted both the parents, the offspring will show 
it in a greater degree, and will tend towards its entire disap· 
pearance, But when such marriages ·are contracted by 
defectives, the physical or mental defects are likely to appear 
in a more accentuated form in the progeny.' 

Among the Jews celebacy is unknown, and they have a 
Marrla ... •••••mL proverb that he who does not marry is no 

man. Marriage is, as among the Brahmans, 
--------------------------------------1 and I, The Jews, {»&CO aso-251, ~onttmporary Science series1 
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looked upon as a religious duty; and according to the Talmud, 
the authorities can compel a man to enter into wedlock with a 
woman of the race. He who lives single at the age of twenty 
is cursed by God almost as if he were a murderer. Among 
them childlessness is considered a horrible calamity. The 
desire for offspring, particularly sons, had its root in the reli
gious belief, and is an outcome of the idea, that the spirit of 
the dead would be made happy by homage received at the 
hands of the male descendants.1 

Among the Jews, girls are married both before and after 
they come of age. The three essential ceremonies in connec
tion with their marriage-are the engagement, betrothal, and 
the actual wedding; the betrothal being not merely a promise 
to wed, but the actual first step in the ceremony and therefore 
irrevocable. When a young man has to be married, his 
parents and others of his family select for him a suitable girl, 
and the matter is talked over with her parents. In the event of 
their approval, the elders meet in the house of the bridegroom 
on an appointed day, and all arrangements leading to the 
wedding and the dowry to be given to the bride, as also the 
sum of money to be paid to the Synagogue, are determined. 
The \Vhite Jews do not pay anything to the Synagogue at pre
sent. The elders assembled there are served with liquor and 
/Hin-supciri, r.nd are sometimes treated to a feast, after which 
they depart. 

After two days, the bridegroom's party, males and females, 
assemble in the house of the bride-elect, when a metal dish 
with a tumbler containing grape juice, a gold or silver ring or a 
rupee, and with a piece of handkerchief covering the dish, is 
placed in a conspicuous place. The bridegroom, with his two 
best men gaily dressed, comes in procession to the house, 
and there they are well received. He stands facing the bride 
and puts the ring on her first finger or gives the rupee with 
the recital of the following Hebrew texts, the significance of 
which is:-" Behold thou art sanctified unto me by this ring 
according to the Law of Moses and Isrrel ". He then drops a 
little grape juice into her mouth. The bridegroom's party as
sembled there are treated to a feast. This ceremony is called 
Ariyath Mehu Deseth. The White Jews perform this ceremony 
in the Synagogue at the wedding t~me. 

1, Evolution of Marriage, by Letol.lrneau, 
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On the same night, the bride is bathed and dressed in 
white costumes. She then goes to the Synagogue to worship 
the Law. 

The bridegroom and his best men get shaved on the wed
ding day. After rubbing their heads with the milk of the co· 
coanut, or some scented oil, they all bathe. On their return 
home some coins are waved round the head of the bridegroom, 
and are given in charity to the poor people. Towards the 
evening the guests assemble in the house of the bridegroom. 
After a light meal the bridegroom-elect neatly dressed in silk 
garments and decked out with flower wreaths, gold necklaces, 
and rings for the fingers, goes to the Synagogue, where the 
bride elect, veiled, similarly dressed and adorned in her best, 
and with a tali tied round her neck by her mother or sister, 
also comes in procession. 

The elders and the women are already assembled in the · 
Synagogue. The bridegroom and the bride are given special 
seats. After the evening service has been conducted by the 
minister of the Synagogue, some elderly member sings a Hebrew 
wedding song, when the minister along with the bridegroom 
goes to the spot where the bride is seated. The minister 
recites Hebrew texts, and the bridegroom with silver ring and 
grape juice performs the ceremony with the permission of the 
minister and the elders, and exclaims:--" Praise be to the 
Lord for his goodness to us". The guests then plead for His 
infinite mercy. The bridegroom says, "May joy increase 
among the children of Isrrel ", and the guests, "May it spread 
in J erusalam ". The bridegroom-" May the Holy Temple be 
again built, and may the prophets Elija and Moses come and 
gladden the hearts of the people of Isrrel. Blessed art thou, 
0 Lord, King of the universe, who hath sanctified us with 
thy commandments, who has forbidden fornication and res· 
trained us from the betrothed but hath permitted those who 
are married to us by means of canopy and wedlock • Blessed 
art thou, 0 Lord, who hath sanctified Isrrel by means of 
canopy and wedlock". "Thou",says the bridegroom, "art married 
unto me by the cup, and by the silver ring that is in the glass 
of grape, and by all that is under my authority, in the presence 
of these witnesses and masters according to the Law of Moses 
and lsrrel " " Praised be the Lord, who created the fruit of 

3G 
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·the Yine and suffered men and women to be joined in wedlock". 
Looking towards the girl and calling her by· name, he says, 
"Thou hast been betrothed and married to me by 'this cup, 
.whose grape juice thou shalt drink, by the silver in the cup, 
.and by all that is belonging to me ; I wed thee before these wit· 
nesses and the minister." He then drinks half of the grape 
juice and repeats twice over, "By this thou art being wed to me" 
and then bending pours the rest of the grape juice into the 

,bride's mouth. Then taking the ring, he holds her right hand, 
and pushing the ring over the tip of her first finger says," So 
thou art married to me by this ring according to the Law of 
Moses and Isrrel. After this has been twice repeated, he 
takes a tumbler with some grape juice in it and a necklace of 
gold and black beads, puts the necklace round the girl's neck, 
drinks some grape juice and pours the rest into her mouth, and 
dashes the glass to pieces on the floor. Here some elderly 
member or a young man reads the written commandments of 
Katltba. Before reading the last sentence the priest takes the 
fringes of the four corners of the bridegroom's veil or si.•etlz, 
and says three times " God commands that he who marries 
shall clothe and feed thee and thy children". The minister 
asks him thrice if he consents to it, and the bridegroom gives 
an answer in the affirmative. " Ye shall surely rejoice, · ye 
loving companion, as your Creator caused your forefathers to 
rejoice in the garden of Eden. Blessed art thou, 0 Lord. 
King of the Universe, who causeth the bride and the bride· 
groom to rejoice. Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, our God, King of 
the universe, who hath created joy and gladness, bridegroom 
and bride, love and brotherhood, delight and pleasure, peace 
and friendship. Speedily, 0 Lord, our God, let there be in 
the cities of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalam the voice of 
joy and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and 
the voice of the bride, the voice of merriment of the bridegroom 
and the marriage feast and the music of youth. Blessed art 
thou, 0 Lord, who causeth the bridegroom and bride to rejoice 
and prosper". The priest then repeats three Texts. At the 
end of the third text the guests clap their hands, and the musi· 
cians, catching the sound, beat the drum. When the music is 
over, the bridegroom is seated on the right side of the bride 
on another chair, and ~· eri Mayiin Syhar (sugar· water) Is 
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handed to all present 1 The minister, then putting his right 
hand on their heads, blesses the married couple and directs the 
bridegroom to srrpport the wife and children that may be be
gotten on her. All these the bridegroom promises to fulfill. 
Then the guests invoke a blessing and the bridegroom signs a 
paper in the presence of two witnesses and the minister. The 
minister reads the last sentence of the marriage covenant, sings 
it, and, rolling it up, gives it to the bridegroom, who delivers 
it to the girl, saying, "Take this marriage covenant and 
henceforth all that belongs to me is thine". She takes it in 
open hands and makes it over to her father. The guests then 
sing a song in praise of God, with whose will the ceremony is 
performed, and in praise of the bride and bridegroom. The 
minister takes a glass of wine and recites the seven following 
blessings:-" Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, our God, King of the 
universe, who created the fruit of the vine; blessed art thou, 
0 Lord, our King of the universe, who created everything for 
thy glory. Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, our God, who hath 
created man in the likeness of thy form, and prepared for him 
for a like form of everlastins fabric. Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, 
our God, who hath formed man, who shall rejoice and delight at 
the gathering of his children unto him with joy. Blessed art 
thou, 0 Lord, our God, who causeth him to rejoice with 
children". 

The bride and the bridesroom along' with the whole com· 
munity return to her house, where they are properly welcomed 
and treated to a feast. The bridegroom and his two best men 
and the bride with her two companions are lodged in a speci· 
ally decorated room. The marriage festivities last for seven 
days, when on each night, after the performance of the even· 
ing service in the Synagogue, the priest performs a ceremony, 
During this period the bride and bridegroom t;,ke their meals 
together. The days are spent in songs and other amusements. 
On the night of the seventh day, they attend the Synagogue, 
where, after the performance of a ceremony by the priest, a 
song is sung, and the marriage is then brought to an end.' 

If the bride is of age, the nuptials may take place on 
any auspicious night during the wedding days, as arranged by 
the parents on both sides. The elders of the community are 

1, Thia is not in vogue amoitg the White jews ofCochin. 
1. Tbia prevails only amonc the Black Jews o( Cochin. 
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invited to attend and are treated to a feast. They then detet 
mine whether the bride has been a virgin pure and chaste, a 
otherwise difficulties may arise and she may be divorced. 

When a girl comes of age, she is kept in seclusion fo 
Puberty Cuotomo. seven days from the disappearance of th 

menses. On the morning and evening of th 
seventh day she bathes and becomes free from uncleanliness. Th 
girl is dressed in rich clothes, and if she is married, the nuptial 
invariably take place on the night of that day. The month!: 
courses of the woman bring with them each time the sam 
uncleanliness lasting for seven days or more, and during thi: 
period everything on which the woman sits or lies down anc 
everyone who touches her belonging is unclean. 

When a woman is about to become a mother, no ceremonJ 
is performed for her except the wearing of glas! 

Pregnancy rites. 
bangles in the sixth or seventh month, wher 

women are entertained to a feast. But soon after delivery thE 
mother bathes in warm water if she is not very unwell, and co!C 
water is sprinkled on the baby if it is a male. The navel is cut 
the mouth is washed, and the baby is laid on her right side 
To ward off evil spirits, a knife is kept under the pillow, an( 
Adam's first wave engraved on a silver plate is hung rounrl thE 
child's neck. The woman in confinement is fed for the firsl 
three days with rice kanji and chicken broth, and from · thE 
fourth day with rice. For the first seven days the woman i! 
made to lie on a cot, and during the same period the baby, afte1 
being bathed, has some water waved round its head anc 
thrown at its feet. On the first day the baby is fed with thE 
milk of another woman in the same family or of the samE 
neighbourhood. To keep off evil spirits, ashes are thrown out· 
side the mother's room. On the fourth day invitations an 
sent to her friends and relations, who, after looking at the babJ 
and the mother, determine whether circumcision should ~ 
performed on the eighth day. They are then treated to a chewin~ 
of betel leaves and nuts. But now a days, only the circum· 
ciser visits the baby to decide whether the ceremony can be 
performed on that day. The \Vhite Jews do not observe thi~ 
custom. 

On the seventh day, when the mother goes to bed, shE 
changes her child from her right side to her left, placing a 
stone in the place of the child. '.M dead of night the arcad 
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spirit Sati comes to erase from the child's brow what God 
has written in its favour, and finding a stone goes away disap
pointed. It must be said, in this connection, that the woman 
is unclean for seven days after the birth of the child. On the 
eighth day, the child, if a son, should be circumcised. During 
this solemnity the mother should be quietly at home, and after 
this week she has still to remain for 33 days longer in the 
house without touching anything sacred or going to the 
sanctuary. If it is a female child, the seven days are extended 
to fourteen days and thirty-three days to sixty-six days, mani
festly in accordance with the ancient belief that a female child 
causes the mother more labour and longer illness. 

On the eighth day, after the first Sabbath two chairs are 

Clr.cumct.lon. 
placed one for the Prophet Elija, who is 
believed to be present at this ceremony, and 

the other for the operator who may be either the minister 
'or somebody else acquainted with the rite. At 10 or 12 o'clock 
in the morning, when the guests assemble or when ten are 
present, the operator goes near the chair intended for the 
prophet, muttering some Hebrew verses. If the ceremony is 
to be performed at the Synagogue, the child is carried there 
in the arm of a woman or in a palanquin, accompanied by 
the relatives and female guests with music. When the party 
reaches the Synagogue, the child's maternal uncle takes him 
and the guests bless it by saying,-Salam Alekhum-Hail in 
God's name. To this the guests answer-Alakhum Salam-in 
God's name peace. The uncle then hands the child over to one 
of the elders who has taken Elija's chair. While the father sits 
covered with a veil on one chair, the operator sits on the other 
and circumcises the ~hild, while the people sing Halleluja. Resin 
and milk are thrice given to quiet the baby, and the wound is 
healed with brandy and oil. The child is blessed by the minis
ter and called by a name from the Old Testament. The circum
ciser is sometimes given a small fee, and the relations and 
friends are treated to a feast. The baby is adorned with silver 
or gold ornaments. Should the baby die before it is circumcised, 
the ceremony is performed on the corpse before it is buried. 

The custom of circumcision is an extremely ancient one, 
and was in vogue among all nations which derive their descent 
from Abraham. The Book of Origins indicates this as prevailing 
among the Arabian tribes in the narrative of the circumcision of 
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Ishmael, and Jeremiah designated Edom, Ammon, Moab, and 
the Egyptians as circumcised. Herodotus, while confirming 
this, adds that the Ethiopeans and Phrenicians and certain 
Syrian tribes known as J udeans, likewise practised this strange 
rite, which, outside those regions was nowhere to be found. 
The Philistines, on the other hand, were always railed at by the 
people of Isrrel as the uncircumcised. Thus according to the 
Old Testament and the writings of Herodotus, circumcision 
had its origin among an extremely ancient nation that dwelt 
in the land of the Nile, ~nd in its significance it seems to have 
been an offering of one's flesh and blood to God. It may have 
served as a substitute for a sacrifice of flesh and blood at 
which far more was required. Among the Isralites the cus· 
tom appears to have been introduced long before the time 
of Moses, and there is a narrative which deals with the re
markable manner in which Joshua had the nation circumcised 
on the banks of the Jordan. From his time the custom has 
been to circumcise the baby on the eighth day of his life, 
as the first day after the first week from his birth. There was a 
departure from this old custom, according to which the operation 
was performed as among the Muhammadans, when a boy first 
passed out of childhood, and began gradually to enter into his 
youth. This rite of circumcision acquired great significance 
(sacrament), and served to mark the entrance of a man· into 
the full rights and duties of the community, and it was only 
suitable to connect it with the giving of a name. The child 
received a name on this occasion, which appears to correspond 
with his new birth as a member of his Jewish community! 

At present it prevails among nearly all the people of 
Eastern Africa, in Australia, in many islands of Melanesia and 
Polynesia and among Mussalmans all over the World. It 
is performed when a boy attains manhood i. e., at the same 
age as that at which he is tatooed or painted or begins to 
dress or adorn himself. In Australia some practise cir
cumcision, while others knock out the front teeth when 
youths are virile. Some are of opinion that it is done from 
a hygienic standpoint, that every ancestral custom may, by 
degrees, take a religious character, and that among the Jews 

l. (Book of Origins XVII, p u), (The Antiquities of Israel Ewaldp.Sg-97). 
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the religious character was certainly of a comparatively 
recent date.' 

Girls are named on the fifth day or any day after one 
month. On the night fixed, the child is placed on a cot, or 
held in the mother's hand; and the minister or some elderly 
member of the community, placing his right hand on the child's 
head, repeats Hebrew verses in which the name to be given 
occurs. He retires, and the night is spent by the members of 
the family in singing and other amusements. 

On the 31st day the father with his friends and relations 
attends the Synagogue, and going to the priest, 

Rite 01 redemption. says, " I present you this my first born son" 
and then delivers him into his hand. The priest looks at the 
child, asks for three rupees, and then hands him back to his 
father with blessings. The ceremony takes place in the house 
in the case of the White Jews. 

Formerly, on the morning of the 33rd day, but now on 
the 56th day, the woman in confinement becomes purified by a 
bath with the recital of a Hebrew prayer. Three or four 
months after the mother is purified, both the mother and the 
child nrc taken to the house of her husband on an auspicious 
day. 

Any day after three months, a child's ears are bored in 
three places on the lobe. 

When small-pox prevails in their localities, special prayers 
arc recited in the Synagogue for their protection. 

Traditions show that polygamy and concubinage were 

Polvi'amy. 
common among the Hebrews of the patriarchal 
age. As an instance of the kind, it may be 

mentioned that Solomon had seven hundred wives and three 
hundred concubines and that Rehoboam took eighteen wives and 
three score concubines. According to the Talmudic rights also 
this was permitted, though the number of legitimate wives was 
restricted to four. Though polygamy is allowed, monogamy is 
the rule at present. Polyandry is unknown. 

Levirate is the name given to the obligation imposed 

The Ll'Yi ratt•, 
by custom or law on the brother of a deceased 
husband to marry the latter's widow. It i~ 

mentioned twice in the Book of Genesis and was rather a 
moral than a legal obligation which the brother-in-law could 

1, History of Human Marriage by Westermark page 201-2o6. 
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not even refuse, but in refusing it he incurred public odium and 
had to submit to a degrading ceremony. It is now in vogue 
among these people only in the absence of a son or a daughter 
to the widows, as otherwise, they are at liberty to marry 
another after the performance of a ceremony. The levirate is 
undoubtedly a widespread custom. \\'hen women are regard· 
ed as property, they are inherited like other possessions. In 
many cases, the brother or, in default of the brother, the 
nearest male relation is expressly stated to be entitled to have 
the widow, and if he does not marry her, he has neverthless 
the guardianship over her. This custom is even now in vogue 
among some of the low Hindu castes. 

A man who was guilty of adultery received a thousand 
lashes, whilst the woman suffered amputa· 

Adul..,,. ••• n;. tion of the nose or was sometimes stoned to vorce. 

death. This was the old custom. At present, 
when a case of adultery occurs and is brought to the notice 
of the community, the elders meet to make the necessary 
enqumes. If it is proved to be true, the culprits (both 
the man and the woman), are ostracised, and are thencefor
ward deprived of the privileges of the community. They can 
no longer attend the Synagogue, and can have none of the cere
monies in their houses performed by the priests or ministers. 
(Vide Caste Government). 

"The Book of Deuteronomy very accommodating to the 
husband authorises him to repudiate his wife 'when she finds 
no favour in his eyes, because he has found .some uncleanness 
in her. He has only to put a letter of divorce in her hand, 
and may not take her again either if she is repudiated .by 
another husband or becomes a widow;' (Deuteronomy, XXVI, 
v., 1 and 2). ¥/ith much stronger reasons a man can repu
diate an immodest wife. As for the wife, she could demand 
a divorce only for very grave causes as the following:-" If 
the husband is attacked by a contageous malady (Leprosy), 
if his occupation is too repugnant to her, if he deceives her, 
if he habitually illtreats her, if he refuses to contribute to her 
maintenance, if after ten years·of marriage, his impotence has 
been well-established especially if the woman declares that she 
needs a son to sustain her in her. old age." 1 But eveu then 

1• Evolution of Marriage by Lctourn~u. 
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it is the husband that is reputed to have sent away his wife, 
and she loses her dowry. 

Among the Hebrews individual property was instituted 

lnherJtance. 
in very early times, for it is alluded to in 
Genesis. But the law forbade the property 

being equally divided among all the sons of the father or in 
general being cut up. The eldest son legally received a double 
portion which consisted of not only a share of the ancestral 
estate, but also a corresponding portion of the moveable 
wealth. It was done on the assumption that the first born 
was the principal heir and proper representative of the family, 
and as, such would take on himself more of the duties of the 
head of the family than the other brothers, such as maintain
ing the widows and unmarried daughters of the family. Sons 
of concubines had only gifts to hope for. The same customs 
fire still in vogue. In the absence of sons, daughters inherit 
their father's property all alike. 

The Myukkhasim or the Brown Jews and the Black Jews 
form a confederation of seven congregations, 

tlo~~·1 • 1 Oraant.a. caste or tribal assemblies, called Yogams, 
each of which regulates all matters relating 

to the welfare of the community. 
Among them in each village there are five office bearers

], The headman who is the senior member, 2. His assistant, 
the next senior man (Segatt), 3. The Gabai or the treasurer, 
4. P,ln,rMrml or the minister, and 5. The Sam,is or the beadle 
Scgans or assistants help the headman, and devise plans for 
bettering the Synagogue. They are chosen by the castcmcn 
from the old and respectable members of the community. 
One of these may be asked to resign in favour of another 
when necessary. The duty of the Gabai is to recover out
standings and to keep an account of the Synagogue fund. 
The Pattakaran or the minister is not a paid man in Cochin. 
He conducts divine service, blesses those who make offerings 
of oil or money, celebrates marriages, and.performs funeral 
and other religious ceremonies. Any member of the com
munity who can read Hebrew pretty fluently and lead the 
holidny service may be . appointed minister without any 
remuneration. 

There is IJ servant of the Synagogue who has to sweep 
and light it, to prepare the grape juice, to gather the sums 

3H 
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due to the Synagogue and to make them over to the treasurer. 
He tells people of caste meetings, of births, marriages, deaths, 
and .excommunications and in cases tried before the head
man calls out the names of the witnesses. He is paid about 
Rs. 5 to 8 a month. 

In each village caste questions are settled by the headman 
at a meeting of the senior members of the community. He 
is helped by a senior member who acts as a judge and the four 
elders called the Segans. All persons present at such meetings 
are allowed to take part in the discussion, and if necessary, to 
record their dissent or petition for a new trial. In taking 
evidence they caution the witnesses to speak the truth, but do 
not exact a formal oath. The marriage covenant is in general 
strictly respected, and adultery is punished with fine. In 
aggravated cases, the agrieved party is allowed to divorce and 
to marry another. In the event of a difference of opinion on a 
particular matter, some members of each Yogam are invited, 
and their decisions are final. The White Jews also have a 
similar organization. 

The religion of the Jews is called Judaism, and the essence 

Religion. 
of their faith is summed up in the formula that 
Jehovah is the God of Israel, and Israel is 

the people of Jehovah. Their religious belief is governed by 
Biblical and Talmudic laws. Their place of worship is called 
a Synagogue. 

In the Jew Town of Cochin are three Synagogues, one .of 
which is at the northern extremity, close to the palace of His 
Highness the Raja, and belongs to the White Jews; while 
the central and the southern ones are used by the Brown Jews 
and Black Jews respectively. The chief Synagogue or the 
Synagogue of the White Jews is a pretty fine edifice about 40 

·ft. long, and 30 ft. wide. In the inside are dry brass chande
liers holding numerous tumblers of oil for lights~ The reading 
desk is in the centre facing the books of the Laws on the 
west, where they are kept in a cup-board behind a curtain, 
and consist of copies of the Pentateuch, most beautifully 
written in Hebrew characters on vellum. · The flooring of the 
Synagogue is of blue and whi~e China tiles, The women's 
gallery is screened from the body of the Synagogue, around 
which are· benches for the men to sit on. The Jews put off• 
their shoes before they enter the 1\puse of prayer. There is !lJ1 
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iron safe for the reception of alms for the poor, fixed against 
the outer wall of the Synagogue. There are two Synagogues 
in Ernakulam, one in Chennamangalam and one in Mala. 

The Jews rise about 5 o'clock, and after prayer and ablu~ 
The dally ure or tions proceed to the Synagogue for public 

the Jewo. devotions. At seven they return home, break' 
fast, set about the day's business, dine between 12 and 2 
o'clock and again assemble for half-an-hour's prayer at 3 P. M., 

and 5 P. M., and resume their work until b P. M., when once 
again they attend the Synagogue for about half-an-hour. 
They return home, have their supper· between nine and 
ten and retire to bed. On Friday the evening service 
hegins at half past five and concludes at half past six, when 
the Talmud or some other religious work is read until bed-time: 
On Saturday, the morning prayer continues from 7 to 10 
o'clock; in the after-noon from three to four o'clock; in the 
evening from six to half past six as usual, with the termination 
of which they close the Sabbath. They are very exemplary in 
their observance of this division of time, and are rigidly cor
rect in their respect for the seventh day. 

The service in the Synagogue of the White Jews is con
ducted by the Rabbi, who with his head covered by a Talitlt 
or veil thrown over his turban chants a prayer from a reading 
de!'k, which, facing to the west, is raised two steps above the 
floor, and is surrounded by a railing, outside of which are the 
scats provided for the congregation. The Rabbi generally 
covers his face whilst reading, but this is not done in the feast 
of the tabernacle. He turns towards the west, while the con
gregation, facing the Book of Law, continues swaying their 
bodies incessantly backwards and forwards and bowing towards 
the tabernacle, apparently with deep devotion. After a short 
interval of silence, the latter make a vociferous response, and 
incline their bodies with much show of respect towards the 
silver cases containing the Books of Law. The women then 
descend and solemnly go through the ceremony. The service 
is then brought to a close. The same observances take place 
in the Synagogues of the Brown and Black Jews also. 

The Jewish Sabbath and feasts begin at six in the 
evening and lasts for the succeeding twenty-four hours, 
the day being computed as lasting from sunset to sunset. 
There are occasions of great importance observed in great 
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part even to the present day by every faithful Jew with 
scrupulous care. Before their Sabbath begins everything in 
the form of work for the succeeding day must be completed; 
food is prepared, even the tables laid, whilst all remaining 
ready dressed for the Sabbath when they do no manner of 
work. The fires in every house are extinguished; even smok
ing is prohibited until the evening; the Sabbath is a day of 
rejoicing, and prayers are said at stated periods, but the re
mainder of the day is spent in visiting friends, playing cards, 
.and other games. As a rule every day is commenced by a 
prayer both at home and in the Synagogue, repeated about 
three in the evening and at sunset. 

This feast which falls at the beginning of October is cele
The feast of the brated with much attention to the ritual, It 

Tab.,nacle <Suka>- is then more than at any other time in the 
year that the women appear in public. Attached to every house 
there is a cad jan shed, and here in the open air all take their 
meals. Cups of oil with cotton wicks are kept lighted at the 
doorway of every hguse, whilst opposite to the Synagogue there 
is a large stand filled with oil lights. On the last and most im
portant day of the feast, the congregation assemble in the Syna
t:OJUe at half past one, and the service begins at two. Persons 
of both sexes and of every age assemble in the house of prayer 
which is neatly and· tastefully decorated for the occasion. 
Around the reading desk is a string of white flowers of the 
IndJan jasmine. The five books of the Mosaic Law are seen 
in their silver cases in their tabernacles, each of which is sur
mounted by a golden crown ; and the two externals differ in 
having a sort of turret at either extremity. All the lamps inside 
the Synagogue are alight, and everyone is in his best gala dress. 
The flowing robes of the Jews in various colours are exceeding
ly handsome. The women also appear in- their finest attire, 
A little after two o'clock all the male members of the congre
gation advance towards the Books of Law, and the three central 
ones are taken down from their position and carried towards the 
door in the midst of chants and songs of praise. At every step 
the members of the congregation rush forward to salute them. 
They are taken outside and carried round the Synagogqe. All 
join in the singing, while those in front and around the book 
dance and jump about' 'Vhen the Jews have left the building, 
the J ewesses come down from the gallery and kiss the two 
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remaining books. Meanwhile the three other books are 
carried three times round the building, The Synagogue is 
again entered, and ~he two remaining ones are taken out to 
join in the last round, In the Syangogue of the Black Jews, 
rose water is sprinkled from a silver bottle over the books, but 
with the White Jews it is done at the doors. In commemora· 
tion of the day of the destruction of Jerusalam, they hold a 
very strict and solemn fast from 3-30 P. M. one day until 7 
1', M. on the following. They dress themselves in deep mour· 
ning, and weep for the desolation of the present city. The 
Jews in their Synagogues and the Jewesses on the floor of 
their houses, all mourn as for some great calamity or as for 
the loss of some dear object. The great day of atonement of 
every year is kept very strictly, and the males are dressed in 
the same white flowing robes that will after death form their 
shrouds. 

Passover is the first and greatest of their festivals, and is also 

Paaaover. called the first full-moon. It is the commence
ment of the religious year, and commemorates 

the birth day of the nation or the day of deliverance from 
Egypt, when the angel of death passed over their dwellings. 
The festival lasts for seven days, and every ceremony recalls the 
awful day of their deliverance. On the first evening they 
taste the bitter herb emblematic of the bitterness of their 
bondage. They partake of the food with their loins girded as 
ready for their flight; they eat only unleavened bread-the bread 
·of slavery prepared in the hurry and confusion of departure. 
Every Jew must use a supplementary set of crockery and 
kitchen utensils. This feast occurs early in April. 

This feast is celebrated in commemoration of the delivery 
of the law and the formation of the covenant 

The Pout or Pent· b)• which the Jews became the tenants of the II:Oit, 

I uxuriant soil, when the harvest was gathered 
and its rich abundance stored up. The gladness was to be as 
general as the blessing. 

The new moon of the seventh month is appointed for the 
feast of the Trumpets. It is, in fact, the be

t\·-;~~:.••• Trum- ginning of the old Hebrew year, and remained 
that of the Civil Year. The new moon or the 

first day of the lunar month is not ordained by positive 
precept, but recognized as a festival of established usage. 
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The day of Atonement is observed as a day of feast. On 
that day the Jews pray in the Synagogue from five in the morn
ing till seven in the evening. Their fast begins at 5 P. M. ori 
the day previous to each feast, and ends at 7 P. M. the next 
day. It is in commemoration of the scape-goat which was 
dedicated to the evil spirits and led forth burdened with the 
sins of the people to be dashed in pieces from a cliff in the 
dreary desert near Jericho. This is kept very strictly, and the 
males are dressed in the same white flowing robes that will 
after death form their shrouds. 

The Feast of Purim commemorates the national deliver
ance through Esther and the Hanoukhah. 

The Feast of Lights is in remembrance of the renewal of 
the temple worship by Judas Maccaboeus. 

As there is only one almighty God, so there is only one 
people, the descendants of Abraham under his special protection. 
The God of these chosen people is their temporal as well as spi
ritual sovereign. He is not merely their legislator but also the 
administrator of their laws. Their land is his gift, held from 
him as their liege-lord on certain conditions. He is their leader 
in war, their councillor in peace. Their happiness or adversity, 
national as well as individual, depends solely- on the main
tenance or neglect of their divine institutions. Such was the 
common popular religion of the Jews, as it appears in their 
law, their history, their poetry, and their moral philosophy. 

Judaism is the most exclusive of religions. It is not uni· 
versallike Christianity, but tribal. It has a great distaste for 
the stranger at the gate, and does not send fO,rth any mission
aries among people of other creeds~ It is not eager for proselytes 
like Christianity or Muhammadanism, and repels most of those 
who might be attracted by its ethical teachings. Ritual circum
cision is not calculated to make Judaism attractive to christians 
and others. 

When the death of a member of the \Vhite or Black 
community is expected, some of the elders of Fuoeral Customs, 
the Synagogue are sent for, who after arrival 

receive the confession of the dying man. Directions are also 
received as to the division of the. property, and sometimes as 
to his own obsequies which take place within three hours after 
death._ All males, friends and relations usually attend as a ~ark 
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of respect to the dying man. Those closely related to him 
entreat him to pardon them for anything which they may have 
done to offend him during his life-time. As long as he is alive, 
the minister reads the sacred books to him and lays a copy 
under his pillow. When at the point of death grape juice is 
dropped into his mouth, his eyes are closed, and he is com
forted with the promise that the children will be properly 
looked after. When all is over, the widow and the san· rend 
their clothes and throw them against the husband's cot. The 
body is then covered with a white sheet and around it both 
men and women weep. A few hours after death, if the dying 
person is a male, a barber shaves his head, and then he is 
bathed in cold water. The body is then rubbed with cocoanut 
milk and twice washed with soap and warm water. Seven pots 
of water one after another are poured on it and are then 
dashed on the floor. The body is then removed to another 
room and rubbed dry. It is newly dressed and covered with 
a winding sheet. The Surplice or sisid is drawn and handker
chief and Sabia twig placed on the right hand. Flakes of cot
ton and wool are placed on the eye-lids with a handkerchief 
over them, and the face is then covered by the sheet. The 
toes are tied together with a thread. The men sit on the 
verandah or at some distance from the bed; and a friend or a 
neighbour goes to tell the relations of the death. The body is 
measured, and the man goes with a few labourers to dig the 
grave. \\'hen he comes back, others help him in making grave 
clutht:s, a pillow, a cap, and a pair of trousers. 

The coffm is brought from the Synagogue and cleaned, and 
the body is placed in it with prayers. It is then carried to the 
grave yard, and with prayers is laid in the grave. Those assem
bled recite Hebrew-verses and throw a handful of earth each and 
turn away. The diggers then fill the grave, and when it is full, 
the mourners, turning to the west, repeat prayers, and on leav
ing the graveyard, each plucks a handful of grass with his hand 
and throws it behind his back. The funeral party go to the 
deadman's house, sit on the verandah and,. after smoking and 
drinking a draught of liquor, return home. J n the evening near 
relatives bring cooked rice and dine with them~ On the spot 
where the dead breathed his last, a mat is spread, and near by 
a lamp is placed with a pot Q( water. The . first seven days 
arc kept as days of mourning. The women mourn for seven 
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days, sit, dine and sleep on the mat during day and night. The 
members of the family neither go about nor sit on chairs, 
nor bathe, nor eat anything substantial nor drink liquor. The 
men wear no turbans and do not salute their friends., Every 
morning ten religiously minded men read the common and 
special prayers in the house of the mourner in honour of the 
dead. The minister reads the sacred texts for the seven days 
with a few people. On the morning of the seventh day after 
the usual service, the minister goes to the mourners' house 
with the men, and the chief mourner proceeds with them 
to the burial ground. The minister recites certain prayers in 
honour of the dead, and then the mourners turn their backs on 
the grave, repeat prayers and return home. At the mourner's 
house the Tora is read. Guests are not invited; all those who 
hear the Tora come unasked and bless the food and repeat 
prayer. They are treated to a feast. 

Then every Saturday for eleven months some prayers for 
the dead are recited, and on a Wednesday of the eleventh 
month, a ceremony is performed and the 1 ews are treated to a 
feast. In the third and twelfth month also, a feast is given to 
a large number of their fellow men when both the Tora and 
Hebrew prayers are read. On the anniversary day of death a 
commemorative rite is performed with a feast to a few members 
of the community. 

The 1 ews originally had no special turn for trading. 

Occupation, 
They were at first herdsmen, tillers of the 
soil, and handicraftsmen of the simplest sort. 

But in the countless lands into which they were carried by Jhe 
dispersion they were oftetl forced to follow quite other paths 
than the old. The prejudice of the nations among whom they 
settled forbade to them the ownership of lands, and the follow
ing of handicrafts. Commerce thus became to them the easiest 
and the most natural resource. They practised it, and their 
dexterity increased. The success they achieved was one which 
their ancestors did not possess. This awakened trading spirit 
favoured the dispersion, and this in turn stimulated the former, 
so that the 1 ews were scattered everywhere, and everywhere 
they became merchants, a profession in which, it is said, "they 
were honourably distinguished" •1 The proverb as rich as a] ew 
illustrates their skillfulness. 

•· The ]ews (page, t36-J31.) · 
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In Cochin they have always been an industrious people, 
and have no hesitation to enter any profession to gain an 
honest livelihood. Trade was the occupation in which they 
played an important part on the West Coast during the 
days of the Portuguese and the Dutch. They are even now 
mostly following the same profession. The Black Jews who 
are comparatively poorer are petty shop-keepers, hawkers, 
book-binders, dealers in poultry, fish, rice and other com· 
modities. The Bene Israels of Bombay have begun to move 
with the times by entering into every walk of life. Their 
brethren in these parts are very far behind. The former are 
progressing fast in modern education ; many among them are 
artisans, and contractors, while some occupy posts in the 
services of Government, railways, municipalities, mercantile 
companies, etc. The members of the Cochin community are 
not sufficiently advanced to till such posts. They are a back· 
ward . community in point of education , but thrive fairly as 
merchants, middlemen, money lenders and the like. 

The only available test of the education of a people is the 
Education. proportion of persons who can read and write. 

In this respect the Jews are a backward commu
nity. Very few of their boys and girls avail themselves of the 
facilities afforded them in the primary and the secondary schools 
of the State. Being an isolated and orthodox community, 
they, like the Jonakan 1\lappillas, consider it a prime necessity 
for their children to study Hebrew in order to understand the 
elements of their religion. The children are therefore taught 
Hebrew in a building close to the Synagogue. Of late, a small 
number of their girls are found attending the local primary 
school, where they learn a little of the vernacular and other 
subjects taught thetein. Some are found reading in the higher 
classes of the College at Ernakulam. 

The Jews have no vernacular of their own. Hebrew is 
to the Jews as Sanskrit is to the Brahmans. But in fact they 
speak the language of the people around them. The mcm· 
hers of the community can speak Malayalam, but very few 
can read and write it. 

According to the last Census the Jews of Cochin number 

Population. 
~ 

1,175, as against 1,137 in 1901. Of these 
192 arc White Jews and the rest 983 Black· 
The 'Vhite Jews nrc confined to Jew ~own, 

3 1 
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while the Black J ew!l are found there as well as in Erna· 
kulam, Chennamangalam and Mala. During the last half 
century and more, their numbers have been steadily decreasing. 
Many young men among them go to foreign places in search 
of suitable work, and settle themselves there after earning a 
fort nne. Many, I am informed, are now in Bombay, Calcutta, 
Rangoon, Singapur, Honkong, and other places. Several women 
marry at a comparatively advanced age for want of suitable 
husbands. 

The ordinary dietary of the ] ews is rice and curry, either 

Food. 
vegetable or meat. They breakfast between 
8 and 9, dine between 12 and 2 o'clock 

in the afternoon, and their supper is at 8 P. M. They are 
very strict in the observance of the dietary laws. They subject 
·every carcass to a thorough examination by an expert, who 
condemns meat that is unfit for their consumption. Special 
attention is paid to the condition of the viscera, particularly 
the lungs, pleura, liver and spleen. "Those animals whose 
lungs present any adhesion to the thoracic walls or between the 
lobes of the lungs or in which small nodules are discovered 
scattered over the surface of the lungs, are pronounced unfit 
for human consumption. "1 It is said that bovine tuber
culosis is thus prevented from gaining a foothold among 
the children of Israel. The dietary laws by no means 
prevent social intercourse between the Jews and their neigh
bours of different faith, for, they are not limited to the 
prohibition of pork and to the prescription of a special method 
'of slaughter, and of meat inspections with a view to prevent 
'diseases.' Some Speak as if Moses had been a great sanitary 
reformer, the ancient precursor of modern teachers of hygietrc, 
It is very probable, however, that these rules had their origin 
much before the time of Moses, and are in fact the snrvivals·of 
the system of Totemism which existed among the primitive 
Hebrews. As members of the Totem clans, they tabooed animals 
which they worshipped (totems). The list of forbidden 
animals is given in Leviticus XI and Deuteronomy XV, and 
this was afterwards codified with the obj\!ct of keeping the je\vs 
isolated from the heathen. They cannot eat game, nor some 
species of fish. These laws are observed by the Jews in the 

I and 2. The Jews Contemporary SCien~ series pages :zgt, 535· 
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!::itate, though there is a tendency for them to be disregarded 
in other countries. 

The Jews wear a long tunic of rich colour, over it a waistcoat 

D d h buttoned up to the neck and full white trou· re .. an ot tr 
ornamento. sers, with a skull cap, and sometimes a turban 
when they go to the Synagogue. While at home, they are often 
seen with a red coloured loin cloth, a shirt, and a skull cap. 
Some among the White Jews appear in European costume. 
The Black Jews wear a similar loin cloth with a shirt and a 
skull cap like the Jonakan Mappillas. They use wooden sandals. 
Their heads are shaved at an early age, but leave a lock of hair 
just in front and above the ears. The males use no ornament~ 
of any kind except a ring or two for the ring finger. 

The Jewesses wear a red coloured Join cloth and a jacket 
to cover their breast. The former is fastened round by a gold 
or silver belt, from which a bunch of keys is sometimes sus· 
_pended. Their dress is simple, but, for grand occasions, they 
have rich costumes. They cover their heads with a veil which 
falls over their shoulders as low as their waist. They wear 
various kinds of gold necklaces, some of which are made of 
venetian sequins. Owing to some dispute between the tw0 
communities, Black Jewesses adopted the Bagdad dress, which 
consisted of a scanty shirt of rich cloth, satin or muslin, made 
in one piece from the neck to the ankles, gathered in behind, 
fastened up in front and open from the throat nearly as far 
down as the waist, showing a white handkerchief or stomacher. 

The hair .on the head is never parted and smoothened 
with oil. It is always untidy. Elderly married women 
do not care much for their personal appearance. Marri~d 
women after the birth of their second child generally leave 
off their jewels ana wear a plain dress. In mourning they 
wear a white dress with a black border, and white or black 
ornaments. After marriage, they always cm·er their heads 
with a handkerchief and on grand occasions with a little gold 
coloured cap. In the Synagogue, the women have their heads 
covered by a long muslin or net-veil. 

It is said that the jews, in spite of their being only a 
Purity ofthe Ra~. small fraction of civilized humanity, have 

succeeded in maintaining the purity of their 
race for the last 4,000 years. "During the last 18 centuries of 
dispersion among all the nations ofJhe habitable globe, all\Ong 
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nearly all the races of the 
1 
mankind, they are allowed to have 

refrained from intermarriages outside of their pale and thus 
maintain the purity of the breed of Israel to an extent unknown 
among any other ethnic groups of people"'. The result is, 
that the Jews of to·day present a uniform physical type, wher
ever they may be encountered. Furthermore, it has been re· 
peatedly asserted by anthropologists that the race portraits 
portraited on the ancient Egyptian, Assyrian and Babylonian 

• monuments, which have recently come to light, show faces of 
Jews which bear a striking resemblance to the faces met with 
to-day in \Varsaw, Frankfort, \Vhitechapel, London and in 
the Cochin Town. Notwithstanding all the vicissitudes which 
they have been subjected to for 4,000 years, it is said that the 
type of the ancient Hebrew survives to-day in the modern 
Jews wherever they may be found." 

European anthropologists have given the Jews an unusual 
amount of attention. Measurements have been taken of them 
in various parts of the world in order to ascertain whether the 
alleged uniformity of physical type can be proved by scic!1tific 
tests- Demographers and sociologists have studied them in 
their respective spheres and measurements, and photographs of 
the race-types of Jews in many parts of Europe, and in some 
parts of Asia and Africa are all now available for a close study 
of their racial characteristics. 

According to J. Coleman the most constantly reappearing 
racial traits arc the following:-"The colour of the skin, hair, 
and eyes, the form of the skull and face, the relative length 
of the limbs, and within certain limits the height or stature. 
These traits are constant in a race, and depend only on here
dity and are not known to be influenced by external conditions. 
There are also the secondary or fluctuating racial traits, which 
depend greatly on the social and physical environments, and 
these, according to the same author, are the amount of fat on 
the body, the development of the muscular system, the stren
gth of the skeleton and, to a certain extent, stature. All 
these are known to increase in well-nourished individuals".' 

The investigations of Professor Boas, a distinguished 
American anthropologist have shown that the crossing of two 
races has produced neither any new type nor middle types, but 

x. The Jews Contemporary Science series• pages 21-23• 

21 The Jews Contemporary S;ience ~eries. p3ges 24-'25, 
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only the half breeds which show reversion to one of the pa· 
rent's types. This theory of the stability and persistence of the 
racial characters has not been entirely accepted by all anthro· 
pologists. Many, on the other hand, insist that social environ
ments have something to do with the change of physical traits, 
and produce a change in the organism. With the concomitant 
changes in the somatic traits, the followers of this theory of 
environment mention the Jews as a good example of a race 
which has maintained itself in absolute purity of blood, show,.. 
ing physical differences in different countries. The blond Jews 
of North Europe, the brunettes in the south, the Black Jews 
of the Malabar Coast, the Negro Jews of Abyssinia and Mongo· 
linn Jews of China, are thus supposed to be not a product of 
race fusion, hut solely the result of the climate, altitude, nourish
ments, etc. This conclusion has been proved to be erroneous. 
From the measurements of the stature, the headform, the 
nose and other organs of the Jews in various parts of the world, 
ns also the types of pigmentation, anthropologists have arrived 
at the conclusion that there are at present among the Jews 
various types which are the result of race fusion. Thus in 
countries where the population is predominantly blond, the 
Jews formed by fusion acquire blond elements, where the bulk 
of the population is brunette, as in the Caucauses, they do not 
acquire anything else but brunette traits. On the same prin
ciple the Black Jews in India and on the Malabar coast are of 
undoubtedly Hindu derivation. The Falasha Jews in Abys
sinia are also like the Jews of Cochin, among whom there is 
an infusion of foreign blood, chiefly Negroid. These two 
classes of Jews afford excellent examples of the fact that the 
Jews have made proselytes after their dispersion among nations 
and that they have' incorporated into their community foreign 
elements at various times. Similar cases are also recorded in 
ancient times in the history of the Jews in the various parts of 
Europe, e. g., Gaul, Spain, Italy and Hungary. In India, especi• 
ally in Cochin, the infusion of native blood is so great among 
the Black Jews that to-day after many generations they cannot 
be recognised. Viewed therefore from an anthropological 
standpoint, the question of the uniformity of the Jewish race 
loses its significance.' 

1• The Jews Contemporary Science series, page so& 
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Stature:- It is said that the Jews according to the Bible 
were a "short race of people", and the medium 

l'hy:;;,•t Chmct- height of the present Jewish population of 
Europe, according to Paul Topinard and 

Deniker, is about 165 ems. From this it may be inferred that 
the Jews of to-day are still short of stature. From the measure
ments of the Black Jews recently taken by me it is found 
that the average height is 164"1 ems. The Jewesses are still 
shorter in stature than the Jews. This is partly attributed to 
the influence of environments such sedentary habits, the 
indoor occupations of many, the wretched social, economic 
and sanitarj· conditions they are now subject to, and partly to 
certain ethnic factors. Their average cephalic index is 77'1 and 
the average nasal index is 68·6. Various types of nose, str· 
aight, aquiline, or hooked, flat and broad, were also met with 
among them in the course of my investigations. A few inst· 
ances of erythrism or red hair are met with among some of the 
White Jews. 

The physical type of the White Jews is said to be the 
Types of p;gmentA- 5ame as that of the European Jews, Although 
,;on. they have been living in these parts for seve. 
ral centuries, they appear to have been unaffected by external 
environments. They are of white complexion and, when con. 
trasted with that of the natives, their whiteness is accentua~ed 
and is somewhat of the nature of sickly pallor. "Their women 
when young are said to have mostly a Spanish face, though in 
a few cases the pale coloured hair and little brown or blue eyes 
would indicate the idea of a northern parentage. "1 While the 
Jew seems to improve in appearance as years roll on, the 
J ewess fades at 30. " The children look almost leprously 
white, so do the eyes become habituated to dark skin. This 
retension of complexion and features for so many centuries is 
truly astonishing".' It is perhaps partly owing to the absence 
o.f any admixture of native blood in their veins and partly 
owing to fresh arrivals from Europe to renew their blood. 

The hair and beard are mostly black, but blond hair, with 
grey and blue eyes, is also met with among a few of them. 
The hair is of abundant growth, somewhat curly or wavy. The 
Jewish cast of face is very noticeable among the White Jews. 

1 and 2, Land of the Perumal, pages 946 and 48, 
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There are, among them, two distinct types, namely, Ashkenazim 
(German and Polish J cws) and Sepharadim (Spanish Jews). 

The Black Jews including the brown section, on the other 
hand, are of a .different type. The colour of their skin is of 
various shades ranging from fair, to a very small extent, like 
the White Jews, to brown and dark, like that of the members 
of other low castes, among whom they live. They have, how
ever, the Jewish physiognomy which would incline one to 
believe that they are of a mixed Jewish blood. 

The colour of the Jews of Cochin is a subject which has 
engaged the attention of a large number of writers. Benjamin 
Tudela in 1167 speaks of there having been only about "100 
Jews who are of black colour". Manasseh, Bene Israel, in 1565, 
while addressing Cromwell, speaks of them as tawny. The 
earliest exponent of a threefold division based on the white, 
brown and the black colours of the Jews was the Rev. T. White
house in an article in the Evening hours for 1873, and this 
clas.sification recognizes the existence of the Myukkhasim or 
'those of lineage' as a distinguished community. Following 
the interpretation of this threefold division, Dr. Burnell, Dr. 
Day, Professor hlilne Rae and others state that the Myukkha
sim or the Brown ] ews are the offspring of the White Jews and 
those of converts from the low-caste natives. The Brown 
Jews resent this view and consider themselves to be the des
cendants of the ancient Jews, and treat the Black Jews as 
socially inferior to them because of their descent from the old 
converts or slaves. At the same time, they regard the "'hite 
Jews as late comers. :Nevertbless the two sections, the brown 
and the black, are now physically merged into one community, 
the members of which are of all shades of complexion. 

With regard .to the question of priority of settlement, anti· 
quurians are again divided in their views. According to Dr. 
Buchanan, the White Jews of Cochin are later settlers than 
the Black Jews. They had only the Bible written on parch
ment and of modem appearance in their Synagogue, and he 
managed to get from the Black Jews much older manuscripts 
written on parchments, goat's skin and cotton paper. Re
garding the Black Jews, he says, "It is only necessary to look 
to their countenance to be satisfied that their ancestors must 
ha\'e arrived in India many ages before the \\'bite Jews. 
Their Hindu complexion and their very imperfect resemblance 
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to the European Jews indicate that they have been detached 
from the parent stock in Judea many ages before the Jews in 
the West, and that there have been marriages not Israelitish." 
Professor Wilson of Bombay adds that the family names, such 
as David Castle (David the Castilian), go to prove that some 
among them are the descendants of the Jews of Spain, probab· 
ly of those driven from that country during the reign· of 
Ferdinand and Isabella. Other surnames such as Hallegua, 
Ashkanazy, Zackai, Rabbi, Kodar, Kohen, Sargon, Asshoori, 
and Bagdadi refer to the countries of Europe and Asia from 
which their ancestors came at various times, mostly o\\ing to 
the fear of persecutions at home. The real ancient Jews, adds 
the same Professor, are the Black Jews, the descendants pro· 
bably of Judea Arabians and Indian Proselytes. 

The writer of the article on Cochin in the Encyclopaedia 
Britanica says that of the two classes the fair or \Vhite Jews 
are of a recent settlement, while the Black Jews, who have been 
supposed by some to be Hindu converts, are probably an earlier 
race of Jews from Palestine. 

In regard to the claim of the Black Jews as being the only 
genuine Jews, a competent Jew David de beth Hillel, who 
visited Cochin in 1832, opined that they are probably t·~e des· 
cendants of the Israelites who came to India but did not return 
to the land of their birth and that they did not deserve ~o be 
called Black Jews, because they were not so dark coloured as 
they were represented to be. 

The above remarks recall another tradition current among 
the Black Jews that they are the descendants of the Jews who 
were driven out of the land of Israel 13 yea~s before the des· 
truction of the first temple built by Solomon, and that they 
came first either to Calicut or Palur near Chavakkad, whence 
they emigrated to Cranganore. 

In this connection, it may not be out of place to refer to 
some of the arguments put forward by the Myukkasim among 
the Black Jews in support of the claims for priority, and they 
are-1. The probability of the granting of the copper-plate 
charter to one Joseph Rabban, who, according to the record· 

• book of the two communities, came from Yemen in Arabia and 
could not be one of the White Jews. 2. ·The independent 
origin of the two communities, as observed in the ritual and 
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religious observances, namely, the difference in the collection of 
hymns and songs for use at the feasts of the tabernacle and other 
occasions, in spite of the same liturgy. 3. The construction of the 
two Synagogues i.n 1344 A. D. and 1586 A· D. i. e., 567 and 325 
years ago, and that of the White Jews in 1666 i.e., 245 years ago. 
4. The existence of a tomb stone of the Black Jews 600 years 
old and that of the White Jews 200 years only. 5. The 
designation of the White Jews as Paradt!sis (foreigners) in public 
accounts and State records and that of the Black Jews as 
natives. 6. The opinion of the Great Rabbi of Jerusalam and 
of David de Beth Hillel about the Black Jews as true members 
of the "seed of Israel". 7. Enjoyment by the present Black 
Jews of the privileges mentioned in the charter! 

The views of the various writers above referred to and the 
evidence of local facts, do not seem to support the contention 
of the White Jews, that the ·Black Jews do not belong to the 
Israelitish community. They do not at the same time possess 
any authentic records to establish their contention. In the 
absence of any correct data to substantiate their statement, it 
may be rightly inferred that the dark coloured brethren must 
have been the descendants of the earliest immigrants and that 
there has been considerable infusion of Indian blood in their 
veins either by intermarriages with women of the low caste, 
proselytism or by slavery or all combined. It cannot, at the 
same time, be admitted that. the Whit.e Jews are free from any 
admixture of foreign blood, for some show clearly that there is. 

There were persecutions of these people all over Europe, 
and many leaving thei~ native homes were scattered in various 
parts of the earth, and very probably some might have come 
and settled in Cranganore amongst their co-religionists, the so 
called Black Jews, .who might have welcomed the new comers 
and shared with them the high privileges they were long enjoy
ing. The White Jews, when left to themselves, became by 
their commercial propensities financially more prosperous and 
wielded more influence with the European nations. But subse
quently the Black Jews claimed equality with them and the 
right of intermarriage; and the White community, owing to the 
superiority of colour and purity of descent, might have held 
aloof, nnd this gave rise to constant misunderstandings and 
dissensions among them. 

z. The Jewa in India and the Far East p, 83-86, 
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The social conditions of the Jews are very much governed 

CcmcluSion. 
by their religion, the Sabbath and dietary 
laws. Very seldom can they eat with their 

Christian or Muhammadan neighbours nor can they share their 
joys and sorrows. They take rest when others are working, 
and work, when others enjoy rest. They are rich in all the 
virtues, devout yet tolerant and strong in their reliance on 
Faith, Hope and more specially Charity. The cause of their 
social separation can be sought in the centuries of their op· 
pression in Europe and other countries. Isolation, which has 
been called by Darwin the corner stone of breeders, is more 
operative in moulding the Jews as we meet them to day. They 
still look forward to the Messiah, a heaven-sent leader, under 
whose guidance they are to attain splendour and the supre
.macy ~which they claim to be theirs. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

THE SYRIAN CHRISTIANS. 

The Syrian Christians, who form the large majority of 
Christians in Cochin and Travancore are the representatives of 
the ancient oriental church on the West Coast of Southern 
India. They are generally called St. Thomas Christians or 
Nazarene Mappillas. In the last Census they numbered 
102,834, 52,771 being males and 50,063 females. 

The introduction of Christianity into Malabar and the 
Oo1rin and early subsequent history of the Christian Church, 

Htoto..,.oltheChri•· like the early history of the Cochin Jews, are tian Church in Ma-
l•bor. buried in obscurity, and even the available 
information is also very complicated. A short account of it is 
given below. According to the traditions current among these 
people and implicitly believed by them, the introduction of 
Christianity and the establishment of the Original Church in 
Malabar in the year 52 A. D. are ascribed to the Apostle St. 
Thomas, who landed at Cranganore, or M usiris, converted 
many Brahmans and others, ordained two Presbyters, and also 
founded seven churches namely, Kottakayil, Kothamangalam, 
Niranam, Chayil, Quilon, Kodungallur (Cranganore) and Palur, 
the first six being in Travancore and Cochin, and the seventh 
in Chavakkad in South Malabar. He also founded eight Arch
bishoprics, of which Malabar was one. 

The Apostle after his labours in these territories went to 
1\Iailapur and thence to China, and on his return to the former 
place, suffered martyrdom or met with an accidental death on 
St. Thomas Mount. His grave is shown in the present Roman 
Catholic Cathedral at St. Thome, and at this little Mount is a 
cave with a Cross and Pahlavi inscription, where he is said to 
have concealed himself for protection against his enemies. 
It is also said that, after the death of the clergy ordained by 
St. Thomas, the church fell into evil ways, and some of the 
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converts, either afraid of persecution or influenced by persuasion 
or advice, returned to Hinduism. This apostacy is supposed 
to be due to the revival of the Sivite worship advocated by the 
celebrated Hindu preacher Manikka Vachakar.1 

There is nothing inherently improbable in the foregoing 
traditional account, which ascribes to an apostolic origin to the 
Malabar Church, since there was ~onsiderable trade between 
Cranganore and the Roman Empire in the early centuries of 
the Christian era. It is generally discredited owing to the 
absence of any reliable evidence to support it. The Acta 
Thomae (3rd century A. D.) gives the earliest detailed account 
of St. Thomas' Apostolic labours, and connects his mission with 
the king Gondophares, whom coins prove as having been an 
Indo· Parthian king with his capital at Kabul, and thus makes 
no reference to his journey to Southern India. Eusebuius 
(264·340) makes St. Thomas the evangelist of Parthia. Dora· 
theus, Bishop of Tyre, at the end of the 3rd century, says that 
he preached to the Parthians, Medes and Persians, and died at 
Calamina,' a place in India mentioned by Nearchus, but is 
never properly identified.' Rufinus in 371 A. D. says that 
the bones of St. Thomas were brought to Edessa from India 
which is evidently India Minor-the country west of the India 
known to medieval geographers. In remembrance of this a 
feast called Dulzrcina is celebrated by the Romo·Syrians and 
Jacobites of Malabar on the 3rd July of every year as a day of 
obligation. If Parthia and India Minor had been the scenes 
of the Apostle's labours, there would not have been the least 
likelihood of his having landed at Cranganore for the propo· 
gation of the Chriotian faith. N everthless; the tradition of 
Apostolic origin handed down from generation to generation 
is even now tenaciously clung to by the zealous Christians of 
these parts. 

In the Council of Nice held in 325 A. D., the Christian 
interests in India were represented by Johannes, the Metro· 
politan of Persia and of Great India, and thi• proves the 
existence of Christianity during the fourth century. Some 

J. The Indian Christians of St. Thomas, page 10. 

a. Calamina is said to be another form .of Galmona a Syriac word 
meaning a little Mount {St.. Thomas Mount). 

3· Syrian Church in India, p8ge sg. 
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critics,-on the other hand, argue that India above referred to 
is not the Peninsular India but Parthia, Ethiopia, and Arabia, 
i. e., countries outside India. This Council was held to dis
cuss sectarian differences, to define the jurisdiction of the 
various ecclesiastical heads and to frame a code of general 
dogmas, doctrines, and rituals, and appointed four Patriarchs 
-Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria and Antioch. Jerusalam 
was constituted a fifth Patriarchate under Antioch ; and the 
Catholicos of Bagdad, likewise subject to Antioch, was invested 
with the authority of managing the affairs of the Eastern 
Churches. Thus the Patriarch of Antioch was given the 
jurisdiction over .the Indian Churches as early as the fourth 
century A. D. 

There is also indisputable evidence to the existence of 
the Christians in Malabar afforded by Cosmas Indicopleustes1

, 

a Nestorian Christian, who going to Ceylon in the sixth century 
reported that there were churches there "and at Male (Mala
"bar) \\:here pepper grows, and at Kalliyana (Quilon) there is a 
Bishop usually ordained in Persia". It is very probable that 
the church was founded in the fifth century by Nestorian 
Missionaries from Babylon; for, in spite of the decision of the 
Council of Ephesus in 431 A. D., the Nestorians flourished in 
the East, and the Patriarch of Babylon sent 1\Iissionaries as far 
as Tibet and China between the sixth and eleventh centuries. 

Furthus Thomas Cana, a Nestorian merchant', is said to 
have arrived at Cranganore in the eighth or ninth century with 
a colony of 400 Christians from Bagdad, Nineveh and Jerusa
lam, including several priests, deacons and a bishop named 
Joseph of Edessa. ·He is said to have built a church in 1\faha· 
devapattanam and followed Syrian Liturgy. It is said that he 
married two native· wives-Nayar and Mukkuvan-and that 
the descendants of their offspring are respectively known as 
Northerners (Vadakkumbhagakkars) and Southerners ('l'hek
kumbhagakkars) of the present day.' "Another version regard· 
ing the division into two sections is that the Southerners were 

1, It is said that an anonimous Bishop was ordained in Malabar and 
that no mention is made of any heresy. 

2, It ia said that he was not a Nestorian merchant, but an Aramian 
merchant ofJeruaalam, 

3. Madras Diatrict Gazetteer•, ·Malabar and Angingo, page 203. 
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the new immigrants brqught by Thomas Cana ani settled in 
the South street in Cranganore, while the Northerners were 
the old indigenous Christians who had resided in the North 
street. "The Southerners are fairer in complexion and more 
handsome than the Northerners. They are endogamous, and 
observe more of the Hindu customs" .1 

The Christians of Malabar seem to have attained high 
social and commercial importance, which is testi£ed to by 
the privileges specified in the copper plate grants given to 
them by kings Veera Raghava Chakravarthi and Sthimu Ravi 
Gupta. These are still preserved in Kottayam. The first of 
these is said to have been given to Thomas Cana, though 
there is nothing to connect it with him. The dates assigned 
to these grants are 774 and 824 A. D. respectively. But 
recent researches on both paleographical and astrological 
grounds assign them to the 13th or 14th century. The pri
vileges conferred on these grants were among those enjoyed 
by the subordinate local chiefs and the Veera Raghava's grant 
makes the donee the sovereign merchant of Kerala.2 "They are 
said to have attained a high position during these early cen
turies, and this is corroborated by the embassy of Alfred in 833 
A. D. to the shrine of St. Thomas in India which returned 
with a rich load of spices and pepper". 

Very little of the history of the Malabar Church is .known 
for six centuries prior to the advent of the Portuguese. The 
church appears to have been more or less in connection with 
one of the Eastern Patriarchs, Nestorian or Jacobite, who sent 
Bishops from time to time. They were also, at times, manag
ed without any Bishops. Marco Polo, who visited the coast in 
the 13th century, mentions the prevalence of Nestorianistn 
among the St. Thomas Christians of Malabar as well as the 
legands regarding the death of the saint in India. In the next 
century three Latin Missionaries-Friar Jordanus, John of 
Monte Corvina, and John de Marignote-visited Malabar and 
made converts. · In fact, until the arrival of the Portuguese in 
Malabar, the Christians belonged to the N estorian Church.' 

1, Travancore Manual, page M7. Madras District Gazetteers Mai _ 
bar and Anjingo, pa1:e :203. a 

2 1 Cochin State Manual, page 2Ig. 
31 The Cochin State Manual, page ~t. 
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When the Portuguese came to India, they were glad to 
HI•<"'>' ott•• Byri. welcome the Syrians as their brother Chris-

•n• durtnc the Por• • d h h f • _J • • h ,., ........ ,..,. uans, an never t oug t o mtenermg · wtt 
their doctrines ; but they had soon to change their attitude 
towards them. These Syrian Christians had their mother 
Church at Babylon with their Patriarch at Mosul in Asia 
Minor, and knew nothing of Papal supremacy. They were 
Nestorians i. e., followers of Nestorius, Patriarch of Constanti
nople, who was condemned by the general Council of Ephesus 
431 A. D., for the assertion that Jesus was both God and Man, 
and that he became God only at his baptism; while the 
accepted faith was that he was God even in the womb of his 
mother. 

The !\estorian faith was shocking to the Portuguese, who, 
after the conquest of territqries and establishment of their 
capital or head quarter at Goa, soon entered on a policy of 
conversion and resolved to prevent the Syrian Christians from 
communion with the eastern Patriarch. Franciscan and 
Dominican Friars and Jesuits all conjointly worked to place 
the Malabar Church under the authority of Rome. They 
established the Inquisition at Goa in 1560, and a Jesuit Church 
and Seminary were founded at Vaippacotta near Cranganore 
in 1584, and finally at the Synod of Diamper (Udayamperur) in 
1590 Menezes, Archbishop of Goa, with the aid of the Inqui
sition succeeded in particularly inducing the whole of the 
Syrian Church to acknowledge the Papal supremacy, and con
firm to the Latin doctrine and ritual by disowning "the heresies 
and false doctrines sown among them and introduced by 
schismntical prelates and Nestorian heretics that governed 
them, under the obedience of the Patriarch of Babylon".' 
They were thus incol'porated with the Roman Catholic con
verts of the Jesuits in one community under the authority of 
the Archbishop of Goa, who, with a view to ensure success, 
ordained many ne'." clergy from among the Syrians, altered 

1. Madraa Diatrict Gazetteers Malabar and Anjingo, page 203-204. 

A-t the Synod of Diamper they were accused ot the following 
practices and opinion a-That they had married wives, that they owned, but 
two aaeramentl, Baptism and the Lord's supper, that they neither invoked 
aainta nor worahipped imacea, n.or believed in purgatory, that they had no 
other ordera of dirnhy in the church than bishop, priest1 or deacon. Asiatic 
Reaearchea by Claudius Buchanan. 
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their Church Service Books to suit the Roman doctrines and 
I' • 

burned their invaluable manuscripts of theology and church 
history. After two months' hard work in visiting and orga
nizing, he returned to Goa, but the government of the Jesuit 
Archbishop which lasted for half a century was very much 
disliked by a large majority of the Syrian Christians, who ap
plied to the Patriarchs of Babylon and Antioch for a Bishop. 
A .man named Ahatala was accordingly sent from Antioch, but 
was intercepted by the Portuguese, who took him to Goa, and 
shipped him off to Europe. This provoked a large body of the 
Syrian Christians, who under the Archdeacon Thomas met 
at the church of Coonen Cross at Mattanchery in 1653 and 
renounced their allegiance to Rome. It is said that out of 
400,000 persons only 400 adhered to the Portuguese Jesuit 
Arcl1bishop. This separation led to the two existing divisions, 
namely, Pazltayaktiru, (those who adhered to the Romish 
Church according to the Synod of Diamper) and the 
Putltanktlru (jacobite Syrians who, after the oath at Coonen 
Cross, got a Bishop Mar Gregory from Antioch and now 
follow the Jacobite ritual). 

After the failure of the Jesuits, Carmalites were sent for 
the conversion of the Syrians to the Rom ish Church, and they 
succeeded in winning them back to a very considerable extent 
under Father Joseph, whom the Pope appointed in 1659, with
out the knowledge of the King of Portugal, as Vicar Apostolic of 
Malabar. For the next two hundred years the Carmalite Vicars 
Apostolic continued to govern the two communities, the 
Romo-Latin and Romo-Syrian communities in Malabar, 
but the King of Portugal in virtoe of his Jus.Patronale appoin
ted Archbishops of Cranganore and Bishops of Cochin whose 
jurisdiction was confined to the actual limit of the Portuguese 
territories, and which ceased to exist with the rise of the 
Dutch power. 

With the British supremacy, the struggle between the 
Portuguese Jesuit Archbishops of Cranganore and the Car
malite Vicars Apostolic of Yerapoly broke out again, and this 
was brought to an end by the Papal Bull Multa ·Praclare of 
1838, which abolished the Sees of Cranganore and Cochin 
and placed them under the a\)thority of the Archbishop of 
Verapoly. Matters were finally settled by the· Concordat of 
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1886, which defined the limits of the.jw:isdiction of the ·rival· 
priests, and the Romo-Syrian community was placed under the 
government of the Archbishop of Verapoly. In 1877, an assis· 
tant to him was appointed, and he had charge of the Romo· 
Syrians ; but he was in 1887 replaced by two European Vicars 
Apostolic, and these again were in 1896 replaced by three Native 
Syrian priests who were consecrated as Vicars Apostolic of 
Trichur, Emakulam and Chenganassery. Owing to the disputes 
between the Northists (Northerners) and Southists (Southerners) 
in Travancore in point of social status, a new bishopric was 
crP.ated at Chenganassery, and the former Bishop has his head 
quarters at Kottayam. 

By the influence of the Portuguese Missionaries, many Hin
dus especially of low castes became converts 

Romo-Latlnltea '' to the Latin Church, and at the beginning 
La,lncara. 

of the 19th century they were socially di· 
vided into the three distinct communities, namely, Ezhu· 
·noottikars (the 700), the Anjoottikars (the 500), and 
Munnoottikars (the 300), the first two of which are ever try·· 
ing to assert their superiority in status over each other. The 
origin and early history of these communities are very much 
disputed; and special vernacular books and pamphlets are 
published with accounts of their origin and social status. 
They do not admit that they were recent converts, but claim 
to be the descendants of St. Thomas Christians with subse· 
quent additions from low Hindu castes. 

These accounts appear mostly to be cooked up to serve 
their own purpose, and the names denoting each community 
are being disclaimed by the members thereof. 

There are certain letters of St. Francis Xavier and some 
Va.tacan documents, which have been recently 

~~.·.~~~~i.~~urch cited by some of the Romo-Syrian clergy in 
Trav~ncore and Cochin, in support of a con· 

ten tion that their ancestors, the Syrian Christians on this coast, 
were not Nestorian heretics, but were Chaldeans of an Oriental 
rite in communion with Rome and holding the Catholic faith. 
They contend that the Portuguese did not convert them from 
any heresy but only made them submit to the. jurisdiction of 
the Bishops of the Latin rite, having cut off their relation with 
the Chaldean Catholic Patriarch of B~tbylon. They saw. that 

~L 
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the saints were notoriously,keen in detecting heresy, and they 
contended that the aged Bishop described by St. Francis as 
serving God for forty, five years in this country could not have 
been a heretic and also that the Syrian Christians for whom 
St •. Francis asked indulgences could not have been in schism; 
Further it is pointed out that the Portuguese garrison at Cana· 
nore heard the Syrian Mass of the Bishops, and that the 
Syrian Christians at Quilon paid money to Marignoli as the 
Pope's delegate. They now deny the credit of the Portuguese 
in the conversion of the Syrian Christians to the Roman 
Catholic faith; and it is said that the word Nestorian is very 
loosely used by the Portuguese historians and often denotes 
only orientals, and not necessarily heretics. But all Protest
ant writers unanimously agree in describing them as Nestorian 
in their doctrines, ( 1• 2.) 

The Jacobite Syrians who separated from the Ramo 
Syrians chose as their Bishop Mar Thomas 

Jacobite Syrians. 
who was, according to tradition, one of the 

descendants of the Brahman converts of St. Thomas, and 
was consecrated in 1665 by Mar Gregory, who was sent out 
by the Patriarch of Antioch. They adopted views quite oppos
ed to their own, namely, "that the divine and human natures 
in our Lord were so united that there was but one nature, i.e., 
the Godhead and manhood mingled like wine·and water. '• 
Here they are said to have been guilty of having confounded 
the "Essence or Being or Natures" of Christ." Hence they 
are called Monophysites " or those who held only one nature" 
or J acobites.• This change was made more easily owing 
to the destruction of N estorian books at and after the 
Synod in 1599. This division of the church continued to 
acknowledge the supremacy of Antioch, and its history is 
uneventful till the commencement of the 19th century, when 
the Church Mtssionary Society came on the field and became 
friendly with it on the advice of Dr. Claudius Buchanan 
and Colonel Munro the British Resident. The Mission esta· 
blished a College for the instruction of the Syrian priests and 
deacons under the management of Rev. Fenn. The scriptures 
were translated. Vil~a;::e schools were started. All these were 

1. History of Christianity in Travancore, pages 28-30. 
2. The Orthodoxy ot St. ThomaS Christians, pages-s-ss. 
3• Gibbon's Decline and Fall, Vol, IV,-Chapter XLVII (I l). 
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done with the approval of the Mi:tran, but the conservative 
party among them began to fear that the Syrian Church would 
be brought under Protestant control. 

In 1825, some of them appealed to the Patriarch of 
Antioch, and Mar Athanesius was sent out to replace Mar 
Dionysius, who was believed to be too much inclined to Protes
tantism. The dispute was settled finally in 1840 by the 
withdrawal of the Church Missionary Society from all connec
tion, with the Syrian Church. Since then, their work for the 
Syrians was completely closed, but there were among them some 
who, having imbibed a love for the Missionaries, appreciated 
their teachings and expositions of the Holy Scriptures and the 
use of prayer in the vernacular. Fortunately for them, there 
was in the Kottayam College a pious Katta11ar or priest known 
as Abraham, who sympathising with the spiritual aims pf the 
Missionaries returned to his parish at l>laramaJtllu, and resolved 
to carry out the principles which lie at the root of all religious 
reforms by conducting the worship of God and preaching in a 
tongue understood by the people. Among the changes he 
introduced in his own parish were the restoration of the Holy 
Communion in both kinds, communicating the people during 
service, protest against Masses performed for money and aboli
tion of prayers to the Saints.' Mal pan Abraham thus became the 
Wycliff of the Syrian Church of Malabar, and the reform move• 
ment, having been started, gained more and more sympathisers. 
The clergy began to preach to the people in Malayalam, and 
scriptures were read in their families. The students of the 
Kottayam College and elsewhere were awakened by the reformed 
Christianity and were inspired with admiration for its life and 
liberty. The movement went on prospering after the death af 
Abraham under his nephew Mathew, who became Metropolitan 
of the Syrian Church in Travancore and Cochin and was as 
such recognized by the British Resident and the rulers of the 
two Native States. Before his death he consecrated to be his 
suffragan his cousin Mar Thomas Athanesius, who succeeded to 
the Episcopal Throne in 1877, and was loyally honoured by 
the reforming clergy and laity. The Jacobite Syrians were thus 
split up into two parties, one of which was the \'ava's party 
under Mar Dionysius consecrated by the Jacobite Patriarch, 
who l~d those that were opposed to the reform~tion; and the 

1. The Indian Christi;.;-of st. Thomas, page so. 
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other (Melran's party) under Mar Mathew Athanesius who 
headed the reform part}'· The two factions were quite inimical 
to each other, struggled for mastery by a protracted litigation 
in the High Court of Travancore and the Chief Court of 
Cochin, and the dispute was settled by a decision in favour 
of the non ·reforming party. 

Besides the three divisions above mentioned, there is a small 

Chaldeans. 
party of Chaldean or Nestorian Syrians, who 
seceded from the Romo-Syrians in 1856 owing 

to the refusal of the Archbishop of Verapoly to ordain candi
dates for holy orders, who had been trained by native Mal pans 
in the smaller Seminaries. They are now presided over by a 
Bishop ordained by the Patriarch of Babylon. They are only 
found in and around Trichur. · 

There remains another branch of the present Jacobite 

Biabop of Anur. 
Syrian sect, in which the Bishops ordained 
their own successors without recognising the 

necessity of ordination by the Patriarch of Antioch. The 
'meinbers of this sect are found in Chavakkad. They were the 
adherents of the Bishops of Anur or Thoshiyur near Chava
kkad, a small See founded in the eighteenth century by 
Mar Cyril, who quarrelling with the Jacobite Bishop Mar 
.Thomas got himself consecrated by one of the three Bishops 
sent out by the Patriarch of Antioch to validate the consecra
tion of Mar Thomas. 

The Church Missionar> Society commenced their work at 

Protestants. 
Trichur in 1842. and then at Kunnankulam, 
in 1854. Each station has its outstations, of 

·which Trichur has eleven and Kunnankulam nine. Most of 
these outstations are in Cochin and a few in the British terri
tory. 

The Christians in Cochin belong to various denominations 
D1fl'erent sects. as shown below :-

1. Rorr:an Catholics including those who perform the 
·ceremonies of the Church in Latin and in Syriac. 

2. Jacobite Syrians including the reformed Syrians or 
St. Thomas Syrians. 

3. Chaldean Syrians. 

4. Protestants. 
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With the exception of the Chittur Taluk, Syrian Christians 

Habitattone. 
are found all over the State. The Romo· 
Syrians live in the interior, by the side of the 

backwater; while the Jacobite Syrians reside in the interior of 
the Talappilli and Kanayanur Taluks. The Latinites are found 
on the sea-coast and the Chaldean Syrians in Trichur. 

Their houses, constructed in various fashions like those of 
the Brahmans and Nayars, are situated in gardens ab:lunding 
in cocoanut and other fruit bearing trees, while those in Trichur 
lrinjalakuda, Kunnankulam and other places, are in two rows 
on both sides of the public roads with their church at one ex
tremity. The houses of the upper and middle classo;:s, which 
are generally quadrangular with an open space Jll itt am in the 
centre and with broad verandahs in front and consist of several 
rooms, and upper storeys, are all built of laterite blocks and 
wood, while those of the poor are thatched mud huts with one 
or two rooms and a small verandah in front, and the kitchen 

,either. adjoining them or in a separate shed outside. The 
verandahs of the houses in streets are often used as work-shop5 
or shops containing the articles of merchandise for sale. The 
houses of the rich and middle classes are as well furnished as 
those in the corresponding Sudra families; and their domestic 
utensils are more or less of the same kind. But the former 
cannot approach the latter in point of keeping their houses, 
furniture and utensils neat and clean. Many among the 
middle and lower classes rear pigs, which keep the surroundings 
·of the houses and even the streets very insanitary. Their 
domestic servants are either members of their own community 
or Pulayans. The women of the latter caste are, in rural parts, 
employed for sweeping, cleaning vessels and other domestic 
works. 

Each division among the Syrian Christians has become like 
a Hindu caste, an endogamous sect with no 

M•~;~~~~ p,..hib;. intermarriage between the members of one 
sect and another, though no objection is made 

. to interdining. Thus there is no intermarriage between the 
Romo-Syrians and the Jacobite Syrians. The Catholics 
avoid all conjugal relations among relatives, and even cousins 

·up to the fourth degree are ·prohibited from intermarriage. 
\Vhen cousins of the second, third and fourth degrees wish 
to form matrimonial alliances, the Pope's dispensatio~ ·is 
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necessary. Family status, and social position of the bride and 
bridegroom are also consi,dered before the proposal for marri
age. No intermarriage is allowed between the descendants 
of a high caste convert and those of a low caste one. The old 
caste prejudices are still in existence, though in religion they 
are Christians. 

Among the Syrian Christians, as among the Jonakan. Map· 
pillas, there are many survivals oftheir ancient 

:!~':!a~~ c,'!.~~t?:: superstitions, and the old caste prejudices, are 
Sy•iano. still found among the different sections of fhis 

community. Early marriage, as among the Hindus, was for· 
merly in vogue among them, but now the marriageable age of 
boys and girls is extended to sixteen and twelve respecti\·ely. 
Among them wedding takes place on Sundays, and it may be 
celebrated either in the bride's or bridegroom's parish church. 
In the ca ;e of the marriage of a girl to a young man 
with the consent of their parents, the marriage agreements 
have to be concluded in the presence of the parish priests, 
who on successive Sundays before the wedding have the 
bans published in the two churches. All preliminary arrange· 
ments for the wedding are made in the bride's house 
in the presence of the friends and relatives of both sides, 
and the dowry which is a prominent feature of the Syrian 
wedding is also then settled. It should consist of an odd num
ber of rupees tied up in a cloth. On the Thursday before the 
wedding the house is well decorated with rice flour, and on the 
Saturday the marriage panda! is put up. The first ceremonial 
takes place on Saturday, and on the next morniAg both the 
bride and bridegroom attend Mass, the bridegroom enteri-ng 
the church before the bride. At present, the bridal pair are 
in European costume, the bride being completely decked 011t 
with ornaments either her own or those she can borrow for 
the occasion. Before leaving his house the bridegroom gives 
Dakshina (presents of cloth and money), to the Guru or pre· 
ceptor after due obeisance, and is accompanied by a best man, 
usually his sister's husband, who brings the Tali. After 
Mass, a "tithe, Pathuvaram, of the bride's dowry is paid to the 
church as the marriage fee, and a further fee to the priest and 
a similar fee, Kaimuttupanam, to the Bishop. The marriage 
service is then read, and at its ~nd the bridegroom ties the tali 
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round the bride's neck with the thread taken from her veil, 
making a special knot, while the priest holds the tali in front. 
The priest and the bridegroom put a veil (mantrakodi) over 
her head. The tali, which is the marriage badge, should be· 
worn as long as she lives, and, at her death, buried with her. 

The bridal pair return home in state, accompanied by 
their friends and relations. Silk umbrellas being held over 
them. At the gate they are met by the bride's sister, carrying 
a lighted lamp, and she washes the bridegroom's feet. The 
married couple go to the panda!, where they are conspicuously 
seated and given sweets and plantains by the priest and repre
sentatives of the family to the accompanimrot of the women's 
/{urava and in the presence of the guests who are seated in order 
of precedence, the chief persons being seated on white cloths, 
with black rugs underneath (Vellayum Karimbatavum), tradi
tionally a regal honour.' The bride and bridegroom are then 
led into the house by the best man and the bride's uncle, when 
.the bride is directed to put the right foot first as she enters. 
The guests are sumptuously fed. Before meals are served, 
they double up their leaves, and this is believed to be symbolical 
ofthe royal marriage of eating off a double leaf. Until the 
following Wednesday the best man sleeps with the bridegroom 
in the bridal chamber, thebride occupying another room. 

On Wednesday evening comes the ceremony called Nalam 
KuU or fourth day bath. The bridegroom and the best man 
being in the room lock up the door, when the bride's mother 
knocks at the door and begs the bridegroom to come out, which 
he at last does on hearing a song called V athil-thura·Pattu, des
cribing the virtues and attractions of the bride. The married 
couple, newly dressed and decked out, go to the panda!, per
form Pradiksha11altf round a lighted lamp, and the bridegroom 
gives presents of cloths to the bride's uncle, mother and grand 
parents; after which they are both escorted to the bridal 
chamber, which in the interval has been cleaned and prepared 
for them. The next morning the bridegroom with the bride 
and her party goes to his house where also he goes through 
the same ceremonial as on the wedding day. The bride's 
party are similarly treated to a grand dinner. The marriage 
is now at an end, but on the following Sunday the bride and 

1, Vide Chapter II1 ante page 14--a&. 
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b,idegmom should attend the Mass in the-parish church·of the 
hitter, if they were married in the bride's. 

When a young woman is about to become a mother the 
c~remony of Pulikttdi, is performed which is similar to that 
which is performed for a N ayar woman. It is not now per· 
formed by some among them. The pregnant woman is taken 
to her parents' house during the seventh month, where she re
mains for two or three months after delivery. When she is in 
pain of childbirth, a midwife of her own community, a barber 
or a V elan woman attends on her along with her mother and 
others. After delivery both the mother and the babv are 
bathed, and the former during her confinement, is under a pres
cribed course of diet and treatment; ·immediately after bath, 
the child is fed, with drops of honey in which gold has been 
rubbed, and the mother is under pollution for ten days, after 
which she is purified by a bath, and her room is well swept and 
cleaned. Baptism takes place on the fourteenth day, amongst 
the southern J acobites, but amongst other divisions on the 
fifty-sixth day. The ceremony of feeding the baby with rice for 
the· first time takes place in the fifth or the sixth month, when 
the child is presented by the mother's parents with a gold Cross 
in the case of a boy, or a similar gold ornament or tuluvam 
if a girl, to be worn round the neck. 

Among the Romo-Syrians, marriage is celebrated accord· 
Mmiare Cuotoms ing to the rules of the Catholic Church w" hen among the Romo-

Sy,.ans. boys and girls are fourteen and twelve years of 
age respectively. When the marriage of a girl to a young man 
is proposed by the parents of the contracting parties, a day is 
fixed for the parents of the conjugal pair, their relatives and 
friends to meet at the house of the bride to formally talk the 
matter over, and to settle the dowry which is generally expres
sed in terms either in so many fanoms (a fanam-four annas 
and seven pies), or in so many fanams weight of gold. A written 
promise on a piece of cad jan leaf by the bride's father to give 
his daughter in marriage to the boy selected, and a similar 
promise by the bridegroom's father to accept her, are then 
made, and the pieces of cadjan leaves on which the promises 
are written, are mutually exchanged in the" presence of those 
assembled to make themselves . sure that their promises will 
be kept up. The members assembled are treated to a grand 
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dinner, and the day for the celebration of the wedding is 
also then fixed. The payment of a tithe-Patltuvaram
scven and a half per cent of the bride's dowry as the marriage 
fee is made to the church, out of which a small fee to the 
priest and clergy of the parish. The bride and bridegroom 
go to the bride's parish church, attend Mass and announce 
their intention of marriage, when the priests (Katllanars) of th~ 
parishes to which they belong have the bans called on three 
successive Sundays, to see if any objection is urged by any 
of the ·relatives or of the community to the wedding, in 
the ahser:ce of which they give their formal sanction for the 
proposed union. On a Monday the wedding is celebrated, 
though no objection is held against the other days of the week 
except Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays, when they are for· 
bidden to eat meat. A panda! is put up in front of the house 
and decorated. On the wedding day the bride anc bridegroom 1 

well dressed and decorated and accompanied by their relatives 
and friends, go to the church and attend the ordinary Mass. 
He is accompanied by a best man, who is generally his sister's 
husband who brings the tali. The marriage service is then read, 
and at its conclusion the priest consecrating the tali hands 
it over to the bridegroom, who ties it round the bride's neck. 
The priest hands over to the bridegroom a veil Mautraodi which 
he puts over the bride's head. The tali, which is the marri
age badge should not be removed as long as she remains a wife 
and should be given to the church· at her husband's death. 
The bridal party then returns to the bride's house in state and 
large silk umbrellas are held over the married couple. They 
are seated in a conspicuous place in the panda) and given 
sweets and plantains first by the senior members of the family 
and then by others. The bride and bridegroom are then led 
into the house by the best man and the bride's uncle, and the 
guests are fed in order of rank. The guests depart, and the 
married couple stay there, and on the next morning the bride
groom returns to his house with the bride and her party, where 
similar formalities are gone through and the bride's party 
are similarly treated. The married couple are again taken to 
the bride's house and after a stay of a few days there, they go 
back to the bridegroom's house. The wedding is then over. 

1· In former times the bridegroot:t~ was dressed in a neat loin cloth 
with " knife and style stuck to his cirdle, It is now given up, 

3M 
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No special day is chosen for their nuptials, which is left to thE 
convenience of the bridal pair. 

Among the Romo-Syrians when a girl comes of age 01 

when a woman is in her menses, she conducts Puberty Cuatoma. 
herself, in such a way that nobody knows any· 

thing about it· She bathes on the third. or the fourth· day. 
She is not under seclusion and observes no pollution for the 
supposed impurity. 

When a young woman is about to become a mother no 
special ceremony is performed for her, but during the seventh 
month she is taken to her parents' house where the delivery 
takes place.. The woman's relatives who accompany her arc 
sumptuously fed. At the time of child birth a midwife of the 
community or a barber woman is engaged for any necessary 
help. As soon as the delivery is over, the woman bathes, if she 
is not seriously unwell, and the baby is also bathed in warm 
water. The woman in confinement is subject to a course of 
treatment and special diet for forty days, and she does not go 
for her usual routine until after ninety days. The Ro:no-Syri3ns 
observe no pollution for this and for death. 

Scripture does not allow polygamy and polyandry among 
them, hut widow marriage is in vogue. Women that go wrong 
are severely punished and prevented from misconducting them
selves again. 

· Jacobites and St. Thomas Christians use the Syriac li.turgy 

Religion. 
of St. James, but few, even among the priests 
understand Sydac ; in the Reformed Syrian 

churches, a Malayalam translation of the Syriac liturgy has 
now been generally adopted. The J acobites say masses for the 
dead and believe in purgatory. They invoke the Virgin Mary 
venerate the cross and relics of the saints. They prescribe 
auricular confession before mass, and at mass administer the 
bread dipped in the wine and recite the eastern form of Nicean 
creed. Jacobite Syrians observe the seven sacraments while the 
Reformed Syrians have only three namely, baptism, holy orders 
and mass. 

The Jacobites observe the ordinary festivals of the 
church. The day of the patron saint of ea~h church is treated 
with special pomp; and. on the offering made on that day the 
priests largely depend for their income. They keep Lent, 
which they call the fifty days' fast, strictly from the Sunday. 
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before the Ash 'Vednesday, abjuring all meal, fish, milk, ghee, 
and liquor. On Monday and Thursday they eat a special kind 
of unsweetened cake marked in the centre of which the Karana
van of the family should drive a nail and drink a kanji of rice 
and cocoanut milk. The m~al is said to symbolise the Passover 
and the last supper and th~ nail is supposed to be driven into 
the eyes of Judas lscariot. 

Their churches are rectangular buildings with flat or 
Jocoblto &y•lon arched wooden roofs and white washed facades; 

c••~•· they have no spire, but the chancel which is 
at the cast end is usually somewhat higher than the nave. 
Between the chancel and the body of the church is a curtain 
which is driven while the priest consecrates the elements at the 
Mass. Right and left of the chancel are two rooms, the vestry 
and sacristy. At the west end is a gallery, in which the priests 
sometimes live. Most churches contain only one altar, and 
that in the chancel. 

The Syrian Bishops are called .M.tftrans. They are celibates 
and live on the contributions of their churches. They wear 
purple robes and black silk cowls figured with golden Crosses, 
a big gold Cross round the neck and a ring on the fourth finger 
of the right hand. Bishops are nominated by their predecessors 
from the body of Rambcins who are selected by the priests and 
elders in advance by the episcopate. Metrans are buried in 
their robes in a sitting posture. Their priests are called 
Katl1auars and should strictly pass through the offices of 
ostiary reader, exorcist, acolyte, sub·deacon and deacon before 
becoming priests, but the first three offices . do not exist. The 
priestly office is hereditary. The Jacobite priests until the 
arrival of the Patriarch in 1875 wore white cassocks, now they 
wear mostly darkblue. The Reformers keep the ancient whit" 
robe with a girdle."' 

According to the Census of 1911, the Jacobite Syrians 

The preaent con .. 
ditlona or the Non· 
Rom•n Syrian•. 

numbered 20,025, and the Reformed Syrians 
596. In the Cochin State their chief centres 
are Kunnankulam, 1\Iulanthuruthi, and Tri· 

punithura, and their ecclesiastical head is assisted by two 
,lfJtrcms, and two out of the six consecrated by the Patriarch. 
They own churches and chapels, and are educationally 
str~_ll~ _in 'Lower Secondary and Vernacular schools while 

z. Madraa Diatriot Gazetteers~ Malabar and Anjingo pare 1971 
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the reformed church of St. Thomas has also two Metrans 
namely, Titus Mar Thomal II. and the Thozhiur Bishop. The 
~burch styles itself the St. Thomas Syrians Church, and own 
one hundred and seventeen churches and chapels and two-hund· 
red Kathanars. They number one-fourth of the community. 

The following are the main points in which the Syrian 
Church differs. from the Church of Rome:-" The Jacobite 
Syrians reject the supremacy of the Pope, acknowledge the 
supreme authority of the Holy Scriptures, hold no traditions 
of equal or co-ordinate rank with the scriptures, allow the 
translation of the scriptures without comment for perusal by 
the people, do not receive the decrees of the Council of Trent, 
do not enforce the celebacy of the clergy, nor allow images in 
churches. They recognize orthodox churches as branches of 
Christ's Holy Catholic Church, and accept the canons of the 
first Council of Nice, 325 A. D., as well as those of Constanti
nople, 381 A. D., and Euphesus, 431 A. D., rejecting only those 
of Chalcedon twenty years later."1 

The main characteristics of the Syrian Church are:-
1. "The Syrian Church presents an undeniable instance 

of an ancient church preserved in its purity for the past six
teen or seventeen centuries on the coast of Malabar, and has 
never acknowledged the supremacy of the Roman pontiff nor 
his peculiar dogmas after the Coonen Cross revolt." 

2. "The church exhibits an independent testimony to the 
Apostolical polity of the church in the three-fold ord~r of 
bishop, priest and deacon as sketched by St. Paul in his 
Epistles to Timothy and Titus and deducible from the St. 
John's Epistles to the angels of the seven Asiatic churches 
written sixty years after the promulgation of the Gospel, and 
uniformly acknowledged by the ecclesiastical writers of the 
age immediately next to that of the Apostles."' 

Reformed Syrians wished to multiply the copies of the 
Syrian scriptures, to translate the scriptures into Malayalam, 
to establish schools on scripture principles, to improve the 
education of the clergy, and make usc of the vernacular in prea
ching and expounding the Gospel.' 

The Jacobite Syrian Church contains the very essence of 
Popery .without the supremacy of the Church of Rome. The 

1. The Indian Christians of St. ·Thomas, page 121-ZJ . 
. z, do do 124., 
31 do do us. 
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great body believe in transubstantiation, the sacrifice of the Mass 
for the living and the dead, prayers for the departed, purga
tory, worship of the Virgin Mary, veneration of the saints, 
prayers in an unknown tongue, extreme unction, allow pictures 
in their churches· representing God the father, prayers to the 
altar and the chancel, connected with which are the elevation 
of the host, the burning of incense, the ringing of bells at the 
time of that elevation, the priest receiving Mass alone. 1 

At funerals except among the reformed sect, it is usual for 

PuneraJ •. each of the dead man's relations to bring a 
cloth to serve as a shroud. Before the body 

is lowered into the grave, holy oil is poured into the eyes, 
nostrils and ears. The mourners are under pollution, and fast 
till the day of the Pula Twli, (purification)/ and till then masses 
should be said daily for the dead. The Pula Tmli is performed 
usually on the eleventh day, but may be deferred till the 
fifteenth, seventeenth or the twenty-first or sometimes till the 
forty· first. Incense is applied to the mourners, while hymns are 
sung and prayers offered. Each then gives a contribution of 
money to the priest, and receives in return a few grains of cumin. 
A feast is given to the neighbours and the poor. On the fortieth 
day there is another feast, at which meat is eaten by the mour· 
ncrs for the first time. A requiem Jllass should be said each 
month on the day of death for twelve months, and on the first 
anniversary the mourning concludes with a feast. 

When a member of the Catholic community is dead, the 
corpse is well washed and neatly dressed and then placed in a 
collin, which is neatly decorated and has lighted candles placed 
on three or four sides with a crucifix between them. The parish 
priest attends the funeml to offer prayers in the house on be· 
half of the spirit of the departed. The body is then taken to the 
church and buried~n the cemetry, when also similar prayers are 
uff<!red. In the case of the rich, the funeral processions are very 
grand. On the third day in the case of boys and on the seventh 
in the case of the grown up, the mourners attend the church 
and offer prayers for the soul o£ the dead. These three or 
seven days are considered as days of pollution, though they do 
not now-a-days observe it. On the seventh, thirty-first or 
forty·first day similar ceremonies are performed and prayers 
offered for the dead. In some cases, either on the seventh, 

1, The lndian Christiana of St. Thomas p. ug. 
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ninth, eleventh or on the fifteenth day, a ceremony called Pula 
kuli (bath to be freed from pollution) is performed. The mem
bers of the family bathe ; and the priest of the parish performs 
some ceremonies and offers prayers both in the church and 
in the family of the dead, when those who are invited are 
treated to a feast. Each of the guests contributes something 
for the ceremony. A commemorative rite corresponding to 
sradha is also performed by some at the end of the year. Among 
the Latinites, the chief mourners and the members·of the com
munity who have attended the burial are sumptuously enter
tained after the funeral, but this practice does not exist among 
the Romo-Syrians. 

The Romo-Syrians use the Chaldean liturgy, and the 
Roman catholic Latinites the liturgy of the Church of ·Rome. 

RoHg;on. Their daily religious routine consists in the 
worship of one true God (the father, the son, and the holy 
ghost) with prayers and prostrations three times a day, and a 
special prayer at night to the Almighty, Blessed Virgin and the 
saints in which all the members of . the family join. Similar 
prayers are offered both when they go to bed at night and 
rise up in the morning, before and after meals, and also when 
they go to and return from work. Sundays are their days of 
Sabbath, when they attend the ceremonies in their parish church 
and spend the day in devotion and in the perusal of religious 
books. Besides Sundays they have other holidays or days of 
obligation, namely, Feasts of the Nativity of Jesus Christ, Cir
·cumcision, Epiphany and Ascension, Feasts of the Immaculate 
Conception and Assumption of Virgin Mary, feasts of the 
Apostles Peter and Paul and all the saints, as also Duhrana. 
These days were originally thirteen, but were reduced to 
eight by a recent ·Papal Bnll. They also observe the ordinary 
festivals of the church, the day of the patron saint of each 
being celebrated with great pomp; they have seven sacraments, 
baptism, confirmation, eucharist, penance, extreme unction, 
holy orders and matrimony. 

Baptism is called Gnana snanam in Malayalam (bath to 
Baptism. attain wisdom) and lllamodisa in Syriac. -It 

takes place on the seventh" day, when the_god
father and god-motherofthebabyaretreated to a feast. Among 
the Latins a grand feast on this occasion is celebrated . i.n ·the 
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house of the mother at the expense of her husband. The baby 
is also named that day. 

The common names among the Syrian Christians are 
George (Gevarugesa, Vargisa, Varki) ;Thomas 

Baptismal names. 
(Thomma, Thoman, Umman) ;John (Yohanan, 

Lonan) ; Luke (Lukkosa, Koshil ; Mathew (Mathai, Mathan, 
Mathu),; Joseph (Yoseph, Ouseph); Jacob (Chakko); Peter 
(Pathros, Pathappan); Alexander (Chandy); Isaac <ltti, Ittak); 
Abraham (lttyera) ; most of the Gospel names are in use among 
them. Tt may be seen from the list of ordinary names given 
above, that they are so badly distorted as to defy identifica· 
tion. In no sects among the Christians are such Gospel names 
alone in use as among the Syrian Christians, and it is believed 
that they are the appellations of their early Christian ancestors. 
The common names among women are Mary (Mariyam) ; Achi, 
Achainbila, Sarah, Eliza (Eiisa),Aii (Eiizabath), Anna, Annapen
nu, Eunica (Unichi), Rebecca (Akka), Rosa. Some of the 
common names among the Latinites are (ll Otambattil Avara 
Kappithan, (Captain), Kochiyil Lodikar, (2) Nannyil Chandy 
Alpnris (Alfnres), ?.1undiriyil Avara Kappithan, Kuttnsseriyil 
Varki Araju. These names denote that some of the members 
of the commtmity are the descendants of those who had served 
in the Portuguese army in former times; and the old military 
titles are still kept up. 

The Catholics are, as has been said, of two divisions, 
chu,.h oove,n. Romo·Syrians and Ramo-Latins. The former 

m•••· are under the spiritual government of two 
Bishops or Vicars Apostolic, whose headquarters are at Trichur 
and Ernakulam, and are assisted by a Vicar General and a 
council of four members. Under their jurisdiction are parishes 
with churches, each of which is governed by a priest ordained 
from among themselves. The affairs of every Syrian Church are 
managed by two or more Kaikkars or wardens periodically elect· 
ed from among the parishioners approved by the Bishops. 
They are the trustees of the church property, and with the 
priest exercise considerable powers in religious and social 
matters in the parish. The priests receive a salary of Rs. 15, 
20, or 25, varying according to the income of the church. 
Besides this, they hnve other emoluments--half a rupee for 1\fass, 
one rupee and four annas for funeral ceremonies, ten annas for 
marriage, and proportionate fees for other ceremonies. The 
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Latinites also have similar organizations, and priests get similar 
incomes, and are governed by three European Bishops-the 
Archbishop of V arapuzha and the Bishop at Cochin and 
Coimbatore. · 

Under these Bishoprics are a few High Schools, some 
Lower Secondary and many Primary Schools, all maintained at 
the expense of the church and from contributions by the mem· 
hers of the community, supplemented by Government grants. 

The S.yrian Christians are an industrious and enterprising 

Occupation. 
class of people. They are found in all grades 
of occupation. Many are agriculturists, while 

others are engaged in trade. The lower class of Christians 
learn every kind of art, and adapt themselves to every kind'of 
occupation, in which they are generally proficient. Thus, there 
are, among them, many who are carpenters, blacksmiths, brick· 
layers, stone-masons, weavers, umbrella maJ<ers and the like. 

The occupations above mentioned are pursued by the 
Latinites also, and a large number of them on the sea-coast 
live by fishing. They are an industrious community, somewhat 
backward in point of higher education. In the Government 
service the Christians rank numerically below the Brahmans 
and the N ayars. 

These people take Kanji early in the morning with some 

Food. 
pickles, and their dinner, which is at noon, 
often consists of boiled rice with vegetable 

or meat curries. Many are pork eaters, and for this they rear 
pigs. They consume all kinds of vegetables and the flesh of 
sheep, fowls, deer, pigs, porcupine, cows, snipe, etc. They 
consume the food prepared by all high caste Hindus, and the 
members of all Hindu castes from the Ezhuvans downwards 
eat their food. 

The Romo-Syrians, like other Catholics, fast during Lent. 
All who have attained the age of twenty-one are bound to 
fast on one meal and a collation on the seven Ftidays and 
the last Saturday of Lent and on the vigil of Christmas. On 
all fasting days except Good Friday, eggs, milk, butter, etc., 
are allowed, at the full meal. Milk in tea or coffee is not a!. 
lowed except at the full meal or at the collation. The use of 
meat is forbidden on all Wednesdays and Fridays in Lent, on,. 
Holy Saturday and the vigil of Christmas. Meat is allo.wed to 
all once a day-at dinner on all week·days except on Wednesday's, 
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Fridays and Sundays. Flesh and fish cannot be taken at the 
same meal during Lent. Eggs, butter, milk and cheese are 
forbidden to all on Good Friday. 

The Syrian Christians are mostly like the Nayars in their 
physical characteristics and are seen in all 

"':~~·~r':tC:me~~:~·· shades of complexion; the converts and their 
descendants possess all the characteristics of 

their fore-fathers except the tuft of hair on their heads. The 
males generally dress like the N ayars, but shave their heads 
clean without having a tuft of hair on the top like the Nayars. 
They do not wear ear-rings, nor bore their ears. The Romo· 
Syrians wear a small cross suspended from a string passing 
round their neck. The women are short in stature, and are 
as handsome as their sisters in the higher Hindu castes. 
,Their Join dress consists of a white garment, with or without 
a coloured border, seven yards long, one or one and a quarter 
yards broad, and is worn folded with a number of fringes be
hind, but the end is not passed through the legs and tucked up 
behind like the Nayar women. The upper part of the body is 
covered with a jacket. Among the middle and lower classes 
the same dress is used for da>·s together without renewal; and 
this, together with the irregularity in their bath which is take11 
only once or twice a week, make them appear very uncleanly. 
Boys and girls reading in schools are often seen in dirty dress 
and with skin disease on their body. The hair on the head of 
women is smoothened with cocoanut or gingelly oil, and is 
tied into a knot behind without being well parted. 

The women bore their ears in several places, and wear a 
kind of hc:avy gilt bTass rings (.llekka mothiram) at the top of 
each car. The ear lobes arc, by means of lead weights, very much 
dilated by the Syrian Christian women when quite young· to 
wear a U shaped orna)llent at the time of their wedding but 
not afterwards. They have a necklet of sorts (Ottezlwpattall, 
/(omblt, Th.rhr, Nazhi), rings of Yarious kinds for the fingers 
and anklets. But many of these are not used after their first 
or second delivery. 

Thus far have been described the customs and manners 

'rhe Pre.ent Sac:lal 
condition or the 
Syrian Community. 

of the various sects of the Syrian community. 
Ethnically they are not a race, but qre only 
the descendants of converts from all castes 
from ancient times and those recruited in 

• JN 
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recent times. There has not been much of fusion and inter
mingling among thP.m till now. Their origin and early tradi
tions are very much disputed. The caste customs and usages, 
in spite of the long lapse of time, have not quite disappeared 
even under rigorous christian teaching and discipline. Even 
now, there are among ·them various grades of social precedence 
which are brought into light in marriage settlements. The dau
ghter of a high caste convert is not allowed to marry a low 
caste convert, though there are exceptions. There are many 
survivals of the Hindu customs observed at their weddings, and 
some of the Hindu holidays are still observed by them. They 
believe in astrology, magic, sorcery, and witchcraft. In religion 
they are under the wholesome discipline of the church. On 
the whole they are a'thriving and industrious community Ill 

the State. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

THE JONAKAN MAPPILLAS. 

The Jonakan Mappillas are a Muhammadan sect found all 
over the Cochin State, their chief centres being Cochin, Cran· 
ganore and some parts of the Mukundapuram Taluk. They 
are mostly either the descendants of the offspring of Arab 
traders and the low caste women of Malabar, or converts to the 
faith of Islam from the lower Hindu castes. They are a race 
peculiar to the \Vest Coast, and numbered at the last Census 
63,822, 32,707 being males and 31,115 being females. 

The word Mappillcl is, strictly speaking, applied both to 
these people and the Syrian Christians, who are also called 
Nazarme Mappillas. The significance of Jonakan, according 
to a Malayalam song (Payyamir patfu) is a sailor known as 
Jonat•ar or Yat•anar, ·i.e., the Greeks. 

The meaning of the word Mapf>illa is somewhat disputed. 
Dr. Day calls them " Mothers' children"-Ma, mother and pill a 
a child-the offspring of fugative alliances of the Arabs with 
the Thiyya or Choga women of the coast. He also says that 
the term is not used by the castemen ; for it is a term oi re· 
proach cast on them by the rest of the community.' This 
statement, however, does not appear to be founded on fact, 
as there is no tradition nor any authentic account of the 
first Arab settlers ·of Malabar having had intercourse with 
native women, and much less, promiscuous intercourse, which 
would have been regarded as laxity of morals in the first 
Muhammadan missionaries.' The word also s1gnifices a bride· 
groom on the day of marriage. The Syrian Christians, who 
were called by this name, were in former times a powerful and 
respectable community, and the title of Mappilla might have 
originally belonged to them, and been borrowed from them by 
thejonakans. Dr. Gunder! holds that Mappillas i.e., 'Mapillai' 
was an honorific title applied to the western immigrants. 

•· Land oftho Porumalo, p, 366. 
a, Malabar Quarterly, Vol, 110 page 840 
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Traditional accounts of their origin exist in abundance, 
T•aditionat origin and differ materially from one another. Some 

ofthe.ace. of them are said to have settled on the West 
Coast in the seventh century, where they established themselves 
under Caliph Valid, and were believed to be a portion of the 
posterity of Hashem, expelled by Muhammad for cowardic<e in 
his battles against the partisans of Ahu Jilkeem. In the 7th 
century a Muhammadan merchant named Malik Medina, ac
companied by some priests, are stated hy Moens to have settled 
in or near Man galore. But the Muhammadans obtained no 
great footing until the ninth century of the Christian Era.' 

With regard to the introduction of Islam into Malabar, there 
is also the following tradition. The last of the Perumals 
(Cizeraman Perumdl) dreamt that the full moon appeared at 
Mecca on the night of the new moon and that when on the 
Meridian it split into two, one half remaining in the skies and 
the other half descending to the foot of a hill called "t.:·u
J(ubais ", where the halves joined together and set. shortly 
afterwards a party of Muhammadan pilgrims, on their way to 
the foot-print shrine on Adam's peak in Ceylon, landed in his 
capital Kodungallur, and reported that by the same miracle 
Muhamed had converted a number of unbelievers to his reli
gion. This roused the curiosity of the Perumal, and with a view 
to embracing the Moslem faith, he managed secretly to leave 
his land with them for Arabia. Having privately arranged the 
affairs of his kingdom, and in particular, having assigned to the 
different chieftains under him their respective portions of terri
tory, he sailed in a vessel constructed by the pilgrims, stayed a 
day at Quilandy, reached Dharmapattanam near Tellicherry 
the next day, and after entrusting the Kovilagam (palace) of 
that place to the care of the ancestor ol the present Zamorins, 
took ship again, and landed at Slzahr on the Arabian Coast. 
He assumed the same Abdul Rahman Samiri, and stayed 
there for a considerable time as a Muhammadan convert. 
After many adventures, he desired to return to his native 
country to establish the new religion, but was prevented from 
so doing, owing to his sudden and unexpected death. But before 
this took place he entrusted the work of propagating the New 
Faith to a family consisting of Malik, Ibn, Dinar, his two sons, 

l· Day's Land ofthe Perumals, page- 367-68, 
,. '· 
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his grandson, and wife with their ten sons and five daughters, 
and gave them letters to various princes in Malabar, ordering 
them to allow the bearers to build mosques and to grant them 
other privileges. He directed them to land nowhere save at 
Kodun~allur (Cranganore), Dharmapattanam, Pantalayani, 
Kollam and Southern Kollam (Quilon). It is also said that 
they were received with great favour by the Zamorin of Calicut, 
who assigned to them some places in Calicut for their trade. 
The story then goes on to tell how mosques were erected at 
Ko1dungallur, Quilon, Madai, Vakanur, Mykah\th (Mangalore), 
Klmjarakode (Kasrikode), Cheruvapattanam (Sreekandhapuram) 
and Pantalayani (Chaliyam). This is said to have taken place 
in R43 A, n. 

Mr. Logan gives information received from an Arab 
resident near the spot that the tomb of the Royal com·ert still 
exists at Zaphir near Shahr, where he is reported to have 
landed, and that the inscription on it runs as follows:-" Arrived 
at Zaphir A. H. 212, died there A. H. 216", his name being 
Abdul Rahman Samiri. The dates given above correspond to 
R2j and R27 A. D. Further, the popular tradition that the 
J(ollam Era of the West Coast, which dates from the ~5th 

August 825 A. D., is based on the departure of Cheraman Peru· 
mal to Arabia as described above. 

Thus all authorities agree in placing the date of the settle· 
ment of the Arabs in the middle of the ninth century. There 
is still a popular belief that the Royal convert was taken up to 
Heaven and that they expect his dcsc.ent, for which purpose 
they still assemble at Cranganore, and keep ready the wooden 
shoes and water, ttnd, on a certain night in the year, burn lamps 
as a festival in honour of his memory. 

It is generally admitted that the convert king was Chern· 
man Perumal and that the new religion met at the outs•~t with 
opposition from the ruling class. It may also be noted that 
places such as Kodungallur, Quilon, etc., where mosques 
were erected through the influence of the four apostles (Malik 
Ibn Dinar, Habib Ibn Malik, Sherif Ibn Malik and Malik Ibn 
Habib), were already important commercial centres, and it is 
very probable that trade and propagandism were their chief 
motives. It is important to note that the Mappillas began early 
to rise in importance and their relationship with the 'Zamorins' 
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I' 
became more and more close. To the Zamorins the new ele-
ment was a source of strength, supplying fighting materials on 
land and on sea, besides improving the trade of the country. 
The patronage of the ruling class was to the Mappillas the best 
means of gaining power and privilege, and to obtain these 
they allied themselves with the Zamorin. 1 

The preponderance of Muhammadan influence in the 
Zamorin's court led to a change in the course of foreign trade. 
The fifteenth century marks the era of prosperity to Islam in 
Malabar. When Abdur Rasak visited the country, two Jamath 
mosques had grown up in Calicut. The power and influence 
of the Mappillas had grown to such an extent as to lead the 
author of the Malabar District Manual to say that the whole 
country could have been converted into Islam by force or by 
conviction; but the nations of Europe were busy endeavouring 
to find a direct route to the pepper country of the east. The 
ascendancy of Islam was manifest when Vasco de Gama visited 
Calicut. 

The arrival of the European nations one after another gave 
a death blow to the Egyptian trade carried on by the Moors. 

Concerning the origin of the Mappillas, it may be safely 
said that they form a kind of hybrid community composed of 
the. descendants of mixed unions with very little of Arab blood, 
and with converts from the very lowest classes of Hindus. · In 
the early days the Zamorins of Calicut encouraged con
version to a large extent for their own aggrandizement. This 
practice has been and is still going on even now in Malabar 
and Cochin State; and large numbers of recruits came from 
the Thiyyans of Malabar, Izhuvans of the State, and also 
from the Pulayans, to whom " the honour of Islam brings 
enfranchisement from the disabilities of their own caste", 
Occasionally but not often converts are drawn from the native 
Christians also. The hybrid nature of the race can be clearly 
noticed in its various physiognomy; those belonging to old 
families and occupying high social position are often very fair 
with fine features, while others are often indistinguishable from 
the lower classes from which they had their being. 

The Mappillas generally live in towns near the sea-coast 
and very few of them live in the interior. 
Even these, where the prospect of trade 

Habitations. 

r. Malabar Quarterly Review, Vol. v;page 133, 
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induces them to do so, they congregate in towns and in small 
bazaars; but where agriculture is the chief occupation, each 
family resides in a detached enclosure or garden near their 
lands. Neverthless they have not, like the Nayars, any objec· 
tion to reside in a town. The houses of the wealthy people 
are somewhat like those of the Nayars and the Izhuvans, but 
the poorer classes live in huts consisting of two rooms and a 
verandah in front. There are no peculiarities in architecture or 
design calling for any special comment, and the typical Mappilla 
street is picturesque, though dirty. 

Of the four sects into which the Muhammadans are divid
ed dz., Shafee, Hanafee, Ambalick, and Malick, 

Sub.dlvislon• and • 1 h Th b 
Mmi••• P<ohibi· the Mapp1l as belong tot e first. e mcm ers 
ttono. of these sects profess the same relir,ion, perform 
the same ceremonies, and make no objection to interdining, 
but" do not intermarry. Absence of intermarriage is not based 
upon any religious sentiments or prejudices, but merely on 
certain social di~tinctions. They have no objection to entering 
into conjugal relationship with close relatives. The sons and 
daughters of brothers and sisters often intermarry. They 
also prefer matrimonial alliance between a man's son and his 
sister's daughter and dee versa. In Malabar and Cochin there 
are to be found the descendants of the Muhammadan [>attdns 
of Afghan descent, between whom and the Mappillas there is 
no intermarriage. 

Muppilla girls are in these days, married before and some· 
times after puberty, but generally marriages take place when 
girls are between 12 and H years of age, though some o( them 
marry at an earlier age. 

When a suit;.,blc girl has been selected for the marriage 
of a young man, a convenient day is fixed for the relations and 
friends of the bride and bridegroom to assemble in the house 
of the former to talk o\'cr the matter, and to settle the dowry 
to be gi\'cn to the bride by her parents. The members assembled 
there arc courteously rt:cdvcd and sumptuously treated. The 
marriage of girls before puberty is generally celebrated during 
the day-time, but that of those after puberty, during the night. 

All preliminaries having been settled and the day for the 
cdcbrution fixed, the bride's party is treated to a feast in the 
house of the bridegroom, and the latter attended by his party 
proceeds to the house of the bride, where her father meets him 
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and sprinkles on him some rose water. The whole party then 
proceed to a panda!, in which they sit on carpets or mats spread 
on the floor, and partake of betel leaves and nuts. The only 
religious ceremony necessary for the wedding is the Nikka, 
which consists of the formal conclusion of the contract before 
two witnesses and the Kazi who registers it then. It can be 
performed by any learned man, but is generally the duty of the 
Kazi within whose jurisdiction the bride livc3. It is done 
either on the day of the nuptials or any day previous to it-in 
some instances months, and in rare instances years, before the 
nuptials. In the latter case the bridegroom or his father and 
a select party go to the Jumna Musjid or any other mosque 
near the house of the bride, where the bride's father or grand
father or in their absence any other relation having religious 
authority to give away the girl in marriage presents himself 
along with the bridegroom before the Kazi, who makes the two 
repeat the necessary formula in the presence of two competent 
witnesses. The formula consists of the recital of the Halima, 
and a formal acceptance of the conditions of the match thrice 
repeated. But when N ikka is performed on the day of nup
tials, it is done in the bride's house on or before entering the 
nearest mosque. In Calicut the ]{azi personally goes to four 
particular houses, while the members of other houses are by time
honoured custom bound to go to the Kazi's house. After the 
performance of the Ni!.ka, there is in the bride's house a grand 
feast to those that are invited to attend the wedding. As soon 
as the bridegroom and his party enter the bride's honse, they 
are seated in a prominent place and the feast begins. The 
bridegroom and his best men are then conducted to a room 
specially prepared for their reception, and after a few minutes' 
stay therein, the latter withdraw, leaving the bridegroom alone. 
The bride with a tali tied round her neck by her sister is next 
introduced into the room by her female relations, and the door 
of the room is then closed by them. The pair are left together 
for a few minutes. The bride leaves the room first, and the bride
groom's best men or party then enter and take him back to his 
house. In some cases, they are permitted to spend the whole 
night together, and the bridegroom takes leave only the next 
morning. In some places the bride is first conducted into the 
bridal chamber, and the bridegroom is next introduced into it, 
but remains only a few moments and then leaves. This pre\•ails· 
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only in the case of girls who are very young, and the early 
marriage custom favours their practice. In North Malabar and 
Cali cut the wife lives in her own house with her mother and her 
sisters as the Nayar women in a Marumakkathayam family. 
The husband visits her there, but in some cases, where the 
husband is rich and has a number of children, he erects a 
separate house for his wife and children. In such a case, the 
wife goes to the husband's house only on short visits. In 
South Malabar and in the Cochin State, the wife is taken to 
the husband's house soon after the nuptials as circumstances 
permit, and she lives there for ever, going to her own house 
only on short visits and for her first confinement. Co-habita· 
tion, as a rule, takes place immediately after marriage, unless 
the bride is very young. It may be said in this connection that, 
while the expenses on the part of the bride's parents in North 
Malabar are very heavy owing to the difficulty of securing 
suitable bridegrooms, in South Malabar and the Cochin State, 
where the people are poorer, matrimonial alliances are not so 
expens1ve. 

If the girl is a virgin, her modesty is respected, and she is 
allowed to signify her consent or otherwise by signs or facial 
expressions. She can, for example, show her repugnance by 
covering her face and her consent by smiling. Among the 
Mappillas, the parents of girls take the responsibility, but if 
she is no longer Virgo i11tacta, she is allowed to speak freely. 

Polygamy is very much in vogue among the Mappillas of 

Polyramy. 
the State as well as amongst those in the Ernad 
and Valluvanad Taluks of South Malabar. It 

may be stated without fear of contradiction that a very large 
number of these people are polygamists, having more than twQ 
wives, and some amongst them have even four. The wives all 
stay with him in the same house, and disunion amongst them 
is a perenial source of uneasiness to the husband, and frequent• 
ly leads to divorce. The practice of marrying a deceased 
brother's wife and of a deceased wife's sister is also very com• 
!llOn, Disparity in age is never considered objectionable, 
Polyandry is unknown. 

Concerning polygamy, Syed Ameer Ali says, "Polygamy 
was recognised as lawful among the nations of antiquity; and 
the practice had received the sanction of the holy personages 
of Judaism. As among the Kulin Brahmans, the Pagan Arabs 

30 
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put no limit on the number of wives a man might have. In 
certain stages of development polygamy is not an evil. The 
Arabian Prophet, with the true conception of the social and 
tnoral con~itions and necessities of the age, ·with the questions 
in a manner which harmonises with the most advanced stand· 
ard and at the same time meets the needs and requirements of 
the -least progressed."' 

The Koran loudly proclaims the inferiority of women, which 
naturally justifies their subjugation, and this subjugation is great 
in all polygamous countries. There is no ambiguity on this 
point in the words of the Prophet. "Men are superior to 
1vomen by reason of the qualities God has given them to place 
t:1cm above women, and because men employ their wealth in 
giving dowries to women. Virtuous women are obedient and 
submissive; they carefully guard during their husband's ab
sence that which God has ordered them to preserve in t~ct. 

Thou shalt correct those whom thou fearest may be disobe
dient: thou . shalt put them in beds apart ; thou shalt beat 
them ; but as soon as they obey thee again, do not seek cause 
for quarrel with them ; God is merciful and Great."' 

It is evident that Islamism arose amidst the full polyga· 
mic regime. Its founder could not dream of establishing any 
other. Polygamy was therefore established by divine right 
among the faithful, and as at the bottom it is in accord with 
primitive instincts of men, it has maintained itself in Mussal
m;m countries from the time of M uhamed to our own days. 

From the sociological point of view it gives us the oppor· 
tunity of studying and estimating the polygamic regime in its 
full development. 

" A M ussalman is allowed to marry one, two, three, or 
lour wives, provided he can deal with all of them with equity. 
If that be not possible, he can marry but one. Many of the 
best minds of Islam have perceived in this, and a virtual pro
~ibition on M ussalman society, as a whole, can hardly be 
ignored. It has, in M ussalman countries, untainted by foreign 
social ideas, prevented the growth of that class whose existence 
is an outrage to humanity and disgrace tq civilization. Con· 
sidering how the profession of the hetairai, honoured among 
some nations, despised amongst others, but tolerated by most, 
has flourished through all ages, it is no small credit to the 
Arabian teacher that it was so effectually stopped in lslam."3 

It 2 and 3. Islam by Ameer Ali S;yed.. page 29-30 .. 
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mosque. The primary object of this ceremony is to drive away 
the evil spirits. But it is also symbolical of the fact that the. 
span of life allotted to the new comer is as short as the time. 
between the Kdmat, second prayer-call, and the prayer itself. 
Then a piece of. gold is rubbed in some rough vessel, a little 
honey is added, and the mixture given to the child. 

The mid-wife engaged for the woman during delivery is a 
barber woman or a woman of the Mappillas in the Cochin State 
and South Malabar; and in North Malabar she is a Hindu bar
ber woman. The next ceremony is the mother's bath on the 
fifteenth and on the twenty-eighth days after child·birth. The 
latter ceremony is performed with much pomp, and much 
money is squandered on it. 

The time for naming the child varies in different 
Post-natal me- places; in North Malabar it is done on the 

monies. day of birth, while in the southern Taluks 
of Malabar and th~ Cochin State, it takes place within six 
months after the date of birth. It is sometimes done on 
the seventh day and sometimes on the fourteenth day. On 
the former day a goat or cow is sacrified, and the flesh is 
distributed among the neighbours. The next ceremony is the 
tonsure, which is sometimes performed on the seventh day, but 
is generally postponed to the third month after birth. Friends 
and relations of the pa,rents are invited and treated to a feast. 
The guests who are present, each gives a few annas to the bar
ber, whose fee for the service generally amounts to three rupees. 

A boy should be taught to pronounce the name of God and 
to recite Kalima at the age of four. Circumcision (sunnath), 
should be performed between the age of seven and fourteen 
years. It is usually done in the tenth or twelfth year. A Mul
lah offers some prayers and fatehas before the operation, which 
is performed by the barber with a sharp razor. The barber 
sits opposite to the boy, who has his cloth tied up to his shoul
ders, and a bystander should hold up a lighted lamp even 
if the operation is performed in the day-time. The usual 
time is just before high tide. The ceremony, which is the out
ward sign of the boy's admissipn into the fold of Islam, is 
made the occasion of much feasting and rejoicing, and large 
sums of money are often distributed to the poor. Th~. boy 
must go to the mosque on the first .Friday on which he is able 
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to go out. The ceremony of ear boring for girls is an oc~a
sion for spending much money by those who can afford it. 

Circumcision though, as a rule, practised by the Muham-
CI.cum•'•'•"· medans, is not a positive precept and is not 

mentioned in the Koran.· It was practised by the Arabs before 
Muhammed's time, and was continued by the faithful as an 
Abraharnic rite. Some of the Berbers of Morrocco do not 
practise it.1 

Throughout the Cochin State, the Mappillas follow in· 

Jnheritanae. 
heritance in the male line, while in the Taluks 
of Malabar north ofCalicut, their inheritance is 

in the female line. But in some places, viz., Ponnani, Para· 
ppanangadi and Tirur of South Malabar, a man's family property 
goes to his nephews and his self·acquisitions to his sons and 
daughters. Curiously enough, even among those whose in· 
heritance is patrilineal, the wife seldom lives with her husband 
in his own home, but on the contrary, the husband visits her 
as in a Marumakkathayam family. 

The Mappillas belong to the Shafi school of the Sunni 

Rollelon. 
sect; that is, they acknowledge, besides the 
Koran, the authority of the sunneh or the 

customary law of Arabian theology as interpreted by Shaft. 
In South Malabar they are divided into two sects preferring 
allegiance to the valiya J aratingal Tan gal of Ponnani and the 
K undotti Tangal respectively. 

The Mappillas acknowledge the religious supremacy of 
the Sultan of Constantinople. The Tangals are their religious 
leaders, and they are regarded with a high degree of respect, 
but they are not generally distinguished for their learning. 
The principal authority on religious matters is the lllakdun 
Tangal of Ponnani. He is the head of the Ponnani religious 
institution founded more than six hundred years ago by one of 
his ancestors named Zein-ud·din, an Arab. At this college the 
students, who go from all parts of Malabar, Cochin, Travancore, 
nnd even from South Canara, are boarded out among the towns· 
people to study the Koran in the Jamaf .Mosque. The course 
of study is said to be somewhat unsystematic, but those select· 
ed by the 7'angal to read 'by the big lamps' in the mosque are 
known as li.Jusaliyars (Moulvi or elder) or lllullahs, and are fit 
and proper persons to give instructions in the Koran and the 

a. Lane, •Modem Egypt' I, 82; II, 178. 
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commentaries (kitab). Near the Jamat mosque is the Jaram 
or-Mausoleum of the Tangals, an object of profound veneration 
among the Mappillas. The Mappillas strictly observe the five 
essentials of the Muhammadan religion, namely, the recital of 
the Kalima or creed, the five daily prayers (niskaram), the 
Ramzan fast, the duty of alms Zaklltitlt, tithe and the Haj or 
pilgrimage to Mecca. 

The daily prayers are to be said at day-break, at midday. 
before·sunset, after sunset, and at about 8-30 or 9 P. M., and 
ablution of the hands and feet head and face should precede 
each. The first Niskdram should consist of two Rakhti:yats or 
forms of prayer, comprising the Fatiha or recital of the first 
chapter of the Koran, and the usual genuflexions and prostra
tions ( sujud), the second, third, and the fifth niskdrams should 
consist of four Rakhdyats and the fourth should consist of the 
three. All prayers are in the Arabic language, which only a 
very few even of the Tangals can understand. Prayers must 
be said in the mosque on Fridays, and the call to prayer (Azam 
t•anku or "adzan") is made by the Mullah or 1\htkri. It begins 
with the Thakbir, 'Allahu Akbar", and ends with the kalima, 
"La illaha Ilia! Lah". 

"The Ramzan is a 30 days' fast corresponding to the 30 
days' Lent, and begins as soon as the Ramzan new-moon is 
seen, and ends with the appearance of the next new-moon. It 
is supposed to be the survival of the old J{aaba worship at 
Mecca. The fast is in all its strictness observed, a good 
Mappilla refraining from even swallowing his spittle between 
sunrise and sunset, after which he niay take food. The last 
Niskaram should, during Ramzan, be said at the mosque, and 
consists of 20 Rakltayats, and at Friday service there is a 
general congregational confession. The 27th night of the fast 
is considered the most holy time, and it is observed that on 
that night the Koran is believed to be sent down from Heaven, 
and that the prayers said on that night secure pardon from all 
sins. Further, on that night the pious Mappilla should not fail 
to give alms, Zallkath, to the poor amounting to 2! per cent of 
his wealth, cattle and merchandise. On the night of the next 
moon the fast concludes with a grand feast called Cheriya Peru
nal (little big day), as soon as the new-moon has appeared, and 
is accompanied as are all Mappilla festivals by many fireworks."' 

1. Non-Christian Religious Systems1 Islam and its f0under1 
page lBs, 197. 
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The chief fcstiml cclchratcd by the llfappillas is the 

P .. tival•. 
Bakrid or \'ali ya Pcrunal in the third month 
after Ramzim, which is said to commemorate 

Abraham's offering of Isaac, and every Mappilla who can afford 
it must sacrifice a he·goat or a bullock, and distribute the flesh 
among his friends and relations and the poor. 

The Mappillas only observe the ninth and tenth days of 
M uhar"m ; they do not make taboots. 

~habi baraf or 'night of record' on the 14th of Shahan; 
the month before Ramzan, is celebrated amongst the rich by 
the distribution of alom." 

Mappilla mos<]ucs (palli) arc rectangular buildings with 

Mo'lquu. 
sloping tiled roofs and ornamental gables in 
front. Like those of the Hindu temples, some 

of them have gate-houses, and a few of the oldest have circular 
towers, though not in the Cochin State. The main entrance to 
the sacred edifice is towards the west so that the congregation 
may face the east and towards 1\lecca. There is often a small 
tank close by. A Mullah, who can read, but not necessarily 
understand Arabic, is attached to every mosque to lead the 
services; this Mullah is appointed by the congregation, 
though as a rule the Kazi nominates him. The Kazi is the 
head of the J a mat (lit: assembly) or Friday mosque, which 
corresponds to the parish church or the village temple. His 
functions include the reading of the Friday sermon (Kutba) 
the registration of marriages and general arbitration in civil 
and religious matters. His jurisdiction may extend to over 
more than one de.<am (village), and may include several minor 
mosques. !.lllsaliyar.• are not necessarily attached to any 
particular mosqu~ but travel about preaching and teaching. 

Islam, which means peace greeting, safety, or salutation, 
is the name given by the followers of the Arabian .Prophet to 
their religion, It is pure monotheism, and in its ethical sense 
It signifies striving after righteousness. Its cardinal prin· 
ciple is a belief in the unity, power, mercy, and supreme 
love of the Creator. The Gospel of Islam is the Koran-the 
book in which are embodied the teachings and precepts of 
thei~ prophets. The Mappillas worship many saints ( Ouliya• 
kcrtrttlllr), and martyrs (Sayids or Sallibs) ; and their religion 
betrays many traces of primitive animism. Celebrated Tangals 
such ns the Tnngals of Mamran and men of holy and austere 
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life are canonized, and their tombs (Mukham,Jaram), have be
come holy shrines and popular places of pilgrimage (ziyarat). 
Canonization is often easily obtained, for it is both honourable 
and profitable to be the guardian of such a shrine. Some
times an unknown beggar dying of starvation on the roadside 
may be endowed with all sorts of virtues after death, and 
worshipped as a saint and miracle worker. The Shahids are 
celebrated in hymns and popular songs, which have served to 
inspire the fanatics of many of the Mappilla outbreaks. 
Annual festivals called Nircha (vow) are celebrated in comme
moration of these saints, the most important of which are 
those held at Malapuram and Kundotti in South Malabar. The 
Mappillas have a common religious observance in the celebra
tion of what is called a Mavulad or Maulad. A Maulad is a 
tract or short treatise in Arabic, which celebrates the birth, 
life, works, and sayings of the Prophet or some saint such as 
Shaik-Mohiuddin, eleventh descendant of the Prophet, ex
pounder of the Koran and worker of the miracles, or the Ma
mbram Tangal, father of Sayid Fasl. For the ceremony a 
Mullah is called in to read the book, which is in verse, and 
the congregation is required to make responses and join in 
the singing. This ceremony, which usually takes place in 
the evening, concludes with or is preceded by a feast, to 
which the friends and relations are invited. Every Mappilla, 
who can afford it, should perform a Maulad in honour of 
Shaik-Mohiuddin on the eleventh day and in honour of the 
Prophet on the twelfth. It should also be performed on the 
third day after a death. It is a common practice to celebrate 
it in fulfilment of a vow before any important undertaking on 
which it is desired to invoke a blessing; hence the custom of 
celebrating lllaulads preluding outbreaks.' 

The absence of a specially instructed class of priests to 
act as intermediaries between God and man differentiates Is
lam from all other creeds. In the Islamic faith, every man is 
his own priest and pleads for himself forgiveness and mercy, 
'No sacrifice, no ceremonial in vented by vested interests is 
needed to bring the anxious heart nearer tci its conforter. It 
is essentially a democratic creed, and recognizes no distinction 
of race or colour among its foliowers. High or low, rich or 

z. Madras District Gaa:etteors MalaJ:?ar page :~:ga-1g4, 
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poor, white or yellow or bbck, are 0:1 the same level in the sight 
of their Lord. The democratic character of its appeal, and its 
repuJiati,J!I of c~ste ex,,Jai.o the powerful bscimtion it exercises 
over diverse races. Every Mappilla hmily has a Natt11 lila· 
ppilf,, or chaplain, who attend;; the house daily to read one of 
the 30 sections into "hich the Koran is divided, so that the 
whole can be read each month, and he :)l;;o officiates at the 
family Ma11lads, and reads the Koran over the dead in the 
yard. 

Though magic is condemned by the Koran, the Mappilla 
is very superstitious, and witchcraft is not by 

.:.~~~::~~ery, and any mean~ unknown. Many Tangals pretend 
to cure diseases with the aid of ch.trm;; ;.nd 

amulets. Of these charms the most potent is a copy of the 
Koran. They also dispense scrolls for elusus, and small flags 
inscribed with sacred verses, which are set up to avert pesti· 
lence or misfortune. The Mappilla ]ins and ShaitaiiS corres· 
pond to the Hindu demons, and are propitiated in much the 
same way. One of their methods of witchcraft is to make a 
wooden figure of thee e:ll)', drive nail; into all thP. vital parts, 
and throw it into sea alter the recitation of curses in due f,>rm. 
A belief in love philtel's and talismans, and precautions against 
the evil eye, are very common. 

When a Mappilla dies, the pillow on which his head re· 
Fun•"' cuatoma· sted is removed, and his old dress is replaced, 

while the body is gently shifted to such a posi· 
tio:~ as to make the legs stretch toward; the Kebla in order to 
bring the face toward; it. Then the two big toes of the leg are 
tied together by a piece of cloth, and the hands are placed on 
the chest, the right over the left, and the jaws are also hound 
with a piece of cloth. After keeping it in this position till the 
cries and mournings have subsided, and distant visitors have 
had an opportunity of seeing the dead body, it is removed 
to the bathing room and is washed in hot water. The 
corpse is then taken back into the house and laid on 
the floor on mats covered with clean cloth, on which rose 
water is sprinkled and grains of camphor strewn. The ears, 
nostrils, the space between the lips, the fingers, and toes, are 
stu9'ed with cotton. Three pieces ill the case of males and 
five pieces in the case of females, of white cloth of about the 
length of the body are useJ fer binding the feet, and the body 

3P 
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is tightly and gently wrapped in the winding sheets. From 
the moment of death till the body is removed for burial, M u· 
llahs are employed to read the Koran by the side of the 
corpse. The body is next placP.d on a bier specially construe· 
ted for the purpose and kept in every mosque. The bier is 
borne on the shoulders of men to the mosque attached to 
which is the burial ground. In the graveyard attached to the 
mosque a grave is prepared, and Tah C:l (there is no God but 
God) and other holy hymns are repeated in a low and solemn 
tone. The bier is placed near the western wall of the outer 
room of the mosq ne, and the assembled mourners arrange 
themselves behind in parallel lines according to the principle 
observed in the daily prayer over it. This prayer differs from 
the daily one, and is said in a standing posture without the 
bowings and prostrations made in the daily prayers. The 
bier is then taken to the grave, which is ten feet long, 
two feet wide, and six feet deep. The body is then pu· 
shed in so as to make it lie on the right side, facing towards 
the Kebla, the position of the grave being from north to 
south. Then a handful of earth is placed below the right cheek 
as an emblem of humility. The grave is next covered with 
cut laterite stones, and each of the assembled individuals 
throws a handful of earth, reciting a particular passage from 
the Koran, besides the formula " there is no God but. God", 
which is repeated from the moment the body is borne 
away till the grave is covered up. Two pieces of stone 
are fixed, one on either end of the grave, to mark the extre· 
mities. The Kazi or some other learned man seats himself 
at the head, and recites certain passages called • the 
teaching', meaning thereby that the spirit of the dead is taught 
how to answer the questions that are believed to be put to 
him in the grave by the angels. In the case of rich persons, 
money and rice are distributed to the poor at the time 
of burial. A tern porary shed is erected over the grave, and a 
number of Mullahs are appointed to read the Koran over it for 
three days a week or forty days, according to the means of the 
person concerned. The Mullahs read uninterruptedly day and 
night by turns, and they are also employed to read the Koran 
in the home of the deceased. ·This is done for not less than 
three days. All those who pay visits of condolence to the. 
mourners are expected to do so . on one of these three days 
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when, if circumstances permit, they are sumptuously fed, 
while the visitors in turn pray for the departed soul. On the 
third day a grand and costly ceremony takes place. Maulad 
(the history of the birth, etc., of the Prophet) is read, when 
Mullahs are paid for their services, and alms distributed to 
the poor. Some spend largely on the ceremonies connected 
with death, the aggregate cost being between 1,000 and 2,000 
rupc~s. The remuneration paid to each ~[ ullah varies from 
eight annas to one rupee. On the 15th and the 40th day, 
death ceremonies arc performed, which consist in reading 
lllaulad and feeding a large number of people, while the anni· 
versary of the death of a relative is also performed by those 
who can afford to defray the expenses connected therewith. 
Predestination is firmly believed in. It is alleged that, as soon 
as the body is laid in the grave, the two examiners,lllonker and 

. Nakir, enquire into the work of the deceased during his life· 
time. The bridge, which, from the earth to heaven, is said to 
pass over the centre of hell (a burning fiery furnace), is finer 
than a hair and sharper than a razor, and the good souls are 
assisted rapidly across by guiding and protecting spirits, while 
the wicked, who try to follow, fall down into the abyss below. 
After the consummation of all things, the bridge will be des· 
troyed and communication cut off. The chief punishment is the 
denial of the sight of God, and there are eight degrees of beati· 
tude according to the proximity of Him, nor is hell considered 
ctt~rnal, but after a certain period of expiation the cleansed 
souls are said to arrive in paradise. 

Mappillas are found in all grades of work. The people 
Occupation. on the coast are mostly traders in all goods and 

get on exceedingly well, being bolder and 
more speculative than the Hindus of the District, while those 
in the interior art~ both traders and agriculturists. A large 
number of them are engaged in cooly work. In the interior 
they display the same superior spirit of adventure as agri· 
culturists, traders, and sportsmen ; and in these callings 
also they are successful and prosperous. They also make 
skull-caps, fine canvas beautifully embroidered by hand. They 
take un active part in fish-curing, which is best done by the 
lllappilla \\'omen. Many work as coolies in the plantations of 
Ceylon, Singapur, and M uritius, and other places, earning silJI 
to eight mums a day. 
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In personal appearance they are of a fine athletic build, 
af'~:~·o~.~!s~PP~':;'d though hy no means so good looking as their 
ornom,nts. fellow countrymen. Those of good and old 
families Lave a matkcd cast cf fn.turc<. Thir high fore· 
heads and pointed cro" ns are notic:eable for being kept shaved 
and, when covered, the heads provided with a gaily embroidered 
skull-cap. Among the poorer classes of Mappillas, the men 
merely wear round their loins a piece of cloth (mundzt) generally 
white \\'ith a purple border, but tometimes orange, green or plain 
white, and kept in position by a nool or waist string, to which 
are attached some pieces of gold, silver, or baser metals con· 
taining texts of the Koran or .Magic yantrams. Many have a 
small linen skull-cap on the head. In the interior, men of 
property dress merely in a waist cloth often coloured and of 
mixed cotton and silk. On the back of the head, a Madras 
rttmal handkerchief is tightly twisted, and an upper cloth 
generally of fine texture is thrown over the shoulders. A small 
knife is also worn at the waist. On the coast and in the towns 
all above the labouring classes wear a short white jacket 
(angmika), reachit;~g half \\'a)' down the thigh, and the sleeves 
are generally tight, and reach the elbow, though sometimes they 
are of the usual length. Beneath this many wear a kamish or 
loose shirt of the usual Mussalman pattern, "hile in the cold 
weather many wear a short jacket of cloth or padded silk: On 
the ccast ahr.o~t all \\Ear a stiff cap four to six incl:es in 
diameter and four or five inches high, stuck on to the top of 
the head, and round this, a rumal or turban is often twisted. 
The cap is made of twisted silk thread, and .the best sorts are 
brought from the Laccadive Islands. Sometimes this singular 
head dress is made of coloured paste board, and is several 
inches high. Very often a long jacket (abbornaz) or moorish 
cloak. reaching up to the ankles with a small jacket reaching 
up to the waist-coat over it; light cap of white cloth with a 
muslin turban and a red or stripped handkerchief complete the 
dress of a man. Coats of Eurcrfan fa!hicn are now finding 
favour among them, and the use of costly "colen shirts and 
coats is on the increase among them, so much so that it is a 
matter of wonder how they, who scarcely a generation ago, 
were able to wear nothing more 'than a 11/undu or cheap cloth, 
manage to use such costly materials for their dress, when tpe 
complaint about the growing poverty of the native inhabitants 
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still is loudly heard on all sides. Mappillas shave their heads 
clean. boat beards are frequently worn especially by old men and 
Tangals, and Hajis or n.en who have made their pilgrimage to 
Mecca, and some holy men often dye their beard. Some again 
wear smilll moustaches well-trimmed. 

The dress of the women is much more modest than that 
of the Hindu women. The p0orer classes wear a cloth of a 
dark-blue colour reaching from the waist to the ankles, and a 
loose jacket of thick white cloth with long sleeves, the seams of 
which are often edged with red, and which reach a few inches 
below the hips. These and a small cloth thrown over the head 
and falling over the shoulders form the usual dress. 

Among the higher classes, the dress is much the same, the 
difference being in the materials and colours. The upper cloth 
is generally so large as effectually to conceal the figure, and is 
used as a veil. Coral and bead necklaces are worn by the poor 
females, and ear-rings of coiled silver wire are inserted into the 
upper part of the ear. People of property, of course, indulge 
in a variety of female ornaments. In their personal habits 
thl' Mappillas of the lower classes are extremely dirty and 
slovenly. The women do not part their hair, but merely draw 
it back from the forehead and twist it into a knot at the back 
of the head. 

Both men and women wear a cord round the waist, with 
two or three talismans of cylindrical shapes made of silver or 
brass, in which they keep rolls of paper with passages of Koran 
as charms. Often a few gold fanams or other small coins are 
kept in the same ~eceptacle. Ordinary women appear in public 
without veils, but among the better class, it is usual to covet the 
head and body with a long robe. They are very scrupulous 
about the chastity of their women, who however enjoy very 
much freedom. 

Incredibly large sums of money are spent on female orna
ments. For the neck there are five or six sorts, for the waist 
an equal number. There are, besides, long rows of armlets, 
baacelets, and bangles and anklets all made of gold. As many 
as ten to fourteen holes are bored in each ear, one being in the 
labia and the rest in the ala of the ear. The former is artifici
ally widened nnd n long string of ornaments of beautiful 
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manufacture is suspend~d through it. A strict Sunni of the 
Shaft school is prohibited from boring the nose. 

The principal food of the Mappillas is rice and fish. The 

Food. consumption of wheat and flesh is however on 
the increase. They ·have generally three meals 

a day, kanji at about 10 o' clock in the morning, rice at 4 P. M., 

and rice Orakanji at 8 P. M. Ratti, a circular loaf made of rice 
or wheat flour mixed with water. baked on heated iron or stone 
plate, is taken along with the kanji. Ghee is largely used in 
seasoning and frying the wheat and rotti. A liquid curry is 
prepared with flesh, and is sometimes eaten with the rotti. 
They have no scruples in eating food from the same plate along 
with others, as many as ten persons eating of the same plate. 
Crokery of foreign manufacture is in ordinary use. The plates 
are arranged on a circular mat measuring from two to four feet 
in diametar and made of date leaves, and the party sit round the 
mat which is called sufra. Various sorts of palatable and nutri· 
tious sweets are consumed. In the art of preparing sweets, the 
Mappilla women of North Mala bar surpass their sisters of other 
castes in the District. 

The consumption of alcohol is strictly prohibited. There 
is one unique instance in which religion permits the nse of 
alcohol i. e., drinks. If a person has his gullets blocked by any 
foreign body, and it is undoubtedly ascertained that a little 
alcohol will remove the danger, a quantity just enough to 
remove it may be taken. It is to be remembered that in no 
other instance is the use of alcohol permitted. There are, 
however, a few individuals who irregularly transgress the divine 
commandment on this point as in others. 

The Mappillas as a class are illiterate. The only educa• 

Education. 
tion received is a parrot-like recitation of 
portions of the Koran, which, being in 

Arabic, none of them can understand. The scruples of the 
parents prevent them from permitting their children to attend 
the vernacular school of the Hindus or even of the Government 
primary schools. They are indifferent to the education of their 
children even when special schools f,r them· are started with 
religious instruction by their own teachers. The members of 
their own community who have advanced so far as to b(! 
able to read and write are not very many. Of their religion 
itself, the llfappillas possess only sue~ knowledge as they can g~t 
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from Malayalam tracts, for which there is a considerable demand, 
especially for those detailing essential things to be attended to 
in pilgrimages. to Mecca. The ceremonial observances con
nected with bathing, the washing of the hands and face, worship 
by prostration, the appropriate prayers, the hours of worship 
the Prophet's commandments, acts vitiating efficacy of worship, 
the giving of alms, the observance IJf Ramzan and many other 
similar subjects are treated of in these tracts. Thus the people 
obtain from them accurate ideas of the out-ward forms of their 
religion in the observances of which they are very strict. 

The Jonakan Mappillas are generally fanatical Muham-

Th M Ill 
medans who are very fond of songs, mostly 

0 app • aonca. I" · b h · P h b re 1g10us a out t etr rop et's attles and also 
of their ancestors. These songs are intended to stir up fanatical 
fervour, and in quantity they form nine-tenth of their literature 
The following are the translations of some of them by F. W. 
Fawcett Esq. quoted from the Indian Antiquary Vol. XXVII. 

Mappilla-songs.-"In the name of God I begin the song. 
I pray to Muhammed the Prophet who is the cause of all creat
ed things. I pray also to his relatives and to the Ashabi army. 
I pray to all Mussalmans"'. 

"The poet goes on to say that "Abu Bekir Siddik u•as the first 
true Shahid. Even the angels of God hold him in high res
pect. He was a true man and he never exposed his person to 
any one until his death. May God always bless him." 

"Omar Bill /{atab is the 11ext.-He held the faith dearer 
than all his wealth and all his children. The dust in his hand 
was transformed into musk by the most high and the odour of 
that musk always pervaded his body." 

"Usmam Bin Alw11 is the third great Shahid.-He had the 
Prophet's permission to admit any one he pleased to heaven. 
He visits every place like the lightning of Heaven. He is the 
most celebrated man in Heaven or earth; and he married two of 
the Prophet's daughters." 

"Ismail Ali is the fourth.-He is described a tiger in Bai
tul Issa. The angels of death fear him. He was the son of 
Abdulla's brother the most beloved of the Prophet and the 
husband of Fatima the Prophet's daughter, dearer to him than 
eye-sight'". A tremendous fighter ! " His name is written 
"Tiger" on the cot in these-" He is the gate of the Hall of 
Wisdom. May God always bless him." 
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The story of the Ii'eru:nal, the last king among knights of 
Malabar, and his voyage to Arabia where he met the Prophet 
are there told. Then we come to the destruct:on of the Mala· 
fmram mosque, where 44 Mappilbs, the bravest of the brave, 
fought to death, parents, wi\'es and children, tried to dissuade 
them, but to no purpose. The wives were told they would by 
their husbands' death in glory obtain salvation. But what 
about the present? Do you not see the sky sustain without a 
pillar •••.••••• frog in the deep recess of the rock, the 
chicken in the egg, and the child nourished in the womb? Is 
it reasonable that you will be helpless? Does a man in the grave 
think of his parents? When we are weighed in the balance 
who but God will help us? Can one's parents? If men permit 
sacrilege to their mosque all pains of hell await them. It is 
only by dying for the glory of God they can obtain heavenly 
bliss, and then they can bless and aid their families. 

"Ho! Ye Brethren! The s!iahids are most mighty ghosts 
and Bhutas fear them. The wicked Eblis is their enemy. Those 
who sing their praise obtain sah·ation from God. Those who 
slight them will suffer untold misery." "Nothing is more 
pleasing to God than sacrificing one's body and soul in defence 
of God and none more honoured than these ~hahids." "They 
did not become Shahids under com pulsion but of their own 
faith and conviction; therefore God gave them a special· place 
in Heaven and a crown in Tajil-Okar. Their bodies are always 
fragrant. God takes special care of them". 

II. 

The song of Alzmgal Kaudir.-Another· of the songs was 
written by the popular Mappilla poet Alzmgal Kaudi Moyan
kutty Vaidiar, grandson of a convert from Hinduism, of the 
stock of the old Velan or Vaidiar, a hereditary Hindu physician, 
The poem begins with extolling M uhamed and tells how the 
king of Damascus was convinced of the truth of his mission 
_when the Prophet made the moon rise at the wrong time 
ascend the zenith, divide, and each half pass through the 
slee\'es of his coat. Then follows a version of the tale of J oseph1 

and Potiphar's wife and how innocent minister ascended to 
Heaven telling the king who suspected him that he would be 
pardoned if he accepted "the Ne'w Veda" which a Prophet was 
hen bringing to men from over th<l sea. 
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Regardless of chronology, the poet tells how Islam was 
brought to Kerala and how eventually a grand mosque was 
built at Malapuram. Mappillas will not allow even an atom of 
the Cadjan roof of the mosque to be burned. They wil fight 
to death for it, and they are glad of the opportunity. The poem 
continues:-"The soul in our body is in the hands of God". 
Can we live for ever in this world? Must we not die once ? 
Everytbing will die, but God alone will not. Such being the 
commandment of God, we will have no excuse when we are 
brought before them after death; so determine earnestly to fight 
and die. If we die fighting with the wicked men who attempt 
forcibly to burn the holy mosque which is the house of God, we 
shall obtain complete salvation. The occasion to fight and die 
for the faith is like unto embarking in a vessel which has come 
to bear the believer to the shores of bliss. Therefore embark ! 
How well for you that such a vessel has come! It will bear 
you to the broad gates of Heaven. Is it not for the arrival of 
such a vessel that we should pray "? 
"The pleasures of wealth, or family, are not equal to an atom 
of celestial happiness. Our most venerable Prophet has said 
that those who die in battle can see the ltouris who will come 
to witness the fight. There is nothing in this world to compare 
with the beauty of the ltouris. The splendour of the Sun, of 
the Moon, and of the lit;htning is darkness compared with the 
beauty of their hair which hangs over their shoulders; their 
checks, eyes, faces, eye· brows, foreheads, heads, are comparative
ly lovely. Their lips are like corals, their teeth like the seeds 
of the Tlralimathalam; their breasts like the cups of gold, 
the pomegranate or like beautiful flowers. It is not pos
sible for the mind to conceive the loveliness of their breasts 
and shoulders. If they wash in the sea, the salt becomes like 
honey, and as fragrant as attar. If they were to come down 
to earth and smile, the Sun, the Moon, and the Stars would be 
eclipsed. Mortals would die if they but heard the music of 
their voice. When they wear red-silk garments bordered with 
green lace of 70 folds, their skin, bones, and muscles can be seen 
through them. Such is the splendour of their bodv. If they 
clap their hands the clang of their jewels will be heard at a 
distance of 500 years' journey. They clap their hands, and 
dance and sing as they come like swans to the battle-field. If 

3Q 
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a. lwman being were til see their beauty, their smile or dance, 
lite would die (with longingl on the spot. Gently they touch· 
the wounds of those whcr die in battle, they rub away their· 
:bloi:i':l and ·cure the· pain, they kiss and embrace the martyrs, 
give them drink of the sweet water of heaven and gratify thetr; 
every wish: · A horse caparisoned with carpets set with preci-, 
bus stones will be brought, and a voice will say "-Let my men, 
mount"; let· them dan~e with celestial houris". Then the 
celestial cov.erings will be placed· on their heads ; they mount. 
the beautiful horses which will· dance and leap and take them: 
away to heaven where they will live in unbounded joy" .. 

. . . . . . . ''Such is fhe fate which awaits those who die· 
fighfing bravely. At the dissolution of the world they will be 
sped like lightnii1g over the bridge across hell. In Heaven 
they will attend the marriage of Muhammad. They will be de
corahid with bunches of pearls and crowns of gold ; they -will 
be Set on the tusk of Muhammad's elephant, and enjoy Supreme 
happiness. It is imp0ssible to describe the pleasures which 
await those who die fighting bravely without flinching. All· 
their sins will be forgiven, and God will listen to all their 
prayers". 

"Far otherv.-ise is it with the coward. All his virtuous 
actions will be ignored. He incurs the wrath of God. He will· 
be written down a renegade in the book of God. His prayers 
are vairi. He will die a sinner and be thrown into hell where · 
fresh kinds of torture w.ill be given to him. In hell are count
less ·my'riads of scorpions, snakes·, and frightful dragons._ "It · 
is a pit of everlasting fire". The-pleasures Q{ Heaven and the. 
pains of Hell have been revealed to Muhammad "who in his 
turn taught his disciples. It is the learned !If usaliars who no\v 
hold the knowledge." 

Let it not be supposed that· the above feelings are entirely 
sensual and erotic. On the contrary, the "Mappilla " version . 
of Islam has had a strong effect for good on his life and 
morality. 

III. 

"The Battle of Bedr :-Another song by tbe same poet is · 
of M'uhammad's famous battle of Bedr, where he routed 'the 
I{orieshaiso a subject of endless interest to.Mappillas, They. 
say that .as the battle was fought in the 17t1J Ratnzan in the 
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B«X»Id year of ths Hijra., it i• a good daJI 01~ which to-die fight
fng. Curiou~ly enough, the month o£ fasting,_during which. it 
is enjoined not to fight ·unless forced to do so,· is the very one 
in which the Mappilla the ultra strict· follower of the Prophet 
according to his lights, chooses to go out to fight and die. 
T~e twelfth day of Ramzan is with them a good day on which 
to start out under devotion to death and it was selected in a 
last rising. The poet describes how the angel Gabriel told 
the prophet that bliss a waited those of his followers who died 
fighting with the infidels. The prophet then tells them how 
they could gain paradise and be met by the houris, whose eyes 
are like the waxing moon, whose cheeks are like the plantain 
leaves, who are soft as the petals of the young shoe flower, 
"by way of inspiring them with courage. The imagery is not 
quite so happy as before, for the necks of the houris when they 
walk wave to and fro is like the neck of a rutting elephant. But 
their- breast is like a lake wherein are lotus flowers, and they 
are always 16 years old and very amarous". • • • . . "They 
come like sporting elephants to bear away those who die in 
battle and strive with each other saying "I will take him, I 
will take him". The prophet swore to his army that such 
happiness would be theirs if they died fighting bravely". Omar 
was eating dates, when he heard this he cast them away. 
The prophet asked why? He replied that he wished to w~te 
no time in eating dates. "I wish to use my time for fighting,'' 
and so saying, he rushed like a lion among a flock of sheep, 
killed many and died fighting ; he met the death he wished 
for". The father fought against the son, for, the bond of the 
faith is stronger than the bond of blood. The angels . of 
death fought on the side of the prophet and the Koriesh were 
defeated." · 

The Mappillas of Cochin are mostly poor and ignorant, 

Conclu1lon, 
but unlike their brethren in South Malabar, 
they are on the whole peace-loving and law· 

abiding. · In religion they are very orthodox, and their piety 
and zeal sometimes border on fanaticism. They do not take 
advantage of the educational facilities afforded to them by the 
Darbnr, and do not make any serious attempt to raise them· 
selves socially, morally and intellectually. Their marriage 
prohibitions, like those of the Jews are very few, and all matri
monial alliances are formed in accordance with the precepts 
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of the Koran. Polygamy prevails among them to a larger 
extent than any other community in the State. Physically, 
they are, on the whole, a fine class of people, and are fit for 
any hard and enduring labour. They are much attached to 
those who treat them with kindness and consideration, and are 
by far the most serviceable and most reliable in emergencies. 

END OF VOLUME U. 
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Arpu 185 

I 
Arundhati 191, 801 
Arya Bhatta 219 

I· Arya Bba.t-tiya Bbashya 224 

I
f Aryaman 187, 190, 300 

Aryans 3, 168 347 

I

I Ar)·a Patter i29 

I 
Arya.pumm 171 
Ary:\ Siddantha. 219 

! Aryo Dravidian 339 
! Asan 20, 25, 61, 144 
1 Asn.nam 3::!2 
i Agan Karn.yinmci 25 
: Ashtagn.yasradham 95 
; Ashtakshnm 142, 238 

Ashtamnngnlynrn 23, 24, 34, 140, 186 
. Asbta.mi 225 
i Ashtami Rohini 162 

Ashtasabasram 290, 291 

1

·: As~t:waid~·ans 175 
1 Astta 337 
I Asmarohana.m 190, 301 

I
I Asramas 349 
; Astrologica.l ceremonies 358 

I
! Ast1·ology 4, 217 
; Asuras 3, 89, 375 
· Asw;\layana 155, 157, 181,192, 100, 
i 200, 203, 204, 271 
I Aswamedham 243 
~ A1m·ani 12 

Aswnrud.a 238 
Aswn.thi 228, 225 
Ata. Chakkiyar aniyil pradbanam 132 
Atbanesius, 1\fa.r 448 

t Athnrvana Veda 321, 337 
Athazbam 24 

I Athi 18, 77 
Athikurussi 18, 92, 95, 120 
AthiiUln 320 
Athri289 
Atiyrm 279 
Atmn. 821 
Atta.kkad Nambuthiri 164 
Attakkalam 63 
Attakknthas 65 
Aupas."'" 289, 240, 267, 802, 852 

. Aupasana Agni 187, 191, 200 



Aul"'oana bomam 192 
do ldokal 191 

AupaMnam kachukal 191 
Au•tralin. 414 
Ava.hn.nam 81.!~, 829 
Avananga.ttu Cbnthan 80 
Ava.nthn.m dcckKha 200 
Avn.Mtha. Swapna. 821 

do Sushuplbi 821 
Avny1wa80 nirupanam IRS 
,A,·cbury Baron 40 
Avil Mala 102 
Ayal Ooa 107, 185 
Ayini 24 
Ayirnttiri 1'18 
Ayli)'Rm 148 
Ayu..bia homam 158 
Ayut.hapuja. 71 
Ayyappan RO, 84, 136 
A1.nm 467 
A1.bkanazim 405, 431 
A1.hvnhcbel'i 178 

do Tnmbllrllkk,~l 18A, 178 

B. 

HADA.DYAHRA.A-IA 'J.77 
Hntlrinnth 258, 21j!J, 261 
HttdulnkM 256 
llakrid 471 
Blllacho.krom 261 
BtdnkriHhmm 2fi:l 
Jl01li 96, 106, ll1, 230 
Bttliho.rann. 241 
llOLiikallu ll8, 116, 246 
Bali KaiJ~;lm 229 
H11.nalingam 240 
BnrUosa Duarte 4, 19, 56, 118, 2';7 
Hnso.van SUA 
BnMtda. 804 
llcddoo, Dr. Jolm 16R 
Hcn:uos 90, 111, 830 
U<"no 1Krn.el11 4 26 
Hettatlumad M 
llbndroknli 67, 124, 146 
Dbndnt81llli\M 178 
JlhRf(R8 219 
Bbngrwn.t gita 200, 827 
Bbngamli 24, 72, 75, 80, 

120, 188, 166, 24:1, 878, SS2 
BhAjn.nam lS!J 
Blu\l'adwajl\ 290 
Rharani 71 
llhnratn 888 
Bhnrali 2G1 

Index 

1 Hhargava 151 
!lharf!"vi f6 
BhaKitam 239 
!lhasmsdharana 2.39 
Bhasmam 239, 280 
Bhattacharya 14, 845 
Bhattathiri 17t 
Hhaltol!"'la 223 
Uhavanam 11 
Hlmvati 20R 
Bbavati Bhiksbam dadhatu 20S 
Bijabalam ~18 
Bijus 200. 
BhikMha 139, 177 
Bhikf'lhamidAm 20S 
HbikKha!JI'tmm '20R 

487 

Black Jews 405, 406, 418, 4~, 430, 
4a1. 4!l2 

B::mdhayana 147, J5R, 198, 191), 256, 
200 

llhu 312 
Bhuddas 258 
Bhudevaos 198, 278 
Hhugolapumnn.m 188, 149 
Bhumn.n Bhupoyr.m Prnpya 174 
Uhumidannm 157 
Hhur Bhuva 2:42 
Hhutaraya Perumal176 
Bhutas 85, 145, 249 
Bhuti 289 
Bhuvnncswa.ri 280 
Bmbacharn.mun 200 
Hrabma 2, 185, 230, 295, 812, 870 
Hmhmacbari 139, 208, 200, ;.!10, 234, 

235, 287. 298, 294 
Bruhmachnri A11mmam !lG4 
Brahmndnnam 208 
Bmhmnloka !196 
Brubmam 235 
Hmhmann. bhojrmam 852, 853 
Brn.hmnni 23, 24, 80 
Bmhmani bull 878 
Brahnumicnl Mulabn.r 17 4 
Bmhmans Embran 844, 845 

Kanyakubja 197 
Konkani 844 
Kulin 197 
Nambuthiri 170 
TAmil 289 

Brubmo.snmrajyam 178 
Bralunnswmn 214, 814 
Bmbmavnrchas 178 
Brnbmi2Gl 
Brahuis ~ 
Bmmhacbaryam89, 14:l, 157, 20R, 200 

293, 858 
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Bmmhn.yagna.m 240, 321, 3~Q 
Brihaspathy 801 
Brihat J'a.taka. 223 
Brihat Samhita 246, 248 
Brimba.nkal 120 
Buchanan, The Rev. Clau4i,us 4.01 
Buchanan Dr. 119 
Buddhism 848 
Bulakku 341 
Butea. frondosa 157 

c. 
CALAMINA 436 
Ca.ldenn svria.ns 444 
Caldwell Dr. 2 
Caliph Valid 460 
Ca.meons 4: 
Carmalites 440 
Chaippu 9 
Chaitra 229 
Chakkan 867, 868, 869 
Chakkiyar Koottu 129 
Chakkiyar Nambiyar 122, 129, 133 
Chakkiyars 128, 129, 130, 181, 182, 

186, 214, 255 
Chakrn.m 359 
Chakrayana 196 
Chalyans103,116, 117,118,121 
Chamatha 187, 191 
Chamundi 232 
Cha.ncba.matha. 216 
Chandanaya.ki870 
Cb&ndas 819 
Chaudeswari 870 
Chandra 227 
Chanthu 161, 198 
Chappangom SSS 
Cha.rana 152 
Cha.rna. castes 19 
Cba.rna Purattu Nayars 16 
Cb.a.rnavar 16 
Cba.thaka. Karma 861 
Cb&tb&n ~82 
Cbathur masya 240, 856 
Cbathurthi karma 199 
Chayil485 
Chedars 870 
Chelakali 281 
Chempak:asseri 276 
Cbempamuri vella 174 
Cbempatb 74 
Chempukasu 279 
Chempukotti.l7, 18 
CbendRr 65 
Chenda Pothuval 144 
Cheng<1lam 65 

Chengamanat 164: 
Chenganasseri 441 
Cheng•zhikode 136, 137 
Chengazhi Nambiya.r 136, 137 
Chennamangalam 85, 404, 406 
Cheppu 34 

I 
Chera 164, 172 
cherakkal Taluk 218 
Cheraman PerumalllG, 460, 461 

I Chero.no.d 67 
Cheria Jenma.kkar 61 
Cheries 60 
Cheruka.yill9 
Cherula 93, 94 
Cherutali 264 
Cbettikkaran 386 
Chingam 12 
Chitbayan 27, 111, 114, 118, 140 
Ohitrakuda.m 82 
Chittachahmam 171 
Chittedetb 78 
Chittu 263 
Chittur Taluk 42, 72, 380, 384, 893 
Chola 172, 269 
Choladesam 205 
Choladesotb Vadaman 290 
Cbola Perumel 122 
Chorunnu 165 
Chou Ia or Choulam 156, 203 
Chovaro.m 177, 274 
Chovn.ra.mkur 171 
Chova.ttom 120 
Christian church 435 
Christian ora 460 
Chudalakaruppan S68 
Chudela Kuttu. 136 
Chukriyom 209 
Church Missionary Society (48 
Cbuttambalii.IIl 244 
Circumcision 418, 414, 468, 469 
Coleman Dr. 428 
Constantinople 4.37 
Council of Nice 436 

1 Council of Trent 452 I Crangrmore 404, 405, 433 

I). 
I 

I 
DADH!CHA 346 
Dakshnyini 46 
Dakshina 107, 211, 242, 264, 326 

351, 446 
Dakshinayana.m 8 
Da.makaran 134 
Damodamn 81'1 

I Dann.njayan 93 
l Danda.karanyn. 219 
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U1mdu 208 
!Junom or Danoms 34, t7a. ~}"l 

Daradatta.m 8G7 
J>arnpuram 119 
llarbha BR, 180, 187, tAA.l!JJ, 200, 

288,851 
Varibn 67 
l>arik• VndhllJJl G7, 13a 
l>llKa or Dn.r;;aH 22fl 
]J:umnami~t 261 
OaMara 71 
JJn~oi 16, 211, 2k8 
Dnv~d CnHtilc 482 
Hln·id dc·Bcth-Hillcl 43:l, 43» 
lJ<-·c-paradbnna 245, 249 
1 JccpnRtampam 246 

He-fncto, De-jure 86 
Dt•n i kcr 480 

1>t•Htulhynyi 223 
DcKatiUKhpo.m 161 
IJI'H..'\.yayus 08 
Ht•Havnzhi 15, 57, GO 
Dt·l-lom or DCROms 15, 55, 57, no. 7iJ, 74, 

471 
I '~"''atln.thnn OS 
I lm·nRilncllmn•n 2 
1>t!Vn.lnn 870 
p,.\'tlllgn. or Dcvtml(nti 8GU, :i70. 371, 

87~. 873, 87( 
lJ,., a puj1t. 241 
llt·\·nrum 8!.17 
Hom-a GH, 2311, 870 
I h•m:~>wom 14G 
[lomtrt.. or Dont.tn~; 2:m. :lD4, RHJ, R75 
Dt•mtn.pujn. 821 
lll'·;atnr<'lmna 321 
JJPmtnrp:uuun ~»G, 237 
]lt•vi HHi 

I lt·vinmhntmyam HiO, 357 
I ltwipllmnn. l"il, :l.J'i 
1 liiUtl•ron..,my 4:!G 
I>lmjnn:l SM 
llhanunjn,\'1111 ns 
Ohnnu HI 
lllmrnm 11ntmM lfl(j 
]l)mnnihomun. lUI 
Tllmtnr 2f)() 

I.•hotiR Sfi3 
I lhrtWJl 80~ 
l lhurvn 2U7 
llinmpcr, Synod of ·Hl9 
1 Jiksha 19:1, ~GU, !i!70, :li:! 
llilo~hn V••l'ikknkallU:! 
)Jipa\·nli S:lfj 

J>h·or.::c 43, 158, 815, 416 
Dominician 439 
Dorotbens 43G 
Drahvavana 200, 803 
Dra,·id~ Brahmans 353, 862 
Dravidas 846, 36~ 
Dravidi:tn Kingdoins 2 

1

'1 lJra.vidian Languages 2. 402 
Do. Races 2, 197 
Do. Traditions 4 

Dr:widians 3, 168 
Drn.Yidian TribcslOl 
Drury Captain 7 
Dubrnna 436 
Durga 18 
Durmuntmm 228 
Dul')odhana 130 
Duthn,·nkyam 180 
Dwadesi 62, 262, 823 
D\Vnjasthn.mbam 245 
Dwnrnka 259 
Dwijns 169 

E. 
Ed1il 2R4 
EclipHes 824 
F.claclwri Nnynr 17 
F:d.nkkncl 177 
Ed,•nP••Ii 92 
Erlnpilly 276 
J~clavnm 12 
Ed{'~RI'Io 4:36, 437 
Jo:rllnmun 1 q7, 189, 1!J1 
F•lom 414 
Edu 176 
Eg~'JltianR 217, 414 
Fkade<:i JG2, 251, 254. 3'2:-J 
El;:arr>l•n·snmskn.rn. 157 
Elwclillhtn. 157. 2GU. 829 
Ek01lit.hta Smdhn 141, S:l!l 
Jo:lamti lS 
Elatlmlam 65 
Elnyathns 99 
T·:la~·ornmml'lo12H 

! Emhmns 844, S-15 
Euung:an cr En1tng:ms :2;), 27, 44, U3, 

lOG, 107, lOR, HID, 110, 112, 110, 
117, 145, 880 

Enal.lo(U :!7, 117, 140 
1•: ua puda n~ HO 
Epiilhnny 451 
Eradi 147 
Eril\ku 89 
l<:stlwr 42\1 
Ethyope.ulR 414 
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Ett~n Thampumn tO 
Euphesus 452 
Eusebuius 436 
Ezhuthachan 61, 114: 
Ezhuthal62 

F ALASHA JEWS 429 
Fanam 91, 8;!0, 831, 384 
F~teha 469, 470 
Father Joseph 440 
Fawcett 150, 170 
Feil!l Rev. 442 
Ferdinand 432 
.Feriera. De'Silvn. 405 
Food,98, 163,284,338,862,426, 456, 

478 
Franciscan 439 
Fmncis St. 442 
Frankfort 428 
Funeral Customs 91, 110, 126, 157, 

266, 267. 269, 269, 327, 828, 329, 
330, 360, 869, 373, 878, 383, 385, 
387' 39:d, 395, 398, 4:l2, 458, 473 

GABAI 417 
Gada359 

G. 

Gana.m 61, :l05, 290 
Gana.po.ti 61, 67, 77, 78, 80, UG, 117, 

135, 139, 140, 166, 186, 188, 200, 
204, 25:d, 262, 301, 821,877, 378, 

(ffi.na.pa.ti homa.m 252 
Ga.napa.ti 1-'a.tm 67 
Ganapati poojn. 107, 351 
Gauapati ya.ntram 281 
Ga.ndha.m 3:.!2 
Gandha.n·a. 12, 15, 301, 30-J, 365 
Uanesa. 91, 162, 205, 206, 2~:.!, 260 
Ganesayu.namah 2.'12 
Gangama 164 
Ganges 317 
<i}anitha. 224 
Ganta.kn.mnn.n SO 
C'nubhadhanam 199, 200, 308, 812 
Garbhtldhana. mautrnm SOS 
Ga.rga 149 
Ga.1·gi 224 
Garhapatya 242 
Garu.da 87, 1 82 
Garuda pw'tl.nrun 271 
Ga.tlu1.li 886 
Gaudas Panoha. 346 
Ga.uda Sarn.swata 84.6, 352 
Gauri 851, 867 

il. 
Gauri Sanker 260 
Gautama 182, 196, 289 
Ga.uthingri 386 
Gayn. 95, 111 
Gayatri 124, ua-r 156, 236, 24.2, 317, 

332 
Gayatri Ja.pam 237, SIS 
Gayatri mantm. 213, 236, 237, 318, 319 
Gayatri U pastana 319 
Genesis 417 
Ghati 850 
Ghatikithapana 350 
Ghatikas 226 
Giri 261 
Gita. 257 
Gna.nasnana.m (54: 
Goa 859 
Gobila 196, 204 
Goda.na. 157, !lOO 
Godana.vratam 209 
Godavari 317 
Gokurnn.m 345 
Gokulashtami 324 
Oolusu 102, 842. 
Gopichanda.nam 267, 280, 359 
Gopumm 245 
Gotrtd51, 173, 182, 215, 21G, 290, 

291, 295, 820, 347. 849, 851 
Gover:l.hana 261 
Govindn. Bhagavat Padar 257 
Grabaml5 
Gmhana. nirnaya 224 
Grahapravesn.na. Homa 353 
Grnhaprn.vesanam 801, 302 
Gt1lhasta or Gribnstas 142, 208, 234 

~35,286, 330,349,359 
nr.unadevatha 186, 359 
Gramakkar Panniyur and Cbovour 

172 
Gmmam 171, 175, 171', 178, 182, 

251, 274, 816 
Grama.ni 27 4 
Grnma.ni Adhya.ns 275 
Gramani Na.mbuthiri 175 
Gmndhm 70, 160, 176 
Gregory, Mar 442 
Grihast.'\, 142, Grihastas 234, 349 

I Grihya 196 
I Grihyagni 242, 284 

1 Grihya.-Karikas .355 
1 Grihyn. Parishishta. 247, 355 

Grihya Sutms 151, 152, 154, 155, 193, 
195, 196, 227, 271, 289, 290, 291, 

. 293, 808, 814, 816,845, 346, 855 
Grihya. Yagoa 181 
Gulikan 80, 118 
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(lumul())lham 82 
Oundcrt Dr. 118, 4~9 
Guru 207, 208, ~29, ~V, 2Gl, 21J4 
(; urukalfl 200 
<luruthi 107 
Guruvayur 46, G4 

H. 

HMJAHIKHA 844 
H.ahil ]hn )[alilt 401 
HajiK 477 
Halll'g•m 482 
Hllllcluj• 413 
H•nufcc 408 
Jfunumnn 87, 130 
H1mum.nn ynntrn.m 2ll-2 
lbri 01, 205 
Haridwnr 200 
Hllrh•am~Uto 848 
Hn•<h• 1~. 225 
Hl~>~Lh.t.m 800 
'J-Uwika i~mhrn:mlf 354 
HnviftKU 200 
Hclm.!W 415, 425 
Hei'OllOtltll 414 
Hetairi 4rlll 
Hirnn~·nun.rbham 178, -8~1 
HomR.kundom 252 
Homn.m 20, 141, 14ll, 1~7. 101, 19.1!, 

1118, 200, 210, 216, 2~~. 200, 267 
2HG, 200, 8G6, 807, 371, 870 8!)4 

Homn"llhl :H2 
Hom. Sn>~tmm 228 
Houritt 4H1, 4H2, 41-:1~ 
Jll'im200 
Huntt•l', Sir William 40J 
1-fy<lm• Ali 7 

I. 
ldltlll 11 
Tkki\\'U 16G 
I kku tr.fl 
Jhty•ttn" h!i, US 
lllltl,;kltl' Hi, U7, 209 
llhun lG, :l:i,17d, 179, lCJS, ~o.;, 20G 
Illi 77 
lllotnmm11. 129, 180 
hulo-Aryn.n 810 
lmlm 8\l, A!l, 202 
Jndr1\lli 201 
lnhcl'itlt.IIOO ~:.!, 10:l, 117, I:lG, 1M, 214, 

8\5, 85l, 80S, 872, 87H, 417, 409· 
I nquh.iti(m .J.Stl 
l!illhcll.t 4!J;l 
IMo r.·,qn~ 4M 

!sac l\loorkat 406 \
! 

1 Islam 471 
Israel 401, 407 
Ithi 13, 77 
Ithihn.sas 129 
Ittirayamclmn 40 
Ittiri 46 
lzhU\"llDB 74: 

;s. 
Jacobite Patriarch 4:48 
J acobitcs 442, 450 
Jacol:.itc Syria.m 4.48, 445, 446 

I Jadabclli 840 

II 
JadB-pntha 254 
Jadaru 809 

i~ Jagannnth 258 

I 
Jabudn. Lcvita R.1bbi 401 

1 Jniminns 258 
! Jo.imiui 19G 

Jamath MoF~q,UC .J.fi2 

JnmtMm 277 
Jn.naki 4G 
Jamgam 878 
lanmidnr60 
Japams 178, 205, :.!!J~J. :H:l. 2H, 816, 

819, 820, 822 
Jata 256 
Jatnlfingn.mm 8-10 
Jatlmka 224 
Jatlmkurmam 1551 :JL4 
Jatimntrn.nmn.r 175 
JatimntraM 175, 
Jatinirnnyam l!i 
J:~~·nti honmm aot 
Jt·~\':tn :\fnktlut 1-ll:J 
JdJo\•a. 418 
Jcnmnkk11.rs 61 

1 Jcumi or JenmiUM 213, GO 
Jcrmw.lem 401, 40~, 404 

i Jcws400, 401,402,408 
Jews Blnck 404, 406, 41A, 4~1 

! Jews Brown 405, 481 
11 Jews ]1'cb\!1htt 429 

JcwK German aml Polish -l~~') 
Jew11 Jerwsalem iO.') 
Jew Town 40G 
Jews Wbite 495, 406,4\2, 418, 480, 

481, 488 
Jimiki 841 
Jius 478 
Jivl\thma. 280 
Jono.ka.n 469 
Jonn.kau Mn.ppi1lita 4:.11), 4:-'i9 
Jordnn 414 
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J ordanus Friar 438 
Joseph Raban 402 
.Joshinath mutt 261 
Joshun. 414 
Jotisha sastmm 217 
Jubilee 401 
Judaism 402, 418 
Judea 432 
J udea.ns 414 
Jumma. l\Iusjid 464 
Jus Patronale 440 
Jyotbisbtoma 248 
J yotisha 217 

Knaba 470 
Kadavallm• 253, 
Kadavu 177 

K. 

Kaduka thyal<tha stheya 104 
Kadupatl.ans 103, 104, 105, 108, 109, 

1!3, 114, 115, 121 
K.adur Bhattan 104 

Kn.madbenu 86 
Kama Sastrn 258 
Kamnt 467, 468 
Kambitbayam 281 
KammalSH 
Kammalan 17 
Karr.sn. 64 
Kamsa Vadhom 64: 
Kannkn. Sabha. 8 
Kanamirikkuka 165 
Kandn.war 845 
Kandharshi tharpanan 294 
Kani 70,71 
Kanial 290, 291 
Kaniyal.a.r 291 
Kaniyan 25, 68, 76 
Kanji 65, 91, 98, 284, 456, 478 
Kankanam 193 371, 377 
J{anni 12, 61 

Ka.ikohns 374, 375, 376, 877, 378, 379 
Kaikotti kali 63 

Knnnirnm 76, SO 
KanniyodukkudiSarvaswa Dhanom21b 
Kan takaro.nan 882 
l{nnyaka 296 

rl }{anyakadanom udaknpurva. 188, Kailas 141 
Ka.Hasa. vasies 141 
l{n.imal15, 19 
Kaimuttu Panam 446 
Kn.ivalya mata 358, 359 
Kak.kaka1132 
.Kakkahns 879, 380, 382, 3831 384 
Ka.kkasseri Bhatteri 205 

,, Illom 205 
Kakkn.t 1\.arnavapad 123 
Kakkat Nam buthiri 123 
Kalachi k.tli 281 
Kalaili 256, 261 
Kalndipik:t. 224 

291, 295 

I 
Knnya Kubja 197 

. J{anyn. Varana 350 
1/ Kapnla Dharin 380 
II J{apila 289 

1
, Ka ppi ri 382~ 

I. Kappu 102, 341, 342 
Kami 341 

I 
Karainmcl As:m 20, 25 
Karappurathukar 105, 112 
Kam ppn Rayan 3S8 
K11.rikkacli 279 
1\arislokam 166 · 

Kn.hkkat.tu Kuuj.m Nambiar 132, 13fi 1 

J\alam 1G6 
Knrkadngom 12, 112,162, :-3&2, :-3!)7 
liarmajeyanthi 356 

K t 1. t 11~~ ·~ttil Kurukkal 27G 
Kala megbattanmar 89 
Kalnnenmkulu 174 
l\alamczhuthmn Pnttum S-l 
Kn.lan 2H-t 
Klllari 75 
Kahri Knrup 19 
Ihl:ts Llll 110, 116, 251 
K;~l.t-;,u.l Ozhikkuk:l. 142 
Kalnso1li:ma 897 
Kal.~,"othan.'l397 
Ra.li 71, SO, 81, 120 
Kalima. 468 
Kn.1i.vuga 104, 252 
Kallur 85 
Ka.lp;\ncberi 178 
Kam!lt De\'a. 70 

1 
l{nrma!',utrns 25o7 

1 l\:am1is 275 

',I' K1 ~arnamantrnm 827 
\arna,·an or Karana.vans 25, 30, :31, 

3:l, 35, 42, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 
Jll, 52, 53, ~ 71, 94, 15::1, 155, 

\,'[ 157, 1!JS, 215 
Karnavcdham 156, 204 

/

·:.! Kutha 15, 18 
J{artha \'U 14S 
J\arthikai 209, 326 

/
,,' 

II 
• 

1\nrug:L MlL<;adR 127 
Karul..-n. 94 
Karukapnllu 94 
1\::lrumalrtp<l.tta 284 
1\:nru\·cppila 294 
Knryaklmr~ 55, 277 
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Ka.Hi Yatbm 294 
J(n.Muka.m chotty 897 
Ktummala 841 
Ka~yarn 180, 2A9 
Knthakali 26, G5, 28) 
KntMnar448, 449, 4fH, 
Kathiaynno. 2!10 
Knthila Ion 
Katt.odam 44 
K:•ttumndam 85, 2~H 
J(ntu Vep}JU 8A4 
l<AUJ•ina 2l:J6, 21:-11, 2M<! 
Knm~bitakn 198 
]{n\·alknr 01 
Knvara 884, as..o;, R'm 
K11\'1lirm 880 
K11vi1 l!ooHRd H7 
KR.\'U81, 88 
Knyynnku.li 6'1 
Krtzhahm 1:27, 144! 
Knzhuthiln 2R4 
1\rtzi 404, 41i7, 471 
1\l'i•lu· 478 
Kt~dnrnath 259 
J(l:lullur NeclnkunrJ,,n Chnm·1thiri t:.!! 
Kdikottu 165 
Kontmm :ll7 
K··ro~Ja 1. !l, 7,14, 16, 2H, ~~. 'l3. au. 

N4, 10~, 104, U2, 120, 187, l!)fl, 
J 08, 170, 2SR. 2GG. 27 4 

Kor.llllchnr.\.m tG~ 
K,•rnlnmnhn.tmynm :l, 89, 1:.!:2, 14!), 

170, 171, :zr>o 
Kt't'rdnp11-Lrika 149 
Kl•l'rtht Viln.Bnm 14.9 
J(£•rnt.\. Vitu!Mhn 1\lnbn.tmynm 140 
J\C"mlolpnthi 2, R1, R4, 141, 149, 170 
1\c~nriyog,\ 227 
Kl•Lhu :.UN, 24!8 
KcLtukodiyrmam 59 
Kid"kktL l{nliyunn.m 81 
J\idakkom 81 .. 

do l\r1-1iyannm 81 
Kiriyrtm liS, 19 
Kiriyutbil15 
J<idynthil Nnh· 16 
Kirtbl\nnms 281 
KitBb 470 
KiyR l,crumn.l172 
1\iyn.pura.m 172 
1\ir.chidn.mhnmm 251 
Kizhnkkiui 1AA 
Kir.snnLiknmn 240 
Kod:t"~l'i Kartlt!l 1~. 1fiil 
Kl)(lnr 41.J:J 

1 Kodi\·ilakku 24.9 

I 
Kohen 482 
Kokkara Na.mbuthiri 83 
Kol:tthnr Variyar 4.0 
Kollikatta. Ph;haHU8 90 :I 

I
'! Kompu Vcppu8S4 

Kongu 78, 74 
II l<ongu Dc,:;om 7~ 

~ Koukau 71, 73 
r .Konkaui 849, 362 

I! Konkani Brohman 349.to 354 
' 

I 

I 

Konka.-pach 71, 73, 76 
Konnn 70 
Koothnml,alam 130 
Koottam 61 
Koottu 130 
Koran 460, 469, 471. 472, 474 
Komtti Knimal 19 
Kota 345 
J{oteswnr !·H.I) 

J{ott:tmkkam 'fha.mpur"n G-1 
Rot.La.r:un 11, 3!10 
KotLiyum kohtm :.!81 
KotLwncbiri 161 
Kounthcyashta.kam 180 
KO\·ilar.:om 11. 147,148 
]{ovil Thtlmpumn Valiy1• 66 
J{ozhalcatta. 2145 
Kmmap:1.tha 2.54: 
J{riMbna 64, 180, 171 
J<ri.;Jmn girutm ~. 208, 209 
Krishnnshtr1mi 356 
){ rishunt.tn.m 64. 
Kshnram 289 
]{Hhn tryn. bouse~~. 152 167 
){r;hatriyas 4, 11, 16, 129, 180, 

151. 156, 158, 160, 161, 167, 26~ 
l~Khcm'\. Na.mat~karum 212 
1\~hcttm·nsinR 1 \d2 
1\udttllnr 205 
1\ udanuns 800 
Kudivcchu lllt~thu Dothu :HG 
Kudi Vekkuka 18!1 
Kudiyllttom 181, 180 
Kudumi 208, 878 
Kudumichetti SSG, 887 
J<ula DcvathM!. 558, 859 
KulnsLt·i 218 
KulnYau.ba ISO 
Kulicbu Vckkuka 18G 
Kumamln Battn. 258 
Kumhtu'lln 887, 888 
Kumblmka 2'17, 817 
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l{mnbhaprndekshiuom 98 
Kumbhom 190 
Kumlalam 283 
Kunkmna 35S, 392 
1\uunamn.ngalath l\Ia.na 195 
Knnnathu Mann 195 
1\unukkus 283 
Kuppn.clu 279 
Kurav:L 20, 18il 
Kurippn.ns 67 
Kurukknl 110 · 
Kurukshetra 171, 219 
Kurup 15, l!J, 145 
Kuruthola 130 
Ku8a 144, 186, 187, 188, 191, 1193 

204, 266, 267, 268, 296, 828 
Kusa~thnli 347 
Kntba 471 
1\utll!tn.lpilli 374 
Kutlu;ya 289 
Kuttnucbori 131 
Kuttichattnn SO 
Kuttu Nungiyar 136 
Rutt1wnrom .256 
KuzhallSG, 148 
KuzhupiJli lmrtlm 18 

L. 
LABOtTRDANAIS 7 
Ll.ghutvam 132 
Lagn:\S 12, 222, 225 
Lajahouuuu 189, 190, 195, 901, 858 
Lakshma.na 89, 388 
Lalita Panclmmi 857 
Lam 280 
Lanka 89, 130, 219 
Lnval-Pyt·ara De 57 
Letoumoor 41 
Levites 401 
Limurike 3 
Linan Mac 4.0 
I.iugadha.ris 396 
Lingam 373 
Lingayet~ 873, 897 
Loclovico Yarthema 39, 56, 57 
Logan Mr. 36. 461 
Lokaclitya 345 

M. 
Maccaboeu::o 422 
~Iadhuparkh:un 2'J6, 297, 298, 350, 

Sf 1 
hhdhuryam 132 

1\Indhusuclana 817 
1\ladhwn. 259 
1\Ia.dhwachaya 359 
'Madhramnu 290, 291 
Magha 225 
1\Iahabali 67 
:Mahabhamtbn. 349 
Mahn.lakshmi 352 
1\In.balaya 336 
1\Iabalaya Ama\"asya 324, 357 
1\lahrunakham 274 
1\Iaha navami 357 
1\Iabasivarathri 824, 357 
Mnhendrn 12 
Malabar, 3, 7, 15, 103, 116, 16 199, 

262 
1\Ialabar Census 147 
:Malabar Law and Custom Moores 37 
1\L'\labar Marriage commi!:!Sion 38 
1\Ialar 252 
1\Ialayala Brahmans 170 
Malayali Ambattans 864 
Malikhan1~ 123 
Malik Ibn Dinar 460 
Malik Medina. 400 
Malian 382 
Manakulam 255 
Manavaltm 154 
Manavammn 127 
Ma.nd~lam 84, 185, 254 
1\Ianda.lapuya 85 
Mand.1.namism 258 
Mandapn. Prathishta 351 

\

[ Mandhata 164 
1\Iangalasaro 851 
1\Iangala.snanam 352, 353 
1\Iangalasuktams 185, 186 

1 
Mangalasutra.m 191, 299, 352 

I Mnngnlodayam 149 I Ma.ngalyadharanam 299 

I Maniccn. Vachakar 436 
Mankudi 290 

I 

i 
i 

II 
I! 

Ma.nnadiynr 20 
1\Iannanar 213 
1\Iannans 85 
1\[annathu knnni 193 
1\Ianolpads 123 
b!antbrnkodi 447 
l\Iantmm 189, 191, 904, 205, 2:281 230, 

253, 2G7, 351 
1\Iantratns 28. 75. 85, 93, 189, 9~7, 

229, 230, 270, 900,~20:1,~il03 205 

l
l'lfa.ntrapushpam 322 
').!a.ntras 319, 320 
l\JantL-asumm 2:.!8 



lJantnnncbm "J.'2i. 2:lH 
Mnntmmdi \t:~o 
~fanu lli8, HM 
~fnmu.mrithj ~14 

lmlex 

J\ff.'lnthol Atmihotri 1!.18 
Ml'IHmthil.aum 249 
1\fe:m·:t.<H. Arcbl->i .. hopof Gca 439 
!\I(DIJkki HJ 
1\lenc.n HI 
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lfnppillaM. Jonnknn 4-"J.5, 4f.U, 462. 471 
.U.'ll'l'illnll, Nazrnne 485 
MllppiJin. 110ilJ(H 470 
~faruiJJIIIlllll 448 

I 

~w. I, 

l\fl!prathur Nnm~·rann Bhatlathiripacl 
130 

~hrnn Ctl' )fuwl' 146, 2:::Ja, :l4H. 
"J.G7 

:\lnran:un 2oW I 
' 

?tleppo)·il 1\unji Otht'nan 67 
:Mithila 846, 8~8 
:Metrun 443, 451 
l\ll!tran',; rn.rty 444 
Metti 842 \fur ALhnne~tiug 448 

~far C\·ri1444 
Mm·co. Polo 48H 

!, Mimnmsn 275 
1\linutmsnkano :ll1, 21•1 

AiStr Grfuory 440, 442 
'Muri Ammnn 8E8 
'Mnrjnno. 220 

il Alitlmkshara 172 ~ 
Alitbili 84S 

)fur ThomoK 402, 442 
Mnr ThomnH Atl!nm·KiUM 443 
MnmkudaM 128,288 
.\fal'l'in~e cuhtornK 364, 8G7, 870, 376, 

f:IH4, 3fW, 38H, 8Ul, 808, BUG, 407, • 

11~. 4~0. 44R, 408 I 
~lnrri:agt' euHtomH :-

ClmJiynn.s 110, 117 1 
Kndupnttar.H 106, 100 ! 

Konkani BrahmnnM 84U,I 
854 

l\Iarnrc 146 
),fut.tatua 126 1 

Nnmbuthil'iJ 184, 1!.1U 1 

Nayars 22 to 84 
l'ishn.rodis 142, 148 
BnmnnthnnB 147 
Shntriyas l 51 
Tramil Bmbmnns ~91, 

808 
Vn.riyarH 189, 14.0 

~Jarm1mkkntha:rnm 40, 66 
.Ual'umnkknthflyit~ 41 
Mnrumukknthn.~·nm Lnw 68 
"f~JnKikM 830 " 
blrttl'ikn 1mja 851 
Mnt~yn JlUrnua l~O 
l\liattn.nclll'r)' 406 

Mit.bra 23~. 820 
J\lithropnsthnna 288 
Mittnm 178 208,4.45 
Mizhm·u 132 
Mlefll'has 287 
Moab 414 
!\lohnnnru 2~9 
Mouophysites 442 
Monte Corvina. John of48S 
lloollltrif{ona yantrnm 232 
l\loore 87 
Mo,.t~ical Law 400 
Mosque 469, 471 
Muburthnkal 884 
1\Iuhurthnma 43, 218,lil24, Hl'J 

217, 876 
Mukhndn,l-snnam 188 
1\Iukbumondapa.m 244 
Mukkutbi 101, 841 
Mukti 260 
l\1 ulnkrishynm 284 
M ullakkal Bhagavnthi 187 
1.1 ultn. Pmclare 440 
1\fundiyun 80, 882 
1\lundu l62 
Munjn. 2C6, 209, ~99, 801 
Munroe Major 7 
Aluppnthirnnduknr 105, 109 
ll urclhnnsJktaka 151 
1\I usncl U7 

!\Jnttu pJliLIIi Nnmhuthiri 146 
l\flltliL\'iJUI\tlUl 18!l 
~hltLll 100, .1] 1 :wu, ~70 
Mrattudl'Mnthu l\nmbidi 1:.!3 
1\lu~·uc 8i1· lll·ury 41 

11

'1 Muthnhnum 175 
::\lutinnn F.:zlnmn:llli 27D 
M uttnu liS 

'Iii~ Ul'ol\'tH111U :H6 
M•a..-:lmmnn~nlathu Nntnhurliri 
1\Ioklud:t !.ION 
1\Iokk" ?\lotbirnm 467 
1\h•lnn{'sin 414 

I 
I 

\ 

il 

Uuttntu 1'22, 125, tr6, 
'MuttR :l53 
1\Jyukkhnsim 405, 451 

N. 

127, 144, :14!1 

NADon NAUR 15, 57, GO 
Nndumitlnm .J!i, 91, li-12, ~C'G 
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Na.duvn.shi 57, 6G, 74, 75 
Naga. or Nn.gas 1, 2, 81, R2 
Naga. bali 352 
Naga kotbt.s 81 
Nagan93 
N<tga patam 101 
Nagar 340 
NtLga.ttan Kwus 81 
Nagna smdhn. 328 
Na.imisarnnvam 130 
Naimithika.~sra.dha.m 3:~1 
Na.kslmtrndesa 223 
Nala.gu ida.l 30S 
Nalamlmln.m 127, 24!1, 249.255 

256, 369 
Nalnkettn 281 
Na1upada.m·l64, 165, lGG 
Nnm 170 
Na.makn.rnna 156, 202 
Na.maska.rn,m 178, 2l:l, 255, 3:H 
Nambidis 122, 12!, 1.51 
Nambidis Aiynikur 123, 14.8 
Na.mbissa.ns 134 
N!Lmbiyar 130, 133, 13G, 137, 147 
Na.mbiyar Chakkiyar 133, 136 
Nn.mbiyar Chenguhicode 137 

Do Chengn.zhi 13'3 
Do Kalakkath Kunjnn 13:2. 137 
Do Nayar 133 
Do Pllappntta 137 
Do Pushpakan 133 
Do Tiyy:>di 133, 134, 135, 136 
Do 82, 187, 140, 203, 205, 235 

Na.mbuthiri Aftakka.t lG::l, 282, 283 
Do Kakk>tt 123 
Do Kokkarn tiS 

Na.mbuthiris 1, 15, 16, 85. SG, 89, 40, 
41, 46, 82, 85, 97, 100, 105, 125, 
136, 145, 152. 170, 172, 176 

183, 191, 201, 208, 286, 289, 291, 
416 

Na.mbuthiri Sa.rvadhiku.ryakar 277 
Nambuthiripsd Tantri 250 
Nann.yuka 279 
Na.udcemukham 139, 157, 181, 186, 

206, 210 

Nandi Srn.dham 351 
Na.ngiyar 129, 136 
Na.ngiyarkoothu 136 
Narada. 184, 196 
Narak.'\ Cha.turdeshi 857 
Narnyanll bali 158, 272 
Narayana Bhatta 355 
Nathu 101, 341 

Na,tU\·il :\Ia.tfl.m 2.59 
Nnvagraham 219 
Nava.rathri 71, 162, 3:25 
Nam"radha.m 328 
Nayaka.1 
Nayan 1 
Nayar ("ulxli\·isi<Jn) Agattu~h:\l'n& lG 

Andnran 18 
Attikkurussi 18 
Chempukotti 17 

Edachcri 17 
Illuttu 15 
Kiriyattil 15 
:\[ar:ll' 17 
Otatht 17 
Pad:tnungaL\m 17 
Pallichau 17 
Purathu Ch:trm.t. l'i 
Swarnpattil17 
Yattnkkad 17 

Nayars 3, li, 
Nea.rchus 436 

16, 17, IS, 37, 40 

Ncbuchadnazzar 403 
Nedungati 147 
Negroid 429 
Negro Jews 429 
Nelli 77 
Nenthrapazham 68 
Nerinjudukkuka 28:l 
Neruma.ngalya.m 164 
~o. .. torian 437. 438, 44:.! 

Church 439 
, Syr=ans 444 

Netiyavar 20 
Nettuvan 66 
Newars 2 
Nikka 464 
NilaYiln.kkn 130 
Nineveh 437 
Nira 77. 78 
Ni1'atuku 279 
Niranam 435 
Nir111.1.lyam 248 
Nirnaya Siudbu 331 
Niruktam 821 
Nischikathambulam 293, 850 

I 
Nisbekam 225 
Nishkramanam 156, 202, 203, 

! Nisk:tram470 

1
: Nisumba 133 · 

I
! Nityll Sradhn.m 26:1, 331 
' .Nh·cdyan: 209, 244, 32:!, 3:25 

I
I Niviti 287 
! Nool476 

314 
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I; Panakali 166 

o. :j Panans 8!)" 

Panclmhhut:1. Sarira 143 
OJJIJI!!SH 3'JO, 3tJ:l, 303 ' l'aucha Dra\·ida:s 169, 340 
Odbra 3:JO I Panella Gaudas 169 
Okkum Koluhuw Vcchudukka 28~ Pauchagavyam 44, 87, 1;39, 313 
Ola IIJ, G:l Pancbajnna 34G 
Om 2»8, 819 l'aucha. kros1~ $!7 
Om (tat-Hat) 150 Panchaksbaram 23Ji 
Onom 27, 81, 42, 07, G9, 78, 1G2, 281 PanchaJi 130, 368 
Ouchutnn.O.n 2:lU Pauchath Andi 86G 
Oodu.rnlmruppan 8U~ Panchayataua pujr1 321 
Ounu :!4 l'anchayct 211, 4U7 
OorilllU.l'W;blL l'J.7,17G PnncLumn 397 
Uottarahhadra 225 Pandara. Patti 54 
Oottarnsbadn. 22TJ Pandatml 130 
Oottram 225 Paui 1U 
OJlpcrt !Jr. 1!i Panigmha11am !,!!), 107, uo, 1~0. 
Otan 3U!:J, 8U5 l!J5 
Otntu Na)·nrM 17 l'anikka1· HJ, 7'5 
()tbillatbnmr 17G Punipaduu l:,UJ 
Othu 177 Puuniyur 172, 17(). 177 
Othu119.vru~ 17G Pnnniyur grnmnkknr 172 
OthlJ thod,mr<nl ·20M Panniyua·J,ur 177 
( ILLnkul til ~94 }•au~tnm a8! 
Uttc1.bapattu.k 4.07 Pausupuri :.lG 

p, 
Pnntaln,nmi 4Gl 
Puuthi 177 

!'ADA ~07, 251 Pu.nthit'adi :U!J 

l'nd,dmm 182 Pnpishtaunun· 17G 

l'ndamnngalum Nuynrs 17 
Pappadnm G5, GS, !)g, 1G3, 253 
Para 01 

Pt~1l:unarnm 87J; 
Pnrabrahnv.uu 3:.!0 l'ntl11Vyakti 18~ I 

J'aflmam 75 il 
Paradcsis 129, SH 

J,tulnmunhho. l:ll7 Pnrns:cnn1 77 

l'ndwntmdaclmrill r :l5R 
li l'arnknli ~:i l 
II Po.rakkum Kuth u l'H 1~\dlll~l).lUl'llllO. 2·J5 
1: raramnhna 230 l'ndm11sannm SUi II Ptlt'n.mpnra AmU 3G6 l'aclmnsUt':l. 875 
ll l':~<lru.m 822 J,,u·a. uirnkkuka 91 

l'nlmrcbt' !.!0 
II 

Pnraunun lOLl 

J'ahhiyil lluttutu 25i P,,rappauml 119 

l',tlnui llU 11arasnl1l 1U7 

l'nlaK;~ Y itlhi »Gl II P;,uwmratn!t 4. n:~. ~~. IO:l. Ull, 
UO. J:J7, IG:J, iH7 

rnlikkamolhil'l\lll 10:.! 
II 1\uasu t•da~·:war :nl 

1'1tli~·nth ~0 

\ 

l'lll'il \";Ulli' l'!,j 
Palknuji 1-10 

Pilrillhi l!Si, i~H 
l'1~1luvi\s 1;') 

PnrikshiL tl3 
l'nllit'lmu 17, 1a, M) 

' I•ut·ina.nlnnm a:,:.a 
Jl,,llikuruJl :.a;u l 

ral'il'h~ 1:.!7, ' l~S 
Pull i p11rL ltli ' I l'llriyn.pJmd ~01 
l'idlilrhiUlliUlll!G PnrLhin. 43G J'nllh·cLLn ~f>S 

Pnrthouio. 217 
l'Rluuku 3ti7 

rnr'f'nllft. 2:.!-1 
l'11lllb• llckk11l Nombutbiri S2 P1\~thann 8~t1 
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Pntnla 4, 86 
Pntbin:\lu\'ittukar lG 
PathiJmluv1:itta.m 281 
Pat.hiuayira.thil Nayar 19 
Pathiprayauo. Japam 301 
l'nthuv.1.nun 446, 449 
P:ttinjattu::l4 
P1ttiujattu imthal ia::J, i:J4 
PJ.Ltinjattu 1\luri D 
Patinjattupnm 9 
p.u,ippnra Yari~·ar 138 
l'atui Kauji 9fi 
l'ntttiyasaha :W5 
l';ttl-iarch of Bahylou 437 
l't\ttakkamn 388 
Pattnn:-~ttukl\1 2GH 
l'at.Lauom Pizhat1uwar 105 
1';\ltarappau lO:i 
PatL'lthiar Ammn 105 
l'aUil ::l41 
Patt.ola l\J~non 10, 16 
l':lttoh• Musath 1:.!5 
l'attu Bhadrnka.Ii 07 

Do Oannpathy 67 
r •• ttukay~·:d dcthu :l15 
l'n.ul 'l'O})iuard 430 
Pavnda 3-10 
J'anun<Lna 1R5 
P<t,·asamm :-H2 
p,,viLhram :lSil 
11.\\'U mundu 31. 37"1 
Pilyasam 26, :l4!J, :l65 
l'azhn~·akut·n 440 
l':1.zhayari 279 
Peml 13, 77, 113 
]'cmwnug;tlathn man~ 1!J5 
l'cnuuha~tt;\ Pnnikka1· ~7G 
J•en\ttupumthu Nambut.hiri :276 
Pcrumals of ](cmla 1~2. 164, 165 
Pcrmm1.nom 177, 182 
Pcrumanom Temple :,!51 
l'ermnparbppu 1:,!8 
l,erur 111 
Pcy ](ovils Sfi 
l'Jmlul.lhaga :l:.!l 
1 'ha :f.( una :.!:.!4 
J•halila '1.17 
l'hili:>Lilll"S 440 
}lhocnici:ms 414 
Picht\ 177 
Pida.rans 127 
Pidham 3~1 
Pilapetta :Xambiyur 187 
J'ioda. bali 111 
l'iudiynWllar 16, 213 

I Pindums 94, 2G8, 

I Pisachas 85 
270, 830 

1
.
1

.

' Pisanknthi 43 
J•ishamssh\r 14:3 
Pisharotics 139, 142 

· Pisharmu 142 
li I'itammuar 1:.!5 

I
'll Pitre Ta1·p;ma 237 

Pitrilok:l :l7:.!, 330 
i,j f'itris 26g, 272, 285, ~g4, 307, 331, :J:l3 

Plasu 88, 187, lAD, 23\J 
l'okktnnura.Lbu 75 
Pollathali 136 
Polyand•·y 31, 210 
Polygamy 210, 315, 415 
Pompey 403 
Punathii.'S l~J 
Pongal all 
Pounaui 38. ll!J 
Puray:~ttu 75 

1 
Pothi 131 
1-'uthuval 122, 144 
l'rabhaknra. 174 
Prabhuta b:~li 32!) 
Prachina Yiti 2:{7 
Pradakshinam 100 
Pmdosham 1G2 
Prajapathi 1t;7, 200 
I•rajapatbiam :lU3, 315 
Prnkrithi :Wl 
Pmllll\UJtkkar 73, 75 
Pra.manics 55 

I Pranan 93 
'! Pranamlll 207, :237, 320 

Pmnnyamam 237 
]•mpanchasamm 2:28 
Prasada.ms 249 
Prasnas 217 
Pratha sandhya. 285 
PmthiJomajas 122 
Prathilomam 20, 41, 125 
Prathingiri 232 
Pravaram 182, 291 
Pmyaschitbmn ij7, lll, 158, 206, 213, 

.1 m 
Pmyogaparijat:l 355 
Pm~·og.t~l1Ull 2'2.H 
I•rethas 85, 228, 3:W 
Puberty Customs 29, 105, 140, 311, 

412, 450 

Pudamuri 82~ 33. 34, 35 
Pudamuri Kodukkal 3:1 

~ l'urlam 16-J, l:\40 
206, 

l
l,uj<l 7G, 106, 11:!, 127, 139, 20·!, 

· ~Hs, 219, aos 

l 
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l'nja F:doppu 20<1 
PujnM GH, 7fJ, 8-i, ki, AA, ttr., 230,242, 

2:'"10, 2lJ:2, 8'if:l 
Pnlll J;'j4 

Pulaynn 77, 173 
)'nli JSJ 
l'ulikurli 411, 147 
PulinRkbnm 10~ 
J'ullu 87 
PumM\'RMm 147, 155, 200, 318 
Punnrvaftu 2~/j 
Punnnthur, :.!.')IS 
1,unul114, 116, 123, U7, 181, 134, 

146, 148 
Punynhr.m 9.5, 09, 114, llfi, 189, 140, 

145, 148, 186, 206, 296 
Punynhavnchnnam 851 
Pumka 2~7. 8J7 
PunLkoyimn. !.!11, 218 
!Jumm 71, lfi~ 
Pumn(lcbnmann. 817 
Purann,s 62 
Pnrn.talam 180 
Pnrnttu Charna Na~·nr 11 
Pnmn.huti 8Gl 
Pnrohita Sf.IO, 8G1 
]'urulllmrthn.m un 
PnrnMha.Huktnm 846 
f'urmpnnkti 361 
run·nMikhn l'amdcMthu Nishilibam 

280 
]Jm:hn.n 207 
PnRhpAg:n.n 18~. 194, lo19 
l'n~hpanjili 24H 
I'IHoht)ini lH~ 
l'u,.hyn 2:l!l 
Pnthnli 10~ 
Puth~"mR 100 
!Juthnri 7~. 168 
Puthari Chnndn. 78 
Pntlu'n Anwuli 110 
1'nttuknthiln ](\~ 
Pnyrun 821 
P~·<"llf'e R.lljl\ 7 
P,,·mrd-Dc·Ln''"'l 57 

Q 
QtTID PRO Ql'O 408 
Quilon 48! · 

R. 
J!Annr 488 
Rahu 88, tiS, 180, 227 
Rnjn II, 816 

Raja put ~10 
Rajaputnna 310 
Rnja.R'lja I (Chola kin~) llG 
Uajas 54 
Rajnl'iuya Yagam 100 
Rnkhayati 470 
Rakkudi 340 
Jtai.;ta. Chnmund\· 23:2 
RamaJL'lttam 64. 
Ramayanam 80, 130 
RRmcswnrnm 46, 95, 111 
Ramzan 470 
Rnsichakmm 223 
Ra11iknrinjiui 14!1 
Ratba 256 
Rathapatha 254 
Ratha BBpthami 807, 857 
R.1.tn11. Vail 875 
Raviklm 292, 840 
l!cchaka 2~7. 817 
Jkfonncd s,·rianA 4!",0 
Rcbohoam 415 
Religion 80, Al, 10( 
Hcndnm pnrisha b!7 
l!ig Veda 206, 267, 2~9. 2:0, 800 
Big Vedic Swnrnm ~9 
Riktathjthies 22.') 
Ui~bi or RiRhis 130, 191, 229, 290, 

294, 807' 815, 819 
Rishikcsn 817 
Hishi Pancbnmi vrntnm 326 
Ri~hitAr[Y.Ina 2:l7 
HituR. 19G, l!J7 
Ritummti 81:!, JH3 
Rohini 12. 2:l5 
Homo Syrians 444, 445, 450 
Uotti 479 
H.uclm fH 2 
Hmlm);sha 1'19, 2~~. ~)() 

s 
SADHAKK.\R 225 
Snbbamndham 275 
SBhlmth 419 
Sahjn. 423 
Snchi 851 
S:t.cm pri\'1\tn 20 
Sadbanam 218 
Snha choula 156 
&hadbarmam chnrtha 189 
Sohib• 471 
Sahyadrikandom 171, 847 
&Imlam 187 
B.lk&la Rakha 955 
&kha 289, 291, 298 
&khas 290 
Sakti worship 104 
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Salam Alcl;hum 4Ill 
Sa.ligramn.m 240, 29~ 
Sa.ligra.mapuja 240 
Sn.lkaram 85 
Samajam 113 
~nman 2tiG, 300 
8:\ mnnan OS 
St\mrmothlms 272, 27! 
Samanthnns 39,146,147, H8 
SamnnYaM 175 
S::nnav;rthnnam 157,208, 20!), 210, !l50 
Sarna \'crla 204, 308,804,307 
Sarna. Vccli :?03, 804 
Sambandakkanm 4:-l 
Sa.mbhanclbam 2:2, 27, ~s. 30, 31, 

82, 3~. 35, SG, 37, 38, 42, 
59, 115, t29, 133, 134, 130, 
141, U.'l, 147, 148, 149, H>2, 153, 
154, 183 

Sambandhnm thndnngukn. 32 
Samba Purnn:1.m 235 
Samhita 253, 25G 
Samidadhnnatr. 208, 209, 2~9, 293 
Samragoi 352 
Su.mskarilm 29, 155, 314, 349 
83-mucl R'lhhi 401 
Samutiri ·170 
Sanchayann.m 95, 111 
Snndbya 209, 239, 240, SIS, 322 
R.mdhy:~ Devata 319, 320 
Sandhya. Vanclluumm 14G, 167, 20!}, 

210, 268, 817, 818 

Sapt•pathi 189, 190, 191, 800, 
SnptnriRhis 821 
Sarada 261 
Saradatilakam 228 
Sarnswatha S.JG 
Sa.raswathi 1~5, 2r,g, 261, 34G 
Sarpnhali 143 
Sarp11.km·u 17.8 
Sarvndhikaria.kkar 277 
Snt'Yamany:.,m 173 

Sa.rvaswndannm 172, 19.J., 21G 
Sasdm AO, 84: 
Sastht'f\ Nambuthiris 175 
Sastt-akali 163 
Sastrangam 177 
Sathyamat1gala.m 290 
Savitri 206, 207 

/ Savitri :l\Iantram~; 207 

I. Sayicls 471 
Scvthian 2 

I Sedan SGO 
I Seemantham 147, 200, 
: Began 417 
: Sekam 102 
1 Senknudar 374: 
I 
1 S~sha homam 302 

Seshakriyn 03 
Settnkamn 3GO 
Shaitn.ns 473 
ShatshBsti 347 
Shorlas1t kriya~ 176. 218 
Shodasam 330 
Sikhn 204 

40, 813 

Sankalpa 2G2, 295, 318, 319 
Sankamchariya,r 115, 2.56, 2G.2, 35S 
Sn.nknrn-dig-vijayam 2GO 
Sank:u>n.r 151, 257, 200 
Sankarasmritbi 2~5 

II 
I' 

Simhik3. 1GO 
Sit;l> 89 
Siva. 13, 46, AO, 165 
Sivadicksh::. 139 
Siv-adwija·l25 Sankha 182 

Sankhnkali 1G3 
Sankhny:ma lflG 
Sankmntis 81 
Sanmantrnm 228 

Sanmurthis 223 
Srmthi 177 
Santhikn.ran 135 
Sanyasi 142, 178, 235, 257, 258, 286 
Sanyasis 143, ~59, 265, 266, 

2,qG, 319 
S<qngrn.sthns 175, 176 
Snpindanns S2q, 331, 3~2 
S3pindas lFO., Hl·1, 272, 273, fl27 
Sapindi 157 
S!lpindik:u'fl.l"Ul 269, 820, 3GO, 3G1 

il 

lr 

II 

;I 

Siva Guru 257 
Sivalingnm 244, 2·16, 247, 2!)() 
Simlli 3J!) 
Sivam.thri 71, 251, 324 
SkBnda Puran.rt. 245 
SJn.ghia kulakkar 128 

" 
vakkuknr12S 

Smarthn. Brahmans .291 
SmarLho.n 174, 211, 214, 290 
Smarthavicharam 2JO, 214 
Smasnnam 271 
Smrithi 40, 197\ 322 
Smritis 215. 
,Snanam 234 
S'nat:\k:t 21M, 294 
SnBta kannn. 2!)4 

,, 
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Sodakon• 273 
Solomon 400 
Soma 171, 2ll6 
Soman 110, 830 871· 
Somatiri 170, 17' 
SomaynJ!"m 240 
Somayaji 224 
Soumrmm 293, 3l!i 
Sonnnkyo. Pmyogn. 855, 8('.1.) 

Soundn.r.nl Luhnri 2f..O 
Sradhn. or Srn.dhas 112, 124, 12R, 148, 

21R, tn:;, 21~. B:l!l, a~. as , 334, 
JJ::J;'), 83('!, 843 

8l'BUtB karmt\ 21:l, 2j!j 
~mvana. 220, 22; 
Srn\'tmR dw:ulc"4i Hi:.! 
Hri 20:S. 812 
Srihhuta hnli ur,, 250 
81·i Chakm 233 
Sridhnm 817 
Srik~tndnth Pnnikkar 7-6 
Sriko\·il 17, 244, 24A 
Rri Krh.hna 1G:2, 825 
Sri l\Iulusthn.nnm 200 
f.iring('ri mutL 2:J7, 268, 2.')Q 
Sri PamRurnmo. 171 
Hri Ramn. 1G4 
Sri lt:unn. 'Sll\'nmi 8:14 
Hruthi" 27/'i, snn 
Rtalipnkn.m l\13 
SLnmhnnnm 22!J 
StnniK )I) 
Rtirnth11 lll2 
~totrnK SfJH 
Rtunrt H. A. 146 
SnLhndm 180, ltl.'i 
Suclai'Rilnn 2:n 
Stulhnhhojanam 214 
Sndras 2, 8, 14, 15, IG, 18, 19, 21, 97, 

121, 182,201 
Rurro 47~ 
Hujud 4.70 
Sukll[IUl'RJn 177 
Sttkla DCMmi 857 
Sukln Ekad, .. i 8~7 
Sukm 227 
Suktnms 81~ 
Sumangnli 858 
Sumblu\ 138 
Sunnch tlfi9 
Sumtmmlmmm 87~ 
Surpn1mlm. tno 
Rnrnl. lb\toml '0 
Sur~·Middhnntn :.!17 
Sur~1\ upMtiU\0:'\ 319 

I 
Suryopanishnd 217 
SUAhnpti A,·n.st.B 8·21 
SuthakndOl!bam 2~2 
Sutra 211) 
Sutras 152, 257 
SwndeHill 281 
Sw:ldhyayam 200, 240 
Swaba 20i 

!' Swami,·ar 64 
Swaruf,akkar lG' 
Swarupam lG · 
Swn.rupathil Nayars 16 
SwaRthi Kuktam11 1FI5 
Swati 225 
Swi~htakrit 1R7 
Synagogup400.~13,417,419,420,422, 

445, HG, 44R, 449 
S~·riltn ChristianA 435, 'SO 

'J'AD.UIDU UG 
Tngnm 7"1 
Tnh n 474 
Tnitt.iriya Brnhmunn 3.jl 
Tnittiri~·a Ycda 8tG 

1 Tnkil 250 
Tnk,hakn 83 
Tnlnk 4G7 
Tnlapalli 131 
Tali 22, 24, 25, 27, 2R, S!J, lOt, 

115, 120, 172, lHS, H)]. 299, 409, 
447, 4Gl 

Tnli-kazhaknm tss·, 142 
TaJi-kettu 27, 154 
Tuli-kcttu kal~·nnnm :H, 27. l!i2 
Tali-koottnm 12.5 
Taliparnmlm li 
Talith 13~, 41R 
Tali-tier 12f, 148, UR 
Tali-tying 113, 139, 152, 867 
T,,}iyn.thiris 274 
Tnmbulam 294 

1 Tn.mburnkka.ls 173 
1 Tamil Brnhmans ~A!J 

·,~I Tn.mil Kn.ikkolnns 879 
Tnngal 46~ 
Tnntmm 178, ~50 
Tanh-a sangraha 284 
Tn.ntra &1\ra. 280 

1 Tantri 185, 145, 146, 175, 250 
Ttmtri Nambuthiripnd 250 
Tnp.u 844 
Tnrnkn. mantmms ~79 
Taraknu IS, lOS, liS, 119, 120,121, 
Tarnw.\d 11, 21, 2:l, 88, 45, 60, 52, 53 

04, 95, 9('i, 153, ]54. 
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Tarka 174 
Tarpana 218, 2~A. 230, 236, ~37, 325 
Tatoo 267, 268 
Temples 

Perumnn~m 251 
Thinwanchil.:ulam 251 
Thiruvilwamnln. 251 
Thripunittura. 252 
Yndn.kkunnn.thn.n 252 

Thachudaya Kaimal144 
Thak•hakan 83 
Thakur 311 
Thala 457 
Thalakkalathu Bhattathiri ~24 
Th•mpan 151 
Thampurakkals 173 
'£hampura.n 151 
Thampumtti 151 
Thua 60 
Tha.vo.zhi 21, 49, 50, 51 
Thavazhis 52 
Thazhnkkat 195 
Tbazhn.kkat 1\Iana 195, 196 
Thechi 88 
Thekke Ua\am 259 
Thekkiui 34 
Thel'o.tti Vidu 106 
Thilahom:lm 86 
Thirandu kuli 29 
Thiri-ozhikkal 135 
Thirtham 248 
Thirumulkazh&hn 23, 59, 114 
Thirumulpad 24, 13G, 151 
Thirunelli 05 
Thiruvanangadi 119 
Tbil'uvatbir!lr Sl, 4~. 70 
Tbiruvathim kali 281 
Thiruvonam 27, 162 
Thitturam 252 
Tbiyyati Nambiyar 193, 184, 14.5 
'Ihivvaitom 135 
Th.;da 100, 163 
Tbodaynm purnppad 66 
Thoppi kallu 81 
Thortha mundn Sl, 2A2 
Thozheekkal 24 
Thrikkakkarappan 27, G8 
Tbrikkana Mathilfl.knm 274 
Thrikkara.yur 163, 164 
Thukku Vilakku 140 
Thumba 88 
Tbunjathu Ra.ma.nuja.n 46 
Tippali 314 
Tip.pu Sultan 897 
Tirumwa.i 172, 254 

Tiruva.ttnr 277 
Titles (of Nayars) 

Achan 20 
Asa.n 20 
1\.aima.llO 
Ka.rtha. 18 
Kw·up 19 
1\Ia.nua.tiynr 20 
Menon 19 
Na.ya.r 19 
Pn.nikkn.r 10 

Tittu 211 
Titus 4:08 
Tiyya.ttu Unni 134 
Tom 424 
Treta. yu~a. 171 
Tripunathura. 64 
Tri pundram 280 
Trivikraman 317 
Tulsi 87, 91, 188, 2GG 
Tulsi mani 283 

17. 

UCHAP"CJA 249 
Ucharal 78, 79 
"Vdakakriva. 93, 268, 269 
"C"d.o.ka. pUrva. Kannyakadanam 188 
Uda.nan OS 
Uddand:1 Sastri 205 
Udhumbara. 193 
rjain 219 
Unnis 134 
"Cnnithiri 147 
l' padesam 110 
lipakarmas 157, 218 
Cpakathas 130 
t;pa,.yam 128, 139, 142, 156, 208 

226, 257' 314 
Ut>..1.nisha.ds 257 
Upa.nishedam 209 
Upasthauam 139, 238, 319, 320 
Upa.vas.1.m 250, 823 
Up!lvnstram 821 
Upavithi 166, 237 
I:pperi 284 
Uppilittathu 284 
{;rallors 251 
U rdhva pundL'fl.nl 290 
Uruli 70 
Ushapujo 248,249 
U sbashtis 196 
U strum Bin Alvan 479 
Utsavom 71, 145, 250 
Utsavavigraham 126 
Uttam 12 
Uttamkando 245 



t:'U.ara Rab.aKya a47 
t:tLaraynnam 20'J 
l"ttarh·um 352 
l" zhan.tporukkuk.1. Bl 
t:zhiujo.l63, 70, 2~1 

v 
\' ADAKKUMUHAGAKKAB 487 
Yad<lkkulmthuu ~50 
Yndamu.•t 200 
\'ud1ll01m l\I•Jothu Yu.it~bna.vo.n 200 
\':Ldhuu" Kntras 2.~ 
\'1Ldhyaman 2UO, 2!Jl 
\'udhy•n• 174, 198, ~16, 258 
Yag•lnno. 800 
\;•idikan• 125, 174, 211 
v .. idiko126, 11!18, 818, 827, 830, 833 
\'aighnnnMa 2!JO 
Yaikum 1415 
Ya.ikumva. 20, 140 
\'ait~-bnavan 200 
Yui'l-hlll~\·i 21:1 
\'uholnuwiteH 140, 17~. 840 
y,,i.diticK Uti, ~atl 

\' lli"'wnllcmm 1 !J2 
\'M.i~'>'NRdCVI\!i 162, 20;.!, :l40, 88~ 
\'niKWI\lUll'O. 8~ 
\' 1\if'I)'I~H 11 
\'aitiLrnui 3:!1 
Yniyanknthnvu15G 
vukynvl·ithi 166 
\'alai &HI 
V•l•k•ppu 318 
Yali\·•~kovil Tbamburnn GG 
Vnll .. annnti 29. HO, HB, 188 
\'nma(lcvayn. 801 
Y11moun. 68, 817 
v.mn. 201 
VnnRJlnlKLhnn173, ~tf5, 286 
\' .aud.mnlllokam 6G 
\'nniyan• 17 
v.ml\i 84:Z 
\'aa'l\tll\k.,binll lli~. '"JU~. 351 
\'1\rn.hn1\11\hinlr 1"40, :t:l8, 247 
\'1utlhn. murthi 170 
\'nrn L.al•!ihmi \'rnt1mt 8:.!6 
\'nm1i :lGl 
VU-11\1\1 \£5.5, :.!SG 
Ya.mpl't•t~lmna 205 
\'n1-npujAo ~{JG, 808 
Vari~SM)"IU'M H~ 
\"Rriynm 137, l l~ 
\'ttriynr 13H, 141 
,.,uhn.ra187 
Ynribcwo IG, ~7 
\'orUWI 157, 208, 320, 86g 

Index .. 
Varunom 285, blS II,, 

Va!fco-dc-G:mm 270 
•I 
~~ Vl,t~i~ht.J. 182, 1tJG, 289 

Varoium 2:.!9 

I 
\~a~;thopat~.amana. yagna. 180 
\'aothospothi lt!O, 181 
Vasthu 130 
Vo.sthumandal11. 181 
Vnsthunara ltiD, 191 
Vast-hu yagam 180 
Vasthu yagtut. 180 
Va~;tradanam Sa 
v.,stram 162, 2'i3 
Vata 2!34 

i \'atakkiui 43, 91, 140, 1S8 
I Vnthiltbum.pattu 447 
j! Vi~ottakkali 281 

Vnttckkad N:1.yars 17 
:j \'n,·ar ozhivuku. 101 
11 v~..dang.L :U~ 
:i \'od1mta sutras 257, 2()0 
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.

1

. \'cera Hagbu,.,., CbakrJ. \'nl'Lhl 43!:1 
\·cctt.il Kettu 85, 105 

ii \'clnkkat-balnmn 103, 114 
~. \' uli l5'l 

V clichapad 7G, 80, 84, 11!:1, 135, 13G 
1 Vclicngode l'l3 

I, Vcllalans 15 

I Vcllalns Sozbia,896 
11 Vcllnmthuruthi Nambiyar 187 
I, Yellnyum Karimpatavum 447 

Vcllodi 147 
Vclutba Na.mbiyar 252 
Velutbcdt~.ns 1~, 108, 115, 121 
VcogBnad 177 
Venkitanunanan 860 
Vcttakkorumakan SO 
Yczhnmban 898 
\'ibhuthi 139, 290, 80~ 
Vicar AposWiic of Vempoly 440 
Vicbnruna 211 
Vidmnlm Kniro.1ka s:a 
Yidbusbakan 182 
Yidb,-ammblmm 01. 1.56, 204, 22G 
Vidb;·nnmya Swami :.!GO 
\"idu lG 
\"idwc1;bannm :.!0-!, :.!:ltJ 
\'ignCHwnrn 8:!1. 
Yija~·adcs:1D1i Gl, 204, 3:!5 
Vijnyanagnr 22!), 8.J8, aoo 
Vilnkkn.ttu pauatn \'ckkuka 186 
\'ill;lglJ orgaui~a\tiou 00 
,.ilbge ll.1.1Slimcs G::J 
Yih·o. 87 
\'ilvamRnfr.\lntbu swami~·:\r 6! 
Vinodnmalik" H9 
Yirobahu 37-1 
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Virana 805 
Vira.t puru!:'ha 346 
Virgin Mary 450, 451 
Virgo intacta 465 
Visakl\m 204, 209, 35G . 
Vishnu 13, 46, 61, GS, 75, 87 133, 135, 

182, 204, 205, 240, 260, 313, 321, 
35g 

,.i~>hnuclhariuottnra. 181 
Vi!:ibnu Sahasrn.nmnnm 260 
Yh;hu 70, 75, 79 
ViswanMhn. 258 
Viva-ham 224,. 295 
Vivothascsha 1·52 
V ra.tam 294 
Vmtams 293, 294, 315, 326, 327 
Vridhi s1·a.dham 331 
Vrishabhadri 39 
V rishotsarga SGO 
Y rithrasura, n 326 
y,-ahritis 237 
YYaknmnnm 174, 206 
Yyallan !)3 
Yyasa. 258 
Yyasapuja 357 
Yyatbipatha 225 
Yydntthi 225 

w. 
W<:LL>:sLY, Lono 7 
Whi•h Mr. C. }I, i03 
White Mr. 40'J 
Whitl.'Chapcl 4.28 
Whitehouse Rev. T 431 
\Vhitc Jews 402, 404, ·105, Jl8, 430, 

431, 433 

x. 
:XAVIEn ST. FnANCIS 4H 

y 
YAG.UIS 16, 235, 275 
Yagasula 16_. 

Yagmis 218,240, 248 
Y"gnavalkya 182, 184, 271, 355 
Yajamano. 361 
Yajur 256, 2g0 
Yujur Veda. 256, 201, 20G, 298, 300, 

303, 807 
Yajor Vedis 35l::l 
Yajus 2Rg, 2n 
Yama 271 
Yamuna~ 317, 3:l1 
Yautram 281 
Yantmm Aswarudha 23:! 

do Bbadraka.li 235 
do Cha.muudy 234 
do Uanapathy 231 
clo Ha.numan 232 
do l\Ioo1atrigona 232 
do Prnthiugil"i 23il 
do s.u-abha ~31 
do Sud..'lt-sana 231 
do Sutl::akado::;ba 2:::! 
do Yarati 232 
do Vatugathrigona 23::! 
clo Yatuka Bbairasa 23:! 

Y autL-nsaram 2~8 
Yatm d~\nnm2G7: 271, 272 
Yatro kali 281 

I Yatrnkalikkar 175 
Yogadri pad Sanyasis 250 

f Yogakkar 251, 254 
j Yogakkars 251~ 254 
[ Yogam 211 

I
. Yojauns 271 
Yudhhhtira 149 

II z 
ZAKKAI 432 
Zakkath 470 
Zamoa·in 50, 64, 104, llG: 123, 27G, 

462 

1

.

1

. Zodi"c 221 
Zoro:~strians 21; 
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